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Abstract

The aim of this thesis has been the design of an appropriate architecture for cosy-

mats, a connectionist-symbolic machine for text summarisation. The components

of cosy-mats should be su�ciently generic to be used for any input text, irrespective

of subject domain, type, or user requirements. Domain and user-speci�c knowledge

can be seamlessly incorporated in the system in order to further improve performance.

The main characteristic of cosy-mats, however, is that it should be able to function

even without any such customisation.

As the �rst step towards developing cosy-mats, a prototype of its core com-

ponent was implemented. This is a feed-forward back-propagation Arti�cial Neural

Network (ann) where the main decisions are taken with respect to content selection

for summary generation. This ann receives individual sentences from the input text,

encoded by means of pre-speci�ed high-level pragmatic features, and assigns to them

degrees of importance. The higher the importance rate, the more likely it is for the

corresponding propositions to be considered in the composition of the summary. The

pragmatic features have been inuenced by a number of theories of Pragmatics and

Discourse development. Ultimately, however, feature selection was determined by the

study of real-world text corpora pertaining to diverse domains and even text types.

One of the objectives of the research has been to map these abstract, pragmatic

features onto their semantic, rhetorical, and surface manifestations. This is in order

to automate the evaluation of these pragmatic features in the context of the fully-

developed cosy-mats, as well as to restrict the amount of input analysis involved.

Hence, an additional goal for this research has been the identi�cation of linguistic, as

well as extralinguistic (pragmatic), features for the determination of sentence impor-

tance in a text. A requirement for all these features is that they should be su�ciently

generic to be appropriate for new application environments. Along these lines, a

three-level feature scheme is proposed that furnishes a set of such `universal' content

selection criteria. The three levels are: the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the sur-

face, in descending order of abstraction. The content selection ann in cosy-mats is

embedded in a standard symbolic environment consisting of lexico-semantic, morpho-

syntactic and pragmatic analysers and generators. In addition, it is part of a cascade

of lower-level anns, each responsible for speci�c subtasks in interpreting the surface

and semantic, in terms of pragmatic features, and vice versa. As a consequence, the

pragmatic ann collectively considers all levels of language in `taking a decision' with

respect to the importance of individual text sentences.
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Notation

In this thesis, a number of abbreviations are used as follows:

AI: Arti�cial Iintelligence

ANN: Arti�cial Neural Network

COSY-MATS: COnnectionist-SYmbolic MAchine for Text Summarisation

IE: Information Extraction

IR: Information Retrieval

KWIC: KeyWord In Context

NLG: Natural Language Generation

NLP: Natural Language Processing

NLU: Natural Language Understanding

P.: Pattern

PDP: Parallel Distributed Processing

RST: Rhetorical Structure Theory

SDI: Selective Dissemination of Information

SGML: Standard Generalised Mark-up Language
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the long and short-term goals of the present research are

identi�ed, as well as the fundamental assumptions underlying it. The

task of text summarisation is de�ned in general terms, and the moti-

vation behind endeavours aiming at its automation is explained. The

speci�c processes involved therein are discussed from a theoretical and

a computational point of view. The focus is placed on content selection

for the output summary and the identi�cation of generic features which

constitute criteria that are su�ciently abstract to be independent of ap-

plication domain or text type. At the same time, emphasis is put upon

the additional requirements for the objecti�cation of these features, so

that their evaluation can be automated in the context of a system. The

empirical and inductive aspects of the methodology adopted are justi�ed,

as is the support for a deeper, pragmatic, analysis of texts. To this e�ect,

the selective and non-commissive implementation of relevant theories of

pragmatics and text development is advocated. In addition, the need is

stressed for the concurrent consideration of the multiple features identi�ed

in the determination of text unit importance. A exible but robust envi-

ronment is proposed that is based on these principles: COSY-MATS, a

COnnectionist - SYmbolic MAchine for Text Summarisation. Finally,

an overview is presented of the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Text Summarisation

In the context of this thesis, text summarisation is de�ned as the process whereby a series

of ordered, cohesive, and coherent utterances is reduced to a relatively few propositions

which convey the core messages of the corresponding parent text (cf. [50, 98, 138, 155, 164,

1
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210]). There seems to be a certain degree of confusion in the literature surrounding the

terminological distinction between summarisation and abstracting; related systems appear

to tackle both tasks at once, or either of the tasks using the wrong name (Sections 2.2.1.1

and 2.2.2.1). For the current purposes, the most widely-accepted de�nitions are adopted,

namely:

A summary of a text is usually more lengthy and informative than its abstract [86, 101,

117, 164]. In addition, the summary may depart from the original to a greater extent

and can be less dependent on it formally [48, 86, 164].

In contrast, abstracts are thought to contain mainly information about the structure,

rather than the actual content, of the source text [101, 164]. Moreover, they are

considerably more brief than the corresponding summaries and they often take the

simple form of excerpt citation from the original [51, 117]

1

. Thus, the di�erence

between summarisation and abstracting is generally thought to be that the former is

applicable to any text type or genre, while the latter is mostly associated with scienti�c

and technical source texts. Hence, abstracts are subtypes of summaries [51, 86, 117,

164].

According to the above distinction, this thesis is preoccupied with text summarisation.

This is because the main goal motivating the research described here has been the develop-

ment of a system that is adequately generic to readily accommodate any type of source text

and any requirements regarding its target abbreviated version. Thus, scienti�c and technical

documents are certainly some of the texts of interest, but not the only ones. Hence, sum-

marisation is the dominant term used throughout this thesis, but it is taken to cover the

processes involved in abstracting, too.

Occasionally, the term abstraction is employed as well to denote one of the fundamen-

tal processes in the human processing of linguistic and extralinguistic information, namely

`generalisation' (Section 1.1.1.1). In this sense, abstracting is viewed as what precedes and

accompanies summarising [155, 164, 210]. As the etymology of the term suggests [218], what

1

Although this phenomenon, of text extraction and concatenation, is also encountered in the case

of certain types of summaries [164]
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is involved is a `subtraction' of the superuous and accidental details and a concentration

on the essential features of the entity or situation at hand. Consequently, abstraction is also

relevant to this research, but should not be confused with the specialised meaning assigned

to its "abstracting" variant.

1.1.1 Motivations Behind Research on Automatic Text Sum-

marisation

The automation of the text summarisation process is potentially very useful, because it

could provide a partial solution to the current problem of information overload [20, 117, 125,

138, 177]. There is too little time to process the abundance of information available, or even

to simply access it. Advances in computer and telecommunication technology have resulted

in huge amounts of data being transmitted and received in a matter of seconds around the

world over the Internet. This electronic data adds up to the publication explosion with

respect to the conventional printed word. The problem is that the time limits within which

all this information has to be digested have not been extended. The inevitable result has been

loss of important data and consumption of disproportionately larger amounts of irrelevant

data. Summaries could help by providing a succinct and, ideally, comprehensive overview

of the contents of the corresponding documents. On this basis, the prospective reader may

more safely decide which texts to read and further manipulate [93, 117, 138].

One could think of a large number of end-user types that would bene�t from an automatic

summarisation system. Researchers could use it for `current awareness' purposes, but also

`retrospectively', in order to access previous research or even foreign language texts [117].

Similarly, the business and �nance world might gain quick access to hundreds of urgent

internal and external reports, specialised articles and announcements, possibly in search of

pre-speci�ed subjects of interest [20, 93, 117, 124, 167]. The legal profession could also make

heavy use of such a system, because immediate access could be gained to past cases and

customer histories in compressed form (cf. [82, 107, 141]). Along the same lines, such an
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application would be of great value to librarians, indexers and information scientists. It

would alleviate their everyday responsibilities in providing services to the aforementioned

end-user groups [117, 164]. In this category also belong the various news gathering and

alerting services. Given the space and time limitations imposed on them, an automatic

summarisation system would assist the decision-making process of what and how much to

further distribute and publish. In addition, the customers of these services would be equally

facilitated in selecting material that is relevant to them, and in retrieving it either in part or

in full (cf. [93, 117, 138]). As a result, only a fraction of the initial information `survives' to

be read in full. Thus, the time and e�ort spent on the irrelevant can be greatly eliminated,

while additional time can be dedicated on the necessary and the interesting.

Apart from using an automatic summarisation system to aid readers in identifying text

of importance or interest to them, a system of this kind could also be employed as a writing

aid for the author of the source text themselves. The generated summary could be used

as a measure of the adequacy of the full text in terms of coverage, coherence, and clarity

(cf. [97, 100]). In addition, the output of the system could form the basis upon which the

author would construct the �nal summary, rather than having to write it from scratch, for

example. A related application is the teaching of pr�ecis writing at schools, in the students'

mother tongue (cf. [52, 164]) or even in a foreign language

2

. Alternatively, the machine-

generated abstract could simply be used as the desired target to which the student's text

can approximately be compared

3

.

1.1.1.1 Summarisation, Abstracting, and Human Intelligence

In Section 1.1.1, the most common sources of motivation behind research on the automation

of the summarisation process were presented. At this point, however, the relevance of the

2

It should be noted that in the case of computer-assisted foreign language learning, the summari-

sation system would not be modi�ed into a Machine Translation (mt) system (cf. [87]). The input

text would be in the foreign language currently being learned, too.

3

For a discussion of some of the issues involved in computer-assisted instruction (cai) and lan-

guage learning (call), see e.g. [21, 22].
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corresponding research to attempts at pinpointing what constitutes human intelligence, in

general, should also be mentioned. Undoubtedly, the short-term goal is, more often than

not, utilitarian; the development of working systems that save humans time, e�ort, and

money. Nevertheless, in the process of identifying and formalising e�ective criteria for what

is important and what is less important in a text, insight can be gained with respect to

what takes place in the human mind when processing language and related extralinguistic

information [164, 210].

Arguably, research on summarisation started with the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.

Aristotle's classi�cation of entities into categories can be seen as one of the �rst systematic at-

tempts at abstracting away from the `accidental' instances of entities to generic, `substantial',

classes of entities that encompass these instances (cf. e.g. [7, 9, 165, 196]). Thus, circum-

stantial properties are di�erentiated from the set of the necessary and su�cient properties

that can adequately and economically describe all members of the corresponding class. This

process of generalisation is a cornerstone of human learning and memory (cf. [210]). Con-

stants are replaced by variables, which can later be applied to other, previously unknown

but intrinsically similar, constants [5, 53]. Consequently, generalisation is by de�nition a

summarisation of the most important aspects of an entity or situation (cf. [70]).

These observations have been extensively exploited both in Cognitive Psychology and

in Computer Science, with the establishment of domain and generic knowledge representa-

tion schemes, and frameworks for automated reasoning and learning. Constructs such as

schemata, frames and scripts [18, 137, 159, 170] have been created in order to emulate the

central function of concepts and category formation in human cognition (cf. Chapter 4).

These representation schemes are employed to accommodate, organise, and learn new infor-

mation on the basis of previously-acquired information. They are also believed to constitute

the main currency of memory in retrieving old information. Similarly, computational for-

malisations of Case-Based (cbr) and Analogical Reasoning (ar), as well as Connectionism

(Section 3.2.1 and Chapter 6), attempt to reproduce the creative problem-solving ability of

humans by generalising from known to novel situations [5, 18, 19, 107].

The research reported in this thesis has a similar concern with the identi�cation of im-

portance criteria that are abstract enough to be valid for most text types, domains, and
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end-users. A major assumption adopted here is that there are some aspects of text form and

content that are independent of the speci�c subject matter and the current interests of the

reader, and that can inuence the way important extracts are identi�ed in any text. After

all, linguistic expression has to conform to standard rules which are shared by most read-

ers of the same language. In turn, standardised linguistic expressions can denote high-level

rhetorical and pragmatic functions. This is in contrast to the type of knowledge encoded

in frame or script-type structures. These latter require the identi�cation of speci�c human

activities and causal, or chronological, relationships among them (e.g. restaurant scripts) for

contextual problem-solving and decision-making. Alternatively, they involve the description

of speci�c entities in the world (e.g. living organism + human + male + John) (Chapter 4).

In a reusable summarisation environment, this type of information should be partly accom-

modated for by generic lexica. Specialised lexico-semantic processors should be e�ciently

plugged in at the time the system is ported to a new application. This, however, should not

a�ect the overall design of the architecture, neither the identi�ed content selection criteria

used therein.

Despite the interest taken in potential insights gained by research on summarisation with

respect to human cognitive functions, it has to be stressed at this point that the employment

of inductive learning and connectionist techniques as part of the implementation described

in this thesis (Chapter 6) was by no means motivated by any a priori claims regarding the

psychological plausibility of these paradigms. Instead, they are only employed as tools for the

expression and learning of the interaction and interdependence amongst the various features

processed by the corresponding system components. Thus, what is of interest here is not

the simulation of human behaviour, but the simulation of the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of

human behaviour. Hence, neither the general `computer' nor the speci�c `brain metaphor'

are relevant to this work.

1.1.1.2 The Processes Involved in Text Summarisation

Depending on the purpose to be served by the summary [198], the process of summarisation

gives rise to output that takes either of two forms. It may be a description or an annotation

of the contents and structure of the input text. In this case, the original is paraphrased to
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a great extent, apart from being drastically reduced in size [138, 139]. This is especially

the case, if a critical evaluation of the content of the source text is also entailed [86, 117].

Alternatively, the product of summarisation may be a condensation or an abridgement of

the original. Quotes are extracted and o�ered verbatim, in this case. The former type of

summary is a novel text altogether, while the latter is a only derivation from the input. This

polarity has been referred to as the distinction between `mature' summaries and those that

are constructed by `inexperienced subjects' [164] (p. 43). Similarly, two veins of research

can be distinguished with respect to the automation of the summarisation process (Sec-

tion 2.1.1). There are the systems which undertake to `understand' the source text and, on

these grounds, select what is to be expressed in the summary. These are the so-called Natu-

ral Language Understanding (henceforth, NLU) approaches (Section 2.2.2). There are

also those systems which employ heuristics for the extraction of what is considered to be

the most relevant information for the current application. These latter will be referred to as

Information Extraction (henceforth, IE) approaches in this thesis (Section 2.2.1).

More speci�cally, three basic operations can be distinguished in the summarisation pro-

cess, at least from a computational point of view (cf. [50, 51, 117, 138, 189]):

1. analysis and, optionally, interpretation of the source text;

2. content selection for the target text;

3. generation of the actual summary.

The text to be summarised may be analysed either fully or partially, depending on the

application and the user needs (e.g. [144]). A deeper form of interpretation is only optional

and, in most cases, it is limited to anaphor resolution and reconstruction of elliptical clauses

(e.g. [139]). The analysis step can be thought of as part of the summary planning process, if

it is guided by predetermined content selection criteria (cf. [50, 51, 84, 147, 155]). The choice

of what is central in a text itself is partially dependent on a number of a priori decisions

about the content and even the form, of both the source text and the target summary. These

decisions relate to the type of knowledge represented in the system and searched for in the

text during its analysis (cf. [144, 51, 166, 172]). Thus, both generic and application-speci�c
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knowledge may have been delineated in advance. The former constitutes information about

the world, and written communication in general. The latter concerns the closed domain

world and the idiosyncrasies of the texts, which include the intentions of the writer and the

expectations of the readers involved.

Content selection can be seen more readily as part of the text planning process. It

involves the elimination, or `pruning', of the non-essential information, which results in

a condensation of the meaning and form of the source text [50]. Thus, pruning may be

implemented as the extraction of the most important discourse or rhetorical structures from

the source text (e.g. [121, 147, 155]; cf. Section 2.2.2.1). The themes treated therein or the

actual sentences expressing them will provide the subject matter for the summary. This

may or may not involve further processing. Alternatively, and in fact in the majority of

the commercial and working systems, content selection consists in extracting individual

sentences from the source text on the basis of just their surface characteristics (e.g. [20, 32];

cf. Section 2.2.1.1).

The third part of the summarisation process, too, can involve some degree of text plan-

ning, which in the ideal case is in dynamic interaction with actual generation [83]. Depending

on the approach adopted for the second step, as well as requirements about the output, sum-

mary generation may involve the recombination of those abstract rhetorical structures at the

highest levels of the text representation hierarchy, before their surface instantiation. Subse-

quently, the synthesis stage itself coincides either with the citation of the original sentences

represented by the rhetorical functions chosen (e.g. [147, 155]); or with the generation of new

sentences from scratch, which express the same propositions as those in the corresponding

originals (cf. [31, 84]). Alternatively, generation can take the form of a concatenation and

assimilation of sentences extracted from the original text, following a limited number of

modi�cations (e.g. [139]) (cf. Section 2.2.2.1). More commonly, however, what is involved

is simply an ordered listing of the selected extracts. These are cited in their original form,

without any further processing or any consideration of their speci�c function in the discourse

at hand (e.g. [20, 32, 189]; cf. Section 2.2.1.1). Whichever the case, planning can take part

in and unify both the content selection and the text generation stages [50, 51]. Otherwise,

this stage of the summarisation process may consist in a recursive execution of generation
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and revision, in which case planning is minimised (e.g. [31, 91]; cf. Section 2.1.2).

Research involving more sophisticated processing has concentrated on planning and,

either content selection or generation, but not both (Section 2.2.2.1). Only ie systems,

which perform a super�cial or partial analysis of the input text, incorporate all three aspects

to a greater or lesser degree. Nevertheless, these latter practical environments are domain-

dependent and their output inexact, due to their excessive reliance on keywords and phrasal

patterns of interest (Section 2.2.1). Similarly, the more sophisticated nlu types of system

are prohibitively slow and fragile, as a result of the deep processing involved. The reason for

this is twofold (Section 2.2.2): on the one hand, the high-level knowledge employed is usually

hand-coded, hence also incomplete and arbitrary; on the other hand, when this knowledge

has been acquired automatically, it is application-dependent. Thus, despite their occasional

domain-independence, such environments are, on the whole, specialised in a particular text-

type (cf. Section 2.1.1).

1.1.2 Research Goal

Two goals can be identi�ed in relation to the research reported in this thesis:

1. The long-term goal consists of:

a) delineating and automating the text summarisation process in general (cf. Sec-

tion 1.1.1.2); and

b) developing a exible, extensible, easily-portable, and robust, nlp system that auto-

matically generates summaries of real-world, unrestricted, texts. The system design is

for a hybridCOnnectionist - SYmbolicMAchine forText Summarisation (henceforth

COSY-MATS) (Chapter 3).

2. The short-term goal is a direct outcome of the approach adopted here towards the

problem of content selection in summarisation; it is seen as the extraction of the

most important propositions from the source text (Sections 1.1.1.2). Thus, the focus of

this thesis is the implementation of the content selection module and the experimental

testing of a prototype which selects sentences, rather than propositions, from the input

text (Section 3.1.4). Salient to this view of content selection is the issue of identifying
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`universal' features that can function as reliable criteria in distinguishing the central

(`important') sentences from the remaining, peripheral, (`unimportant') ones. These

features need to be universal in the sense that they are required to be applicable ir-

respective of the domain or the text type of the current application, and the actual

content of the input text. The relative contribution of these features is expected to

be identical across subject domains. Nevertheless, it is recognised that this contribu-

tion can actually vary depending on the speci�c text type. This, however, is not a

drawback, because the intention has been that the �nal compiled feature set remain

stable in porting the system from the current to new applications (Section 1.1.2.2).

Tuning to express such text type-speci�c di�erences would be e�ciently and e�ectively

attained by the corresponding processor of cosy-mats by way of a limited amount

of training (Chapter 7). In addition, it has been considered imperative that the spec-

i�cation of these generic features should revolve around both abstract and concrete

categories. This is so that the content selection task can be automated in the context

of cosy-mats, rather than relying on human judgement (Appendix B).

1.1.2.1 Requirements for a Text Summarisation System

Summarisation does not involve simply a reduction of the physical presence of the original

text, but also of its content. The subject matter should be selected, �ltered, and generalised

over. Thus, in a summary, peripheral details need to be ignored, while more general state-

ments are required as its building blocks [210]. The degree of generality often determines

how important a sentence or the propositions expressed therein are in the composition of a

summary [61, 72, 117, 155]. Still, numerous other criteria have to be taken into consideration

as well, which renders the overall task quite complex (cf. Section 3.2.1). For example, the im-

portance of the coherence of the resulting text has been pinpointed [139, 147, 155, 167, 210];

the avoidance of repetition [117, 155, 167]; the preservation of the chronological order and the

theme coverage of the original [167]. In addition, information and knowledge about the target

audience should guide the composition of summaries [50, 198]. Relevant parameters include
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the level of expertise of the prospective reader, which dictates the amount of detail that is

desirable or acceptable, as well as the type of diction deemed suitable [83, 117, 155, 204]; the

intended use of the output text, e.g. for current awareness purposes or retrospective use for

research [48, 164, 198]; and the corresponding time limitations, which introduce the distinc-

tion between `informative' and `indicative' summaries [61, 86, 117, 155] (cf. Section 2.1.2).

The form and content of the generated summary should also depend on the nature of

the input [198]. Thus, in a multi-media environment, for example, where images constitute

an integral part or even an enhancement of the text, captions themselves could be seen as

summarising the content of the corresponding images [158] (cf. [48, 49]). In such a case,

captions, too, should be considered in the construction of the summary of the whole text.

In fact, it has been recognised that in the context of technical articles and patents, the

summary or abstract is more e�ective, concise, and informative, if diagrams and tables are

included, instead of their verbal descriptions [117]. For the purposes of the research on

cosy-mats, however, only homogeneous, single-medium, textual, documents are assumed

as input data. This is in order to ensure that the various components of cosy-mats and

the principles underlying their development remain exible and extensible to other domains

and text types, and are not biased towards documents of the above or any other single kind.

Naturally, the principles of sentence and text analysis identi�ed here (Chapter 5) should also

apply to image captions.

One of the most basic requirements for the output of a summarisation system is that

care should be taken in order to ensure its representativeness [167]. In most cases, it is not

enough to simply extract the �rst paragraph of the text and o�er it as its summary. This

practice can only be e�ective with some types of scienti�c text, as in the majority of them

the introductory paragraph just sets the background to the work and is, hence, disposable

in the summary or abstract (cf. [99, 100, 101]). For instance, in the beginning of texts of a

medium degree of technicality, the use of short narratives has been observed, which would

never be considered in the construction of the corresponding abstracts [100].

The �rst paragraph may often be su�cient to summarise news items, but this largely

depends upon the adopted style of writing (cf. [177]). For example, in Europe and the US,

the `inverse pyramid' constitutes the main model of information presentation for journalists,
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upon which news articles are formed. This involves an initial general synopsis of the event,

followed only later by the intrinsic details and any background information. In contrast to

this practice, articles in Japanese newspapers, for example, tend to start on an emotional

tone that concentrates on a speci�c detail or a less obvious aspect of the event, in an attempt

to incite the interest of the reader; only then is the central piece of news introduced

4

. In

spite of this observed di�erence in journalistic writing styles around the world, it has been

claimed that 20% of a newspaper contains 80% of the news (Pareto's Law

5

) [184]. This

implies that there will always be a limited number of sections that are central and a much

greater number of sections that carry supplementary, trivial, or even redundant information.

To take this point further, the

20

80

proportion could be established for any text of su�-

cient length regarding its important, relevant, urgent, or novel messages (cf. [6]). Arguably,

any text is itself a `summary' of the cumulative world and common sense knowledge, pro-

fessional expertise, and personal experience of its author [98] (cf. Section 4.4.1). The very

act of writing involves a careful selection of the material to be included, as well as of that

part of it that should be elaborated in more detail. Despite of all these observations, the

challenge taken by the research on cosy-mats has been to discover generic and robust rules

that apply to many di�erent subject domains and text types [51], that can; a) either aid

in the identi�cation of the more general and salient topics (the `nuclei' [119]), or b) in the

partial elimination of the disposable details (the `satellites' [119]) (cf. Section 4.2).

1.1.2.2 Content Selection for Text Summarisation

In the beginning of this section, the long and short-term goals behind the research re-

ported in this thesis were identi�ed. Some of the requirements for the design of a generic text

summarisation system, cosy-mats, were cursorily mentioned in Section 1.1.2.1. The focus

of this thesis was also identi�ed as the implementation of a prototype of the content selection

module in the proposed system (Section 3.1.4); this selects the most important units of the

4

Jun-ichi Tsujii: personal communication

5

Pareto's Law refers to the 80:20 Rule proposed by the 19th century Italian economist Vilfredo

Pareto regarding the percentage of national wealth (80%) owned by a minority of the population in

a country (20%) [184] (pp. 18-19).
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source text for the planning of the target summary. Thus, the research reported here is

preoccupied with the identi�cation of the factors that entail importance, or centrality, for

certain extracts in a text. This renders the cosy-mats approach to summarisation similar

to ie methods. However, it is recognised here that such naive heuristics for text generation

should be e�ectively complemented and integrated in the proposed architecture with nlu-

type of deep analysis and interpretation (Section 2.1.1). Consequently, the primary goal in

developing the content selection prototype is the discovery of extralinguistic (i.e. pragmatic)

features that determine the degree of importance of a sentence in the source text.

The emphasis is on universality and application-independence. The identi�ed features

should be applicable to any real-world text, irrespective of domain or text type. This is in

order for cosy-mats to be readily portable to other applications with a minimum amount

of customisation. In addition, the aim is for these features to be `well-grounded'; generic sur-

face linguistic features have to be isolated and appropriate mappings have to be established

between these and the abstract extralinguistic features. This will facilitate the automatic

evaluation of the extralinguistic features in the fully-developed cosy-mats. As a result, the

initial text analysis modules will be guided in their development and geared towards the sum-

marisation task, rather than text understanding in general. Thus, cosy-mats can escape the

usual criticism towards understanding-based nlp and summarisation systems; that they are

too computationally expensive in their processing strategies and too time-consuming in their

development (e.g. [51]; cf. Section 2.3). What needs to be discovered is essentially feature

patterns, as these are manifested or implied in written discourse. Undeniably, humans are

much more inventive and creative in their interpretation of real texts to require continuous

explicit guidance by the writer or speaker. Nevertheless, it is also true that there are some

conventions that any discourse participant abides by in most of the cases (cf. [51, 188]). It is

conventions of this type that should be discovered that are extensively used across discourse

types and subject domains.
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Two major assumptions are involved in this approach (Section 1.1.3):

� To date, there are no stringent or explicit rules for this sentence `classi�cation' task

(i.e. the distinction between important and unimportant sentences), except for very

speci�c applications and limited environments. Furthermore, it is unlikely that any

stringent rules of universal calibre can be readily established, due to the strong de-

pendence of each sentence on its individual context.

� Importance does not depend on individual features of the text. Instead, feature pat-

terns need to be discovered that are su�cient in inducing importance in a sentence.

1.1.3 Fundamental Assumptions Regarding Importance De-

termination

In the context of research on the psychology of reading [44, 205], various recurrent devices

and pointers have been suggested for the rapid identi�cation of the important parts of a text

by both casual readers and professional abstractors (cf. [52, 113, 115, 121, 188, 189, 193]).

These relate to the visual organisation of the text into chapters, sections, and paragraphs, as

indicated by headings, the document layout, separation spaces between lines, di�erences in

character font etc.. In addition to these, there are also other generic practices that authors

adopt in written composition to guide the readers through the text. Conventions, such as

indicator and transition phrases, or cue words, are not bound to a speci�c subject domain or

even text type (cf. Chapters 4 and 5). So, for example, it has been contented that, more often

than not, all the leading ideas of a (non-literary) text can be acquired by eliminating one's

reading to the �rst and last sentence of the �rst and last paragraphs, and to the �rst sentence

of all intermediate paragraphs [44]. This assumes that the former contain the major themes

and the conclusions of the whole text, while the latter all its other important subtopics.

Protocol analysis among professional abstractors has, indeed, proved such techniques both

widely-used and e�ective [51, 117, 188]. In fact, abstracting systems such as SimSum [52] and

informex [188, 189] are currently being developed which employ content selection criteria

of this type (Section 2.1.1).

In cosy-mats, surface features of the input text, such as the above, are exploited because

they are largely domain and text-type-independent (Appendix B). This is greatly facilitated,
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if the text has initially been encoded in some standardised manner, e.g. according to the

sgml conventions [89, 90]. Thus, information about the document layout can be captured,

even in the absence of a visual processing module (cf. [146]) of some larger multi-media

environment. This type of data provides information about the hierarchical structure of the

input text, which, in turn, will be useful in the deeper, pragmatic, processing. Nevertheless,

it has also been recognised [44] that such `sampling' and `skimming' methods should only

be applied tentatively, as it may well be the case that the corresponding extracts describe

the `metastructure' of the text (what is going to be presented), rather than the information

itself

6

(cf. [101, 164, 210]). Furthermore, it has been contested that explicit organisational

devices, such as headings and indicator phrases that reveal the author's intent, are more

characteristic of scienti�c texts, and are not necessarily present in humanistic or general-

interest documents [44, 61, 117].

Given the potential unreliability of even the most generic of surface textual character-

istics, it is purported in this thesis that a deeper, pragmatic, analysis of the input text is

also required in cosy-mats (Section 2.1.1). The problem, however, remains that the rele-

vant theories of content selection and importance determination that have been put forth

are: either too abstract to be implemented in the context of a working nlu system; or too

intuitive in their formalisation; or very limited in their coverage. To remedy this, high-level

processing in cosy-mats has been based on a number of theoretical frameworks (Chapter 4).

The advantage of this non-commissive stance towards pragmatic theories is that only certain

aspects have been adopted from each one of them, carefully chosen in order that the main

methodological principles behind the development of cosy-mats be respected (Chapter 5):

� A top-down requirement is that the resulting list of compiled pragmatic features be

able to cover text of any type and on any subject domain. This is so that the easy

portability of the implemented system to new applications is ensured. Individual

theories tend to concentrate on a small area of language, either dialogue or monologue,

specialised text or general - but simpli�ed - stories. By bringing together di�erent sets

of assumptions, the desired generality and width of coverage can be achieved.

6

i.e. the main points and conclusions to be drawn from the text;
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� Closely related to the previous methodological principle is the need for the empirical

grounding of these features; that is, they have to emanate from the study of real-

world texts of appropriately varied form and content. Such bottom-up considerations

should divulge the areas not covered by individual theories. In turn, these latter can

be supplemented by appropriate aspects of alternative theories, which can be added

to the selected set.

� Any top-down theoretical assumptions have to be as objective as possible. This is so

that, �rstly, the input texts to cosy-mats are not subjected to any restrictions as

regards their form or content; and, secondly, so that they can be implemented and au-

tomated in the context of a working nlu-based summarisation system. Objectiveness,

however, can only be achieved by the selective adoption of more than one pragmatic

frameworks.

� The value of `holistic' text processing is the top-down principle which uni�es and

reconciliates all the selected theories of pragmatics, discourse, and text development

(cf. [36, 83]). This principle does not accept the individual inuence of linguistic and

other characteristics of texts as much as their relative and cumulative power in the

deeper analysis and interpretation of these texts. This is especially the case with the

task of importance determination, a problem which currently remains largely unsolved.

What this means is that the selected features need to be considered in a concurrent

fashion (Section 3.2.1). Furthermore, this collective power depends on the speci�c

discourse context. Hence, for this inuence to become predictable in the context

of a summarisation system, it has to be exempli�ed with real instances of language

use. Once again, there is an observed interdependence between the top-down and the

bottom-up aspects of the cosy-mats methodology.

Having established the need for high-level pragmatic processing in cosy-mats for con-

tent selection of the output summary, as well as the value of generic surface clues, a third

requirement should be also considered: the mapping between the high-level and the low-level

features. Abstract theories have to be translated into concrete criteria in order to retain a

high degree of objectiveness and their potential for automation, otherwise, they cannot be
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bene�ted from in any useful manner. Often discourse structure and pragmatic functions

are instantiated on the surface of the text. The di�culty with this, however, lies with the

cases were this is not possible; there are not always surface signals, as their role is played

by the conceptual relations among word and sentence groups, as perceived by the reader.

This proves problematic when techniques for the automation of the task are searched for.

Consequently, what is required is an approach to importance determination which com-

bines the two extremes: the surface indicators, on the one hand, and the propositional and

context-dependent meaning, on the other (cf. [51, 83, 189]). As part of the long-term goal of

this research, namely the full development of cosy-mats (Chapter 3), it was attempted to

objectify aspects of the selected pragmatic theories in terms of common open words, func-

tion words, and syntactic patterns that are independent of application domain or text type

(Chapter 5 and Appendix B).

1.1.3.1 The Real-World Text Approach

A major contention of the present research has been that the rules that govern linguistic

usage and the discourse e�ect involved can only be discovered by analysing real-world texts.

All too often convenient, controllable sentences are devised to support a theory that perfectly

�t its axioms. The approach taken here, however, is descriptive rather than prescriptive. It

attempts to account for what really happens in a text and not what should be happening

(Section 5.2).

Along the same lines, there is no single pragmatic theory being followed here. The main

aim has been to ensure that the result of this enterprise is not yet another partial pragmatic

theory, applicable only in certain cases and under speci�c circumstances. Had this been the

goal, it would have been much more preferable that an existing, well-established theory is

extended and improved. Nevertheless, it was realised that all current pragmatic theories are

either very fragmentary, with a limited coverage and even less extensibility, or too biased

to a single aspect to take into consideration any other, potentially more relevant, factors.

Since what was already there was not satisfactory (See Chapter 4, where relevant pragmatic

theories are discussed), the only way to develop a more realistic and universal `theory' was

to see what there is in the text itself. This should not be interpreted as a plain investigation
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of surface forms and structures. As many factors as possible have been examined, from

the situational to the philosophical, with frequent referrals back to the linguistic entities

actually used to convey these, in a more or less direct way. Hence, the approach adopted

here is data-driven and empirical, rather than speculative, or driven by an initial hypothesis.

A possible counterargument could be that speculation is all one can do when the prag-

matics of linguistic usage is involved. This is true to a certain extent. After all, the people

who formulate theories about language are at the same time its users, with all the limitations

and predispositions that this fact entails. In other words, the observer is simultaneously the

object of observation. In the present case, however, the speculations involved borrow from

more than one theory; they are the product of the experience and world-view of more than

one observer, more than one `mind'. This may occasionally lead to `local' contradictions.

Nevertheless, it is exactly such contradictions that will isolate the more dominant and `�ttest'

features from across di�erent theories, especially in the connectionist paradigm (Chapter 6).

Hence, a major contribution of the present research is the evaluation and relative weighing of

existing approaches, and their integration in a working system, where all the positive traits

are exploited in an integrated way.

Corpus analysis work has traditionally focused on speci�c textual domains or sublan-

guages. These are characterised by a well-de�ned vocabulary, a set of preferred syntactic,

phrasal, and discourse hierarchical patterns, and a dominant style. Thus, there has been

work on business news reports [144], scienti�c articles [121, 139, 155, 189], or task-oriented

dialogues [64, 95]. The only exception from this practice has been work on concordance

and word frequency in the context of one or more other words [113, 193]. These aspects

have been studied across domains in order to estimate average word usage. In contrast,

the analysis of individual sublanguages provides a fairly clear idea as to which keywords,

transitional phrases, syntactic structures, and speech acts are preferred or used profusely.

As a result, pragmatic theories, such as rst [118, 119], have been exploited to provide a

pragmatic account of restricted domains and text types, such as job advertisements [2] or

technical manuals [157] (cf. Section 4.2). There is no guarantee that the same rules developed

within these applications would be valid for other types of text form or content. It cannot

be denied that this modular approach to linguistic and extralinguistic analysis is e�ective,
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in that smaller objects of analysis are more manageable. These numerous fragmentary ac-

counts, however, need to be accommodated by a uni�ed `discourse theory' with universal

validity, if the goal is an integrated, robust and extensible nlp system. This is the reason

why the corpus used here consists of more than one sublanguage, with continuing attempts

to embody additional ones (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The diversity of the corpus should

lead to observations of wider validity.

The corpus used in this research could be said to be `representative', rather than `exem-

plary' [2] (Appendix A). This is because the texts employed are drawn from many British

newspapers, and English-language press releases and scienti�c publications. As a result,

both their length and their type varies. For example, some articles are only four sentences

long, whereas others extend over 4 and 5 pages. Regarding its size, the present corpus could

be considered adequate for the current purposes: approximately 170 scienti�c articles (Sec-

tion A.1.1), and another 160 newspaper articles and press releases (Sections A.1.2 and A.2)

were consulted to obtain the observations in Chapter 5. As regards the adequacy of the

subcorpus used for the experiments reported in Chapter 7, this is ascertained by the fact

that the corresponding texts have been enriched with additional information, i.e. syntactic,

semantic, and pragmatic tags [2] (Section 5.1, Appendix C).

1.2 Overview of the Thesis

1.2.1 Chapter 1

This chapter presented the motivations for research on the automation of text summarisation.

Apart from gaining potentially useful insights into human summarisation, such an application

can be used to overcome the `information overload' problem currently plaguing seekers and

users of information [199]. A further motivation has been the realisation of the limitations of

existing summarisation systems. These were briey mentioned here in relation to the tasks

usually involved in such systems: analysis (and optionally interpretation); content selection;

and summary generation.
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The long and short-term goals of the research reported in this thesis were then iden-

ti�ed. The ultimate goal has been the theoretical speci�cation and full implementation of

cosy-mats, a generic and portable environment for e�cient and robust text summarisation.

The immediate goal has been the development of the content selection components of this

envisioned system.

Finally, in this chapter the major assumptions underlying the methodology adopted for

this research were speci�ed;

1. To date, there have not been any well-de�ned and stringent generic rules on importance

determination for content selection.

2. Importance must depend on multiple factors which function in parallel and collectively

inuence the ultimate decision.

3. In order to isolate such factors of universal calibre, real-world texts have to be analysed

which span a variety of subject domains and text types.

4. The analysis of the texts has to take place at a su�ciently high level of description

for the pragmatic and rhetorical functions of discourse to be e�ectively captured.

5. If such high-level factors are to be readily identi�ed in the context of an automatic

summarisation system, they have to be related to more concrete features available on

the surface of the text.

1.2.2 Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, the main traits and consequent limitations of the two major approaches to

content selection and text summarisation are discussed, both in general terms and in the

context of speci�c systems. On the one hand, Information Extraction (ie) approaches are

largely text type-independent, because they do not take into account any large-scale dis-

course structures that could be applicable to the source text. They heavily rely, however, on

domain-speci�c keywords and sentential structures of temporary interest. Thus, the impor-

tant content is prescribed beforehand and has to be rede�ned in the occurrence of deviant
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or novel input. Natural Language Understanding (nlu) approaches, on the other hand, in-

volve a deeper analysis of the input text which goes beyond application-speci�c keywords

and phrasal parsing. Nevertheless, the corresponding systems are usually very slow, due to

the complexity of computation involved. In addition, they are largely dependent on the text

type they have been trained with. They can only recognise and impose certain high-level

discourse structures on the input text, which - more often than not - are not su�ciently

generic to cover many other types of text. Moreover, nlu-based summarisation systems also

depend on the subject domain involved, at least to some degree. Any contextual pragmatic

criteria that are at work therein refer mainly to the semantics of specialised open words.

Consequently, these criteria are not easily portable to new applications or texts.

This chapter argues that, in contrast to both types of system, cosy-mats, the sum-

marisation environment proposed in this thesis (Chapter 3), eliminates the disadvantages of

both approaches by integrating their positive aspects at the same time. Content selection

is performed on individual sentences of the input text, similarly to the ie methodology. In

this way, subsequent summary generation can have a controllable level of granularity; draft

output can be generated very e�ciently, the length of which is adjustable by varying the cor-

responding importance threshold. Nevertheless, the criteria employed in sentence selection

presume a deep analysis and pragmatic interpretation of the input text, reminiscent of nlu

approaches. Semantic features, such as Cardinality, are used; as are rhetorical (e.g. Expla-

nation), and pragmatic features (e.g. Order). The use of such high-level criteria means that

summary generation can also involve the construction of completely novel text, rather than

a simple concatenation of the winning input sentences. In the case of novel output, genera-

tion will be guided by hierarchical information about the whole discourse `macro-structure'

(cf. Chapter 4).

Despite the abstract - and oftentimes fuzzy - nature of these features, their computation

in the proposed cosy-mats system should be very e�cient, in contrast to nlu systems. This

is because the high-level pragmatic features will eventually be well-grounded on both context-

independent semantic features and objective surface cues. (A number of the corresponding

mappings are identi�ed in Chapter 5 and Appendix B.) The exploitation of clue words and

constructions on the surface of discourse is similar to what the case is with ie systems. The
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di�erence is that the latter usually have no pragmatic motivation for these surface traits

of the text. Consequently, the evaluation of such abstract criteria should be very fast in

cosy-mats, exactly because the analysis modules therein will be targeted to very speci�c

things; i.e. processing will be partial.

With respect to re-use and portability, cosy-mats should be able to readily accommo-

date new domains, text types, and application requirements, after minimal tuning. This is

because; (A) content selection therein will not rely upon the semantics of specialised open-

class words, as the case usually is with ie systems. Instead, the criteria employed should be

su�ciently abstract to be appropriate for diverse domains. In addition, these criteria have

been identi�ed by means of analysing texts pertaining to di�erent text types (Chapter 5).

Thus, they should also be generic, to a considerable degree. What changes from text-type

to text-type should be the relative strength of individual feature patterns, rather than the

identity of the features used for text encoding (cf. Chapter 7). This is in contrast to what

the case currently is with nlu-based summarisation systems. (B) Given the adaptability of

the connectionist processors proposed for text interpretation in Chapter 3 and their ability

to learn constantly, domain and application-dependent knowledge can also be incorporated

in the system very quickly. Thus, appropriate and idiosyncratic mappings can be learnt

between surface clues in the text and its semantic and contextual functions.

In short, it is claimed in Chapter 2 that cosy-mats can avoid both the super�ciality

and domain-dependence of ie approaches, and the text type-dependence and cumbersome

computation involved in nlu-based summarisation systems. In this way, cosy-mats should

retain its generic and extensible character, while also permitting application-speci�c process-

ing.

1.2.3 Chapter 3

Having outlined in Chapter 2 the characteristics of cosy-mats that should render it superior

over both dominant approaches to automatic text summarisation, Chapter 3 presents in

detail the complete architecture envisaged for the proposed system. This is in order to

provide a solid frame of reference for the later discussion of the content selection processor

that was implemented for this thesis (Chapters 6 and 7).
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It is assumed that initial processing takes place in a `blackboard'-like environment, which

facilitates communication among the various analysing modules. More speci�cally, there

are morphological, syntactic, lexical, semantic, and contextual analysers. The majority of

them are generic and re-usable, but there is also the possibility of plugging in domain or

application-speci�c knowledge resources and modules. It is envisaged that the latter will

provide such contextual data as the expectations of the end-user about the form and/or the

content of the output summary; or aspects of the communicative situation of the input text

that are very speci�c to the current application.

The outcome of the initial processing stages is fed to a cascade of `expert' agents, which

extract the information required by the later content selection module. These agents are

`experts' in that they have very limited specialisation in translating surface clues (identi�able

in the text) to more abstract semantic and rhetorical features; and these into high-level

contextual/pragmatic features. It is proposed here that these `experts' be low-level Arti�cial

Neural Networks (anns) for reasons that are made more explicit in Chapter 6. In such a

case, a series of encoding modules also becomes necessary, in order to translate the contents

of the front-end symbolic `blackboard' into value vectors. Numbers are the information

currency that anns understand. It is exactly this intermediate cascade of processors that

will later guide the development of the initial text analysers in cosy-mats. In this sense,

the analysis that takes place in the latter should be `partial', because it will be directed to

speci�c characteristics of the input text and the corresponding discourse.

The data acquired by the initial analysers and the subsequent interpreters of the input

text is used by the content selection module. This is the part of cosy-mats that has been

implemented to date and forms the core of the system. It is another ann which employs

generic pragmatic features in order to determine the degree of importance of each of the

constituent sentences of the text. The sentences with a relatively high degree of importance

will provide the content for the output summary. This content can be at varying levels

of granularity; either individual propositions (e.g. in the case of paraphrasing); or whole

sentences cited verbatim, when e�cient generation of draft output is more important than

sophisticated but time-intensive novel text. This content selector is generic in that the input

features used therein should be applicable to any input text, irrespective of subject domain,
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type, or application. The only kind of customisation required concerns the relative inuence

of the various features, and the interaction among them, rather than the individual features

themselves. This claim is partly supported with the experiments reported in Chapter 7.

The output of the content selection ann indicates those sentences of the input text

that are more important than the others. A threshold can be established and subsequently

adjusted, which can further eliminate those sentences for which the decision of the ann was

not su�ciently strong. This threshold is adaptable to suit the current application or user

needs. A group of decoders retrieves the corresponding sentences, both in their original

textual form and in their intermediate logico-semantic representation (obtained from the

initial cluster of symbolic processors).

Subsequently, a second `blackboard' of modules takes care of the actual generation of

the summary. This environment is almost symmetric to its front-end analysis counterpart;

there are generic morphological, syntactic, lexico-semantic processors, as well as contextual

generators. Once again, domain or application-speci�c modules can also be incorporated

in the system, although cosy-mats should also be operational even in their absence. De-

pending on the chosen level of granularity during the content selection phase, generation

can coincide with either sentence extraction or novel sentence composition. In the former

case, the original sentences of the input text are produced verbatim, after a minimal amount

of modi�cation. In the latter case, the constituent propositions expressed by the winning

sentences provide the content, but not necessarily the form, of the �nal summary. Thus,

cosy-mats can function both as an ie and a nlu system.

Apart from the potential advantages of cosy-mats pointed out in Chapter 2, three other

of its characteristics become prominent at this point in the thesis:

A) its modularity; this will facilitate the incremental development of the system. In-

dividual components, or groups thereof, can be implemented in isolation. Each of them

will have a speci�c area of expertise; e.g. the translation of modal phrases in the text into

the rhetorical and `Speech-Act' function of the corresponding sentences. In turn, the pri-

oritised processors can subsequently guide the construction of the remaining components

of the system. Moreover, the modular and generic character of cosy-mats will naturally
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lead to its reusability in contexts other than text summarisation (Chapter 8). Modular-

ity also safeguards the updatability, continuous extensibility, and portability of the system.

Thus, additional processors can always be incorporated that cater for special requirements

imposed, for instance, by a new domain or distinct end users.

B) its hybrid nature; the fact that cosy-matswill comprise connectionist modules (anns)

means that the system will provide an environment that should be conductive to adaptive

learning, and the ensuing portability to novel applications; robustness; approximate decision-

making; and generalisation (cf. Chapter 6). All these characteristics are most desirable for

the processing of such high-level data as the pragmatics of language and importance deter-

mination. At the same time, the simultaneous employment of standard symbolic processors

ensures the smoothness of processing with respect to complex syntactic structures and em-

beddings, variables, and symbols in general (Section 6.2).

C) `Parallel Distributed Processing'; Another major aspect of cosy-mats is the fact

that multiple sources of data and knowledge will be considered at any one point in the

summarisation process. On the one hand, there will be the `massive parallelism' of the

various anns used for text interpretation and content selection. This takes place in each

individual ann. Nevertheless, a considerable amount of parallelism is also currently realised

on the implemented high-level ann, since data from all the lower-level ones are collectively

processed therein (Chapter 7). On the other hand, there should be additional concurrency

at both the initial stages of analysis and, later, in summary generation. This is denoted by

the use of the term `blackboard' for both the corresponding environments of distinct, but

co-operating, agents.

Thus, the theoretical speci�cation of cosy-mats demonstrates a rare case where contra-

dictory system characteristics, modularity and `pdp', will be exploited to their full extent

to create a exible and practical environment.

1.2.4 Chapter 4

Since the focus of the thesis is the content selection process of summarisation, in Chapter 4

a number of relevant theories of discourse analysis and pragmatics are briey presented and

evaluated. These have partly motivated the choice of linguistic and extralinguistic features
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subsequently proposed in Chapter 5. For reasons of systematicity, the theories are grouped

under three general headings:

1. Those which are preoccupied with the Communicating Agents. These are the theories

which take into account knowledge and expectations about the beliefs, the goals, and

the plans of the discourse participants (p. 652). In this category belong the various o�-

shoots of Speech Act Theory; established ai research on scripts, frames, and semantic

networks, on the one hand, and belief ascription and planning, on the other; and,

�nally, Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst).

2. Those which concentrate on the tracing of the Discourse History. This group com-

prises theoretical frameworks which deal with the identi�cation of focus changes, for

the immediate purpose of anaphora disambiguation and the further goal of building

large-scale text grammars. The criteria used are mainly semantic and, occasionally,

syntactic. The most prominent examples are the theories of focus spaces and stacks;

and discourse grammars that employ concepts of micro and macro-structures.

3. Those which deal with the identi�cation of relations of Cohesion and Coherence in

discourse. In this third category, theories which combine an account of the high-level

structure of the text with its surface properties have been clustered together; e.g. the

various versions of the Problem-Solution framework.

Chapter 4 demonstrates a bias towards the two latter classes of theories. This is because

the class that is preoccupied with the communicating agents deals with aspects of discourse

that are too abstract to be easily computable, or indeed available, in the context of a system.

Only rst is discussed further from this category. The other similar theories mentioned have

been established for the description of either a speci�c text type (such as dialogues, in the

case of Speech Act Theory); or speci�c domains (e.g. in the case of scripts). In contrast, rst

seems to be more widely applicable and, hence, more relevant to the purposes of the research

on cosy-mats. Thus, a number of the pragmatic and the intermediary features presented

in Chapter 5 as relevant to importance determination reect rst rhetorical relations. An

attempt at speci�c correspondences is made later in Section 5.3.2. The remaining theories
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discussed in relation to the communicating agents have mainly inuenced the selection of

the high-level pragmatic features for cosy-mats, which have been `rede�ned', however.

rst has also been the focus of extensive research which has seeked to clarify the rhetorical

relations proposed therein and render their de�nitions more concrete. Similar motivations

for the discovery of objective features led to the additional consideration, in this thesis, of

theories from the other two classes; those which deal, respectively, with the tracing of the

history of discourse, and the identi�cation of cohesion and coherence relations therein. These

can serve the general goal of translating abstract pragmatic and rhetorical functions of the

text into their concrete manifestations on the surface of the text. Such mappings have been

exploited or sought after by both clusters of theories. Thus, a number of the pragmatic, the

intermediary, and the surface-level features subsequently proposed for content selection in

cosy-mats (Chapter 5) have been inuenced by these `practical' theories.

Admittedly, the above three-level classi�cation is rather crude; there is a lot of boundary-

crossing among the various theories as regards their areas of interest and the emphasis they

place on the various linguistic and extralinguistic aspects of the text. This chapter, however,

argues for the need to integrate aspects and partial solutions from all three trends in discourse

and pragmatics research. This is seen as a productive way forward in tackling the problem

of importance determination as an integral whole. Consequently, the features considered in

this thesis as salient to content selection for text summarisation purposes draw from all the

theories discussed here. As a result, these features are relatively generic, in the sense that

they are based on diverse text types, subject domains, and research viewpoints.

1.2.5 Chapter 5

This chapter represents a major contribution of this thesis, as it introduces the features

identi�ed in the course of this research as relevant to the task of content selection for sum-

marisation. It was on the basis of these features that the corresponding connectionist module

of cosy-mats was subsequently implemented. The compilation of the speci�c feature list

had both theoretical and empirical motivations. On the one hand, the theories discussed in

Chapter 4 provided certain useful concepts and relations for the analysis and representation

of a corpus of real-world texts. It was mainly preliminary observations, however, on the
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linguistic and extralinguistic characteristics of this corpus that determined the �nal choices

made. Signi�cantly, the resulting features are inherently generic, because the texts com-

prising the corpus are very diverse, in both content and form; they were either newspaper

articles or scienti�c papers, all of varying length. Thus, the features can be readily employed

for the encoding of texts pertaining to any subject domain and potentially many text types.

The features are grouped according to similarity of function. Thus, three descriptive

levels are used for their classi�cation: the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the surface, in

decreasing order of abstraction. The three levels reect, in a sense, the three trends of prag-

matic theories discussed in Chapter 4. The pragmatic features encode information related

to the Communicating Agents. The intermediary features represent rhetorical semantic cri-

teria, often employed in tracing the History of Discourse. The surface-level features coincide

mostly with explicit cues in the text which denote Cohesion and Coherence relations therein.

Hence, all three levels of language can be collectively considered in the context of cosy-mats

in order to `holistically' determine the importance of individual units in a text.

Apart from groupings into levels, clusters of features are also identi�ed on each level, in

accordance to the cumulative, or the paradigmatic, inuence of the individual members of

each cluster in determining aspects of sentence importance. In addition, speci�c mappings

are proposed among the three levels, for the purposes of facilitating their automatic evalu-

ation in the fully-implemented cosy-mats. In this way, the subjective pragmatic features

can be identi�ed by way of more conventional semantic (intermediary) features; or, directly,

by means of objective characteristics on the surface of the text. In turn, the intermediary

features can, too, be interpreted using the concreteness of the surface features. De�nitions

and examples for each of the total 87 features are provided in Appendix B, as are a number

of the identi�ed interlevel mappings.

Chapter 5 also discusses the theoretical justi�cations for the selection of the speci�c

features, and for the proposals for speci�c groupings and mappings among them. Thus, in

the pragmatic cluster:

� Features such as Explanation and Elaboration; Capability; Plan, and Goal; are remi-

niscent of rst relations.
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� Question, Order, Promise, Warning, Describe; and Permission express Speech Acts.

� Plan and Goal; Event and Process; and Generalisation; reect Script-type information.

� Belief, Doubt, Volition, and Fear are considered by models of agency, and Belief As-

cription.

� Problem, Plan and Goal; Promise, Warning, and Describe; Belief, Doubt, Volition,

and Fear; represent functions covered by the Problem-Solution framework.

� Finally, Repetition, in its various forms, is the main preoccupation of theories of

Cohesion and Coherence, such as the Systemic-Functional Model.

On the intermediary level of features, the following parallels are drawn, among others:

� Various rst relations are expressed in the features; Time and Location; Manner and

Accompaniment; Additives and Apposition; as well as Contrast; Means; Cause and

E�ect.

� Assertion, Query, and Negation reect Speech Acts.

� Abstractness; Cause and E�ect; Parallel Action, Time, and Location; Manner and

Accompaniment; and Ellipsis; represent characteristics of Script-type knowledge rep-

resentation and reasoning models.

� The feature Metaphor is of concern to Preferential-type of Semantics.

� Discourse History Tracing theories have inuenced the inclusion of features such as

Topicalisation and Focus Change; Apposition; Ellipsis; and Cardinality.

� Aspects of the Problem-Solution Metastructure are accommodated in the features

Contrast; Cause and E�ect; Means; Additives and Apposition; and Time.

Finally, with respect to the surface-level feature group, correspondences with more or

less abstract aspects of the theories discussed in Chapter 4 are proposed. These are along

the following lines:
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� Modality, Presupposition, and Comparison; Negation and Imperative; and Listing; can

all be said to instantiate various rst relations. Such mappings are further detailed in

Section 5.3.2.

� Modality and Presupposition can also be used to identify Speech Act information in the

text. This is the case with Declarativeness, Interrogation, Negation, and Imperative,

as well.

� Anaphors (Personal, Possessive, Demonstrative), Quanti�cation, Number, Gender,

and Adjectivals; Passiveness/Activeness; Comparison; Disjunction, Conjunction,

Subordination

7

; and Title; have all been used in various algorithms for the tracing

of Focus Changes and, consequently, attention and intention in discourse.

� Finally, in Problem-Solution accounts of discourse development, most of the surface

features proposed in this chapter have been exploited; Comparison and Presupposition;

Tense and Aspect

8

; Modality, Imperative, and Negation; Title and Listing; and a

wealth of expressions and constructs from the Function and Common Content Word

Pools.

By suggesting, in Chapter 5, speci�c correspondences between the proposed features

and aspects of existing theories of pragmatics and discourse, this research also contributes

indirectly to the clari�cation of the latter theories. As a result, the computation of such high-

level information in the context of a nlu-based summarisation system, such as cosy-mats,

is facilitated.

1.2.6 Chapter 6

In Chapter 6, the speci�c motivations for incorporating connectionist modules in the pro-

posed summarisation system are given. To this e�ect, the concept of an ann is introduced

more formally and the main characteristics of its function are briey outlined. anns are

mathematical processors which are capable of adaptive learning and solution approxima-

tion, and `case-based' generalisation. Various issues are discussed regarding the choice of

7

literally, `Main Clause/Secondary Clause Attached to Current';

8

`Perfect/Non-Perfect'; `Simple/Continuous';
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architecture; of the learning algorithm and the values for the corresponding parameters; as

well as of the type of data to be used as the input to the ann. The selection of a 3-layer

con�guration for the prototype content selection ann of cosy-mats is justi�ed, as is the

choice of the standard feed-forward back-propagation learning algorithm.

Apart from a discussion of the diverse design issues involved in implementing an ann,

a brief overview is given of relevant research on connectionist nlp. It is argued that con-

nectionism is most suitable for the processing of something as abstract and subjective as

the pragmatics of discourse. However, this paradigm is usually exploited only for lower-level

linguistic tasks, such as speech processing or character recognition. Example applications

of connectionism for higher-level tasks are presented in greater detail and contrasted to the

cosy-mats approach. It is contended that most high-level anns are implementations of

a semantic network data representation scheme and, hence, are limited to process speci�c,

domain-dependent, words. In the best case, what is represented therein is the related con-

cepts for these words, or their `microfeatures'.

In contrast to other high-level connectionist systems, the content selection ann of cosy-

mats presented in this thesis is original in that it computes `microfeatures' for whole sen-

tences and sentential groups, rather than entity concepts or instances thereof. These `micro-

features' are the pragmatic features that are identi�ed in Chapter 5. As its input features

are abstract and domain-independent, this connectionist content selector is readily portable

to new applications where di�erent domains, text types or user requirements are involved.

Semantic information on the speci�c words of the text input in cosy-mats and the cor-

responding case roles are processed by the symbolic analysers and the lower-level anns in

the system. This is also what renders the prototype ann `high-level'. Nevertheless, in this

chapter, the reasons for the simultaneous employment of the conventional, symbolic `ai'

paradigm are also put forth.

1.2.7 Chapter 7

The empirical testing of the prototype content selection ann of cosy-mats is reported in

Chapter 7. A representative corpus of 84 real-world texts was used for the experiments.
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Most of them come from the MicroConcord Corpus Collection A

9

, with Foreign and

Home News items from British Newspapers

10

. The sources for other texts are press releases

from the agence france presse, associated press, and reuters agencies. A minority

are scienti�c conference papers. These 84 texts were encoded either partly or in full by a

total of 5 human encoders, on the basis of a Manual that was provided to them. Thus, the

actual size of the corpus used for training and testing the content selection ann is a total of

1,880 sentences:

� 1,100 of them are sentences largely out of their context; i.e. the corresponding 55 source

texts have only selected of their component sentences represented in the corpus;

� 29 full texts make up the remaining 780 sentences. Although the length of each of

the above-mentioned 55 articles is greatly variable, each of the texts which were fully

encoded is between 22 and 24 sentences long (with the exception of three which were

employed for testing purposes, with 48, 51, and 78 sentences, respectively).

The 1,880, isolated and contextualised, sentences were encoded using features which be-

longed to all the abstraction levels identi�ed in Chapter 5; i.e. the pragmatic, the inter-

mediary, and the surface. Experimental results are presented both for isolated sentences

and whole texts from this corpus. Although the latter were only encoded by means of the

pragmatic features, features from across the three levels were also used for the encoding of

the extracted sentences.

The results reported in this chapter demonstrate the superiority of the pragmatic fea-

tures over input to the ann from across the three levels. The simultaneous use of control

experiments with noisy data has ensured the validity of these results. In addition, the testing

on whole texts shows that the pragmatic features are su�ciently abstract to capture hier-

archical and structural aspects of the corresponding discourses. Moreover, the diversity of

the corpus in terms of subject matter, text type, and length provides su�cient evidence for

the appropriateness of the pragmatic features for the high-level representation of texts from

any domain or text type. Furthermore, the `draft' summaries that result after concatenating

9

Oxford English Software, Oxford University Press
c
oup 1993;

10

My deep gratitude to Mona Baker at ccl, umist, for providing me with the concordancing

software, the corpus, and the relevant documentation.
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the input sentences selected by the ann as important are adequate for current awareness

purposes.

1.2.8 Chapter 8

Finally, Chapter 8 reviews the whole thesis and recapitulates on the main arguments de-

veloped therein. In addition, the speci�c aspects of the present research that render it

original are summarised. Moreover, work for the immediate and further future is planned

with regards to perfecting the functionality of the prototype content selection ann that was

implemented for this thesis. The next steps to be taken in fully developing the cosy-mats

environment are also identi�ed and salient issues are raised.



Chapter 2

Related Work on the Automation

of Text Summarisation

In this chapter, the processes involved in automatic text summarisation

are discussed, both theoretically (Section 2.1) and in the context of speci�c

systems (Section 2.2). Two basic approaches to content selection and the

presentation of the most important information in a text are identi�ed:

those based on Information Extraction (ie) and those based on Natural

Language Understanding (nlu) techniques. These are juxtaposed to the

methodology adopted for the design of cosy-mats and the development

of its importance determination module, both detailed in Chapter 3.

2.1 Introduction

In this section, the two basic approaches to the automation of the text summarisation process

that were alluded to in Section 1.1.1.2 are presented more formally. The focus is on content

selection for the output summary, with or without initial deep analysis and `understanding'

(Section 2.1.1). Accordingly, generation involves either the composition of novel text ab

initio or the concatenation of extracts from the original, depending on the amount and type

of initial analysis performed (Section 2.1.2).

Throughout this chapter, the actual generation task is only touched upon in passing.

This is because the thesis focuses on a single aspect of text planning for summarisation; the

selection of "what to say", rather than "how to say" it [204]. Similarly, only the content

selection component of cosy-mats has been implemented to date (Chapters 6 and 7). In the

34
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following discussion, however, the architecture of the whole system, described in Chapter 3,

is assumed in order to provide the necessary framework for the arguments put forth.

Having discussed the main approaches theoretically in this section, Section 2.2 presents

speci�c systems adopting the corresponding methodologies. These computational environ-

ments are contrasted to cosy-mats in Section 2.3.

2.1.1 Source Text Analysis and Content Selection

One of the requirements for an automatic summarisation system identi�ed in Sec-

tion 1.1.2.1 was that it should be tuned to the speci�c interests and needs of individual

users [48, 49, 155] (cf. Section 2.1.2). This is what is usually called in the �eld of Informa-

tion Retrieval (ir) Selective Dissemination of Information (sdi) [105, 117]. The claim is that

no two persons share exactly the same information needs and assumptions [125]. Therefore,

in order to ful�l the expectations and requirements of the end-user, such a system should be

guided by a user or search pro�le [105].

There have been several attempts at developing personalised information �ltering

systems; e.g. the bt Information Agent and Text Summariser [20, 177] or the HeadsUp

(TM)

1

personalised interactive news �ltering system [167] (cf. Section 2.2.1.1). These ap-

proaches have been largely based on simplistic, keyword-matching techniques, or more so-

phisticated keyword-in-context (kwic) methods (Section 2.2.1). Usually, the user speci�es

terms of interest, either as a list of keywords or by means of presenting to the system whole

documents they �nd of relevance. The system searches for these terms in co-occurrence with

each other. In the best case, it learns how to identify strong old patterns in new documents,

e.g. in a connectionist and genetic/evolutionary environment [124, 125]. As well as being

tailored to suit an individual, these systems should be exible enough to accommodate evolv-

ing interests and changing priorities [20, 125]. Nevertheless, the fact that all relevance and

importance criteria are keyword-based, or even dependent on the presence of domain-speci�c

phrasal patterns, renders the corresponding systems rather imprecise and even `negligent' at

1

HeadsUp is a Trademark and an information service of individual, Inc.
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times. Very often irrelevant documents may be retrieved, because the right keywords take

on a di�erent or peripheral meaning in certain contexts. At other times, important texts are

discarded and never shown to the end-user, just because the right keywords do not appear

in the `winning' combinations (cf. Table 2.1). Hence, despite their speed of development and

execution, and their potential text-type-independence, the corresponding systems are not

su�ciently reliable.

During the course of the last decade, ir and ie systems have emerged that are based

on a semantic or conceptual representation of the text, rather than vector spaces of

keywords [6, 35, 39, 40, 122, 144, 196, 212]. This representation is usually a template

which contains slots for the information that is of most interest or relevance to the current

application (Section 2.2.1.1). Most of this information takes the form of syntactic and

semantic subcategorisation constraints, regarding the `key' words and phrases. Alternatively,

templates may refer to world knowledge about the causality of actions and events, in the

vein of the classic frump summarisation system [172] (cf. Section 4.1.1.4). In the best case,

template acquisition is fully or semi-automatic, as, for example, in the badger system [196].

The norm, however, is manual construction of templates.

Processing in the corresponding systems involves a partial analysis (skimming) of the

input text in search of important word groupings. This is also the main advantage of this ie

approach to importance; speed of operation. After the source text has been analysed, the

template slots are �lled with the appropriate text-speci�c data. The resulting, instantiated,

template functions as a summary of the input text, since it covers all and only the information

that has been judged as relevant a priori. However, ie approaches can only be successful with

texts that are greatly restricted, mainly with respect to their content. Thus, the source text

they can deal with has to contain some application-speci�c keywords which will direct the

whole skimming process. Consequently, although the corresponding systems are relatively

robust as far as di�erent text types are concerned, they are still fragile with texts that contain

a more generic vocabulary, or indeed a di�erent sublanguage. In addition, the methodology

employed gives rise to domain-dependent and application-speci�c solutions that cannot be

easily or e�ciently ported to other contexts, especially given the current practice of manual

template construction [127] (cf. Table 2.1). In contrast to ie systems, cosy-mats (Chapter 3)
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can also function adequately even without any customisation. This is despite the fact that

there is also the possibility of accommodating the current interests and user needs, by means

of purpose-built modules. In fact, systems such as the above could aid in the development

of such modules for cosy-mats. The reason, however, behind its robustness is that the

basis of its processing is the structure of whole sentences and larger text units, rather than

individual phrases therein. Equally importantly, high-level, pragmatic criteria are employed

in cosy-mats when deciding what constitutes the main parts of the text.

In the more sophisticated version of ie systems, e.g. garp [212], the template is a higher-

level structure, which contains conceptual information about the important words. The

description of the characteristics of the corresponding concept is supplemented by links to

other -superordinate and subordinate- concepts in the ontological hierarchy adopted. Thus,

subsequent references in the text to the word itself or related ones can be predicted and even

resolved by means of consistency checks regarding the `preference semantics' associated with

the corresponding concept pair (cf. [222]). Nevertheless, the di�culty with these approaches

is ensuring that: the concept referred to in the text is already in the knowledge base of the

system; or that it has already been assigned all the appropriate features (slots), and links to

other salient concepts; or that it will be created on-line with all the necessary features and

links; or that redundant concepts will not be added to the knowledge base, as, for example,

could be the case with text-speci�c instances of class concepts. In addition, the amount of

search involved in the retrieval and activation of the appropriate concept nodes nulli�es the

main advantage associated with such techniques, namely speed of execution. Consequently, it

is not surprising that such approaches have not yet been fully developed or automated, except

in very limited domains (e.g. patents, product reviews, or medical records). In this respect,

they do not di�er signi�cantly from their, more super�cial, keyword-based, counterparts

(Section 2.2.1.1) (Table 2.1).

Neither classical, ir-type, nor conceptual ie systems take discourse structure into consid-

eration (cf. [50, 138]). In the case of conceptual ie, the only relevant process is a limited form

of focus tracking for anaphor disambiguation [15, 41]. Anaphora resolution is necessary in

retrieving the theme of the corresponding clause, which may itself be a carrier of salient in-

formation. The result of this lack of high-level and hierarchical processing is that important
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knowledge is lost about the development of the text. This cannot be found either in the `key'

words and concepts in isolation or in their progression in the text. Instead, it is conveyed by

the sentence structure itself and the way it contrasts with that of other sentences. The same

line of criticism applies to thesaurus-based ir systems [94]. These provide a compromise

between the two extremes of the keyword and kwic-based approaches to importance, on

the one hand; and the abstract, knowledge-intensive, conceptual ie, on the other (cf. Ta-

ble 2.1). Although more information is employed about the important terms, acquisition

and maintenance of this information does not require the intensive knowledge elicitation and

engineering that is a trait of the conceptual approaches. Nevertheless, thesaurus-based ir

is also liable to the same weaknesses, as sentence structure and text development are ne-

glected. When these latter are taken into consideration, as in the case of inquery [94], the

whole approach is still dependent on the dominant keyword patterns found in the document

collection currently used. This is because generic function words and common open words

are not exploited.

The alternative approach to content selection presumes a deeper and more exten-

sive analysis of the input text (Section 2.2.2). The corresponding nlu-based systems

do not rely simply on domain keywords or phrasal patterns for the determination of

importance, as is the case with conventional ir and ie environments. Full grammatical

and semantic processing is usually involved and even a certain amount of pragmatic

interpretation. Thus, sentence structure and the way it changes in the course of text

development constitutes a strong criterion for focus tracking. Often, the hierarchical

organisation of the input text is also taken into account, as are certain aspects of the

context of discourse. This syntactic information supplements the semantic knowl-

edge, which is not su�cient on its own, as illustrated by the fragility of conceptual ie

systems. The reason for the inadequacy of the semantic type of data is its potential

application-dependence, incompleteness, and computational cost. As a consequence,

nlu systems are relatively domain-independent, despite their text-type-dependence

in other respects (Table 2.2).

Contrary to the super�cial ie approaches to text unit importance, nlu-based
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TRAITS APPROACHES

KEYWORD THESAURUS CONCEPTUAL COSY-MATS

DOMAIN- Yes Yes Yes No

DEPENDENCE

TEXT-TYPE No No No No

DEPENDENCE

No Partial Partial Yes

GRAMMATICAL (Phrasal (Phrasal (Full Sentence

INFO Patterns) Patterns) Structure)

Limited Partial Partial Full

(kwic) (VP/NP (Case Frames i) Sentence

CONTEXTUAL Phrase) with Structure;

INFO Semantic ii) Discourse

Preferences) Rhetorical

Development

Keyword Keyword i) Content and i) Surface

IMPORTANCE Distribution Pattern Function Words ii) Intermediary

CRITERION Distribution ii) Semantic iii) and Pragmatic

Constraints Features

SPEED OF Fast Medium Slow Fast

EXECUTION

SPEED OF Fast Medium Slow Slow

DEVELOPMENT

ROBUSTNESS No Partial No Yes

Table 2.1: COSY-MATS vs IR and IE Approaches to Importance
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summarisation systems do employ pragmatic knowledge. In this respect, they are

similar to cosy-mats. Nevertheless, they are very fragile and slow, both because of

their cumbersome architectural and processing con�guration, and the arbitrariness

of the high-level knowledge utilised. As a consequence, such environments are not as

robust or useful as the ie equivalents (Table 2.1). Despite the use of surface criteria in

conjunction to the more abstract ones, the nlu approach is not su�ciently e�cient.

This is due to the fact that a mapping is not usually provided between the concrete

and the abstract features employed, so that a faster computation of the latter type of

data is facilitated (Table 2.2). In the rare cases where such `grounding' is involved,

e.g. [52, 189], the corresponding knowledge is restricted to a speci�c text type, such

as scienti�c articles.

Similarly to nlu approaches to summarisation, a major assumption behind the

research on cosy-mats is that the importance of individual sentences is strongly

dependent on the other sentences of the text, both preceding and subsequent. Thus,

it is believed that a higher-level analysis of the text is required; not only lexical and

semantic, but also discourse and rhetorical. In addition, it is contended that meaning

partly resides with the structure of whole sentences and groupings thereof, rather than

groups of keywords (cf. [138]). It is not just the speci�c words that have been chosen

by the writer to express an idea (i.e. the content words) that a�ect the impact that

a sentence and the resulting text has on the reader. The order, timing, and manner

of their presentation at the surface level of discourse (their `staging') also plays an

equally important role. A similar e�ect is exercised by the way the structure of a sen-

tence compares and contrasts with that of its surrounding sentences [18, 44, 64, 98].

Hence, a syntactic analysis of the input is also required. What is interesting about the

surface of discourse is that it contains a considerable number of function words and

cue phrases in addition to established keywords [51, 121, 120, 147, 188, 189]. These

are not bound to a speci�c domain or type of text, but serve as generic signals to the

reader for a wide range of rhetorical events and semantic operations; from elaborating
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a statement or announcing a list of examples ("For instance ..."), to generalising over

and summarising the content of the preceding discourse ("In sum"). Consequently,

these phrases should contribute to the automation of the discourse rhetorical analysis

of the text and the importance determination of individual sentences therein (cf. Ap-

pendix B). This realistic and utilitarian aspect of the approach adopted for content

selection in cosy-mats is reminiscent of ie-type of systems.

Extralinguistic criteria are not unambiguous and unquestionable in themselves,

nor are they easily identi�able [56, 83]. For this reason, interrelations have to be

established between the three levels: the surface (lexical and syntactic), the inter-

mediary (semantic and rhetorical), and the higher-level (discourse and pragmatic)

(Chapter 5). In this way, mappings can be established between the concrete and

the abstract, which will facilitate the computation of the latter. A similar idea is

expressed in [83], in the context of the pauline text planning and generation system.

In pauline, however, the interaction among the three levels is taken advantage of

in the opposite direction; for text synthesis rather than analysis. Hence, a major

part of the content selection process is assumed. In cosy-mats, the interdependence

among linguistic and extralinguistic levels is employed for both text interpretation

and generation. Although neither the actual form nor the order of expression of the

selected content is discussed in this thesis (cf. Appendix F), speci�c mappings are

proposed that will guide the e�cient deep analysis of the input text (Chapter 5 and

Appendix B). This brings the cosy-mats approach close to that adopted for the

currently-developing SimSum [52] and informex [189] systems. Both, however, have

been motivated by the goal of simulating (and teaching) the processes involved in

human summarisation. More importantly for the purposes of the research on cosy-

mats, the input texts considered by these other systems belong to just one type,

scienti�c articles (cf. Section 2.2.2.1).

In designing cosy-mats, keywords and other open-class words are only of
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TRAITS APPROACHES

Standard NLP COSY-MATS

DOMAIN-DEPENDENCE Partially No

TEXT-TYPE-DEPENDENCE Partially No

GRAMMATICAL INFO Yes Yes

CONTEXTUAL INFO Yes Yes

i) Surface i) Surface

IMPORTANCE ii) Intermediary ii) Intermediary

CRITERION iii) Pragmatic iii) Pragmatic

Features Features

MAPPING ACROSS No Yes

FEATURE LEVELS

SPEED OF EXECUTION Slow Fast

SPEED OF DEVELOPMENT Slow Slow

ROBUSTNESS No Yes

Table 2.2: COSY-MATS vs Standard NLP Approaches to Importance

marginal interest. This is because the motivation has been the identi�cation of `uni-

versal' criteria in selecting what is important in a text in order to summarise it. The

isolation of such criteria is essential for the development of a generic text summari-

sation system, which is easily portable, adaptable, maintenable, and extensible [150].

This, however, does not imply that the role of individual words is denied. In fact, it

is acknowledged that, very often, common content words contribute to the expression

of a pragmatic function, as well as closed-class words (cf. Chapter 5). Application-

speci�c pragmatic and semantic considerations are also required in a summarisation

system, with respect to text typology, target readership, and the speci�c conceptual

models of the domain involved. This type of information, however, can be accom-

modated for by specialised modules which can be plugged into cosy-mats at a later

point, i.e. when the system is actually ported to an application. Modules of this

type only complement the generic processors, as the latter are su�ciently robust to

operate in isolation (Sections 2.3 and 3.1).
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2.1.2 Summary Generation

The type, quality, and length of the output of a text summarisation system depends

on the speci�c application and the requirements of the end-user [198, 204]. For

example, if an informative summary of the input text is required, then the output

will be quite long and rather faithful to the original [86, 117, 164]. Some elaboration

and detail is involved. In fact, this type of summary may be composed of verbatim

extracts from the source text [117]. The systems which adopt this approach do not

modify the output, however rough and unnaturally it reads. In other approaches,

a compromise is achieved whereby appropriate sentences are selected that cohere

together by way of their function in the text, without any alterations [20, 147]. Still

other systems perform a limited amount of structural and stylistic `revision' on the

output form [91, 139]. In such cases, sentences are conjoined and elided, anaphors

are introduced, word order is changed, etc.. Finally, there are some systems which

also introduce some kind of conceptual revision on the content of the output, on top

of the more common linguistic paraphrase, e.g. [31, 155]. This may take the form of

`pruning' of the less essential informational units (cf. Section 2.2.2.1).

Alternatively, if what is required is an indicative summary, then the output will be

much shorter and more formalised [86, 117, 164]. Thus, an abstract of this type usu-

ally consists of "general statements" rather than "speci�c measurement and method

statements" [61] (p. 109). A statistical/numerical abstract is more prescribed than

a mini-abstract [117]. The former type involves, in e�ect, slot-�lling of ready-made

templates (cf. Section 2.2.1.1). Finally, a critical summary [164] requires a great deal

of human intelligence and expertise, which is well beyond the state of the art in nlp.

A lot of work has been carried out on text planning and generation, mainly in the

context of the Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst), e.g. [2, 31, 67, 83, 84, 123, 157,

204, 211]. However, text generation is an unsolved nlp problem, except in highly-

prescribed and well-de�ned situations (cf. [57, 60, 177]). Summary generation is espe-

cially complex, because it involves a lot of planning to accommodate the expectations
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of the end-user, while at the same time ensuring that the output text is both concise

and informative [72]. In addition, the text should be natural, in terms of coherence

and cohesion [138, 147], and reliable in terms of completeness and faithfulness [117].

In cases where the approach employed is borrowed from ir and ie, the processes in-

volved will be rather static. Actual natural language generation, however, needs to

be dynamic [83]. Alternatively, an iterative revision process is required [31, 91, 139].

cosy-mats is designed to use a `blackboard'-type of data structure at the genera-

tion stage that will integrate and coordinate the processing carried out in the generic

and any domain-speci�c modules (Section 3.1.6). As a result, constraints will be im-

posed on each other as regards decisions on the content and form of the generated

summary. Thus, generation and planning can be intertwined [83]. This should ensure

that initial, potentially ine�ective, decisions about the output need not be realised.

They can always be replaced by later choices which have emerged as more appropriate

for the speci�c context.

2.2 The Dominant Approaches to Automatic Text

Summarisation

In this section, the ie and nlu-based approaches to text summarisation are dis-

cussed in the context of speci�c systems and computational con�gurations. A general

discussion of the exact techniques employed in each and the identi�ed weaknesses

(Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2), is followed by a selective listing and in-depth presentation

of relevant system environments (Sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.2.1).
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2.2.1 Information Extraction Approaches

Most text summarisation systems to date employ standard ir and ie techniques, such

as keyword matching and lexical pattern matching, in deciding which text extracts

to consider for the construction of the �nal summary [147, 166, 167]. The di�erence

between the two methods is that the latter also involves the consideration of the

immediate syntactic context of the keyword, in terms of part of speech and possibly

subcategorisation restrictions. In e�ect, such systems do not generate new text per se,

but instead extract the most important paragraphs or sentences, and collate them in

the order they appear in the text [138]. Alternatively, the corresponding systems may

extract isolated phrases from the text, which are then used to �ll in some predeter-

mined template with all the information that is considered relevant or important for

the application [144, 50, 138]. For the purposes of the research on cosy-mats, such

methods are interesting with respect to the automation of the process of identifying

the most central units in a text.

In lexical pattern matching, text sentences or paragraphs

2

are weighted and com-

pared, on the basis of the presence of domain keywords and phrase combinations

therein. Keywords, in turn, are selected for each document as a direct function of

the frequency of each individual term in that document multiplied by the inverse

document frequency (tf � idf)

3

[166]. This, basically, means that terms that appear

very frequently in a single document, but are rather scarce in a collection of texts

as a whole, constitute the keywords for that individual document. These predomi-

nant terms are very useful in representing the content of the text. For this reason,

the above function is an established indexing method [30, 105, 166]. Better results

are obtained if each term in a document has its su�xes stripped o� �rst [167, 177].

2

or even whole sections and chapters, in the case of books [115]

3

The corresponding equation is:

w

ij

= tf

ij

� log

N

df

j

where w

ij

is the weight or importance of the term T

j

in document D

i

; tf

ij

is the term frequency in

that document; and df

j

is the total number of documents where the term T

j

occurs in a collection

as a whole [166] (p. 280).
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Some ir systems also allow left-hand truncation and letter masking in the middle of

a word [105]. In cosy-mats such methods are superuous, because;

(a) keywords are only complementary in the content selection procedure. The em-

phasis is placed instead on common open-class words and function words, and

the way their distribution reveals the development of the discourse.

(b) full morphological analysis should take place in the front-end modules; this is

more reliable than the above methods as the syntactic context is also taken into

consideration.

In the context of ir and ie systems, term weighting is used for the vector repre-

sentation of individual sentences or paragraphs in a text. Each sentence is translated

into a vector or array of weights for each of the content words that appears therein.

Usually function words and common open-class items are disregarded in this process

via `stopword' lists [105]. The words or terms that belong to the keyword list of that

document will be allocated a greater weight than the remaining terms. On the basis

of term weights, each sentence is allocated a total score. The high-scoring sentences,

that is those whose score is above a predetermined threshold, will be concatenated

in the order they appear in the text to function as a summary of the original text

(cf. [138, 166]).

Depending on the desired length of the output summary, pairwise comparisons

between the vector spaces of all high-scoring paragraphs can be carried out in order

to establish similarity of theme coverage. A paragraph that seems to represent a num-

ber of other high-scoring paragraphs can replace them, in order to construct a shorter

abstract [166, 167] (cf. the discussion of the smart system in Section 2.2.1.1). Never-

theless, such ir methods usually produce incoherent, repetitive, or even incomprehen-

sible and misleading summaries [50, 147, 167]. For this reason, domain-independent

function words and phrases may be introduced in conjunction with open-class key-

words. These and related cue phrases may point to important sentences and the
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cohesive relations among them in relation to the rest of the text [98, 113, 147, 151, 166]

(cf. Chapter 4). This is partly the approach adopted for content selection in cosy-

mats; such surface-level criteria are fully exploited in identifying high-level pragmatic

and discourse functions.

Keyword-based techniques can be very e�ective, but only with respect to spe-

cialised technical or news documents with a well-de�ned structure and semantics,

and a limited vocabulary of interest; e.g. medical records or articles on terror-

ism [6, 35, 196] (cf. [138]). When more varied and free texts are involved, such

as general newspaper articles, success is limited, because neither the vocabulary nor

the syntax can be fully predicted and accounted for

4

[147]. Moreover, phenomena

such as polysemy and synonymy have rendered the use of thesauri most desirable

even in ir [105] (cf. Table 2.1). Nevertheless, general-purpose thesauri are labour and

time-intensive to build and are very di�cult to upgrade or even maintain [94]. In

addition, when their construction is partly automated (on the basis of corpora) they

can only be tuned to speci�c applications, thereby cancelling most of their advan-

tages, from the point of view of cosy-mats [op.cit.] (See also the relevant discussion

on p. 38). In order for a text summarisation system to be robust in realistic situa-

tions of operation, and su�ciently exible to be easily ported to any new domain or

application, other sets of knowledge have to be relied upon in conjunction with the

specialised data of current interest. This additional knowledge, in turn, can only be

acquired by means of structural and less super�cial, contextual and pragmatic, text

analysis (Section 2.2.2).

4

A partial solution to this problem is the use of the inverse document frequency technique,

discussed earlier in this section. This presumes the existence of a large collection of texts, against

which the document of interest will be compared. However, the avid dependence on the specialised

keywords discovered therein for the new case renders the method liable to the same criticism as

with pure keyword approaches. Alternatively, when the test document contains only general use

vocabulary, it will be di�cult to identify its central parts. This is especially so, if cue phrases

have already been eliminated in the process (by means of the stopword list) due to their dominant

frequency patterns.
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2.2.1.1 ie System Environments

The ie type of summarisation systems concentrate on the identi�cation, extrac-

tion, and collation of the important sentences in a text. The techniques employed

are borrowed from ir and involve domain keyword and lexical pattern recogni-

tion [105, 138, 144]. In addition, terminological and phrase-structural analyses of

domain text corpora eliminate the need for large and complicated grammars, or even

elaborate disambiguation and discourse analytical techniques [6, 35]. Unknown words

are either ignored or assumed to be proper names [144]. These characteristics, inher-

ent to the ir and statistics-based paradigms, safeguard computational e�ciency and

usability in realistic situations [158, 176]. This is in contrast to traditional nlu-based

systems. These latter are prone to failure when faced with unknown, altered, or

incorrect input, due to the arbitrariness, rigidity, and incompleteness of their knowl-

edge [6, 25, 107] (cf. Section 2.2.2).

What follows is a brief description of individual systems and applications adopting

the ie paradigm.

� The Message Understanding Conferences (mucs) have provided ample

evidence to date of how super�cial, statistical analyses can yield fast and quite

e�ective implementations (e.g. [144]). The aim of this conference series has been

the provision of a uniform ie task for the fair testing of diverse systems under

identical circumstances. The task is to process texts of a speci�c domain as fast

as possible, and extract from them predetermined pieces of information which

will �nally �ll in a set template. Despite high error rates, the corresponding sys-

tems certainly outperform `academic' nlu-based systems. Three such systems

are discussed below.

fastus [6] (muc-4 and 5) employs a set of nondeterministic �nite-state au-

tomata as well as some `pseudo-syntactic' analysis of noun and verb phrases

for keyword and domain phrasal pattern recognition. The output of the
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system is not a summary of a full text, but a number of merged templates

containing just the information that is of interest in the original docu-

ment. Although the grammatical and semantic coverage is limited, it is

just enough for the processing of 100 newspaper articles on Latin-American

terrorism, after a development cycle of just three and a half weeks [6]. In-

deed, it has been shown at these conferences that systems which insist on

full parsing and more generic lexica and ontologies display considerably

worse performance [144]. Accordingly, there has been a realisation of late

that ie is quite a di�erent, and easier, task from nlu [6, 158].

diderot [35] (muc-4 and 5) is another example of the sublanguage and

statistics-based methodology to ie. It was developed in a much longer

period than fastus (two years), but its coverage is also wider. It can han-

dle two domains (micro-electronics and joint ventures) and two languages,

English and Japanese. Rules are used, which have been automatically de-

rived from statistical, corpus-based, lexicalised grammatical information

(cf. [158, 196]). Other than this, the same processes are involved as for

fastus: name, date, keyword and noun phrase recognition; partial pars-

ing based on domain-speci�c lexical patterns; semantic frame merging; and

template generation with the relevant information.

A more interesting approach is that adopted for the badger ie system, which

is an o�shoot of the circus muc project [196]. What distinguishes this

from the other muc systems is that the templates that are used to extract

and represent the relevant information from the input text are created au-

tomatically by the crystal conceptual dictionary induction system. This

is achieved incrementally on the basis of a relatively small training corpus.

These templates, too, consist of strings of words, local syntactic infor-

mation, and a limited number of semantic preferences. crystal initially

creates a template for each instance, called a concept node. It subsequently
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attempts to merge similar templates in order to arrive at a limited number

of concept nodes which are general enough to cover many instances, but

also adequately speci�c to ensure selectivity in the ie task. Merging is

done by relaxing constraints regarding word string matches and semantic

preferences. In the case of the former, only shared substrings are preserved,

while in the case of the latter, classes are generalised by moving up the

semantic hierarchy. crystal has been applied to medical records [196] as

well as Wall Street Journal business articles [Stephen Soderland: personal

communication].

crystal could be plugged in cosy-mats and used in conjunction with

the cascade of generic processors therein, in order to facilitate the task of

mapping the surface to the abstract content selection features (Chapter 3).

More speci�cally, it could e�ciently induce and provide the domain-speci�c

data for processing by the lower-level interpreters in the cosy-mats ar-

chitecture (Section 3.1.3). The lexical criteria employed in the templates

created by crystal include function words and common open-class words,

apart from domain-speci�c phrasal patterns. Thus, the tuning of cosy-

mats to the current application would be e�ected by establishing relevant

generic words of this type. Such features should already be employed in

these low-level interpreters of the proposed system. Hence, `tuning' would

only mean a modi�cation of the relative weight of the corresponding ex-

isting feature in these processors.

In all such systems, the only kind of discourse analysis performed is co-reference

resolution, and even this is dealt with by means of ad-hoc text-dependent heuris-

tics [77]. In addition, the domain-dependence of the solutions adopted for these

systems means that they cannot be easily re-used in other domains or applica-

tions [127]. Consequently, the corresponding approach is not adequate for the

purposes of compiling a set of generic content selection criteria for cosy-mats.
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� A system which is less dependent than muc-type environments on the type of

text employed for its implementation is smart [167]. smart is an ir system

whose features are claimed to be also appropriate for text skimming and sum-

marisation. The vector space model is employed for the representation of the

`content' of sentences or paragraphs in a text (cf. Section 2.2.1). Depending on

the desired length of the output summary, the unit of analysis is either the sen-

tence or the paragraph; the former for longer, and the latter for shorter output.

All sentences or paragraphs in a text are encoded into vectors of term weights.

Terms are all the lexical items that remain after the elimination of the function

words and the content word su�xes. Each term has been allocated, a priori,

a weight proportional to its importance or centrality for the end-users of the

summary. Consequently, each sentence or paragraph vector has a correspond-

ing score attached to it on the basis of the number of terms (keywords) found

therein and their respective weights. All high-scoring text passages (sentences

or paragraphs) are extracted and collated to form the summary.

First, pairwise passage similarity is computed as a function of the number of

keywords and common phrases shared by two passages

5

. On the basis of this

similarity metric and a predetermined threshold, relation maps can be drawn

which display individual passages and their above-average closeness of coverage

with other speci�c passages in the text

6

. Passages are represented as nodes and

passage similarity relationships as links. There are two possibilities;

5

The criterion is both `global' and `local' similarity. Local similarity is used in ir to express

contextual constraints on keyword search. These constraints relate to the adjacent terms, within a

speci�ed scope [105].

6

The corresponding equation is [166] (pp. 306, 444):

m(i) =

N

X

j=1

M (i; j)

N

whereM (i; j) is the association measure that can be computed between any two text paragraphs P (i)

and P (j) based on the number of commonwords or word phrases contained in these paragraphs; m(i)

is the global closeness measure for each paragraph P (i); and N is the total number of paragraphs

in a document.
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1. The text may be `homogeneous' in that all passages are closely related.

The corresponding relation map will have multiple links going out of each

node. In this case, the smart system follows a depth-�rst traversal path in

determining which extracts to select for the construction of the summary.

Starting from the initial passage of interest, a high similarity threshold is

employed in order to choose the next text passage with the closest theme

coverage to the current one. Backtracking to an earlier passage is not

allowed, so that the chronological development of the text is preserved.

Repetition is avoided by rejecting passages above a maximal threshold,

which are bound to be identical to the initial text unit. This depth-�rst

method is said to ensure optimal coherence in the output summary, which

will also be somewhat longer than usual.

2. Alternatively, the text may have a fragmentary thematic development and

its passage relation map will look disconnected. In this case, there are

clusters of passages of high similarity to each other

7

, which are, nonethe-

less, isolated from the other clusters. The method adopted in smart for

such texts involves �rst the identi�cation of triangles

8

in the text relation

map. Subsequently, a centroid vector is computed, as the average of the

weight vectors of the three passages involved. At the next stage, individual

triangles are merged into a single one conveying one theme, whose degree

of generality will depend on the level of the similarity threshold chosen.

Thus, one or more global centroid vectors can be constructed that cover all

the topics developed in the text. Summarisation, in this case, is based on

identifying the text passage(s) whose term vector best matches the global

centroid vector(s). In other words, the last step is �nding the passages

7

i.e. which deal with the same theme;

8

A triangle connects three passages whose similarity to each other is above a certain thresh-

old [167]. It is not made explicit why three rather than two or four passages were chosen. It can

only be assumed that the fragmentary nature of the texts involved renders the use of pairs of passages

ine�ective, as a great amount of detail would be preserved from the source text.
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that tackle the established general themes. Hence, the resulting summary

is more likely to be terse and comprehensive, at the same time.

Whichever the case, it is claimed that both `naive' methods perform satisfacto-

rily enough in the absence of intelligent, robust, and domain-independent nlu

techniques for text summarisation [167]. Selective text traversal, retrieval, and

concatenation is preferred over the total absence of a summary (cf. [48]). This

approach seems to work at least in the case of the HeadsUp (TM)

9

personalised

interactive news �ltering system, as advertised on the Internet

10

. This software

scans thousands of articles every day searching for 5-10 terms that have been

speci�ed by a customer as interesting and relevant to them. A limited number

(around 20) of the selected articles are mailed to the individual electronically,

in the form of titles and two-line abstracts.

The general criticismagainst smart is that it cannot ensure optimality of theme

coverage for the output summaries. Although this issue is identi�ed in [167]

(pp. 1424-5) as a prerequisite for a good summary

11

, it is barely addressed.

What is certain is that the representativeness of the resulting text depends on

two major assumptions behind the smart approach: (i) that each paragraph

treats a single topic, and (ii) that this topic is realised in the paragraph in the

form of one or more keywords. Related to this point is the fact that the end-user

may be expected to be able to specify beforehand what they are interested in by

means of keywords or representative documents. This is not always possible or,

indeed, desirable, as it may restrict the `search' too much. As a result, smart

is unlikely to fare well with texts that do not contain specialised keywords;

i.e. texts where the line of the argument across paragraphs, and the structural

development of the text from the one sentence to the next, matter as much as

the individual topics discussed therein.

9

HeadsUp is a Trademark and an information service of individual, Inc.

10

At The Electronic Newsstand(TM)

11

along with coherence, chronology, and repetition (avoidance)
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A system such as smart could supplement the content selection components of

cosy-mats, however, once the latter is ported to an application. The smart

methodology could be used to identify the dominant themes in specialised input

texts. In such a case, however, it would still be the generic features employed

by the cosy-mats modules that would inuence the �nal decision on what to

include and what to exclude from the target summary. This is because these

features consist more structural and high-level content selection criteria, which

should be more robust, as far as di�erent subject domains and text types are

concerned (Chapter 7).

� Another practical text summarisation system, similar to smart, is the one

developed at bt Laboratories [20, 177]. The approach taken for their Text

Summariser represents a merging of ir and ie techniques (cf. Section 2.2.1). In

order to reduce noise, the input text is �rst stripped of all articles, prepositions,

and conjunctions. The next step is the lemmatisation of the remaining lexical

items. The resulting roots are statistically analysed as regards their frequency of

occurrence across the sentences of the input text. The outcome of this process is

a hierarchical organisation of all the sentences according to the weights assigned

to them [177].

The simultaneous presence of a word root in two sentences establishes a link be-

tween them [32]. The existence of a certain number of links - above a threshold

- between each sentence pair establishes, in turn, the number of bonds between

them. In this sense, a bond is an indication of a particularly strong cohesive rela-

tionship between sentences, at a higher level than a link. The further establish-

ment of a threshold number of bonds determines which sentences have got the

higher degree of connectivity with each other. It has been claimed [32, 79, 177]

that the concatenation of these highly-interconnected sentences in the order

they appear in the text instantly creates a coherent abridgement of that text.

This abridgement contains the most central information in the text, in that
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the sentences comprising it reect many of the excluded sentences. Thus, this

system identi�es the important sentences of a text on the basis of a non-trivial

word frequency and sentence relation metric, and subsequently lists them in

order, rather than attempt to generate a new text that summarises the origi-

nal [167, 177].

The research on the bt Text Summariser has been motivated by work on lex-

ical cohesion and sentence importance as a function of repetition [68, 79].

This latter term covers a broad range of phenomena, such as; word identity

(simple lexical repetition); lemmatisation (complex lexical repetition); substi-

tution; pronominalisation; as well as synonymic, antonymic and class-member

relations. On the basis of such criteria, it is claimed that the identi�cation of

the core informational structures in a text can be carried out.

Currently, the bt text abridgement system only uses identity and lemmatisation

in computing the frequency of a pattern across sentences. This is the standard

ir approach of keyword matching and truncation (Section 2.2.1). Even so, its

speed of execution is claimed to be high and its success comparable to the

speed. In just a few seconds, a matrix is generated for a whole newspaper

article, which reects the links that hold among its sentences. By manipulating

the link and bond thresholds, a list of the most central sentences is automatically

created [32]. The researchers at bt claim robustness and domain-independence

for their system, as well as exibility to suit the end-user's particular needs.

Thus, the abridgement can be from a single sentence up to the whole text itself,

depending on the user's degree of interest in the article concerned [20]. As a

general rule, it is purported that;

"... a summary of about a quarter of the length of the original cap-

tures its essence very clearly." [177] (p. 98).

This claim is said to be validated with experiments where the system output was

compared to author-written abstracts of the original input text. Apparently,
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when 5% of the text was used for its abridgement, the information conveyed

covered approximately 70% of that in the human abstract. When, on the other

hand, 25% of the original is used as the output, the resulting abridgement carries

the same amount of information as the human abstract [20]. The bt Text Sum-

mariser can cope with news reports and scienti�c papers alike. Nevertheless, it

has been acknowledged that not all types of text can be dealt with.

"... �ctional narratives with a brisk pace are unlikely to fare well in

the system ..." [177] (p. 98).

Similarly to smart, this system represents the pragmatist, e�cient, and text-

type-independent approach to the task of summarisation. Accordingly, the Text

Summariser is liable to the same type of limitations discussed in relation to the

former system: namely, the lack of a deeper analysis of the input text therein

and the resulting fragility.

2.2.1.2 Discussion of ie Approaches

The problem with ir and ie approaches to text condensation and summarisation is

that the corresponding systems can only operate in limited domains, despite their

exibility with respect to the type of the input text (Table 2.1). In addition, they are

not easily portable. This is especially the case with the muc-type of systems, where

extensive tuning or total restructuring of the architecture is required before they can

be re-used for a new application. Moreover, it has been observed that keyword-based

search cannot deal with negation and conditionals, because patterns are identi�ed in

isolation and not in their syntactic context [59, 196]. This has negative repercussions

on content selection. This problem cannot be easily overcome even in cases where

global similarity is combined with local structure similarity [167].

With respect to the alternatives of conceptual and thesaurus-based ie and

ir [39, 94, 122, 196], they involve a more sophisticated processing of the text, but the

ensuing computations slow down the whole system operation. An additional di�culty
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associated with these latter approaches is the manner of acquisition of such type of

higher-level knowledge, and how it a�ects system development time (Section 2.1.1).

Consequently, for robust and generic content selection what is needed is a structural

linguistic analysis of the input text in conjunction with `well-grounded' extralinguis-

tic, pragmatic, constraints. The latter type of information is considered by nlu-based

systems (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.2 Natural Language Understanding Approaches

An alternative to ie approaches to automatic summarisation is the use of understand-

ing (nlu) methods borrowed from the general �eld of nlp. nlu is di�erent from, and

certainly more di�cult than, ir and ie [6, 158]. It involves a deeper analysis of the

input text in order to obtain its meaning. The representation of this meaning may,

then, be manipulated in order to identify its most important constituents. This may

involve, for instance, the identi�cation of those items that match the most central

`schemata' in the knowledge base (Section 2.2.2.1).

Traditionally, working nlp systems have had modular architectures. Symbolic

processors for lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic analysis are

called upon, usually in this exact order. A good, wide-coverage, example of this prac-

tice is the core language engine (cle) [4, 8]. In this system, the �rst step is

the tokenisation of the input text into individual words. This is followed by dictio-

nary look-up and the treatment of unknown words. The word tokens are analysed

morphologically, with the accommodation of all possible alternatives. Parsing en-

sues, which usually involves both top-down expectation generation and bottom-up

con�rmation. At this stage, most morphological ambiguities will be resolved. The

resulting parse trees are translated into some kind of a logico-semantic meaning repre-

sentation. Thus, all sentences are encoded as complex predicates relating one or more

entities. Alternative formalisms are frames and scripts, where entities or events are

de�ned and related to each other, functionally and/or chronologically [137, 170, 210]
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(cf. Section 4.1.1).

Modularity ensures `debuggability', exibility, and easy updatability for the whole

system [87]. The fact, however, that there are separate, serial, stages of analysis with-

out any interaction or coordination among them entails overgeneration of hypothe-

ses [168, 213]. This redundancy of processing causes `combinatorial explosion' and a

waste of computational e�ort. As a consequence, an application of this type of sys-

tem in the summarisation of texts of a realistic length may be problematic, because it

would not be capable of functioning in real-time [138, 166]. In addition, such systems

usually concentrate on a speci�c pragmatic problem. Whether this is focus identi�ca-

tion and tracking for anaphora resolution [64, 191]; quanti�er scoping [217]; discourse

structure analysis and prediction [98, 119]; or user plan and goal determination and

satisfaction [130], the corresponding systems are incomplete. In contrast, when more

pragmatic aspects are being dealt with, the system is prohibitively slow [58]. This is

due to the complexity of the interaction among these di�erent aspects, and the level

and amount of analysis entailed. Nevertheless, such multi-dimensional, higher-level

processing is considered in this thesis to be indispensable for the proper treatment of

real-world text, e.g. in the context of cosy-mats.

Working nlu systems are necessarily domain-dependent [131, 139]. Since the

amount of knowledge that needs to be stored for robust processing is great, systems

are usually specialised in a single conceptual world and application. This inescapably

leads to the compilation of ad-hoc solutions, especially as regards the extralinguistic

levels [25, 107, 133]. The consequence of the arbitrary nature and the de�ciency in the

knowledge employed and its representation is that the system's exibility is greatly

restricted, along with its portability to other domains. The components are not easily

extended to accommodate additional cases, solutions, or applications (Table 2.2).

Finally, conventional nlu systems stumble across the so-called `knowledge acquisi-

tion bottleneck' [73]. This relates to the compilation methods and the representation

of the initial knowledge of the system. Human intuition and various heuristics are
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formalised into production rules, which cannot be known to be adequate or sound,

in advance. Thus, the corresponding systems are prone to failure when faced with

novel, modi�ed or incorrect input. In addition, the majority of them to date do not

have facilities for automatically expanding the lexical and knowledge bases with new

words and rules, in a consistent manner. This inability to learn means that past

experience cannot be bene�ted from and used in the future [107]. As a result, the

same computational resources and processes have to be deployed every single time

in dealing with the same or a similar problem. Admittedly, in the past decade there

have been attempts at confronting this problem by means of machine learning ap-

proaches. For example, decision trees and statistical techniques [113, 193, 196, 197],

connectionist [104, 136, 186] and evolutionary methods [110, 125] are being used to

induce and `remember' rules discovered during the actual processing of test texts

or training corpora. Even these approaches, however, usually focus on individual

words and phrases, or, in the best case, a limited aspect of a semantic or a pragmatic

problem (cf. Chapter 6). Thus, they are also subject to the criticism regarding their

domain-speci�city and their limited scope.

It becomes clear from the above discussion that more sophisticated research that

focuses on the deeper, theoretical, discourse analytical aspects of texts rarely leads

to a working text summarisation system, unless it restricts itself to a well-de�ned

domain [115, 138, 166]. It seems that a possible solution lies in a holistic and uni-

fying approach that involves both high-level, extralinguistic, analysis and statistical,

partial linguistic processing, in co-ordination. Such an approach has been adopted in

designing cosy-mats, the generic, summarisation system proposed in this thesis.

2.2.2.1 nlu System Environments

In contrast to the systems and approaches discussed in Section 2.2.1.1, the work pre-

sented in this section involves a deeper analysis of the texts to be summarised than
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the simple identi�cation of keywords and patterns therein. Thus, syntactic, seman-

tic, and even discourse analysis may take place in these systems. The corresponding

knowledge bases are either hand-coded or developed automatically, by means of ma-

chine learning or other techniques. In what follows, a selection of nlu-based systems

are discussed in detail and contrasted with the principles behind the conception of

cosy-mats (Table 2.2; Chapter 3).

� In [115], an attempt is described to develop a tool for the automatic sum-

marisation of full Japanese texts. Apart from keyword distribution across the

chapters

12

, a detailed structural thematic analysis was performed over three

whole textbooks. The aim was to identify the important parts of each book,

and the dominant keyword patterns therein. In other words, the summary

would be a compressed form of the original text.

The keyword analysis suggested that the majority of the central keywords ap-

pear mainly in the middle and �nal chapters of the book. Thus, it is observed

that the word distribution data does not appear to agree with the expected

thematic development for the corresponding domains. No strong claims are

made, however, in this respect. The structural analysis involves the recursive

description of each book in terms of blocks and clips. A block represents the

unchanging semantic content of the text unit involved. A clip is used to conjoin

a block with other blocks of the same kind to create a text unit. The newly-

created text unit belongs to the immediately higher level. The sentence is the

minimal unit. Thus, sentences are clipped together to make up subtopic net-

works and paragraphs. Paragraphs, in turn, make up thematic developments

and sections. Sections construct macrosections and chapters, and chapters give

rise to books. The level of the text unit determines the type of clip that is

appropriate.

12

as the former appear in the index;
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At each level, various relations

13

are de�ned, e.g. theme-rheme, complemen-

tation, determination, and co-ordination. The novelty of this approach is in

the identi�cation of the conceptual organisation and thematic development of

the text at all levels, by way of explicit linguistic (`morphological') markers,

and their position in the overall structure of the text, and in the use of the

typography of the text. Thus, opening and closing units in a text

14

are de-

�ned via lexicalised markers referring to the text itself or the utterance process:

deictics, adverbs, anaphors, modals, set expressions, rhetorical questions, po-

liteness markers and particles. In addition, the thematic structure of the text

is demonstrated by the order of the constituent units and their position in the

text. It is claimed that, where markers are scarce, ordering alone shows clearly

the conceptual organisation of the text block involved. Typographical criteria

include section, subsection, and chapter titles and numbering conventions, text

indentation and void lines.

Once a hierarchical structure of the text has been constructed by means of such

recursive inclusion patterns, summarising it appears to be a straightforward

process. Certain parts of the hierarchy are chosen, while the rest are discarded

in order for the text

15

to be compressed. More speci�cally, it is claimed that

the unit that needs to be pruned is the middle element in a relation, i.e. the

complement. Thus, a summary should consist of just the starter and the sup-

port, after pruning the opening clause of the former and any conjuncts of the

latter (cf. [53]). Moreover, it is advocated that the support part of the expend-

able complement section should also be kept. The resulting text is claimed

to be comprehensible and reasonable enough. It is not particularly natural or

cohesive, however.

13

both binary and n-ary;

14

namely preliminary thematic clauses and postliminary `�nale' [115];

15

whether a whole book, a chapter, or a single section;
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In general, this approach is interesting for the purposes of this thesis, because

it follows the line of work on the identi�cation of domain-independent surface

markers that signal thematic structure and development (cf. [120, 147, 188] and

Chapter 4). In this respect, it has similar concerns with those surrounding

the design of cosy-mats. Nevertheless, this research e�ort is restricted to

the scienti�c text type, which is quite well-de�ned as regards both structure

of presentation and rhetorical diction [61, 117, 155] (cf. Section 5.2.1). It is

observed in [115] that there is very little variation among individual writers, at

least in the case of Japanese textbooks. It is not clear, however, whether the

above observations would be applicable to other types of prose. In order for

the content selection components of cosy-mats to be easily and economically

portable and reusable, both domain and text type-independence is required of

the relevant features employed therein (cf. Section 2.3).

Apart from explicit surface markers of discourse function, the approach de-

scribed in [115] attributes a lot of weight on text typography, which is char-

acteristic of books and long academic articles. Thus, it is easy to identify the

introductory chapter and section as the `starters' and the conclusion as the `sup-

porting unit'. Nevertheless, typography in itself is not useful or relevant in the

case of shorter articles, such as news items, or indeed book subsections, because

separate thematic units therein are not signalled as such, either by means of

titles or by numbering conventions. The only remaining criterion would be text

indentation and the use of empty lines in-between paragraphs. It is not clear

how the di�erent thematic units (starter, complement, and support) are iden-

ti�ed at the level of subsections and paragraph groups (`developments'). The

number of introductory and closing paragraphs cannot possibly be predeter-

mined, because, depending on the text, these thematic units may occupy from

a single to several paragraphs each

16

. Consequently, the proposed technique

16

The authors do not provide speci�c �gures on this aspect.
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might not be successfully applicable at these lower levels, but only at the book

and chapter levels. Hence, the corresponding heuristics are rather specialised.

Finally, it is claimed that observations regarding keyword distribution across

chapters converge with the insights gained from the thematic structural analysis

of the books. This, however, is not obvious in the discussion, especially as it

is purported that the central keywords appear mainly in the middle and �nal

chapters of the books, which is not consistent with the pruning suggestions. It

is also admitted that there is considerable discrepancy between the keywords as

they appear in the index and their actual occurrence in the text, which renders

their identi�cation problematic and the �ndings questionable. However, it is not

the keyword approach in [115] that is of interest to the development of cosy-

mats; it is the proposed scheme of identifying high-level discourse structures

by means of low-level criteria that are independent of domain keywords.

� Along similar lines, an abstract generation system of expository Japanese arti-

cles is presented in [147], that is based on an analysis of the rhetorical structure

of the input text. rst-like relations [119] are recursively established among sen-

tences, so that the whole text is accounted for (cf. Section 4.2). Contrarily to

rst, rhetorical relations are identi�ed on the basis of concrete linguistic clues;

such as connectives, anaphors, and idiomatic phrases. In this respect, the work

is similar to the research reported in [115] and akin to the approach adopted

for content selection in cosy-mats. Thus, tables and `if-then' rules have been

manually developed, which relate discourse structures to surface elements. Ab-

stract generation involves the extraction of the rhetorical structure (rs) of the

text; the top-down evaluation of each sentence as regards its importance in the

individual lower-level relation it participates in; the reduction of the overall

structure by means of eliminating the less important sentences

17

(cf. [155]); and

17

The less the importance of a sentence in the overall structure, the greater the penalty allocated

to it and the less likely it is for this sentence to appear in the �nal summary.
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the collation of the surviving sentences. Existing connectives are used in this

last process that are claimed to preserve the original rs.

The extraction of the rs involves morphological and syntactic analysis; the iden-

ti�cation of speci�c intersentential relations within and among paragraphs (by

means of linguistic cues); the establishment of higher-level rhetorical relations

among sentence blocks or paragraphs, according to set restrictions; the genera-

tion of all permissible candidate text rss; and the selection of the candidate rs

with the lower penalty score. The system is currently used as a text browser

in an interactive ir environment. It generates summaries that constitute up

to 30% of the original, and identi�es up to 74% of the key sentences of the

text [147].

A positive aspect of this system is its domain-independence, resulting from the

use of neutral linguistic cues indicative of rhetorical function (cf. Chapter 5

and Appendix B). Nevertheless, its absolute dependence on surface cues means

that it cannot handle less formal texts

18

, where the lack of connectives is made

up for by semantic and conceptual relationships among the sentences [147]. In

this case, the default rs relation has to be assumed to hold, namely Extension.

This results in the preservation of all the sentences involved, i.e. every sentence

which can function as an elaboration of a previous one; hence, a longer abstract

is output.

The abstracts output by this system are claimed to be coherent and cohesive.

This is due to the fact that the original rs of the text is preserved in the abstract,

at least at its top level. In addition, appropriate connectors are generated among

the individual high-scoring sentences. In contrast, most ie systems, and even

more sophisticated (nlu) approaches such as the one adopted in [115], produce

fragmentary output (cf. Section 2.2.1.1). Problems, however, occur when the

input text is attributed a rs incorrectly, as in the case of surface clue sparsity.

18

The authors refer to the case of newspaper editorials as an example.
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In addition, it is admitted that loosely-written texts containing long series of

conjunctions and additives would prove troublesome for the system. The reason

for this is that it would be di�cult to distinguish the important from the less

important sentences participating in each rs

19

.

Another advantage of the hierarchical structure imposed on the text is the abil-

ity of the system to generate abstracts of variable length. Depending on the

user's requirements, longer or shorter summaries may be output by reducing

the rs recursively from the terminal nodes upwards. This is very similar to the

corresponding process involved during `draft' output generation in cosy-mats

(Section 7.3). In short, the system described in [147] provides strong evidence

that domain-neutral key function words and phrases may also be employed

for the identi�cation of the important sentences, complemented by a higher-

level rhetorical analysis of the text. This latter imposes on the input and the

target summary some hierarchical organisation and coherence (cf. [155]). The

corresponding work constitutes a relatively successful extension to the abstract

relational de�nitions of rst (Section 4.2). Nevertheless, system performance

might be greatly enhanced, if additional lexical-semantic and pragmatic knowl-

edge was used, tuned to the domain or text type under consideration.

� In [155], a similar approach to that reported in [147] is described. rst-type

relations are used in conjunction with the Problem - Solution informational

metastructure [98, 79] in compiling a list of heuristic rules for the selective elimi-

nation of the optional elements of discourse (cf. Sections 4.2 and 4.4). Thus, the

summary of a text usually coincides with the highest-level macro-structure that

fully covers it. What is interesting with this method is the exibility ensured as

regards the length and detail of the output summary. It is quite straightforward

to begin with the planning of an informative summary and �nally produce an

indicative version of it (Section 2.1.2). This on-line adaptability has also been

19

as they would all be of equal rhetorical status;
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one of the concerns in the design of the cosy-mats generators (Section 3.1.6).

Parallels can also be drawn between the heuristics proposed in [155] and the

feature scheme established in this thesis (Chapter 5). For instance, the negative

correlation of Elaboration and exempli�cation to importance, as opposed to

Generalisation (cf. [210]); or the positive contribution of the Cause - Effect

and Problem - Solution relations. One of the things that distinguish similar

research from the approach to content selection adopted for cosy-mats is that

hierarchical relationships that hold in discourse are implicitly expressed in the

latter, by means of the high-level -pragmatic- features employed therein. In con-

trast, this kind of organisational information needs to be made explicit in the

case of most similar approaches. In addition, at the time of writing, there had

been no attempt at a linguistic or structural speci�cation of the rhetorical rela-

tions discussed in [155]. This would have been most useful for the automation of

their identi�cation in the context of a system, such as cosy-mats. More impor-

tantly, the work in [155] focuses on texts of a speci�c type and domain, namely

physics papers. Consequently, the corresponding observations made need to be

cross-examined with additional text corpora (e.g. the texts used in [147]) for

the emergence of more generic content selection and `pruning' rules.

� A nlu system where domain knowledge plays a more central role than in any

of the work reviewed above is the one described in [139]. The corresponding

abstract generation system is specialised in one domain, that of elementary

geometry in Bulgarian. The input text is analysed both morphologically and

syntactically, and semantically. Corpus analysis of the respective sublanguage

has led to the compilation of a set of `if-then' rules, on the basis of which the

important sentences are distinguished from the less important ones. The major-

ity of the selection rules refer to the domain knowledge base, where all the key

concepts are represented semantically; with respect to their class membership,

as well as their `critical' and `variable' attributes. Thus, a sentence where one
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of the key concepts is de�ned or described

20

will be chosen for the construction

of the abstract. In contrast, peripheral information, as indicated by listings,

examples, or parentheses for instance, will be rejected.

The use of domain-speci�c conceptual knowledge in the determination of im-

portance is one aspect of this system that distinguishes it from ie approaches

to summarisation (cf. Section 2.2.1). These latter usually focus on keyword fre-

quency rather than meaning. A further distinctive trait of the work described

in [139] is the fact that the output list of ordered, winning sentences undergoes

a number of linguistic modi�cations before being presented to the end-user.

This is so that the resulting summary is coherent, cohesive, and natural. Thus,

some of the processes that take place are; anaphora resolution, coordination,

ellipsis, and stylistic normalisation. In contrast, the output of ie-based systems

consists in original sentences reproduced verbatim. Despite the use of higher-

level knowledge in this system, it is also less expensive computationally than

standard nlu-based summarisation. This is because it employs certain concrete

surface syntactic and lexical criteria, which are not as failure-prone as the in-

complete knowledge considered in nlu systems (e.g. regarding intentions, goals,

and plans).

In summary, the approach to summarisation detailed in [139] compromises the

two approaches to summarisation (ie and nlu). This renders it similar to the

cosy-mats system proposed in this thesis. Extensive experimental results,

however, have not been produced as yet regarding the success of the former

system. Moreover, the semantic analysis module therein is recognised as being

incomplete at present, and the knowledge representation scheme potentially

unsuitable for other domains. This, however, does not lessen the relevance of

this work to the research on generic content selection features for cosy-mats:

a number of objective selection/rejection rules have been compiled in relation to

20

in terms of its superordinate concepts and/or critical attributes;
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the domain-dependent system in [139]. These revolve around lexical semantics

and preferences, cue words, and syntactic patterns. The latter aspects of these

rules could be modi�ed and extended to cover additional domains (Chapter 5).

� A general-purpose nlu system akin to the proposed cosy-mats summarisation

environment, is lolita [59]. This system involves a great amount of syntactic,

semantic, and pragmatic analysis. lolita employs a semantic network as the

central basis of all its operations. This contains knowledge and semantic prefer-

ences about entities and events, as well as related linguistic information (cf. the

garp knowledge representation scheme [41, 212]). All this data is acquired by

the system by means of training on application-speci�c corpora. The semantic

network is continually updated as articles are processed. Facts found in the ar-

ticle are matched with existing nodes or catered for by new ones. The resulting

new structures are checked for semantic and pragmatic consistency with the old

data items. Identifying the most important or relevant information in an article

translates into traversing the corresponding conceptual cluster in the network

and generating a �lled template. There are set templates predetermined for

each domain, echoing the muc-related work (Section 2.2.1.1) and conceptual

ir systems (Section 2.1.1). Rules and heuristics attached to each template slot

restrict and guide the network traversal.

As a result of the extensive and deep semantic processing involved, the lolita

Content Scanner is very slow (Table 2.2); it takes 9 minutes to process a 5-line

news item belonging to the learnt domain [59]. In addition, its developers admit

that the output can be relatively lengthy and imprecise, despite the fact that it

is a �xed template [op.cit.]. In other words, redundant information is generated

along with the important data. This is due to the lack of adequate control

procedures in the activation of the semantic nodes during inferencing. Further-

more, knowledge in the lolita system itself is always incomplete and, hence,

the system is failure-prone when faced with unlearned input [58]. As already
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pointed out, this is the case with most nlu systems (Section 2.2.2). Related

to the previous issue is the fact that the Content Scanner application of the

system is di�cult to port to other domains, because the lolita semantic net-

work tends to `overlearn', i.e. to over�t the current data and domain [58]. Thus,

although this system has similar motivations to the research on cosy-mats as

regards the generic, exible, and portable nature of the corresponding systems,

the cosy-mats methodology di�ers in that it integrates the nlu with the ie

approaches more e�ectively (Section 3.3). As a result, the execution speed of

the content selection component of cosy-mats (Chapter 6) is much higher; the

same holds for its degree of robustness with unfamiliar data. These advantages

exist despite the fact that high-level processing is involved here too, as in the

case of lolita.

2.2.3 Problems with the Dominant Approaches to Summari-

sation

It appears that both incisive nlu-based, and super�cial ie, symbolic approaches

display the following shortcomings:

1. Pragmatics and discourse analysis are not adequately accommodated for, be-

cause the corresponding systems are speci�cally developed for a single domain

or text type. This means that these systems are incomplete and application-

dependent. As a consequence, they are not easily portable to other applications.

2. The rules and knowledge used, as well as the knowledge representation itself, are

more often than not ad hoc, especially as regards the extralinguistic levels [25,

107]. Thus, these systems are not very robust and not easily extensible.

3. They are, generally, unable to learn or reuse resources and successful solutions

to past problems. Even ie systems, such as the ones discussed in Section 2.2.1.1,
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cannot take advantage of the current domain knowledge and heuristics to use

them in new domains e�ortlessly. The corresponding systems need to be tuned

by retraining all their statistical components accordingly (the `porting' prob-

lem) [127].

2.3 A Proposed Method for Text Summarisation:

COSY-MATS

A system architecture is proposed in this thesis that attempts to overcome, at

least partially, the problems discussed in Section 2.2.3. COSY-MATS is a generic

COnnectionist-SYmbolicMAchine for Text Summarisation, that can accommodate

multiple domains, text types, and user pro�les, e�ciently and inexpensively (Chap-

ter 3). This hybrid system can partly function in a similar way to a `blackboard'

environment, where di�erent modules act like distinct agents [51, 213]. Each agent

performs a di�erent operation from the other agents. The intermediate and ultimate

results of its processing, however, should strongly depend on the processing status

and outcome of at least some of the other agents. Thus, in such an architecture,

modules are designed to co-operate with each other, so that redundant processing is

avoided by the elimination of implausible or incompatible solutions at an early stage.

Apart from the permanent generic modules, cosy-mats can be complemented with

a limited number of domain, text type, and/or user-dependent modules to suit the

current application. The generic components will ensure fast portability to the new

application, because they will constitute a �rm, reliable, and reusable infrastructure

on which all further processing should depend, however specialised. In contrast, the

temporary, application-speci�c, modules will guarantee the �ne-grained tuning of this

generic machine to special, occasional and current needs. More importantly, the pro-

posed system should be su�ciently robust to operate even in the absence of any

customisation.
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The design of the proposed cosy-mats environment and the characteristics of the

implemented high-level Arti�cial Neural Network (ann) for content selection that is

employed therein (Section 3.1.4) constitute a better alternative to both ie and nlu

approaches to the text summarisation task, for a number of reasons:

� In contrast to the great majority of ie approaches (Section 2.2.1), cosy-mats

also involves extensive extralinguistic, pragmatic, processing. Thus, conven-

tional symbolic modules are assumed for morphological, syntactic, and context-

independent lexico-semantic analysis and generation. Apart from those, how-

ever, there are also symbolic and connectionist analysers for generic and context-

dependent, inferential, rhetorical, and common-sense information. The connec-

tionist agents, in speci�c, consist of a cascade of low and intermediate-level

anns and a single high-level one. The lower-level anns (Section 3.1.3) establish

close links among individual symbolic processors, and bridge the gap between

all symbolic modules and the high-level pragmatic ann. The important thing

is that this pragmatic ann (Section 3.1.4) computes features extending above

single sentences. Thus, this agent actually deals with top-level information,

which relates to paragraphs or even larger text units.

� In contrast to most nlu approaches to text summarisation (Section 2.2.2),

cosy-mats has general applicability. This is ensured by means of extensive

corpus analysis of diverse text types and domains, at the early stages of system

development (Section 5.2). Individual domains, document types, and user pro-

�les can be catered for after a limited amount of training of the corresponding

application-speci�c anns. The existence of generic, universal, linguistic and

pragmatic, modules means that there is a permanent and stable infrastructure

for this nlp task, on the basis of which rapid porting into new conceptual worlds

may easily be performed (Section 7.3.1).
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� Although the overall system is modular, its individual symbolic processors com-

municate with each other by means of `blackboard'-like data structures [51, 213].

Two blackboards keep a record of all intermediate data computed by each of

the analysis and synthesis symbolic modules (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.6). Ensuing

processing is constrained by this information. Conversely, processing at later

stages has determined the types of analysis required during the initial stages of

development of cosy-mats. With respect to the anns, co-operation is ensured

by their cascaded arrangement (Section 3.2). The surface-level anns commu-

nicate directly with either intermediate-level ones or the single pragmatic ann

that is used for content selection. In other words, there is interdependence

among all modules. In the case of the anns, there is also an interaction among

the linguistic and extralinguistic features used therein. In this way, overgenera-

tion of solutions may be avoided and feature patterns can be established. This

latter characteristic of cosy-mats is very interesting, at least from a theoreti-

cal, methodological viewpoint (Sections 1.1.2.2 and 2.2.2).

� An additional reason for the frugality in solution generation is the fact that the

amount and type of information computed by each of the components of cosy-

mats are restricted. A high-level ann that computes sentence importance has

been trained separately, in advance, with di�erent sets of pragmatic data (Sec-

tion 3.1.4). This data spans text units larger than single sentences and can be

computed by the other modules, by way of more concrete and objective criteria

(Section 3.1). The pragmatic data sets which induce the best possible perfor-

mance in the high-level ann have been kept as the only ones to be relevant

in the determination of importance (Chapter 7). These features are cascaded

back through cosy-mats during its development and are the only ones that

need to be considered by the remaining analysers. Thus, these processors only

perform a partial analysis of the input text, geared towards the surface (lex-

ical, morphological, syntactic) and intermediate (semantic) manifestations of
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the winning pragmatic features. Consequently, text analysis is geared towards

the summarisation task and is not arbitrarily cumbersome and computation-

ally expensive. Thus, cosy-mats avoids the pitfalls of conventional nlu-based

summarisation systems (Section 2.2.2) (cf. [51]).

With respect to application-speci�c, linguistic and extralinguistic, features

which are dependent on the domain, text type, or user involved, these, too,

require a limited amount of inductive learning on relevant corpora. This consti-

tutes the tuning process necessary for the generic environment of cosy-mats to

accommodate a closed world. The high-level ann (Section 6.5) does not need to

compute additional features in order to capture special and temporary contex-

tual knowledge. The only type of customisation required concerns the relative

balance among the existing input features (Chapter 7). It involves the encoding

of a small-size corpus of relevant texts by means of the identi�ed extralinguistic

features. The fact that these have been objecti�ed by way of lower-level features

(Section 5.1 and Appendix B) renders the encoding procedure both straight-

forward and reliable. This is in line with the short-term goal of this research

whereby the pragmatic features identi�ed for content selection in cosy-mats

should be able to accommodate any domain or text type without the need to

reconstruct the high-level modules of the system (Section 1.1.2.2).

In turn, any number of application-centred lower-level anns and symbolic mod-

ules can be plugged into cosy-mats. The anns, in speci�c, can be taught how

to relate surface (lexical) to intermediary (semantic), surface to pragmatic, and

intermediary to pragmatic feature patterns. Recent research on the modularisa-

tion of ann environments renders this possible and e�ective (Section 3.2). The

special-purpose features computed by such �ne-tuned anns will be considered

in conjunction with those employed by their generic counterparts. Both types

of data will be uni�ed in the pragmatic ann, which will then attribute to every

sentence of the original text a degree of importance or irrelevance.
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� The outputs of all the analysis and interpretation modules, symbolic and con-

nectionist, generic and application-speci�c, are considered e�ectively in parallel

by the high-level ann, because of its architecture and function (Chapter 6).

This is because all the information computed by these processors cumulatively

contributes to the determination of the feature values used by this ann. Thus,

the multiplicity and interdependence of the linguistic and pragmatic aspects of

a text are respected and restored in the high-level ann. This is in accordance

with the holistic view of language adopted in this research (Sections 1.1.2.2

and 3.2.1). In addition, some of these `compact' features encompass text units

larger than individual sentences, as already pointed out. This is despite the

fact that the output of the pragmatic ann refers to the degree of importance of

single sentences.

� No heuristic or other rules are fed into the anns, only real data they generalise

upon. If their performance is good, there is a strong indication that the data

employed are indeed correlated to the solution in some way. Moreover, the

knowledge representation formalism is uniform and neutral in all connectionist

processors, namely 0s and 1s. Thus, their behaviour is independent from the

formalisms used by the symbolic processors. This is especially desirable in the

case of the high-level, pragmatic computations.

� Only a single solution is provided each time by the anns, both lower and high-

level, generic and application-speci�c. This is done very e�ciently, despite the

diverse types of complex information involved. Moreover, they are very robust,

as they never fail to �nd an approximate solution fast, however unfamiliar or

distorted the input (cf. Chapter 6). It may be the case that this solution is

inaccurate. For the summarisation task, however, it is more crucial that its

computation takes place e�ciently. Even more important, however, is the fact

that the solution generated is approximate. Although yes-no decisions can be
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automatically inferred if so chosen (Chapter 7), the graded answer output by the

content selection ann is compatible with the inherent subjectivity in text unit

importance determination among humans (Sections 1.1.1.1 and 5.4.1). Leaving

aside any claims about the psychological plausibility of the connectionist ap-

proach that have extensively been made elsewhere (e.g. [24, 216]), this aspect

of cosy-mats is one of its strengths.

Purely statistical approaches, such as Bayesian methods, are more e�cient to

train than anns [75, 169, 219]. Nevertheless, these, along with standard sym-

bolic and machine learning approaches, are less exible as regards both the

actual form of the data processed and their decision. More speci�cally, these

models assume a prior understanding of the problem and solution space, and a

knowledge of the solution in advance [75, 134]. This, however, cannot be the

case with sentence importance in a text, which is associated with a highly fuzzy

search space. The fuzziness stems from the diversity of factors that inuence

importance and the interaction among them. One of the factors is the inherent

subjectivity in its determination (cf. Sections 1.1.2.2 and 5.4.1). Thus, more

than one answer has to be considered by the learning system simultaneously. In

addition, the problem of importance determination is one of regression rather

than pure classi�cation [219], which renders anns more appropriate for this

type of task.

"An alternative to the widely used error rate analysis is an error

distance measure that is employed by the neural nets. This measure

implicitly considers multiple hypotheses and is particularly suited for

another important type of problem: regression

21

. In regression, the

objective is to predict a value of some variable as opposed to just a

true or false outcome." [219] (p. 172)

� anns are able, by their very structure and function, to learn inductively and

constantly, as is evident from the gradual improvement in their performance

21

authors' emphasis
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during training (Chapter 7). This means that old appropriate solutions may be

employed in the face of a novel processing problem (cf. [23]). A parallel could be

drawn in this respect with Case-Based Reasoning (cbr) [19, 107]. cbr, however,

su�ers from shortcomings which are naturally overcome by the connectionist

paradigm. The most fundamental of those is the so-called `indexing' problem.

This refers to the di�culty inherent in explicitly representing, `classifying', and

retrieving old cases using appropriate features and measures of similarity; as

well as in selecting what should constitute a new case, or an old modi�ed case.

Apart from being able to learn, anns may optimise their performance over

time, as a result of their emergent computational nature (Section 6.1.2). The

more they are used in the cosy-mats environment the better they adapt to

the general, unifying task of text summarisation and the speci�c application at

hand.

All these characteristics indicate that connectionism could very well be a viable

approach to the processing of such a multi-dimensional object as the pragmatics of

language in general, and the determination of text unit importance in particular.

They also point towards the indispensability of the Parallel Distributed Pro-

cessing (pdp) [129, 163] paradigm in the context of a generic, knowledgeable, but

practical and e�cient text summarisation system (Section 6.1).



Chapter 3

Towards a Generic Text

Summarisation System

In this chapter, an architecture is proposed for cosy-mats, the text sum-

marisation environment that is designed to be su�ciently exible to e�-

ciently and e�ectively accommodate multiple domains, document types,

and even user pro�les. The main characteristics of this system are its mod-

ularity and incremental and reverse development, but also the parallelism

and data interaction involved at most levels of its processing; its hybrid,

connectionist-symbolic nature; its straightforward extensibility; the deep,

pragmatic, analysis carried out on the input text, but also the simulta-

neous employment of general purpose surface criteria. For the purposes

of text summarisation, the core module in cosy-mats is the high-level

content selection ann employed for the determination of the degree of im-

portance of individual propositions in the source document. It is therein

that pragmatic features are considered cumulatively and in parallel. This

is also the component of cosy-mats that has been implemented to date

(See Chapters 6 and 7). However, in the following discussion the ar-

chitecture is assumed to exist as a whole in order to provide a concrete

background for the description of the summarisation process therein, and

especially the content selection phase.

3.1 The Design of the cosy-mats Architecture

cosy-mats is a generic environment for an nlp system that generates sum-

maries of real-world texts pertaining to diverse domains, text types, and user pro�les

(Fig. 3.1, p. 79). Conventional symbolic as well as connectionist processors perform

general purpose morphological, syntactic, lexico-semantic, and pragmatic analysis and

77
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interpretation. These may be supplemented by any number of domain or application-

speci�c modules of both kinds, mainly for lexico-semantic and some contextual com-

putations (Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.3). Depending on the current requirements, the latter

modules may be �ne-tuned from the previous application or developed ab initio. Thus,

cosy-mats functions similarly to a `shell' (cf. [73, 134]): a) standard processing is

accommodated for by means of a number of reusable components; b) the addition of

domain-speci�c components is guided by the permanent generic ones; c) these sup-

plementary modules are e�ciently incorporated in the system and integrated in the

ow of processing.

Both generic and application-dependent analysis modules have their results inter-

cepted and processed further by a cascade of low and higher-level anns (Sections 3.1.3

and 3.1.4). Before being fed into these networks, the result of the initial processing

is translated into vectors of values ranging between 0 and 1 by means of an encoding

component (Section 3.1.2). Most of the features can be represented by binary values,

which record whether or not the corresponding feature is applicable. There are some

features, however, which require a larger, albeit limited, set of values [161]; e.g. Tense

needs three values, for past, present and future, respectively. Because of their archi-

tecture and function, the anns are easy to train using either or both types of values

(Chapter 6). The anns are arranged in two batteries and establish relations among

the output of the symbolic agents, as well as between these agents and a higher-level,

pragmatic ann (Fig. 3.1). The lower-level, surface anns relate lexical, morphological,

and syntactic features to both semantic and rhetorical, and pragmatic features. The

intermediary anns establish links between semantic and rhetorical, and pragmatic

features (Section 3.1.3). Thus, these two batteries of anns provide valuable map-

pings between the pragmatic features and their semantic and surface manifestations

(Chapter 5, Appendix B).

The cascade of connectionist processors also comprises a high-level ann which

is the core module in cosy-mats for content selection (Section 3.1.4). This considers
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each proposition

1

expressed in the text sentences, by way of appropriate pragmatic

features (Section 5.1.1). The novelty of this ann lies in the fact that selected infor-

mation from all the other analysis modules is co-ordinated therein and computed in

parallel. This information, in turn, has been partly acquired by means of the lower-

level anns which `translated' surface and intermediary-level features into abstract

pragmatic ones. Thus, the decisions taken in this ann are based on pragmatic, rather

1

The term `proposition' is taken here to mean a logico-semantic predicate representation of nat-

ural language sentences [1, 12].
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than super�cial, surface-level, criteria. At the same time, the pragmatic criteria are

well-grounded on surface ones. This ann assigns a degree of importance to all propo-

sitions expressed in a text. Those with the higher scores are the ones that will be

used in the planning and generation of the summary of the input text.

The winning clauses, heretofore represented as value vectors in the cascade of

connectionist processors, are decoded back into their initial logico-semantic form

(Section 3.1.5). Subsequently, the entities and propositions expressed by these quasi-

logical forms are processed by a series of generic and application-speci�c symbolic

synthesisers (Section 3.1.6). These perform a number of lexico-semantic, morpho-

logical, syntactic, pragmatic, and stylistic operations on the chosen clauses, before

outputting the summary of the source text. Similarly to the case of the analysis

modules, the generic components at this planning and synthesis stage communicate

with the application-speci�c ones by way of a `blackboard'. Therein, intermediate

results of the di�erent processes are temporarily kept for future, short-term, cross-

referencing and guidance. Depending on the user requirements about the output, the

decisions taken to produce this extensive and informative summary can be modi�ed

and re�ned in these generation modules, in order to produce a much shorter abstract

of the input text (cf. Section 1.1).

In the following sections, the speci�c processes involved at each of these stages

are described in more detail.

3.1.1 A `Blackboard' of Symbolic Analysers

The text input in cosy-mats is assumed to be coherent and self-contained, and

consists of more than a single sentence. For the system con�guration described here,

the inclusion of images is not envisaged. Nevertheless, the main principle should

remain the same even in such cases, with the addition of appropriate scanning and

visual modules. Apart from this arbitrary restriction about the modality of the input,
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no other limitations are imposed on it. The text may or may not be domain-speci�c,

depending on the current application of cosy-mats. Similarly, there are no special

requirements as to the text type expressed. It is possible that the text has been

encoded in an sgml [89, 90] form or similar, in order to facilitate later processing of

the document structure. This, however, is by no means compulsory.

Whichever the case, the input text is fed into a series of generic and application-

dependent symbolic analysers, which communicate with each other in a blackboard

environment (cf. [40, 51, 52, 212, 213]). All intermediate results of each analyser are

being recorded on the blackboard data structure. This information inuences subse-

quent processing in every one of the modules. Thus, analysis is very e�cient; only

those solutions are explored and maintained which simultaneously satisfy the restric-

tions established by all modules. Equally important is the fact that the blackboard

essentially integrates the di�erent types of knowledge considered by the di�erent

processors, thereby implementing the holistic approach to language interpretation

adopted in this thesis (Section 1.1.3)

The generic processors have been developed without any speci�c application in

mind. Standard morphological and syntactic analysis is performed therein, as found in

most nlp systems. In addition, generalised lexica, as well as semantic and pragmatic

knowledge bases are consulted. The di�erence between these analysing modules and

those of ie or nlu systems is that the cosy-mats analysers have not been developed

arbitrarily or as a means to a prespeci�ed end. Firstly, they have not been inuenced

by a speci�c domain or text type; they have been developed before the porting of

the system to a speci�c application. Secondly, the features considered therein have

been compiled as a result of an extensive and intensive study of large corpora of

texts of varying type and content (Section 5.2). This corpus analysis has guided the

development of the connectionist modules of cosy-mats (Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4).

In turn, these anns have dictated the type and amount of processing needed in the

symbolic analysers. Consequently, text analysis in cosy-mats is partial, in the sense
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that it is purposeful and well-planned.

The generic analysers can be supplemented by application-speci�c lexica, as well

as conceptual and contextual knowledge that pertains to the current use of cosy-

mats. Thus, the application at hand determines what type of specialised data should

be included in the system. Similarly to what the case is with the generic analysis

modules, the data acquired from the input text by the domain and text type-speci�c

analysers is further processed by specialised and generic anns alike at a later stage. At

the same time, the anns have exercised a strong inuence as to the precise information

to be processed by the application-speci�c modules. It is the very existence, however,

of the generic processors that renders such tuning possible, e�cient, and inexpensive.

The latter provide a permanent starting point for the porting of cosy-mats to a new

application or domain. Consequently, system development time is halved, to say the

least, as most of the standard necessary processing is already catered for. In fact, the

generic modules are su�cient on their own, when the need for some output is more

dominant than requirements about its quality.

More speci�cally, at this initial analysis stage the following processes are assumed,

following the existing core language engine system (cle) [4]:

� Sentence and word boundaries are established. To this e�ect, the general-

purpose lexica are looked up, along with letter and word co-occurrence and

frequency lists. Subsequently, the domain-dependent lexica and lists are con-

sulted, especially if unknown words have been encountered.

� The identi�ed words are analysed morphologically, on the basis of extensive

universal rules. It is assumed that individual domains will not demonstrate any

idiosyncratic behaviour in this respect.

� All word roots are matched to appropriate lexical entries. These latter are

de�ned conceptually by means of neutral, all-purpose semantic and pragmatic

features, pertaining to entities, states, and events. Thus, the lexica constitute
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the knowledge base (kb), where there is extensive use of cross-reference, feature

propagation, and inheritance. The features have been identi�ed inductively by

lower and high-level anns (Sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4). These anns have been trained

on generic text corpora

2

, before even the development of the symbolic analysis

modules. Hence, useful semantic and pragmatic feature bundles have been

discovered in an evolutionary fashion.

Closed domain worlds can also be described using the same or a modi�ed se-

mantic formalism. Once again, this will be done by training the domain-speci�c

anns, discussed later along with the generic ones (Section 3.1.3). These are ac-

cessed when a word root is not recognised by the general lexica, as well as when

pragmatic decisions need to be taken. Once a domain-speci�c entity has been

introduced in the text, interrelated concepts will be activated in the specialised

lexical kb by means of cross-referencing and controlled feature propagation.

Predetermined `salience measures' are used, too, in order to establish quanti�er

scope and the cardinality of the sets they range over. This kb is also used as

part of the focus selection and tracking algorithm, in conjunction with surface

syntactic and pseudo-semantic criteria [64, 76, 191].

� An additional operation is parsing, where lexical, morphological, syntactic, and

semantic analyses are integrated. The algorithm employed is along the lines of

the classic combination of bottom-up analysis with top-down restrictions. Thus,

morphological rules propose lexical parses which are checked against the require-

ments imposed by syntactic-semantic rules. Unknown words are attributed an

inferred category in agreement with the surrounding category environment. Cu-

mulative semantic analysis takes place in parallel with syntactic analysis. What

is determined, apart from phrase structure, is a series of semi-logical formulae

which relate state or event predicates with speci�c entities. It is crucial that

2

Generic text corpora may be either texts on general subjects, or collections of texts belonging

to diverse types and domains.
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�nalised constituent analyses for all sentences are recorded for subsequent con-

sultation. Thus, elliptical clauses which have been formed in parallel to some of

them can be reconstructed. Moreover, syntactic and semantic criteria are also

used to encode focus establishment, maintenance, and change. This informa-

tion is considered at a later stage in conjunction with other context-sensitive

criteria.

In short, the output of this processing agent is a series of semi-logical represen-

tations, at least one for each sentence or clause. These carry information about

the syntactic category, number, person, gender, voice, tense, semantic meaning,

derivation, valency and case role, among other things, of all lexical units and

groups. Any ambiguities, such as modifying phrase attachment, anaphora, or

polysemy, are `packed' [4] for further processing. This is achieved in the form

of distinct subformulae for each interpretation, or special indices.

� Finally, the pragmatic processors deal with unscoped quanti�ers and anaphora

disambiguation. Relevant anaphora phenomena include; personal, possessive,

and demonstrative pronouns; de�nite nps; demonstrative adverbs and adjec-

tives; elliptical structures such as comparatives and conjuncts. A series of in-

ferences are performed by substituting the problematic items with proposed

referents and attempting to legally unify the resulting feature bundles. In ad-

dition, information on the application-speci�c text genre text structure is con-

sulted, in conjunction with standard assumptions about the author's general

communicative goals and discourse plans. To this e�ect, domain-speci�c anns

have been trained on large corpora of the corresponding type, so that recurrent

concepts, connectors, and rhetorical structures are identi�ed. The resulting

data limits and guides the amount and type of processing performed by the

domain-dependent symbolic analysers.
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The output of the pragmatic analysis is a syntactic-semantic-pragmatic rep-

resentation in the form of semi-logical `resolved' [4] formulae with enhanced

feature bundles and merged values. Only one formula has survived for each

sentence of the input text, since domain and text genre preferences have ar-

bitrated on the most appropriate reading. Any remaining unknown words are

preserved for the next cycle of interpretation.

The deep representation of the text as formulae lends itself for inferences re-

garding the meaning of any unknown words, as well as for the integration of new

domain knowledge in the corresponding lexical kb. The features that have been

inherited during sentence processing will be used for the encoding of the new

entry. Furthermore, machine learning techniques could be used for the assimi-

lation of the newly-acquired data: for example, groups of cascaded anns may

be trained with the fully-interpreted text, so that novel information is encoded

therein for future use (cf. Section 3.1.3).

Thus, in the �nal product of all these symbolic analysers, generic and domain-

speci�c, most ambiguities and unknown words have been eliminated. More

importantly, this complex, resolved representation constitutes the `text world'

as contrasted to the cosy-mats world, speci�ed in the generalised and domain-

speci�c lexica.

3.1.2 The Encoders

Once the input text has been analysed both from a generic and a domain-speci�c point

of view, selected information from all the corresponding linguistic and extralinguistic

levels is fed into an encoding module. A series of Encoders translate each of these

chosen items of interest into a form recognisable by the lower and high-level anns.

In other words, each item is encoded as a vector of values, ranging from 0 to 1.

Individual lexical items and phrases, as well as derivational a�xes, are encoded as

an arbitrary number of such values, which ultimately have to di�er from those of all
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other lexical and morphological units employed (cf. [135]). Inectional morphological,

syntactic, semantic, and contextual features, on the other hand, may only need a

single value for this purpose. If the value of a feature is one of positive or negative,

i.e. if it encodes whether that feature holds or not, the corresponding translation

would be 1 or 0, respectively. Alternatively, in cases where a feature can take more

than two values, intermediate digits between the minimum 0 and the maximum 1 can

be used.

Despite the apparent simplicity of this encoding scheme, the processing power

and emergent behaviour of anns mean that di�erent linguistic levels can be easily

related to each other, and complex relationships can be established among data on

the same level (cf. Chapter 6). Once the selected pieces of information have been thus

encoded, those which resulted from the generic analysis modules are fed into generic

low and intermediate-levelanns. The data output by the domain-dependent analysers

are forwarded into domain-speci�c low-level and intermediate anns, as discussed in

Section 3.1.3.

3.1.3 The Lower-Level Interpreting anns

The selected linguistic and extralinguistic, generic and domain-dependent, pieces of

information acquired from the symbolic analysers are fed into low and, optionally,

intermediate-level anns in an encoded form (cf. Section 3.1.2). Generic data is input

in generic anns, while domain-speci�c data is forwarded to domain anns (Fig. 3.1).

More speci�cally, there are surface-level anns which process lexical, phrasal, mor-

phological, and syntactic data. In addition, there are intermediary anns which

operate on syntactic and semantic information.

Most of the surface-level anns provide a bridge between the surface linguistic

features and the intermediary, semantic, ones. What this means is that the presence

of a surface element such as, for example, the copula "be" in the simple present Tense

followed by a present participle (-ing) indicates that the semantic feature called Time
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Specification is applicable (Chapter 5). In other words, the time interval involved

in this case is the present moment. Moreover, the corresponding event described has

a certain duration [56, 175].

Intermediary anns translate the semantic features into higher-level, pragmatic

features. These latter will be cumulatively processed by a single pragmatic ann, dis-

cussed in Section 3.1.4. For instance, the intermediary feature recording the presence

of an explicit or indirect Contrast is a possible indication of the applicability of the

pragmatic feature encoding the presence of a Problem in the text extract analysed

(Chapter 5).

Apart from the information ow just presented, there are also direct links between

some surface-level anns and the higher-level pragmatic one. This is motivated by the

observation that often, but certainly not always, pragmatic functions have surface

linguistic manifestations. To illustrate this point, the case of common surface elements

such as the Modals "could" and "might" should be considered. More often than not,

these express higher-level information about the Probability or Possibility of a

situation becoming realised [56] (Chapter 5).

As regards feature relations within levels of linguistic and extralinguistic analy-

sis, the use of anns, rather than conventional symbolic pattern-matching methods,

ensures the establishment of complex and diverse types of interdependence among

features. Thus, most of the features are contributory to semantic and pragmatic

decisions in the presence of other features, rather than in isolation (cf. Chapters 6

and 7).

As already noted, all these surface, intermediary, and higher-level features have

been identi�ed before cosy-mats is fully developed. This is achieved by way of an

`iterative inductive' process. Diverse pragmatic features that could bear some rele-

vance to sentence importance are tried out in various combinations on the high-level

ann, described in Section 3.1.4. As the ann acquires experience with di�erent feature

patterns, its performance is gradually optimised. The feature combination that leads
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to this type of performance is preserved for the further development of the overall

system. The next stage is the identi�cation of lower-level, semantic, intermediary

features. This time, the intermediate anns, just described, are used to establish

relationships between the semantic and the pragmatic levels. Once again, optimal

performance points to the most useful feature combination. Finally, the selected se-

mantic features are cascaded backwards to the surface-level anns in order to discover

the most successful surface features or feature groups that are closely interrelated to

their applicability. It has to be stressed at this point that the number of intermediate

and surface-level anns is not predetermined, but depends on the number of direct

relationships identi�ed during this iterative process. As this process has not been

completed yet, the number of lower-level anns depicted in Fig. 3.1 is arbitrary at

present, and should only be taken as indicative of the general architecture of cosy-

mats. A detailed discussion of all linguistic and extralinguistic features considered in

the course of this research, and their individual interdependence relations, is provided

in Chapter 5.

3.1.4 A High-Level ann for Content Selection

It was noted earlier that the �rst step in the development of the full cosy-mats

system is the identi�cation of those pragmatic features, however abstract and `elu-

sive', that inuence the distinction between what is important, signi�cant, or rel-

evant, and what is not. These features should be relatively generic, domain and

user-independent, for the ultimate system to be e�ciently and su�ciently portable.

This has also been the core of the research presented in this thesis.

In order to discover feature patterns that are pertinent to sentence importance, a

three-layer feed-forward back-propagation ann is employed [162]. This learns to clas-

sify individual sentences (and, later, clauses) from the input text into important and

less important. Thus, it acts as a decision-aid agent in cosy-mats regarding which

text extracts should be kept and further processed for the composition and generation
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of the summary, and which should be discarded as peripheral. This decision is made

on the basis of pairs of input and output value vectors that have been learnt by the

ann in a `supervised' regime (Chapter 6). The input vectors represent pragmatic

features that are considered salient to this classi�cation task. The output represents

importance ratings. Although both vectors represent individual sentences in the text,

in evaluating the corresponding features for the current sentence, certain aspects of

the preceding sentences are also taken into consideration (cf. Chapters 5 and 7).

The `input' features (Section 6.5.2) have been indirectly computed by symbolic

linguistic and extralinguistic analysers. These attribute certain lexical, semantic,

morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic values to each sentence in the original text

(Section 3.1.1). In addition, a series of cascaded lower-level anns are employed to

establish speci�c relations between surface and intermediary, surface and pragmatic,

and intermediary and pragmatic feature patterns (Section 3.1.3). In this way, the

automation of pragmatic feature value determination might be achieved in a more

straightforward and robust way.

The `output' vector (Section 6.5.3) consists of just two values, one for importance

and one for unimportance. The unit with the highest value (i.e. 1) represents the

desired answer to be learned by the ann. In testing, or actual operational, mode, the

output unit with the higher activation is taken to be the decision of the network as

regards the degree of importance of the current sentence. It is because anns can learn

and generalise based on a relatively small corpus of real-world data that connectionism

was chosen for this pragmatic task. A further reason was their ability to eliminate

noise and tackle novel data in a robust manner [23]. A more detailed discussion of

connectionism and the motivation behind its employment for the content selection

task of text summarisation is provided in Chapter 6.
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3.1.5 The Decoder

All the sentences of the input text are decoded back into their original character string

form, after having been processed by the pragmatic ann. This is a straightforward

process, because the sentences have been fed into the neural network in the order they

appear in the text. Likewise, the ann produces output values for each one of the text

sentences, preserving their initial order. For every sentence, both output values (for

importance and unimportance, respectively) are bound to be greater than 0 and

smaller than 1. In other words, importance determination is not a matter of `black

or white' in cosy-mats. This is reminiscent of the corresponding human decision-

making. As a result of this gradation in its output, the ann and the system as a whole

is particularly robust with unfamiliar texts (cf. [196]). Thus, only those sentences will

be processed further by the symbolic generators whose importance output unit has

greater activation levels than the unimportance output unit (Section 3.1.6).

In the case where there are too many sentences which have been judged as impor-

tant, a threshold value could be established, so that only those exceeding it will be

considered (Appendix F). This threshold may be exible in order to accommodate

any special length requirements imposed by the current application on the output

summary. Ultimately, though, the actual number of important sentences collected by

this point will not a�ect signi�cantly the size of the �nal abstract. This is because

this latter is generally very short, at least in relation to the summary [117]. Alterna-

tively, an arbitrary number could be set for deciding how many of the sentences with

a su�ciently high importance rating should be kept for further manipulation

3

.

3.1.6 A `Blackboard' of Symbolic Synthesisers

The list of the most important or relevant sentences of the original input text is in-

troduced to a cluster of symbolic generators which communicate with each other by

3

e.g. the �rst ten sentences with a high importance value.
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means of a blackboard-like data structure (cf. [52, 212, 213]). In this way, the comput-

ing carried out therein is co-ordinated and the results are more consistent. Similarly

to the case of the analysers, there are both generic and application-speci�c mod-

ules. The generic processors perform lexico-semantic, morphological, syntactic, and

pragmatic operations on the original sentences. These processes will eventually elim-

inate their number and result in even fewer sentences. These are quite di�erent from

their original counterparts, as explained below. The domain or application-speci�c

modules concentrate on specialised lexical, semantic, and pragmatic processing.

More speci�cally, this group of modules is responsible for the planning and actual

generation of the output summary, once its content has been selected in the pragmatic

ann (Section 3.1.4). At this stage, the general-purpose syntactic-semantic grammar

rules employed for text analysis are used in the reverse direction; the intermediate

semi-logical subformulae will be instantiated as individual sentences. Uni�cation

should render this task straightforward. Thus, the rules are applied recursively to

all the expressions in the deep semantic representation of the winning sentences

4

.

In addition, morphological rules are applied in reverse to result in the appropriate

surface strings.

Generation is goal-driven. In other words, it is dependent on the subject matter

and any domain conventions. The terminology, if any, of the original is preserved,

and standard abbreviations exploited. This type of information is catered for by

the domain-speci�c kbs. In addition, information in the title is not repeated in the

summary. Generation is also geared towards the pro�le of the average end-user, or

to individuals, depending on the application of cosy-mats. Thus, their level of

expertise in the subject matter is taken into consideration in composing the actual

text, as are their corresponding expectations and informational needs (cf. [83, 117,

198]). This a�ects both the choice of the vocabulary and the syntactic constructions

and the order of presentation of the content. Moreover, the length of the output

4

A record of the original sentences of the input text has been kept, in case the actual wording

and structures used therein need to be consulted or exploited.
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needs to be restricted in some way. Depending on the source document type, the

abstract could be between 50 and 100 words, in the case of patents and news items

for example; or 100 and 250 words, in the case of longer texts such as scienti�c

papers and journal articles [117] (pp. 113, 136, 219). In the case of summaries there

are no such speci�cations. Their length is simply assumed to be a fraction of the

original. Additionally, time requirements are taken into heed in the construction of

the summary. The amount of processing performed during generation is congruent

with the target number of output texts obtained per time unit.

The actual generation process should involve the following operations, among

others:

� Semantic merging: This involves anaphor tracing

5

, followed by `knitting' of the

corresponding propositions [76, 139]. Additionally, the general class name may

replace token names, again depending on the user needs and the text type. To

this e�ect, the lexical kb (generic and application-speci�c) is considered so that

those entries from the text extract representation that have higher-level features

are prioritised in comparison to the remaining entities. In this way, the output

summary can have a controllable degree of generality and, hence, the desired

length. Similarly, groups of sentences on the same topic may be condensed, at

this point, into a single sentence by way of upward navigation in the conceptual

hierarchy and syntactic merging.

� Syntactic merging of sentences and clauses: This is achieved by means of coordi-

nation and ellipsis [139]; omission of relative clauses; replacement of subordinate

clauses by prepositional phrases or compound nominals. In short, sentences

are substituted for by clauses, clauses by phrases, and phrases by words [117]

(p. 219).

� Polishing, or `revision' [31, 91, 138], ensures that the �nal output is coherent,

5

Anaphor resolution has already taken place in the symbolic analysers. Thus, by now, all co-

referents have been indexed.
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cohesive, and intelligible. This process entails the use of intrasentential and

intersentential connectors, by way of conjunct and anaphor generation. As a

consequence, personal pronouns, de�nite, demonstrative, and quanti�ed nps are

introduced sparingly, i.e. only when focused items are involved (cf. [42]). On the

other hand, standard cohesive devices are introduced to smoothen the passage

from one sentence to the next. In addition, conceptual salience is ensured by

preserving the chronology of presentation in the original text [167].

The output summary should be concise, but also comprehensive, accurate, clear

and natural. It can be seen in Figure 3.1 that the summary is fed back to the symbolic

synthesisers for the ultimate abstract to be produced. Thus, the assumption is that

the abstract will be much shorter, and quite remote from the input text. Once again,

the operations described above are performed, only to a greater extent.

3.2 Why is cosy-mats Modular?

The previous discussion indicates that the proposed system is highly modular

(Fig. 3.1). It consists of a collection of standard symbolic processors for analysis

and synthesis, as well as a cascade of lower and higher-level anns. The analysers

provide data for the anns to compute the mapping between surface cues and their

rhetorical and discourse interpretation. These mappings, in turn, guide the decisions

regarding the content to be selected for the output summary, as well as its actual

form. The implementation of any choices on the form is carried out in the symbolic

generators.

The motivation behind the total modularisation of the whole process of text sum-

marisation has been precisely to partake of the positive characteristics of standard

nlp systems: the capability of incremental system development, easy debugging,

maintenance, and updatability (cf. [4, 60, 156, 87]). In other words, exibility has

always been a main concern regarding this system. Thus, it was deemed desirable
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to develop the pragmatic, content selection, module �rst, which was chosen to be an

ann, and then `back-propagate the solutions' to construct the preceding processors

(cf. Chapter 6); the development of the later processors would be more straightfor-

ward. Having established the relevant pragmatic, contextual, and discourse features

that need to be considered in this high-level ann (Chapter 7), the second stage should

involve translating them into intermediate rhetoric and surface textual characteris-

tics (Chapter 5). The next step should focus on the implementation of the symbolic

analysers, which would now be guided by the previous two steps in the full system

development. Hence, these symbolic modules need only perform a partial analysis of

the input, looking for speci�c features and information therein. This system-building

methodology should greatly improve the e�ciency of cosy-mats as a whole, a com-

mon preoccupation of realistic nlp systems.

Apart from enjoying the advantages of standard working nlp systems, the high

degree of modularity in cosy-mats was also prompted by the very complexity of the

task [156]. The architecture shown on page 79, and the workow entailed, indicates

the di�erent levels of processing at which the system needs to operate: from the

low-level surface cues, to the intermediary semantics and rhetorics of the text, to the

high-level context and discourse structure (Sections 7.4.1 and 8.3.2.1). This hierarchy

of processors reects the correspondences across the three levels of features for the

representation of the problem of importance determination, proposed in Section 5.1.

It is extremely di�cult and demanding, if not impossible, to expect a single processor

to perform this multi-dimensional mapping across the three levels. Even when this

processor is an ann, the task and data representation required is overly complicated.

This can be seen, for example, in the initial set of experiments with the prototype

high-level ann, where the input features pertain to all three di�erent levels of analysis

(Chapter 7). The success rate in testing mode was consistently lower than that

acquired for the purely pragmatic features. Consequently, if cosy-mats is to be

useful and robust with novel data, as is expected by realistic systems, the overall
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task has to be broken down into smaller, more manageable and, more importantly,

relatively homogeneous subtasks. For this reason, a hierarchy of cascaded anns was

designed (Fig. 3.1), where:

1. a series of low-level anns compute the mapping between the surface (lexical,

phrasal, and syntactic) cues and the intermediate rhetorical feature values;

2. a group of intermediary anns are fed the output of the low-level ones, and es-

tablish the correspondences between the rhetorical and the discourse pragmatic

features; and

3. a single pragmatic ann translates the high-level, abstract feature values into a

degree of importance for the corresponding sentence of the input text.

It was considered appropriate to start with this top-level connectionist module in

the development of cosy-mats. If nothing else, there have not been any universally-

accepted pragmatic and discourse contextual descriptive features closely associated

with the importance of text units from across domains, text types, or applications

(cf. Chapter 4). The aim has been, �rst of all, to discover such generic features.

Secondly, the resulting set of features will be translated into concrete features which

are as objective as possible. It is believed that once these two tasks have been dealt

with, the construction of the analysis and even the generation modules of the pro-

posed cosy-mats system should becomemuchmore straightforward and controllable,

whether these are symbolic or subsymbolic. The �rst issue is tackled in this thesis

both theoretically (Chapters 4 and 5) and in practice, by means of implementing

a prototype of the content selection ann (Chapter 7). The second issue, regarding

the objecti�cation of the pragmatic factors that inuence importance, is addressed

tentatively in Chapter 5 and Appendix B.
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3.2.1 The Need for Parallel Distributed Processing

The research described in this thesis is permeated by a `holistic' approach towards

text analysis and contextualisation (cf. [18, 83, 205]). Consequently, it is believed that

all levels of information with respect to a text, i.e. the morphological, the syntactic,

the semantic, and the blanket term of `pragmatic', are cumulatively contributory to

language comprehension

6

. What this means is that these levels cannot and should

not be isolated when analysing a full text or even individual sentences and clauses.

For this reason, the Parallel Distributed Processing (pdp) paradigm has been adopted

for many of the components of cosy-mats. The terms `pdp' and `connectionism'

describe the approach to the study and simulation of human information processing

by means of building systems that are supposed to reect the structure and operation

of the human brain (Chapter 6). These systems are called Arti�cial Neural Networks

(anns). It is not psychological plausibility, though, that renders anns advantageous

for nlu, but their capability to manipulate information in a concurrent and robust

manner.

The pdp approach is exhibited on most levels of the cosy-mats architecture.

Firstly, the core component therein is the high-level ann which carries out the content

selection process (Section 3.1.4). More speci�cally, information partaking to the three

di�erent levels of abstraction (the surface, the intermediary, and the pragmatic) is

coordinated in this ann in order for each `decision' to be well-balanced. Although this

core module is supposed to compute solely pragmatic features, the other two levels

are also included in the process; this is because these pragmatic features constitute

abstractions from the more concrete, structural and rhetorical, data. Secondly, pdp

is also involved in the lower-level, surface and intermediary, anns which perform the

`interpretation' of the input text.

Apart from the parallel processing inherent in the cascade of connectionist proces-

sors in cosy-mats, pdp is an essential trait of the so-called `blackboards' of analysis

6

The phonetic/phonological aspect is not considered at present.
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and synthesis modules in the system. Although the exact nature of these complex

data structures is not speci�ed here, they are envisaged to be symbolic `supervisors'

which integrate and coordinate the results of the intermediate and �nal processing

of the specialist modules therein. Thus, some integrative operation is involved at

this stage, too. The same holds for the blackboard structure at the back-end of

cosy-mats.

The type and amount of concurrent processing and module `cooperation' that has

been designed into this generic summarisation environment should ensure the paral-

lel consideration of both linguistic and extralinguistic type of data at most stages of

the processing. This should lead to pragmatic `decisions' on content selection and a

more satisfactory output summary. Nevertheless, in Chapter 6, the motivation for

employing symbolic processors in conjunction with the connectionist techniques is

made more clear [55, 227].

3.3 The Originality of cosy-mats: Summary of its

Characteristics

What distinguishes cosy-mats from other text summarisation systems is its

domain-independence and the ease in its portability across text types. These char-

acteristics are considered most desirable given the current multiplicity of specialised

nlp environments, and the resulting duplication and waste of research e�ort and

computational resources [38]. In a sense, the ambition behind cosy-mats has been

the development of a summarisation shell. In contrast to ie approaches to content

selection, cosy-mats does not rely solely on lists of keywords to identify the most

salient parts of a document. Nor is its processing limited to certain, controlled, input

that pertains to a single domain, or script-like knowledge structure, as is usually the

case with nlu approaches (cf. Section 2.1). The core of this summarisation machine
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is a processor which considers the input text pragmatically on the basis of a speci-

�ed number of high-level features of general applicability. These features can capture

most contextual, discourse, and rhetorical aspects of any real-world text, because

they are not bound to speci�c entities or event series. Despite the apparent boldness

of such a claim, the above-mentioned features are, indeed, applicable to any subject

domain. They have been tested on newspaper articles about a great variety of topics

(Section 1.1.3.1). The only type of customisation required is the incorporation of

speci�c keywords of interest to enhance performance. These, however, do not alter

either the extant pragmatic features or their utility. They simply facilitate the iden-

ti�cation of the pragmatic features in the text. In addition, the identi�ed features

are also relevant to most text types, the only limitation being that they have to be

prosaic. `Tuning', in this case, only requires the adjustment of the relative weight of

each of the features, rather than of the feature list itself.

Processing in cosy-mats is robust, but also exible. It is respondent to the

individual requirements of each subtask. Hence, it retains the modular character of

most nlp systems [4, 58, 124]. The inclusion of connectionist components ensures that

the system learns, right from the start, recurrent themes which are not characteristic

of just a single kind of text. Contrarily, most nlp systems are based on lists of rules

compiled by the developers beforehand (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.2). This practice is

associated with the so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck. In most of the cases,

these rules fail for one reason or another during the actual use of the system, and

have to be modi�ed to capture the new data. Usually, the reason for these failure

instances is that the rules are not founded on the data they are called to deal with.

Instead, the main criterion is human intuition about their salience. In the worst case,

the rules are only motivated by a speci�c theory that has been adopted and the desire

to verify it de facto. The modi�cation of the rules to �t the novel cases is inescapably

only a short-term solution, since there are bound to be other data that have not yet

been taken into consideration. Furthermore, on-line adjustment is very likely to have
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a profound e�ect on other knowledge items in these types of system. Despite the

high degree of modularity therein, one cannot predict the inuence that even a minor

change in the rules or the static data will exercise in the future (cf. [25, 107]).

Contrary to such practices, cosy-mats learns all the core rules and data during

its prototype development (cf. Chapter 6). Additional learning is also allowed and

occasionally required, but it does not involve any `ripple e�ect'. Only the `plugging-in'

of application-speci�c knowledge is necessary and the tuning of the relative balance

among existing factors. Both changes only implicateminimal learning and no counter-

e�ects. More importantly, the knowledge learned is based on real-world texts of the

kind that will be encountered by the system under actual circumstances. Thus,

development is incremental and empirically-grounded.

Apart from connectionist processors, conventional symbolic modules are also

present in cosy-mats (cf. Fig. 3.1). The reason for the selection of a hybrid ar-

chitecture for the system is that certain aspects of text analysis and generation are

best dealt with by such type of modules, which are well-established and widely avail-

able. The relevant aspects - morphological, lexical, and syntactic - revolve around

symbol and structure matching. Although it is possible for these, too, to be accom-

modated for by connectionist modules, the amount of development e�ort and training

required is prohibitive, at least given the current state of the art in subsymbolic re-

search (Chapter 6). Both symbolic and connectionist processors in cosy-mats are

employed in the most e�cient and e�ective way possible. The amount of analysis

and interpretation involved in either is tightly prescribed by the other group of pro-

cessors, so that combinatorial explosion is avoided in the search for a solution, as is

the long-winded processing of the solution space itself. This is achieved by means

of a cascade of connectionist processors, consisting of a high-level Arti�cial Neural

Network (henceforth, ann) and lower-level ones. The former cumulatively considers

all the relevant pragmatic factors regarding the input text to be summarised. The
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latter provide mappings between these abstract factors and their more concrete man-

ifestations on the surface of the text. On the basis of these identi�ed and learned

mappings, it is possible for the preceding conventional symbolic processors to perform

a partial, and hence e�cient, analysis of the source text.

cosy-mats combines the best of both worlds. The input text is processed at a

su�ciently deep level for content selection to be pragmatically-driven. At the same

time, analysis is meticulously guided by other modules in the system, which have

been developed earlier, so that processing is limited to the necessary and su�cient

aspects. More speci�cally, discourse structural and rhetorical criteria are employed in

the assessment of constituent parts of the source text. These are the currency of the

high-level connectionist processor at the heart of the system. These abstract criteria

are broken down into more concrete ones in the lower-level connectionist processors,

which use evidence from the surface of the text in evaluating the pragmatic and

rhetorical features. The identi�ed surface criteria, in turn, direct the amount of

processing to be performed by the front-end analysing modules. In summary, text

analysis in cosy-mats is partial, but also deep. As a consequence, content selection

therein is based on pragmatic and contextual criteria and not simply on the presence

of specialised keywords.

With respect to the summary generation step, cosy-mats can be used both as

an e�cient tool for the satisfaction of urgent needs, where an `indicative' summary

is su�cient, and as a sophisticated text synthesiser which produces more `informa-

tive', carefully planned and constructed, novel text [61, 117, 155]. In the former case,

sentence extraction and concatenation is involved, which is guided by higher-level

decisions within the pragmatic connectionist module. In the latter case, these high-

level considerations are gradually instantiated in the form of original surface choices

in lower-level connectionist and symbolic processors. Thus, cosy-mats provides a

exible environment which can accommodate diverse user requirements.
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3.4 The Focus of the Thesis

The focus of the research reported here has been on the content selection step of

the summarisation process (Section 1.1.1.2). This is interpreted in this thesis as the

identi�cation of the most important and central sentences in a text, which will be

used as building blocks in the composition of the summary of the text. To this e�ect,

the implementation of the high-level ann is �rst explored that assigns degrees of im-

portance to all sentences of the input text (Section 6.5 and Chapter 7). A concurrent

preoccupation has been the selection of appropriate, su�cient, pragmatic features

for use by this ann, that can capture `universal', domain and application-independent,

regularities in importance determination (Section 5.1.1). The motivation behind this

aim has been the development of a generic text summarisation system, that can ef-

�ciently and exibly accommodate new domains, text types, and user requirements

with a minimal amount of tuning or additional training. An additional goal has been

the exploration of speci�c correlations between abstract pragmatic features and their

concrete surface and semantic manifestations (Section 5.1, Appendix B). This is so

that the pragmatic features can be automatically evaluated in the system, by means

of lower-level anns and other modules.

In this chapter, an architecture was proposed for a generic hybrid environment for

text summarisation, cosy-mats. The existence of the modules for text interpretation

and generation is assumed for the purposes of this thesis (cf. [51]). Apart from the

corresponding symbolic processors, this also refers to the surface and intermediary-

level anns described here. In contrast, the content selection stage receives a more

systematic and extensive treatment. Thus, in Chapter 4, a number of relevant theories

of discourse and pragmatic analysis and text development are discussed, which have

inuenced the identi�cation of `universal' features for content selection. Having set the

theoretical background, selected linguistic and extralinguistic features are proposed in

Chapter 5 that could be su�ciently generic to be employed on a permanent basis by

the relevant processors of cosy-mats. The actual content selection ann is described
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in more detail in Chapter 6 in the general context of the connectionist paradigm to

machine learning and nlp. The experimental work conducted with respect to the

implementation of this ann is reported in Chapter 7.



Chapter 4

Pragmatic Theories for Content

Selection

In this chapter, a number of pragmatic theories are discussed which bear

some relevance to the problem of text summarisation in general and im-

portance determination in speci�c. The theories are grouped into three

categories: those which deal with the writer's plans and goals and the

reader's reaction, i.e. the Communicative Agents; those which are preoc-

cupied with focus tracing and the identi�cation of the discourse structure

and the development of the text (Discourse History); and those which

de�ne Cohesion and Coherence relations among clauses, sentences, and

paragraphs using concrete criteria. Only basic axioms and assumptions

of these theories are presented here. More detailed comparisons and con-

trasts with the pragmatic feature scheme developed for content selection

in cosy-mats are made later, in Chapter 5.

4.1 Overview of Relevant Theories of Pragmatics

In Chapter 2, the need for the deeper pragmatic processing of the input text was

identi�ed, in order to successfully select the most important propositions therein. At

the same time, the requirement was stressed for their �rm grounding on concrete

and objective criteria that can be automatically evaluated in the context of an opera-

tional system (Section 2.1.1). The present chapter presents an overview of some of the

most relevant theories in the �elds of pragmatics and discourse analysis which have

inuenced the compilation of the features that will be used for content selection in

103
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cosy-mats (Chapter 5). Both purely theoretical and computationally-oriented lin-

guistic frameworks are considered here. The aim of this overview is the identi�cation

of useful aspects in all these theories, in order to justify their concurrent exploita-

tion in the architecture proposed for cosy-mats. In addition, it is claimed that no

individual theory or approach is adequate by itself, as far as the implementation of

portable and robust content selection components is concerned.

The presentation of the pragmatic theories that are relevant to summarisation and

important determination is structured around the following three dominant themes

(cf. [95, 132, 151]):

� the Communicating Agents (Section 4.1.1);

� the Discourse History and its tracing in the text (Section 4.1.2); and

� Cohesion and Coherence relations among text clauses (Section 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Communicating Agents

The �rst group of theories deals with such extralinguistic information as the inten-

tions, goals and the related plans of the communicating agents, as well as the e�ect

of their expression on the interlocutors. The cornerstone of this school of pragmat-

ics has been Speech Act Theory [10, 179] and the concepts surrounding the related

`cooperative principle' [62].

4.1.1.1 Speech Act Theory

Austin [10] was the �rst to introduce -informally- the concept of a speech act, with

which the fact that language is used to perform actions was recognised. The term

actually employed by him was that of an `illocutionary act'. What was meant by this

notion was that meaning in language is not limited to truth-functional semantics; it is

also dependent on the intentions of the agent producing an utterance with regards to

its e�ect on the agent receiving it. Three types of speech act have been identi�ed [10,
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18, 29, 95, 205]: the `locutionary' act, which represents the very act of uttering; the

`illocutionary' act, which expresses the intention of the speaker usually associated

with the speci�c form of the utterance, by convention; and the `perlocutionary' act,

which refers to the e�ect that the performance of the act actually has on the addressee

in the particular communication context. The concept of the `indirect speech act' was

then introduced in order to account for the cases in which, for the same utterance, one

illocutionary act is performed indirectly by performing another [181]. In other words,

indirect speech acts are expressed by constructions that are not speci�cally designed

for these acts [29]. This created a framework for the allowance of simultaneous explicit

and implicit intentions.

A related concept is that of the `cooperative principle' [62]; this states that all

communication is based on the assumption, shared by both the addressor and the

addressee, that they both want to be considerate towards each other's current needs

and goals. This helpfulness is usually de�ned in terms of the `conversational maxims'

of quantity, quality, relation, and manner. These maxims refer to both the form and

the content of the utterance from a psychological, ethical, social, and philosophical

perspective [95]. By drawing the appropriate inferences that hold between one sen-

tence and the next, all discourse between rational agents can be seen as obeying the

cooperative principle. This latter phenomenon was termed `implicature' [62, 224].

Speech Act theory is useful because it accounts for the implied meaning that

utterances acquire on top of their literal meaning, in the context of real-world com-

munication situations. Since speech acts are so widely-used by discourse analysts in

interpreting dialogues, their employment should also be bene�cial in the context of

a nlu-based summarisation system such as cosy-mats. Thus, pragmatic features

reminiscent of speech acts are considered in the content selection ann of the sys-

tem (Chapters 5 and 7); e.g. Promise, Warning, Question, or Order. Here also

lies one of the di�erences between the cosy-mats design and ie summarisation en-

vironments (Section 2.2.1); namely, the amount of deep processing involved in the
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former, but is absent from the latter. Nevertheless, Speech Act Theory cannot be

e�ectively adopted for the automation of summarisation on a stand-alone basis, for

several reasons (cf. [18, 205]):

� The purpose of a text and its functionality are closely dependent on the subject

domain, the text type, and the reader (the `end user' [50]). Nevertheless, it

may be di�cult, if not impossible, to compile an exhaustive list of all intention

types expressed by language [131]. For example, in [130] simple semantic rules

are presented which have been formalised for the identi�cation and modelling

of the intentions of users of a database-query system. Although a number of

intention types are identi�ed, it is pointed out that these pertain speci�cally to

the consultancy domain and cannot be expected to apply to all other domains.

In fact, it has been observed that Speech Act theory is only appropriate for the

description of "factual information seeking dialogues" [95] (p. 32). A generic

summarisation environment, however, such as cosy-mats should be able to

e�ciently accommodate diverse text types, domains, and user requirementswith

a minimum amount of tuning. This aspect of the system speci�cation renders

knowledge and assumptions about the writer's intentions and reader's reactions

di�cult to obtain and maintain in any uniform and universal way (cf. [50]).

Although the cosy-mats architecture (Chapter 3) allows for the inclusion of

such speci�c knowledge, more generic and portable criteria (features) need to be

isolated �rst; these will consist the infrastructure on which to build temporary

components for the processing of data such as the above. For these reasons,

additional pragmatic features are required in cosy-mats adopted from other

theoretical frameworks (See Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).

� Even if it is assumed, for a moment, that a full list of all possible intention

types has been compiled beforehand, it may still prove problematic to identify

them in the input text itself. The theory does not o�er any systematic de-

scriptive account of the relationship between speech acts and the form of the
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sentence employed to convey them. At any rate, such relationships are not

easy to establish [29, 95, 205]. Certain observations have been made with re-

spect to the three sentence types, but this criterion, too, is often ambiguous

and unreliable. Thus, the imperative has been conventionally associated with

the illocution of requests; the interrogative with questions, but also indirect

requests; and the declarative with assertions and evaluations, but also indirect

requests (cf. Section 5.3.1). Furthermore, Austin has identi�ed clue words that

express intentions, mainly the so-called `performative verbs'

1

[10]. Searle, too,

has noted that meaning is not only a function of personal intention, but also of

social convention [180]. In fact, this is also one of the claims made in this thesis

as regards the manifestation of abstract pragmatic features on the surface of the

text (Section 1.1.3). However, it has also been recognised that performatives

are more often than not implicit (cf. [95]). Hence, even an established theory

such as Speech Act Theory is unable to deal with the hurdle of:

... determining how

2

a particular set of linguistic elements, uttered

in a particular conversational context, comes to receive a particular

interpreted meaning [18] (p. 233).

It would, therefore, be very di�cult to formalise rules for the automatic recog-

nition of intentions in cosy-mats, on the basis of the theory as it stands. This

could only be facilitated once the system has been ported to a well-de�ned

application [130]. Since this is not su�cient, given the motivations behind its

design (Section 1.1.2), alternative features need to be identi�ed for the analysis

and encoding of texts (cf. Chapter 5).

� The theory assumes that the addressee's reaction

3

to an utterance can be con-

sulted for the identi�cation of the addressor's intention. This is usually possible

1

Some of these verbs are: announce, a�rm, state, pronounce, nominate, appoint, sentence, order,

urge, bequeath, request, warn, promise, guarantee, bet, dare, thank, congratulate, apologise.

2

authors' emphasis;

3

By `reaction' what is meant here is the actual e�ect that the utterance has on its recipient in

terms of changes in their behaviour, mental state, or beliefs.
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in the case of dialogues, where reaction can be inferred from the subsequent

utterances on the part of the agent involved. In the case of monologues, how-

ever, it would be very di�cult for cosy-mats to obtain information about the

original addressee's emotions and thoughts. This is because the role of the ad-

dressee is now played by the end-user of the summary, rather than the original

readers of the source text. Although this type of situational knowledge could be

ignored when monologues are involved, some other pragmatic features need to

be identi�ed that would cover such types of text. This is imperative, especially

as the majority of documents that need to be summarised are more likely to be

monologues. Consequently, other theories should be considered in conjunction

with Speech Act theory, in search of such general-purpose criteria.

� Even if Speech Act Theory did provide a detailed account of the manifestation

of the addressor's intentions on the surface of discourse, this would still not suf-

�ce in the context of text summarisation. The system would still be incapable

of distinguishing the important from the less important information in a text.

Simply identifying intention types and instances thereof does not furnish any

clues as to their hierarchical organisation and relative importance status [205].

For this reason, Speech Act Theory needs to be complemented by other theoret-

ical frameworks that are preoccupied with text and discourse structure. Some

of these are discussed in this chapter under the other two classes of pragmatic

theories (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).

In cosy-mats there is no consideration of the addressee's reaction to the text, as

such. In fact, this type of information is irrelevant in the majority of cases, where the

texts to be summarised are monologues. Undoubtedly, the addressee of the actual

summary output by the system has to be taken into consideration during the planning

and the generation of the �nal text. This means that their beliefs, knowledge level,

and interests have to be catered for in deciding what to include in the summary and
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how to express it (Section 1.1.2.1). Such information, however, can be accommodated

for by the `pluggable' application-speci�c components of cosy-mats.

Similarly, the notion of a Speech Act is being exploited, but it is not necessarily

attributed to the writer of the text. It has a broader sense and it can also be applied

to the discourse participants (cf. Appendix G). This is a notion akin to that of a

`discourse entity' [64]. In other words, what is of main interest for the research on

cosy-mats is, apart from the intentions of the writer of the input text (which may

or may not be provided to cosy-mats), the intentions of the agents who occupy the

`discourse world' that the writer describes. Thus, intention information with respect

to the writer can be ignored when not available to the system. In addition, such

information can always be considered when the writer also occupies this discourse

world, i.e. when the text involves themselves, their beliefs, values, and desires; e.g. in

autobiographies, or argumentative treatises and commentaries. By making this dis-

tinction, the above-mentioned problem of the domain-dependence and unavailability

of the writer's intentions is obviated in the context of the proposed summarisation

`shell'. This is because heuristics have been identi�ed whereby the intentions of any

discourse agents can be identi�ed on the surface of the text. Furthermore, the fact

that a variety of text types have been studied in the compilation of the list of features

relevant to importance determination has also ensured the consideration of a wider

range of intention types (cf. Chapter 5 and Appendix A).

Thirdly, in the proposed feature scheme, the pragmatic, speech-act-type, features

employed have been further analysed into a number of more concrete, semantic and

surface, features. These latter features are statistically correlated with the corre-

sponding pragmatic functions and are, hence, treated as the manifestations of these

functions (cf. Chapter 5). In the case of the pragmatic feature Order, for exam-

ple, related lower-level features are: the Imperative and Interrogative forms; the

Present Simple Tense; the Non-Perfect Aspect; the presence of Modals, such as
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"should" and "have to"; and speci�c performative verbs, such as "urge" [10] (Sec-

tion 5.3.1). Thus, the interpretation of an interrogative as an order (request) is

analogous to the idea of the indirect speech act [181]. More importantly, the problem

of intention prioritisation and importance determination is largely overcome in the

cosy-mats feature scheme by considering additional pragmatic theories of rhetorical

structure and text development. These are discussed in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.

4.1.1.2 Rhetorical Structure Theory

Apart from Speech Act Theory, another useful framework considered in this research

for the compilation of pragmatic features for content selection has been the Rhetor-

ical Structure Theory (rst) [118, 119]. This theory de�nes thematic and rhetorical

relationships among text segments that can recursively account for the whole text.

Hence, a hierarchical structure can be imposed on it. Most interestingly for text sum-

marisation, a nucleus - satellite distinction has been established, which prescribes

what is important and what is peripheral in a text. Nevertheless, the de�nitional

infrastructure of rst is quite weak, as will be argued in Section 4.2. This is why

the various relational de�nitions have been elaborated and extended in the feature

scheme proposed in Chapter 5, by means of lower-level, intermediary and surface,

features.

4.1.1.3 Text Planning and Generation

In the context of work on text planning and goal-satisfaction for natural language

generation and explanation, both Speech Act Theory and rst have been extended

and clari�ed (e.g. [2, 67, 83, 84, 95, 123, 157, 204, 211]). The corresponding systems

provide useful insights into the instantiation of pragmatic functions by surface forms.

This is because similar research has attempted to translate diverse speech acts into

the appropriate syntactic structures and lexical elements; such as sentence mood,

conjunctive particles, and performative verbs. In this respect, work along these lines
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is akin to the research on content selection for cosy-mats (Chapter 5). Nevertheless,

the problem remains of identifying those pragmatic functions that convey the most

important content of the generated text. In addition, to date it has been proven

extremely di�cult to identify similar abstract-to-concrete mappings for the reverse

process, i.e. text analysis. This di�culty has been partly dealt with in this thesis in

a connectionist framework (Chapter 6). High-level pragmatic features are correlated

to importance in parallel. Thus, complex relationships among them are de facto

established and taken into account (Chapter 7).

4.1.1.4 Scripts, Frames, and Daemons

Work on scripts [124, 125, 135, 136, 172, 201] can also be classi�ed under the general

category of pragmatic theories preoccupied with the Communicating Agents. In this

context, it has been suggested that discourse processing is expectation-driven. In

other words, readers use their acquired knowledge and experience about the world,

as well as their beliefs, in understanding what is being said, and in predicting the

content

4

of the information to follow. This knowledge and the corresponding beliefs

are stored in memory in data structures called scripts. These represent information

about the canonical sequence of events in stereotypical situations (e.g. dining at a

restaurant). The events and entities found in scripts are, in turn, represented in

accordance with the Conceptual Dependency (cd) scheme [172]. Any sentence can

be attributed a cd network, where concepts appear in terms of semantic primitives,

while labelled arrows establish dependency relations among concepts. In this respect,

scripts are very similar to frames [137].

Scripts provide a framework that accounts for default reasoning and automatic

inferencing. Data not provided in the text can be �lled in on the basis of the appro-

priate script. As a consequence, the writer does not feel obliged to -and does not-

give detailed descriptions of every aspect of a situation, especially stereotypical ones.

4

as opposed to the form
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They safely assume that what they miss out will be retrieved by the reader. To take

the theory even further, at times the writer's intentions may be ful�lled by upsetting

in some way the order or canonicality of events in a script, or elements therein.

Unlike Speech Acts, scripts do impose a hierarchical organisation on the data en-

coded therein. Text coherence can be accounted for in terms of goals and subgoals

that events in a script serve, and their temporal and other interaction. Moreover,

scripts could be considered as the summaries of the stereotypical situations they rep-

resent [37, 43]. The most important information in texts describing such predictable

event sequences would revolve around the instantiated agents and actions involved in

every event. Alternatively, violations of script-based expectations may also constitute

the key new material to be included in a summary. In fact, it is on the script principle

that the muc-type ie systems discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 have been developed [144].

Nevertheless, despite its simplicity and structure, this representation scheme has not

overcome some serious problems. Every time a new event sequence is encountered, a

suitable new script has to be constructed, either by hand or by means of induction

on existing `cases' (cf. Case-Based Reasoning cbr) [19, 107]. This is not so much

of a problem in itself, except that the line has to be drawn regarding the quality

and quantity of the new information necessary to incite the creation of a new script

(`similarity measures'). Another problem is activating the appropriate script for each

topic in a text and selecting from a set of relevant scripts the most salient. An ad-

ditional di�culty is restricting the number of scripts that will be called, i.e. curbing

the amount of inferencing (cf. [18]). For all these reasons, the script representation

formalism needs to be extended in order to have wider applicability, and modi�ed in

order to be more exible to the requirements at hand (See, however, [19]).

Part of the above line of criticism about scripts also applies in the case of the

representation framework presented, among others, in [26]. A scheme is described

therein accommodating some of what is considered to be common-sense knowledge,

and an algorithm is proposed for retrieving items from the respective knowledge base
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in the course of understanding texts. The focus is placed on children's stories in order

to stress the role of deductions in interpreting utterances. The main claim is that all

our knowledge is structured around key `topic concepts', which are related to other

concepts representing properties, relationships, and events. These related items are

called facts or demons and consist of a pattern and a body; the former expresses a

presupposition and the latter a consequence. Facts or demons are activated by `base

routines' as soon as their arguments get instantiated in the input sentence. The ut-

terances in a text themselves have already been translated into predicates with any

number of arguments. When the presupposition is ful�lled by the current, preceding,

or following sentence, the consequence is inferred as true. Moreover, one demon may

activate a series of other related demons and, hence, facilitate deductions about the

topic concept. In this way, the explicit information of a text is complemented with

deduced, implicit, common-sense information, which may be crucial, or redundant

and irrelevant, in our understanding of what is being said. Thus, this representation

framework facilitates long deduction chains that spawn information which is not nec-

essarily relevant. Even the interesting notion of key topic concepts employed is not

very useful for summarisation purposes, because it is solely based on the semantics

of open class words. Hence, the existence of such concepts depends on the current

domain of interest. This contrasts with the goal of the research on the development

of the cosy-mats content selection component; what is required is the identi�cation

of higher-level semantic and pragmatic criteria for text unit importance, which are

independent of specialised domain keywords and the related lexical semantics. In this

way, cosy-mats can be generic, portable, and reusable even without customisation.

4.1.1.5 Belief Ascription

Another potentially useful framework is the belief ascription scheme for recording

di�erent points of view among agents, thus representing what is subjectively im-

portant [223]. Similar models pinpoint the importance of knowing, predicting, and
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revising our beliefs regarding the beliefs that the other agent communicating with

us holds. By means of a belief nesting system, it is possible to represent informa-

tion about the beliefs of an agent regarding the beliefs of another agent, and so on,

recursively. Moreover, this framework allows for the accommodation of conicting

beliefs and the interpretation of the same discourse from multiple points of view.

Thus, coherence is a function of distinct belief spaces and depends on the seman-

tics of the sentences produced by the same agent. More speci�cally, clauses in a

text are instantiated as templates, which exhibit semantic preferences toward certain

word senses or formulae. These two concepts could be employed in tracing central

entities, attributes, and functions in texts. In parallel to frames and scripts, the

higher-level concept of the `pseudo-text' was also introduced for the attributive and

functional description of entities and events [222]. The motivation was the treatment

of metaphorical and analogical uses of language. Nonetheless, the similarity with

frames and script data structures means that this framework, too, can be subjected

to the same type of criticism that frames and scripts have been: these data structures

are too rigid and, as multiple structures are retrieved in every case, the selection of

the most appropriate data is rendered di�cult.

4.1.1.6 General Discussion

All these theories have been useful in theoretically explaining how seemingly unrelated

sentences cohere together. They advocate the need for inferences and background

knowledge about the world. Still, they have not been able to predict ways in which

abstract entities, such as an agent's plans, goals, and beliefs, or reaction to an utter-

ance, can manifest themselves in the text. An exception is [130] who concentrates

on intentions in a limited domain, and work such as [83, 123] which involved the

translation of pragmatic functions (goals) into surface elements (plans) in an attempt

to automatically generate text. Nonetheless, in general, it has been very di�cult

to formulate exact and comprehensivemappings between linguistic expressions and
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extralinguistic functions in any practical way, as a part of the discourse module of an

nlu system. Moreover, it has been equally problematic to de�ne hierarchical rela-

tionships among pragmatic functions. This would have been most desirable in the

context of an automatic summarisation system, because the most important functions

would lead to the most important propositions in the text. An exception is probably

rst with its nucleus-satellite distinction and the recursive rhetorical description of

whole texts (Section 4.2). This theory, however, does not provide either any concrete

clues for the identi�cation of nuclear entities or speci�c rhetorical relations [56]. For

all these reasons, in the course of the research on cosy-mats other more detailed

accounts have been consulted in conjunction with some of the key insights furnished

by the above-mentioned theoretical frameworks (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3).

4.1.2 Discourse History

The second group of theories, more useful to text summarisation than the �rst, deal

with the intermediate level of Discourse History and its tracing in the text by means

of anaphora resolution. This is where work such as [64, 76, 151, 191, 217] comes into

the scene. It covers the middle ground between the `high-level' Intentional and the

`low-level' Cohesion schools. These researchers have used explicit linguistic elements

on the surface of discourse, such as anaphors, in order to trace the focus of attention

of the discourse participants. In its turn, the resulting series of foci represents the

most important elements of the discourse for its participants, which can partly reveal

their intentions. Although there are concrete ways of identifying and predicting the

foci, the domain has to be represented in some structured way, in order for the

more dominant concepts therein to be distinguished in the discourse. Thus, these

approaches are generally domain-dependent.

Nonetheless, some of their central ideas for the tracing of attention have been

employed in the set of intermediary features in this research (Chapter 5). Thus,

Focus change, Topicalisation and the presence of Ellipsis are being included. The
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advantage of using such features is that concrete and objective criteria have been

identi�ed for their determination, such as Noun Number and Gender agreement, Def-

initeness, Quanti�cation, Cardinality, the presence of Pronouns and Demonstratives.

All these latter features are also considered in the cosy-mats framework as part of

the list of Surface Features (Chapter 5).

4.1.2.1 Focus Tracing

In [64], focus spaces represent the structure of the discourse in the knowledge base.

Overlapping clusters of those spaces, the so-called `vistas', select the most central

concepts (topics) of the discourse. This concept representation scheme is most useful

for accommodating implicit foci and shared knowledge. Nevertheless, it pertains to

speci�c domains, e.g. task-oriented information-seeking dialogues, which have pre-

dictable themes and structure [64]. In other words, this framework assumes extensive

encoding of knowledge which has to be re-engineered each time a new domain is in-

troduced (Section 4.3.1). As a result, not all the criteria employed in relation to focus

spaces can be exploited in the content selection component of cosy-mats.

Similarly, in [191] ways are speci�ed of identifying and validating potential foci of

discourse on the surface of the text. Thematic relations, syntactic and selectional re-

strictions are used in order to determine whether or not there has been a focus shift.

Focus is also interpreted in terms of lexical items such as the demonstratives "this"

and "that". In conjunction with a representation of the domain, all this information

should lead to the most central topics of a discourse (cf. Section 4.3.2).

A correlation between the focusing of attention and intention was attempted

in [65]. Thus, the notions of the general Discourse Purpose (dp) of a text and indi-

vidual Discourse Segment Purposes (dsp) were introduced. These notions, however,

were introduced in the context of task-oriented dialogues, where they are more easily

identi�able. Still, the useful role of `cue phrases' in discourse is also being discussed,

in indicating the boundaries of DSP and foci. Examples of such phrases are: "yes",
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"but", "no", "OK", "and" (cf. [113, 192, 193]). In this respect, this work comes

closer to research related to the third group of pragmatic theories, inuenced by the

Systemic Functional framework, which looked for objective criteria on the surface of

discourse for the facilitation of pragmatic analysis (Section 4.1.3).

The notion of cue phrases is also employed in [151], under the name of `clue words'.

These clue words

5

can identify conversational moves in discourse; e.g. Interrup-

tions, Resumptions. Each one of these moves, in turn, characterises an individual

`context space' and signals its boundaries. The notion of the context space is analo-

gous to that of a focus space [64]. Nevertheless, it is not as domain-dependent as the

latter. A discourse grammar is detailed in [151], according to which context spaces

are interrelated to each other, and where text-type-neutral hierarchical dependencies

are established. In short, this approach to discourse analysis integrates the abstrac-

tion and functionalism of Speech-Act Theory, with the structuralism and hierarchical

organisation of focus tracing theories, and the pragmatism of surface-linguistic ap-

proaches to cohesion (Section 4.3.3). In this respect, the research described in [151]

is very similar to the approach adopted for cosy-mats: content selection features

have been identi�ed in the context of cosy-mats which borrow from all these three

theoretical currents; the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the surface (Chapter 5).

The notion of the context space has also been exploited in a connectionist implemen-

tation [104] (Section 6.3.1).

4.1.2.2 Anaphor Disambiguation

Another approach to anaphor disambiguation and, indirectly, focus tracing, are the

naive and semantic algorithms detailed in [76]. The so-called `naive' algorithm uses

criteria such as recency, and gender and number agreement to determine the appro-

priate referent of an anaphor. The last two features are also used for content selection

5

For example, `By the way ...', `Anyway';
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in cosy-mats (Section 5.1.3). Each focused entity in the discourse has a context-

dependent salience weight attributed to it. This salience is shared with all the entities

and predicates related to it in the knowledge base, i.e. its `cluster'. Thus, the amount

of deductive reasoning carried out is limited inside the con�nes of such a cluster. It

is the cluster that identi�es the prioritised elements in the knowledge base. In other

words, clusters are not unlike demons [26] or focus spaces [64].

The semantic algorithm proposed in [76] is applied on logical representations of

sentences, where entities are interrelated by means of predicates. The speci�c opera-

tions carried out in the context of this pronoun resolution algorithm revolve around

the `knitting' of sentence representations and, hence, of predicates and entities, via

conjunctive and subjunctive markers. This knitting operation is reminiscent of the

Systemic-Functional concept of intersentential cohesion [71] (cf. Section 4.1.3). Here,

too, cohesion is established by means of reference, substitution, ellipsis, and con-

junction. Even the criterion of concept salience may be seen to correspond to the

Systemic-Functional `lexical organisation'. In other words, the work in [76] is most

useful for the purposes of the research on cosy-mats, because it can be seen to

bridge the Structuralist Hierarchical (2nd group; Section 4.3) and the Lexicalist Sur-

face Schools (3rd group; Section 4.4) (cf. Section 4.3.4).

Finally in this group of pragmatic theories, the work reported in [217] has been

considered as possessing some interesting and relevant characteristics. Here, too,

it is claimed that every communication exchange is structured around discourse

entities which make up the `discourse model'. These entities represent the central

topics of discourse. They have an `initial description' assigned to them, when they

are �rst mentioned in the discourse. Subsequent references to them take the form

of anaphors and modify this initial description. In other words, as the discourse is

developing, world and domain knowledge is used for inferences about the focused

entities. This work is especially preoccupied with quanti�cation and the resolution of

such information as a necessary step towards later anaphor interpretation. Thus, it
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is very similar to that described in [64, 76, 191] in that they all employ a structured

and hierarchical organisation of domain and world knowledge in order to predict the

development of the focus of attention in discourse. Like other research under this

category, useful insights are provided in [217] into the surface linguistic information

that is related with the higher-level (intermediary) phenomena of focus tracing and

quanti�cation (Section 4.3.5).

4.1.2.3 General Discussion

In summary, this second group of discourse theories occupies the middle ground be-

tween the high-level Speech-Act-type theory of Intentions and the surface-level lin-

guistic theory of Cohesion and Coherence. As the corresponding researchers deal

with identifying the focus of attention in discourse, their analyses simultaneously

provide a model of text development and a hierarchical schema of important topics.

In other words, such analyses indirectly extract information about the conversants'

intentions; what their major topic/goal is, and how they go about presenting that

topic via subtopics and thereby ful�lling the respective subgoals (Section 4.1.1). At

the same time, these researchers have observed that pronominalisation and anaphora

point to those entities in discourse with the highest level of focus. Thus, the pres-

ence of such phenomena can objectively lead to the current, most central discourse

entities. In addition, the problem of anaphora resolution has prompted the identi�-

cation of surface linguistic characteristics of the text that establish links between an

anaphor and its referent. Consequently, research in the tracing of Focus history is also

compatible with the contentions of the third, Systemic, group of pragmatic theories

considered in this chapter, which concentrate on the form of discourse in order to

discern its function (Section 4.1.3).

Nevertheless, the majority of research under this category is de facto domain-

dependent, as it has been noted. Hierarchical organisation of the text is translated

into a thematic partitioning of a domain knowledge base. This renders such theories
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cumbersome and inexible in wider contexts. Even if the knowledge base were more

general, there would still be the problem of selecting and prioritising the most central

items in it among the numerous ones activated in the text. For this reason, Focus

Tracing theories have to be complemented with insights gained by the �rst group

of pragmatic research, regarding agent intentions and plans (Section 4.1.1) for the

purposes of developing a generic and robust summarisation environment. Equally

importantly, work under the third category should also be exploited, which tries

to establish domain-neutral linguistic devices that concretely reect discourse and

semantic function (Section 4.1.3). An exception is the work on focus tracing described

in [151] (Section 4.3.3). This is similar to the approach to content selection adopted

for cosy-mats in that it balances all three theoretical approaches in an integral way

(Chapter 5). However, that research is more preoccupied with dialogues, whereas the

various processes in cosy-mats should be su�ciently generic to be also relevant to

monologues.

4.1.3 Cohesion and Coherence

The third group of pragmatic theories considered here concentrates on the identi�-

cation of surface-linguistic criteria determining the degree of cohesion and coherence

in a text. In an attempt to identify patterns of discourse structuring, these theories

pinpoint explicit linguistic signals that instantiate diverse pragmatic functions. It

could be said that the basis of these theories, too, is the cooperative principle (Sec-

tion 4.1.1). They state that the writer of the text is being co-operative and helpful

towards the reader by indicating explicitly transition and important points in the

discourse.

4.1.3.1 Halliday and Hasan

The cornerstone of this theoretical trend has been Halliday and Hasan [68, 71]. They

established the notion of texture that turns a collection of sentences into a coherent
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text. Texture is established by such means as; anaphora, substitution, ellipsis, con-

junction and lexical organisation. These are cohesive devices that make the sentences

`hang together'. Thus, cohesion is maintained by either identity of meaning, as is

the case between an anaphor and its referent, or a full and an elliptical phrase; or by

meaning elaboration, as in the case of lexical organisation and sentence conjunction.

Examples of lexical organisation are the relationships between whole and part, or

class and instance (hyponymy). Conjunctive relations are instantiated by additive,

adversative, causal and temporal markers. These relations hold between sentences

that have the same general topic, but the one is an elaboration of the other. In other

words, Halliday and Hasan tried to establish both formal structural and lexical criteria

of sentence relatedness and cohesion. They do admit that more than anything else

"it is the underlying semantic relation" "that actually has the cohesive power" [68]

(p. 229). Still they insist that such explicit cohesive markers are necessary for a text

to have `texture', which has been proven a wrong assumption (cf. [18] pp. 196-199).

Even if such cohesive devices are not always present, though, their identi�cation is

very useful in the context of an automated text summarisation system. Nevertheless,

the problem remains of imposing some hierarchical organisation upon the text, in

order to select the most important information. In this respect, the approach of these

researchers is rather `linear' [151] (p. 180).

4.1.3.2 Problem - Solution Theory

To remedy this, Jordan and Hoey, following [225], proposed the Basic Metastruc-

ture of Information as a domain-independent hierarchy of information in texts.

This metastructure consists of the following elements: Situation, Problem, So-

lution/Response, and Evaluation. More speci�cally, Jordan suggests the ubiqui-

tousness of this structural pattern in most types of texts, having interpreted the notion

of a Problem in its most broad sense [98]. He also claims that this Metastructure

consists a sound basis on which a summary can be constructed for virtually any text.
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Most importantly for automatic summarisation, he identi�es explicit signals of the

presence of each of the components of the metastructure. Thus, he composed lists of

phrases, words, structures, and conjunctive markers that signal problems, solutions,

and evaluations of situations, based on the work of Winter. He went further to iden-

tify just two of the metastructure constituents, Problem and Solution, as the most

important informational elements in a text, and, hence, its pr�ecis. In other words,

Jordan followed Halliday and Hasan's steps in identifying the forms that trace dis-

course structure, but he enhanced their work by imposing a hierarchical organisation

on the content of discourse (cf. Section 4.4.1).

Similarly, Hoey acknowledged the universality of the Problem-Solution Discourse

Structure, which consists of the same elements that Jordan identi�ed (Situation,

Problem, Response, Result/Evaluation) [79]. He, too, believed, echoing Halliday and

Hasan, that discourse functions are very often signalled by explicit linguistic signals.

In his attempt to correlate such signals with their function, he borrowed Winter's

classi�cation of `vocabulary' types: subordination, sentence connectors, and lexical

items. The interesting thing about the latter items is that they have the grammatical

appearance of open-system words, but, at the same time, share the same functions

with the closed-system equivalents. In other words, these lexical items are domain-

independent, which makes them very appealing to the present research on generic

content selection. Even more relevant is Hoey's claim that a concatenation of the

�rst full sentence of each of the four discourse informational units will result in "a

reasonable skeleton summary of the text" [79] (p. 43). This idea has been adopted

quite successfully in current text summarisation systems (Section 4.4.2).

4.1.3.3 General Discussion

Halliday and Hasan, and Systemic Linguistics in general, have opened the way for the

objecti�cation of discourse and pragmatic analysis. This was possible by way of iden-

tifying domain-independent structural and lexical relations on the surface of
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the text. These relations can often be correlated with pragmatic functions. Such ob-

jective criteria have been further exploited by researchers such as Jordan and Hoey in

the identi�cation of the `Problem-Solution' information metastructure (Sections 4.4.1

and 4.4.2). The necessary hierarchical structure could thereby be imposed on text

and discourse development. In addition, this top-level construct is general enough to

overcome the problems associated with the corresponding, domain-speci�c, structures

relied upon by the second group of theories. At the same time, such surface-linguistic

approaches are more concrete and useful in a computational framework than the

theories of Intention (Section 4.1.1).

In what follows, a number of selected theories from all three currents of pragmatic

and discourse analysis are presented in greater detail.

4.2 Focus on Communicating Agents: Rhetorical

Structure Theory (rst)

This is a detailed theory of text organisation that is claimed to be `descrip-

tive' [118]. It is also supposed to be appropriate for any text type and size, from

short recipes to long "Scienti�c American" articles [ibid.]. Its founders admit, how-

ever, that the range of their corpus has been limited to `written monologues' [119].

They have also acknowledged that there are some text types that defy rst analysis,

such as most literary texts as well as legal documents. Nevertheless, they claim that

their theory accommodates the great majority of texts in `our culture', as they put

it [119] (p. 20).

In this framework, every text can be described recursively as a set of hierarchi-

cal `schemata' that relate parts of the text according to their function and interac-

tion [118]. Function is de�ned as a `plausible account', on the part of the analyst,

of the writer's intent in including a speci�c part of the text, and the corresponding
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desired e�ect that the text should have on the reader [119]. The above-mentioned

schemata are further broken down into speci�c relations that hold between text units,

and are also considered from a functional perspective. These relations, 24 in total,

connect a single -usually- nucleus with a set of satellites [119]. Example relations are:

Background, Circumstance, Concession, Evidence, Justify, Volitional Cause.

The nucleus is the part of the text that carries the central message of the rela-

tion; the satellites provide further information about the nucleus. Thus, satellites

do not contribute to the meaning of the nucleus, but rather enhance the e�ect that

the nucleus will have on the reader. This is the so-called `Most Favourable Audience

Rule' [118] (p. 8). In contrast, most of the times the satellites acquire their meaning

via the nucleus [119]. A parallel has been drawn between the nucleus-satellite distinc-

tion, and main and hypotactic clauses, although satellites can be independent clauses

as well [119]. Along the same lines, it has been claimed that if a text is stripped

o� of all its satellites, the remainder will not only be comprehensible and coherent,

but it will also have the same meaning as the original; it will be its `synopsis'. Con-

trary to this, if all or even some of the nuclei are deleted, the remaining text will

be, in the best case, confusing, in the worst, non-sensical [119]. This, of course, has

great repercussions for text summarisation: an rst analysis of a text seems to be the

ideal method whereby the important clauses are automatically separated from the

peripheral ones. Nevertheless, identifying the nuclei in a text is not a straightforward

process, as will be explained later.

All rst relations are de�ned by means of constraints regarding: the nucleus (N);

the satellite(s) (S); their combination (N + S); and the `e�ect' of the clauses involved

on the reader (R), as expected or desired by the writer (W) [119]. The e�ect a relation

can have can be characterised as either relating to the subject matter of the text or

to its presentational aspects. The former type deals with the reader's understanding

of the speci�c rhetorical relation. The latter involves the reader's inclination to act
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on, desire, or accept what is presented in the nucleus [119]. To give an example, Mo-

tivation, which falls in the presentational category, has the following de�nition [ibid.]

(p. 56):

constraints on N:

constraints on S:

constraints on the

N + S combination:

the e�ect:

locus of the e�ect:

presents an action in which R

is the actor (including accepting

an o�er), unrealized with respect

to the context of N;

none;

Comprehending S increases R's

desire to perform action

presented in N;

R's desire to perform action

presented in N is increased;

N

.

Thus, most relational constraints revolve around the expected e�ect on the reader of

the respective `text span' [119]. Nonetheless, in this and all other relation de�nitions

in [119], no substantial guidance is o�ered to the analyst as to how to recognise the

existence of a speci�c relation.

In this view of analysis, the analyst has access to the text, knowledge of

the context in which it was written, and shares the cultural conventions

of the writer and the expected readers, but has no direct access to either

the writer or other readers. [119] (p. 4)

Major assumptions are involved in the above statement about the culture and ex-

isting knowledge of the analyst. Even if this fact is ignored, however, the analyst is

still expected to follow simply their intuition and judgement in order to arrive at a

`plausible' functional description of the text. Functionality, in turn, is dependent on
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the writer's goals and the reader's response, who are not available to the analyst at

any point [119]. Therefore, the resulting analysis is by de�nition subjective:

All judgements of the reader's states and reactions necessarily stem from

the analyst's view of the writer's view, since they are based on the

text. [119] (p. 10, footnote)

This subjectiveness renders rst analysis computationally impossible. As Mann and

Thompson refuse to provide any de�nition of the relations in morpho-syntactic terms

[e.g. [119] (p. 49)], the `original' version of rst cannot be formalised into concrete

and examinable rules that can be used in a working nlp system.

The applicability of a relation de�nition never depends directly on the

form of the text being analysed; the de�nitions do not cite conjunctions,

tense, or particular words. rst structures are, therefore, structures of

functions rather than structures of forms. [119] (p. 19)

Admittedly, the approach indicated in the above quotation safeguards the domain-

independent character of the theory. On the other hand, it precludes the possibility

of automation, which was one of the original goals of rst [118].

One of the most projected advantages of rst has been its accommodation of the

so-called relational propositions [118]. These are implicit assertions that emerge from

rhetorical relations among nuclei and satellites, and need not be signalled explicitly in

the text. In fact, their inclusion as an overt clause renders the text unnatural. Mann

and Thompson claim that these propositions account for coherence in every text, in

the sense that their explicit negation results in a `non-sequitur' [118]. The function

of these assertions coincides with that of the corresponding relations and, hence, they

are not de�ned separately.

In summary, although [119] was intended to make "the de�nitional basis of rst

explicit" (p. 30), the de�nitions of discourse relations therein (and -indirectly- rela-

tional propositions) are too abstract. It is, thus, surprising that rst is motivated
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from computational linguistics [ibid.]. It is undeniable that

... there are no structural features that are always signalled uniquely by

particular forms [119] (p. 43).

Moreover, it may also be true that

... some types of rhetorical relations have no corresponding conjunctive

signals [119] (p. 45).

Nevertheless, it is worth trying to �nd some regularities on the surface level that

tend to characterise speci�c high-level, pragmatic phenomena. This is where the

research on cosy-mats comes into the scene and takes advantage of this interesting

discourse structure theory and adapts it for the purposes of text summarisation. In

Chapter 5, rst relations are discussed in relation to the content selection feature

scheme proposed in this thesis. For illustrative purposes, a number of rhetorical

relations are `broken down' into more concrete, surface as well as higher-level, features

(Section 5.3.2). Thus, rather vague functional relations are translated into their

possible surface manifestations, on the basis of both rst itself and other frameworks

presented in the present chapter.

The failure of rst to provide concrete de�nitions for its relations has been pin-

pointed by other researchers (e.g. [143]). Similarly to the research on cosy-mats,

in [56] it is attempted to break down a number of the presentational relations of

rst into detailed `subschemata'. More speci�cally, surface cues as provided by the

modality, tense and aspect features of the text have been formulated by means of a

logical notation. Palmer's classi�cation of Modality information [148] is adopted and

extended, which has also inuenced a number of the features proposed in this thesis

(cf. Chapter 5). The work reported in [56], albeit preliminary, consists a useful start-

ing point for the objective speci�cation of certain of the features that are considered

relevant to clause importance and content selection.
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As regards nlp systems, rst has been profusely adopted for text generation,

rather than analysis. For example, in [194], rst is employed in the `Conversational

Role Model' of the komet system, which produces co-operative and relevant re-

sponses in a database query environment. rst imposes coherence constraints which

accommodate and resolve unexpected deviations from the goal-oriented serial pat-

tern of such dialogues. Thus, all clari�cation dialogues constitute the satellites of the

main dialogue (the nucleus). The rst assumption regarding the peripheral nature of

satellites is being challenged, however. In komet, satellites are indispensable in the

dialogue, in that they achieve subgoals of the initial high-order communicative goal

which forms the nucleus. Co-operative responses consist in identifying these subgoals,

as well as selecting the most relevant one for the current speech-act. In order for rst

to be used in the context of a text summarisation system, especially the relevant

notion of `nuclearity' utilised therein, the whole theory has to be similarly extended

and formalised further by means of concrete surface and semantic cues.

4.3 Focus on Discourse History

4.3.1 Grosz' Focus Spaces

In [64], the use of focus spaces is proposed in delineating the structure of, mainly

task-oriented, dialogues, as well as eliminating the search space of the understanding

system in the disambiguation of the anaphora phenomenon of de�nite noun phrases.

More speci�cally, the corresponding system

6

uses a knowledge base in the form

of a semantic network; nodes represent physical objects, sets, actions, events, or

relations, while arcs encode binary relationships that remain stable throughout. The

idea of a `partitioned network' [74] is employed for the modelling of NL semantics.

Based on such a representation, an algorithm is introduced in [64] for partitioning

the potentially huge knowledge space into subspaces. Each subspace is a collection

6

as it had been developed at SRI International back in 1977;
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of nodes which represent the concept in focus at a speci�c point in the dialogue,

but also its highlighted properties and any events it participates in. A single node

may be covered by more than one overlapping spaces, if in the course of the dialogue

the relevant object is viewed from di�erent perspectives; or if it enters into distinct

and diverse relationships with other objects. Clusters of focus spaces make up the

so-called `vistas', representing such di�erent viewpoints as sets.

As the dialogue proceeds, the items of interest to the participants (foci) change,

giving rise to the creation of new focus spaces. The new focus spaces thus become

`active', leaving the previous ones `open'. The �nal ordered collection of all focus

spaces represents the structure of the dialogue in detail. This is done quite e�ectively

when the dialogue is of the task-oriented, information-seeking type (cf. [95]). This

is due to the fact that tasks generally involve a linear execution of subtasks. This

linearity can be employed by the system described in [64] for the identi�cation of any

assumptions or information needs of the user. With a task representation already in

the knowledge base, potential focus shifts can be predicted, as, for example, when the

attention is drawn to parallel tasks or subtasks. Moreover, a standardised task struc-

ture facilitates the accommodation and tracing of `implicit', as well as the explicit,

foci. Implicit foci involve those subtasks

7

which are salient to the top-level task, and

which are assumed to be shared knowledge.

As a result of the tight structure and domain-speci�city of the knowledge repre-

sentation scheme, the system has a much smaller search space to navigate through

in attempting to interpret or disambiguate a de�nite noun phrase. Only the network

structures contained in the focus spaces are employed in instantiating the variables

encountered in the dialogue utterances. First the explicit active space is explored.

The explicit open spaces follow. The implicit spaces come last. The application of the

algorithm to task-related dialogues means that a sequential search back through the

7

i.e. any salient tools and their properties; the ways these are used; as well as the participants

involved in the corresponding processes;
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text would not be appropriate. Moreover, di�erential access to object properties safe-

guards maximum selectivity in retrieval, as only the focused aspects are considered

and not all the inherent or inherited ones.

The matches can be `explicit', whereby the retrieval of existing nodes in the net-

work is involved. Alternatively, the matches may be `derived'; deduction processes

ensure the use of generic rules in the interpretation of the speci�c instances under

consideration. Such matches subsequently give rise to the addition of new substruc-

tures in the knowledge space. This saves time whenever the corresponding subspaces

are searched. As soon as those spaces are `closed' (i.e. after a speci�c dialogue has

been processed), the new structures will be forgotten and erased by the algorithm as

no longer relevant.

In short, the work described in [64] takes advantage of the predictability of di-

alogues revolving around a speci�c task. The use of a task representation in the

knowledge base orientates the subsequent gradual partitioning of the latter into focus

spaces. This partitioning, in turn, guides anaphor interpretation. In cosy-mats

the algorithms proposed in [64] for the task of anaphor disambiguation are largely

adopted. Thus, the concepts of Topicalisation and Focus Change are both employed

in the content selection modules of cosy-mats (Section 5.1.2). In addition, the trac-

ing of Anaphors, De�niteness, Quanti�cation, Number, and Gender agreement are all

used in establishing cohesion among sentences in the input text (Section 5.1.3). Nev-

ertheless, these processes cannot be employed on their own in cosy-mats, because

they are domain-speci�c. As such they cannot serve for the identi�cation of impor-

tance criteria that are as generic and portable as possible. Thus, the backbone of the

work on focus spaces, the network representation of the current domain, would only

be useful and desirable when cosy-mats is actually ported to an application (Sec-

tion 3.1.1). For the short-term goal, however, of this thesis, the development of a core

domain and text-type independent summarisation `shell', the concept of focus tracing

needs to be supplemented with ancillary knowledge and processes (Section 3.4).
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4.3.2 Sidner's Focus Stack

In [191], a uniform theory of focus tracing is presented for the prediction and inter-

pretation of pronouns, de�nite NPs, and "this"/"that" phrases. A number of focus

types are used, coupled with syntactic and semantic constraints, as well as inferential

processes operated on a network concept representation.

For the purposes of anaphor interpretation, the notion of co-reference is discarded,

because it implies that words refer to an object in the world. Instead, the alternative,

`co-speci�cation', is introduced. The consequence of this de�nition is that the corre-

sponding words - for the introduction of an entity in the discourse and subsequent

references to it - are all represented by the same concept in the knowledge base. The

related information is encodable and, hence, its computation feasible. The knowl-

edge representation scheme itself takes the form of a network; concepts are related to

other concepts, and their hierarchical ordering distinguishes classes of entities from

instances thereof (cf. Section 4.3.1).

Before even encountering an anaphor, an algorithm is applied on the �rst sentence

of the text in order to predict which item consists the focus of the discourse. This is the

theme that will be elaborated in the following sentence. Thus, a list of `default expected

foci' (DEF) is drawn, in order of preference. The list is compiled on the basis of; a)

the thematic relations that hold between the phrases; and b) the presence of certain

marked constructions, albeit less frequently. Examples of such constructions are clefts,

pseudo-clefts, and "there" insertion. On the top of the default focus list, is the theme

of the verb, which occupies the object position. Modi�ers of goal, means, locality etc.

follow; the subject and the verb being considered last. These expected foci will be used

to interpret an anaphor in the following sentence. Conversely, the co-speci�er of the

anaphor will determine whether the initial prediction should be accepted or rejected.

The criteria employed are; congruence of syntactic and selectional restrictions; and

inferences about the concept that carries the expected focus, as these are delineated

in the knowledge base. If the consequents are valid and acceptable, then the anaphor
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`disjointly refers' to this focus [191]. If this is not the case, another focus will be

proposed from the initial list. At least, in this way, the inference process is controlled,

and not arbitrary, time and e�ort-consuming, as in the case of marker passing, frames,

and scripts (Section 4.1.1.4).

When a suitable co-speci�cation for the anaphor has been found, the correspond-

ing noun phrase in the �rst sentence will be established as the `current focus' (CF).

In the second sentence, apart from the pronoun which determined the CF, all other

noun phrases, as well as the verb phrase, will be considered. This takes place in the

same order of preference as the one used for the DEFs. The goal, this time, is to

set up a list of `potential foci' (PFL). These latter will be considered after the CF

in order to interpret any anaphors in the immediately subsequent sentence. If the

CF is not the co-speci�er, then there has been a focus shift, and an appropriate item

from the PFL will become the current focus. The item that is no longer the CF

will be stored in the focus stack, out of which it will pop later, if it happens to be

focused upon again. Stacked foci are constrained, in that they will not be considered

as anaphor co-speci�ers, if the CF or the PFL are acceptable candidates. Neverthe-

less, this constraint does not apply in cases where the participants are aware of the

discourse structure [64]. This is especially true when the latter closely follows the

structuring of a task into sub-tasks and sub-goals. This fact also stresses the need

of studying discourse units larger than sentences, e.g. paragraphs. A system that

could trace the structure of the paragraphs in a text would also be able to discover

parallel structures among those. These parallel structures very often provide syntac-

tic, semantic and pragmatic indices for the interpretation of the anaphors therein.

Nevertheless, it is observed that this is still "beyond the state of the art", as is the

treatment of conjunction [191].

Apart from discourse foci, the algorithm described in [191] also identi�es and keep

track of actor foci. These latter do not necessarily coincide with the subject of the

preceding sentence, but could also be provided by other case roles that the discourse
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focus takes. Domain and world knowledge is important in order to determine the

interaction between the two types of focus; this is especially the case when more than

one anaphor is present in the same sentence.

The work in [191] also accounts for the cases when the speaker is talking about

more than one thing at a time, and wants to keep track of them all without getting

either themselves or the hearer confused. In order to encode co-present foci, each

with a di�ering degree of importance and relevance for the hearer, certain markers

are used: "this" indicates primary focus, as well as focus movement; "that" represents

secondary focus, or focus maintenance, if used in isolation. Furthermore, it is noted

that focused quanti�ed phrases may not be the co-speci�ers of an anaphor themselves;

instead they may only provide a basis on which a co-speci�cation can be generated.

This can be achieved by means of inferences about world and domain knowledge.

Thus, focus tracing and anaphora resolution are used bidirectionally in [191]; the

presence of an anaphor indicates that it must be related to the item being focused

upon; hence, it determines what the current focus is. Conversely, focus tracing is

employed in guiding the search for an anaphor co-speci�er and in harnessing the

inference processes involved. The related algorithms proposed in that work are ex-

ploited in the context of cosy-mats, along with those set out in [65]. More specif-

ically, Focus Change and Topicalisation; but also Location, Time, Means and Goal;

Demonstratives, De�niteness, and various Pronouns; all constitute some of the fea-

tures computed by the analysers of cosy-mats in identifying the most important

propositions in a text (Section 5.1).

As part of further research on the negotiation language, certain cue phrases are

identi�ed in [192] that are commonly used in natural language to indicate pragmatic

functions. Examples of such words cited are: "OK", "yes", "no", "yes but", "so",

"and" [192] (p. 818). These denote high-level information such as accepting, rejecting,

or countering a proposal and the associating belief. This compares with the work de-

scribed in [65] and [151]; in discussing linguistic structure, `cue phrases' or clue words
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are identi�ed that mark the boundaries of intentional and attentional discourse seg-

ments (cf. Section 4.3.3). This latter aspect of similar research is taken advantage of

in the content selection modules of cosy-mats (Section 5.1.3). Domain-independent

phrases such as these consist one of the criteria used in isolating the most central

parts of a text (Common Content words and Function words). These latter will

also determine the content of the generated summary of the source text.

4.3.3 Reichman's Discourse Grammar

In [151], four schools of Discourse Analysis are discussed: The Ethnomethodolo-

gist tradition analyses discourse in terms of adjacency pairs, whereby each utterance

necessitates a response from the discourse participant (e.g. question-answer). The

second school has been inuenced by the work of Halliday and Hasan [68], who iden-

tify surface cohesion relations among discourse segments (e.g. anaphors). The third

group comprises work on discourse structure such as [64] (Section 4.3.1). Finally,

the fourth school is based on the analysis of Speech Acts and work on intentions

(Section 4.1.1). The �rst current of research is criticised in [151], because adjacency

pairs cannot account for interruptions and digressions that take place in actual dis-

course. The Cohesion school is also rejected, because it places all the emphasis on

form alone. At the same time, it is pointed out that the speaker's intentions do

not constitute the sole basis of communication and understanding, and that mutual

knowledge has to be taken into account, too. Despite the fact that the importance

of extralinguistic, world knowledge, and lexical cohesion in discourse understanding

is recognised, the approach adopted in [151] falls under the third group, which covers

work on focus determination. The di�erence from similar research is that the latter

usually deals with limited domains, while the rules proposed in [151] are claimed to

be domain-independent.

The above classi�cation of theories echoes that introduced in this chapter, except

that the Ethnomethodologists are not considered here. In contrast to Reichman, it is
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claimed in this thesis that the form of discourse is equally important to extralinguistic

knowledge about the intentions and the current focus of the participants, in establish-

ing the central propositions expressed therein. Despite this divergence, Reichman's

work is relevant to the purposes of developing the cosy-mats generic summarisa-

tion environment; this is because she actually identi�es mappings between rhetorical

function (focus maintenance and change) and its manifestations on the surface of the

discourse (clue words) (cf. Section 5.1.3).

In [151], the function of utterances is discussed, on the one hand, in terms of topic

maintenance and elaboration; on the other, in relation to focus shifts or conversa-

tional moves. Conversational moves can be;

... presenting a claim, explaining a claim, giving support to a claim,

challenging a claim, shifting a topic, and resuming a preceding subject of

discourse [151] (p. 21).

It is purported that these moves are recognisable independently of the intentions

and communicative goals of individuals. Rather, they are identi�ed in relation to each

other in the discourse at hand. Hierarchical dependencies are also identi�ed among

moves; e.g. an explanation of a claim is subordinate to the presentation of that claim.

Conversational moves signal the boundaries of context spaces. These operate along

the same lines as focus spaces [64], in that they provide a locus for the interpretation

of the current or subsequent utterances. This framework also accommodates the

interpretation of anaphors, just like in the case of [64, 76, 191, 217] discussed in

Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.4, 4.3.2, and 4.3.5, respectively. The approach to pronominalisation

and focus assignment adopted in [151] integrates syntactic and semantic criteria, such

as the ones speci�ed in [191], with lexical and discourse-contextual considerations.

Levels of focus are distinguished, which prescribe the use of anaphora. Thus, pronouns

indicate a high level of focus; names a medium level of focus; descriptions a low level;

and implicit or elliptical references a zero level of focus.

In [151], a discourse grammar is presented where various types of context spaces

are de�ned, along with their relationships. It is this grammar that accounts for the
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ability of interlocutors to understand and predict what will be said. The grammar

has been implemented as an Augmented Transition Network (atn) [226]. Context

spaces create expectations as to the topics of greater importance in the discourse

(foci), as well as the subsequent `maxim-abiding' conversational moves. Translated

into an atn context, states represent the current context space; arcs stand for conver-

sational moves; and actions on arcs generate the clue words associated with a given

conversational move. Thus, there is an analogy between a state transition and a con-

versational move, i.e. a transition from the current active to a new or older context

space.

There are two basic types of context space, `issue spaces', which are independent

of all other spaces and set the topic of the discourse; and `non-issue spaces', which are

subordinate to the �rst type. Issue context spaces can be epistemic, evaluative and

deontic. In the �rst case, the truth of a proposition is discussed. In the second case,

the `goodness' of a state of a�airs is considered. When the evaluation is negative, a

call for action is inferred and encoded in the discourse grammar. This is reminiscent of

the Problem-Solution informational structure (Sections 4.4.1, and 4.4.2). Finally, in a

deontic space, the appropriateness or fairness of a state of a�airs is concentrated upon.

Two subtypes of issue context spaces are debative and non-debative spaces. The

former have additional characteristics allocated to them (Protagonists, Antagonists,

Counterclaims, Countersupports).

Non-issue context spaces are subcategorised into comment, narrative and support

context spaces. Interestingly for the features proposed in this thesis, the narrative

context space is speci�ed by such information as the actors, time, location, occurred

events, unrealised events. More speci�cally, the centrality of time and location in-

formation is established, which are also considered in the context of the cosy-mats

content selection processes (Section 5.1).

Finally, a number of clue words are identi�ed in [151] that signal the initiation of

a conversational move, and, hence, the boundaries of new and older context spaces.
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Some of these relationships are reproduced in below (p. 36):

Conversational Move:

Support:

Restatement and/or

conclusion of point

being supported:

Interruption:

Return to previously

interrupted context space:

Indirect challenge:

Direct challenge:

Subargument Concession:

Prior logical abstraction:

Further development:

Clue Word(s):

Because; Like; Like when;

So ...

Incidentally; By the way;

Anyway; In any case;

Yes/Right but; Except, however;

(No) But;

All right/Okay but;

But look/listen/you see;

Now ...

4.3.4 Hobbs' Anaphora Resolution Algorithms

In [76], two e�cient and interacting algorithms are presented for the resolution of

anaphora in texts. The �rst, so-called `naive' algorithm is purely syntactic in nature.

Surface parse trees are generated for the current sentence, although those for previous

sentences may be considered as well, if necessary. These parse trees are traversed in

a left-to-right, breadth-�rst manner. During this process, anaphor antecedents are

recovered on the basis of syntactic position: namely, recency, and gender / number

agreement. Only a minimal amount of selectional restrictions are applied. Neverthe-

less, it is claimed that the algorithm is successful in 90% of the cases. Apparently, it

was observed that in 90% of the sentences tested, the antecedent was in the sentence

currently processed; in 98% in the immediately preceding sentence. This algorithm,

however, is most e�ective when used in conjunction with the second one. This other
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algorithm is semantic and operates on logical representations of sentences. It is these

representations which establish anaphor antecedents.

After a sentence has been syntactically and semantically parsed, it has the fol-

lowing form: a logical formula introduces the entities involved in the corresponding

proposition; the predicates relating those entities; and any further facts about these

entities. In the knowledge base, all entities and predicates

8

are linked with a series

of inferences and logical consequences. These form a cluster of axioms for each item

in the knowledge base. During the processing of a text, the topicalised items cause

their corresponding cluster to have the highest degree of salience attributed to it.

All discourse items have some context-dependent salience value, which indicates their

relevance. In other words, the foci of the discourse are in a sense predetermined in

this scheme. This salience value, in turn, determines the order in which the related

inferences will be activated and employed by the algorithm. Thus, deduction of facts

is controlled (cf. [64, 191]). As the focus keeps changing in the course of the discourse,

salience measures are also modi�ed accordingly.

As soon as the logical representation of the current sentence has been produced,

four semantic operations are performed on it, in order to establish a full interpretation

of the sentence in its co-text. Pronoun resolution, in speci�c, is attained in three

steps [76];

1. Detection of intersentential relations, as these are expressed by means of explicit

conjunctive and subjunctive markers; and knitting, which involves the match-

ing, merging, and probably adaptation of the corresponding predicates. As a

result of these two operations, the antecedents of any pronominal or de�nite

NP arguments are retrieved.

2. Predicate interpretation; this involves the application of the predicate meaning

onto its arguments, including any inferences this triggers. The knitting function

8

Predicates encode information about the properties of entities and relations among these entities.
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narrows the scope of these inferences. Furthermore, it ascertains the plausibility

of the axioms that the predicate arguments are related to.

3. Bidirectional search through the lexicon; this step involves the retrieval of the

axioms connected with the antecedents that have been proposed by the algo-

rithm. Moreover, the properties of the pronoun to be interpreted are considered,

as these are de�ned by the corresponding predicate.

Two additional, `emergency', mechanisms are:

� In the case of multiple candidates, the selection of the antecedent is based on the

criterion of `maximised redundancy'. This is used in conjunction with recency

and salience.

� If no candidate antecedents have been successful, the naive algorithm is applied,

which is certain to give a solution, however crude. In the majority of cases,

however, the �rst two steps will have already identi�ed the correct co-referent.

These algorithms have been implemented in the twig text understanding sys-

tem [213], [Tony Veale: personal communication]. In cosy-mats only the naive

algorithm is of immediate interest, because of its domain-independent nature. In

contrast, the more sophisticated, semantic algorithm presumes the existence of a

knowledge base detailing the most common relations among concepts. This knowl-

edge, in turn, can only be adequately prescribed in closed domain worlds. For the

purposes of this thesis, however, such restricted type of data are not of immediate

relevance. They will be more salient in the course of the actual porting of cosy-mats

to a speci�c application (Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1).

4.3.5 Webber's Discourse Entities

In [217], Webber introduces the notion of discourse entities (DEs), which provide,

either directly or by implication, the referents of de�nite and 'one' anaphora. More-

over, she suggests an explicit logico-semantic formalism for the representation of the
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meaning of sentences, with all aspects of quanti�cation expressed therein.

DEs coincide with all the items talked about in a discourse. They have the same

function as Sidner's foci [191] in that they guide the listener in the interpretation

of the subsequent items and the determination of coherence and relevance in the

discourse. In order for this to happen, every DE has already been ascribed an `initial

description', on the basis of which the listener will infer and acquire more information

in later sentences. This description will have been provided explicitly by the speaker

as soon as they introduce the item. Alternatively, it will have been inferred by

the listener, as is the case of generic sets which are accessed by means of speci�c

instances. The extend to which the listener infers things is limited to the minimum,

Webber claims.

The set of all the DEs in a communication exchange consists the `discourse model'.

This represents the general message communicated. The model has been gradually

incremented by means of new information about the previously-evoked DEs. New

information is presented by accessing the corresponding entity through the use of

anaphors. Thus, additional properties can be discussed, while avoiding at the same

time redundancy and confusion.

Webber insists that in order to interpret an anaphor correctly the noun phrase it

refers to should have already been analysed semantically, especially if it is involves

quanti�cation. The necessary distinctions to be made are: de�niteness (access to

old info) vs inde�niteness (evocation of new); singularity vs plurality; in the case

of plurals, distributive vs collective readings; verb ellipsis, which could involve the

omission of an NP which later co-refers with an anaphor; conjunction.

Her representational formalism accommodates the distinction between individual

member information and collective set information, by means of a predicate `set'. Of

course, this assumes that the sentence under consideration has been fully interpreted

and disambiguated. However, Webber claims that, as in the case of humans, her

system does not need to resolve all the combinatorics of a sentence straight away.
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Instead, it encodes the problematic phrases in some neutral way, until later processing

requires an immediate resolution of a previous ambiguity. Thus, if in the following

sentence an anaphor is present, the interpreter has to eliminate alternative readings

of the preceding utterance, by testing them all and deciding on the one analysis that

provides an acceptable co-referent for the anaphor. At this stage, inferences about

world and domain knowledge are employed to this e�ect.

Consequently, Webber's algorithm works bidirectionally, exactly like Sidner's, in

that DEs provide the loci of anaphor interpretation; and, vice versa, anaphor spec-

i�cation causes the correct initial description to be chosen and assigned to the DE

involved.

4.3.6 van Dijk's Micro and Macro-Structures

Van Dijk proposes the concept of a macro-structure. This is a higher-level mental

construct which emerges while reading a text and guides our comprehension, and it

also organises the storage of its content in memory [210]. More importantly for the

purposes of the research on cosy-mats, the macro-structure of a text is proved to be

used equally in remembering and reproducing the text as a whole, and in summarising

it. According to this theory, the text macro-structure is the only thing that remains in

memory in the long-term, as it preserves the main micro-structures of the speci�c

text, after having eliminated most details, inferrable information, and actual words.

Thus, the summary of a text usually coincides with its macro-structure, expressed in

various ways. Hence, it is general enough and it departs from the speci�c sentences

used in the source text.

This is a very interesting framework, but it greatly depends on detailed knowl-

edge about the world, the entities, actions, and events therein, and the way they

interact (by means of frames, for example). Only on this basis can a macro-structure

be formed, because the macro-rules employed in its construction refer to speci�c
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class-member and whole-part relationships. Although this assumption may be psy-

chologically valid, it is not very useful in building `intelligent' nlp or summarisation

systems. In contrast, cosy-mats is only partly dependent on such speci�c infor-

mation. Although modules with lexical, semantic, and conceptual knowledge are

included in the system, an equal weight is placed on structural, visible, information

about key common words, function words, and combinations thereof. This is where

the cosy-mats approach is more close to the Problem - Solution Metastructure of

Information (cf. Section 4.4.1). This is not limited to the identi�cation of keywords,

but on cohesive markers and signals, too, that can be identi�ed on the surface of

discourse. In a sense, the metastructure of information is quite close to van Dijk's

narrative schema. The general schema consisting of Setting, Complication, Resolu-

tion, Evaluation, and Moral, corresponds almost precisely to the Situation, Problem,

Solution, Evaluation metastructure. Although the former was constructed speci�-

cally for stories, the latter has been proved to hold for most other text types [98].

In contrast to both, however, in cosy-mats it is not prescribed which components

of the general structure of the text should be present. Instead, abstract schema-like

descriptors are employed, the pragmatic and intermediary features, as well as the

identi�ed mappings between those and surface features, in order to distinguish the

role that speci�c physical aspects of the text have on the perception of the meaning

of the discourse. In other words, cosy-mats takes advantage of the conventions of

writing and speech in distinguishing the more central functional parts amidst the in-

discriminate whole. This has also been attempted in [98], and the �ndings presented

therein and elsewhere [97, 99, 100, 101, 102] largely coincide with those collected by

means of analysing the corpora described in Appendices A and C in designing cosy-

mats (cf. Section 4.4.1). Nevertheless, in [210] such information about the physical

aspects of texts and general language use have been purposefully ignored.

Admittedly, some of the macro-rules proposed in [210] whereby peripheral in-

formation in the text is eliminated (p. 71) can be identi�ed in the pragmatic and
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intermediary features proposed in Chapter 5 as relevant in the determination of sen-

tence importance. Generalisation, for instance, is one such feature computed in the

pragmatic ann of cosy-mats, which corresponds to van Dijk's rule regarding the

replacement of an instance by the class it belongs to. Parallels can also be drawn

between other rules proposed in this Text Grammar, in pruning out details and ab-

stracting away from the actual text, and the feature list compiled for cosy-mats.

There is a certain macro-rule, however, which is too strong to be applied indiscrim-

inately to any text type and domain: the one regarding the description of reasons,

purposes, and intentions for actions, and the consequences of these actions. Such

information is actually important in argumentative and law texts, for example, where

cause and e�ect chains need to be explicitly stated and explained, as well as news

reports, depending on the subject matter. In cosy-mats, such data types are taken

advantage of in importance determination. Their exact contribution is not prescribed,

only their relative and cumulative weight in combination with the other features pro-

posed.

4.4 Focus on Cohesion and Coherence: The Prob-

lem - Solution Framework

4.4.1 Jordan's Basic Metastructure of Information

Based on previous work [225] and being on a similar vein to other concurrent re-

search [79] (cf. Section 4.4.2), it is claimed in [98] that the great majority of texts,

of any domain, display the following informational structure: Situation, Problem,

Solution, and Evaluation. This is:

... an approach which is consistent with the structure for analysis of

plays and novels (Setting and Exposition - Complication - Resolution -

D�enouement). [98] (p. 1).
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In other words, it is claimed that all discourse is mainly an account of "a problem-

solving series of events" [98] (p. 20). Thus, every text describes objects, processes,

and situations, as regards their attributes, their function, purpose and e�ectiveness

concerning that function. These four information units make up the so-called Basic

Metastructure of Information. Hence, every text is essentially presenting a Situation,

which is "any coherent stretch of information that is used as the basis or background

for thought, discussion, or analysis." [98] (p. 106). In the context of this Situation, a

Problem is identi�ed. The existence of this problem prompts the search for a Solution

and probably the discovery of a set of solutions. The solutions will be, subsequently,

subject to subjective assessment with or without an objective basis or skilled opinion,

so that an Evaluation can be established. This Evaluation may concern either the

attributes of the solution involved or the "whether, how, or how well" the solution

helped overcome the original problem [98] (pp. 43, 112).

The notion of Problem is seen in the widest sense possible.

The meaning of `problem' as signalled in texts is a very wide one and it is

treated as such here. It means any form of dissatisfaction or other stimulus

that makes us want to improve a situation. Thus within `problem' we

have to include an aim or ambition to do something, a short-lived desire,

a decision or dilemma, a need or desire to create or improve something,

a hazard or danger, an obstacle, a disease or discomfort, and so on. [98]

(p. 20)

In addition, problems are "decisions, aims, needs, formal requirements, psychologi-

cal problems, and the need or desire to know something" [98] (p. 74). To take only

the last case, any request for information, news report, scienti�c paper or academic

research constitutes a Problem, which will be solved with the provision or discovery

of the answer [98] (pp. 84-86). It is exactly the broadness of the above de�nition that

renders the Basic Metastructure of Information a suitable framework for the analysis

of most types of text.
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... texts involving problems and problem-solving are extremely common

in all walks of professional and personal life ... the communication of

problem recognition, solutions and their evaluation is an issue of central

importance to all of us. [98] (p. 20)

The Basic Metastructure is not necessarily instantiated in that exact order in ev-

ery text, although this order represents the `natural time-sequence' [98] (p. 24). Many

real-world texts are analysed in [98] which involve di�erent orderings and combina-

tions of the four data types: descriptions of Situations and Problems therein without

the proposal of Solutions; the presentation of Solutions and their Evaluation, without

a mention of the Situation and the Problem they come to solve when these latter are

obvious or well-known to the readers (p. 43); a Situation, with its evaluation implicit

in its description (p. 104); the analysis of a Situation and its Evaluation, which -if

negative- constitutes a Problem to be solved, and so on.

If a problem is recognised, we expect to learn of an attempted, proposed,

or actual solution to that problem. Where, however, no problem is recog-

nised, that is the end of the matter. [98] (p. 116)

It is obvious from the last case listed that there is ample opportunity for multiple

embedding of the Metastructure. When a Solution to a Problem (that has arisen in

a speci�c Situation) is evaluated as ine�ective, then this Solution now constitutes or

gives rise to a new Problem that needs solving. This new problem may in turn lead

to an inappropriate Solution, and so on, ad in�nitum. Hence, the related criticism

by the proponents of the Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst) is partly invalidated

(cf. Section 4.2). More speci�cally, the Metastructure has been attacked on the basis

that it only describes the top, high, level of text structure without accounting for the

cohesion and coherence among the parts:

We are interested not just in large-scale patterns for expository prose

texts, but in the rhetorical organisation of such texts from the highest

level down to the level of the clause. [119] (p. 46).
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The Metastructure can, indeed, describe whole texts recursively. The problem,

shared with rst, is that it does not prescribe a de�nite order of appearance for each

individual information unit that will hold for all text types. As for the second part

of the rst criticism, text cohesion and coherence are indirectly accounted for by

the Metastructure: speci�c signals are provided in [98] which indicate the passage

from one unit of the Metastructure to another and "help to guide the reader through

it" (p. 24). This is exactly where research on the Problem-Solution Metastructure

outperforms rst; it can contribute to the development of a working and e�cient text

summarisation system. Highlighting the structuring of discourse is not the sole intent

of the work in [98], but also "the power of certain words ... (to) ... control and direct

the structures of the texts" (p. 4). In contrast to rst, an attempt is made there to

establish the surface grammatical structures and common lexical phrases that give

concrete clues to the reader regarding the presence of each of the four information

types. A number of indices are provided in [98] where words and phrases are listed

that signal the presence of each unit in the Basic Metastructure.

Thus, a Problem can be signalled by open-class words such as `di�culty', `pain',

`adversely', and function words such as `too', `so'. An attempted (i.e. failed) Solution,

a proposed (i.e. unrealised) Solution, or an actual Solution can be expressed by:

verbs such as `try', `attempt', `cope', `counteract', `achieve'; pre�xes such as `anti-'

(e.g. anti-racist); su�xes such as `-icide' (pesticide); as well as modals (e.g. `could',

`should'). A positive or negative Evaluation (or pre-evaluation) can be identi�ed by

means of: modals (e.g. `could', `can', `will'); and open class words, such as `research'

and `investigate' in the case of objective basis; `excellent', `failure', `unique', `improve'

in the case of subjective assessment, and so on.

Useful lists have also been compiled in [98] of hypothetical, logical, cohesive, and

time conjuncts relevant to the Metastructure elements. For example, Negation, Com-

paratives and Contrastive subordinators represent mostly problematic situations; this

is because they either pinpoint a problem in the current Situation (e.g. `not suitably'),
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or they indicate de�ciency in an old Solution in comparison with an alternative, new

one (e.g. `faster', `more e�ective'). "Occasionally there are no such signals" [98]

(p. 57) in the text for a unit of the Basic Metastructure. The identi�cation, however,

of any number of them is useful in itself, at least from the point of view of system

development. It can be noted that most of these signals are neutral with regards to

speci�c domains. The great majority of them are either function words (e.g. con-

juncts) or very common open words (e.g. `improve'). Thus, the Problem-Solution

theory is potentially domain-independent, especially as the de�nition of `Problem' is

so wide. Consequently, the second part of the rst criticism against the Metastructure

of Information, which refers to domain-dependence, could also be counterargued.

Sometimes "the reader's knowledge is an essential part of the message" [98] (p. 42).

In addition, "the situation often has to be taken into account in deciding what is a

problem and what is not" [98] (p. 58). These cases can, indeed, prove problematic for

a computational implementation, because such information is not easily computable.

Words such as problem

9

and di�culty obviously indicate a problem when-

ever they occur in a text. However, words like destroy and damage can

indicate a problem or a solution, depending on what is being destroyed or

damaged. [98] (p. 59)

In this respect, the Problem-Solution theory shares the drawbacks of the rst pre-

occupation with the reader's reaction, which is equally inaccessible for analysis or

consultation. Yet, the compilation in [98] of such long lists of diverse and concrete

signals of the discourse structure is su�ciently valuable for this weakness to be ignored

for the current purposes.

Pertinent to the theme of this thesis is the notion of summary that is constantly

being referred to. In [98], three stages of summarisation are distinguished (p. 52):

1. At the �rst stage, every writer of any text type is by de�nition composing a

summary, in that they select the most important pieces of information about

9

author's emphasis
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the chosen topic from the total amount of data and knowledge available on this

topic in the whole world! Importance here depends on: the purpose of the text

genre; the writer's viewpoint with regards to the topic; as well as the writer's

consideration and judgement of the needs of the potential/intended readers.

The writer will select the information they will present (i.e. information units

and their order, and the degree of detail), as well as the way it will be presented

(i.e. style and signals), in accordance with what the readers already know and

what new data they expect from the writer.

... writers tell readers only what they want or need to know - and no

more. [98] (p. 4)

The total information available can be represented by an iceberg whose tip is the

relevant and important information to be conveyed to the readers [98] (p. 10).

From this latter, "... the introductory information limits and guides the type of

information that follows." [98] (p. 29). This entails the natural ow from one

unit of the Basic Metastructure to the other, and inuences the extent of each

unit.

2. At the second stage, a summary can be composed out of a full text, where -this

time- the most important information of the text is presented. This is the level

with which the research on cosy-mats is preoccupied. It is argued in [98] that

the Basic Metastructure can be considered as "a brief skeleton around which

more details can be built" (p. 25):

... the seriousness of the problem, the location of the problem, the

speci�c cause of the problem, the reason why the obvious solution

could not be carried out, ...., the testing and selection of the speci�c

material to be used, and the �nal implementation and testing. [98]

(p. 16)
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Hence, "it (the Basic Metastructure) can be an adequate complete communi-

cation", as well as "an adequate summary" [98] (p. 25). The simple Problem -

Solution structure is further singled out as the most "essential" information in

a text and, consequently, as "the basis for most good summaries" [98] (pp. 46,

50) (cf. [155]). In general, however, the summary should indicate briey the

informational structure included in the body of the text. The fact that detailed

lists are furnished in [98] of explicit surface manifestations of these informa-

tion units of the Metastructure is most useful in the context of a computerised

summarisation system, as they may aid in the automatic identi�cation of the

`most important' information in the text. In Chapter 5, where features rele-

vant to content selection in cosy-mats are presented and discussed, frequent

references are made to Problem-Solution signals and parallels are drawn with

research along these lines.

3. At the third stage, the title itself of a text can serve as its summary, as it usually

presents either the whole or parts of the Basic Metastructure therein. For ex-

ample, in "Sintered Carbide Improves Engine E�ciency", `Sintered Carbide' is

the Solution, `improves' the Evaluation, `Engine' the Situation, and `E�ciency'

the Problem (need) [98] (p. 29). This case of summarisation, however, is ideal

and is not overestimated in the course of research on cosy-mats.

In conclusion, the practical account of the common discourse structure of Problem-

Solution in [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102] and its surface manifestations can prove very

useful to the research on cosy-mats, along with that in [78, 79]. Such attempts can

facilitate the development of partial analysis and interpretation modules in cosy-

mats that compute the mappings from the surface linguistic to the abstract extralin-

guistic features (and vice versa, for summary generation).
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4.4.2 Hoey's Problem-Solution Discourse Structure

A very similar approach to the one presented in Section 4.4.1 is adopted in [78, 79].

This work, too, recognises the ubiquitousness of the Problem - Solution discourse

structure. In addition, a de�nition is attempted therein of the concrete -linguistic-

ways in which the structure is signalled to the reader. It is this latter aspect that

distinguishes the work of Hoey [79], along with that of Jordan [98], from other

researchers working on the Problem-Solution and other discourse structural pat-

terns [63, 85, 114, 209, 225, 229]. This is why the former two theoretical frame-

works have been given greater attention in the design of cosy-mats and the content

selection processes therein.

Hoey has adopted the question technique proposed in [225]. This involves the

rendering of a monologue into an imagined dialogue with the reader in order to

understand the ow of information and how the sentences in a text cohere [79]. He

also observed three categories of sentence sequence [ibid.] (p. 28): `unmarked', which

do not contain any connectors but follow the time sequence of the events accounted

therein; `marked', which depend for their correct interpretation on the use of the

right intonation; and `incoherent', which violate the logical order of events. The

unmarked case very often represents the Problem - Solution discourse structure with

the following elements, echoing [225] and [98]:

� Situation

� Problem

� Response

� Evaluation.

In unmarked sequences, each and every element is essential to the structure [79].

Hoey follows Grimes [63] in the consideration of Solution in the more general terms

of a Response to a problematic Situation. This is because the term `Solution' is by
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de�nition pre-evaluated and does not accommodate for unsuccessful solutions [79,

98]. Along the same lines, Problem is viewed as "an aspect of situation requiring a

response" [79]. Evaluation is broken down into the primary function Result, which

is to provide unevaluated detail, and the secondary function Evaluation, which is

more "unspeci�c and evaluative" [ibid.] (p. 31). To put it di�erently, Hoey -similarly

to Jordan- distinguishes the assessment itself from the more or less objective basis

supporting it. Above all, he makes it clear that the Problem and the Solution are

only de�ned as such from the point of view of the writer, and not the reader.

By adopting this discourse structure, Hoey claims that every sentence is inter-

related not just with the preceding one but with the whole text, either on its own

(simple case of one sentence per structural unit) or along with others (common case

of whole paragraphs per unit). In addition to the coherence provided among the

constituent parts of the structure by the notions of 'situation' and 'response', he

noticed the in�nitely recursive nature of the Problem - Solution structure. Thus, a

negative Evaluation of either an initial Situation or a new Situation resulting from a

Response becomes a Problem itself and calls for new Responses and their subsequent

Evaluation.

Having de�ned the discourse structure, Hoey attempts to discover how it can be

recognised by the reader. To this e�ect, two possibilities are considered: the question

technique [225], whereby the monologue is projected onto an imaginary dialogue; and

explicit lexical signals. Hoey identi�es problems with the former method. Firstly,

it is very di�cult to avoid inserting superuous material to the imagined questions

that the reader could pose. Secondly, more often than not one sentence provides the

answer to more than one di�erent question. Most importantly, although the question

technique is recognised as a valid test of the coherence of a text, it is stressed that the

Problems and the Solutions involved in such a dialogue refer directly to the real world.

As a consequence, this method cannot provide objective criteria for the identi�cation

of this or any other discourse structure in a text; it depends on human intuition.
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That is why it is attempted in [79] to discover clues on the surface of discourse.

... the signalling system is prior to and more important than the implicit

question-answer system of the discourse in that the signals are already

there as a physical part of the discourse, whereas questions involve the

introduction into the discourse of what is not explicit [79] (p. 42).

In the search for explicit signals, the classi�cation in [225] is adopted and three

types of `vocabulary' are distinguished that signal clause relations: Vocabulary 1 cov-

ers subordination, e.g. in�nitive verb forms; Vocabulary 2 consists of sentence connec-

tors, e.g. conjuncts; and Vocabulary 3 involves common lexical items [79]. These three

distinct classes share the same functions in a text, as regards relating clauses. Their

only di�erence is the syntactic context they can be embedded in. More interestingly,

it has been observed that since Vocabularies 1 and 2 represent closed -or function-

words, the open words covered by the third group must exhibit "some of their closed-

system features" [79] (p. 34). Hoey, and indeed Jordan, have elaborated on the theme

of these "items with the grammatical appearance of open-system lexis" [79]. From the

point of view of automatic text summarisation and content selection, the identi�ca-

tion of such words and the way they function in the text is most valuable, since they

could alleviate immensely the burden on the higher-level, semantic and pragmatic

components of the system. Thus, Hoey discusses verbs such as `prevent', `avoid', and

`stop' as signalling both a Response and the corresponding Problem, especially in the

presence of syntactic structures of goal or purpose; adverbs such as `unfortunately' as

signifying a Problem; verbs such as `assure' and `carry out', and nouns such as `trials'

or `experiments', as Evaluation clues; and connectors such as `but' as indicating a

problem. He identi�es the importance of verb tense and modality changes in passing

from one constituent of the discourse pattern to another. He also notices the use of

anaphoric reference, especially demonstratives, in the identi�cation of the Situation,

Problem, or Solution themselves. Nevertheless, it is also acknowledged that the whole

of the Problem-Solution discourse structure is evaluative and can, hence, be signalled
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solely by evaluative means (e.g. adjectives) [79].

As regards the importance of such observations for text summarisation and content

selection, Hoey notes that there is usually an approximation between the constituents

of the Problem-Solution discourse structure and individual paragraphs in the text.

He also claims that if the �rst full sentence is extracted from each of the four infor-

mational units of the structure and they are all `stuck' together, the result will be "a

reasonable skeleton summary of the text" [79] (p. 43). Hoey does suggest, however,

the need for some changes in the use of the signalling elements already present in these

selected sentences, in order for the resulting text to be clear and presentable. The idea

has already been adopted in the bt text summarisation project [32, 20, 177], which

claims considerable success, as well as exibility of output length (cf. Section 2.2.1.1).

This is of considerable interest for the research on cosy-mats, despite the inherent

weaknesses of that approach (Section 2.1.1). Nevertheless, the main contribution of

the work reported in [79] to the design of cosy-mats is the evidence provided therein

that discourse functions are very often signalled by explicit linguistic signals in the

text itself (cf. Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). Admittedly:

The signalling system, ... , varies in detail somewhat from discourse type

to discourse type, though not in underlying nature. [79] (p. 44).

This is exactly where the feature scheme presented in Chapter 5 comes into the

scene, in an e�ort to establish such objective and concrete criteria for the evaluation

of pragmatic and discourse rhetorical functions. In this way, the values for the latter

can be automatically instantiated -at least in part- in the context of a system such as

cosy-mats. The additional requirement in this case, however, is that these criteria

be valid across domains and text types (cf. Section 3.3).
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4.5 Towards an Integrated Framework for

Pragmatics-Based Content Selection

In this chapter, a number of theories of pragmatics and discourse analysis have

been presented. These were categorised into three groups. The �rst category con-

centrates on such pragmatic aspects as the intentions, beliefs, goals and plans of the

communicating agents. Such information, however, is not always available, and when

it is, it is bound to be text type and application-dependent. Consequently, pragmatic

factors cannot provide by themselves robust and adequately generic clues as to: what

renders speci�c parts of the text important; or, indeed, how these can be automat-

ically identi�ed. In short, theories with similar pragmatic preoccupations focus on

importance criteria that are rather intangible to be computationally useful.

The second group of theories places the emphasis on the tracing of the focus of

attention in discourse. Although, such theories do provide concrete clues for the

identi�cation of the important topics, they cannot impose structure on the content of

discourse in a domain-neutral way. This is because their preoccupations are heavily

semantic. An exception is work on the use of the general concept of a `focus space'

as described in [151]. Focus spaces are not domain-dependent, but they are con�ned

to the text type of dialogues. Hence, they cannot be fully exploited in cosy-mats,

other than in identifying certain surface clues associated with discourse structure. In

this category also belong theories which are domain-independent and largely text-type

independent, too, which fail, however, to provide objective criteria in the identi�cation

of the text macro-structures.

Lastly, the third group of theories presented in this chapter focuses on the iden-

ti�cation of explicit markers of pragmatic functions on the surface of the text. This

latter approach is the most viable in the context of automatic summarisation, where

concrete and objective criteria need to be established for the identi�cation of turning

and central points in discourse. The most promising work along these lines is research
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reported in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, which goes further and imposes a general infor-

mational structure on the text. This high-level structure reects the Problem-Solution

pattern.

All three clusters of theories provide useful insights as to the understanding and

prediction of linguistic usage in a pragmatic context. Nevertheless, a more fruitful

approach consists in the simultaneous consideration of features from across the dif-

ferent �elds, something that has been attempted in [151] and the work that pertains

to the Problem-Solution school [78, 79, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101]. In fact, for text sum-

marisation, this is probably the only way to construct a system that is su�ciently

portable, extensible, and robust. For this reason, in the design of cosy-mats, the

list of features considered as relevant to importance determination and content selec-

tion was compiled with this goal of integration in mind. Thus, three distinct clusters

of features have been identi�ed, in parallel with the currents of pragmatic research

described in this chapter: the pragmatic, the intermediary (semantic), and the

surface (Chapter 5). These groups are closely interdependent; the choice of the spe-

ci�c features was not random. There are complex, yet de�nable, relationships among

both features on each individual level and across levels. In this way, the hitherto

untamed abstractness of discourse features can be translated into `macro-structures'

of intermediate abstractness, to borrow van Dijk's term [210]. These latter structures

can, in turn, be described in terms of `micro-structures' [op. cit.]. Going further than

similar work, however, the micro-structures in cosy-mats are also associated, not

with discourse-dependent propositions, but with linguistic entities which are indepen-

dent of domain and text type. Function words, common open words and syntagmatic

relations between the two are all such generic criteria. The speci�c motivation behind

the choice of individual features, as well as the intricate interaction among them, are

both discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Linguistic and Extralinguistic

Features that Inuence Sentence

Importance

In this chapter, a set of features are proposed that are considered relevant

to content selection for summarisation. These features are appropriate

for cosy-mats, because they can be applied across subject domains and

text types. The selection of the features was based both on the theo-

ries presented in Chapter 4, and on a diverse corpus of real-world texts.

The feature list compiled consists of both linguistic and extralinguistic

features. These are grouped into classes and their inter-relationships are

presented. Three levels of abstraction are distinguished: the pragmatic,

the intermediary, and the surface, in decreasing order of abstraction (Sec-

tion 5.1). These levels correspond to the three schools of pragmatics and

discourse analysis discussed in Chapter 4: the school that focuses on the

Communicating Agents; theories of Focus Tracing and Discourse History;

and theories of Cohesion and Coherence.

Apart from proposing a three-level classi�cation of generic features for

content selection, detailed mappings between the three levels are also

identi�ed in this chapter. These mappings interpret the abstract prag-

matic features in terms of more concrete intermediary and surface fea-

tures. Thus, discourse function is related to its diverse manifestations on

the surface of the text. Ultimately, the identi�cation of such inter-level

relationships will facilitate the automation of feature evaluation in the

fully-developed cosy-mats. The presentation of the features and their

interdependence is done here by way of detailed �gures (Figs. 5.1-5.31)

and corpus examples (Section 5.2). Full de�nitions and more examples

are given in Appendix B.

In Section 5.2, the real-world corpora on which the selection of the pro-

posed features was largely based are discussed. Three main text types

are identi�ed: newspaper articles, scienti�c papers, and scienti�c author
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abstracts (Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.1). Regularities are observed therein in

terms of the features and their inter-relationships proposed in Section 5.1.

At the same time, parallels are drawn with the pragmatic and discourse

theories introduced in Chapter 4, as well as with the computational ap-

proaches to content selection introduced in Chapter 2.

Finally, correspondences are presented between this generic feature set

and relevant concepts of Speech Act Theory and rst (Section 5.3).

INTER-LAYER  RELATIONS

INTRA-LAYER  CLUSTERS

PRAGMATIC FEATURES

INTERMEDIARY FEATURES

SURFACE-LEVEL FEATURES

Figure 5.1: The Interaction across the Pragmatic, the Intermediary, and the Surface

Levels of Features
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Clusters of Pragmatic Features
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ELABORATION

ORDER
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SUITABILITY
CAPABILITY/

PERMISSION

OBLIGATION
COMPULSION/

REPETITIONDESCRIBE

WARNING

Figure 5.2: The Pragmatic Feature Level

5.1 A Three-Level Feature Classi�cation

In Chapter 4, a number of theories of text interpretation, development, and discourse

structure were discussed which partly motivated the choice of generic features for

content selection in the course of this research. It was pointed out that none of

these theories can be uniquely adopted for importance determination in the future

cosy-mats environment, for a number of reasons (Sections 4.1.1.6, 4.1.2.3, 4.1.3.3,

and 4.5): either the theories are not well-grounded on real-world data; or the data
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Clusters of Intermediary Features

CAUSE
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PATIENT ABSTRACTNESS

PARALLEL
ACTION
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PATIENT CARDINALITY
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TIME
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APPOSITION

TOPICALISATION

FOCUS CHANGE
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MEANS

METAPHOR

MANNER

QUERY

ASSERTION

(NEGATION)
CONTRAST

ELLIPSIS

Figure 5.3: The Intermediary Feature Level

they cover is too limited, the corresponding texts being domain-speci�c or text-type

dependent; or the criteria and relations proposed are too abstract to be of use in a

computational environment. The `top-down' solution to these problems has been the

concurrent consideration of these and other theories, and the selective adoption of

certain of their claims. It was thus attempted to combine the relevant points from

each, while at the same time overcoming their potential specialisation and eliminat-

ing any restrictive assumptions they make. The `bottom-up' solution consisted in the

study of real-world texts from across di�erent subject domains and even text types
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Clusters of Surface Features
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Figure 5.4: The Surface Feature Level

(Section 5.2). The texts are English-language newspaper articles, scienti�c papers,

and conference abstracts. Both extralinguistic and linguistic aspects of the corpus

were studied; pragmatic functions and discourse structure; rhetorical and semantic

development; morphological and syntactic characteristics. Ultimately, it was the rel-

evant observations collected that controlled and re�ned the list of content selection

features compiled in this thesis. Although the cumulative corpus is not fully repre-

sentative (cf. Section 1.1.3.1), the resulting features are domain-independent and, in

a sense, text-type independent, too.
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Figure 5.5: Intra-Level Relationships: The Pragmatic Features

87 features have been identi�ed as relevant to content selection across domains

and text types. These can be classi�ed into 3 levels: the pragmatic (Section 5.1.1),

the intermediary (Section 5.1.2), and surface (Section 5.1.3), in descending order

of abstraction. The diversity of the corpus employed ensures the generic nature of

the proposed features. The three-level classi�cation of the proposed features approxi-

mately corresponds to the three trends identi�ed therein, as each displays an interest

in a di�erent level of language. The pragmatic features express concepts borrowed

mainly from theories which focus on the Communicating Agents (Section 4.1.1). The
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intermediary features deal with the tracing of the Discourse History and the develop-

ment of the Focus therein (Section 4.1.2). The surface features have borrowed largely

from theories of Cohesion and Coherence and the way the latter are manifested in

the text (Section 4.1.3). Consequently, apart from being empirically-grounded, the

features proposed here are also theoretically-motivated. However, the identi�cation

of parallels with other theories should not be interpreted as a blind adoption of their

tenets. Aspects of the corresponding theories have been adopted in parallel; as a

result, the theories have often been re-interpreted in compiling the list of features

presented here. Thus, the pragmatic feature level, for instance (Figure 5.2), is rem-

iniscent of Speech-Act concepts, but also rst and Problem-Solution relations. The

intermediary and surface features have been extracted from computational treat-

ments of Focus, but also the Problem-Solution and the Systemic Linguistic frame-

works. Consequently, the theoretical approach to content selection adopted here is

multi-dimensional; borrowing simultaneously from diverse theoretical accounts and

applying selected aspects of those in a liberal way.

There is another sense in which the feature set proposed here is multi-dimensional.

The features and concepts adopted from existing theories had to comply with the

corpus observations. Concrete examples of the applicability of those features and

concepts had to be found in the texts; those which were noted across subject domains

and text-types were preferred (cf. Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). To this e�ect, the clas-

si�cation of the features into di�erent levels of abstraction was required. Pragmatic

features are appropriate for a high-level and robust representation and analysis of

real-world texts in the context of a summarisation system. Nevertheless, features of

this type are rarely de�ned by means of observable characteristics of the text; hence,

their evaluation is quite fuzzy and expensive computationally (Section 2.1.1). The

re-interpretation of aspects of the selected theories and the subsequent establishment

of this 3-level feature scheme collectively facilitate the translation of such abstract

discourse functions into objective surface clues. This is possible by way of associating
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the 87 features proposed here to one another; in the form of clusters on the same

level as well as mappings across the three levels (Fig. 5.1). Such feature groupings

facilitate the modularisation of the content selection task (Chapter 3), but also the au-

tomation of feature evaluation in the context of a realistic nlu-based summarisation

environment, such as cosy-mats (Section 8.3.2).

In the remainder of this section, the features at each level are introduced and

presented schematically (Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3). Both intralevel clusters

and interlevel mappings are identi�ed by way of Figures 5.2 to 5.31. In Section 5.2,

speci�c examples of the 87 features, and the corresponding mappings among them,

are given in discussing the text corpora used for this research. All the features are

listed and de�ned in Appendix B.

Throughout this chapter, BOLD FACE is used to signal a pragmatic feature;

ITALICS, for intermediary features; and TYPEWRITER FONT, for the surface-level fea-

tures. Example text reproduced in the main text (as opposed to a quotation) is

indicated by the SANS SERIF font.

5.1.1 Pragmatic Features

These are features which deal with high-level information about the discourse and

its context. They are used to record the pragmatic and rhetorical functions that a

speci�c text unit expresses, either in isolation or in conjunction with its co-text. As

such, these features may not be readily detectable in the text itself. 24 such features

have been identi�ed in the course of this research, shown in Fig. 5.2.

The main basis for their selection has been empirical; the inclusion of the speci�c

features has been supported by the analysis of a corpus of newspaper and scienti�c

articles (Section 5.2). Parallels can still be drawn, however, with the main themes of

the various `schools' of pragmatics and discourse analysis discussed in Chapter 4. In

this way, the features can be interpreted by means of more objective characteristics

of the text; namely, the intermediary and the surface features proposed in this thesis
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(Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3; Figs. 5.6-5.22). Such interlevel mappings are exempli�ed in

Section 5.2.

For instance, the cluster consisting of Belief, Doubt, Volition, and Fear

(Fig. 5.2) expresses information about beliefs and intentions; these are central in

Speech Act Theory and ai [10, 95, 123, 131, 179] (Section 5.3.1). In the feature

scheme proposed in this thesis, however, the terms `belief' and `intention' can take

two meanings: On the one hand, the beliefs and intentions of the writer

1

of the text

are considered, in forming sentence sequences in a speci�c way. On the other hand,

there are the beliefs and intentions of the agents being talked about in the text.

The latter pertain to the content of the discourse, while the former inuence the

presentational aspects of discourse (cf. [119]). Both types of agents, the writer and

those s/he writes about, are called here discourse participants

2

or discourse agents

(cf. Section 4.1.1.1).

Belief/Doubt are also related to Evaluation, in the context of the Problem-

Solution theory [79, 97, 98] (Section 4.4). In that context, what is usually evaluated

is a Situation or a Solution (actual or proposed). This correspondence exists because

an evaluation is inherently subjective and expresses a personal belief about whether

some proposition is true or false (Doubt). All the features in this cluster can be

identi�ed in the text by means of concrete clues, such as Modality [56, 84] (cf. Sec-

tion 5.3.2). For this reason, the latter feature has been included here under the surface

class (Fig. 5.19). Volition and the opposite, Fear, also express needs and desires,

which are essentiallyProblems awaiting solution, according to the Problem-Solution

framework [98, 100].

Describe, Question, Order, Promise and Warning also have obvious con-

nections with Speech Act theory [10, 123, 131, 179]. The function of Describe,

for instance, is similar to the acts of Describing, Naming, Predicating, Con�rming,

and Explaining. Order expresses the acts of Commanding and Ordering, both of

1

or speaker;

2

See p. 652 for a de�nition.
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which are Requests [119]; whereas Warning coincides with the act of Threatening

(Section 5.3.1).

The Plan and Goal subcluster has been inuenced by computational frameworks

such as pam, which establish the actions pursued by an agent driven by the need

to ful�l a Goal [131, 172] (Sections 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4). This cluster also comprises

the feature Problem, which has been borrowed by the Problem-Solution frame-

work [79, 97, 98]. In the latter scheme, a Goal is considered a Problem to be solved;

the steps taken to achieve this Goal constitute aspects of its Solution (Section 4.4).

These features are also related to rst; Plan with Enablement and Solutionhood (Sec-

tion 5.3.2.2); Goal with Motivation (Section 5.3.2.3).

The Generalisation, Elaboration, and Explanation cluster approximates the

relationship between the macro-structure of a text and its micro-structures [210] (Sec-

tion 4.3.6). A general statement (about an entity, a group of entities, an Action or a

State of a�airs) is usually followed by another one which elaborates or/and explains

the point made in the �rst statement. At the same time, this cluster has been inu-

enced by the more fundamental metaphor of category and concept formation, as this

has been de�ned as far back as Aristotle (Section 1.1.1.1). These features are also

reminiscent of rst relations [119]; Elaboration, Background, and Circumstance, for

Elaboration (Section 5.3.2.1); Justify and Evidence for Explanation.

Repetition is a concept that has been established by the Systemic-Functional

framework and employed in other theories since, as well as computational environ-

ments [18, 32, 71, 79, 167, 225]. It is also associated with the rst Restatement

rhetorical relation [119].

Compulsion/Obligation and Permission are aspects of Directives, needs, and

Problems, and have an inherent Modality [56, 79, 98]. Capability/Suitability

serves to Evaluate a Solution to a Problem, in the Problem-Solution context.

Finally, Action, State, Event and Process refer to entities, their traits and

activity, as well as static Situations (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2) (cf. [56, 123, 159, 175]).
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Apart from the functional similarity of features in the same cluster, whole clusters

can themselves be associated to each other (Fig. 5.5). For instance, a Generali-

sation is usually an expression of a personal Belief (or Doubt) about an Action

or State of a�airs being true. Beliefs, in turn, have inherent degrees of Possibil-

ity/Probability which reect their correspondence to reality (cf. [223]).

5.1.2 Intermediary Features

This class consists of features that refer to rhetorical aspects of the text, similarly

to the pragmatic features, but also to lexical-semantic relationships between the dis-

course entities referred to therein (Fig. 5.3). The terms chosen are borrowed from all

three relevant schools of pragmatics and discourse identi�ed in Chapter 4:

� Assertion, Query, Contrast (Negation) and Metaphor refer to Speech Acts;

namely, Describing, Naming, Predicating, and Con�rming; Questioning, Order-

ing, and Commanding; Threatening; and Explaining [10, 29, 123, 131, 180, 181]

(Section 5.3.1). Metaphor also corresponds to Analogy [123] and the rst Inter-

pretation [119].

Time, Location, Manner and Accompaniment are similar to the rst Circum-

stance relation; Cause is evocative of the Justify, Motivation, and Solution-

hood relations; Means corresponds to Enablement; Apposition and Additives

express the rst Elaboration relation; whereas Contrast (Negation) can be used

to identify such rst relations as Antithesis and Concession [83, 84, 118, 119]

(cf. Section 5.3.2).

� Topicalisation, Focus Change, Agent/Patient Cardinality, Agent/Patient Ab-

stractness, Ellipsis and Parallel Action all refer to theoretical accounts of Focus

and its tracing in the discourse, e.g. for the resolution of anaphora [64, 76, 95,

151, 191, 217] (Section 4.3).
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� Theories of Cohesion and Coherence (Section 4.1.3) have also inuenced the se-

lection of the intermediary features. For instance, Contrast (Negation) has the

same functionality as the pragmaticProblem and, occasionally, Solution, in the

Problem-Solution Information Metastructure [79, 98, 102]. Other parallels to

this framework are the following; Time and Location can express the Situation;

Means, the Solution; Cause, the Problem; E�ect, the Solution and its Evalu-

ation (Section 4.4). Finally, Additives are related to the Systemic-Functional

taxonomy of cohesive relationships [18, 68].

The intermediary features are more concrete than the pragmatic set, hence, they

can facilitate the identi�cation of the latter, high-level, features in the context of

an nlp system (Figs. 5.6-5.13). However, intermediary-level information itself may

not always be identi�able in the text. Consequently, these features also need to be

further speci�ed by means of relevant surface features; the latter can serve as the

default overt manifestations of the corresponding rhetorical and semantic functions

(Figs. 5.23-5.31).

In Section 5.2, all these features are extensively exempli�ed, especially in relation

to the other two levels of features proposed in this thesis, the pragmatic and the

surface.

5.1.3 Surface Features

This is the only feature type that is immediately identi�able in the text, by morpho-

logical, syntactic, or lexical means (Fig. 5.4). Surface features can function as the

manifestations of the intermediary (Figs. 5.23-5.31) and even the high-level, prag-

matic, features (Figs. 5.15-5.22) on the surface of discourse. As such, these features

constitute the only objective evidence of the validity, generality, and usefulness of

the `amalgamated' pragmatic feature set that is proposed here as relevant for content

selection in the context of a summarisation system. Surface features can be evalu-

ated on the basis of the presence of overt linguistic objects, such as inectional and
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derivational a�xes, auxiliary verbs, modal phrases, and particles.

Domain keywords are not considered; these can be accommodated for as and

when cosy-mats is ported to a speci�c application (Chapter 3). In contrast, the

features presented here should be appropriate in any context, although the relative

weighting of each may eventually change inside the system, depending on the text

type (Chapter 7). Despite the fact that specialised keywords have not been included

in this generic set, the semantics of Common Content Words are exploited (cf. [51,

98, 120, 151, 189]). These are open-class lexical items (verbs, nouns, adjectives,

and adverbs) that are very frequent in language usage and - more importantly - are

not associated with a speci�c conceptual domain or text type even; e.g. "positive",

"problem", "generally", "consequently". These words act as cues to the reader or the

listener as to how the latter should interpret the rhetorical and pragmatic function, as

well as the literal meaning, of smaller or larger units of discourse [44, 65, 79, 98, 151].

This is achieved by the word either in isolation or in the context of some larger

syntactical pattern; e.g. "as far as ... is concerned" (See Table 5.1 for common words

found in the scienti�c text type).

Apart from such general-purpose words, Function Words are also considered as

contributory to the content selection decisions in a practical system such as cosy-

mats (Fig. 5.4). These include all articles, pronouns, prepositions, particles, con-

junctions, and modals (cf. [207]). By their very usage in a text, they can indicate

the structure of the sentences and larger discourse units therein, as well as the high-

lighted parts thereof [98, 188]. The discovery of regularities in the use of such phrases

to indicate centrality of meaning has been most desirable throughout the research

reported in this thesis. The reason for this is that function words and other generic

words could alleviate the burden usually placed on keywords (Section 2.2.1). Be-

cause of the widespread and generic use of the former, it becomes far more realistic

to establish their pragmatic and rhetorical function across diverse domains and sub-

languages. As a consequence, the mapping between the concrete and the abstract
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features also becomes possible (Section 5.2, Appendix B). Hence, the limitations of

the keyword-based ie approaches to text summarisation can be overcome, while ex-

ploiting at the same time their pragmatism (Section 2.1.1). Instead of relying solely

on application-speci�c keywords, the symbolic and lower-level connectionist modules

in the proposed cosy-mats environment can always fall back on key function words

and other generic lexical items.

This is along the lines of research on the objecti�cation of abstract pragmatic and

discourse theories for the purposes of nlp system development; namely,

Speech Act theory, e.g. [123, 131]; Relevant features are: Declarativeness,

Interrogation, Negation, Imperative and Modality (Section 5.3.1).

rst, e.g. [56, 83, 84, 143, 157]; Salient surface features are: Main/Secondary

Clause, which partly corresponds to the distinction between Nucleus and Satel-

lite; Negation, which can express an Antithesis; Imperativewhich is related to

Request, Solutionhood and Enablement; Conjunction which is reminiscent of

Sequence; Modality, Tense and Aspect all of which are salient in the surface

instantiation of most rst relations (Section 5.3.2).

Focus theory and detailed `naive' algorithms developed in its context for the disam-

biguation of anaphors [76, 151, 191, 217] have inuenced the inclusion of most of

the surface features: Personal, Possessive and Demonstrative Pronouns;

Definiteness; Number, Gender, Quantification; Comparison,

Superlatives; Passiveness/Activeness; Disjunction, Conjunction

and Listing.

Equally inuential have been the Problem-Solution framework and concepts associ-

ated with Systemic linguistics [32, 34, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 79] (Section 4.4).

Detailed examples of these features, as well as the way they can serve to express

more high-level functions of the text can be found in the discussion that follows on the
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corpus used for the research on cosy-mats (Section 5.2). Subsequently, a number of

more speci�c correspondences are suggested between the `holistic' feature set proposed

here and two established theories on the Communicating Agents and their intentions

and beliefs; Speech Act theory (Section 5.3.1) and rst (Section 5.3.2).
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5.2 Empirical Grounding

The signi�cance of corpus analysis and the use of real texts in the development of

cosy-mats has already been stressed (Section 1.1.3). In this section, the speci�c

nature of the corpora consulted, for both theory validation and implementation guid-

ance, is speci�ed. They were analysed on three levels: the pragmatic, the rhetorical,

and the structural, echoing the three classes of features proposed in Section 5.1. It is

in Chapter 7 that the same corpora are discussed from the viewpoint of the series of
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experiments conducted with the content selection ann of cosy-mats; the relevant

subcorpora which were encoded by means of linguistic and pragmatic features are

presented in Appendix C.

For the purposes of this thesis, three main types of text have been analysed:

newspaper articles, scienti�c papers and (scienti�c) author abstracts (cf. Ap-

pendix A for a listing of titles). The corpus of newspaper articles is extremely diverse

in both its content and form (Section A.1.2). No single subject domain can be used

to classify the news items involved. The topics range from business news and legal
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reports, to articles on social and medical issues, and national and international pol-

itics. Similarly, the latter two corpora consist of articles and abstracts, respectively,

that pertain to diverse scienti�c �elds (Section A.1.1): computer science, arti�cial in-

telligence, and nlp; logic, philosophy, and linguistics; but also the physical sciences

3

.

A consequence of this choice of corpora has been that the subject matter is not

homogeneous or predictable, and cannot be captured by a cumulative list of keywords

(cf. Section 2.2.1). Any such list would only accommodate the speciality of each

3

Both subcorpora were compiled from journals and conference proceedings.
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scienti�c domain, without, at the same time, catering for the general terms found

in newspaper and other articles of a wider-readership. Furthermore, it could well

also be the case that the same term corresponds to completely di�erent concepts,

depending on the text it is found in and the corresponding sublanguage [165]; for

example, the word "party" in a political commentary as contrasted to the same word

in a social gossip column of a magazine. With such a diverse corpus, it was partly

ensured that any observations collected on the basis of these texts with respect to

sentence importance and its determination would be domain-independent. It would
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no longer be possible to develop criteria for content selection that fall back on the

presence of keywords. Domain-independence has always been a crucial requirement

for an environment such as cosy-mats, which aims to be rapidly portable to any

subject domain, with a minimal amount of tuning (Chapter 3).

The generality of the claims put forth in this chapter about sentence importance

is further promoted by the fact that the texts constituting the various corpora are

of varying length: from half a page, in the case of the scienti�c abstracts and most

international news agency reports (e.g. Reuters); to four or more pages, when scienti�c
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papers and newspaper special reports

4

are involved. This has been an additional

hurdle in the search for a uniform core scheme for the pragmatic analysis and encoding

of diverse texts: di�ering length implies di�erent levels of information density and

dissimilar text development patterns (cf. [99, 100, 101, 115, 155]). Nevertheless, this

variety in the form of the corpus items was considered to be an additional test, this

time of the text-type independence of the corresponding features. It has been an

4

as these often appear over many pages in the special `magazines' which are distributed alongside

the newspaper itself; e.g. the Saturday edition of The Guardian and the accompanying Weekend

magazine;
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equally important goal for the interpretation and content selection modules of cosy-

mats to be readily portable to new text types, as well as domains (Chapter 3).

As a result of this diversity of the corpora, both in terms of subject matter and

text development and structure, the features considered with respect to individual

sentence importance cannot refer to the semantics of specialised content words. In-

stead, high-level criteria had to be developed, in the form of pragmatic features (Sec-

tion 5.1.1; Figs. 5.2, and 5.5). Nevertheless, in order to tackle the perennial issue

of feature abstractness and subjectivity, other lower-level, rhetorical, semantic, and
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`morphological' features also had to be discovered (Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). These

would be mapped both to one another (Fig. 5.23) and, more importantly, to the

pragmatic feature set (Figs. 5.6 and 5.15). In this way, the automation of pragmatic

feature evaluation and encoding for content selection in a text summarisation system

such as cosy-mats would be facilitated.

In the remainder of this section, �rst some characteristics of the corpus of scien-

ti�c papers are presented, in correlation with their author abstracts (Section 5.2.1).

A number of regularities are, then, observed in the corpus of newspaper articles em-

ployed for this research (Section 5.2.2). The generic features for content selection

proposed in Section 5.1 are indicated either explicitly or parenthetically. As before,

BOLD FACE is used throughout this section to signal a pragmatic feature; ITAL-

ICS, is used for intermediary features; and TYPEWRITER FONT for the surface-level

features. Example text reproduced in the main text (as opposed to a quotation) is

indicated by SANS SERIF font.

5.2.1 The Corpus of Scienti�c Articles

In the attempt to identify pragmatic features that are distinctive of actual im-

portant sentences, a corpus of 170 scienti�c conference papers and journal arti-

cles was compiled, where each text was studied in close relation to the corre-

sponding author abstract, also provided therein (Section A.1.1). Given the great

amount of subjectivity and user-dependence involved in the determination of im-

portance (Sections 1.1.2.1, 2.1.2 and 5.4.1), this was considered to be one of the

most controllable validation tests available. A second goal was to identify com-

mon semantic, as well as phrasal and syntactic patterns that instantiate those ab-

stract pragmatic features. A concurrent analysis of the full and shortened versions

of the texts has given rise to the following observations with respect to the con-

tent selection and generation choices involved in the human summarisation process

(cf. [52, 61, 99, 100, 101, 115, 117, 120, 121, 139, 154, 155, 189]);
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� The content of the abstract usually reects the main Title and the concluding

section of the source text [117]. It is in the latter that the main points are

resumed (Repetition) (Figs. 5.13 and 5.22) [61]. In fact, it has been claimed

that the title itself constitutes an abstract of the abstract [98]; e.g.

TITLE: TalksBack: An Application of AI Techniques to a Communi-

cation Prosthesis for the Non-speaking

CONCLUSION:There is a potential for using AI techniques in a com-

munication prosthesis, if careful consideration is given to the overall

`person-machine system'. This paper has presented a basis for doing

this, and has outlined ongoing work in developing such an application.

A prototype system is being developed in collaboration with two case

study subjects.

ABSTRACT: Arti�cial Intelligence has potential in building a com-

munication prosthesis for the non-speaking disabled. The goal should

be to create a system in which natural and arti�cial intelligence are

used to support one another and enable a non-speaking person to out-

put speech utterances at acceptable conversational rates. TalksBack

is an attempt, in the early stages of development, to create such a

prosthesis. To ensure that the system is based on the realities faced

by non-speaking individuals it is being developed through case stud-

ies with two adults who have acquired language disorders. (extracted

from [17])

Often the process involved consists in merging into one two or more separate

propositions expressed in the original text, by means of syntactic alterations on

the corresponding sentences (cf. Section 2.1.2 and [61, 139]). These sentences

need not be found next to each other in the source text itself. In addition,

nouns in the Title or subtitles expressing an Action or a Process relating to

the research methodology (e.g. "Application [of AI Techniques]") may be turned

into verbs in the abstract (e.g. "[Arti�cial Intelligence has potential in] building

[a communication prosthesis]"). These verbs either have the same root with

the initial nouns, or a di�erent root with a similar meaning (as in this case)

(cf. [83, 101]) (Figs. 5.9 and 5.18).
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� The content of the abstract can be expressing both the logical structure of the

argument developed in the full paper (as in the previous example) and the

structure of the paper itself (cf. [61, 101]).

ABSTRACT: In the �rst section of the article, we examine some recent

criticisms of the connectionist enterprise: �rst, that connectionist models

are fundamentally behaviorist in nature (and, therefore, non-cognitive),

and second that connectionist models are fundamentally associationist in

nature (and, therefore, cognitively weak). We argue that, for a limited class

of connectionist models (feed-forward, pattern-associator models), the �rst

criticism is unavoidable. With respect to the second criticism, we propose

that connectionist models are

5

fundamentally associationist but that this

is appropriate for building models of human cognition. However, we do

accept the point that there are cognitive capacities for which any purely

associative model cannot provide a satisfactory account. The implication

that we draw from this is not that associationist models and mechanisms

should be scrapped, but rather that they should be enhanced.

In the next section of the article, we identify a set of connectionist ap-

proaches which are characterized by \active symbols" - recurrent circuits

which are the basis of knowledge representation. We claim that such ap-

proaches avoid criticisms of behaviorism and are, in principle, capable of

supporting full cognition. In the �nal section of the article, we speculate at

some length about what we believe would be the characteristics of a fully

realized active symbol system. This includes both potential problems and

possible solutions (for example, mechanisms needed to control activity in

a complex recurrent network) as well as the promise of such systems (in

particular, the emergence of knowledge structures which would constitute

genuine internal models). (Full abstract reproduced from p. 51 of [103])

In e�ect, the logical and presentational structures of the original text often

coincide, at least in this text type [97]. Hence, sentences in the full text which

`preview' what is to follow may prove useful, in this respect. E.g.

We will demonstrate that the neural net method can be orders of

magnitude more accurate than conventional methods at large predic-

tion time steps, P [111] (p. 447).

At the end of Section 3, we briey discuss why learning algorithms

that try to minimize the number of non-zero weights in the network

(...) may need fewer training examples [13] (p. 153).

5

author's emphasis;
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� Generally speaking (Fig. 5.14), the abstract commences with a statement of

the purpose or topic of the paper. This is followed by some reference to the

background motivating the research or the methods used. The speci�c method-

ology and techniques adopted are, then, declared. Any experimental results are

cursorily mentioned, or - more often - evaluated. This may be in conjunction

with proposals for improvements and future work. Finally, the main thesis of

the paper may be restated. The source document itself is more than likely to

be exhibiting the same structure (cf. [61, 79, 98, 117, 154]).

Background Conclusion

START Means Subgoal Specific MeansGoal

START

  SPECIFIC MEANS 

        General Method General Technique Specific Technique END

SPECIFIC MEANS

Subsubgoal ENDEffect 

Results 

START

START General GoalGeneral Means Specific Means Subgoal Experiments ENDSpecific Goal More Specific Means

START

ABSTRACT

Purpose

Goal Method/Means

Cause Effect/Results Evaluation

Future Work

Thesis

Description of Proposal

END

ABSTRACT

START

ABSTRACT

Topic END

ABSTRACT

TOPIC TOPIC

TOPIC TOPIC

Proposal

                    KEY: 

STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACTS

Figure 5.14:
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� Interestingly enough, there seem to be certain Common Content Words and

phrasal patterns thereof which, along with the standard Function Words, are

widely used to indicate the individual components of the text development

structures identi�ed in Fig. 5.14 for the source and its abstract. A considerable

number of these phrases are listed in Table 5.1 (cf. [44, 51, 67, 98, 113, 115,

121, 123, 147, 151, 189, 193]). It should be noted that these content words

are part of the `general' vocabulary of the language [2] and are not associated

with a speci�c subject domain. Thus, they can prove useful for discourse struc-

ture identi�cation across di�erent domains, if not also text types (Section 5.2.2,

Fig. 5.4).

For instance, phrases such as "we consider/propose/present ... ", "... are studied",

"the goal should be", "(this is necessary) if ... is to be achieved", "to this end",

"(in order) to" indicate; the statement of the purpose of the paper and the

speci�cation of the Goal of the research; the Cause that motivated it; or the

Problem that needs to be solved [61, 79, 98, 117, 155] (Figs. 5.12 and 5.21);

e.g.

Four working steps taken from a comprehensive empirical model of ex-

pert abstracting are studied in order to prepare an explorative imple-

mentation of a simulation model. (extract from the abstract in [51])

The general methodology adopted (Plan, Modality); or solution [56, 79,

98, 155, 172] proposed; and the speci�c techniques involved (Means Speci�ca-

tion, Accompaniment, Additives, Conjunction, Listing) are often described

in the text and its abstract (Describe) by means of phrases such as "devel-

oped (a model/system/framework)", "(is an) attempt", "involves", "through use

of", "based upon", "undertook", or "�rst ... then". This information may be

accompanied by the speci�cation of any conditions assumed (Presupposition)

in the execution of the plan; e.g. "need to be", "are necessary" (Figs. 5.12, 5.21,

and 5.25).
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We have developed a discourse model based upon the theory of dis-

course structure and the analysis of data corresponding to naturally

produced summaries written by domain-expert writers. (extract from

the abstract in [155])

TalksBack is an attempt, in the early stages of development, to create

such a prosthesis. (extract from the abstract in [17])

The system �rst extracts the rhetorical structure, ..., and then cuts

out less important parts in the extracted structure to generate an

abstract of the desired length. (extract from the abstract in [147])

In order to account for the variety and to identify the parameters

governing the choices, detailed linguistic analyses are necessary. We

worked with one area of discourse relations, the concession family,

identi�ed its underlying pragmatics and semantics, and undertook ex-

tensive corpus studies to examine the range of markers used in both

English and German. (extract from the abstract in [67])

The experimental results or the E�ect of the proposed methodology or tech-

nique are cued in the text by phrases such as "provided", "show(ed)", "leads

to", "signi�cantly", "-er than" or "can be e�ectively" (Fig. 5.24). The corre-

sponding propositions may just be Describing the data, without any inherent

evaluation [79, 98]. Whichever the case, a Generalisation is usually expressed

(Figs. 5.5 and 5.7). Once again, a condition (Presupposition) may be in-

cluded, e.g. "When applied to" (Fig. 5.24). Sometimes, however, information

about results is confused with a statement of the desired e�ect, i.e. the Goal,

of the research (Fig. 5.12); e.g. "may be used to".

When applied to the data, the heuristics provided coherent and clear

summaries, signi�cantly shorter than the originals. (extract from the

abstract in [155])

These results show that empirical and theoretical knowledge can be

e�ectively combined in expert systems technology providing a valu-

able basis for the study of abstracting. (extract from the abstract

in [189])
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These patterns of activities may be used to predict which words are

to be used in the queries. (extract from the abstract in [221]).

The evaluation (Promise, Belief, Volition, Capability/Suitability,

Possibility/Probability) of the research methodology, the techniques, or the

experimental results is indicated by positive terms and phrases which `advertise'

the work of the author of the paper (Figs. 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11); e.g. "shown to be

better than ... at", "o�er a number of advantages over previous methods", "per-

form signi�cantly better than", "providing a valuable basis for", "can be used to

support", "potential", "increase ... by ... orders of magnitude". Apart from com-

mon Adjectivals and Predication, modi�ers ofManner and Degree Adverbs

are also relevant (Fig. 5.20). At the same time, negative phrases may also be

used to contrast the proposed methods with similar or alternative approaches

(Contrast, Warning, Doubt, Fear). Thus, expressions of Comparison and

Negation [102], as well as Superlatives, are frequent in this context (Figs. 5.19

and 5.30); e.g. "compare badly with", "quite unlike the classical approach", "have

not demonstrated consistent bene�ts for". This latter data may also be pre-

sented as the background [119] (State, Process), or the motivation (Prob-

lem, Explanation, Goal, Cause) for the research (Figs. 5.7, 5.12, and 5.24);

e.g. "Although commonly used in", "it is di�cult to". In that case, di�erent

Tense and Aspectual choices may also pinpoint the juxtaposition between the

previous situation and the current solution (Fig. 5.4; cf. [61, 79, 97, 98]).

..., the neural net hodyne is shown to be better than a keyword

method at classifying banking phrases.

... hodyne and the statistical method perform signi�cantly better

than the mlp. (extracts from the abstract in [228])

Arti�cial Intelligence has potential in building a communication pros-

thesis for the non-speaking disabled. (extract from the abstract

in [17])
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The results show that discrete codings compare badly with analogue

codings. (extract from the abstract in [69])

... distributed representations can be used to support direct structure-

sensitive operations, in a manner quite unlike the classical approach.

(extract from the abstract in [24])

Although commonly used in both commercial and experimental infor-

mation retrieval systems, thesauri have not demonstrated consistent

bene�ts for retrieval performance, and it is di�cult to construct a

thesaurus automatically for large text databases. (extract from the

abstract in [94])

Finally, common content words and function words have also been observed

in the expression of a conclusion (Generalisation, Explanation, Belief,

Volition, Repetition) about either the proposed approach, its rivals, or other

background to the research (Figs. 5.7, 5.10, and 5.13); e.g. "can often [surpass]",

"in recent years", "have been the object of [growing interest]" (cf. [51, 61, 117,

189]);

Because it tests the accuracy of each proposed de�nition, crystal

can often surpass human intuitions in creating reliable extraction

rules. (extract from the abstract in [196])

In recent years, summaries have been the object of growing interest and

study for researchers working in such �elds as education, linguistics,

library science, abstracting, and technical communication. (extract

from the abstract in [164]).

� Apart from phrasal patterns consisting of non-specialised content and function

words that indirectly express high-level information about the text, the following

additional characteristics have been observed on the surface of the scienti�c

abstracts, which could be used to identify the most important sentences in the

corresponding source articles.
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PRESENTATION METHODOLOGY RESULT

of or

PURPOSE SOLUTION DESCRIPTION EVALUATION

this paper in terms of results alternative

presents using experimental progress

introducing use of data improved

discussed through interprets signi�cantly

formulates approaches generate important

identi�cation techniques �nal conventional

solution process above standard

addressed procedure performs considerably

consider method can new

it is shown that attempt estimate novel

is proposed in order to measure desired

is described strategy compute enabled

is explained principle obtained allows

demonstrate coupled with based upon detect

indicates combined with determine proper

validity along with application previously

analysis construct validity di�erent

corresponding model discoveries modi�ed

such that implemented possible able to

recent developments prototype indicates capable of

previously based upon available major

reported form intermediate along with

progress involves basic advantage

research parameters general such that

the idea employed special cases o�er a number of advantages over

general required extended to available

basic such that include suitable

undertaken mode provides simple

carried out modi�ed especially compares

investigate consisting of desired basic

theoretical mechanism because of solution

application available strong maximising

architecture architecture problems optimising

intermediate schemes however arbitrary

in terms of complex show extended to

concerned intermediate produces reduce

in detail adapted but increase

provides the nature of properties facilitates

strong followed by features provides

problems after (training) e�ect

however given equal

outlined basic better

in the context of arbitrary because of

treated special cases but

wholly extended to however

relevant include strong

reviewed conditions overcome

work problems in the context of

concludes with when applied to closely

forms an extension to generate resembles

along with such as treated

compares wholly

in order to relevant

�nal allowing

build forms an extension to

called (X) represents

represents relation

involves such as

Table 5.1: Common Content and Function Words Frequently Occurring in Scienti�c

Texts and their Abstracts
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`Blanket' terms are often employed in abstracts to indicate general classes of

entities, states of a�airs, or processes (Generalisation) [61, 172, 196, 210];

e.g. "Arti�cial Intelligence", "information retrieval systems", "the study of abstract-

ing". These are usually also encountered in the source text itself. Thus, they

could be used to select the corresponding sentences as particularly relevant.

These words, however, are often domain-speci�c. As such, they are unsuit-

able for the current purpose of identifying generic features for the encoding and

determination of sentence importance

6

.

� There is an abundant use of the present simple and present perfect tenses

(Tense, Aspect) [56, 61, 79, 98, 175]. These serve to expressGeneralisations

and evaluations about either aspects of the research itself or of the background

that gave rise to it (Fig. 5.16);

The results show that discrete codings compare badly with analogue

codings. (extract from the abstract in [69])

Although commonly used in both commercial and experimental infor-

mation retrieval systems, thesauri have not demonstrated consistent

bene�ts for retrieval performance, and it is di�cult to construct a

thesaurus automatically for large text databases. (extract from the

abstract in [94])

In contrast, the present continuous is employed to Describe ongoing research

(Process) [61]; e.g.

To ensure that the system is based on the realities faced by non-

speaking individuals it is being developed through case studies with

two adults who have acquired language disorders. (extract from the

abstract in [17])

6

Nevertheless, in the context of porting cosy-mats to a new application, domain-dependent data

would also be accommodated, by tuning the appropriate modules speci�cally for such short-term

requirements (cf. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3).
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� Modals (e.g. "should") are also extensively used, when proposing and eval-

uating research methodologies and solutions (Plans) to Problems (Goals)

(Fig. 5.21); or when making tentative claims (Belief, Doubt), in general

(Fig. 5.19) (cf. [56, 98]).

The goal should be to create a system in which natural and arti�cial

intelligence are used to support one another .... (extract from the

abstract in [17])

� The Passive voice is dominant both in the original texts and their abstracts

(cf. [61, 101, 164]).

..., the neural net hodyne is shown to be better than a keyword

method at classifying banking phrases. (extract from the abstract

in [228])

This knowledge is encoded as separate resources and integrated un-

der a exible planning process that draws from appropriate resources

whatever knowledge is needed to construct a text. (extract from the

abstract in [84])

� Conjunction of clauses and phrases is often used, along with Listings of en-

tities of either a similar nature or a similar function. Both usually relate to

the Description of a Process, Event, or a methodological practice (Means).

In this case, the coordinating conjunction "and" has a temporal function [61].

In addition, conjunction and listing alike involve Elliptical constructions [83]

(Figs. 5.9 and 5.18). E.g.

We worked with one area of discourse relations, the concession

family, identi�ed its underlying pragmatics and semantics, and un-

dertook extensive corpus studies to examine the range of markers used

in both English and German. (extract from the abstract in [67])

� Clauses appearing in the original text enclosed in parentheses, square-brackets,

or commas used Appositionally, are not usually reproduced in the abstract,
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either in form or substance. This is because all such material is, by de�nition,

peripheral to the main purposes of the article; it either introduces a convention

or it further speci�es a quali�cation [61] (Fig. 5.29).

For minimal units Mann and Thompson (1987) (henceforth M&T)

demand that they "should have independent functional integrity";

( [157] p. 200)

� Prepositional phrases (Function Word Pool) are extensively used to express;

Goal (e.g. "for") and function (e.g. "as"); the object or subject of a verb

(e.g. "of"); the Agent case (e.g. "by"); Relation (e.g. "for") and type (e.g. "of");

Accompaniment (e.g. "with") and Means (e.g. "by"); Time (e.g. "after") and

Processes [56, 61, 173]; Degree (e.g. "by [orders of magnitude]") (cf. [98, 101],

Figs. 5.15 and 5.23). Nevertheless, modi�ers in the source text consisting of two

or more such phrases are usually contracted into a single prepositional phrase

in the abstract.

� Nominal Adjectivals are widely used, often replacing the corresponding prepo-

sitional or relative phrases; e.g. "real-time scene analysis" rather than "analysis

of scenes that takes place in real time", or "neural network implementation" in-

stead of "implementation using a neural network". Equally frequent is the use of

participles. These are employed both attributively (Adjectivals) and predica-

tively (Predication); e.g. "associated with" for the expression of Relation; but

also as modi�ers, e.g. "using" for the expression of Means or method (Fig. 5.4).

� Finally, acronyms are expanded to their full form in the abstract; e.g. "AI" in the

title and in most of the main text in [17] is restored to "Arti�cial Intelligence" in

the abstract. This suggests that the sentence, in the original text, where the �rst

full reference is made to a concept that is central for the speci�c discourse will be

more important than the remaining sentences where references are made to this

concept. The reason is that the �rst mention causes a Focus Change [64, 191],

placing the emphasis on the newly-introduced entity (Fig. 5.28). The presence
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of the corresponding central terms, however, is another domain-dependent type

of cue and has to be ignored for the time being and for the current purposes of

this research.

This section has served to indicate possible correspondences between the discourse

and rhetorical functions of important sentences in real scienti�c texts and the sur-

face form that these sentences take. Similar observations have already been made

elsewhere [51, 52, 61, 99, 100, 101, 115, 117, 120, 121, 139, 154, 155, 189]. In this

thesis, however, a step further has been taken: Firstly, more detailed mappings be-

tween abstract function and form were proposed. This was done by way of referring

to the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the surface features proposed in Section 5.1.

Thus, their intralevel and interlevel interrelationships were also illustrated (cf. Sec-

tion B.2.1). Secondly, the above observations have been compared with the corre-

sponding analyses of newspaper articles. The results are shown in Section 5.2.2. The

aim of this latter process has been to arrive at generalisations about the cueing and

determination of sentence importance that go beyond speci�c domains, but also text

types.

5.2.2 The Corpus of Newspaper Articles

In this section, some rhetorical, semantic, structural, and formal aspects of the most

central sentences in the corpus of 160 newspaper texts and press releases employed for

the research on cosy-mats are identi�ed. These are juxtaposed to the corresponding

characteristics of the scienti�c papers and author abstracts presented in Section 5.2.1.

The aim has been to isolate those regularities that occur in both text collections. In

this way, the resulting content selection features identi�ed would be independent of

text type as well as the speci�c subject domain. This, in turn, was motivated by the

requirement for generality and rapid portability for all the processes in cosy-mats

(Section 2.3).
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In the following discussion, any examples used have been extracted from the 66

texts listed in Section A.1.2. The majority of these texts (and the corresponding

160-article corpus used) belong to the MicroConcord

7

Corpus Collection A

8

, with

foreign and home news items from a variety of British newspapers. The alternative

business, sport, and arts-only article corpora were dispreferred for a simple reason;

the corpus actually chosen is su�ciently generic and representative to cover all these

and other specialised domains (cf. Section 1.1.3.1). Whenever an article is cited from

this collection, the following convention is used:

(MicroConcord A, 00/00/00, "Title", p. 00).

Apart from this corpus, long texts from the weekend magazine of the Satur-

day edition of the guardian were used, as well as brief reports from agence

france presse, associated press, and reuters (Section A.1.2). As it has al-

ready been noted (Section 5.2), the resulting total corpus is extremely diverse both

in terms of content and form. The articles used can be as short as four sentences

long (e.g. MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Swapo remains favourite to win the United

Nations-supervised elections next month", p. 11); or they can extend over several

pages (e.g. The Guardian, August 18, 1990, "weekend, real lives: Guildered

cage", p. t28). As a consequence, the corresponding high-level functions of the texts

largely di�er from each other, thus corroborating any text-type independence claims

made in this thesis about the development of the generic interpretation and content

selection modules of cosy-mats.

The study of such a diverse corpus has, all the same, given rise to certain obser-

vations about the most important sentences therein. (In Appendix B, more examples

from this corpus are cited, especially in relation to the pragmatic features proposed

in Section 5.1.1). The importance of individual sentences was determined by a to-

tal of �ve individuals, each of whom had worked with di�erent texts (Sections 5.4

7

Oxford English Software, Oxford University Press
c
oup 1993;

8

My deep gratitude to Mona Baker at ccl, umist, for providing me with the concordancing

software, the corpus, and the relevant documentation.
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and 7.1.1). There was also, however, a control corpus, a small subset of the total

text collection, which was employed to validate the pragmatic encoding procedure

and the degree of subjectivity involved therein. Comparisons between the practices

of di�erent encoders and a discussion of the manual on which they had based their

decisions are both given in Section 5.4.1.

The sentences that were judged as more important than the remaining ones in

their respective texts had the following characteristics:

� Often, the �rst sentence describing the main event is followed by an explana-

tory one (Explanation, Elaboration) [119]. This latter can also be important,

because it may set out the conditions (Presupposition), the necessary back-

ground, or the factors contributory to the event or state of a�airs being reported

(Action, Event, State, Cause, Goal); e.g. "in east Europe" is further speci�ed

by "two Czechoslovak dissidents ... will be chosen". The same is true for general

statements in scienti�c texts. These are always followed by more speci�c ones

elaborating on or explaining a point. As such, however, these subsequent sen-

tences may be peripheral to the main theme of the text, at least in the case of

exempli�cation [155]; e.g. "Thus, for example, ...". Whichever the case, the pres-

ence of such explanatory sentences can provide pointers towards the adjacent

more central Generalisations made in the text (Figs. 5.7 and 5.16).

the nobel prize committee is expected to give a boost to the drive

for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the winners of

the Peace Prize in Oslo today. It is expected that two Czechoslovak

dissidents, spanning a 20-year period, will be chosen as joint winners

to emphasize the durability of the movement towards liberalisation.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12)

The Greek Orthodox church warned Wednesday it will �ght any bid

to end the required listing of religious membership on Greek identity

cards, accusing a "Jewish American lobby" of working for its removal.

The powerful Orthodox church is the state religion in Greece, which

is the only country in the European Union to require religious mem-

bership to be listed on national identity cards.
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(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Orthodox church says

religion must stay on identity cards").

..., these results suggest that the appropriate number of training ex-

amples is approximately the number of weights times the inverse of

the accuracy parameter, �. Thus, for example, if we desire an accu-

racy level of 90%, corresponding to � = 0:1, we might guess that we

would need about 10 times as many training examples as we have

weights in the network [13] (p. 153).

� Long series of Adjectivals are used to specify the main entity of the discourse,

or the theme (e.g. "Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist [Movement]", "EU Delors

II �nancial aid [package]") [64, 83, 191]. These include nominal modi�ers in pre-

nominal and post-nominal position, e.g. "key weapons production [centre]". This

phenomenon is also encountered in the scienti�c corpus; for the quali�cation

of both the general methodology and the speci�c techniques adopted. Such a

list of adjectivals can be followed by an Explanation that speci�es the entity

being quali�ed (e.g. "Pasok") (Fig. 5.16).

Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement Pasok opens a four-

day congress here on Thursday at which hopeful successors to the

party's charismatic founder Andreas Papandreou will be vying for at-

tention.

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors")

� There are speci�cations of the Location and Time of the main event (e.g. "in

Oslo today", "in the Sahara Desert on 19 September") (Fig. 5.25; cf. [119]). In

contrast, only temporal information is relevant in scienti�c discourse, e.g. the

order of execution of a series of steps, or the timing of experiments [61].

the nobel prize committee is expected to give a boost to the drive

for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the winners

of the Peace Prize in Oslo today.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12)
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investigators have determined that an explosion destroyed the uta

dc-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September, killing

all 171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb was

responsible.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12).

� Goal speci�cation is very frequent (e.g. "to back the rebels"). It is usually in-

cluded to give the Cause (Explanation) behind anAction or Event (e.g. "con-

sidered deploying US troops"). Once again, this is a feature shared by both the

general, newspaper, and the specialised, scienti�c, text types. In the latter,

goal information refers to the problem being solved and explains why a certain

methodology was adopted (Figs. 5.5 and 5.12).

Administration o�cials said that an emergency meeting of the Na-

tional Security Council (NSC) considered deploying US troops to back

the rebels on Tuesday, but decided against it.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

� The Cause behind central Actions and Events, and background States of

a�airs, is provided (e.g. "under intense pressure from congressional Democrats

to increase aid to Poland and Hungary"). Similarly, Cause and E�ect information

is also dominant in the scienti�c corpus.

under intense pressure from congressional Democrats to increase aid

to Poland and Hungary, the White House announced yesterday that

President Bush will ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (...)

grant for Poland, almost doubling his previous request.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12).

� The main theme of the article is usually resumed (Repetition) [32, 61, 79] both

in the same sentence and later on in other important sentences, by means of

anaphora (Focus Change) [64, 151, 191, 217]; e.g. "Mr Bush" vs "he") (Figs. 5.13

and 5.28). More speci�cally, Personal (e.g. "he") and Possessive Pronouns

are used (e.g. "his"); as well as Demonstratives [191] (e.g. "that assumption")
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and Ellipsis [83] (Fig. 5.26). The main topic (Problem - Solution - Evaluation)

is also repeated multiple times in scienti�c papers, in order to corroborate the

corresponding argument (cf. Fig. 5.14).

Mr Bush has been having trouble with his speed, no doubt about it.

After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to go fast or

slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

It is widely expected that he will step down as party chief to run in

the presidential race in a year's time, though to date he has refrained

from con�rming that assumption.

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors").

� The use ofMetaphors [92, 152, 214, 215] is notable, especially in more discursive

- and longer - articles (e.g. "were `on the brink of war'", "plug a ... hole in its

�nances"). Metaphors are also encountered in scienti�c papers. However, they

are more conventional and, at the same time, less standardised than those found

in news items; e.g. "AI has potential in building", "The system ... extracts ... and

then cuts out ..." (Adjectivals, Predication). In other words, they usually

involve the personi�cation of objects and processes, whose expression is not

limited to certain �xed phrases (Fig. 5.27).

Last month Arkady Volsky, head of the Kremlin commission which

has administered the province since January, told Moscow that Ar-

menia and Azerbaijan were `on the brink of war'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

... they have been poised to call in an administrator to break up the

group if it does not plug a near 200 million hole in its �nances.

(The Guardian, October 25, 1990, "Outsider who wanted to show

world it was wrong", p. 12)

Arti�cial Intelligence has potential in building a communication pros-

thesis for the non-speaking disabled. (extracted from [17])
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The system �rst extracts the rhetorical structure, ..., and then cuts

out less important parts in the extracted structure to generate an ab-

stract of the desired length. (extract from the abstract in [147])

� Often information is included about the Cardinality (e.g. "200m", "At least 10")

of the entities referred to in the important sentences (e.g. "dollars", "people")

(Fig. 5.31). In this category also falls the parenthetic speci�cation (Apposi-

tion) of the age of central agents in the discourse (e.g. "75"). Similarly, in the

scienti�c text type some focus is usually placed on numerical data and test re-

sults (e.g. "at maximum 74%"). Nevertheless, in that corpus such information

frequently serves only as an Elaboration of a previous important sentence,

containing the central claim of the paper. Hence, for the latter text type, car-

dinality data can be used as a pointer to the sentence that is really central in

the text.

... the White House announced yesterday that President Bush will

ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (...) grant for Poland,

almost doubling his previous request.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

At least 10 people were killed and 150 injured in bomb attacks last

month.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Court upholds tra�ckers' extraditions

to US", p. 10)

Papandreou, 75, won back power in a spectacular election victory

last October to become prime minister again after four years in the

political wilderness because of corruption scandals.

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors")

Evaluation of the generated abstract showed that it contains at maxi-

mum 74% of the most important sentences in the text. (extract from

the abstract in [147])

� With respect to Tense and Aspect choices, the future tense is used for expected
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events. When an event is scheduled or de�nite, however, the present is used

instead; e.g. "opens" (Possibility/Probability). The simple present is also as-

sociated with Generalisations and the expression of `general truths' or trends;

e.g. "the number of dead ... grows every day" (Fig. 5.16). The present perfect

is employed for Actions or States of a�airs that either still hold or that have

repercussions on the present; e.g. "in a country which has shown only the most

rudimentary signs of change". The past tense often denotes background infor-

mation, in which case the corresponding sentences are less important; e.g. "For

centuries the existence of such a nation was completely unknown". However, it is

mostly used for the account of the central events in a story, as these are more

likely to have taken place in the past; e.g. "threatened". Thus, no steadfast

rules can be put forth with respect to the tense choices in the most important

sentences of newspaper articles.

Similarly, in the scienti�c corpus the main sentences - which refer to the cen-

tral claim or methodology of the research - can be found in either the simple

present; the present perfect; or even the past, when experimental procedures

are related (Section 5.2.1). Less emphasis is put on the propositions expressed

in the present continuous, since these report work in progress (cf. [175]). Nev-

ertheless, the example below demonstrates that the simple future may also be

used to introduce the main claim, ([we] will demonstrate); in such cases it has a

`presentational' function, in the sense of [119]. Another problem is that previ-

ous work and the motivation behind the proposed methodology can also be in

the present perfect or present simple tenses. Consequently, in both corpora it

is not the speci�c tense used that matters, but rather how it contrasts with the

corresponding choices in the surrounding sentences [79, 98].

It is widely expected that he will step down as party chief to run in

the presidential race in a year's time, though to date he has refrained

from con�rming that assumption.
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(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors")

Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement Pasok opens a four-

day congress here on Thursday at which hopeful successors to the

party's charismatic founder Andreas Papandreou will be vying for at-

tention.

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors")

... and the number of dead among the civil population and the mili-

tary grows every day.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

... the Norwegian Nobel committee is thought to be ready to try to

advance the cause of democracy in a country which has shown only

the most rudimentary signs of change.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12)

E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more than 100 deaths

since February last year, have so far been fruitless.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

For centuries the existence of such a nation was completely unknown;

certainly the Turks occupying the territory for more than �ve cen-

turies never heard of a separate Macedonian nation among their Eu-

ropean possessions.

(The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22)

... tensions between the Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan

threatened to erupt into full- scale confrontation.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

We will demonstrate that the neural net method can be orders of mag-

nitude more accurate than conventional methods at large prediction

time steps, P [111] (p. 447).

� Impersonal phrases are extensively used in the Passive form; e.g. "It has been

reported", "It is widely expected" (Fig. 5.19). These are associated with Gener-

alisations, which denote central sentences by de�nition [61, 210]. Nevertheless,
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these constructions are not as frequent as in the case of the scienti�c corpus

(Section 5.2.1).

It has been reported from St Kitts that several of Mr Maclean's former

co-directors are wanted on drugs charges.

(MicroConcord A, 14/10/89, "Gandhi steps up counter-attack in

scandals war", p. 14)

It is widely expected that he will step down as party chief to run in

the presidential race in a year's time, though to date he has refrained

from con�rming that assumption.

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Pa-

pandreou successors")

� Use of Negation to express Contrast (Fig. 5.30) to either what was expected,

or what was just said (Problem) [79, 98] (e.g. "explosion" vs "but there is no

evidence"). The same phenomenon is even more dominant in scienti�c texts,

where the main argument is based on the superiority of the proposed method

or approach over rival ones (Section 5.2.1).

investigators have determined that an explosion destroyed the uta

dc-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September, killing all

171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb was responsible.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

In the above discussion, very few claims were made with respect to the rhetor-

ical structure or development patterns of the newspaper texts. This is due to the

diversity in the form of the articles and the style adopted therein. It would not have

been useful to try and list all the di�erent such patterns encountered in the course

of this corpus analysis. Instead, what was attempted was to identify more objective

features recurrent in what were considered to be the `more important' sentences of

the texts. The expectation had been that at least certain of these features would also

point towards more abstract pragmatic characteristics of the corresponding full text
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analysed. In addition, it was attempted to draw parallels between these concrete fea-

tures and those identi�ed in the context of the scienti�c paper corpus (Section 5.2.1).

It was the features that had been observed in both types of corpora that were in-

cluded in the list of generic features for content selection proposed in Section 5.1.

Nevertheless, some features that were dominant in one of the corpora and not the

other have also been included in the feature list. It is exactly the connectionist as-

pect of the methodology adopted for the development of cosy-mats (Section 3.2.1

and Chapter 6) that renders such a decision viable. By concurrently considering

high-level features that are characteristic of more than a single text type, the content

selection process in the fully-developed cosy-mats can be e�ciently portable to new

applications; the corresponding pragmatic ann (Section 3.1.4) can adapt the weights

it attributes to each group of features, depending on the text type currently being

processed (cf. Chapter 7). In other words, the list of features can be as diverse as

required for a generic summarisation environment, even if that involves contradictory

assumptions. The content selection ann does not need to calculate `yes-no' answers,

just degrees of acceptability or preference (cf. [25, 28, 136, 202]). Consequently, the

features considered in this thesis need not be mutually exclusive (cf. Sections 3.2.1

and 6.5.2).

5.3 Parallels with other Pragmatic Theories

In this section, the set of generic features proposed in Section 5.1 as appropriate for

a portable summarisation system are related to speci�c theories of pragmatics and

discourse, in greater detail. Section 5.3.1 identi�es inuences exercised by Speech

Act Theory. Subsequently, three rst relations are analysed in terms of the proposed

features, in Section 5.3.2: Elaboration, Enablement, and Motivation. In this way,

two of the goals of the research on cosy-mats are partly ful�lled:
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1. the proposed feature scheme acquires philosophical foundations in circumscrib-

ing the pragmatics of language and content selection;

2. the abstract nature of these two theories and the corresponding features com-

puted in the interpretation modules of cosy-mats is counterbalanced by the

more concrete character of lower-level features in the proposed scheme.
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5.3.1 Correspondences with Speech-Act Theory

Many of the features proposed in this thesis as relevant to importance determina-

tion are resonant of terms and de�nitions associated with Speech-Act Theory (Sec-

tion 4.1.1.1). This is especially the case with the pragmatic feature set. Thus, taking

the most standard classi�cation of the various types of illocutionary act, the following

correspondences can be observed [109, 182, 205]:
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� The pragmatic feature Belief can be mapped on what is called a representative

act. Its main type, Assertion appears here as an intermediary feature, as well

as in the form of the pragmatic Describe. A related feature is the surface

Declarativeness, referring to the mood of the corresponding sentence

9

.

9

and not to the illocutionary act of declaring
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� The pragmatic feature Order corresponds to the directive type. Order and an-

other pragmatic feature,Question, both express the prime examples of a direc-

tive, namely request (for information) and question. The latter is also found here

as the intermediary Query. Depending on whether a directive takes the form

of an order or a question, the surface-level Imperative and Interrogation,

respectively, are also salient.
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Figure 5.19: The Mapping Between Pragmatic and Surface Features

� The illocutionary act of commitment is represented by the pragmatic feature

Promise, and often by Warning, in the same set.

� What is called an expressive illocutionary act is covered here by the pragmatic

features Volition and Fear, since they, too, convey feelings, evaluation and

judgement towards situations and entities.

� Finally, declarations are only indirectly accommodated for by the pragmatic

Describe, Warning, Order, Permission, Compulsion/Obligation and
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Figure 5.20: The Mapping Between Pragmatic and Surface Features

Capability/Suitability. This is because most of the examples usually cited

along with the de�nition of what a declaration is express one or more of the

above functions; e.g. "I hereby sentence you to �ve years in prison" or "I pronounce

you husband and wife".

Similarly, the various methods of making `indirect requests' [18, 29, 116, 181, 205]

give rise to the following mappings with the features proposed here:
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Figure 5.21: The Mapping Between Pragmatic and Surface Features

� The desire that what is requested be done �nds expression in the pragmatic

feature Volition.

� The belief that the person who is being asked to do something is actually able to

do what is requested corresponds to both Belief and Capability/Suitability,

which are pragmatic features in the scheme proposed in Section 5.1.

� The belief that the person being asked will perform the task required of them in

the future can be mapped on the pragmatic feature Possibility/Probability
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Figure 5.22: The Mapping Between Pragmatic and Surface Features

of the proposed set.

� Finally, the suggestion that the person who is making the request has good

reasons for asking for something to be done is represented by the pragmatic

features Explanation and Compulsion/Obligation. The use of the latter is

motivated by the fact that the person being asked will be `obliged' (socially, at

least) to carry out what is being requested, once an explanation of its necessity

is o�ered. Explanation, in turn, is related to the intermediary features Cause
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and E�ect of the cosy-mats scheme.

Thus, the corresponding felicity conditions for the proper use of requests - ex-

pressed by the above four methods - are also, indirectly, covered by the proposed

feature set [10, 179, 181].

5.3.2 Correspondences with rst

The discussion of Rhetorical Structure Theory (rst) [118, 119] in Section 4.2 sug-

gested that this theory cannot be adopted in its original form for a robust text sum-

marisation system, such as cosy-mats. This is because the relations advocated by

rst -which serve to connect parts of the text according to their pragmatic function-

are not clearly de�ned [56, 83, 84, 143, 157]. Apart from the useful distinction be-

tween `nucleus' and `satellite' in each relation, all relational constraints are based on

vague and inaccessible criteria: mainly, the writer's intention and the corresponding

e�ect on the reader. No concrete speci�cation is o�ered regarding the recognition of

individual relations, nor is any guidance provided for the identi�cation of the nuclear

part of text units and their less important satellites. This type of hierarchical in-

formation about the discourse would have been most useful for content selection in

cosy-mats. The selection of the important clauses would coincide with the isolation

of the nuclei from the remainder of the text (cf. [147]).

The founders of rst avoid discussing rhetorical relations and the participating text

extracts in terms of morphosyntactic cues, conjunctions, tense, and other `forms':

Note that these rhetorical schemas are de�ned in terms of the functions

10

of segments of text. ... These are not criteria of form; as one might ex-

pect, the relationship of these function categories to form categories is

quite loose. The rhetorical structure of text, in these terms, is composed

of function-speci�c units

11

. The structure does not express categories of

10

authors' emphasis;

11

authors' emphasis;
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knowledge or form as much as it expresses the roles of speci�c parts in re-

lation to the whole text, especially the role of each satellite relative to one

particular, immediate portion of the text, the corresponding nucleus. [118]

(pp. 11-12)

Notice that the de�nition [of `Circumstance'] does not rely on morpho-

logical or syntactic signals. Recognition of the relation always rests on

functional and semantic judgments alone. We have found no reliable, un-

ambiguous signals for any of the relations. [119] (p. 49)

It is even claimed that this characteristic of the theory is one of its advantages [119]

(p. 30). The positive, however, becomes negative, when the goal is the implemen-

tation of an operational system. For a theory to be useful computationally, what

is imperative is its careful and thorough formalisation. Formalisation, in turn, in-

volves a detailed speci�cation of what every assumption of the theory means in real

terms. This is not the case with the original version of rst. Its assumptions are

only discussed ideationally. The bulk of the work is left to the analyst, who has to

employ their human intuition and personal judgement in deciding whether a relation

can `plausibly' hold at a speci�c point in the text. It is up to them to specify the

`presentational' or `subject matter' functions of the relation [119]. There are ample

references to real-world examples in the corresponding literature, but no attempts are

made to discover concrete regularities therein.

There has been a lot of work on the extension, clari�cation, and customisation

of the rst principles and relations; e.g. [2, 56, 84, 157]. In the vein of such research

and in order to justify certain of the features and feature correlations proposed in

Sections 5.1 and 5.2, all rst relations have been analysed in terms of the features

of the proposed scheme. A number of these analyses is presented in this section.

Example text fragments presented in [119] in the course of discussing rhetorical rela-

tions have been studied on the surface level, drawing on a number of other theories

(Chapter 4). Apart from their surface manifestations, the corresponding relations

have also been broken down into less concrete, semantic features that are considered
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relevant for importance determination and content selection (Section 5.1.2). Thus,

vague rst relational de�nitions are mapped onto the pragmatic features proposed in

Section 5.1.1, but are also translated into more objective features from the surface

and the intermediary groups. The latter can serve as more objective criteria for the

identi�cation of the speci�c rst relation. Hence, relations no longer need to be dis-

cussed exclusively in terms of the analyst's view of what the writer's intention was

regarding the reader's recognition of the content of the relation, or the inclination of

the latter towards that content; rather, relations can be largely objecti�ed by means

of information on Tense, mood, Modality and Anaphora phenomena, for example.

The advantage of using this type of information is that it is ubiquitous in texts of

any domain or text type. It can be easily traced through the text and thus aid in the

less subjective establishment of thematic relationships between parts of the text. For

example;

The presence of an Anaphor relates the clause it is found in to a previous clause,

by means of a single unifying concept [32, 68, 79, 167]. In an rst context, this

surface cue can be seen as a deliberate indication on the part of the writer that

the same concept is being referred to. This, in turn, will guide the reader in

their perception of the coherence of the text and of the way the two clauses

involved co-occur in a cohesive fashion. The majority of rst relations can be

de�ned, at least in part, by means of the presence of such markers.

Mood is closely related to speech-acts reminiscent of rst relations. For example, the

Imperative functions as an Order, an instruction, a suggestion, or a request.

These, in turn, are similar to the rst solutionhood, enablement and motivation.

They all cohort to action (the reader, in the latter two cases) in dealing with a

problem or attaining a desired situation. The same holds for the rhetorical uses

of the Interrogative, whereby an emphatic assertion is being expressed.
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Tense is equally useful in establishing correlations between surface forms and prag-

matic function. Thus, it can be observed that the rst circumstance and back-

ground, for example, are frequently expressed in the past tense. Along the

same lines, the future tense can be found in the cases of the following relations

solutionhood, justify, purpose, condition and otherwise. The reason is that

these relations usually refer to `unrealised' situations, which will or could be

materialised in the future.

As for Modality, it is employed to express the attitude of the writer towards the

content of the clause (cf. [56]). It is clearly manifested in the text by means

of auxiliary verbs and set phrases. Thus, it becomes easier to recognise the

applicability of relations such as solutionhood, enablement, motivation, justify,

purpose, evaluation, or interpretation.

Apart from surface features such as the above, a number of intermediate-level

ones are also used in the attempt to break down rst relations into less abstract

entities. Domain-independence is ensured by the fact that a corpus of diverse real-

world texts has been utilised in compiling the cosy-mats content selection feature list

(cf. Section 5.4). In contrast, rst has not yet been proven to be applicable to many

text types; only to short written monologues "in general American culture" [118]

(p. 11), which excludes many domains. More detailed correspondences between rst

relations and the features proposed in Section 5.1 can be found in the remainder of

this section: three relations are discussed, elaboration (Section 5.3.2.1); enablement

(Section 5.3.2.2); and motivation (Section 5.3.2.3).

5.3.2.1 Elaboration

The rst de�nition for this relation states that additional detail is provided by means

of the satellite unit about the subject matter in the nucleus. This subject matter

can be either directly or `inferentially accessible' [119]. The latter case is clari�ed in
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the de�nition by the following pairs (where the right-hand side represents additional

information about the left-hand side): set/member, abstract/instance, whole/part,

process/step, object/attribute, and generalisation/speci�c [119] (p. 52). Despite the

usefulness of such criteria, they are wholly dependent on lexical data and, occasion-

ally, human intuition. More neutral criteria need to be also considered in order for

this relation to be automatically evaluated and encoded, in the context of a system.

One such attempt is demonstrated in the analysis of the following text employed

in [119] (p. 53) to exemplify this rst relation:

1. Sanga-Saby-Kursgard, Sweden, will be the site of the 1969 International

Conference on Computational Linguistics, September 1-4.

2. It is expected that some 250 linguists will attend from Asia, West

Europe, East Europe including Russia, and the United States.

3. The conference will be concerned with the application of mathematical

and computer techniques to the study of natural languages, the develop-

ment of computer programs as tools for linguistic research, and the appli-

cation of linguistics to the development of man-machine communication

systems.

In this extract, clause (1) is the nucleus, and clauses (2) and (3) are its satellites.

In the feature scheme proposed in this thesis, Elaboration is used as a feature

in its own right (Fig. 5.2). Nevertheless, because it is an abstract pragmatic feature

(especially as it is often interchangeable with Explanation), additional pragmatic

features are used in conjunction with Elaboration to complement its function. More-

over, lower-level features have also been identi�ed which may act as cues used for its

expression on the surface of the text. Thus, the rst Elaboration relation may be

translated into the following features from the cosy-mats scheme:

� The surface feature Listing, which involves a series of tokens as examples of a

general class referred to earlier in the text; e.g. "Asia, West Europe, East Europe

including Russia, and the United States", all further specify the adjective "Inter-

national" in the nucleus (1). Consequently, Listing is more likely to indicate the
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satellite in this relation.

� The surface Tense and Aspect: In both the nucleus and the two satellites, the

future simple tense is being used ("will be"). This fact connects the three clauses

as parts of a single thematic unit, the "conference". In this case, however, no

distinction can be made between the central and the peripheral clauses.

� Modality information could also be a relevant surface feature. Here, it is in-

stantiated by the modal verb "will" in all clauses, and the lexical verb "expect"

in (2). It is probable that this latter is used at that point to express the un-

certainty attached to the number of conference participants ("some 250"). In

contrast, the nucleus, which gives the location and the time of the conference,

and the second satellite (3) that gives the topic of the conference, both con-

tain a modal that indicates certainty; hence, the corresponding sentences are

-relatively- more important.

� Declarativeness is another possible surface manifestation of this relation. The

initial fact (that there is de�nitely going to be a conference at the speci�ed place

and time) is further speci�ed in an unmarked way (declaratively), rather than

by means of a rhetorical question or an emphatic imperative.

� The surface Agent Quantification and the higher-level (intermediary) Cardi-

nality, as expressed by the np "some 250 linguists" (2), may also be correlated

with elaboration. Quantifying phrases could be connected with elaboration and

non-nuclearity; in this example, the number of participants is not usually a sig-

ni�cant piece of information, especially in announcing a conference (as opposed

to reviewing it).

� The surface feature Relation/Relevance refers to the presence of (long) series

of adjectives, or nouns used as adjectives; e.g. "man-machine communication

systems" (3). The two pre-modi�ers of the head noun "systems" indicate a
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semantic relationship between themselves, as well as with the head noun. The

exact semantic relationship, however, is not recorded by this feature, because it

would entail a heavy lexical processing load. At any rate, it could be claimed

that such long series of Adjectivals provide additional details about the entity

modi�ed, and as such are markers of an elaboration relation.

� The intermediary feature Apposition encodes the presence of supplementary

information, usually appearing parenthetically in between commas, immediately

after the nominal being quali�ed; e.g. "..., East Europe including Russia, ..." in

clause (2).

� Another intermediary feature used, Time Speci�cation, can be an indication

that a clause is not an elaboration, but a nuclear, important clause. For ex-

ample, here the nucleus (1) contains the time adjective "1969" as well as the

phrase "September 1-4", specifying the future event temporally. In contrast, no

reference is made to speci�c time intervals in the two satellite clauses (2) and

(3).

� A similar claim could be made for the intermediary Location Speci�cation. In

the nucleus, the location of the conference ("Sanga-Saby-Kursgard, Sweden,")

is the focus of attention, because it is the subject of a copula verb (cf. [191]).

Contrarily, the satellites do not include such information. Even in the case of

(2), the locations listed do not modify the main verb "attend", but the subject

np, "linguists". Hence, Location may be negatively correlated to the satellite

part of the elaboration relation.

� Closely related to the surface Listing, the two intermediary features recording

Agent and Patient Abstractness may also be relevant to elaboration. Abstract

nouns, such as "Linguistics" in (1), are very often followed by clarifying propo-

sitions where the ideas involved are developed further; e.g. "study of natural

languages" in (3). In such a case, the sentence with the abstract noun is more
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likely to function as the nucleus in the relation. In order to detect an `ab-

stract noun', however, conceptual hierarchies need to be consulted speci�ed in

semantic lexica.

� An additional intermediary feature used in the cosy-mats scheme that can

prove useful in the detection of an elaboration relation is Focus Change

12

. Its

surface manifestations have been well-researched and documented (e.g. [66]), so

it is relatively easy to trace in a text. A focus change may signal the elaboration

of a given concept by means of exposing some of its constituent concepts, for

example. This is not necessary, of course, which is why the corresponding fea-

ture value has to be considered along with others rather than on its own. Focus

change, in turn, has been broken down into the following lower-level features,

which constitute further criteria for the assignment of its value:

1. the presence or absence of anaphors, such as Personal and Possessive

Pronouns, and Definite noun phrases (nps), as Agents or Patients;

e.g. "The conference" in satellite (3);

2. the presence or absence of Demonstratives, as Agents, Patients, or Ad-

verbials;

3. the intermediary Topicalisation or fronting of elements, as expressed in

standardised cleft structures, or in the common surface Passive, where

the patient is being fronted: e.g. "It is expected that ..." (2).

� Another cosy-mats intermediary feature that could be related to the elabora-

tion function, but is not exempli�ed in the above example text, is the presence

of Additives, such as "also", "moreover", or "apart from this". These may be

an indication that an idea is being elaborated in ordered stages. Once again,

12

This records whether a shift is being made in the course of the discourse from one topic to

another, or to a subtopic of the �rst one.
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however, this is not an absolute criterion and has to be considered only in

conjunction with other features.

� Related to the surface Listing and the intermediary Agent/Patient Abstract-

ness, the pragmatic feature Generalisation is pertinent, because it usually

entails that the subsequent clause is an Elaboration of the current one. For

example, in the above text, the general concept of "Computational Linguistics" in

the nucleus is further speci�ed in satellite clause (3) as "application of mathemat-

ical and computer techniques to the study of natural languages, ...". Conversely,

the latter part of (3) has been abstracted into the phrase "Computational Lin-

guistics" in the nucleus. This is a heavily lexicalised feature, however, that

requires access to large, general-purpose thesauri.

� Finally, the pragmatic feature Repetition may be relevant to Elaboration,

because it provides the opportunity for the repeated element to be speci�ed

further; e.g. "Linguistics" in (1), and "linguistics (etc.)" in (3).

In contrast to the above listing of possible correlations among and between prag-

matic and lower-level features, Mann and Thompson just repeat their vague relation

de�nition in discussing this example text:

Given that the goal of the text is to notify readers of the conference, we

take unit 1 as nuclear. The satellites, units 2 and 3, provide further detail

about the conference mentioned in unit 1. [119] (p. 53)

The above, however, is a circular de�nition, which is based purely on assumptions

about the writer's intentions. The evaluation of the features proposed by the cosy-

mats feature scheme can also be subjective. Nevertheless, this subjectiveness is

greatly reduced by the identi�cation and formalisation of correspondences and corre-

lations among the features, such as the above, both in the present chapter and in the

encoding manual (Appendix B). In addition, some degree of objectiveness is prov-

ably introduced by way of employing di�erent individuals for the evaluation of these
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features and for the encoding of texts, on the basis of the manual (cf. Section 5.4).

This constitutes the �rst step in the automation of the feature evaluation process

in the fully-edged cosy-mats. It has to be borne in mind that all the feature re-

lationships proposed in this thesis are only approximations and partial solutions to

the problem of content selection when taken in isolation (Section 1.1.2.2). The use

of a connectionist processor for the ultimate, pragmatics-based, decision ensures the

concurrent consideration and balancing of multiple of the corresponding importance

criteria (Chapter 6).

5.3.2.2 Enablement

Similarly to the case of Elaboration, rst is not very clear about the exact meaning

of the Enablement relation. According to the de�nition in [119], the corresponding

satellite in this clause group increases the reader's potential ability to perform the

unrealised action expressed in the nucleus (p. 54). The example text extract provided

to illustrate this relation [119] (p. 55) is reproduced here:

1. Training on jobs. A series of informative, inexpensive pamphlets and

books on worker health discusses such topics as �lling a compensation

claim, ionising radiation, asbestos, and several occupational diseases.

After a description of these materials, unit 6 gives the enabling

information:

13

6. For a catalog and order form write WIOES, 2520 Milvia St., Berkeley,

CA 95704.

Mann and Thompson do not discuss this example at all; only a diagram is provided

of its rst structure. A closer study of this excerpt, however, in conjunction with the

corpora analysis presented in Section 5.2, can lead to the following suggestions as to

possible -more or less- concrete manifestations of this relation.

13

authors' note;
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� A surface feature closely related to this rst concept is the presence of an

Imperative; e.g. "write" in (6). This is because, according to the authors [119]

(p. 54), the satellite expresses suggestions, instructions, invitations or Orders

on how to achieve, in the future, the Action presented in the nucleus (acquiring

the above pamphlets and books). Therefore, it is quite common that the mood

of the satellite clause is imperative, which in turn interacts with the surface

Modality feature. This may provide other useful surface clues for the iden-

ti�cation of this discourse function; e.g. the presence of modal verbs such as

"can", "should", or "must". In addition, modality instantiates the pragmatic

features recording Order, Permission and Obligation/Compulsion, in the

proposed feature set.

� The Imperative is especially frequent in the presence of phrases restating the

goal of the whole enterprise or an intermediate goal leading to the main one;

e.g. "For a catalog and order form" in (6). The pragmatic feature Goal Speci�-

cation seems relevant at this point, along with the intermediate Cause Speci�-

cation. This (sub)goal may be marked by means of prepositional and "in order

to" phrases, in�nitives, or even conditional clauses. The latter are recorded here

by means of the Presupposition

14

surface feature, while there are features for

each of the other manifestations as well.

� Enablement could also be said to correspond to the pragmatic Plan and the

corresponding intermediaryMeans Speci�cation, in the feature scheme proposed

in Section 5.1. The latter is usually realised as prepositional phrases. As for

the former, the statement of the means to achieve the speci�ed goal could take

the form of a detailed plan with more than one step. In the example above,

the implied enabling plan could consist of the acts of "writing" to the address

14

Presupposition has a special meaning in the present feature scheme: it records both semantic

restrictions imposed on a concept by related concepts in the ontological hierarchy; and the conditions

for a proposition to be (or become) true.
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provided, but also "receiving" the catalogue and order form, "reading" the

catalogue, "choosing" some pamphlets and books from the catalogue, "�lling

in" and "sending back" the order form, etc.

� Nevertheless, there are some special cases in which enablement is not signalled

by any of the above features, e.g. [119] (p. 56)

1. The Los Angeles Chamber Ballet (the ballet company I'm dancing

with) is giving 4 concerts next week ...

2. Tickets are $7.50 except for the opening night...

In this example, the means and the general plan to attend the speci�ed perfor-

mance are indirectly expressed by the lexical semantics of the word "tickets",

and the semantics of associated concepts, as well as the stated price. So, in cases

such as this, there are no overt markers, syntactic or morphological. The enable-

ment interpretation emanates from the knowledge representation of individual

words and how these relate conceptually to each other. On this matter, neither

rst nor the scheme proposed in this thesis have a more `graceful' solution; a

pool of Common Content Words has to be consulted.

5.3.2.3 Motivation

Once again, Mann and Thompson are very vague about the identi�cation of this

rhetorical relation [119] (p. 56). The satellite in this case is supposed to increase the

reader's desire to perform an unrealised action presented in the nucleus. The example

text quoted here is only accompanied by its rst structure diagram in [119] (p. 56):

1. The Los Angeles Chamber Ballet (the ballet company I'm dancing

with) is giving 4 concerts next week ...

2. Tickets are $7.50 except for the opening night...

3. The show is made up of new choreography and should be very enter-

taining.
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4. I'm in 3 pieces.

In this example, the nucleus is clause (1), the enablement is clause (2), while (3)

and (4) convey the motivation material.

� Conceptually, this rst relation can be covered by the general pragmatic features

Explanation and Promise in cosy-mats. Motivation (e.g. "I'm in 3 pieces.")

provides a reason for the receiver of the message to perform the action (attending

the concert). It may also consist in a promise about the positive outcome of

the reader conforming to the exhortation; e.g. "should be very entertaining".

� A relevant intermediary feature is E�ect Speci�cation, which relates to the posi-

tive outcome promised to the reader, mentioned above. These features, however,

are too abstract to be considered on their own, which is why they have been

broken down here into provisional lower-level criteria.

� Another intermediary feature considered as possibly related to the rst Mo-

tivation, is Contrast, along with its surface manifestations, Comparison and

Superlatives. Contrast is inherent in the pragmatic function of Motivation,

because the present situation -where the exhorted action has not been performed

yet- is usually contrasted unfavourably with a future one, which will be ideal

(or at least better) if the reader acts on the writer's suggestion. Contrast is

evident in the use of positive terms, such as "new" (vs old [choreography]) and

"very entertaining" (vs indi�erent [show]) in (3) [98]. Consequently, Contrast

can be based on the lexical semantics of Common Content Words. As for the

surface Comparison and Superlative, these are instantiated by common compar-

ative constructions and quantifying Degree Adverbs; e.g. "more" or "very" (3).

Such surface Quantification information can intensify the contrast between

the present State of a�airs and the future Possibilities. Under this category,

the quantifying "no" can be included as well, because it is often used to rule out

negative e�ects or to underline the need for their prevention by performing the
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exhorted Action in the nucleus (e.g. "No more back-pain!" [if you use product

X] and other advertising slogans).

� Along the same lines, the surface Negation is a feature that is salient in cases

where the Motivation for doing something is the host of things that will be pre-

vented. It has to be noted that negation may also be expressed in the semantics

of an open-class word (verb, noun, adjective, or adverb), rather than explicitly

in the syntactic structure of the clause. In the following example, taken from

Mann and Thompson [118] (p. 3), the Motivation satellite (2) centres around

the negative semantics involved in the combination of the main verb "prevents"

and the adjective "excess":

(1) Take Bu�erin.

(2) The bu�ering component prevents excess stomach acid.

Here again, the lexicon comes in and takes over from the structural grammatical

regularities. This underlines the importance of integrating a general vocabulary

component in the overall architecture of a system such as cosy-mats (Function

Word Pool, Common Content Word Pool). Such observations, however, do

not invalidate attempts to discover syntactic clues.

� The intermediaryFocus Change and its surface presence in the form of anaphors,

such as Definite nps and Pronouns, are also quite frequent in Motivation

satellites. Their referents can be: the reader and the positive e�ect that the

performance of the action in the nucleus will have on them; the writer and

how they are involved in the suggested action

15

; or the suggested action itself

and positive aspects of it, e.g. "The show [is made up of new choreography and

should be] very entertaining" (3). In this latter case, Modality, and its prag-

matic dimensions (Promise, Warning etc.), is a useful surface feature. It can

15

especially if there is a personal relationship with the reader, e.g. "I'm [in 3 pieces]" (4);
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express opinionated propositions about the bene�t or value of the suggested

action. Thus, "should" (3) and "must" seem to be quite common in such cases.

Moreover, because Motivation expresses a Promise and positive e�ects, the

surface feature recording the Tense of the main verb is also useful, especially

when its value is instantiated to a future form. Furthermore, it could be the

case that the Motivation satellite is expressed in an Interrogative form on

the surface, as a rhetorical Question (cf. [123]). Thus, in an advertisement for

car insurance, such as the following:

Do you want cheap car insurance?

(Then, ring this number ....)

the implication of the question is that the caption writer is certain that the

prospective customer does want to buy a cheap policy. It is also implied that

this company does o�er (or, supposedly, o�ers) really cheap options. Therefore,

it consists strong enough motivation for someone who wants insurance to call

that number and contact the insurance company. This is where Speech Act

theory comes in [10, 179, 181, 183]. The above utterance is a clear example of

an indirect speech act; the writer assumes what the reader wants and indirectly

promises exactly that by introducing the `ideal' service.

� Motivation is expressed in a satellite of a nuclear clause which contains a sug-

gestion, instruction, or order. For this reason, this nucleus is likely to be in an

Imperative form, by means of which the reader is prompted into action. Again,

this surface feature can only be used in conjunction with one or more of the

above cosy-mats features in order to determine whether a motivating func-

tion is operating in the text. Thus, it could also be that the clause expressing

Enablement is in the imperative, as it has already been noted. So, this surface

feature is only provisional and complementary, similarly to all the others.
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� Finally, another cosy-mats feature that could be relevant in the identi�cation

of the Motivation rhetorical function is the presence of Additives. This interme-

diary feature involves the presence of markers which signal the presentation of

more arguments or further evidence in strengthening a statement; e.g. "also",

"moreover", "in addition". In attempting to persuade the reader to carry out

the suggested action, the writer is expected to put forward as many positive

points about its performance as possible.

5.3.2.4 Correspondences with rst: Final Remarks

The above discussion of three rst relations has indicated -in a very preliminary

way- how it is possible for most of them to be broken down into the pragmatic and

rhetorical content selection features proposed in this thesis (Section 5.1). In addition,

it has been tentatively demonstrated how this re-interpretation of the rst relations

may also be based on more objective surface cues, which could be used e�ectively

in the context of a robust nlp system. Most of these criteria can be automatically

computable, as they do not depend solely on the human analyst's subjective judge-

ment, nor on speculations about the writer's intent and the reader's reaction. This

claim is partly proven in Chapter 7 where experiments are reported which involved

the encoding of the same cosy-mats features by 5 di�erent individuals. These hu-

man encoders have de�nitely exercised their subjective judgement to identify the

instantiation of the features. Nevertheless, they have also shared some objective cri-

teria with each other as these are speci�ed in the encoding manual provided to them

(cf. Section 5.4.1). This manual (Appendix B) identi�es and exempli�es the feature

correlations suggested throughout the present chapter. As a result, these correlations

between the abstract and the concrete can be further manipulated in the course of

fully developing cosy-mats in order to arrive at the complete automation of feature

evaluation.
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Undoubtedly, rst has exercised great inuence on the feature scheme devised for

content selection in cosy-mats (See, for example, Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2). The

automation, however, of the whole summarisation process can best be achieved by

translating such `monolithic' concepts as the original rst rhetorical relations and

those put forth by other theories into more manageable linguistic and extralinguistic

features. These features, in turn, should be distributed over the 3 abstraction levels

identi�ed in this chapter: the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the surface.

5.4 Methodology of Corpus Encoding

In Chapter 7, a series of experiments is described involving the training and testing

of a prototype of the content selection ann of cosy-mats with extracted sentence

and full text corpora. These corpora consist of a total of 84 texts: mainly newspaper

articles and news agency reports, but also a few scienti�c papers. The corresponding

texts were encoded by up to �ve individuals, one of whom was the author of this

thesis (cf. Section 7.1.1). The remaining human encoders also were PhD students

studying various aspects of computational linguistics. There were two males and

three females in total. Only one of the encoders is a native speaker of English (A. H.);

two of the others speak Chinese as a �rst language (J. S. and K. Y.); a third speaks

Malay (F. P.), and the fourth one Greek (M. A.). Despite the fact that four of the

�ve individuals are foreigners, they are all very pro�cient at least in reading and

writing English. The international pro�le of the group of human encoders is certain

to have had an interesting e�ect on the corpus encoding practices adopted: disparate

concepts and text development patterns in the native tongue of each tend to exercise

some inuence on their corresponding world view, thereby a�ecting their choice of

what is important and what is not in the English texts. Consequently, the corpus

used for the experiments with the content selection ann of cosy-mats was expected

to be extremely varied.
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Although these individuals are all knowledgeable in the �elds of linguistics and ai,

they were not aware of the exact motivations behind the selection of speci�c linguistic

and extralinguistic features for the encoding of the corpora (with the exception of

the author of the thesis). They were only informed about the general aims of the

encoding of the corpus and of the ann experiments themselves. There was not any

collaboration among them, as they all worked on separate subsets of the corpora

(See, however, Section 5.4.1). Of the 330 texts that were studied in the course of this

research (Section 1.1.3.1), the human encoders were each asked to choose some for

tagging, depending on their individual interests. With very few exceptions, the 55

texts chosen were newspaper articles. No restrictions were imposed as to the subject

domain or the length of the texts. The encoders �rst had to read through the text

of their choice for general understanding. On this basis, they then had to decide on

whether or not each of the sentences therein is important. In this context, `important

sentences' are those which express propositions which are considered indispensable

in the composition of the future summary of the original text (Section 1.1). As the

corresponding texts had not been encoded yet with the surface, intermediary, and

pragmatic features proposed in this chapter, the human encoders were not inuenced

in this decision by the related values applicable for each sentence. Those sentences

that were judged to be important were marked on the text with a tick.

The second stage in the encoding process involved the tagging of some or all the

sentences in a text with values for selected linguistic and extralinguistic features.

These values later provided the input to the prototype ann (Section 6.5.2). The

corresponding values representing the importance and unimportance of the sentence

under consideration served as the output values for the ann (Section 6.5.3). The

encoders did not have access to the text of the present thesis at the time, except that

they were all provided with the encoding manual in Appendix B. All the features

presented in this chapter are de�ned and exempli�ed therein; surface, intermediary,

and pragmatic. More importantly, the more abstract features are de�ned by way
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of the more concrete ones, along the lines this was done throughout this chapter.

The motivation was to ensure the highest degree possible of objectivity in encoding,

irrespective of the identity, and despite any biases, of individual (human) encoders.

Thus, despite the fuzziness involved in many encoding decisions, there should be at

least some criteria that are shared by all �ve individuals.

In the �rst series of experiments (Section 7.2), 1,100 isolated sentences from across

the 55 above-mentioned texts were encoded using various feature combinations from

the scheme proposed in this thesis. Thus, only some of the sentences in each text

were tagged accordingly. The selection of these sentences was left to the correspond-

ing individual, the only restriction being that approximately the same number of

`important' and `unimportant' sentences were extracted and encoded from each text.

This was in order to ensure some statistical balance in the representation of the two

types of sentence in the resulting encoded corpus. It should be noted that this spec-

i�cation does not refer to the total number of sentences in a text (Section 7.1.1). In

the second series of experiments (Section 7.3), 29 whole texts were encoded using just

the pragmatic features this time. As this involved the tagging of all sentences in a

text, articles of similar length were chosen in this case: all but three were between 22

and 24 sentences long. These texts were found by the author of the thesis; this was

also the only aspect of the experimental set-up that rendered it di�erent from the

one described above. Despite this restriction, neither the subject matter of the text

nor the form and length of its constituent sentences were pre-speci�ed or controlled

in any way.

5.4.1 How Standardised is the Encoding Scheme?

The standardisation of the encoding process was necessary mainly for one reason:

it will aid in the establishment of the type and amount of processing that needs

to take place in the earlier cascade of symbolic and connectionist analysers in the

proposed cosy-mats system (See Fig. 3.1, p. 79). With respect to the experiments,
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ENCODING VALUES

PRAGMATIC FEATURES (UN)IMPORTANCE

(% disagreement)

A. H. 13.5% 6%

F. P. 16.0% 6%

M. A. 11.1% 2%

K. Y. 27.3% 2%

AVERAGE (DISAGREE) 20.4% 4%

Table 5.2: Disagreement among 4 Human Encoders

the corresponding training data need not be homogeneous. The employment of the

connectionist paradigm for the task of content selection ensures the robustness and

exibility of the relevant processor in the face of contradictions in the data, resulting

from encoding errors and divergences among the encoders (cf. Chapter 6). In addition,

diverse training corpora are useful in assessing the functionality of this module in a

realistic situation, i.e. where the input is unrestricted and unpredictable.

Table 7.11 (p. 298) shows the performance of the content selection, prototype ann

on a test corpus encoded by three encoders in total (M. A., K. Y., and J. S.); the ann

had been trained on 100 sentences, which had been encoded by only one of them. The

results are comparable for all three data sets (The slight variation could be attributed

to noise).

In order to establish more accurately the quality of the encoding manual and the

ensuing degree of standardisation of the encoding scheme, a validation exercise was

carried out, whereby a set of four human encoders had to analyse the same sentences

and encode them using the 24 pragmatic features (Section 5.1.1). The encoders were

A. H., F. P., M. A., and K. Y. The cumulative results are shown in Table 5.2. There

was a total of 79.6% agreement among these encoders on the values for the pragmatic

features, and 96% for sentence importance.

Subsequent encoding was more uniform as far as F. P. and A. H. are concerned.
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Thus, the content selection ann was able to memorise, to the same extent, the data

that was analysed by both encoders, as Table 7.17 indicates (p. 307). Compared to

that, Table 7.20 (p. 310) shows memorisation performance with a more diverse corpus

(Section 7.3.1 and Appendix F): the �rst 1,703 sentences had been encoded by F. P.

and A. H. (Sections C.1.7, C.2.1, and C.2.2); the remaining 177 sentences, by K. Y.

(Section C.2.3). The latter sentences represented 3 whole texts, each belonging to a

di�erent type (Section 7.1.1). The table shows that K. Y.'s data (contained in the

last row) induced the same high level of performance as most of the data that had

been encoded by the two other encoders. This was despite the fact that these other

encoders had dealt with a single text type. The intermediate - low - results (52.4% and

64.1% success) refer to the same type of data as the high results above them. Hence,

low performance cannot be attributed to the quality of the features employed or the

speci�c encoding practices adopted. This suggests that encoding did become more

uniform, after the modi�cation and improvement of the manual in Appendix B, in

spite of the diversity of the data sets. More importantly, Table 7.20 strongly suggests

that the 24 pragmatic features used in the corresponding experiments can capture

the characteristics of diverse domains and text types, albeit to di�erent degrees of

success (Section 7.4).
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Figure 5.25: The Mapping Between the Intermediary and the Surface Features
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Figure 5.27: The Mapping Between the Intermediary and the Surface Features
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Figure 5.28: The Mapping Between the Intermediary and the Surface Features
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Figure 5.29: The Mapping Between the Intermediary and the Surface Features
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Figure 5.30: The Mapping Between the Intermediary and the Surface Features
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Chapter 6

A Connectionist Pragmatic

Module For Content Selection

In this chapter, connectionism is de�ned as an approach to problem repre-

sentation and resolution, and a method of inductive learning. The concept

of Arti�cial Neural Networks (anns) is de�ned and the motivation behind

their implementation for text analysis and interpretation is explained. The

various aspects of anns relevant to the present task are discussed, as re-

gards their architecture, function, and emergent characteristics. In this

context, the high-level ann is presented that is employed for important

sentence selection in cosy-mats.

6.1 Why is cosy-mats `Connectionist'?

Part of the speci�cation of cosy-mats (Chapter 3) is that it is `connectionist'. What

this means is that a certain amount of the processing taking place therein is inuenced

by what is known about the structure and function of the human brain. Thus, in

the connectionist paradigm it is believed that in order for some kind of `intelligent'

behaviour to be manifested by a program, it needs to be executed on a collection of

small, simple, and independent units, the neurons, that are densely interconnected

with each other. Despite the functional self-reliance of the constituent neurons, the

behaviour of the system they make up as a whole emerges from their interaction.

Because such an architecture remotely resembles that found in the human brain, it

is claimed that the resulting Arti�cial Neural Network (ann) can also display

learning, remembering, and instance-based or `case-based' generalisation and solving

239
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strategies (Section 1.1.1.1). Past experience is used to deal e�ectively with new, but

similar, stimuli (cf. [23, 27, 129, 163, 205]).

ann models have enjoyed a resurge of enthusiasm about them in the last decade,

even for nlp tasks (Sections 6.2 and 6.3). It is not parallelism with the human

brain, though, that renders anns advantageous, but their success at learning to solve

realistic and complex tasks. This alternative to traditional ai proved very promising

after a dead-end had been reached with pure symbolic computation [25, 107]. Purely

connectionist nlp systems to date have been used mainly for just one of phonological,

morphological and semantic analysis. Very few have dealt with a limited number of

local and global disambiguation tasks (cf. Section 6.2). In contrast, the content

selection ann of cosy-mats is used for the high-level pragmatic treatment of real-

world texts. As a consequence of the system owchart, many di�erent factors, both

linguistic and extralinguistic, are cumulatively considered, either directly or indirectly

(Fig. 6.1; cf. Section 3.1).

6.1.1 Connectionist Architectures

This collection of neurons can be arranged into layers. Thus, there are single-layer

anns, where all the units are connected with some or all of the remaining ones.

This type of network is usually associated with certain learning algorithms, such

as the competitive, winner-takes-all, algorithm, or Radial Basis Function networks

(rbf) [156, 169]. These involve a competition among the neurons as to which one is

the �ttest to carry out the desired computation, and the subsequent domination of

certain units. Thus, the search space is partitioned into clusters, usually in the absence

of any supervision (Section 6.1.3). Two-layer anns consist of a battery of input units,

where stimuli are encoded, and a second battery of output units, where the `reaction'

of the ann to those stimuli is registered. Finally, multi-layer anns have one or

more intermediate layers between the input and the output, consisting of hidden

units. These compute and facilitate the mapping between the input and the output
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functions, by developing complex representations of the problem [69, 111, 169, 185].

In fact, multi-layer anns have long been established as `universal approximators' [81],

in the sense that they are able to learn any mathematical function that describes the

desired association of a speci�c input to a speci�c output. The present network

belongs to this third type (Section 6.5).

6.1.2 The Function of anns

anns compute functions that relate a speci�c input to an output. This is done by

means of iterative training, ideally with example input-output pairs. In a way such

pairs constitute environmental stimuli for the ann. Learning is said to be optimal,

when the average error of the network has been minimised. The corresponding process

is called gradient descent [219], as the graph representation of the error ideally will

show a downward trend. Error minimisation, in turn, is achieved by means of connec-

tion weight modi�cation, the ultimate goal of which is the reproduction of the desired

output when an input is received. This is the so-calledDelta Rule, alternatively named

the Widrow/Ho� Rule or the Least-Mean-Square (lms) algorithm [23, 80, 219]. This

rule is not appropriate for multi-layer networks, i.e. networks with one or more hid-

den layers. For such cases, the Generalised Delta Rule is used, commonly known as

Back-Propagation (bp) [162] (Section 6.1.3.1). bp is also the basic learning algorithm

used for the present, pragmatic, ann.

Each unit in an ann has a bias associated with it, which determines its activation

levels and its e�ect on the neighbouring neurons it is connected with. Biases can be

manipulated in order to establish feature correlations and dominant factors in the

domain or task in hand. In addition to the bias, each unit has a threshold level,

which establishes the necessary amount of excitation it needs to receive from its

inputs in order to be activated. Values usually range between the minimum 0.0 and

the maximum 1.0. If the activation is above some speci�ed threshold (say, 0.5), the

neuron will be turned on and will �re in accordance with the bias allocated to it.
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In contrast, when the activation does not reach the predetermined threshold, the

neuron will remain switched o�. In this case, its output, and, hence, part of the

input to the neurons on the next level, will be zero. The pragmatic ann of cosy-

mats was trained mainly without the speci�cation of biases. The reason for this

was two-fold. Firstly, the exact feature correlations and interdependencies have not

been clear or set from the start. There are no established criteria for importance,

let alone precise relationships among them. Secondly, this was in an attempt to let

the network discover the relevant biases by itself, during learning. It is common

practice in connectionist work to let the system stabilise and, hence, determine such

correlations without guidance.

Neurons are interconnected with each other either fully or partially, and either

symmetrically or asymmetrically. Once again, the corresponding choices depend on

assumed relationships among the features. In the pragmatic ann described in this

thesis there is full and symmetric connectivity. This is because no speci�c relationships

among the input features are assumed. In this way, any correlations among any

number of the features are facilitated. In addition, as the learning algorithm employed

is bp (Section 6.1.3.1), there is a constant recirculation of activation back through

the layers, from the output through the hidden and �nally to the input. The strength

of a particular connection, its weight, inuences the amount of excitation that is

propagated through the other layers. Each weight depends, among other things, on

the bias of the corresponding unit.

Initially, connection weight assignment may be random or set in such a way as

to encode speci�c data correlations

1

. In the cosy-mats neural network, weights are

initially random, for the same reasons why unit biases and connectivity patterns are

not discriminatory. Whichever the case, what is involved in learning is a gradual

modi�cation of all or some of the weights in the network that lead to an optimal

solution. Optimality is de�ned as the closest possible similarity between the desired

1

especially, if the representation scheme of the data is localist, i.e. one unit per input feature [27,

54, 72, 221].
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and the actual output of the network. Thus, in the bp learning algorithm, the overall

error of the network is fed back from the output to the input layers iteratively, until

all the necessary weight changes have taken place. More speci�cally, the weights that

contributed to the correct answer are maintained, while the remaining ones are either

increased, when the unit should be on, or decreased, when the unit should be turned

o�.

The important characteristic of neural networks is their ability to extrapolate and

interpolate to new data on the basis of examples [13, 111]. Thus, the computation

of numeric data calls for interpolation of the learnt information. When symbolic

data are involved, such as the linguistic and pragmatic features considered in cosy-

mats, extrapolation is called for [111]. This is why ann are said to have emergent

properties. Data is represented therein in an associative manner, so that it relates to

one another (e.g. [72, 221]). The e�ect of this is the network`s ability to recall one

piece of information when encountered with a related piece. This is also the result of

the content-addressable nature of the ann memory [27, 54]. Retrieval of information

is done on the basis of content and not its address on a speci�c neuron. Moreover,

the ann will also remember a learnt pattern when faced with a similar but unknown

or corrupt stimulus. In other words, it can generalise to novel or noisy patterns.

This has been the prime motivation behind the employment of a connectionist

module for the pragmatic treatment of text sentences. Apart from the fact that lan-

guage in use is original, and often incomplete and ambiguous, an additional di�culty

is the indeterminate nature of `importance'. The few theories that have presented

criteria for its evaluation concern very controlled text, either syntactically or/and

conceptually (Chapters 2 and 4). Usually, arti�cial text is considered and used as

evidence. Real texts, on the other hand, are only treated on the basis of statistical

observations.

The connectionist approach adopted for content selection in cosy-mats is based,

too, on statistically-obtained regularities. In a way, statistical and connectionist
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methods share similar basic premises [169, 219]. They both involve inductive learning

and, consequently, dynamicity and adaptation to new data. In addition, they both

have the potential for representing relationships and structured patterns in the data.

Still, there are fundamental di�erences. Statistics usually presumes a knowledge of

the problem to be solved and of the available solutions. In contrast, multilayer anns,

such as the content selection module in cosy-mats, are ideal when:

The theorist ... (begins) with something short of a full-blooded theory of

the domain" [27] (p. 2)

This is because:

mlps (Multilayer Perceptrons) are general-purpose, exible, nonlinear

models that, given enough hidden neurons and enough data, can approx-

imate virtually any function to any desired degree of accuracy. In other

words, mlps are universal approximators

2

(White 1992). mlps can be

used when you have little knowledge about the form of the relationship

between the independent (input) and dependent (target) variables. [169]

(p. 5)

On a similar vein, the use of decision trees was dispreferred for the problem of

sentence importance determination, on the basis of contrastive studies on the relative

performance of such methods and anns; these have established the superiority of the

latter in `fuzzy' domains, e.g. [142, 112, 219]

The usual counterargument against connectionism has been the fact that the

processing that takes place within such systems renders them black-boxes to hu-

mans [145, 156, 219]. It is di�cult to understand and interpret the results of this

processing and, especially, the exact correlations established by the ann among the

data. Recently, a lot of e�ort has been put into turning the black-box into a glass-box.

Research concentrates on both the identi�cation and decoding of the data representa-

tions in the hidden layer, e.g. [47, 145, 185, 187]; and on the insertion and subsequent

meaningful extraction of symbolic rules, e.g. [190]. Additionally, experimenters at-

tempt to control the representation of data and feature relationships by adopting a

2

author's emphasis
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localist encoding scheme, whereby it is determined beforehand which units in every

layer compute which pieces of information [27, 54, 72, 202, 221]. In this way, the later

examination of the connection weights, in conjunction with the rate of success of the

network, can reveal a lot about exact data correlations as well as their contribution

to the computation of the output. This has also been the partial solution adopted

for the ann in cosy-mats (Section 7.4.1).

6.1.3 Learning in anns

It has already been mentioned that anns learn inductively. Learning may be of two

types. It may be supervised by a `teacher'. This teacher is usually the experimenter

who provides pairs of input and output patterns until the network has identi�ed

some regularities in the mapping from one to the other. Input data is automatically

decomposed into features in the hidden layers, in the form of activation patterns.

These mappings will later be used for the classi�cation and solution of new or modi�ed

data. The way to verify whether such mappings have been successfully discovered is

by feeding solely inputs to the network and comparing the actual output to the desired

/ taught one. As already mentioned (Section 6.1.1), when the di�erence between the

two, the actual and the ideal, is minimal the ann is said to have learnt the task.

Apart from supervised situations, an ann can learn without supervision, by means

of self-organisation, e.g. in Self-Organising Feature Maps (soms) [106]. In this case,

no example input-output patterns are provided. Instead, connection weights are

automatically modi�ed as a reaction to some input, until an equilibrium has been

reached. The units with the highest level of activation will form clusters specialised

for the computation of subspaces of the problem. This type of ann is appropriate

for the representation of lexical or semantic memory, where associative retrieval of

similar words or concepts is naturally accommodated; e.g. [136]. However, it is not

suitable for the implementation of the content selection ann of cosy-mats. This is

because the latter is required to employ features that are su�ciently abstracted from
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individual words and concepts. Given the high-level nature of these features, the

interaction among them is too fuzzy to be represented in a som. Fuzziness, in turn,

lies in the fact that the solution space for importance determination is not `linearly

separable' [219]. In other words there is no universally-accepted set of necessary or

su�cient features that can delineate the distinction between what is important and

what is unimportant (Chapters 4 and 7).

Consequently, the supervised scheme that was adopted here does not prescribe the

correlation of individual features to importance. The network is presented with input

- output pairs. The input patterns are vectors of pragmatic feature values pertaining

to the current sentence being analysed. These values, however, have been determined

on the basis of the whole text the sentence belongs to (Sections 7.1.1 and 7.4.1). The

output consists in just two values, one for importance and one for unimportance. The

higher value represents the relationship to importance to be learnt.

6.1.3.1 The Back-Propagation Learning Algorithm

A great deal of work has been carried out on appropriate learning algorithms for anns

with di�erent architectures and functional requirements, e.g. [13, 69, 112, 228]. The

most well-known and well-researched is Back-Propagation (bp) [69, 111, 162, 185,

219]. bp is an extension to the more general Delta or Widrow-Ho� Rule [23, 219].

While the latter is used with single or two-layer networks, bp is the version of the

rule appropriate for multi-layer anns, which involve more powerful computations

(Section 6.1.1). bp involves the propagation of the sum of the average error back

from the output through to the previous layers and the modi�cation of the connection

weights among units. This weight adjustment is connection-dependent and continues

iteratively until the total error is minimised.

This algorithm is usually associated with Feed-forward network architectures,

where the various layers are connected asymmetrically to each other [81, 111, 185,

228]. Asymmetry means that there are connections from the input to the hidden
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layer (if present), and from the hidden to the output layer, or even from the input

directly to the output; this, however, is not allowed in the opposite direction [219].

bp can also be implemented on other types of networks, such as those with recur-

rent connections [3, 145, 201, 220]. Usually these additional connections provide

feedback information from the output to the input or from the hidden to the input

layers [46, 96]. This takes place on an additional layer of units called `state' or `con-

text'. Previous activation of the ann is copied on this additional layer of units. This

acts like a stack providing the last-in information to the network, so that current

processing can be inuenced by previous decisions. In this way, the computation of

functions takes some kind of history (`memory') and sequentiality into consideration.

Such a facility is relevant to the connectionist processing of language, because most

text units acquire their meaning and discourse function from their co-occurrence with

other surrounding text units in the text (Section 3.2.1).

It has been claimed that, in general, ann learning by bp is very slow and that

there is a greater tendency to stagnate in `local minima' [69, 169, 219]. In spite

of this, the standard feed-forward version of bp was chosen for the implementation

of the prototype content selection ann of cosy-mats (Chapter 7) for a number of

reasons. bp is very reliable and powerful for a wide variety of tasks [111]. Given that

importance determination is not a common implementation for anns, the learning

algorithm adopted, initially at least, for the corresponding connectionist processor

should be well-researched. A further reason for choosing bp has been the recognition

that it is suitable for `regression' tasks [169]:

In regression, the objective is to predict a value of some variable as op-

posed to just a true or false outcome. ... In addition to numerous statis-

tical regression methods and even regression trees, the back-propagation

neural network, a form of nonlinear regression, is naturally well suited to

regression applications." [219] (p. 172)

The determination of sentence importance is, arguably, an example of a regression

problem; the subjectivity involved precludes the existence of `a right answer'. Accord-

ingly, ann output can take values that approximate either 0 or 1. This means that
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instead of absolute `yes/no' decisions, degrees of importance can be assigned to each

sentence. This is very useful for a robust and e�cient summarisation system such

as cosy-mats. By imposing an adjustable threshold on the ann output activation

values, content selection can be �ne or coarse-grained (Section 7.3).

The prototype content selection ann of cosy-mats described in Chapter 7 does

not have any explicit layer to `remember' its previous processing states. This, how-

ever, does not hinder the representation therein of information on text structure and

discourse development (Section 7.4.1). The features are su�ciently abstract to cap-

ture syntactic and sequential aspects of the text in a generic manner. Thus, instead of

relying on the complexity involved in a recurrent architectural con�guration, this ann

is feed-forward and relies on the high-level nature of the input features themselves

(cf. Section 8.3.1.3).

6.2 Why is cosy-mats also `Symbolic'?

The above discussion on connectionist architectures and the relating functions has

attempted to indicate how suitable anns are for generalising and treating novel prob-

lems on the basis of past experience. By the same token, they can `correct' noisy,

corrupted or even erroneous input, so that it is accommodated for by their internal

representation of the original patterns learnt, or other similar input. Thus, anns

are relatively robust, which has made them very popular, especially with the pattern

recognition community (cf. Section 6.2.1).

For the above reasons, it was deemed realistic to expect that connectionist

systems might perform well in a range of nlp implementations, especially at the

higher levels [45]. Natural language is de facto creative, incomplete and ambigu-

ous [16, 18, 116, 178, 224]. By employing the pdp paradigm, the interdependence

among the surface morpho-syntactic, the intermediate semantic, and the multiple

abstract pragmatic information conveyed by every utterance can be simulated and
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exploited. It was on this basis that the architecture of cosy-mats was designed

(Chapter 3). The morpho-syntactic and semantic types of information are computed

by the lower-level anns in the proposed summarisation system; the pragmatic data is

considered in parallel in the high-level ann. The features in the latter ann, however,

constitute abstractions of all the lower levels of language. Hence, pieces of infor-

mation of di�erent degrees of granularity interact with each other (cf. Sections 2.3

and 6.5). Nevertheless, in order for cosy-mats to be a large-scale summarisation

`shell', it has to include both connectionist and symbolic modules (Fig. 6.1). The

reasons for this requirement have already been suggested in Chapter 3. They are the

following [55, 176, 190, 220, 227]:
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1. Precise computations, such as those involved in lexical and morphological

analysis, are not the strong point of anns (See, however, [111]). These are
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already successfully carried out by symbolic processors. For this reason, this

type of analysis is performed by a collection of co-operating symbolic agents in

cosy-mats (Fig. 6.1).

2. Input size variation decreases the robustness of a network [145]. Sentence or

word length, however, is constantly changing in a text. Thus, a preprocessor

is needed to `normalise' the data. Alternatively, features could be used that

depart from the individual word level. Features which relate to the thematic

roles in a sentence (e.g. Agent/ Patient Gender, Means); features which specify

the speech act or the rhetorical function performed by a clause (e.g. request

for information or Action, Explanation, contradiction); features that refer to

the main verb semantics (e.g. Tense, Aspect, Modality), and so on. This is

exactly the option chosen for the content selection ann in cosy-mats. The

input features are not instantiated to speci�c concepts or words from the text

(Section 6.5).

3. Hierarchical structures and unrestrictedly recursive operations cannot be

easily represented by anns [27, 33, 200]. Even in the case of the recurrent type

of network [46, 96], the number of feedback loops has to be de�ned a priori.

This means that clause and phrase embedding and subordination, which are so

frequent in language, cannot be readily accommodated for. There have been

successful steps, however, towards this direction; e.g. [47, 112, 145, 173, 187, 203,

208]. In cosy-mats, however, both the pragmatic and the lower-level anns are

only used for pattern recognition and propositional classi�cation tasks; both

types of processing involve phrases, sentence groups, paragraphs, or bigger text

units. Symbolic agents are used for syntactic processing.

4. Variable binding is thought to be impossible due to the instability of the

network memory [45]. By consequence, instantiation and uni�cation processes

become quite dif�cult. This point is related to the previous observation about
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the di�culties posed to connectionist processors by precise computations. In

cosy-mats symbolic modules are employed for lexical, morphological, syntac-

tic, and semantic analysis (Fig. 6.1). anns are used, instead, for more fuzzy

and multifactorial decisions, such as the pragmatics-based determination of im-

portance; or the interpretation of surface and intermediary data as concrete

manifestations of high-level, abstract features. The latter task is performed by

the lower-level anns. There are signs, however, that this situation is changing,

too, so that the argument about the impossibility of variable binding in anns

has lost its initial strength [136, 195, 201].

5. New classes of input data can only be considered by the ann, let alone learned,

if it is retrained with suitably modi�ed or updated training data. A new seman-

tic or pragmatic feature, for example, would be ignored by the high-level ann,

had it not been incorporated in the training data. This essentially means that

in order for cosy-mats to be a robust system with real-world texts, the initial

lexical, morphological, and syntactic analysis have to be carried out by con-

ventional symbolic processors that can ignore unknown input, if need be [144].

Alternatively, a series of low-level, domain or user-speci�c, anns can be used

in cosy-mats for very specialised tasks in conjunction with the generic ones

in a cascaded arrangement. These �ne-grained anns may modify their area of

expertise every time cosy-mats is ported in a new application environment.

These characteristics of connectionist processors suggest the possible advantages

of embedding anns in a symbolic environment. Each type of processor does what it

is best at, while at the same time the limitations of both are overcome [227]. Along

these lines, the task of the pragmatic ann in cosy-mats (Section 6.5) is to:

co-ordinate information frommany di�erent sources, i.e. the symbolic and lower-level

connectionist modules;
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discover and learn recurring patterns therein, that is feature correlations that are

particularly relevant for sentence importance, and

on this basis, take decisions regarding the relative degree of importance of a sentence

in the real-world text it appears in.

6.2.1 Connectionist nlp

anns have been extensively used for a variety of nlp tasks, such as (See [11, 136, 153]

for extensive overviews and representative articles):

� Speech recognition and generation, e.g. [185];

� Letter and word perception and generation, for normal and pathological cases,

e.g. [108, 128];

� Parsing, which has always posed special challenges to connectionism, e.g. [112,

187, 206, 228];

� Sentential deep case identi�cation, e.g. [135, 136, 201, 202];

� Word disambiguation in context, e.g. [3, 202, 206, 220];

� Compositional semantics, e.g. [54, 173, 208];

� Semantic network representations, for ir; e.g. [72, 221].

Although anns perform quite well for most of the tasks they have been imple-

mented on, these tasks are limited to closed worlds [174].

6.3 Connectionist Approaches to High-Level nlp

Despite the abundance of work on the implementation of anns for low-level nlp

tasks, `holistic', pragmatic, aspects of real-world texts have rarely been considered.
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A reason for this may be the very fuzzy nature of pragmatic rules and cues themselves.

No uni�ed account of pragmatic phenomena has ever been agreed upon, despite the

multiplicity of the theories formulated (cf. Chapter 4).

Trying to code high level concepts in nets at the moment may be a case

of running before we can walk [69] (p. 13).

Some notable exceptions of high-level nlp are discussed in the following sections

(Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.3, 6.3.4).

6.3.1 A Connectionist View of Coherence

The notions of `focus space' (Section 4.3.1) and `context space' (Section 4.3.3) have

been implemented in a connectionist framework in [104] in developing a model of con-

versational coherence. Coherence is de�ned in terms of a conversational orbit, which

traces the passage from one topic to the next, whether for a single or multiple agents.

Thus, coherence is inversely proportional to the distance between the representations

of the two topics in long-term memory. As this idea was implemented in a ann,

these representations are distributed and organised around `microfeatures' [54]; these

establish stronger and looser relations among concepts or topics. The consequence

is the "complete relativization of coherence to the agent" [104] (p. 173). This is a

realistic approach congruent with common intuitions about the indeterminate nature

of coherence.

Additional experimentation involved the introduction of noise, in order to cap-

ture the confusing e�ects of short-term memory, especially if its contents are not

shared among the interlocutors. Again, the greater the amount of noise, the less the

coherence

3

. `Loop incidence', the re-introduction of a previous topic, was also mea-

sured as a function of agent similarity and noise. Once again, the smaller the amount

of noise and similarity, the smaller the chance of loop incidence. This, in turn, re-

veals that the introduction of minimal noise is instrumental in the greater quality

3

Nevertheless, it was also observed that noise only has a linear e�ect on `dissimilar agents',

i.e. strangers.
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and enjoyment of the conversation. This is manifested in the `U-shaped curve' rep-

resentation of the above correlations [104] (p. 177). Thus, this work advocates the

importance of interpersonal relations in conversation, apart from the widely acknowl-

edged informational and inuential factors. The introduction of both agent's beliefs

is also suggested, in the form of separate value vectors, for the representation of the

each other's conceptual world.

The experiments reported in [104] provide an interesting measurement of conver-

sational coherence. The corresponding research is a rare case of exploiting connec-

tionism as a model of the communicating agents (Section 4.1.1).

6.3.2 discern

A step towards full-scale high-level connectionist nlp is the discern script process-

ing system [135, 136]. discern stands for distributed script processing and episodic

memorynetwork. Hierarchical neural network modules perform speci�c tasks serially

in an integrated environment. Stereotypical stories are parsed, classi�ed according

to the script scheme, and stored to an episodic memory. The system is able to infer

events or role �llers that have been omitted in the input text. It can also paraphrase

the whole story, including the missing information as well. Moreover, it can answer

questions about the story by accessing the episodic memory and retrieving the corre-

sponding `trace'. Nonetheless, the system has been trained with ad-hoc, 3-sentence

stories that conform to 3 script types, and 9 tracks, themselves quite arbitrary. Al-

though, it is proven that there can be a full nlp system made up completely of

co-operating anns, the system cannot deal with real-world texts which, more often

than not, do not conform to the speci�c script expectations or even to the lexical

patterns learnt. Consequently, discern would not be suited for the processing of

unrestricted or more realistic text. discern has many common characteristics with

the sgm model described in Section 6.3.3. A comparison of the two systems and the

way they contrast with cosy-mats is provided in Section 6.3.3.1.
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6.3.3 The Story Gestalt Model (sgm)

A higher-level model related to discern described above (Section 6.3.2) is the Story

Gestalt Model (henceforth, sgm) [201, 202]. The sgm, itself an extension of the initial

Sentence Gestalt Model [202], is a recurrent network that learns to answer questions

about short stories that follow six di�erent scripts. Each script or schema describes

a considerable number of events [172]. The result is that the model can process and

remember novel stories in the light of the learnt ones, as well as answer questions

about the whole series of events involved, both explicit and implicit.

Each simple sentence of the story is represented as a set of case role and �ller pairs

(e.g. agent, patient, location). The di�erent possible case roles are speci�ed and hand-

coded in advance. The input units of the sgm accommodate for a localist encoding

of individual roles and concepts. Concepts, in turn, express a limited number of

entities, actions, and modi�ers. Sentences are presented sequentially to the current

proposition units of the input layer of the sgm. Activation spreads to the �rst hidden

layer, the intermediate combination layer, and over to the second hidden layer, the

story gestalt. The second part of the network has the question-answering function.

Questions are formed on the question hidden layer by eliminating all case roles and

�llers of the proposition, except the predicate. The predicate, now deprived of all its

arguments, combines its activation with this of the story gestalt hidden units in a

third hidden layer, the intermediate extraction layer. It is here that the sgm recovers

the missing feature values. Finally, the complete proposition of both the predicate and

its argument values is represented in the output layer. Hence, the network learns to

map a proposition to itself, because the representations in the input and the output

are identical.

What is of particular relevance to the development of the cosy-mats generic

summarisation system is the fact that in the sgm network each proposition in a story

cumulatively contributes to and revises the gestalt representation of the whole story,

in the respective hidden layer. In other words, there is feedback from the story gestalt
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hidden layer to the input layer, which represents the interpretation of the story as

it is at the present point [46]. A copy of the current gestalt, then, is kept at the

previous story gestalt units of the input layer. Consequently, the current proposition

is computed in the �rst two hidden layers in conjunction with the previous story

gestalt. Hence, each sentence is processed in the context of the preceding sentences.

The result is that the story gestalt is continually revised in accordance with the

accumulating evidence acquired by the sgm in the course of the story development.

This characteristic of the system is relevant to cosy-mats, because here, too, a

pragmatic network is required to process each text sentence in its co-text and the

speci�c coherence and discourse relationships it enters into. The cosy-mats ann,

however, achieves the same e�ect by means of its high-level input features rather by

the recursiveness of its architecture (cf. Section 7.3).

Equally interesting is the fact that the sgm can answer questions about any propo-

sition processed up to that point, irrespective of whether it actually appeared in the

text of the story or it was only implied from the activation of the corresponding

schema. When the model is prompted with a certain predicate from any proposition

already processed, the network is able to output the representation of the whole corre-

sponding proposition. The only restriction in this respect is, as expected, that answers

cannot be provided for future propositions. Predictions about future sentences are,

indeed, made, but these are not absolute. Instead, potential case role �llers are acti-

vated more or less intensely, on the basis of the probabilities established in the training

corpus. This ability of the network to infer missing information, both coherence and

predictive, is another advantage of this graded parallel constraint-satisfaction model.

Learning in the sgm involves two stages: Pretraining is used to teach the net-

work to memorise the identity mapping from the input to the output propositional

representation [202]. It is not clear, however, whether the copy procedure is carried

out even with single, random propositions. Pretraining is followed by proper training
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of speci�c scripts or story gestalts by way of generating diverse sequences and com-

binations of propositions relevant to that story frame. In the process, the network

acquires the ability to disambiguate case roles and pronouns, infer implicit real-world

knowledge, and predict the development of the story, as well as revise its predictions.

The performance of the sgm is quite impressive. It can balance two contradictory

forces successfully, identity and association. Associative constraints represent proba-

bilistic default knowledge about standard schemas and their structure. In contrast,

identity constraints force the network to recall speci�c, novel, non - standard, or even

script - violating, data despite the opposing strong defaults. This is a particularly

di�cult problem with anns, which can only be overcome by ensuring the diversity of

the combinatorics expressed in the training corpus [201, 200].

6.3.3.1 sgm and discern vs cosy-mats

This is also a point of di�erence between the sgm and discern [135], described in

Section 6.3.2. Instead of manipulating the corpus combinatorics, the latter model

takes advantage of its concept representation scheme to encode both identity and

association. Thus, the so-called fgrep technique entails the standardisation of the

encoding of general concepts or object classes, and the simultaneous recording of the

speci�c and transient token entity (cf. [201]). An additional di�erence between the

two models is that the sgm is in a position to learn new scripts and tracks, and their

representation, rather than have this representation prespeci�ed for it. This is done

automatically in the hidden layers in the sgm [201]. This also means that the sgm

can deal better with novel and script - violating data combinations. On the other

hand, discern is able to learn concept representations by itself, whereas in the sgm

handcoding is needed.

There are certain respects in which both the sgm and discern are better than

the cosy-mats pragmatic ann. Firstly, in both these other systems the story rep-

resentation in the hidden layers is explicit to humans and open to interpretation and
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further manipulation. Thus, the `black-box' argument against connectionist systems

is fended o�, at least partially. This is not the case in cosy-mats, for the time

being. The reasons behind this are inextricably linked to the input data itself. The

currency in the cosy-mats network is not individual concepts for objects, actions,

or events. Instead, the features used relate to text structure and discourse function

in abstract terms. As a result, there are no role bindings in this pragmatic ann in

the sense of discern and sgm. Here, however, lies the strength of the cosy-mats

network. By not binding its computations to speci�c concepts, themselves restricted

by the training corpus and/or the application domain, this high-level network retains

its generality and exibility. The same input features can be employed for any novel

texts, concepts, and domains. The ann is just forced to acquire automatically its

own representation of feature correlations that come into play in establishing the de-

gree of importance of a text unit (cf. [200]). This takes place in the hidden layer

(cf. Section 6.5; Chapter 7).

Similarly, the training corpus for the ann in cosy-mats is not as controlled as

that in the sgm, for example. This has to do, once again, with the type of input

data encoded. While in the sgm it is easy to check the frequency of occurrence of

the di�erent concepts and instances and their combinatorics, the pragmatic task in

cosy-mats complicates things much more. For once, the same feature combina-

tions often lead to contrasting decisions about importance, depending on the context

(e.g. Table 7.2). Thus, what is needed is a su�ciently large corpus where dominant

combinations are represented, so that erroneous biases are avoided [201, 200]. Of

course, in the present case an additional di�culty lies in keeping the right balance

between equally frequent but contradictory data (cf. Chapter 5 and Appendix C).

Admittedly, there are some weaknesses that the cosy-mats pragmatic ann shares

with the sgm:

1. In both networks the input is handcoded, at present at least. In cosy-mats,

however, there are other, lower-level, networks which compute - beforehand - the
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values for the input features of the pragmatic ann. Despite the fact that these

other modules have not been implemented yet, their speci�c data-processing

functions are already being established in a detailed fashion (cf. Appendix B).

2. The selected input features in both models could be seen as being arbitrary.

The sgm uses standard case roles, such as agent, patient, location, and

manner. In cosy-mats, highly-abstract pragmatic features are employed, such

as explanation, contrast, goal, or plan (cf. Chapters 5 and 7). The main

di�erence is that, contrarily to the case in the sgm, the feature values in cosy-

mats span over whole texts or, at least, text units bigger than the current

sentence. Thus, speci�c interactions among sentences in the context of the

current discourse situation can be captured by the cosy-mats encoding scheme.

3. Related to the previous point, neither the sgm nor the cosy-mats ann is

yet capable of encoding intrasentential hierarchical information and structure.

Thus, the sgm only deals with simple conjured-up sentences, which do not

contain embedded structures or subordinate clauses. The cosy-mats input

represents actual sentences from real-world texts (Appendix A), which involve

such structures and complexity. However, the representation is su�ciently ab-

stract for the cosy-mats ann to obviate the need for such syntactic processing.

Although this ann does not encode sentence structural information, it processes

discourse structural and hierarchical information about both main and subordi-

nate clauses. To date, however, it has been assumed that formal syntactic com-

putations have already taken place in the front-end symbolic analysing modules

of the system (Section 3.1.1).

The functions of the three systems are quite di�erent: The pragmatic ann in

cosy-mats focuses on establishing relative text unit importance, whereas discern

and the sgm concentrate on text representation, interpretation, and retrieval tasks.

In general, however, the cosy-mats ann is better suited than either of the two
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systems for the pragmatic and discourse processing of real-world texts and content

selection. The reason for this is that the input feature values in the cosy-mats

context are not bound to speci�c concepts and instances, as is the case with the

other two systems. In these systems, propositions and case information are related to

speci�c concepts. In contrast, the cosy-mats ann keeps track only of the presence

of case role and other types of information, but does not encode instances of entities,

actions, or events. For example, in contrast to the sgm, this ann does compute goal

and other such high-level information, without binding it to speci�c verbs and nouns.

This renders the network more exible in that it will not fail to process propositions

where certain concepts have not been learnt or cannot be adequately represented.

Hence, expedient restrictions on the input text are not needed here, such as the one

in the sgm which disallows any predicate from appearing in the story more than

once. This characteristic of the connectionist processor regarding the data types it

computes renders cosy-mats as a whole more generic and easier to port to new

applications. Moreover, it is more robust as far as natural, real-world texts go. The

sgm, for instance, only accepts very simple, and not particularly natural, sentences

as its input

4

.

In addition, the pragmatic input features employed (Sections 6.5.2 and 7.2.2) in

the content selection ann of cosy-mats extend beyond individual sentences and over

larger text units, occasionally even the whole text itself. Thus, discourse relationships

among distinct text sentences are captured, despite the lack of recurrent connections

in the current version of the ann.

Furthermore, the sgm does not encode cohesion and coherence relations, as ad-

mitted in [201]. There is nothing in the model to prevent a collection of unrelated

sentences from being processed and remembered together. Contrarily, in cosy-mats,

the texts fed are real-world and, hence, coherent by de�nition. Apart from this fact,

4

Compare, however, this with the complexity and informality of the real-world speech input in

the simulation described in [200].
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importance criteria therein, although pragmatic-based, are identi�ed in previous pro-

cessors in the system; this takes place by means of the surface manifestations of these

criteria, whether these are lexical, syntactic, or text structural. Thus, speci�c coher-

ence relations can be concretely computed in the process, in the previous part of the

cosy-mats cascade.

The sgm, discern, or even a hybrid of the two, could be e�ectively used in the

context of cosy-mats for the earlier processing tasks in the generic summarisation

system. In this way, the latter could keep track of the speci�c concepts and tokens

involved in the current input text. Moreover, the propositions inferred by such pro-

cessors from the winning sentences could also be considered in the construction of

the output summary. It would still remain the sole responsibility of the pragmatic,

high-level ann, however, to decide on the relative importance of each concept, by

considering the proposition and larger co-text it is found in.

6.3.4 contrast

The abstract generation module of the contrast [72] nlu system is the only system,

apart from cosy-mats that employs the connectionist paradigm to determine degrees

of importance in the input text. An ann is used for content selection, in which all

the concepts introduced in the text, both explicitly and implicitly, are represented as

distinct units. Depending on their relative activation levels, certain units will become

dominant over the rest. The corresponding concepts represented by them will be the

only ones that will be further considered at the planning stage of the summarisation

process.

This ann depends heavily on the knowledge representation component of con-

trast. The so-called Contextual Representation Structure (crs) is a semantic net-

work where all background, generic and `stable' knowledge about entities, relations,

and events is stored (frame knowledge) [70]. This is also where the speci�c knowledge

provided by the text currently being processed is temporarily accommodated [70],
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echoing the lolita methodology [58]. Both types of knowledge have been acquired

from training texts. The di�erentiation between what consists frame and what speci�c

knowledge takes place manually. Biases can also be introduced for selected concept

nodes in the crs, to indicate the topics of interest. This semantic representation

scheme is claimed to be language-independent. Language-speci�c data is stored in

lexica and grammar rules, where correspondences are also established with the generic

crs data [72].

Once the input text has been parsed by the appropriate modules of contrast,

its semantic representation is built in the crs as a substructure on top of the relevant

frame substructures. Frame knowledge increments the text-speci�c information by

means of script-like inferences about the temporal and causal sequence of events and

actions (cf. [172]). Speci�c knowledge will be gradually modi�ed or forgotten after

the processing of the current text has been completed and new texts are fed to the

system [70]. Each concept node in the crs has a certain degree of importance

assigned to it. This partly depends on whether a positive bias has been assigned to

it beforehand, in order to control and constrain the inferencing process [70]. Another

factor, however, is the number of times the concept is introduced in the text. This

idea is reminiscent of the principle of repetition as a criterion of importance (cf. Sec-

tion 4.4.2). The more a topic is resumed in the course of a text, even in terms of its

subtopics, the more central it is assumed to be.

Both the text-speci�c and the relevant frame substructure evoked on the crs

are represented in the content selection ann. Each concept is instantiated as an

individual unit. Connection weights, in turn, represent the semantic closeness of

the corresponding concepts in the crs, as well as any prede�ned biases. Thus, the

ann automatically establishes a degree of importance for each concept represented,

according to the following standard connectionist scheme [70, 72, 129, 163]:

1. The more the links stemming from a node, the greater will be its activation

levels, and the more likely it is for this node to represent an important concept.

This is the connectionist interpretation of the principle of repetition, mentioned
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above; the links represent the number of references in the text to the corre-

sponding concept.

2. Conversely, any nodes that are connected to such highly activated nodes will

also have relatively high activation levels. This is because of the propagation

of activation that takes place in the links. In other words, concepts that are

referred to in the context of the dominant ones will also be treated as signi�cant

in the text.

After the ann has reached a state of stability, the nodes with activation levels

above a certain threshold will indicate the most important concepts in the semantic

substructure of the text. These will be connected directly to each other to generate

the summarised version of the original text. The selection of linking pattern for the

winning concepts is based on the identi�cation of the shortest path that covers all

the nodes with the highest degree of importance [70].

The advantage of the contrast approach to summarisation is that it seems to

involve novel text generation rather than rigid sentence extraction and concatena-

tion. Concepts evoked in distinct sentences of the original text, as well as inferred

concepts, are combined to create novel sentences for the output abstract. This is

di�erent from the methodology adopted in the case of cosy-mats, where the genera-

tion modules will work on propositions or the original sentences, rather than concepts

of entities. These propositions, in turn, are acquired by means of surface, semantic,

and pragmatic analysis of the original sentences. This choice stems from one of the

assumptions behind cosy-mats, according to which it is not individual words that

are carriers of importance. Rather, what renders a proposition more important than

the others in a text is the structure of sentences and sentence groups, and the patterns

of rhetorical and pragmatic features distinguishable therein (Section 2.3 and Chap-

ter 5) (cf. [138]). In this respect, the contrast abstract generation system appears

to be a sophisticated version of the keyword-based ie systems, such as smart and

the bt Text Summariser (Section 2.2.1.1). The similarity lies in the fact that all

these approaches use the repetition of speci�c words and phrases across the text in

establishing content signi�cance. The di�erence is that contrast employs an ann
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to represent `links' and `bonds' between text extracts [32]. Thus, contrast seems

to be underestimating the power of connectionist systems to establish patterns and

interrelations across nodes, and distributed representations of concepts [24, 54] (Sec-

tion 6.1.2). This power is wasted with the `localist' representation scheme adopted for

the contrast ann; there is an absolute one-to-one correspondence between nodes

and concepts, and concepts stand, in e�ect, for words in this context. In contrast,

the cosy-mats ann uses whole propositions or sentences as minimal units of impor-

tance (cf. Section 6.5). The inputs do not represent word concepts, but higher-level

features, which range over whole sentences and beyond. These features correspond

to pragmatic, and rhetorical information (Chapter 5).

contrast does not seem to fare better than standard nlu-based text summari-

sation systems either (Section 2.2.2.1). This is due to the arbitrariness involved in

the knowledge representation scheme. The structure and size of the semantic network

heavily depend on the type of training texts used [70]. It is not made explicit what

happens when the concepts in the crs do not accommodate the speci�c instances in

the current text. In other words, it is uncertain whether the system can tackle novel

input

5

. Thus, the example output, e.g. in [70], contains information about only those

concepts which have been encountered in similar training articles. Even in the case of

the ann, the localist representation employed therein inevitably means that its size

will have to be modi�ed or enlarged every time novel concepts are introduced.

6.4 Limitations of Current High-Level anns

It may be observed that all the approaches described above rely usually on the se-

mantics of speci�c open-class words of special interest or prespeci�ed importance. Al-

ternatively, some systems went further and used script-type knowledge representation

5

In [72], it is claimed that real-world texts, such as general political newspaper articles, can be

processed by the system. In later work, however [70], both the semantic network and its connectionist

implementation are based on a limited number of news items about new models of workstations.
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schemes as the basis for connectionist encoding of information. In contrast, the core,

content selection ann in cosy-mats deals with sentential and supra-sentential, con-

textual and rhetorical features. In this way, diverse domains may be accommodated

for by the type of data computed in this ann. Thus, the generality and portability of

this component is ensured. In addition, the cosy-mats ann retains its robustness,

as it never encounters `novel concepts'. The same set of generic, pragmatic data is al-

ways processed therein. The only thing that changes from application to application

and from text to text is the relative weighting of these features.

Some type of script description, classi�cation, and event hierarchy may be un-

avoidable for an nlu-based system. The point, however, is that such information

should be incorporated in the system after the speci�c domain or application has

been decided upon. This type of knowledge is too restrictive to be used ab initio

in a generic, robust, and working system. For this reason, it is contended here that

pragmatic processing for text summarisation should remain as general as possible in

terms of the criteria used. Moreover, in cosy-mats such criteria are not restricted

to the abstract (discourse structural and contextual) features, but also include their

intermediary (rhetorical), and surface manifestations (cf. Chapter 5).

6.5 An ann That Applies Pragmatic Decisions on

Texts

In Chapter 2, the need for a deeper - pragmatic - analysis of the input text was

established for a text summarisation system to be at all successful. It was also recog-

nised, however, that for such a system to be robust and exible as well, selective and

`grounded' processing is required (Section 2.1.1). To this e�ect, speci�c features at

various levels of abstraction were identi�ed in Chapter 5, that are expected to be cor-

related with sentence importance. Indeed, (some of) their interactions were presented
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in Section 5.1 and more fully in Appendix B. The next step was to discover the degree

of their relative inuence on importance determination, both individually and in spe-

ci�c patterns. To this e�ect, one of the modules of the cosy-mats system (Fig. 6.1)

was implemented, namely the high-level ann for content selection (cf. Section 3.1.4).

The motivations for employing conventional symbolic along with connectionist

methods in cosy-mats have already been explained (Section 6.2). In the remainder

of this chapter, the desired function of the content selection ann is detailed. The

performance of a prototype version of this processor is assessed in the next chapter,

both with isolated sentences (Section 7.2) and with full texts (Section 7.3). The goal

has been the development of a connectionist module where:

1. what is correctly predicted is the importance of individual sentences in a text

with reference to the speci�c propositions expressed therein; and

2. the input text is interpreted in its entirety, i.e. each sentence, and its salient

propositions, is analysed in relation to its co-text.

Consequently, the desideratum for this high-level ann has been that it be capable of

discriminating central from peripheral information in a coherent and cohesive text,

at a �ne-grained level.

6.5.1 Architecture

The content selection module of cosy-mats is a standard 3-layer Feed-forward

Back-propagation network [162]. Back-propagation was chosen for this pilot version

of the ann for the reasons discussed in Section 6.1.3.1. Twenty-four (24) out of a

total number of 87 possible input features have been identi�ed, all of which belong

to the pragmatic cluster of features (cf. Section 5.1.1)

6

. In this con�guration, the

single hidden layer consists of 30 units. The choice of the number of units was based

on experimentation with di�erent sizes that had to accommodate from 5 to 24 input

6

Apart from the pragmatic features, however, lower-level, linguistic as well as noisy, features were

also employed in certain of the experiments reported in Chapter 7
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features (Section D.4.0.1). Since only two activation values are of interest in this task

of importance determination, there are just two output units, relating, respectively,

to whether or not a sentence is important for the subsequent summary generation

stage. The higher of the two values is taken to be the answer of the network

7

.

Both input and output values are binary; the minimum is `0' while the maximum

is `1'

8

. Output unit activation can also be represented by continuous values, namely

when novel input is concerned. In these cases, the ann output cannot always coincide

with the desired output (Section 6.1.3.1), especially as there may be contradictory

patterns in the training data. For those patterns, the output unit activation will be

approximate rather than absolute. As a result, the distance between importance and

unimportance can be minimal (e.g. 0.425 vs 0.575). These cases express uncertainty

and can be exploited in the larger context of cosy-mats, by weighting them, for

example, in order to obtain a stronger answer (Section 6.5.3).

6.5.2 Input Layer Size

87 candidate features have already been identi�ed as possibly relevant to the

determination of sentence importance (Appendix B). These features record various

aspects of the form, the structure, the rhetorical development, and the situational and

real-world context of the text involved. In other words, both morphological, lexical,

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information is represented in this set of features.

It has already been postulated (Section 5.1) that all these 87 features can be arranged

into three large groups, the surface, the intermediary, and the pragmatic, depending

on the relative ease of their identi�cation on the surface of the text being analysed.

In Chapter 5, mappings across the three levels were suggested, so that the abstract,

extralinguistic features in the 87 element set can be broken down into objecti�ed

linguistic features. As a consequence, the evaluation of the pragmatic features that

7

A single output ann was also tested but was dispreferred, because the evaluation of its gener-

alisation performance was not as straightforward.

8

The latter is encoded as `a' in the software package employed, PlaNet [140]
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are employed as input to the content selection ann of cosy-mats can be automated;

the lower-level anns and the symbolic processors therein can make the most out of

the syntactic, morphological, and generic lexical information provided by the text

under consideration.

The reason that this high-level ann only computes pragmatic features is that in

this way the inherent noise that is introduced in the network when it is expected to

learn associations between data belonging to disparate levels of abstraction is avoided

(cf. Section 7.2.1). Therefore, the 24 pragmatic features are considered by the content

selection ann, while the remaining 63, more objective, features which constitute their

surface manifestations are computed by earlier modules in cosy-mats. If nothing

else, the number of the potential importance factors identi�ed in Chapter 5 is far

too large for any practical theoretical analysis or experimentation to take place. The

di�culty stems from the combinatorial explosion that would be involved if individual

feature correlations need to be discovered.

6.5.3 The Output Layer

Two output values are expected at any time from the content selection ann. These re-

late to the degree of importance and unimportance, respectively, of the sentence

under consideration. The use of just two units in the output layer is frequent for

common classi�cation tasks, e.g. sentence grammaticality determination [112]. The

determination of sentence importance is certainly a much more relative and subjec-

tive task (cf. Chapters 1 and 5). Nevertheless, it is precisely the way that a degree

of con�dence is demonstrated in the output of the ann that can parallel the subjec-

tivity salient in the corresponding decision among humans. Although a single output

layer was employed initially, a second output unit was introduced, so that the exact

`reaction' of the ann is estimated in a standard way, automatically

9

: the unit with

9

My gratitude to my colleague Jiping Sun, now at the University of Otago, for writing the

corresponding result sorting programs.
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the higher activation is the one to determine the decision regarding the importance of

the sentence at hand. In addition, the use of a second output unit renders the results

more interesting and useful in that, apart from the relative distance, the absolute

distance between the importance and unimportance values can be observed. Such

information can be exploited for the identi�cation of borderline and ambiguous cases

in the corpus. As a consequence, the elimination of the corresponding sentences can

be e�ected in the construction of the summary, depending on some prede�ned value

di�erence threshold that is considered desirable. Equally important is the acquisition

of non-trivial evidence in this manner, in studying the strength of the various feature

combinations employed.

6.5.4 Function

In the context of the fully-implemented cosy-mats, the content selection ann re-

ceives the output of each of the preceding lower-level

10

anns (cf. Fig. 6.1). Each of

these processors has computed the values for the abstract features used by this high-

level ann, on the basis of surface characteristics of the text, among other things.

Thus, the previous two levels of anns act like a complex encoding module, in order

for the top-level processor to be able to compute the degree of importance of each of

the sentences in the input text. As already pointed out, `importance' has a relative

meaning in this research (cf. Sections 1.1.2.2, 1.1.3). It is de�ned as indispensability

of the corresponding proposition, or sets thereof, expressed by the sentences in the

composition of a succinct but comprehensive abstract (Section 1.1.2.1).

To date, only the pragmatic ann in cosy-mats has been implemented (Chap-

ter 7). Hence, the input values to this network are hand-coded for the time being.

The ensuing subjectivity, however, has been minimised as much as possible, by way of

rigorously specifying objective and veri�able criteria for their determination. These

10

In fact, it receives output from the intermediary anns and only from those surface anns with

which it is directly linked.
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were discussed theoretically in Chapters 4 and 5, and are presented in greater detail

in Appendix B. An additional proof of the functionality of these criteria has been the

fact that they formed the basis for the encoding of real-world texts by a total of �ve

individuals (cf. Sections 5.4.1 and 7.1.1).

The output of this high-level ann is, essentially, a list of all the sentences of the in-

put text, in their original order, with their corresponding importance - unimportance

value pairs. In other words, each sentence is represented in the network in terms of the

pragmatic features employed, in the input layer, and the relative degree of importance

assigned to it, in the output layer (cf. Chapter 7). Their retrieval is straightforward,

because they are fed into cosy-mats sequentially rather than randomly.

Therefore, the decoding module in Fig. 6.1 basically reproduces those sentences

that have an importance evaluation over a certain threshold. This threshold, which

can be seen as a kind of `con�dence criterion' [112], can be set and modi�ed on-line

in accordance with the requirements of the end-user regarding the output summary

(cf. Sections 1.1.2.1, 2.1.2, and 2.2.1.1). Thus, if the desired length of the output of

cosy-mats is quite short, a high threshold will ensure the elimination of the major-

ity of sentences in the input text. The selected few can then form the basis for the

construction of an abstract which greatly departs from the original. When retrieved,

the winning sentences appear both in their original form and in a propositional rep-

resentation. This latter has already been computed by the initial cluster of symbolic

analysers (Section 3.1.1). It will be the job of the generation modules to act on

these logico-semantic representations and the text units they represent to produce

the output summary (Section 2.1.2).



Chapter 7

The Experiments with the

Content Selection ANN of

COSY-MATS

In this chapter, a series of experiments is presented that was carried out

in the course of developing the high-level content selection ann of the

proposed cosy-mats system. The use of varying numbers of input fea-

tures and diverse combinations thereof is reported. These were employed

for the representation of extracted sentences, as well as full texts. These

combinations are also discussed with respect to the level of abstraction of

the constituent features; i.e. surface, intermediary, and/or pragmatic. Re-

sults acquired from experimentation with solely pragmatic input features

are contrasted with those where features from across the three levels were

employed. In addition, validation experiments are presented where noisy

features were used. The processing of isolated sentences is juxtaposed to

that of whole texts, dealing with diverse subject domains and belonging

to more than a single text type. Conclusions are drawn regarding; the

suitability of di�erent levels of input granularity for the representation

of real-world texts; the contribution of individual features, and patterns

thereof, to the determination of sentence importance; and the validity of

the content selection methodology itself adopted for cosy-mats.

7.1 Motivation for the Experiments

In Section 6.5, the function of the content selection ann in cosy-mats was described

in detail. In the present chapter, the performance of a prototype version of this

processor is assessed by means of a series of experiments. The reason for the imple-

mentation of this module before the development of the other parts of cosy-mats

271
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was the need to �rst evaluate the usefulness of the pragmatic and discourse contextual

features proposed in Chapter 5 in determining sentence importance across domains

and text types. In this way, both input text interpretation and summary generation

decisions in the fully-edged cosy-mats will be based on a deep analysis of the input

text, rather than on simple keyword identi�cation (Section 2.1.1). At the same time,

these high-level decisions will be well-grounded on the surface of the text, and on more

generic cues than those immediately provided by the current application (Chapter 5).

In order to ascertain whether the pragmatic features proposed in this the-

sis (Section 5.1.1) can delineate the solution space for the problem of importance

determination, experiments were carried out where the input units of the content

selection ann represented solely such features (Section 7.2.2). Nevertheless, exper-

iments were also performed where the features employed constituted a mixture of

both lower and high-level features (`cross-level' features: Section 7.2.1). Thus,

a coarse-grained comparison of the representational power of the various description

levels was possible. In addition, clues were provided as to the interdependence among

them (cf. Section 7.4.1).

Apart from cross-level features, sets of meaningless features were also employed

for the encoding of the same corpora. These were either `irrelevant linguistic'

features, or `chance' features the values for which had been randomly generated.

This was done for validation purposes; it had to be ensured that the performance

achieved by the ann with the cross-level and the pure pragmatic features was not

accidental. The expectation was that the ann will fare better with these latter types

of features, than with such noisy features.

The overall goal of the corresponding experiments was to establish whether it is

feasible for an ann to determine the importance of whole sentences, taken in isolation

from their surrounding sentences. Thus, the content selection ann was tested on

extracted sentences for the majority of the experiments (Section 7.2). The task of

sentence importance determination was non-trivial, because all of the features used
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represented mainly text units larger than individual words (cf. Section 7.4.1). Later,

the processing of full texts was also investigated (Section 7.3). The goal was to assess

the performance of the ann in a more realistic context. The sentences chosen by the

ann as the most important were extracted from the source text and concatenated

(Section 7.3.2, Appendix F); hence, it was easier to evaluate the appropriateness of

the resulting `draft' summary. This was a test of the e�ectiveness of the pragmatist

cosy-mats approach when the e�cient generation of imperfect output is valued more

than a more natural, but belated, novel summary.

Before presenting the various experimental set-ups and the corresponding results

(starting in Section 7.2), a brief discussion is needed of the methodology adopted

for the selection and encoding of the text corpora that were used to train the ann

(Section 7.1.1).

7.1.1 The Encoded Text Corpora

In order to train and test this pilot version of the content selection ann, a corpus

of real-world sentences and full texts was developed. These were taken from the

text collections listed in Appendix A. Initially, 1,100 isolated sentences were

selected from a total of 55 texts (listed in Appendix C). The great majority of these

texts are newspaper articles on a variety of topics (cf. Section 5.2.2), while a few are

scienti�c papers from conference proceedings (cf. Section 5.2.1). As a result, both

the length of the source texts and the subject domains represented therein are varied

(cf. Section 5.2). In this way, it was easier to establish whether the features used for

text encoding are su�ciently generic to cover di�erent domains and text types in the

future (Section 2.3).

The decisions about the speci�c choices of texts and sentences rested with a total

of �ve human encoders, one of whom was the author of this thesis (See Table 7.11

for a comparative study involving three of the encoders). These individuals were

free to select any article of interest to them, irrespective of subject matter or length.
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First, they had to read the chosen articles in their entirety for general comprehension.

Afterwards, they were asked to assign an importance rating to each of the constituent

sentences, on the basis of the whole text they belonged to. This was done at a rather

coarse-grained level; ticking the more central sentences and leaving the remainder of

the text unmarked. This `two-pass' strategy was adopted because it is assumed that,

for general purposes, readers decide on the importance of individual parts of the text

dynamically and with frequent referrals to what has already been read [44, 205]. Most

importantly, importance assignment was performed without any reference whatsoever

to the predetermined features, hence, it reected only the natural human judgement

for the corresponding sentences

1

. The resulting importance judgements provided the

values for the output vectors of the training patterns fed to the ann (Section 6.5.3).

The next stage involved the selection of isolated sentences from each of the analysed

texts in order to be subsequently encoded by means of various features (Section 7.2).

In choosing individual sentences from these texts, the only restriction the encoders

had to comply with was that the same number of important and unimportant sen-

tences had to be extracted from each text; irrespective of the length or type of the

latter

2

. This was in order to ensure some statistical balance in the representation

of both types of sentences in the training corpus (cf. Appendix C). Thus, in the

1,100 sentence corpus, 555 sentences are important and the remaining 545 are unim-

portant. The extracted sentences were subsequently encoded by means of various

combinations of the features proposed in Chapter 5. To standardise the feature eval-

uation procedure, the encoders were furnished with an Encoding Manual, reproduced

in this thesis as Appendix B. The manual de�nes and exempli�es all the features

introduced in Section 5.1; both pragmatic (B.2.1), intermediary (B.2.2), and surface-

level (B.2.3). Apart from individual de�nitions, detailed inter-relationships among

the features are suggested therein; both on the same abstraction level and across the

1

The texts had not been encoded yet.

2

The reader should be reminded that the restriction concerns the number of sentences extracted

from a text, and not the total number of important and unimportant sentences contained therein.
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three levels. Leaving aside the theoretical interest and computational advantage of

such knowledge for cosy-mats, the speci�ed mappings were necessary for the en-

coders to have some common reference point. Thus, in encoding sentences and, later,

full texts by means of the pragmatic features, each person could apply at least some

criteria that were also shared by the other encoders, reducing the subjective nature

of these features. This was considered very important, if any homogeneity at all was

to be assured for the training corpus. (See, however, Section 5.4.1 for a discussion of

the extent of this homogeneity.)

For the purposes of the next phase of the experiments, three of the encoders were

asked to analyse and encode whole texts. This time, only the pragmatic features were

used (Sections 5.1.1 and B.2.1). Thus, 29 texts were chosen from the same collection

(listed in Section A.2). This corpus consists of a total of 780 sentences. The encoders

had to read the text through and then tick the sentences they considered to be more

important, in retrospect (See Section 8.3.1.3 for a discussion of the implications this

has on a connectionist implementation). On this basis, every sentence was later

assigned two values, for importance and unimportance, which were fed to the ann

as output training patterns. Since all the sentences in each text had to be encoded

in this case, the restriction about the representational balance in the corpus with

respect to the number of the important and the less important sentences could no

longer be applied. For this reason, the articles were chosen by the author of the thesis

this time, so that they all are of comparable size: approximately 23 sentences each.

In this way, the ratio of important to unimportant sentences was expected to remain

relatively stable in the training and the test corpora (cf. [61]). This type of control

was necessary for comparison purposes with the ann performance achieved with the

isolated sentence corpus (cf. Section 7.2.2.1). Despite this restriction, however, the

length and the speci�c form of the corresponding sentences are still variable across

the corpus. Thus, in this 780-sentence corpus, 322 sentences were chosen as the most

important ones in their respective texts, as opposed to the remaining 458, which were
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found to be more peripheral, i.e. `unimportant' for current purposes. Having assigned

importance values to each sentence, the encoders had to decide on the applicability

of every pragmatic feature from the proposed 24 set (cf. Figure 5.2). The whole

text had to be consulted in this process, as the features refer to units larger than

individual words, or even sentences (cf. Section 7.4.1 and the feature illustrations in

Appendix B).

The experiments with the 1,100 isolated sentences preoccupy the discussion in

most of the following sections (Section 7.2). Those with the full texts are presented

in Section 7.3. Some general remarks about the nature of the input features to

the ann are made in Section 7.4.1. Finally, Section 7.4 recapitulates on the main

conclusions that can be drawn from the experiments.

7.2 The Experiments with Isolated Sentences

In this section, various experiments are described which involved the processing of

up to 1,100 isolated sentences from a total of 55 real-world texts. First, the use of

features from across the three levels of description is presented (Section 7.2.1); prag-

matic, intermediary, and surface features were employed in parallel in the input layer

of the content selection ann for determining the importance of the corresponding

sentences; 100, initially

3

, and 1,100 later

4

. These results are juxtaposed with those

acquired from validation experiments with noisy features. Noise was represented by

either linguistic features that should be irrelevant to the problem at hand (hence-

forth, Irrelevant Linguistic Features; Sections 7.2.1.1 and 7.2.1.2); or completely

senseless features the values for which were randomly obtained (henceforth, Chance

Features; Section 7.2.2). Finally, in Section 7.2.2, the use of uniquely pragmatic

features is reported; both the total 24 set (Section 7.2.2.1) and subsets thereof (Sec-

tion 7.2.2.2) are accounted.

3

encoded by the author of the thesis;

4

encoded by 3 to 5 individuals;
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All experiments reported in this chapter were carried out on the PlaNet pdp

5

platform [140]. The standard, feed-forward, version of the bp learning algorithm was

employed (Section 6.1.3.1), as provided by this public domain software (Appendix D).

The number of units on the input layer of the ann varied, depending on the number of

features used in each simulation. The ann did not accept speci�c values for any of the

input features used in these experiments. It only received binary data corresponding

to whether or not each feature is applicable. Thus, just two values were allowed,

a (equivalent to 1) for `yes' and 0 for `no'. 30 hidden units were employed for all

simulations, arranged in a single layer. This size was established after exploratory

experimentation (cf. Section D.4.0.1). An identical number of hidden units was used

in order to provide a constant environment [69]. Finally, the output layer always

consisted of two units, as already explained (Section 6.5.3); one for importance and

one for unimportance.

7.2.1 Using Features from Across the 3 Levels

The �rst series of experiments involved the representation of all three levels of ab-

straction in the input layer of the ann by means of a limited number of features

from each level; pragmatic, intermediary, and surface. The goal was to observe ann

performance with heterogeneous, rather than purely pragmatic, features, in order to

establish the degree of granularity that is most appropriate for the content selection

module of cosy-mats. Initially, a few central features (5, 6, 10) were used for the

encoding of a small corpus (100 patterns), to gauge the feasibility of the whole at-

tempt; i.e. to establish the degree to which the ann could function in such a fuzzy

solution space (Section 7.2.1.1). Only then was the ann tested on a larger corpus

(1,100 patterns) and with more features (12) (Section 7.2.1.2).

5

Parallel Distributed Processing (cf. [129, 163])
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7.2.1.1 The 100-Sentence Corpus

Using 5 Cross-Level Features

An initial core set of 5 cross-level features was identi�ed in the proposed 87 set

(cf. Chapter 5). These were the following (See Appendix B for de�nitions);

1. Focus change, which is an intermediary feature (p. 390);

2. Explanation, which is a pragmatic feature (p. 385);

3. Contrast (Negation), which is an intermediary feature (p. 392);

4. Generalisation, which is a pragmatic feature (p. 383); and

5. Title, which is a surface-level feature (p. 397).

This is also the exact left-to-right order in which data is presented, in what follows.

These features were chosen out of the whole set as the most obviously relevant

to sentence importance, because they refer to constituents of the structure of the

discourse involved, and its emphasised topics. All of them are semantic or pragmatic

in character, but with structural and lexico-morphological realisations (Section 5.1).

The associative function of anns (Section 6.1.2) renders the speci�c order of feature

presentation in the input layer irrelevant, as long as it remains consistent across all

input patterns.

In these, exploratory, experiments, the training and test data employedwere based

on a corpus of 100 whole sentences, as these appear in a total of 5 real-world texts (Sec-

tion C.1.1). These sentences had been encoded by the author of the thesis as strings

of `0's and `a's depending on the predetermined, human, evaluation of the above 5

features

6

(cf. Section 7.1.1). The corresponding value vectors for the sentences con-

stituted the input patterns to the ann. The di�erence between the training and the

test data is that the former also includes a second column of digits representing the -

6

As pointed out in the beginning of Section 7.2, these features can only be considered as yes/no

questions.
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Our object is to introduce contexts as abstract
mathematical entities with properties useful in
Artificial Intelligence.

SENTENCE No. 25

On the mountain highway that snakes northeast
from Tirana toward the Serbian border, a
white-knuckled drive of 120 miles takes more

 than eight hours over remnants of pavement
originally laid by Communist Youth Brigades
in 1947.

SENTENCE No. 54

aa0a0 0a

a00a0 a0 IMPORTANT

UNIMPORTANT

Figure 7.1: Using 5 Features: Example Training Sentences

manually predetermined

7

- importance judgement for the sentences. The second vec-

tor provides the target output values for the ann, since a supervised learning scheme

has been adopted (Section 6.1.3). The two values, for importance and unimportance

respectively, have to be `guessed' by the ann when not present; one of the two units

has to be turned on (a) and the other one o� (0), depending on whether the current

sentence is considered by the ann to be important or not. Fig. 7.1 shows two example

sentences from the training corpus (listed in Section C.1.1); the input vectors appear

on the left-hand side and the target vectors, with the desired output unit activation,

on the right-hand side.

7

The ratio of important to unimportant sentences in this corpus, for example, is 51 versus 49,

respectively.
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PATTERNS IMPORTANCE UNIMPORTANCE

1. a00aa 4 none

2. a0aa0 4 5

3. aaaa0 9 1

4. 0a0a0 1 none

5. a00a0 9 3

6. aa0a0 14 15

7. 000a0 none 1

8. a0000 2 6

9. a0a00 1 6

10. aaa00 1 1

11. aa000 3 8

12. a000a 1 none

13. 0aaa0 1 none

14. 00000 none 1

15. aa0aa 1 none

16. 0a000 none 1

17. 0aa00 none 1

Table 7.1: 5-Cross-Level Feature Patterns Appearing in the 100-Sentence Corpus and

their Correlation to Importance (Focus Change, Explanation, Contrast, Generalisa-

tion, Title)

When the same two sentences depicted in Fig. 7.1 were used for testing the perfor-

mance of the ann, they were represented by just the left-hand side vector, with the

input activation values, thus:

a00a0

aa0a0

The generalisation performance of the ann (i.e. on the unseen patterns of the

corpus) was not good with these 5 cross-level features; only 53.1% on average. This

is not surprising given that its memorisation (i.e. training) performance was not ideal

either; the ann achieved 69.9% success on average with the learnt patterns, even after

the maximum number of training cycles allowed

8

(See Table 7.3 on page 284).

The near-chance performance can be understood by examining the pattern fre-

quency data of Table 7.1. It can be observed that only 6 of the 17 patterns are

8

The training and test regimes for these speci�c experiments are presented in Section D.3 (p. 619).
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relatively strong with respect to sentence importance (where `P.' stands for `Pat-

tern'): P.1, P.3, P.5, P.8, P.9, P.11. A further 8 out of the 17 patterns are `de facto'

decisive, since they only appear once in the corpus. Finally, the remaining 3 patterns

are ambiguous:

P.2 (a0aa0) induces importance 4 times and unimportance 5 times.

P.6 (aa0a0) is associated with importance 14 times and with unimportance 15 times.

P.10 (aaa00) induces importance 1 time and unimportance 1 time.

During training, the ann attempts to �nd some regularity, i.e. a single output value

for each pattern, so that there is no discrepancy in its decision between di�erent

occurrences of the same pattern (identity constraint). Nevertheless, the data itself

is contradictory, as Table 7.1 shows, since there are identical value vectors which

correspond to an almost equal ratio of importance and unimportance judgements.

The level of contradiction is indicated by the total number of counterexamples to the

stronger (`default') judgement for each pattern. This is 29% in this case and, hence,

imposes an upper limit on ann performance over the whole 100-sentence corpus at

71%. Thus, the results in Table 7.3 for the 5 input features should be seen in the

light of this `ideal' performance. The �gures in the parentheses show the revised

performance levels, after the application of the following equation:

ActualPerformance =

ApparentPerformance

IdealPerformance

(7:1)

Accordingly, the di�erence between the two output unit activation values in the pres-

ence of the ambiguous input patterns was small; e.g. 0.474 vs 0.526 (cf. sample ann

output on p. 635). This represents the degree of con�dence of the ann in its deci-

sion (cf. [112]). Contrasted to these are the output values for other, clearer, patterns,

for which there are no counterexamples in the corpus; e.g. 0.993 vs 0.007 for P.12.

In e�ect, no decision was taken by the ann as far as the problematic patterns are

concerned, because a default importance assignment could not be induced from the
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data. In such cases, thresholding can be applied on the output unit activations for

all test patterns, so that only output that expresses a `decision' is taken into con-

sideration (cf. Section 7.3.1). For instance, in one of the experiments, memorisation

performance on the training set was 77.9%. This became 81.7%, when a threshold

was set which required a di�erence of 0.200 and above between the `importance' and

the `unimportance' activations. The latter result is better, as expected, because the

element of noise has been eliminated.

These experiments suggested that either the data set used was too small for the

patterns therein to capture a decisive correlation to importance; or that the 5 features

employed for sentence encoding were insu�cient to adequately describe the solution

space for this problem. In order to assess the inuence of a larger input vector on

ann performance, the same 100 sentences were next encoded by means of 6 features.

Using 6 Cross-Level Features

A sixth feature, Goal Speci�cation, was added to the initial set. This belongs

to the pragmatic level (See p. 382 for a de�nition; cf. Chapter 5). The modi�ed

corpus is listed in Section C.1.2. The ann made successful generalisations in 62.5%

of the cases

9

. This indicates a positive contribution on the part of the additional

feature, either on its own or in the combinations it forms with the initial features.

Nevertheless, the memorisation performance of the ann was lower in comparison to

that acquired with the 5 features; 66.0% correct assignments, as opposed to 69.9

(Table 7.3). A look at the patterns appearing in this modi�ed corpus can provide

some clues for the interpretation of these results (Table 7.2).

Table 7.2 shows that 23 out of the 64 possible feature combinations are encountered

in the 100-sentence corpus. Although this may provide additional evidence for the

inadequacy of this initial data set, it is expected that only certain of the 64 patterns

9

The same experimental conditions were applicable in these experiments as for those with the 5

features (cf. Section D.3).
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No. PATTERNS IMPORTANCE UNIMPORTANCE

1. a00aa0 4 none

2. a0aa00 3 4

3. aaaa00 6 1

4. 0a0a00 1 none

5. a00a0a 3 1

6. a00a00 6 2

7. aa0a0a 3 3

8. aa0a00 11 12

9. 000a0a none 1

10. a00000 1 5

11. a0a000 1 6

12. aaaa0a 3 none

13. a0000a 1 1

14. aaa000 1 1

15. aa0000 2 7

16. a000a0 1 none

17. aa000a 1 1

18. 0aaa00 1 none

19. a0aa0a 1 1

20. 000000 none 1

21. aa0aa0 1 none

22. 0a0000 none 1

23. 0aa000 none 1

Table 7.2: 6-Cross-Level Feature Patterns Appearing in the 100-sentence Corpus and

their Correlation to Importance (Focus Change, Explanation, Contrast, Generalisa-

tion, Title, Goal Speci�cation)
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PATTERN MEMORISATION GENERALISATION

SIZE

5 69.9 (98%) 53.1 (75%)

6 66.0 (93%) 62.5 (88%)

10 79.2 (92%) 56.2 (65%)

Table 7.3: The E�ect of Input Pattern Size on Apparent (and Actual) Memorisation

and Generalisation Performance (100-Sentence Corpus, Cross-Level Features)

ever appear in real-world sentences, while others are not permissible

10

. Similarly to

the 5-feature experiments, the most problematic patterns for the ann were those

which do not induce a clear bias towards either importance or unimportance. No

decision was evident in the output layer for these feature patterns. In contrast,

ann performance with the relatively unambiguous patterns was better. Table 7.2,

however, also shows the predicted level of contradiction in the whole corpus for the

6 features. This is exactly the same as for the 5-feature corpus, namely 29%. Hence,

the lower memorisation performance indicated in Table 7.3 can be attributed to the

fact that this �gure (and the parenthesised normalised one; see equation 7.1) does

not refer to all possible partitions of the full data set, but to 4 di�erent ones, as

explained in Section D.3. In other words, it might be a�ected by noise. Nevertheless,

this possibility does not reduce the relative signi�cance of the higher generalisation

performance for the 6 features (88%); the latter performance regards unseen patterns.

Using 10 Cross-Level Features

The above two series of experiments showed that the generalisation performance

of the ann improved with input vector enlargement (Table 7.3), although the degree

of contradiction in the corpus remained high. For this reason, before scaling up

the sentence corpus (Section 7.2.1.2), a third experiment series was performed which

involved an even bigger input layer, representing 10 cross-level features. Despite the

10

as the corresponding feature evaluations would be incompatible with each other;
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fact that an increased number of features calls for a larger training data set [13, 219],

the aim was a direct comparison with the performance induced by the fewer features,

as part of this feasibility study

11

. Thus, to the previous 6 features, the following were

added (Appendix B):

� the intermediary Time Speci�cation;

� the surface-level Passiveness/Activeness;

� the surface-level Quanti�cation; and

� the intermediaryManner.

Hence, in these experiments the input units represented 3 pragmatic, 4 intermediary,

and 3 surface features (The modi�ed corpus can be found in Section C.1.3).

Table 7.3 indicates that the apparent memorisation performance was better than

with the fewer features, namely 79.2% success on average. This is because the corpus

contains fewer contradictions. Thus, Table 7.4 shows that the level of uncertainty

induced by the corpus now is 14%, as opposed to 29% with the 5 and 6 features.

Nevertheless, this is mainly due to the increase in the number of singly-occurring

patterns. Table 7.4 shows the 65 di�erent patterns that appear in this corpus

12

. The

majority of patterns are either unique or scarce in this corpus. Hence, they provide

inconclusive information, as they are usually associated with just one importance as-

signment. This, of course, does not necessarily mean that the opposite assignment

is unallowable. Alternative correlations to importance may emerge for the same pat-

terns in the test subcorpus (e.g. P.2). Accordingly, the generalisation performance of

the ann was relatively low with this data set, 56.2% success. This is actually worse

than the corresponding �gure for the 5 features (53.1), because the decreased level

of contradiction in the present corpus has now set ideal performance higher, at 86%

correct assignments. Thus, in real terms (see parenthesised �gure in Table 7.3), the

cases of successful generalisation were 65% for these 10 features (See Equation 7.1).

11

The same experimental conditions applied as with the 5 and 6 features (Section D.3).

12

out of the 1024 possible combinations;
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The need for a much larger corpus was clearly established at this point in the exper-

imentation.

Statistical Regularities in the 10-Feature Data

With respect to the correlation of individual features to sentence importance,

Table 7.5 shows the e�ect that the presence and absence of each of the 10 features

used in these initial experiments separately have on the corresponding judgement.

Table 7.6 indicates the corresponding degrees of correlation for all the features. The

following equations were employed to derive the �gures in the latter table

13

:

Correl

pres

=

Imp

pres

Imp

pres

+ UnImp

pres

(7:2)

Correl

absnt

=

UnImp

absnt

Imp

absnt

+ UnImp

absnt

(7:3)

Correl

tot

=

Imp

pres

+ UnImp

absnt

Imp

pres

+ UnImp

pres

+ Imp

absnt

+ UnImp

absnt

(7:4)

where, Imp

pres

is the number of sentences judged important when the feature is

present; UnImp

pres

is the number of unimportant sentences when the feature is

present; Imp

absnt

is the number of important sentences when the feature is absent;

and UnImp

absnt

is the number of unimportant sentences when the feature is absent.

A high value for the correlation when the feature is present, Correl

pres

, signi�es that

the feature is su�cient for importance determination; whereas a high value of corre-

lation when the feature is absent, Correl

absnt

signi�es that the feature is necessary for

a sentence to be important. Correl

tot

is the total degree of correlation to importance

associated with the feature:

Values approximating 0 indicate a strong negative correlation to sentence impor-

tance;

13

N/A (Not Applicable), due to small number of occurrences
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No. PATTERNS IMPORTANCE UNIMPORTANCE

1. a00aa000a0 1 none

2. a0aa0000a0 2 2

3. aaaa0000aa 1 none

4. 0a0a0000a0 1 none

5. a00a0a0aa0 1 1

6. a00a00a000 2 none

7. a00a000000 1 1

8. aa0a0aa0a0 1 2

9. a00a00a0a0 2 1

10. a0aa00a000 none 1

11. a00aa00000 3 none

12. aa0a00a0a0 3 5

13. 000a0aaaa0 none 1

14. aa0a000aaa none 1

15. aa0a00aaa0 1 none

16. a0000000a0 none 2

17. a0a000a0a0 1 2

18. aa0a0000a0 4 1

19. a0a0000000 none 1

20. a00a0a0000 1 none

21. a0aa000aa0 none 1

22. aaaa0a0aa0 2 none

23. a0000a0aa0 none 1

24. aaaa0aaaa0 1 none

25. aa0a0aaaa0 1 none

26. aaa0000000 none 1

27. a0a00000a0 none 1

28. a0aa000aaa 1 none

29. aa0a00aa00 none 1

30. aa00000aa0 none 2

31. a000a00000 1 none

32. a000000000 none 2

33. aa000aa0a0 1 none

34. aa0000a0a0 1 2

35. a0a000aa0a none 1

36. a0000000aa none 1

37. aaaa00000a none 1

38. 0aaa000aaa 1 none

39. aaaa00a0aa 1 none

40. a0aa0aaaa0 1 none

41. aa0000000a none 1

42. aa000000a0 none 1

43. aaaa00a0a0 2 none

44. aaaa000000 1 none

45. aa0a000a00 none 1

46. a00a00a0aa 1 none

47. 000000000a none 1

48. aa0a00a0aa 2 1

49. a00a0aa0a0 1 none

50. aaaa0000a0 1 none

51. aa0a0a0000 1 1

52. aa000a00a0 none 1

53. a0aa0aa0a0 none 1

54. aa0aa0a000 1 none

55. aa0000a0aa 1 none

56. a00000aa00 1 none

57. aaa000aa00 1 none

58. aa0000aaa0 none 1

59. a0a0000aaa none 1

60. aa0a000aa0 none 1

61. aa0a0000aa 1 none

62. 0a0000a0a0 none 1

63. 0aa000a000 none 1

64. aa0a00a000 none 1

65. a0000aa0a0 1 none

Table 7.4: 10-Cross-Level Feature Patterns Appearing in the 100-Sentence Corpus

and their Correlation to Importance (Focus Change, Explanation, Contrast, Gener-

alisation, Title, Goal Spec., Time Spec., Passiveness, Quanti�cation, Manner)
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Values closer to 1 suggest a strong positive correlation to importance; and

0.5 implies that there is no correlation.

Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show that the only one of the 10 features that appears to be

`su�cient' for a sentence to be important isTitle. When this feature is present (6/100

cases), the corresponding sentence is always important, as expected (cf. Section 5.2.1).

However, Title is not a necessary feature, as indicated by its low frequency in the cor-

pus in comparison to the number of important sentences therein (51). Clearly, the

presence of other features seems to be required. More interesting are the features

Generalisation and Passiveness, both of which appear to be `necessary' for a sen-

tence to be important; when they are absent, the corresponding sentence is more likely

to be unimportant. The impact of the former feature was suggested in Section 1.1.1.1;

the frequent occurrence of the latter was discussed in Section 5.2. Neither feature,

however, appears to be `su�cient' for a sentence to be important, as indicated by

their much lower presence correlation values. The remaining features do not exhibit

a clear `behaviour' either.

Consequently, none of these 10 features (with the obvious exception of Title)

can be said to be `conditionally independent' [219] for the solution of the importance

determination problem. Any meaningful correlations to sentence importance can best

be drawn from an examination of the features in combinations. This is in line with

the `holistic' aspect of the cosy-mats approach, which also motivated the adoption

of the connectionist paradigm for this task (Section 3.2.1); any piece of data bears

more relevance and weight in conjunction with other available data. As the patterns

which appear in this small corpus are weak in their majority (Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.4),

more features and a larger data set are required in order for a clearer relationship to

importance to be observed.

Before taking this next step, a control experiment was required.
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FEATURE PRESENT ABSENT

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

Focus Change 41 56 1 2

Explanation 20 35 22 23

Contrast 10 15 32 43

Generalisation 41 43 1 15

Title 6 - 36 58

Goal Spec. 12 8 39 41

Time Spec. 27 22 24 27

Passiveness 11 13 40 36

Quanti�cation 38 34 13 15

Manner 9 8 42 41

Table 7.5: The 10 Cross-Level Features and their Individual Correlation to Impor-

tance

FEATURE PRESENCE ABSENCE TOTAL

CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION

Focus Change 0.423 N/A 0.430

Explanation 0.364 0.511 0.430

Contrast 0.400 0.573 0.530

Generalisation 0.488 0.938 0.560

Title 1.000 0.617 0.640

Goal Spec. 0.600 0.513 0.530

Time Spec. 0.551 0.529 0.540

Passiveness 0.458 0.900 0.470

Quanti�cation 0.528 0.536 0.530

Manner 0.529 0.494 0.500

Table 7.6: The 10 Cross-Level Features and their Individual Correlation to Impor-

tance
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Using 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Features

The above experiments suggested that the 6 cross-level features used induce a

better generalisation performance (in both `apparent' and `actual' terms) than either

the 5 or the 10 features, with the speci�c data set (Table 7.3). Despite the fact that

the corresponding results were acquired from 4 simulations with di�erent random

seeds (Section D.3), they needed validation. In order to establish the relevance of

the speci�c cross-level features to the task of sentence importance determination,

a control experiment was carried out. This involved the encoding of the same 100

sentences by way of `irrelevant linguistic' features (The relevant corpus is presented in

Section C.1.4). These features are considered inappropriate for the problem at hand

(namely the determination of importance in texts). The following 10 features were

employed:

1. First Word Starts with a Vowel;

2. First Word Ends in a Consonant;

3. Second Word Starts with a Consonant;

4. Second Word Ends in a Vowel;

5. Last Word Ends in a Consonant;

6. Over 2 Vowels in the Last Word;

7. A Double Character in the First Word;

8. A Double Character in the Second Word;

9. The Second Letter of the Third Word is a Vowel;

10. The Sixth Letter is a `T'.

The same experimental conditions applied as with the 10 cross-level features (Sec-

tion D.3). Apart from disparate input activation values, the 100 sentences were rep-

resented by the same output vectors; i.e. their relative degree of importance remained

the same

14

. The memorisation performance of the ann in this case was 75.4%, on

14

as it had been manually predetermined, in this case by the author of the thesis (Section 7.1.1)
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FEATURE MEMORISATION GENERALISATION

TYPE

Irrelevant Linguistic 75.4 (96%) 46.9 (59%)

Cross-Level 79.2 (92%) 56.2 (65%)

Table 7.7: Apparent (and Actual) Memorisation and Generalisation Performance of

10 Cross-Level and 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Features (100-sentence Corpus)

average. This is lower than the corresponding success rate acquired with the cross-

level features of the same number (cf. Table 7.7). This, in turn, suggests that the

validation data set has a higher level of contradiction than the proper corpus. Indeed,

the corresponding �gure is now 21%, as Table 7.8 shows. This is higher than the level

of uncertainty for the 10 cross-level features (14%; see Table 7.4). Accordingly, only

a few irrelevant feature patterns allowed the ann to display any su�cient degree of

con�dence in its decision

15

. In addition, the upper limit to performance is now ap-

proximately 79% correct assignments (as opposed to 86%), which gives a normalised

memorisation performance of 96% for the irrelevant features with Equation 7.1 (Ta-

ble 7.7). Although this is now higher than the corresponding �gure for the cross-level

features, the same was not true for generalisation performance. Generalisation was

worse for the irrelevant linguistic features than what had been achieved with the

cross-level ones; namely, 46.9% success. More importantly, this relation was not af-

fected by normalisation this time; performance with the cross-level features remained

superior (65% vs 59%). Consequently, the ann was not able to extrapolate to new

patterns of irrelevant linguistic features on the basis of the learnt ones; not to the

same degree as for the cross-level features, at least. In turn, this suggests that there

is no inherent systematicity in the control data set (Table 7.8).

15

For instance, 0.978 and 0.022 were the output values for Sentence No. 9 (Section C.1.4), which

corresponds to P.7 in the table which, in turn, is associated with importance both times it is

encountered in the 100-sentence data set. In contrast, ambiguous patterns such as P.6 (1 vs 1)

yielded output activations with a minimal di�erence between them; e.g. 0.501 vs 0.500, for Sentence

No. 6 which is represented by the above pattern.
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No. PATTERNS IMPORTANCE UNIMPORTANCE

1. aaa0a0000a 1 2

2. 00a0aa00a0 2 2

3. aaaa0aa000 1 none

4. 0aa0a000a0 2 2

5. 0aa0a00000 2 2

6. 00a0a00000 1 1

7. 0000a00000 2 none

8. aaa0aaa0a0 none 1

9. 0a00a00000 1 1

10. aa00a00000 2 none

11. 0aaa000000 none 1

12. aaa0aa00a0 none 1

13. 0aa00a0000 2 1

14. aaa0a000a0 3 none

15. a00aa00000 none 1

16. 0a00a000a0 2 1

17. 00a0a000a0 3 3

18. 000aaa00a0 none 2

19. aa000a0000 2 2

20. aa00aa0000 none 1

21. a0a00000a0 2 none

22. 00a0000000 1 none

23. a0aa000000 none 1

24. 0a0aa00000 1 none

25. 00a0aa000a 1 1

26. aaaaaa0000 1 none

27. 000aaa0000 none 1

28. 00aaa00000 none 1

29. aaa0aa0000 1 none

30. 00a00000a0 none 1

31. aaa0a00000 1 none

32. 00a00a0000 1 1

33. 00a0a0a000 none 1

34. 0aa000a0a0 none 1

35. 00aaa00aa0 none 1

36. 000000a000 1 none

37. aaaaaa00a0 none 3

38. 0a000a0000 1 1

39. 0a00aa0000 none 1

40. 00a00a00a0 none 1

41. a0aa0a0000 1 none

42. aa0a0a0000 none 1

43. 00000a00a0 2 none

44. 0aa0a00aa0 1 none

45. 0aa0aaa0a0 1 none

46. 000aa000a0 none 1

47. 0aaaa0aa00 1 none

48. 0aaaa000a0 1 1

49. a00aaa000a none 1

50. 0aaaaa00a0 1 none

51. a0a0a000a0 none 2

52. aaaaa0a0a0 none 1

53. 0aaaa00000 1 none

54. 0aa0aa0000 1 none

55. aaa0aa000a 1 none

56. a000a0a000 1 none

57. 0000aa00a0 1 1

58. aaaa0a0000 none 1

59. aa00000aa0 1 none

60. aaaaaa0a00 none 1

Table 7.8: Patterns of 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Features Appearing in the 100-Sentence

Corpus and their Correlation to Importance
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IRRELEVANT PRESENT ABSENT

FEATURE

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

No. 1 12 15 40 33

No. 2 40 31 12 17

No. 3 36 37 16 11

No. 4 11 12 41 36

No. 5 35 40 17 8

No. 6 24 26 28 22

No. 7 5 3 47 45

No. 8 4 3 48 45

No. 9 18 26 34 22

No. 10 2 5 50 43

Table 7.9: The 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Features and their Individual Correlation to

Importance

Similarly, Tables 7.9 and 7.10 collectively show that there is no meaningful cor-

relation to sentence importance of any of the irrelevant linguistic features (The data

in the second table were computed with Equations 7.2-7.4). The negative correlation

to importance (0.286) that feature No. 10 exhibits is due to the low number of its in-

stances in the corpus, which is also an indication of its random nature. These �gures

should be contrasted to those of Tables 7.5 and 7.6.

This series of exploratory experiments suggested some relevance to the problem

of importance determination of the cross-level features used. Although the general-

isation performance of the ann with these latter was near chance in absolute terms

(Table 7.3), the irrelevant linguistic features produced worse results. All this experi-

mentation set the foundations for the main experiments, with more substantial data

(Sections 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.2) and whole texts (Section 7.3).
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FEATURE PRESENCE ABSENCE TOTAL

CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION

No. 1 0.444 0.452 0.450

No. 2 0.563 0.586 0.570

No. 3 0.493 0.407 0.470

No. 4 0.478 0.468 0.470

No. 5 0.467 0.320 0.430

No. 6 0.480 0.440 0.460

No. 7 0.625 0.489 0.500

No. 8 0.571 0.484 0.490

No. 9 0.409 0.393 0.400

No. 10 0.286 0.462 0.450

Table 7.10: The 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Features and their Individual Correlation to

Importance

7.2.1.2 The 1,100-Sentence Corpus

The feasibility experiments described in Section 7.2.1.1 established a need for a larger

corpus to be used for subsequent experimentation with the content selection ann.

The 100 sentences employed so far were proven to be insu�cient for the correspond-

ing results to be subject to any statistical certainty. Although the cross-level features

displayed a better performance than the irrelevant linguistic features, stronger evi-

dence was required that ann performance with the former was not accidental. This

was important before introducing solely pragmatic features to the input layer and

comparing the corresponding performance to that achieved with the cross-level fea-

tures (Section 7.2.2). The expectation was that scaling-up the corpus should lead to

stronger feature patterns therein and a better generalisation performance, although

this also increases the di�culty of the training process [112]. Thus, the data set was

enlarged from 100 to 1,100 sentences, for most of the subsequent experiments

16

.

These had been extracted from 55 real-world texts, mainly newspaper articles (Sec-

tion 7.1.1).

16

In Section 7.2.2, up to 1,880 sentences were used for some simulations.
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Using 12 Features

The extracted 1,100 sentences were encoded by means of 12 cross-level features

(The modi�ed corpus is shown in Section C.1.5). In addition, a series of irrelevant

linguistic features were employed for the encoding of the same corpus, for valida-

tion purposes as before (Section C.1.6). Whereas the initial 100 sentences had been

encoded by a single person

17

, on this occasion, the data set was analysed by three

individuals (See Table 7.11). The motivation behind this decision was twofold:

� To establish the degree of clarity and usefulness of the 12 features. To this e�ect,

a manual was devised for guidance to the uniform identi�cation and evaluation

of these features (Appendix B).

� To render the corpus as varied and realistic as possible. Importance determi-

nation is inherently subjective (Sections 1.1.2.2, 1.1.3); di�erent encoders often

consider di�erent aspects of the text as more central. By compiling a data set

that represents such diverse choices and decisions, the content selection ann

could learn how to accommodate for disparate importance criteria and how to

balance between them. Thus, generic features and combinations thereof can

emerge. Moreover, despite the existence of the manual, the corpus can reect

the subjectivity and consequent contradiction in the evaluation of the input

features themselves. The fuzziness inherent in this process can simulate the use

of cosy-mats under realistic circumstances (Section 8.3.2.1).

The 12 cross-level features employed for this set of experiments were the following

(cf. Appendix B for de�nitions):

1. Anaphors; this represents a surface feature cluster encompassing Personal,

Possessive, and Demonstrative Pronouns, as either Agents or Patients; as well

as De�nite NPs;

17

the author of the thesis;
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2. Demonstratives is another surface feature class, to which both Demonstrative

Adverbs and Pronouns belong. Relevant phrases used in Adjectival positions are

also considered in this context;

3. Explanation; this is a feature combination which expresses the pragmatic func-

tion of Explanation, along with its intermediary instantiation, Cause;

4. Contrast; this feature represents both the intermediaryContrast and its surface

equivalent, Comparison;

5. the pragmatic Generalisation;

6. the surface Title/Subtitle;

7. the pragmatic Goal Speci�cation;

8. the intermediary Time Speci�cation;

9. the surface Superlatives;

10. Quanti�cation, a surface-level feature cluster which relates to the expression

of both the Agent and the Patient;

11. 2+ Adjectivals; this is a speci�cation of the surface feature cluster compris-

ing Agent/Patient Adjectivals, as well as the Predication, if applicable, of the

corresponding nouns;

12. and, lastly, the intermediary Location.

The balance among the three levels of abstraction (including alternatives) was

as follows: 3 pragmatic, 4 intermediary, and 7 surface features. Hence, apart from

the addition of two features to the initial ten, certain of the old features had been

substituted by others; there is a greater representation of the surface-level group

(Chapter 5), in order to ensure some degree of objectivity, in this �rst attempt at

delegating the encoding process.

With respect to the irrelevant linguistic features, two new ones were introduced

in the initial set, making up the following 12:

1. First Word Starts with a Vowel;

2. First Word Ends in a Consonant;

3. Second Word Starts with a Consonant;

4. Second Word Ends in a Vowel;
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5. Last Word Ends in a Consonant;

6. There are Over 2 Vowels in the Last Word;

7. There is A Double Character in the First Word;

8. There is A Double Character in the Second Word;

9. The Second Letter of the Third Word is a Vowel;

10. The Sixth Letter is a `T';

11. The Tenth Letter is an `R';

12. The Fourth Word has more than one `S'.

Apart from an enlarged input vector, the same ann architectural con�guration

was used for these experiments as for the exploratory ones reported in Section 7.2.1.1;

i.e. 12-30-2. The choice of hidden layer size is justi�ed in Section D.4.0.1.

In order to establish the extent of discrepancy in the encoding practices of the

three persons, simulations were carried out where the ann was trained with three

disparate sets of 100 sentences from the corpus, each of which had been encoded by a

single person (Section D.4). Subsequently, the ann was tested for its generalisation

ability on 900 of the remaining, untaught, sentences, some of which had been analysed

by the other two encoders. Table 7.11 shows that the average success rate for the

cross-level features was 57.9%, whereas it was only 49.6% for the irrelevant linguistic

features. The performance with the former is relatively good considering the small size

of the training corpus (cf. Fig. 7.2). More importantly, the cross-level features were

consistently superior to the irrelevant linguistic features for all three encoders. The

variation in the success rates can be explained by the second column in Table 7.11,

which indicates the amount of encoding that each person had done in the test corpus;

100, 200, and 500 sentences, respectively. Thus, in order for all individual biases

to be equally represented, all subsequent experiments employed training data that

had been compiled from across the three `subcorpora'. The same diversity was also

ensured for the test data.
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TOTAL AMOUNT SUCCESS RATE

ENCODER OF ENCODING

(sentences) Cross-Level F. Irrelevant L. F.

M. A. 200/1,100 56.2% 48.6%

K. Y. 300/1,100 58.5% 50.1%

J. S. 600/1,100 59.0% 50.2%

AVG: 57.9% AVG: 49.6%

Table 7.11: Generalisation Performance: Training with 100 Patterns (from a single

Encoder) and Testing on 900 Novel Patterns (from all Encoders)

The second series of experiments with the 12 cross-level and the 12 irrelevant

linguistic features involved a number of measurements regarding variable training

and test data sizes (Section D.4). This was in order to properly establish the e�ect of

the corresponding relationship on generalisation performance. The ann was trained

with mixed sets of data (i.e. from all three encoders), which were di�erent each time,

and was subsequently tested on the remaining (unseen and equally varied) patterns.

Fig. 7.2 shows that the success rates were generally low for the cross-level features,

but even lower for the irrelevant linguistic features (cf. Table E.1 for a detailed listing

of the corresponding results). Moreover, the ann behaviour induced by the cross-level

features was consistent, compared to the erratic nature of the irrelevant features. The

cross-level features gave a peak performance of 59.3%.

The �nal series of experiments with the 12 cross-level and the 12 irrelevant linguis-

tic features involved the use of 780 sentences for training and the remaining 320 for

testing the generalisation performance of the ann (See Section D.4 for more details

on the experimental set-up.). This was in the context of comparing the corresponding

performances with the pragmatic and the randomly-generated `chance' feature sets

in Section 7.2.2. Table 7.12 shows the superior overall behaviour of the ann with the

cross-level features over the irrelevant linguistic ones.
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Figure 7.2: The E�ect of Training Data Size on Generalisation Performance (12 Input

Features)

Statistical Regularities in the 12-Feature Data

In order to understand the reasons behind the relatively low performance of the

ann on this 1,100-sentence corpus, a statistical analysis is needed of the correlation

between sentence importance and the features used, both individually and in patterns.

Tables 7.13 and 7.14 show the frequency of occurrence of each of the 12 cross-level

features and the correlation assigned to the presence and absence of each, individually.

The correlation values have been computed on the same basis as for the 10 input

features, i.e. Equations 7.2-7.4 (p. 286).

The majority of the cross-level features appear to have a very weak positive corre-

lation to sentence importance. There are some features whose presence appears to be

`su�cient' to render a sentence important, but to a very limited extent. The strongest

of those is the surface Title, as in the case of the 10-feature corpus. This is in line
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USING 12 INPUT FEATURES

TYPE OF FEATURE GENERALISATION PERFORMANCE

(% correct)

I r r e l e v a n t 50.0%

C r o s s - L e v e l 56.1%

Table 7.12: Training with 780 Sentences and Testing on 320 Novel Sentences

with observations that Titles can function as mini-summaries (Section 5.2.1). Other

features which appear to be su�cient, relatively speaking, are; the pragmatic Goal

Speci�cation, the surface Superlatives and 2+ Adjectivals

18

, the intermediary

Time Speci�cation and the pragmaticGeneralisation. The centrality of information

on Goals has been postulated by theories of memory and discourse organisation cen-

tring around goal-oriented activity and intentionality [64, 65, 172]. Superlatives, and

other means of Contrast, are often used to express central components of the Problem-

Solution metastructure, which is claimed to be domain and text-type-independent

(Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). The occurrence of long Adjectival phrases accompanies

descriptions of entities, which may carry informational weight as a result [98, 217]

(Section 5.2.2). As for the moderately positive contribution of Generalisation, it is

in accordance with theories about concept formation (Section 1.1.1.1) and human

summarisation (Section 1.1.2.1); top-level information is abstracted away from the

speci�c details (variables) [137, 160, 172, 171, 210]. The remaining features show an

even weaker trend. For example, the feature which records the presence of instances

of Anaphora appears to be irrelevant to the problem of importance determination.

This may have to do with the widespread use of anaphors in texts (907/1100) for fo-

cus change and maintenance. Similarly, Explanation does not exhibit a su�ciently

strong relation to the problem, although it is considered a fundamental rhetorical

functional unit in theories of discourse organisation such as rst (Section 4.2). This

18

More than 2 Adjectivals
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PRESENT ABSENT

FEATURE

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

Anaphors 453 454 96 97

Demonstratives 73 64 476 487

Explanation 283 257 266 294

Contrast 254 214 295 337

Generalisation 239 189 310 362

Title 48 11 501 540

Goal Spec. 190 100 359 451

Time Spec. 302 203 247 348

Superlatives 57 32 492 519

Quanti�cation 347 304 202 247

2+ Adjectivals 119 71 430 480

Location 285 221 264 330

Table 7.13: The 12 Cross-Level Features and their Individual Correlation to Sentence

Importance

is a case where the feature needs to be considered in conjunction with other features

for a more decisive trend to manifest itself.

From all these 12 features, only Time Speci�cation seems to be both su�cient

and `necessary' for importance determination. The speci�cation of Time in describing

an event is ubiquitous across domains and, to some extent, text types (Section 5.2).

Usually, it forms part of the general `Situation' or the `Background', against which

new information is provided [14, 79, 98, 119].

Despite the fact that these �gures are meaningful from a theoretical point of view,

the corresponding trends are not su�ciently strong. This, however, does not mean

that all the features have to be discarded as irrelevant to sentence importance. It is

more probable that certain of these play a discriminatory role as members of a pattern,

rather than in isolation. It is this concurrent computation of features that the content

selection ann of cosy-mats performs during its operation. Nevertheless, as before,

the majority of the cross-level feature patterns encountered in the 1,100 sentence
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FEATURE PRESENCE ABSENCE TOTAL

CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION

Anaphors 0.499 0.503 0.500

Demonstratives 0.533 0.506 0.509

Explanation 0.524 0.525 0.525

Contrast 0.543 0.533 0.537

Generalisation 0.572 0.539 0.546

Title 0.814 0.519 0.535

Goal Spec. 0.655 0.557 0.583

Time Spec. 0.598 0.585 0.591

Superlatives 0.640 0.513 0.523

Quanti�cation 0.533 0.550 0.540

2+ Adjectivals 0.626 0.527 0.545

Location 0.563 0.556 0.559

Table 7.14: The 12 Cross-Level Features and their Individual Correlation to Sentence

Importance

corpus exhibit a contradictory or fuzzy relation to sentence importance. Despite the

existence of some relatively strong patterns

19

, the general level of contradiction in

this corpus was as high as 22%.

With respect to the irrelevant linguistic features, no meaningful correlation to

sentence importance is demonstrated in Tables 7.15 and 7.16. Hence, the trends

shown therein can only be attributed to chance, as in the case of the 10 corresponding

features.

At that point in the experimentation, it was hypothesised that by eliminating

those features that belong to the surface and intermediary levels of abstraction, and

replacing them with pragmatic features, ann performance would ameliorate, as will

be explained in Section 7.2.2.

19

The list of di�erent patterns is too long to present here.
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PRESENT ABSENT

FEATURE

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

1st Word Starts

with a Vowel 97 126 452 425

1st Word Ends

in a Consonant 384 341 165 210

2nd Word Starts

with a Consonant 413 419 136 132

2nd Word Ends

in a Vowel 161 134 388 417

Last Word Ends

in a Consonant 426 448 123 103

2+ Vowels

in the Last Word 230 248 319 303

A Double Character

in 1st Word 30 24 519 527

A Double Character

in 2nd Word 51 67 498 484

2nd Letter of the 3rd

Word is a Vowel 256 288 293 263

The 6th Letter

is a `T' 29 38 520 513

The 10th Letter

is an `R' 37 36 512 515

The 4th Word has

more than one `S' 29 21 520 530

Table 7.15: The 12 Irrelevant Linguistic Features and their Individual Correlation to

Sentence Importance
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FEATURE PRESENCE ABSENCE TOTAL

CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION

1st Word Starts with a Vowel 0.435 0.485 0.475

1st Word Ends in a Consonant 0.530 0.560 0.540

2nd Word Starts

with a Consonant 0.496 0.493 0.495

2nd Word Ends in a Vowel 0.546 0.518 0.525

Last Word Ends in a Consonant 0.487 0.456 0.481

2+ Vowels in the Last Word 0.481 0.487 0.485

A Double Character in 1st Word 0.556 0.504 0.506

A Double Character in 2nd Word 0.432 0.493 0.486

2nd Letter of the 3rd Word

is a Vowel 0.471 0.473 0.472

The 6th Letter is a `T' 0.433 0.497 0.493

The 10th Letter is an `R' 0.507 0.501 0.502

The 4th Word has

more than one `S' 0.580 0.505 0.508

Table 7.16: The 12 Irrelevant Linguistic Features and their Individual Correlation to

Sentence Importance

7.2.2 Using Solely Pragmatic Features

The experiments reported in Section 7.2.1 indicated that the use of cross-level features

in the input layer of the content selection annwas not conductive to adequate learning

or generalisation. Thus, it was assumed that performance might improve as the

features employed were more congruent to each other. Apart from belonging to the

same level of description, it was expected that the optimal input features would

all be of the pragmatic type. This is because it has been observed that anns can

better deal with high-level tasks (such as content selection for summarisation), if the

features employed are abstracted from the data to a su�cient degree [45]; i.e. the

features in this case should not be directly bound to the surface of the text. It

was for this reason that the content selection ann in cosy-mats only computes

pragmatic features; lower-level computation is left to other processors (Chapter 3

and Section 7.4.1). Thus, in subsequent experiments, the surface and intermediary

features were replaced by the corresponding abstract pragmatic features they express.
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This process reects the mappings between linguistic and extralinguistic features that

were identi�ed in Chapter 5 and Section B.2.1.

For the majority of the experiments reported in the following sections, the corpus

used consists of 1,880 sentences. The 1,100 sentences used for the previous experi-

ments were augmented with 29 full texts of a total of 780 sentences. The new corpus

was encoded by three di�erent people, one of whom had also worked on the cross-level

features (K. Y.) (cf. Section 7.1.1). The texts are listed with their complete feature

values in Section C.2. The three groupings indicate the di�erent encoders.

In the �rst series of experiments, the enlarged corpus was encoded by means of

all 24 pragmatic features (Section 7.2.2.1). Subsequently, the corresponding patterns

were pruned down to 12 values in order to compare ann performance with that for

the cross-level features of the same number (Section 7.2.2.2). The corresponding ex-

periments are contrasted to those with randomly-generated (`chance') patterns for

validation purposes.

7.2.2.1 Using All 24 Pragmatic Features

For these experiments, the 1,880 sentences were encoded by means of all the pragmatic

features that were proposed in Section 5.1.1. The modi�ed 1,100-sentence corpus is

listed in Section C.1.7 and the 780 additional sentences of the 29 encoded texts in

Section C.2. The 24 pragmatic features were the following (cf. Section B.2.1 for

extensive de�nitions):

1. Action;

2. State;

3. Process;

4. Event;

5. Belief;

6. Doubt;
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7. Volition;

8. Fear;

9. Describe;

10. Promise;

11. Warning;

12. Question;

13. Order;

14. Obligation/Compulsion;

15. Permission;

16. (Cap)Ability/Suitability;

17. Possibility/Probability;

18. Problem;

19. Plan Speci�cation;

20. Goal Speci�cation;

21. Generalisation;

22. Elaboration;

23. Explanation;

24. Repetition.

The memorisation performance of the ann with the original 1,100 sentences, now

encoded by means of all the above pragmatic features, was very good (Table 7.17);

the output was correct in 95.5% of the cases on average. This was much better than

the corresponding performance with the 12 cross-level features on a corpus of the

same size (71.5%; See Section D.4). There are two explanations for these results; a)

the cross-level features are generally inferior to the purely pragmatic features; or b)

the level of contradiction in the pragmatic patterns has been reduced. In order to

compare the two types of feature in equal terms, additional experiments were required
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TEST PATTERNS SUCCESS RATE

0 - 109 93.6%

110 - 219 95.5%

220 - 329 93.6%

330 - 439 95.4%

440 - 549 97.3%

550 - 659 95.5%

660 - 769 98.2%

770 - 879 94.5%

880 - 989 95.9%

990 - 1099 95.5%

TOTAL AVERAGE

1100 sentences 95.5%

Table 7.17: Memorisation Performance for Subsets of the 1,100 Sentence Corpus as

Induced by the 24 Pragmatic Features

which involved the use of the same number of input features (Section 7.2.2.2). In ad-

dition, validation experiments were needed where the 24 input values were randomly-

generated (producing `chance features'), so that the good quality of the pragmatic

features is put to the test.

To test generalisation, the ann was �rst trained with 780 sentences from the

1,100 corpus and tested on 320 unseen patterns (the remainder) (See Section D.5

for more details on the experimental conditions). The ann was successful at a rate

of 52.8% (Table 7.18). These results are very near chance; however, they are still

superior to the average success rate achieved by the really `chance' patterns, i.e. 46.7%.

The low generalisation performance on the chance patterns is contrasted to the high

memorisation rate achieved with them (96.9%). Although the ann memorised the

chance patterns better than the pragmatic patterns (95.5%), it could not extrapolate

to new chance patterns. In order to test whether performance would improve with the

inclusion of more training patterns, further experiments were carried out where 1,010

patterns were used for training (the additional sentences were provided by the full text

corpora in the case of the pragmatic features). Although generalisation remained the
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same for the chance features (46.9), it showed improvement for the pragmatic features

(56.5%)

20

.

The second stage of the experimentation with the 24 pragmatic features involved

the enlargement of the initial 1,100 corpus with the 29 full texts (780 sentences).

This time the ann was trained with `mixed' corpora; although the number of training

patterns remained the same as before (780), these patterns now included both isolated

sentences (from the original corpus) and sentences in their context (i.e. the whole

text they belong to). Both types of sentence had been encoded in exactly the same

manner by the human encoders, namely with reference to the surrounding sentences,

the co-text. The only di�erence was that; in the �rst case the ann was learning

the patterns for selected sentences from each text

21

; in the latter case, there were

some texts which had all their sentences represented. Generalisation on 320 equally

diverse patterns was 55.6%. This was better than the chance features (Table 7.18).

Nevertheless, it was also an improvement on the corresponding performance with the

isolated sentences, as Table 7.19 shows. The latter results suggest that extrapolation

- to both single sentences and full texts - is easier, if the ann has been trained

with both types of data. This, in turn, implies that the discourse characteristics

of full-length texts are e�ectively captured in the representation of their constituent

sentences. This is possible by way of the pragmatic features employed for the encoding

of all sentences and the changes in the corresponding values in the course of text

development, especially when full texts are involved (Section 7.3.1).

Features such as Problem, Goal and Plan represent the Problem-Solution Infor-

mation Metastructure (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2);

Generalisation, Explanation and Elaboration capture the nucleus and satellite

interaction of most rst-type relations (Sections 4.2 and 5.3.2).

20

See Section D.4 for details on the conditions of these experiments.

21

both important and unimportant
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USING 24 INPUT FEATURES

TYPE OF FEATURE MEMORISATION GENERALISATION

(% correct)

C h a n c e 96.9% 46.7%

P r a g m a t i c 95.5% 52.8%

Table 7.18: 1,100 Corpus: Training with 780 Sentences and Testing on 320 Novel

Sentences

USING 24 PRAGMATIC FEATURES

NATURE OF CORPUS MEMORISATION GENERALISATION

(% correct)

Single Sentences 95.5% 52.8%

Single sentences 85.2% 55.6%

and Full Texts

Table 7.19: 1,100 vs 1,880 corpus: Training with 780 sentences and Testing on 320

Novel Sentences

Hence, hierarchical information about the text is salient in the 24 pragmatic features

proposed in this thesis and used for these experiments (cf. Chapter 5).

The better generalisation performance on the 1,880 sentence corpus becomes even

more signi�cant in the light of the memorisation performance of the ann with this

data set. This was lower than that achieved with the 1,100 isolated sentences (Ta-

ble 7.19). The reason for this is that this extended corpus is more heterogeneous

than the original 1,100 sentence corpus, as Tables 7.17 and 7.20 indicate (cf. Sec-

tion 5.4.1). The original data set consists of single sentences extracted from various

texts, whereas the 1,880 sentence corpus comprises both isolated sentences and full

texts. These texts treat a wide variety of topics. In addition, they do not belong to a

single text type (cf. Section 7.1.1). Apart from newspaper articles of varying lengths,
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TEST PATTERNS SUCCESS RATE

0 - 187 96.3%

188 - 375 92.0%

376 - 563 92.8%

564 - 751 92.3%

752 - 939 88.8%

940 - 1127 91.7%

1128 - 1315 52.4%

1316 - 1503 64.1%

1504 - 1691 90.1%

1692 - 1879 91.5%

TOTAL AVERAGE

1880 sentences 85.2%

Table 7.20: Memorisation Performance for Subsets of the 1,880 Mixed Corpus as

Induced by the 24 Pragmatic Features

there is a scienti�c article and a law report (Texts 1 and 2 in Section C.2.3)

22

. The

heterogeneity of the larger, mixed, corpus was partly overcome, by means of incre-

mental learning [112, 219]. This involved the use of the `good' connection weights

that had been previously discovered for the memorisation of the initial 1,100 sen-

tences; these weights were employed to initialise the ann for the solution of this more

complex problem (1,880 sentences). The actual amount of training from that point

onwards never exceeded the 14,000 cycles

23

. Consequently, the relatively good mem-

orisation performance of the ann on the bigger corpus (85.2%) is evidence of the fast

extensibility of this content selection module to new types of text and subject domains

(cf. Section 7.3.1).

Statistical Regularities in the Pragmatic Feature Data

Table 7.21 shows the frequency of occurrence of each of the 24 pragmatic features

in the corpus of the 1,100 isolated sentences. The individual correlation to importance

of each feature is shown in Table 7.22, after the application of Equations 7.2-7.4.

22

These latter are represented by the last row in Table 7.20.

23

In the connectionist literature, very often the number of iterations is counted in millions, e.g. [88].
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Similarly to the case for the cross-level features (Tables 7.13 and 7.14), these �gures

do not single out any of the features as having a very strong positive correlation to

sentence importance. Some of the trends exhibited therein, however, are in accordance

with our expectations. Thus, the features which appear to be relatively `su�cient'

to render the corresponding sentence important include; Warning, which usually

identi�es a Problem and make take the form of an Order; Volition and Fear,

which express intentions and (positive and negative) predispositions of the discourse

agents; Plan andGoal Speci�cation, which are ubiquitous in any text type or subject

domain; and Explanation, which is related to all the above (Chapter 5).

Regarding the `necessity' of these 24 features for a sentence to be important,

Problem shows the strongest correlation to importance, followed by Explanation.

Again, this is in line with theories on the Problem-Solution information metastructure

and its general applicability on diverse texts (Section 4.4). Some positive inuence

seems to be also exercised by Action and Event, pointing out the centrality of

change in the subject matter of texts, as opposed to the description of static situations

(Section 5.2).

One thing that these tables show is that the majority of the proposed pragmatic

features for content selection in cosy-mats are not irrelevant to importance determi-

nation. In addition, the trends demonstrated therein are weakly positive, as expected;

each feature is bound to bear more weight when found in patterns, rather than when

applied in isolation.

In order to acquire data that would facilitate a more direct comparison with the

cross-level features (Section 7.2.1), further experimentation involved the use of just

12 pragmatic features. These are reported in Section 7.2.2.2.
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PRESENT ABSENT

FEATURE

IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

Action 445 411 110 134

State 273 304 282 241

Process 190 140 365 405

Event 315 263 240 282

Belief 204 182 351 363

Doubt 75 76 480 469

Volition 122 91 433 454

Fear 190 140 365 405

Describe 485 471 70 74

Promise 69 67 486 478

Warning 116 72 439 473

Question 16 18 539 527

Order 36 24 519 521

Obligation-Compulsion 27 22 528 523

Permission 20 11 535 534

Capability-Suitability 72 59 483 486

Possibility-Probability 149 148 406 397

Problem 402 316 153 229

Plan Speci�cation 138 92 417 453

Goal speci�cation 169 129 386 416

Generalisation 234 204 321 341

Elaboration 280 249 275 296

Explanation 331 264 224 281

Repetition 311 312 244 233

Table 7.21: The 24 Pragmatic Features and their Individual Correlation to Sentence

Importance

7.2.2.2 Using 12 Pragmatic Features

For these experiments, the extended corpus of 1,880 sentences (a mixture of extracted

sentences and full-length texts) was `pruned', so that the input vector for each sen-

tence therein represent only the �rst 12 of the total set of 24 pragmatic features (See

Section B.2.1 for de�nitions):

1. Action;

2. State;

3. Process;

4. Event;

5. Belief;

6. Doubt;

7. Volition;

8. Fear;

9. Describe;

10. Promise;
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FEATURE PRESENCE ABSENCE TOTAL

CORRELATION CORRELATION CORRELATION

Action 0.520 0.549 0.526

State 0.470 0.461 0.467

Process 0.576 0.526 0.540

Event 0.545 0.540 0.542

Belief 0.528 0.508 0.515

Doubt 0.497 0.494 0.494

Volition 0.573 0.512 0.523

Fear 0.576 0.526 0.540

Describe 0.507 0.514 0.508

Promise 0.507 0.496 0.497

Warning 0.617 0.519 0.535

Question 0.471 0.494 0.493

Order 0.600 0.501 0.506

Obligation-Compulsion 0.551 0.498 0.500

Permission 0.645 0.500 0.503

Capability-Suitability 0.550 0.502 0.507

Possibility-Probability 0.502 0.494 0.496

Problem 0.560 0.599 0.573

Plan Speci�cation 0.600 0.521 0.537

Goal Speci�cation 0.567 0.519 0.531

Generalisation 0.534 0.515 0.522

Elaboration 0.529 0.518 0.523

Explanation 0.556 0.556 0.556

Repetition 0.499 0.488 0.494

Table 7.22: The 24 Pragmatic Features and their Individual Correlation to Sentence

Importance
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11. Warning;

12. Question.

The consideration of these speci�c features constituted only one of the possible

feature combinations that could have been tried in this context. Further empirical in-

vestigation of di�erent 12 feature combinations is possible (Section 8.3.1.1). However,

for the present validation purposes, the establishment of the general trend in relation

to the cross-level features and the two sets of noisy features

24

was more important

than a full contrastive study between individual pragmatic features.

Similarly to the case with the 12 cross-level and the 12 irrelevant linguistic fea-

tures (Section 7.2.1), di�erent sets of 780 patterns were used for training; the ann was

tested for generalisation on 320 unseen patterns (See Section D.5 for more details).

The corresponding performances for the pragmatic and the randomly-generated,

`chance', features are shown in Table 7.23. The pragmatic features displayed the

best generalisation success rate on the whole, i.e. 58.1%. This is better than the

cross-level features and signi�cantly better than both the chance and the irrelevant

linguistic features. Consequently, these 12 pragmatic features are superior to all the

other types of feature, despite the fact that annmemorisation was very similar across

the respective corpora

25

. This, in turn, provides evidence as to the usefulness of the

abstract -pragmatic- level of description compared to more concrete (cross-level) or

random encoding criteria.

These �gures also show that these 12 pragmatic features did better than the total

number of pragmatic features available (24) (Table 7.24). A possible explanation for

this is that the size of the corpus used (1,880 sentences) is probably too small for the

24-feature vector. Although the data set of 24 features presents fewer contradictions

(as indicated by the easier memorisation of patterns by the ann), ultimately it was

the fewer features which extrapolated more readily to new patterns. This means that

24

the irrelevant linguistic and the chance

25

approximately 73% correct classi�cation
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USING 12 INPUT FEATURES

TYPE OF FEATURE GENERALISATION PERFORMANCE

(% correct)

I r r e l e v a n t 50.0%

C h a n c e 50.3%

C r o s s - L e v e l 56.1%

P r a g m a t i c 58.1%

Table 7.23: Training with 780 Sentences and Testing on 320 Novel Sentences

USING PRAGMATIC FEATURES

NUMBER of FEATURES MEMORISATION GENERALISATION

(% correct)

12 73.1% 58.1%

24 85.2% 55.6%

Table 7.24: Training with 780 sentences and Testing on 320 Novel Sentences

there is less pattern repetition in the case of the 24-feature corpus. These results do

not consist proof of the superiority of the fewer pragmatic features over the total num-

ber of features of this type, but instead indicate the need for further experimentation

with the 24 features on much larger corpora (Section 8.3.1.2). Given the limitations

on time and resources, this was not possible in the course of this research.

In summary, the series of experiments reported throughout Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2

have indicated that the more abstract, pragmatic, features are superior to both ran-

dom features (as expected) and lower-level linguistic features. In addition, it was

suggested that the pragmatic features are appropriate for the encoding of high-level

structural information about the discourse development of full texts encapsulated in

their constituent sentences. In order to corroborate the latter assumption, experi-

ments were carried out which tested the generalisation ability of the content selection
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ann to individual texts (Section 7.3).

7.3 The Experiments with Whole Texts

These experiments centred around the processing of the 29 full texts listed in

Section C.2 (780 sentences in total). The texts are mainly newspaper articles of

between 22 and 24 sentences. There were also three longer texts (Section C.2.3),

each belonging to a di�erent text type; these were used to partially test the degree

of portability of the content selection ann to new text types. All the texts had been

encoded by means of the full pragmatic feature set (24 features; Section 7.2.2.1).

Training involved either other texts, the single-sentence corpus, or combinations of

both. The corresponding experiments are reported in Section 7.3.1. The immediate

goal was two-fold:

1. To test whether ann performance would improve when training is based on

integral texts, as opposed to extracted sentences. In other words, to collect

evidence regarding the ability of the pragmatic features to capture hierarchical

and rhetorical structural aspects of discourse, as conveyed by the value changes

in the patterns for the `coherent' sentences.

2. To verify whether the `winning' sentences output by the ann can cohere with

each other, when concatenated and presented as a draft summary. This test

was not possible before, with the isolated sentences.

7.3.1 Testing on Novel Text Types

The �rst experiment involved the initialisation of the ann with the weights it had

discovered for the memorisation of the 1,100 single-sentence corpus. Subsequently,

training was performed on the 13 texts in Section C.2.1 and the 13 texts in Sec-

tion C.2.2. Each text was used in its entirety. Both sets belonged to the same text

type, i.e. newspaper articles. The subject matter, however, greatly varied from text
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to text, as did the length of individual sentences (Section 7.1.1). Testing was carried

out on the three texts in Section C.2.3. Each of these latter texts represented a dif-

ferent text type than that of the learnt texts, as shown below. ann extrapolation

performance was as follows:

1. Text No. 1: Scienti�c Article; 60.8%

2. Text No. 2: Law Report; 52.1%

3. Text No. 3: Magazine Special Report; 46.2%

The results with the �rst text suggest that the ann generalised rather easily

from newspaper to scienti�c articles. This, in turn, reects positively on the generic

nature of the pragmatic features employed. The only representation of the scienti�c

text type was in the form of isolated sentences in the 1,100 corpus

26

(none of these

had been included in the test corpus). This strengthens the claim that isolated

sentences can capture contextual aspects of the whole discourse they are part of, when

encoded by the 24 pragmatic features. In contrast, when the same experiments were

repeated without the `good' initialisation weights (of the learnt isolated sentences),

performance with this speci�c text was lower, 51.0%.

Generalisation to law reports was not as good. The training corpus did not com-

prise any such texts or sentences thereof. Thus, exactly the same success rate was

achieved with this text (52.1%), when the ann was not given the bene�t of the 1,100

memorisation weights at the beginning of the training session.

Finally, the inability of the ann to generalise to the Magazine Special report

may be attributed to the length of the corresponding text; 78 sentences. This size

is `extraordinary' compared to the 26 training texts, all of which consist of 22-24

sentences (cf. Section C.2). The 1,100 sentence corpus employed initially for the

acceleration of training did contain sentences extracted from lengthy news articles,

such as this one. However, when training did not involve the positive initialisation

26

the weights for which had been used to initialise the ann;
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weights for that corpus, worse results were yielded, 41.0%. In other words, Text

No. 3 is partially an instance of a new text type. Size should not make a di�erence

to the ann as the latter does not have recurrent connections or `memory' and, hence,

sequentiality cannot be captured therein (in the usual sense of the word). Size, does

a�ect, however, the developmental patterns of the discourse expressed in that text.

This means that a di�erent level of detail is involved which also inuences the amount

and type of information that is important therein (The ann output for Text No. 3

is shown on page 635). This, in turn, means that the pragmatic features can only

capture high-level information about the discourse structure of di�erent sizes of text,

if it has been trained on some representative ones. This does not present any special

di�culties, as it was indicated in Section 7.2.2.1 (Table 7.19). In this way, the relative

weighting of each of the existing features can be modi�ed to �t the new data type

(Section 7.4).

The �nal set of experiments tested the ability of the ann to extrapolate from

isolated sentences to full-length texts. The 1,100 sentences were represented by input

vectors consisting of all 24 pragmatic features, and 2-bit output vectors for the degree

of importance assigned to them (cf. Appendix D). Once memorisation of the corre-

sponding patterns had reached a good rate (95.5%), the ann was tested on each of the

29 texts in Section C.2. The results are shown in Table 7.25 (Refer to Section C.2.1

for a listing of the texts as encoded by the �rst person (A. H.); Section C.2.2, for

F. P.; and Section C.2.3 for K. Y.).

Interestingly enough, the success rate for K. Y.'s Text No. 1, the full Scienti�c

Article, was the same as that attained by the mixed training corpus above, which

consisted of both isolated sentences and full texts. This means that the previous

performance was due to the isolated sentences rather than the texts that had been

used for training. Consequently, the ann could not extrapolate to the new text

type (from newspaper article to scienti�c text). More importantly, however, the

second text from this encoder, the Law Report (a totally new text type) yielded
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USING 24 PRAGMATIC FEATURES

TEXT No. ENCODER

A. H. F. P. K. Y.

1 82.6% 39.1% 60.8%

2 69.6% 56.5% 56.2%

3 47.8% 56.5% 43.6%

4 45.8% 65.2%

5 54.5% 60.9%

6 58.3% 69.6%

7 66.7% 82.6%

8 45.8% 56.5%

9 36.4% 70.8%

10 66.7% 47.8%

11 59.1% 54.2%

12 40.9% 62.5%

13 60.9% 62.5%

AVERAGE 56.8%

Table 7.25: Extrapolation from Isolated Sentences (1,100) to Full-length Texts (780)
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much better performance now, 56.2%, which again suggests the negative inuence of

the full texts used for training (which belonged to a di�erent text type). These results

also strengthen the claim put forth throughout this thesis, that isolated sentences can

capture information about their co-text by virtue of the pragmatic features.

7.3.2 Generation of Draft Summaries

Depending on the decision that the ann takes regarding the levels of importance

of each sentence in a text, a `draft' summary of that text can be produced. This

involves the concatenation of the winning sentences, i.e. those sentences for which

the Importance output unit received higher activation than the Unimportance unit

(cf. Section 2.1). Appendix F shows examples of such draft output on the basis of

the results shown in Table 7.25. What is noteworthy is the exibility regarding the

amount of detail included in the output summary. By �ltering out the sentences

for which the ann did not have a clear decision, one is left with fewer sentences

and, ultimately, a more brief summary. This type of �ltering can be even more �ne-

grained, depending on the requirements about the generated text; i.e. by tuning the

corresponding threshold (Section 1.1.2.1).

Below three example draft summaries can be found: two of newspaper articles

dealing with di�erent topics; and one summary for a scienti�c article.

Input: Text No. 1 in Section C.2.1

Text Type: Newspaper Article

Output: 12 sentences selected out of 23

Success: 82.6% agreement with human encoder on the importance assignment

for individual sentences.
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###############

### 1st TEXT###

###############

## 3 ## CHINA'S political turmoil has had a `traumatic' effect

on Hong Kong, but in announcing plans for a Bill of Rights and

expenditure of HKdollars 127bn ( 10.1bn) on a new international

airport and port facilities, Sir David Wilson, the Governor,

made a bold attempt yesterday to bolster the territory's

confidence. ## 6 ## The speech, billed as the most important

address ever made by a Hong Kong governor, was mostly well

received by community leaders, with criticisms focusing on its

skimpy attention to important political issues. ## 8 ## The

Governor urged China to take `action to restore confidence' in

Hong Kong, but gave greater emphasis to locals finding confidence

within themselves. ## 10 ## Peking was upset by Hong Kong's

support for the pro-democracy movement. ## 11 ## Sir David

acknowledged a demand for political reforms to be speeded up,

but hedged on how far Britain would go in backing them. ## 13 ##

He expressed hope that Britain's long-awaited scheme to grant

some Hong Kong people the right to live in Britain would be

`as generous as possible'. ## 14 ## More positive was

confirmation that draft legislation for a Bill of Rights should

be ready by July 1990. ## 18 ## The new airport, at Chek Lap Kok,

off Lantau Island's west coast, will, with new port facilities

and related infrastructure, be the territory's biggest-ever

development. ## 20 ## Sir David said the private sector would be

invited to participate in the project, and that the first of two

runways should be open in early 1997. ## 21 ## While the airport

is seen as a big confidence-boost for business, Sir David said

little to reassure Hong Kong people. ## 22 ## `The question of

how to resolve the fear which so many people have in Hong Kong

was omitted,' said Peter Harris, a political scientist. ## 23 ##

`There was simply a hope that somehow in the future things would

get better because of this enormous expenditure.' Jimmy McGregor,

a member of the legislative council, said, `If we did not have

to depend on China we would be looking at a most marvellous

future.'
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Input: Text No. 9 in Section C.2.2

Text Type: Newspaper Article

Output: 12 sentences selected out of 24

Success: 70.8% agreement with human encoder on the importance assignment

for individual sentences.

##############

## 9th TEXT ##

##############

## 1 ## Millions at risk in loan swap challenge (headline)

## 3 ## A High Court case starting today pits local authorities

and the City's financial institutions against each other.

## 4 ## Millions of pounds are at stake and one side is certain

to receive a bloody nose. ## 5 ## The legality of money market

dealings by Hammersmith and Fulham Council in west London, which

once amounted to exposure of 5bn is being challenged by its

auditor, Anthony Hazell, a partner in Deloitte Haskins and Sells,

with the support of the Audit Commission, the local authority

financial watchdog. ## 6 ## The council embarked on a series

of complex and sophisticated manoeuvres, including interest

rate swaps, swap options, and cash options which initially

proved profitable _ earning 13m _ but which would now result

in massive losses. ## 10 ## The judges could complicate matters

by ordering that the outcome of the deals be reversed,

necessitating a mind-numbing series of calculations by the City.

## 12 ## These have mounted because in February Nicholas Ridley,

then Secretary of State for the Environment, stopped any new

deals and Hammersmith's portfolio was largely weighted to the

expectation that interest rates would be low, preventing the

council from improving its position in the market. ## 14 ## In

an affidavit to be presented to the hearing, the auditor

calculated that Hammersmith could lose 74m at current levels

of interest rate and 186m if rates rose by 1 per cent. ## 16 ##

The council's fund established after Mr Ridley blocked the deals

to pay back any losses is currently less than 20m.

## 17 ## Fortunately for Hammersmith and its citizens, legal

advisers for all parties concerned have been unequivocal, all
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suggesting a defeat for the council, which would mean Hammersmith

would not have to pay the losses on the transactions. ## 19 ##

For several years the market playing was limited but early in

1988, finance officers began taking options out on a massive

scheme. ## 20 ## The council's Labour leadership, who have been

in control since 1986, have argued that they had no control over

the transactions as the day to day running of the finance

department is in the hands of expert financial staff.

Input: Text No. 1 in Section C.2.3

Text Type: Scienti�c Article

Output: 32 sentences selected out of 51

Success: 60.8% agreement with human encoder on the importance assignment

for individual sentences.

##############

## 1st TEXT ##

##############

## 3 ## Coming up with a general solution to the problem of text

summarization was identified in the early 1970's as one of the

core tasks of computational linguistics and AI. ## 6 ## In my

view, this is because discourse which takes information from

other modules of the grammar as input, and returns as output

information needed to build representations of the meaning of

the discourse, emerges from highly complex and ill-understood

interactions among sentential prosodic, syntactic and semantic

knowledge, knowledge of discourse structuring conventions, and

world knowledge. ## 7 ## Despite the primitive state of our

understanding of discourse, I believe that there is a great deal

to be gained for summarization from understanding the linguistic

structure of the texts to be summarized. ## 8 ## In this brief

essay I would like to discuss from a linguistic perspective, the

properties of the discourses which human beings regularly produce

and decode. ## 9 ## 2 Discourse Context (subtitle) ## 10 ## Texts

are complex semantic objects. ## 14 ## Therefore, in processing

successive linguistic utterances, we must build up representations

of each abstract semantic/pragmatic world while computing the

relationships which obtain among those worlds. ## 15 ## Our
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experience in discourse modelling suggest that at least the

following contexts are crucially necessary in utterance

interpretation:

Interactions which situate Real Speakers in Real locations

in a Real time in the "real world" (2). (3)

Speech Events which situate participants in roles in a

socially constructed world of activities, tasks and actions

with their attendant definition of objects, times and space

and the rights, intentions and obligations of persons.

Modal Contexts which represent the attitude (real or

assumed) of the speaker (real or assumed) towards the

content of the utterance as reflected in clausal mood,

polarity, empathy, and point of view.

Genres which set up discourse worlds with times, locations,

objects and concerns local to the linguistic entity.

## 18 ## information giving a general overview of the story will

come first (4), and then a narrative line will be developed giving

events in order perhaps through the device of giving information

in reported speech. ## 19 ## Which information from which context

must figure in the summary? ## 22 ## (Parts of) the mainline

narrative plus "important" aspects of the flashed segment? ## 23 ##

Remarks on the relevance of the events as reported in quotations

or free indirect speech? ## 26 ## Similarly, interactions are

structured in a characteristic manner (5) as are the Speech Events

which they contextualize. ## 28 ## Discourse does not usually

consist of an unstructured collection of unrelated utterances.

## 29 ## Rather, discourse is characterized by arrangements of

information patterned into conventional structures, which means

that we may characterize discourse in terms of discourse units

which can be described by rules of well-formedness. ## 31 ## the

basic discourse construction units are the discourse operator (6)

and the discourse constituent unit (dcu). ## 32 ## Discourse is

constructed through recursively embedding and sequencing dcus to

one another. ## 33 ## Elementary dcus are contextually indexed

representations of information encoded in minimal proposition

carrying linguistic structures. (7). ## 34 ## Elementary dcus

participate in and constitute more complex types of dcus described

by their own rules of syntactic and semantic or pragmatic

wellformedness. ## 37 ## Sentential syntax, semantics and prosody

guide the segmentation of text into "naked" dcus. ## 39 ## Relations
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among these dcus as they are deployed sequentially in language

discourse construction can be modelled at a purely linguistic level

- not as a psychological or cognitive process - ## 40 ## human

discourse processing can be modelled using Context Free rules which

build dcus from dcus and capture discourse hierarchical structure

modelled as a stack by Reichman and Grosz and Sidner, as an Open

Right Tree by Polanyi and Scha, and as a Tree with an Open Right

Edge (the "Right Frontier") by Webber. ## 41 ## All of these

frameworks share the assumption that discourse hierarchical

structure figures prominently in the interpretation of pronominal,

locative and temporal anaphora and it is not unreasonable to expect

that these researchers would agree that any scheme to automatically

summarize discourse must have access to segmentation and parsing

devices which would allow for the representation of hierarchical

structure. ## 43 ## In order to provide a formal mechanism for

incremental interpretation of a series of propositions belonging

to a given (set of) contexts, we propose that each discourse

processing machine must be equipped with an interpretative

component to consist of a set of model theoretic dynamic discourse

unit representations enriched with inference capabilities and a

formal mechanism to describe accessibility relations obtaining

among them. ## 44 ## This machine would output a set of

representations corresponding to the "meaning of the text" in

the sense of the states of affairs asserted in relation to each

Interactional, Speech Act, Genre and modal context of the source

text. ## 45 ## These representations, in turn, function as input

for the summarization process - since only a portion of the

information in each would be included in the target summary.

## 46 ## Exactly which information should be included and which

left aside is to be determined by weighted interactions computed

among the intentions of the speaker (as shown by the rhetorical

marking of the source as discussed in Polanyi 1989), the interests

of the recipient (deriving from a model of the user), and the

structuring of the text. ## 47 ## 6 Text summarization: Beyond

the State of the Art? (subtitle) ## 48 ## A formal linguistic

theory such as the one we have sketched is AI-Incomplete. ## 49 ##

An automatic summarization engine which could accept an input text

and output a summary of the source text would need access to the

information necessary to construct an adequate semantic

representation. ## 50 ## This would necessarily require a complex

model of world knowledge. ## 51 ## It is my considered opinion that

modelling the world knowledge component of human cognitive

functioning in anything other than a toy domain lies far beyond our

current capabilities.
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The above examples of draft summaries appear to be meaningful, despite a certain

degree of unnaturalness at speci�c points. The long-term goal is to train the ann to

keep a record of both the input feature values and the importance levels for each of the

preceding sentences in a text. Ideally, its decisions should be dependent on the time-

sequences involved in the processing of the whole text (Sections 7.4.1 and 8.3.1.3).

Nevertheless, these experiments provide evidence that such time-dependent, struc-

tural information, and the corresponding hierarchical dependencies, is already partly

incorporated in the evaluation of the 24 pragmatic features used for text encoding.

Consequently, what appears to be the processing of individual sentences by the ann

does, in fact, involve the simultaneous consideration of developmental patterns of

discourse, among other things (cf. Section 5.2).

7.4 Discussion

The above experiments have shown that the various cross-level linguistic features and

the pragmatic feature set consistently yield better generalisation performance in the

prototype content selection ann of cosy-mats than both irrelevant linguistic and

chance features. More importantly, it has been shown that the use of the pragmatic

feature set in isolation improves generalisation, as compared to the cross-level set

of features. In addition, the proposed pragmatic features have been shown to be

appropriate for the uniform encoding of texts from across subject domains and text

types. This proves the generic applicability of the proposed feature set. In porting

the ann to new subject domains no customisation is required for robust performance.

In the case of novel text types, however, a limited amount of training is necessary on

a representative corpus of moderate size.

Equally crucial are the results which show that individual sentences taken in iso-

lation from their co-text can capture hierarchical discourse information that extends

beyond the level of the sentence. This is possible only by way of the pragmatic
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encoding of the sentences and full texts with the above features.

7.4.1 How Fine-Grained the Input Features?

The number of units on the input layer of the ann depends on the number of features

used in each simulation. In this sense, data representation is localist; there is one

unit per feature (Section 6.1.2). The features, however, are abstract and, as such,

they are not limited to refer to speci�c words or concepts in discourse (Section B.2.1).

Thus, in another sense, the representation scheme adopted for the content selection

ann is distributed. At the same time, these abstract features are `well-grounded',

i.e. identi�able by means of concrete criteria. This is possible because of the mappings

between abstraction levels speci�ed in Chapter 5. Thus, the input features in this

high-level ann are automatically encodable. Consequently, the cosy-mats ann can

fend o� the common criticism against connectionist high-level nlp systems

27

, that

the input therein can only be provided manually [47] (cf. Section 6.4).

The input features refer to whole sentences, at present. This level of information

selection is admittedly rather coarse-grained. Ideally, the decisions of this ann should

refer to individual clauses rather than sentences. In the fully-developed cosy-mats,

the output of the initial analysis modules has the form of logical representations,

which express the semantic and context-dependent meaning of the constituent clauses

of sentences (Section 8.3.2). Accordingly, there are two surface-level features in the 87

set which record the presence of a secondary and a main clause, respectively, attached

to the clause currently processed. Thus, multiple embedding and conjunction of both

clause types can be accommodated for by the lower-level anns (Section 5.1.3). It

will, thus, be irrelevant whether the highly-rated text extracts are main or secondary

clauses. As a result, content selection in the high-level ann can be more �ne-grained.

This will, in turn, a�ect the actual generation processes with respect to the quality

of and the amount of detail in the resulting summary (cf. Section 2.1.2).

27

especially, those which employ a localist representation scheme



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, a restatement is made of the motivations behind the re-

search described in this thesis. A summary is then given of the major

contributions made in the course of the research. Speci�c plans as well as

more general directions for future work are subsequently discussed that

put the present state of the research into perspective. Improvements to

the implemented content selection ann of cosy-mats are suggested, as

are ways for the development of the whole system. Alternative uses for

this generic environment are proposed, before drawing some general con-

clusions.

8.1 The Problem: Text Summarisation and Content

Selection

The overall goal of the research reported in this thesis has been the theoretical spec-

i�cation of cosy-mats, a connectionist-symbolic machine for text summarisation

that is su�ciently generic to readily accommodate input texts of a wide range of

domain or text types. Although specialised information pertaining to the current

application can be exploited in such a system, the requirement is that cosy-mats be

easily portable and that it remains robust in the absence of any customisation. The

implementation of cosy-mats necessitates a preliminary description of the summari-

sation process in terms of computable constituent steps. The top-level tasks identi�ed

as required for summary construction are: text analysis and interpretation; content

328
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selection; and text generation. Of these, content selection is the most critical, as it

is both the basis for text generation and provides the requirements for text analysis.

Hence, this thesis has focused on content selection.

In order to enable the implementation of robust content selection components,

there is a need to identify the extralinguistic, pragmatic, features that inuence sen-

tence importance in most texts (where `importance' relates to whether or not the

propositional content of a sentence `belongs' in a summary of the corresponding

text). The identi�ed features form the basis of the content selection component of

cosy-mats. Two parallel requirements have been distinguished with respect to these

features: A) they should be su�ciently generic to apply to diverse texts, applications,

and end-user needs. This is in order for the resulting content selector to be portable.

B) At the same time, the features should be objective enough (i.e. `well-grounded')

so that they can be automatically derived from the surface of the text, in the imple-

mentation of systems such as cosy-mats. Hence, a third goal for this research has

been the translation of the salient extralinguistic features into linguistic cues that cu-

mulatively express the corresponding high-level discourse functions. These concrete

features must also be generic, so as to ensure portability and re-usability (cf. Chap-

ter 1).

8.2 The Solution: cosy-mats

In this section, the major contributions made in the course of this thesis, in order

to solve the problems identi�ed in Section 8.1, are briey described.
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8.2.1 Identi�cation of Generic, Linguistic and Extralinguistic,

Features

The keyword-based, Information Extraction (ie), approach to summarisation was

not considered appropriate for the development of a generic summarisation environ-

ment (Chapter 2), due to the domain-speci�c nature of keywords. Hence, a starting

point for this research was the analysis of a large corpus of real-world texts, in terms

of their high-level, pragmatic, features (Chapter 5). The set of pragmatic features

considered was also inuenced by an interpretation of a number of theories of dis-

course organisation and its pragmatics, and is designed to cover those aspects of each

theory considered relevant. Theories considered include: from Speech Act Theory and

rst, to ai Planning; from Focus Theory to Text and Systemic-Functional Grammar,

and the Problem-Solution Metastructure (Chapter 4). The analysed texts belong to

two types, newspaper articles and scienti�c papers, all of varying size. This choice

was motivated by the need to identify extralinguistic features and schemas thereof

that are not bound to a single text-type. Both types of article in the corpus cover a

wide range of topics for which it is impossible to compile a comprehensive keyword

list (Chapter 5): from international politics and diplomacy, to social matters and

business a�airs, to computational issues. This variety of the subject matter ensures

the domain-independence of the resulting corpus observations.

Despite the pragmatics-based approach to content selection adopted for this re-

search, relevant Natural Language Understanding (nlu) approaches to summarisa-

tion were also considered inadequate for the development of a generic system such as

cosy-mats (Chapter 2). The reason is that these approaches tend to concentrate

on certain aspects of the pragmatics of language. Moreover, the amount of computa-

tion involved in text interpretation therein is typically prohibitive. As a consequence,

in addition to the above-mentioned pragmatic features, the corpus was analysed in

terms of its rhetorical and other more concrete characteristics.
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In Chapter 5, the total set of 87 features identi�ed by means of this corpus analy-

sis were classi�ed into three distinct levels; the pragmatic, the intermediary, and the

surface, in decreasing order of abstraction. Surface features include syntactic struc-

tures, function words, as well as common open-class words and expressions that are

not limited to speci�c sublanguages. Apart from their generic nature, the surface

and the intermediary features identi�ed were used in Chapter 5 (and Appendix B)

to translate the abstract pragmatic features into more objective criteria. Hence, as

well as contributing a three-level classi�cation of linguistic and extralinguistic fea-

tures required for summarisation, this thesis also identi�es the mappings across these

levels.

The three feature levels reect the main trends of pragmatics and discourse rel-

evant to the content selection task (Chapter 4). Pragmatic features such as Plan,

Goal, and Elaboration are reminiscent of the trend that focuses on the Commu-

nicating Agents. The theoretical school that is preoccupied with the tracing of the

History of Discourse �nds partial expression in intermediary features such as Focus

Change and Ellipsis. Finally, surface-level features such as Anaphors, Passiveness

and Tense echo the trend that is involved in the description of Cohesion and Coher-

ence relations in the text. By considering aspects from all three theoretical groups,

content selection in cosy-mats is more `holistic', as it involves an analysis and inter-

pretation of the input text that covers all the relevant theoretical levels of language:

pragmatics, semantics, syntax and morphology.

8.2.2 Design of a Hybrid, Multi-Level Architecture for a

Portable Text Summarisation System

The following architecture was designed for a full-blown implementation of the

cosy-mats summarisation system (Chapter 3). It is proposed that every sentence

in the text to be summarised is �rst processed by a cluster of conventional symbolic
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analysers; morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analysis is performed.

The result of this text processing is the evaluation of a set of basic linguistic and

extralinguistic features that provide the input for a cascade of low and higher-level

Arti�cial Neural Networks (anns), each responsible for speci�c subtasks. The low-

level anns map linguistic features (surface and intermediary) into extralinguistic fea-

tures (intermediary and pragmatic). The pragmatic features provide the input to

the highest-level ann that ultimately determines the relative degree of importance

of each sentence. Finally, the sentences selected as important should be used as the

basis for generating a summary. This processing should take place in another cluster

of symbolic processors, almost symmetric to that used for text analysis and inter-

pretation. It is here that the planning and the actual generation of the summary

will occur. However, it is important to note that the output list of the best-scoring

sentences produced by the content selection ann can also be used to provide a crude

summary; a concatenation of already-existing sentences (cf. Appendix F), instead of

an original text.

Despite the dominance of the generic modules therein, cosy-mats does provide

for the incorporation of application-speci�c information (Chapter 3). First of all,

the architecture is highly modular, so that new, specialised, processors can be, in

principle, simply plugged in. The simplicity of the interface between the various

modules means that new modules that are either symbolic or connectionist can equally

well be accommodated. For example, in addition to the existing lower-level anns,

other anns can be easily incorporated which have been trained to recognise speci�c

keywords and structural phrases that di�erentiate one domain or text type from the

other in expressing the same rhetorical and pragmatic functions.

As regards the front-end symbolic analysers, the processing that will take place

therein will be dictated by the type of data that needs to be computed in the lower-

level interpreting anns. The latter computation, in turn, will be based on the iden-

ti�ed generic mappings across the three levels of description: the pragmatic, the
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intermediary, and the surface (Chapter 5). In addition, it is the implementation of

the content selection ann that will determine the eventual type and number of prag-

matic features required for the whole process of summarisation (Chapter 7). As a

result, a partial analysis and interpretation of the input text only needs to be per-

formed in cosy-mats. The common problem in nlu-based systems of combinatorial

explosion and ine�cient computation in the search for a solution will, thus, be largely

avoided.

In summary, the proposed architecture is both modular and hybrid. The complex

task of content selection is systematically decomposed into much more manageable

modules. In addition, the strong points of both symbolic and connectionist processing

are combined in a complementary way (Chapter 6): the ability of symbolic analysers

to work with structured data of arbitrary length, laden with variables; and their pow-

erful symbol-matching facilities (as is appropriate for low-level text analysis) and the

ability of anns to deal with fuzzy and inexact processing (as is involved in importance

determination and interlevel feature mappings).

8.2.3 Implementation of an ann for Sentence Importance De-

termination

Apart from proposing an architecture for a generic summarisation system and

identifying the relevant features that will be used therein for content selection, the

third major aspect of this research is the implementation of the core component of the

architecture, namely; the ann that determines sentence importance. A standard feed-

forward, back-propagation ann is used (see Chapters 6 and 7). This ann receives

individual text sentences from the text, hand-coded by means of the pre-speci�ed

pragmatic features, and assigns to them degrees of importance.

For the purposes of the experiments described in relation to this ann in Chap-

ter 7, selected sentences from the corpus were distributed among 5 individuals who
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encoded them on the basis of a devised manual. This manual describes the identi-

�ed mappings between the surface and the higher levels of linguistic and discourse

description (Appendix B). Consequently, the manual encoding process has become

su�ciently controlled and yet representative of the rich interaction among the diverse

levels of language that holds in the case of the most central parts of a text. In this

way, the manual encoding is su�ciently similar to the input that would be generated

in the fully implemented cosy-mats system to allow for a valid simulation of the

pragmatic ann (Chapter 7).

The assumption that there is a high degree of interdependence between the se-

lected features has also been the main motivation in employing a connectionist rather

than a symbolic processor for the complex task of content selection (Chapter 6). To

date, no stringent or even explicit rules about what constitutes importance have been

identi�ed, outside the limiting boundaries of the keywords and script-like knowledge

structures of speci�c domains, or unrealistic texts (Chapter 2 and Section 4.1.1). The

ann receives a fuzzy set of pragmatic feature values as the basis for its decision.

Through training, not only is the ann able to identify the stronger pragmatic fea-

tures, it is also able to generalise and, hence, provide a sensible output for an input

pattern that it had previously not encountered. More importantly, it has been a major

assumption behind this work that it is feature combinations, rather than individual

features, that characterise sentence importance. An ann learns such interactions nat-

urally. This is especially so, if the quality and the quantity of the training corpus

ensure that some dominant cases are covered. The cases excluded can be inferred by

the ann on the basis of the learnt data (Chapter 7).

Also of importance is the fact that the generality of the pragmatic features em-

ployed (Chapter 5) means that a minimal amount of retraining is needed in porting

this high-level ann to new applications. What is predicted to di�er between text

types is the relative inuence of each of the features in the �nal weighting of the

corresponding sentence. Thus, training is required in order for the content selection
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processor to learn the di�erent interactions among the existing features that are in

operation for each text type. In contrast, the ann may be reusable in new subject

domains even without retraining (Chapter 7). Hence, the originality of this research

is partly due to the fact that the identi�ed pragmatic features should be appropriate

for the delineation of propositional and sentence importance across domains and even

text types.

8.2.4 Empirical Testing of the Content Selection ann

A series of experiments have been carried out on the implemented ann for content

selection, based on the manually-encoded corpus (Chapter 7). Initial experiments

involved extracted sentences that were encoded by means of a mixture of features

from across the three levels of description. This decision was motivated by the need

to assess the inuence that heterogeneous input would have on ann performance.

Preliminary experimentation also investigated practical aspects of the use of the ann,

such as the setting of the variable learning parameters and di�erent architectural

con�gurations (Appendix D). This enabled valid results to be produced by the later,

more important experiments.

The next series of experiments used the same isolated sentences, but encoded

solely by means of pragmatic features. It was predicted that this ann would be much

more successful, as it would no longer be expected to carry out the mapping across

the di�erent levels and learn their representation. The experiments con�rmed that

content selection is better, on average, when the input to the ann is 12 pragmatic,

rather than `cross-level', features. Parallel validation experiments with `irrelevant

linguistic' features and also with totally random (`chance') features were performed.

These showed that the results achieved with 12 pragmatic features, though only

moderately positive, were of signi�cance.

Finally, in Chapter 7 experiments were also reported where the input to the ann

took the form of whole texts. This was to test A) the appropriateness of the selected
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output as a `draft' summary, and B) the portability of the pragmatic features. This

is another important, original aspect of the work described in this thesis: Sentence

representation in the ann is `localist', due to the absolute correspondence between the

number of units on the input layer and the number of pragmatic features used for the

encoding of these sentences (Chapter 6). Nevertheless, representation therein is also

`distributed', as all of the pragmatic features are abstracted; giving independence not

just from speci�c words and concepts, but also propositions. In a sense, the pragmatic

features constitute `microfeatures' for the description of whole sentences, and even

sentential groups and full texts (Chapter 5). This is in contrast to other uses of

anns for high-level nlp tasks, where discourse information is bound to the semantics

and related representation of speci�c words. In the pragmatic ann of cosy-mats,

the information currency represents an accumulation of diverse types of linguistic

and extralinguistic data, which appear therein in their most abstracted form; the 63

surface and intermediary features have been reduced to the 24 pragmatic features.

As a result, processing is more robust in the case of imperfect or incomplete data.

As part of the experimentation with the whole texts (Chapter 7), the portability of

these pragmatic content selection features was partly proven. Tests indicated that

only a small amount of retraining is required for the high-level ann to deal with new

text types. In addition, this retraining simply requires a small number of texts that

are representative of the novel text type.

All the experimental results reported in Chapter 7 indicate that content selection

in the completed cosy-mats in the future can be robust and e�cient, even in the

absence of any customisation to the speci�c application (domain or text type) or the

user requirements. This is due to the adoption of the connectionist paradigm for this

fuzzy task, and the proven generic nature of the pragmatic features used therein.
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8.3 Evaluation and Future Research

In this section, a number of ways to improve the current performance of the content

selection ann are �rst suggested (Section 8.3.1). Subsequently, various issues are dis-

cussed related to the further incremental development and integration of the whole

of cosy-mats (Section 8.3.2). Finally, the claim about the generic architecture and

portability of this summarisation system is taken a step further by speculating on

its use in alternative application environments other than text summarisation (Sec-

tion 8.3.3).

8.3.1 Improvements to the Content Selection ann

The experiments reported in Chapter 7 showed that the content selection ann that

has been implemented so far in cosy-mats consistently exhibits a better performance

when its input consists solely of pragmatic features, rather than features sampled

from all the three levels of abstraction. This is considered to be positive evidence

for the appropriateness of the pragmatic features proposed in this thesis (Chapter 5).

Nevertheless, the overall performance, although signi�cantly better than chance, is

still quite low. A number of possible reasons for this are considered in this section,

along with steps to be taken in the future for their elimination.

8.3.1.1 Pruning the Input Features

The experiments performed to date with pragmatic input involved either the full set

of 24 pragmatic features or only a speci�c, selected subset of 12 pragmatic features.

From analysis of the training data in the case of 12-feature input, a high degree of

contradiction was observed; this implies that the 12 features are too few to adequately

di�erentiate between important and unimportant sentences. On the other hand, when

24 features were used, although the level of contradiction in the data was reduced,

the performance of the ann also degraded. One possible explanation for this is that,
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in increasing the number of pragmatic features used, as well as introducing further

features that are required for content selection, some of the features are, in fact,

irrelevant and add to the noise level of the training data.

The establishment of the ideal number of input units for an ann is a perennial

problem [136] and was not possible in the amount of time available for this research.

It follows that a set of future experiments is required to test the above hypothesis.

One way to do this would be to repeat the 24-feature experiments of Chapter 7 and

to systematically screen out one of the 24 features on each experiment. In fact, for

each pragmatic feature, two separate experiments are required; one where the feature

is always present (the corresponding input bit is always set to a) and one where it is

always absent (the corresponding input bit is always set to 0 ). Any feature for which

either of these experiments causes a signi�cant degradation can be immediately la-

belled as required. All other features, for which there was no appreciable degradation

in performance when they were screened out, are candidates for removal.

This pruning process is likely to be a slow and painstaking one. One of the

main hypotheses of this research is that, although individual features do not bear

any signi�cant weight on the problem, their cumulative consideration produces more

positive results. Hence, the screening of any individual feature out of the 24 is unlikely

to have a dramatic e�ect on performance. Consequently, the pruning experiments

will require several iterations before a particular feature can be established with some

con�dence as irrelevant.

A related area for future work is the weight matrix or cluster analysis of the

representations on the hidden layer of the 24-input ann (e.g. [33, 47, 145, 185, 187]).

This may:

A) replace or supplement the above-mentioned new experimental set-ups, in the

attempt to discover non-obvious regularities between the features employed, their

combinations, and importance determination. Any feature identi�ed as a member of

some extracted correlation can be con�rmed as relevant to the content selection task.
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B) overcome the uncertainty and suspiciousness invoked by the `black-box' nature

of the computation involved in anns, by way of translating the internal representa-

tions of the feature patterns into `symbolic' information (Section 6.1.2).

This endeavour will be facilitated by the fact that the input of the content selec-

tion ann implemented for this thesis does not represent individual words, nor their

semantics, but rather more abstract features (Sections 6.3.3.1 and 6.5.2). As a result,

there will be no need for the tracing, in these representations, of variable bindings and

role instantiations, something which would considerably complicate the correspond-

ing computations [45, 135, 201]. Nevertheless, this also presumes that these feature

combinations actually form clearly-separated clusters [145] (p. 8). It remains to be

discovered whether, and to what extent, this is the case with the problem of sentence

importance determination.

8.3.1.2 Using a Larger Corpus

An alternative explanation for the relatively low performance of the content selection

ann with the 24 pragmatic features, in comparison to just 12 features, may be the size

of the corpus employed. It is well-known in connectionist research that the larger the

input vector, the larger the number of patterns represented therein and the greater

the need to scale up the number of examples used to train the ann [13, 208]. In fact,

if the training data is too small to be representative, there is the danger of the ann

`over�tting' to the data [219], and hence, having poor generalisation performance. At

the same time, the corpus does not need to be intractably large, as long as su�cient

`combinatorics' are expressed therein [201]. This means that an adequate number

of instances should be covered for an adequate number of feature patterns. The

de�nition of `adequacy', however, is relative and only becomes clear by means of

actual simulations [219].

These issues point to a need to empirically determine how the generalisation per-

formance of the 24-input pragmatic ann will vary, as the size of the corpus on which
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it is trained is increased. Only through this experimentation can an upper-bound

on the performance of the pragmatic ann, be established. Unfortunately, the size

of the corpus used in the experiments reported in Chapter 7 was limited by realistic

practical constraints; the �nancial

1

and time resources available to an individual PhD

student. Hence, determining the e�ect of training corpus size on the performance of

the pragmatic ann is, by necessity, future work.

8.3.1.3 Incorporating Recursion

In the experiments of Chapter 7, the training corpora were either isolated sentences

frommany di�erent texts (Section 7.2) or sentences forming a single text (Section 7.3).

The type of ann chosen for initial implementation involved Back-Propagation (bp)

because it is considered a standard learning algorithm and it has been more exten-

sively tested than the numerous other novel algorithms (Section 6.1.3.1). However, as

a consequence of this, the data for the sentences of whole texts was processed purely

sequentially by the ann. Although it is claimed in this thesis that, to some extent,

sequential and discourse structural information is implicit in the pragmatic features

themselves (Chapter 5), the use of alternative ann architectures that are capable of

capturing such sequential dependencies between data may be one way of improving

performance on whole texts.

A candidate alternative to the standard Feed-forward bp ann is an Elman-type,

Simple Recurrent Network (srn) [46, 47, 112]. This involves the introduction of time

steps and the resulting sequentiality in the ann. The states of the hidden units are

fed back to the input layer, by way of an additional set of units called `context'. In

this way, the co-text of each sentence, i.e. the preceding sentences, is represented in

the current input layer in the form of a copy of the previous activation of the hidden

layer. Thus, the preceding sentences can be taken cumulatively into consideration in

1

i.e. the amount of man-power a�orded for the employment of the additional 4 encoders
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the determination of the centrality of the current sentence (cf. Section 6.3.3).

An alternative type of recurrent network is the Jordanian type [96]. This was

the �rst feed-forward bp network to be developed that had feedback loops. In this

case, it is the output at each time step that is fed to the input at the next time step.

This takes place on a set of units called the `state'. Nevertheless, studies have shown

(e.g. [33], [Itsuki Noda, personal communication]) that the Elman-type of recurrent

network better remembers previous input than the Jordan ann:

Networks with only output histories cannot remember things about their

input that are not reected in their output. [33] (p. 320)

For this reason, testing of an Elman-type network is advocated for future work.

However, it is worth noting that research on structure processing in anns is still in its

infancy (cf. [112]). The development of dynamic architectures that can accommodate

arbitrarily long input (or number of sentences in a text) remains problematic and "be-

yond the state of the art" [Zuhair Bandar, personal communication]. A particularly

salient problem is that of long-distance dependency, i.e. the phenomenon whereby the

input sentence at one time step (e.g. t-1) a�ects the output at a non-adjacent time

step (e.g. t+4). This issue has just started to be dealt with, e.g. for srns [47, 145].

8.3.1.4 Standardising the Encoding Process

The corpus used for the experiments so far performed on the content selection ann of

cosy-mats have been manually encoded by a number of individuals. This inevitably

leads to some discrepancies and inconsistencies between encoders, leading to noise

in the experimental data (Section 5.4.1). A preliminary attempt has been made to

standardise the encoding process, via the manual presented in Appendix B. However,

if a future programme of extensive further experimentation is to be carried out on

the pragmatic ann, particularly in terms of testing on a larger corpus, then there is

a need to make the standardisation of encoding more rigourous.
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More rigourous standardisation requires a clearer de�nition of how surface-level

features are extracted from raw text and, also, the mappings from pragmatic and

intermediate features to lower levels. This additional analysis is not only of bene�t

for future experimentation, but may also be carried out as part of the development

of the full cosy-mats system, of which the pragmatic ann is just one component

(cf. Fig. 6.1, p. 249). In the realisation of the complete, uni�ed summarisation envi-

ronment, the content selection ann will function solely on the basis of the identi�ed

abstract, pragmatic features. The values for these, in turn, will be computed by the

earlier modules in the system by means of more concrete features. As a consequence,

the encoding of the input features for this ann will become an automated, rather

than manual, process in the complete cosy-mats system. Apart from a reduction

in the human e�ort involved, this also means that the corresponding procedure will

be more controlled and less subjective; in other words, standardised. Hence, it can

be predicted that this particular source of noise will not be a problem in the fully-

developed cosy-mats system.

8.3.2 The Development of the Full cosy-mats System

In this section, a number of practical issues are raised that will need to be addressed

in the future for the development of a completed cosy-mats architecture.

8.3.2.1 Use of Continuous-Valued Inputs

As noted above, when the high-level ann is incorporated in the fully-developed sys-

tem, all its input feature values will be provided by the relevant symbolic and lower-

level connectionist processors, as the whole process of text analysis, interpretation,

and encoding will be totally automated. Whether the encoding modules are symbolic

or connectionist, however, feature evaluation will be a�ected by both the fuzziness
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inherent in text interpretation, in general; and the uncertainty involved in dealing

with novel data. Apart from the complexity of the task, this uncertainty also stems

from the fact that all processors in the system will communicate with at least two

others (cf. Fig. 6.1, p. 249). More speci�cally, the di�culty lies in translating [145]:

� input strings of words into the logical representation of the sentences they make

up;

� logical representations into isolated phrases to be fed to the relevant, expert,

lower-level anns;

� phrases into number vectors allocated to each in order to be computable by the

various lower and higher-level anns;

� importance value vectors for each of the winning sentences (or clauses) back

into the logical representations of the corresponding propositions; and, �nally,

� logical representations into the chosen strings of words.

The output of each of the connectionist processors will be continuous rather than

discrete (binary) values (cf. [69, 161]). As a result, the evaluation of the features

employed by the content selection ann will produce continuous values. For the pur-

poses of this thesis, it was assumed that thresholding is employed to translate such

values into binary ones. In fact, the experiments reported in Chapter 7 are based on

this assumption. Nevertheless, it was partly because of the ability of anns to deal

with continuous values that the connectionist paradigm was adopted for importance

determination (Sections 6.1.2 and 7.4.1). Since importance determination is itself a

fuzzy task involving a certain amount of subjectivity (cf. Section 5.4.1), it is desirable

that any meaningful continuous values are exploited in cosy-mats. That is to say,

if possible, thresholding should be available as it discards less useful information. By

using continuous values, content selection can thus be more �ne-grained and summary
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generation more exible. The testing of the pragmatic ann for continuous-valued in-

puts remains another area for future work, as it can only be reliably performed when

the lower-level modules that systematically provide these values are constructed.

The circulation of continuous values in cosy-mats also has repercussions on

the training of the lower-level connectionist modules therein. More speci�cally, the

surface-level anns compute a certain number of word and phrase representations;

mainly generic, but also application-speci�c. These representations require time for

their modi�cation or on-line learning. Thus, the corresponding values are dynamic

and change in porting the system to a new application. This information is then

employed by the intermediary-level anns to compute the mapping of such surface

features onto semantic features. The latter anns subsequently facilitate the transfer

of the processing to more abstract levels at the point of the pragmatic ann. Since the

input values to these semantic anns may be modi�ed from application to application,

these processors also require additional training or tuning in order to be able to deal

with the new input-output mappings.

The main advantage of the content selection ann is that it does not compute

similar representations for individual words and phrases. This contrasts to the usual

case for other high-level connectionist nlp processors (cf. Section 6.3). Although the

representation is localist, in the sense that each unit corresponds to a single feature,

the features themselves extend over whole phrasal groups and even sentences. Con-

sequently, the pragmatic ann is essentially distributed in nature. This renders it

very robust, because it is not dependent on the existence of a `connectionist lexicon'

where every word is assigned a number vector for its representation (cf. [136]). In-

stead, every new input sentence is processed on a more generic basis: whether or

not the speci�ed criteria for determining importance hold. Although these criteria

may ultimately refer to lexical semantics as well, these are not directly computed by

the pragmatic ann, but have been taken into consideration by the lower-level anns
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and symbolic analysers. Nevertheless, given the great level of detail and the simulta-

neous inherent uncertainty in the computation involved in these preceding modules,

the input values for the content selection ann will not be recording black-or-white

polarities, but the relative strength of - possibly contradictory - hypotheses [69]. This

means that further training or tuning may also be needed for this ann, after the other

anns have been customised to the current application. In principle, this should be a

straightforward process as no new classes of input data need to be introduced. Only

the relative strength of each of the features in relation to the others will change. As

part of the future development and testing of cosy-mats, these claims need to be

corroborated with experimentation involving the actual porting of cosy-mats to new

domains and text-types. The extent of retraining at each level within the architecture

must be quanti�ed.

8.3.2.2 Inclusion of Domain-Speci�c Knowledge

The experiments reported in Chapter 7 established the portability of the full set of

pragmatic features proposed in Chapter 5 to new subject domains, but also text

types. In the case of new text types, only a small amount of re-training was required

on a relatively small corpus for the accommodation of the disparate data involved

therein. However, the experiments of Chapter 7 also established that the use of generic

features alone is insu�cient to give 100 percent performance in the content selection

task (though, as discussed in section 8.3.1.2, an upper bound on the performance of

the generic features alone is di�cult to determine).

It follows that, in using cosy-mats for a speci�c application, domain-speci�c

knowledge will be required to give maximal performance (indeed, this is inherently

assumed in the cosy-mats architecture, cf. Fig. 6.1, p. 249). The type of knowledge

required by the domain-speci�c modules includes; domain keywords, semantic frames

(for the speci�cation of entities) and script-type knowledge (for the description of

specialised actions, events, and processes). Whether the domain-speci�c modules are
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most appropriately implemented as symbolic or connectionist processors remains an

open issue. For example, script-type information can be implemented in a symbolic

environment (e.g. [43, 172]) or in a connectionist framework (e.g. [125, 136, 202])

(cf. Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3). In practice, the latter approach might be more appro-

priate for the accommodation of evolving needs and user interests.

A second practical problem that needs to be addressed in the future is how to

seamlessly integrate the domain-speci�c modules with the generic modules within

the cosy-mats architecture. To achieve this, specialised low-level anns should be

trained to perform the mapping between the current list of keywords and phrases

of interest and their corresponding semantic and pragmatic functions. The latter

will belong to the �xed set of pragmatic features already considered by the content

selection ann. In this way, the strength of the sublanguage approach to nlp [2, 146]

can be taken advantage of without a need to change the higher levels within the

cosy-mats architecture.

Finally, the text generation components of cosy-mats will need to be context-

sensitive; taking account of any special features of the communication context; as well

as special user requirements with respect to the content or the form of the output

summary. This is where the importance threshold can be manipulated to result into

shorter or longer documents.

8.3.2.3 Clauses or Sentences?

In the experiments to date, the content selection task has been simpli�ed so that whole

sentences are selected. In practice, a more useful task is to treat the separate clauses

within each sentence as the basic unit for inclusion in a summary. The distinction

between clauses is already partially catered for in the set of features proposed in

Chapter 5. For example, it was deemed appropriate to consider main and secondary

clauses separately, rather than analysing whole sentences as a single unit. There is
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a feature in the set recording the presence of a secondary clause attached to the one

currently analysed and another one for main clauses. In this way, multiple embedding

of such clauses can be accommodated for, as well as conjunction and disjunction of

main and secondary clauses. In addition, the possibility is catered for of one clause

in a sentence carrying important information while the remaining ones do not.

Nevertheless, before developing the full cosy-mats system, the possibility of en-

coding the input data as clauses, rather than sentences, needs to be investigated.

This should not a�ect the set of generic features used and it may both lead to an

increase in accuracy in the content selection task (because clauses are simpler units

than sentences, the determination of their importance should be less ambiguous) and

more useful results output from the pragmatic ann.

8.3.3 Porting cosy-mats to New Application Environments

The variety of text types and subject domains in the corpus with which the cosy-

mats ann has so far been tested is not intended to reect the limiting scope of the

completed system as a whole. The ability to extract the core content of a textual

document in a generic and robust manner is an important task with a tremendous

range of possible practical applications. A few interesting examples include:

� e-mail: The selection of interesting/urgent messages to read would be made

easier and more responsive to the needs of the user, if a short summary (rather

than just titles) for incoming e-mail messages was provided.

� Electronic Document Retrieval: An automated cataloguing system for

electronically-stored documents. Allowing keyword-based document retrieval

to be carried out on restricted summaries should increase the accuracy of re-

trieval.

� Commercial Systems Engineering: The development of complex systems

requires management of very large documents (e.g. customer requirements,
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product descriptions, etc.). Automated compression of this information would

greatly increase e�ciency. This type of environment would also provide an

interesting test for cosy-mats, as the level of detail in such highly-technical

documents is extremely variable [Mike Brown, personal communication].

� Intelligent Perceptual Agents: In order to understand an environment, an

agent (e.g. a robot) must abstract from the raw data it receives. An interest-

ing question is whether the hierarchical architecture of cosy-mats could be

redeveloped for a non-linguistic domain. For example, could an analogous hier-

archy of anns (and corresponding features of di�erent levels of abstraction) be

developed for visual processing?

There are also some obvious extensions for the use of cosy-mats within nlp.

For example, one question is whether it is portable to languages other than English.

Future experimentation and corpus analysis is under way with texts in other languages

(French and Greek). This is required to establish the validity and generality of claims

about the use of writing conventions, for example, and the way these can facilitate

the automation of the summarisation process.

Finally, an open issue is whether cosy-mats can operate in dynamic text en-

vironments (e.g. dialogue processing) as well as for the static types of text so far

considered. For example, the cosy-mats components could be embedded in an

information-seeking dialogue system, such as plus [95]. Its generic analysis modules

could supplement specialised information on the level of expertise, the expectations,

and the requirements of the user, and the domain of queries. In this way, initial query

processing can be more robust in the face of deviant input. More importantly, the

generic, pragmatics-based and adaptable, content selection component of cosy-mats

could facilitate the generation of more cooperative and coherent responses by a dia-

logue system. All query-answer pairs that have so far taken place can be cumulatively

processed at regular intervals by cosymats, in order to maintain both a representa-

tion of the development of the dialogue and also of its `turning points', identi�ed by
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the high-level ann (turning points should be identi�ed as contained within important

sentences).

8.4 Conclusion

The goal of this research has been to develop a generic and portable system for the

automatic summarisation of texts, with the speci�c focus of selecting the important

sentences on which the later planning and generation of the output summary will be

based. Two opposing approaches have been integrated: Information Extraction (ie)

and Natural Language Understanding (nlu). The former approach places emphasis

on surface cues for content selection and a practical view of summary generation.

The latter approach stresses the need for deep, pragmatic interpretation in order to

be generally able to generate valid summaries.

To achieve the goal of being generic, the greatest part of this research has been

concerned with the isolation of the most relevant pragmatic features, from the view-

point of text summarisation, as well as their objecti�cation by means of concrete,

surface linguistic clues (Chapter 5 and Appendix B). The pragmatic features were

identi�ed using two methods: �rstly, corpus analysis of a variety of real-world texts,

from multiple domains and text types; secondly, by consideration of relevant theories

of discourse and pragmatics.

The mappings identi�ed between the surface linguistic and the abstract extralin-

guistic features facilitate the productive integration of the current dominant ap-

proaches to summarisation. Thus, surface features are made more theoretically mo-

tivated while, at the same time, it is demonstrated how pragmatic features can be

e�ciently evaluated. In addition, these same interlevel mappings are also crucial to

the design of the architecture for the full summarisation system.

A hybrid architecture has been proposed for the task of summarising unrestricted
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texts: cosy-mats, a connectionist-symbolic machine for text summarisation. The

task of content selection is broken down into a hierarchy of modules, from surface-

level analysers, through low-level Arti�cial Neural Networks (anns) to a high-level

pragmatic ann that ultimately assigns an importance value to each sentence of the

input text. The architecture is hybrid in three senses:

1. Modules representing di�erent types of linguistic and extralinguistic processing

cooperate in an elegant manner. So, for example, preliminary analysis includes;

symbolic morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic processors.

2. Although the emphasis in this thesis has been on generic processors and the

appropriate encoding features to be used thereby, application-speci�c modules

can be easily `plugged' into the architecture.

3. The symbolic and the connectionist paradigms are combined; each being used

where it is most advantageous.

The central component of the cosy-mats architecture is the high-level ann that

operates purely on the values for pragmatic features, as provided by the underlying

hierarchy of lower-level anns (or by manual encoding for the experiments of this

thesis). This ann has two outputs, one representing the importance of a sentence,

the other representing its unimportance. It is this assessment that is used to derive

the input for the summary generation component of the architecture.

A central claim of the thesis is that anns are ideal for the simulation and ex-

ploitation of the strong interaction between the diverse linguistic and extralinguistic

factors in language comprehension. They have the potential for faring better than

traditional symbolic techniques in such complex tasks as pragmatic decision-making.

As natural language is de facto creative, ambiguous and imperfect, unpredictability is

the rule rather than the exception, which renders symbolic systems extremely vulner-

able. anns, on the other hand, can handle novel or noisy input, because they are able

to learn through experience and generalise over what was learned. Still, to date anns
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have mainly been used for lower-level nlp tasks that symbolic systems already do

quite well, and not the pragmatics of discourse. Any exceptions have concentrated on

the representation of words and the associated semantics, which renders their scope

quite limited. In contrast to those, the feasibility of the pragmatic ann of cosy-mats

has been demonstrated by the experiments reported in this thesis.

The problem of `information overload' is one that is growing rapidly in the modern,

computer-intensive, society. The need for systems capable of compressing information

content and extracting the core meaning is, therefore, also increasing. The continued

development of the cosy-mats system, proposed and demonstrated in this thesis,

provides a promising and novel approach to this problem. Moreover, the developed,

three-level classi�cation of linguistic and extralinguistic (pragmatic) features relevant

to the content selection task is a fundamental and generic source of information.

Hence, the work on feature classi�cation stands as a valuable guide to future, alter-

native approaches to the problem of text summarisation.



Appendix A

The Text Corpora

What follows is a list of references for the texts used for corpus analysis

and manual encoding

1

, in the course of this research. First, the scienti�c

papers and newspaper articles are listed (Sections A.1.1 and A.1.2, respec-

tively), on the basis of which clusters of features correlated to sentence

importance have been identi�ed (Chapter 5). Subsequently, the titles of

the texts which were encoded in their entirety are given (Section A.2).

A.1 The Corpus of Isolated Sentences

A.1.1 Scienti�c Articles

� Nineteen (19) papers from the "Proceedings of the First IEE International Con-

ference on Arti�cial Neural Networks" [88]: pp. 7, 12, 23, 67, 71, 76, 90, 100,

105, 115, 125, 129, 153, 163, 196, 201, 216, 221, 226;

� [126];

� All the articles in the Bibliography of the thesis.

1

pragmatic and otherwise

352
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A.1.2 Newspaper Articles

� Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Socialists parade Papandreou

successors";

� Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Orthodox church says religion

must stay on identity cards";

� Associated Press, May 7, 1994, "U.S. Courts Albania, Neighbors";

� GRIP (UMIST Student Newspaper) No. 114, October 26, 1993, "Evolution

Develops a Few Answers", p. 7;

� The Guardian, August 11, 1990, "WEEKEND: Organic Shopping: Door to

door, naturally. Michelle Berriedale - Johnson places her order with the delivery

boy for fresh food in brown paper bags", p. t20;

� The Guardian, August 18, 1990, "WEEKEND, REAL LIVES: Guildered cage",

p. t28;

� The Guardian, September 1, 1990, "WEEKEND, FOOD AND DRINK: Better

a forest bled than dead", p. t16;

� The Guardian, September 4, 1990, "Battle to beat rising distrust", p. 11;

� The Guardian, September 4, 1990, "With a dramatic past and an ambitious

chairman, Polly Peck is seen as a highly unpredictable creature. Nadir banks

on a buoyant future", p. 11;

� The Guardian, September 29, 1990, "Polly Peck puzzle deepens as Nadir ies

to New York", p. 11;

� The Guardian, October 25, 1990, "Outsider who wanted to show world it was

wrong", p. 12;

� The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22;

� MicroConcord A

2

, 02/10/89, "Out of India: The snow-wreaths melt away in

the heat of battle", p. 10;

2

Most of the isolated sentences and whole articles employed for corpus analysis and encoding in

the course of this research pertain to the MicroConcord Corpus Collection A, with Foreign and

Home News items from British Newspapers. Here a list is given of only those articles that are used

to exemplify the features in Chapter 5. The total number of texts used from this collection is 120.

Whenever an article is cited anywhere in this thesis that comes from this collection, the following

convention is used:

(MicroConcord A, 00/00/00, "Title", p. 00).

The copyright for both the text collection and the accompanying concordancing system belongs to

Oxford University Press (1993). My deep gratitude to Mona Baker at CCL, UMIST, for providing

me with the software, the corpus and the relevant documentation.
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� MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Tribalism and liberation meet at Transkei burial",

p. 11;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to speed up

the Bush image", p. 10;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Call for new inquiry into plane disaster", p. 10;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Court upholds tra�ckers' extraditions to US",

p. 10;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "`Red Caliph' carves out an acceptable communist

face", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama would suc-

ceed", p. 10;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Angola Meeting", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of honour",

p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom after long,

wet wait", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Belgian Jew killed by `professional murderer'",

p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Peugeot deadlock broken", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Panama cracks down on opposition", p. 10;

� MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Buthelezi steps into Commonwealth urry", p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Israel defers decision on Egypt's talks proposal",

p. 12;

� MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Peking scorns the God King's Nobel prize", p. 12;

� Reuters, April 25, 1994, "Greek Economy Minister Yennimatas dies of Cancer";

� Reuters, May 6, 1994, "New Greek economy minister aims to boost develop-

ment";
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� Reuters, May 10, 1994, "High interest rates hit Turkish industry";

� Reuters, May 11, 1994, "Tensions Rise in Bosnia after Attacks on Towns";

� Reuters, June 30, 1994, "Greece Under Fire in Council of Europe";

� The Times, June 29, 1995, "Crowning glory or cosmetic catastrophe?", p. 18;

� The Times, June 29, 1995, "Remedies for back pains", p. 18;

A.2 The Corpus of Whole Texts

The following texts were used in their entirety for pragmatic encoding using the

features discussed in Chapter 5 and described in Section B.2.1. The encoded texts

appear in Appendix C.

1. MicroConcord A, 12/10/89, "Hong Kong receives an injection", p. 10 (23 sentences);

2. MicroConcord A, 14/10/89, "Gandhi steps up counter-attack in scandals war", p. 14

(23 sentences);

3. MicroConcord A, 14/10/89, "Comedians, not crime, preoccupy New York voters", p. 1

(Title Page) (23 sentences);

4. MicroConcord A, 09/10/89, "The party's just begun for Democrats in New Jersey:

New Jersey used to be the butt of TV comics. Now, in an election year, Leonard

Doyle writes, it is �nding new respect", p. 13 (24 sentences);

5. MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "`Praise The Lord' Bakker found guilty on all counts",

p. 10 (22 sentences);

6. MicroConcord A, 07/10/89, "Greek coalition resigns after launching clean-up", p. 10

(24 sentences);

7. MicroConcord A, 09/10/89, "Fundamentalists and reformers haggle in Budapest",

p. 10 (24 sentences);

8. MicroConcord A, 10/10/89, "Novelist leads as presidential race begins in Peru", p. 14

(24 sentences);

9. Reuters, May 10, 1994, "Muslims Deploy on Mountain near Sarajevo, U.N. Says" (22

sentences);

10. MicroConcord A, 11/10/89, "Migrants row raises tension between China and Hong

Kong", p. 15 (24 sentences);

11. MicroConcord A, 14/10/89, "Freedom ight for Mandela's comrades", p. 12 (22 sen-

tences);

12. MicroConcord A, 16/10/89, "Soviet players and gentlemen tee o� at last", p. 12 (22

sentences);
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13. MicroConcord A, 04/10/89, "The Labour Party Conference: NEC compromise on

black sections defeated", p. 10 (23 sentences);

14. MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Buthelezi steps into Commonwealth urry", p. 12 (23

sentences);

15. MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Rebels `would not hand over general'", p. 10 (23 sen-

tences);

16. MicroConcord A, 10/10/89, "Fashion takes great leap backwards", p. 15 (23 sen-

tences);

17. MicroConcord A, 07/10/89, "Reformists take hold of Prague congress", p. 10 (23

sentences);

18. MicroConcord A, 10/10/89, "Treaty ban will not stop America from making nerve

gas", p. 14 (23 sentences);

19. MicroConcord A, 11/10/89, "Local o�cials press Honecker for reform", p. 12 (23

sentences);

20. MicroConcord A, 18/10/89, "Moscow editors feel the old-fashioned grip of the state",

p. 15 (23 sentences);

21. MicroConcord A, 04/10/89, "Coup attempt highlights corruption in Panama", p. 12

(23 sentences);

22. MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Millions at risk in loan swap challenge", p. 4 (24 sen-

tences);

23. MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Clarke's strategy set at secret talks", p. 3 (23 sentences);

24. MicroConcord A, 14/10/89, "Touch of glasnost as East Germany frees protesters",

p. 13 (24 sentences);

25. MicroConcord A, 18/10/89, "No new sanctions against Pretoria on conference

agenda", p. 13 (24 sentences);

26. MicroConcord A, 07/10/89, "Angola cease�re `ready to sign'", p. 14 (24 sentences);

27. 1993 Dagstuhl Seminar about Summarization [149], "Linguistic Dimensions of Text

Summarization", L. Polanyi (51 sentences);

28. MicroConcord A, 04/10/89, "Law Report: English proceedings over ancient art work

stayed: Cleveland Museum of Art v Capricorn Art International SA and another -

Queen's Bench Division (Commercial Court) (Mr Justice Hirst), 2 October 1989",

p. 12 (48 sentences);

29. MicroConcord A, 03/10/89, "Hong Kong Special Report: The snakes are in good

form, despite the wind: The feet are made for wokking, Robert Cottrell concludes as

he adds the extremities of chickens to his range of culinary delights, along with the

mysteries of tea, rice and appropriate poetry", p. 34 (78 sentences);



Appendix B

The Manual for Text Encoding

B.1 General Guidelines

What follows is the list of features that are considered to be correlated to sentence

importance in a text. Three groups of features have been distinguished, the prag-

matic, the intermediary, and the surface, moving from the more to the less abstract

level of description (Chapter 5). In the case of the experiments with the pragmatic

features, the features in Section B.2.1 were used for the encoding of whole sentences

or texts, in the exact order shown. The encoded sentences were used for training and

testing the content selection ann of cosy-mats (cf. Chapter 7).

In the following discussion, BOLD FACE is used throughout to signal a prag-

matic feature, ITALICS for intermediary features, and TYPEWRITER FONT for the

surface-level features. Example text that appears in the main text is indicated by

the SANS SERIF FONT. A listing of all the text resources cited here is provided in

Appendix A.

As a general rule, a `whole sentence' is a text unit that starts with a capital letter

and ends in a period, a question mark, or an exclamation mark. Thus, all types of

subordination are normally considered as part of the analysis of the main clause. For

example:

Unlike Western governments, which have been careful to avoid giving the

appearance of fomenting unrest in eastern Europe, the Norwegian Nobel

committee is thought to be ready to try to advance the cause of democracy

in a country which has shown only the most rudimentary signs of change.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12))

is considered as a single text unit for encoding purposes. Nevertheless, special at-

tention needs to be paid to the presence of semi-colons. E.g. in:

macedonia is all greek to me; Why has the former Yugoslav republic

357
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hijacked a great historical name?

(The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22)

the semi-colon separates two di�erent sentences, the headline of the article and the

byline, in this case. The same holds for:

For centuries the existence of such a nation was completely unknown; cer-

tainly the Turks occupying the territory for more than �ve centuries never

heard of a separate Macedonian nation among their European possessions.

(The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22)

Such complex sentences should be broken down and have their component clauses

analysed individually. In contrast, the following sentence should be analysed as a

single unit:

Instead, it makes sense for people on the two sides of the border to live

together in peace; improve dramatically their standard of life together; and

together expose supposed ethnic and religious divisions for the nonsense

they really are.

(The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22)

All the clauses in the above example form a single sentence, despite the fact that

they are separated by semi-colons. The reason for this is that they are semantically

and grammatically interdependent. The entire sentence consists of a listing of items

(in�nitives) of the form "it makes sense ... to ...; (to) ....; and (to) ...."; all of which

are explanations of the subject "it" of the verb `to make sense'.

B.1.1 The Feature Values

All pragmatic features (presented in Section B.2.1) and most of the remaining features

in Sections B.2.2 and B.2.3 can only take two values:

� a, if the feature is applicable; e.g. if a surface or semantic cue is present;

� 0, if the feature does not apply to the current sentence; e.g. if no cues are

present, or when the information provided cannot form a solid basis for the

evaluation of the feature.

Many of the features can only be determined from the co-text of the current

sentence, which consists of the previous as well as later sentences. The co-text needs to

be considered, too, irrespective of whether the corresponding sentences are afterwards

encoded or not. For example, the evaluation of the pragmatic Explanation does not

solely depend on the presence of a surface marker in the sentence currently analysed
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(such as "because", or "due to"). Instead, the whole sentence (b, in the example

below) may be an explanation, i.e. a clari�cation of a concept or proposition in a

previous sentence (a):

(a) the nobel prize committee is expected to give a boost to the drive

for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the winners of

the Peace Prize in Oslo today. (Belief) (b) It is expected that two

Czechoslovak dissidents, spanning a 20-year period, will be chosen as joint

winners to emphasize the durability of the movement towards liberalisa-

tion. (Explanation)

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Czechs may share peace prize", p. 12)

In the case of the experiments with the pragmatic-only features (Sections 7.2.2

and 7.3), the values for the 24 pragmatic features should appear together, when en-

coding a sentence, the one immediately next to the other. A space should follow, and

only then should the last two values be registered, for importance and unimpor-

tance, respectively. E.g.

a00aa0000a0a0aa00000aaaa a0

It is in this format that the data is fed to the ann, which can now distinguish the

input from the output training patterns. The left-hand vector represents the input,

while the right-hand side the target output. Thus, the ann can also discriminate

between the training and the test corpora. The above format is used for training.

When the network is tested, the last two values are not presented

1

. In such a case,

the ann is required to provide its own output given the input presented (Section 6.1).

It should be noted, at this point, that the feature values in pragmatic encoding

should be 26 altogether, and not 25. Confusion may be caused by the last two fea-

tures, importance and unimportance, which may be perceived, conceptually, as one.

When importance is `on' (a), however, unimportance should be explicitly evaluated

to 0. Similarly, when unimportance is `on' (a), importance still has to be turned

`o�', i.e. set to 0. This convention has only been established in order to render the

evaluation of the ann actual output more straightforward (Section 6.5.3).

B.2 The Features Correlated to Sentence Impor-

tance

The following list of Pragmatic, Intermediary, and Surface features has been dis-

cussed theoretically and cross-referentially in Chapter 5. Here, every feature is in-

dividually de�ned and exempli�ed using extracts from the corpora employed in the

course of this research (listed in Appendix A). When necessary, borderline cases are

identi�ed and disambiguated. The exposition of the three feature groups in this spe-

ci�c order proceeds from the more abstract and intuitive, to the more concrete and

objective.

1

Consequently, the in-between space is unnecessary;
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B.2.1 The Pragmatic Features

These are the features whose values are not usually determined readily from the

surface of the text. Implicit knowledge about the the speci�c situation involved, and

discourse structure and the world, in general, is often involved in the consideration

of these and other factors of a similar nature. For the purposes of the development

of cosy-mats, however, pragmatic functions are de�ned here as much as possible

in terms of the speci�c lexical and structural relations the current sentence enters

into with the remaining sentences of the text. The abstract is translated into the

concrete: thus, the following 24 pragmatic features, as well as the two for the degree

of importance of each sentence, are de�ned both conceptually and by means of the

other two - lower - levels of features. What this means is that the decision regarding

whether such a feature is applicable in a speci�c case or not greatly depends on the

values of the other, more objective features. This will be demonstrated in greater

detail in the discussion and exempli�cation of each of the features. The aim is that

the subjectivity inherent in the text encoding task be greatly eliminated, as common

criteria are being established.

The pragmatic features that have been identi�ed as relevant to sentence impor-

tance determination, in a text to be summarised, are as follows:

1. Action and State, Process and Event, all constitute a subgroup of related

features in the total cluster of pragmatic criteria of text importance.

Action : the opposite of State;

An Action involves a change of state on either the agent themselves or some

other entity. This feature refers to the semantics of the main verb of the sen-

tence and its valency patterns. Action verbs have an argument position for

an agent. In addition, they may have an argument for a patient, and slots

for modifying information, such as time, location, means and instrumentation,

accompaniment, goal, or plan. Thus, in the following sentence:

Zaire's President, Mobutu Sese Seko, and President George Bush met

to try to prevent the collapse of an agreement between Angola and

the US-backed Unita rebels, reached through Zairean mediation in

June.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Angola Meeting", p. 12).

"met" denotes an action, whose agent is instantiated jointly by "Zaire's Presi-

dent, Mobutu Sese Seko" and "President George Bush". In this case, the action

verb is accompanied by goal and problem information ("to try to prevent ...",

"the collapse of an agreement ...", respectively). The patient, however, is not

made explicit, because it is reected on the agent argument. Hence, the feature

value for the action feature would be positive (a) for this sentence.

Consequently, the relevant intermediary features for action are: time, fre-

quency,
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parallel action, location, means, manner, and accompaniment. Useful surface

features are: passiveness/activeness; tense; perfect/non-perfect, and

simple/continuous, aspect; modality; agent and patient adjectival

modification, and predication; relation/relevance; demonstrative

adverbs; degree adverbs; conjunction. (All these features are explained

in the relevant sections of this Appendix, B.2.2 and B.2.3.)

It has to be noted that it is not required in this framework that the agent is a

human, or even an animate, as is the case with other de�nitions of the term.

For instance, in

... a domestic political drama which eclipses the notional reason for

his presence.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of

honour", p. 12)

"eclipses" does express an action, although a metaphorical one; its agent is

"a ... drama", while its patient is " ... reason ... ". In other words, the term

`agent' receives a wide interpretation here. It is even used for the subject of

verbs expressing a state, which is the opposite of action. E.g. in:

There were few new arrivals at the embassy.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

the agent of the main verb "were" is "... arrivals".

Another important point is that the presence of the passive voice does not

exclude, by de�nition, the expression of an action. The de�nition of agent

refers to the logical, as opposed to the grammatical, subject of a verb. In other

words, there should be no confusion between the denotation of the state that

the patient (or surface subject) is in, and the action performed by the actual

agent. Thus, in:

He was buried, under orders from the corrupt and usurping Matanz-

ima brothers who used to run Transkei, in a commoner`s grave.

(MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Tribalism and liberation meet at

Transkei burial", p. 11)

the main verb "was buried" refers to an action, whose agent remains unknown,

and not to a state which was the outcome of that action.

The verb of greater concern in the encoding of each sentence is the main verb.

Nevertheless, if a verb in a subordinate clause of the same sentence happens

to be expressing a state, when the main verb refers to an action, the feature

values for both pragmatic features should be on at the same time (a). The same

holds in cases where there are more than one main verbs. For instance,
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... they had not slept but had spent the night moving around to keep

warm.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

where "slept" expresses a state, while "spent", an action. In short, the appli-

cability of this feature is mainly ascertained through the lexical semantics of

verbs present in the sentence.

2. State : the opposite of Action;

A state is associated with stability, rather than change. In other words, it

relates to the predication of entities or situations. Once again, this feature refers

to the lexical semantics of the (main) verb of the sentence being analysed. A

state is usually expressed by means of the copula "be", unless it is used as an

auxiliary in a passive construction.

The important words this weekend will not be the public proclama-

tions of East Germany's `inalienable place in the socialist community'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of

honour", p. 12)

Here, the verb phrase "will not be" expresses a state, rather than an action,

because it provides predication for "the important words". The same holds for

"were" in:

Last month Arkady Volsky, ... , told Moscow that Armenia and Azer-

baijan were `on the brink of war'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12).

In contrast, the same copula ("has been") denotes an action in the following

sentence. This is because the ensuing predication is expressed by means of a

past participle of a transitive verb ("caused"), which itself involves an agent

("`provocations' and `revanchist propaganda'");

Pravda may write that the refugee mess has been caused by `provo-

cations' and `revanchist propaganda' from Bonn.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of

honour", p. 12).

The denotation of a state is also salient in the expression of general truths. In

such cases, the present simple tense is employed for such generalisations;

e.g. "su�er", "are":

Sixty per cent of adults su�er backache at some time of the year, and

30 per cent are chronic su�erers.

(The Times, June 29, 1995, "Remedies for back pains", p. 18)
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Moreover, the speci�cation of time is also common in such a context ("at some

time of the year"), as is the expression of frequency ("every day").

... and the number of dead among the civil population and the mili-

tary grows every day.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

This feature is also related to parallel action, because the latter expresses the

possibility of actions or states happening along each other, or holding at the

same time interval ("had", "was").

The study concluded that Los Angeles had the slowest pace of all,

and the West was generally slower-paced than the rest of the country.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Other surface cues that denote a state are belief and volition verbs and

phrases, as well as their negations, doubt and fear; e.g. "know", "announce",

"support", "like", or "tolerate":

Deng Xiaoping could not tolerate the loss of face of postponement.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of

honour", p. 12).

3. Process : the opposite of Event;

This feature is used to encode whether or not some kind of duration or develop-

ment is expressed about an action or state. Duration may be demonstrated by

means of the aspect of the verb, namely its perfectual and / or continuous

nature; e.g. "has reacted" and "is looking" in the following:

Outwardly, Moscow has reacted with remarkable calm to the great

human ood from East Germany to the West, ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Gorbachev again the reluctant guest of

honour", p. 12)

julio anguita, the leader of the Spanish Communist Party, is look-

ing for the thief in Madrid who smashed his windscreen and broke

into his car for the third time.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "`Red Caliph' carves out an acceptable

communist face", p. 12).

Speci�cations of manner or means may be included in such sentences, e.g. "with

remarkable calm", "with my �st" (below).

In addition, duration and evolution may be expressed in the sentence as a

listing of distinct actions or states. In this case, cohesive markers may be

used, such as "First, ...", "second ...", or "Then":
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`First, I'd re-arrange his face a little with my �st,' remarked the burly

Communist chief recently. `Then I'd talk to him about the socio-

economic roots of poverty.'

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "`Red Caliph' carves out an acceptable

communist face", p. 12).

The same e�ect is achieved by means of conjunction; e.g. "smashed ... and

broke ...":

julio anguita, the leader of the Spanish Communist Party, is look-

ing for the thief in Madrid who smashed his windscreen and broke

into his car for the third time.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "`Red Caliph' carves out an acceptable

communist face", p. 12).

Alternatively, the notions of duration and evolution may be expressed by the

lexical semantics of the verb itself. In such a case, the verb phrase usually

denotes an action or state with component steps or phases that are executed,

or take place, in a certain sequential order.

For the �rst time in the saga of occupation and exodus, the organ-

isational skills of the Red Cross began to succumb yesterday to the

sheer magnitude of the task facing it.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

Thus, in the above example, "began to succumb" denotes the start of a process

of `succumbing', signalled by the main verb of the sentence ("began").

By default, when the verb expresses a state, the expression of a process is

inherent; e.g. "was":

... there was a tacit assumption among the Belgian authorities that

the attack must have been anti-Semitic in nature, ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Belgian Jew killed by `professional

murderer'", p. 12).

Likewise, habits and repetitive situations denote processes; e.g. "[who] used to

[run Transkei]":

He was buried, under orders from the corrupt and usurping Matanz-

ima brothers who used to run Transkei, in a commoner`s grave.

(MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Tribalism and liberation meet at

Transkei burial", p. 11).

Along the same lines, frequency is another relevant feature ("every day").
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`and the number of dead among the civil population and the military

grows every day.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12).

4. Event : the opposite of Process;

In contrast to process, an event is not so closely correlated with duration or

internal structure and organisation. This feature is used to refer to `one-o�'

actions that take place in a distinct time-step, rather than to those actions or

states whose start and �nish time are wide apart, and are either speci�ed or

implied. Hence, this feature is signalled by the use of simple and non-perfect

tenses.

... the �rst of several chartered trains left Prague for the West

last night, carrying some of the 12,000 East German emigrants who

had spent another night and a day on the chilly pavements around

the West German embassy or in the embassy's increasingly squalid

grounds.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

In this example, "left" expresses an event, while "carrying" and "had spent" both

denote processes.

An event does not have to have taken place in the past, like in the example

above; it may also happen in the future ("will ... be"):

`There will certainly be a strike across the republic if the military

takes over the railway,' said the movement's spokesman, Nazim Rag-

imov.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12).

In contrast, when the verb phrase is in the present simple or continuous

tenses, a process rather than an event is expressed.

julio anguita, the leader of the Spanish Communist Party, is look-

ing for the thief in Madrid who smashed his windscreen and broke

into his car for the third time.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "`Red Caliph' carves out an acceptable

communist face", p. 12).

Hence, time speci�cation ("last month"), as well as parallel action ("were killed

and ... injured") are other salient features.
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At least 10 people were killed and 150 injured in bomb attacks last

month.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Court upholds tra�ckers' extraditions

to US", p. 10)

5. The following four features, Belief, Doubt, Volition and Fear, also consti-

tute a cluster of closely related criteria of text unit importance amidst all the

other pragmatic features.

Belief : the opposite of Doubt; The applicability of this feature can be

determined by the presence of `belief' or `cognition verbs', such as "believe",

"claim", "contend", "support", "conclude", "think", or "know":

The study concluded that Los Angeles had the slowest pace of all,

and the West was generally slower-paced than the rest of the country.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

For example, in:

The trains were not allowed to pass until the East German authorities

were certain that they could prevent such attempts.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

the verbal subphrase "were certain" expresses a belief on the part of "the East

German authorities", that any attempts of this kind would be prevented.

In addition, belief may be signalled by such overt markers as "no doubt about

it";

Mr Bush has been having trouble with his speed, no doubt about it.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

In cases like the last one above, the belief expressed pertains to the writer,

rather than to the person quoted or talked about in the utterance, who could

be called a discourse entity (cf. the previous examples). In both cases, what is

expressed is a judgement, an evaluation, of a situation, event, or entity. This

may or may not be accompanied by an explanation or cause.

Furthermore, this feature is manifested by various modals and modal phrases,

which reveal an attitude on the part of the writer, whether real or reported,

regarding the truth of a proposition:
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... there was a tacit assumption among the Belgian authorities that

the attack must have been anti-Semitic in nature, ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Belgian Jew killed by `professional

murderer'", p. 12)

Here, the modal "must" indicates the "Belgian authorities"' belief that what

is expressed by the adjacent main verb ("have been") corresponds to reality;

i.e. "must have been" equals "was"

2

. Hence, this feature is also related to the

pragmatic possibility / probability, since its object is not necessarily a fact

and need not correspond to reality ("certainly", "must").

Another example of a modal signalling belief is the following sentence, where

"will" is accompanied by the manner adverb "certainly". It has to be noted that

"will" by itself denotes a degree of certainty as to the probability of an action

or event taking place. However, the co-presence of a presupposition ("if the

military takes over the railway") renders this certainty conditional and possibly

subjective.

`There will certainly be a strike across the republic if the military

takes over the railway,' said the movement's spokesman, Nazim Rag-

imov.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

When belief appears in reported speech, phatic verbs such as "believe", "say",

or "report" are employed:

The Defence Department is believed to have strenuously opposed use

of US forces, once again, during Tuesday's meeting.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

Mr Fitzwater said the White House is willing to negotiate with

Congress `on the amount and the nature of the package'...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

2

"Must", of course, may also have another usage, where it means obligation or compulsion.

In such a case, what is denoted by the modal is the attitude of the writer towards the possibility of

realisation - in the near or further future - of the action or state expressed by the main verb; e.g.:

Although many East Germans will in future be able to go to Czechoslo-

vakia with o�cial permission, applications must now be made four weeks

in advance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom after

long, wet wait", p. 12)

My gratitude to Maurizio Tirassa for reminding me of these cases in the context of `belief'.
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The Washington Times reported yesterday that senior US military

o�cers in Panama gave the rebel o�cers `tacit' assurances of Ameri-

can assistance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

In the latter two cases above, the verbs "say" and "report" denote that the

writer does not accept any responsibility as regards the truth of the subsequent

statements. This responsibility is transferred to a discourse entity, "Mr Fitzwa-

ter", "The Washington Times". This is also where the di�erence lies between

belief and the pragmatic feature describe, discussed below. This latter is

applicable when a statement is being made in a factual and objective way; e.g.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee has approved a dollars 1.2bn

aid package for Poland and Hungary to be spread over three years.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12).

In this example, a simple fact is stated about some past event. No judgement

or partial objectivity is implied. This is because there are no modals present;

neither are there any phatic verbs introducing reported speech.

As a general rule, it could be said that the pragmatic feature belief is very

often correlated with the intermediary assertion and the surface-level feature

declarativeness. (Contrast this with the discussion of doubt, below, which

is the negation of belief.). However, this feature can also apply in the case of an

order ("the Israelis should seize it") or a query, whereby what is believed is that

the recipient of the request is capable / suitable to perform what is being

asked (cf. "The Washington Post said"). Hence, the surface-level imperative

and interrogation are also relevant.

`This is a great opportunity here - and the Israelis should seize it,'

The Washington Post said.

(MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Israel defers decision on Egypt's talks

proposal", p. 12)

Finally, the attitude of the writer or a discourse entity towards the truth

of a proposition can also be demonstrated in the use of superlatives and

comparatives in general. For instance;

The man buried yesterday was the king of the Tembus, the most pow-

erful of the half dozen tribes who speak the Xhosa language.

(MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Tribalism and liberation meet at

Transkei burial", p. 11).

In such cases, an inherent contrast is expressed between two entities ("tribes")

or situations, itself the product of belief ascription and bias.
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6. Doubt : the negation of Belief;

This feature, once again, records the attitude of the writer or of a 'discourse

entity' towards the truth of a proposition. More speci�cally, it expresses a

negative belief, the certainty that the probability of some action or state taking

place or corresponding to reality is remote.

... government investigators working at the central police laboratory

here have ruled out the presence of the Czechoslovak-made explosive

Semtex, ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

Here, the common phrasal verb "ruled out" indicates a negative attitude of the

discourse entity "government investigators" towards the chances of that explosive

being present. For this reason, the intermediary feature contrast and the surface-

level feature negation are frequently correlated with the pragmatic feature

doubt. Other negative markers are common adverbs, adjectives, and verbs,

such as; "still", "no", "uncertain", "remains unclear", and "denied", as in the

following examples:

After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to go fast or

slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

It remains unclear to what extent the rebels thought they were oper-

ating with America's blessing.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

An Armenian Foreign Ministry spokesman said yesterday there was

no fresh food coming in from Azerbaijan.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

This was �rmly denied by the Bush administration.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

It should be noticed that in the third example above what expresses doubt

is the co-presence of the phatic verb "said" with the negative particle "no". In

other words, negation does not have to be apparent in the form of the verb.

This means that assertion is another intermediary feature correlated to this

pragmatic one.

Along the same lines, doubt is also demonstrated in an interrogation, or any

form of query and question. These may be expressed either indirectly, as in

the �rst two examples above ("whether ... or", "to what extent ..."); or directly:
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Why has the former Yugoslav republic hijacked a great historical

name?

(The Guardian, May 13, 1994, "Macedonia is all Greek to me", p. 22)

As the value of this feature is mainly ascertained by the expression of a negation

of a belief, all features correlated with the latter are also relevant here. Thus,

modals could be present:

Given the awesome sum of human misery in this part of the world,

I suppose I shouldn't get too worked up about the fate of a ock of

birds ...

(MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Out of India: The snow-wreaths melt

away in the heat of battle", p. 10)

7. Volition : the opposite of Fear;

This feature expresses a positive attitude on the part of the speaker / writer or a

discourse entity towards another entity, event, or state of a�airs. In other words,

it denotes attraction and positive feelings towards an object or a proposition.

Volition is often manifested by volitive or intensional operators [123], such as

"want", "be willing to", "like", "approve", "look forward to", or "be prepared

to". It is also expressed by means of an order or a question; e.g. "Mr Bush

had asked Congress for dollars 120m". Thus, imperatives and interrogation,

as well as the intermediary query are also salient.

Mr Fitzwater said the White House is willing to negotiate with

Congress `on the amount and the nature of the package'...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

On Tuesday the Soviet parliament approved special measures allowing

the military to take over rail links to get supplies through to Nagorny

Karabakh and Armenia.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

Mr Baker's comments yesterday implied that the US government

would be prepared to use its troops to back a Panamanian coup,

but not this coup.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

Previously, Mr Bush had asked Congress for dollars 120m in economic

and environmental aid for Poland and dollars 100m in food assistance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

As the second example above shows, `volition' may be denoting permission as

well, hence, the partial interdependence between the two pragmatic features.
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Moreover, this feature is also related to problem, on the same level. This is

because `volition' may be coinciding with a need, which in itself can be consid-

ered as a goal to be ful�lled, or a problem to be attended to. If this goal or

object of desire is stated, then an explanation or cause is thereby given.

`We need some people to be made to testify under oath so we can

�nd out what went wrong with that investigation,' said Mr Lafram-

boise, stressing that, at this point, it does not matter that most of

the physical evidence has been destroyed.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Call for new inquiry into plane disas-

ter", p. 10)

8. Fear : the negation of Volition;

Just like the previous pair (Belief - Doubt), fear is the negation of desire,

but not in an absolute sense. They, rather, occupy the two extremes of the

same axis, representing the same concept. The one pole is attraction and the

other is repulsion. Overt markers of this feature are performative verbs such as

"protest", "accuse", "denounce", "complain" or "oppose":

But the action was swiftly denounced by the radical Popular Front

movement of Azerbaijan, which has supported the two-month block-

ade aimed at starving Armenia into capitulating on the issue.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

But Panamanian exiles in the US complained that a small show of

force by the US might have been enough to tip the balance in the

rebels' favour.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

The Defence Department is believed to have strenuously opposed use

of US forces, once again, during Tuesday's meeting.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

The above examples show a correlation between fear and the intermediary

feature contrast. Contrast, in turn, is expressed as negation on the surface of

the text or as cohesive marker, such as "but". Additionally, fear may also be

dependent on the pragmatic feature order, especially in the negative;

`Please don't portray me as some ashy Vegas gambler who's plopping

into the White House in Italian suits and expensive watches,...'...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)
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In this example, the negative order "don't portray me" conveys the repulsion

on the part of the speaker / writer caused by the possibility of the proposition

expressed becoming true (i.e. their portrayal as a ashy Vegas gambler).

9. Describe, Promise and Warning, on the one hand, and Question and Or-

der, on the other, make up another distinct cluster of related features in the

pragmatic group of text importance criteria. They are all related to the perfor-

matives and illocutionary acts of Speech Act Theory [10, 62, 179].

Describe ;

This feature records whether the sentence being analysed expresses some as-

sertion or contrast. It is usually correlated with the declarative mood and

negation, respectively. The di�erence between describe and belief is that

the former does not involve any claims, or evaluation and judgement. Hence,

the presence of modals prevents this feature from being on. This is because

modal phrases express the attitude of the writer or a discourse entity towards

some other discourse entity. Instead, describe is used for statements made in

a factual way.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee has approved a dollars 1.2bn

aid package for Poland and Hungary to be spread over three years.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

A sentence used to describe may also be expressing a promise or a warning.

In such cases, both the corresponding features should be turned on at the same

time in encoding a sentence. Finally, this feature may involve the description

of a situation, a problem, or a solution, with or without the use of explicit

signals.

10. Promise : the opposite of Warning;

A sentence may also be expressing a `promise', apart from a description. On the

surface of discourse this feature may be manifested by common expressions, such

as "be willing to" or "give assurances". In addition, a promisemay be instantiated

as a modal, such as "would". Modals may also appear in conjunction with a

presupposition, establishing the conditions that have to be satis�ed before

a promise can be realised. A presupposition may also be instantiated partly

by way of the adverb "only". In such cases, a possibility / probability is

indirectly involved. It should be noted, however, that most of the above criteria

could also be applied in the determination of a warning, depending on the

negativity of the e�ect that the realisation of a promise or warning would have.

Consequently, the intermediary feature cause is also relevant for the present

feature. A cause, then, would coincide with the presupposition. Similarly,

this pragmatic feature can be correlated to the pragmatic plan and goal, for
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the same reasons that `cause' and `e�ect' are. A goal, in this case, would be

the desired e�ect inherent in the promise being made, while the plan may be

identi�ed with the conditions of that promise.

Mr Fitzwater said the White House is willing to negotiate with

Congress `on the amount and the nature of the package'...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

The Washington Times reported yesterday that senior US military

o�cers in Panama gave the rebel o�cers `tacit' assurances of Ameri-

can assistance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

Washington had previously stated that the 12,000 American troops

in Panama would be used only to defend the Canal and themselves.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

The rebel o�cers had probably been given US blessing on the under-

standing that it would not bail them out if things went wrong.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

11. Warning : the opposite of Promise;

A sentence that describes may also consist a `warning'. In the simplest case this

can be certi�ed lexically by the presence of common, performative, verbs, such as

"threaten". Alternatively, the presence of a presupposition, i.e. a hypothetical

clause, may o�er the necessary clues. This would be also expressing a certain

degree of possibility / probability regarding the realisation of the threat;

e.g. "certainly". The combination of such a hypothetical clause with the main

one forms a cause - e�ect pair. Since this criterion, however, is also employed for

the identi�cation of promise, an additional constraint should be the expression

of negativity (contrast); e.g. "strike", "death", "forced", "unless". Along the

same lines, the pragmatic feature problem is relevant to this feature, because a

warning involves the expression of the possible negative e�ects of a future action

or state, which would constitute a problematic situation by de�nition. At the

same time, a warning may also be accompanied by a solution or, in other words,

the plan for the achievement of a goal (the prevention of a negative e�ect);

e.g. "unless they left ... immediately".

Armed insurgents were reported yesterday to be setting up camps in

the hilly terrain of Nagorny Karabakh as tensions between the Soviet

republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan threatened to erupt into full-

scale confrontation.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)
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`There will certainly be a strike across the republic if the military

takes over the railway,' said the movement's spokesman, Nazim Rag-

imov.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

... a light handgun was used that would only ensure death if used at

point-blank range.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Belgian Jew killed by `professional

murderer'", p. 12)

The workers occupying the Mulhouse forge were told that unless they

left the premises immediately they would be `forced to do so'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Peugeot deadlock broken", p. 12)

Apart from the declarative mood usually employed for the expression of a

warning, the imperative may also be applicable. This is because a warning

may be corroborating an order that something be done. This can be seen in

the last example above, which, if it were not in reported speech, would look

something like: "Leave the premises immediately! Otherwise you will be forced to

do so!".

12. Question ;

A `question' is a type of request. Hence, it is related to the pragmatic features

volition and fear; e.g. "Many would love to know". It may either be direct or

reported in the text, as the following examples show. In the latter case, the

declarative mood is used

3

. It is manifested by the presence of interrogative

phrases, such as "how much", "whether", "(wonder) why". This feature is also

related to the intermediary focus change and topicalisation, when the question

is expressed by means of a direct interrogative.

Should they be speeding up because someone is behind them?

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

How much people are worried about time means a lot, of course.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Many would love to know, for instance, whether there any clocks in

the White House which show the time in Moscow, or Warsaw, or

Budapest,...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

3

Since, however, the corpora used comprise mainly newspaper articles and scienti�c papers,

reported speech is predominant, not surprisingly.
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... people wonder why the President has become the leader of the

Slow Is Beautiful Movement.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

The relevant intermediary feature is Query, which itself corresponds to both

`Question' and Order. In the following �rst example, for instance, the question

- in combination with the modal "should" - expresses a suggestion if not a

straight order. Thus, question is also related to obligation / compulsion and,

indirectly, to belief and capability / suitability. The reason for the latter two

relations is that when a request is addressed to somebody it is usually presumed,

believed, that they are able to ful�l the request. In addition, the future and

present tensesmay be used to signal such a function of a question. Finally, the

pragmatic explanation and the intermediary cause and e�ect are also relevant,

because they often accompany an order or request ("because sooner or later their

hectic pace will do them in?").

... should they be slowing down because sooner or later their hectic

pace will do them in?

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Many would love to know, for instance, whether there any clocks in

the White House which show the time in Moscow, or Warsaw, or

Budapest,...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

A question may also function as an assertion, when used rhetorically:

When is an independent state not an independent state? When it's

a homeland.

(MicroConcord A, 02/10/89, "Tribalism and liberation meet at

Transkei burial", p. 11)

Consequently, this pragmatic feature is also related to the one recording pos-

sibility / probability.

13. Order ;

This feature is another type of request. Thus, it is associated with the pragmatic

volition and fear. It is correlated with the surface-level imperative, when

the order is direct, or with interrogation when it is politely and indirectly

expressed, as the third example below shows. In this case, various modals

could be present, e.g. "should". In addition, the question pragmatic feature

would be relevant in such an instance, as well as the intermediary query. When

an order is found in reported speech it is usually indicated by phatic verbs,
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such as "ask (for)". When an order is expressed in direct speech by means of

an imperative or an interrogation, the intermediary features topicalisation and

focus change come into play. An `Order' may also appear in conjunction with a

presupposition and a warning. This usually happens when the execution of

the order is necessary for the prevention of a problematic situation (cf. the last

two examples). Thus, this feature is equally associated with explanation and

cause - e�ect; e.g. "because sooner or later their hectic pace will do them in?".

Similarly, the feature regarding the possibility / probability of something

happening is also salient ("will ask Congress for an additional"). Especially in

such cases, the pragmatic feature order is associated with a future, as well as

the present, tense; e.g. "they would be `forced".

`Please don't portray me as some ashy Vegas gambler who's plopping

into the White House in Italian suits and expensive watches,...'...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

... the White House announced yesterday that President Bush will

ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (...) grant for Poland,

almost doubling his previous request.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

... should they be slowing down because sooner or later their hectic

pace will do them in?

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

`This is a great opportunity here - and the Israelis should seize it,'

The Washington Post said.

(MicroConcord A, 06/10/89, "Israel defers decision on Egypt's talks

proposal", p. 12)

... they have been poised to call in an administrator to break up the

group if it does not plug a near 200 million hole in its �nances.

(The Guardian, October 25, 1990, "Outsider who wanted to show

world it was wrong", p. 12)

The workers occupying the Mulhouse forge were told that unless they

left the premises immediately they would be `forced to do so'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Peugeot deadlock broken", p. 12)

This feature is also correlated with the pragmatic compulsion / obligation,

and capability / suitability and belief: when an order is issued it is usually

assumed (believed) that the person who is required to carry out a task is able

of doing it; this person, in turn, will also feel obliged to carry out the order, in

most of the cases.
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14. Obligation / Compulsion, Permission, (Cap)Ability / Suitability and

Possibility / Probability form another distinct cluster among the group of

pragmatic features.

Obligation/Compulsion ; This feature is usually signalled by the presence

of modals, such as "should" or "must". Often the pragmatic plan and goal, and

the intermediarymeans and e�ect are correlated with this feature. For instance,

"to help the rebels" indicates `goal' and desired `e�ect', while the proposition

bearing the modal, "should have mobilised the US troops", is the `means' and

`plan' for the achievement of this goal. Consequently, explanation and cause

are also relevant features.

Furthermore, since compulsion expresses a need, or a volition, it also con-

stitutes a problem. Hence, this feature is associated with the presence of a

contrast, as well; e.g. "will", "in future" vs "must", "now". In turn, contrast may

be manifested as time speci�cation and tense changes, among other things.

The arch-conservative, Senator Jesse Helms (North Carolina), com-

plained that the administration should have mobilised the US troops,

based less than a mile from the Panamanian Defence Force headquar-

ters, to help the rebels.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

Although many East Germans will in future be able to go to

Czechoslovakia with o�cial permission, applications must now be

made four weeks in advance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

Other related features are the pragmatic order and question and, hence, also

the intermediary query, and the surface-level imperative and interrogative

mood. By way of these latter correlations, the pragmatic capability / suit-

ability is also relevant. This is because, if someone is obliged to do something,

they are also believed to be able to carry out what is involved. Hence, the

salience of the pragmatic feature belief.

Similarly, warning and promise are other features that can co-occur with

obligation / compulsion. This is the case either when an order is being imposed,

or when somebody commits themselves to performing a task.

15. Permission ;

This feature may be signalled by verbs such as "allow" and "permit" and is

correlated with the pragmatic features volition or fear, depending on whether

a negation is present or not. `Permission' is applicable even in the presence

of negation, as, for instance, in the �rst example below. Permission can also

be instantiated as modals, such as "can" and "may". Oftentimes, the feature

presupposition is also present establishing the conditions for something to be
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allowed ("until the ... authorities were certain..."). In addition, the goal which

is served by the granting of a permission may also appear in the same sentence;

e.g. "allowing ... to get supplies". In such a case, what is permitted constitutes

the means to an end, or a desired e�ect ("to take over rail links"). Consequently,

this feature is correlated with problem-solving, too.

The trains were not allowed to pass until the East German authorities

were certain that they could prevent such attempts.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

On Tuesday the Soviet parliament approved special measures allowing

the military to take over rail links to get supplies through to Nagorny

Karabakh and Armenia.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

16. (Cap)Ability / Suitability ;

This feature is correlated with modals, such as "can" or "might". A

presupposition conveying a cause or a means may also be present ("if it re-

ceives"). In this case, the capability / suitability feature may be referring

to the possible e�ect of an action or state. This is why possibility / proba-

bility may also be relevant for the present feature. This would indicate the

degree of plausibility of the stated cause - e�ect chain. Thus, this feature is

used to evaluate a situation, a solution, or an entity. In this case, the feature is

correlated with belief. However, the same feature may be just a part of an ob-

jective description, as well. Anyhow, capability / suitability is closely linked

to plan, and - indirectly - goal, because it may be expressing the means for

the achievement of an end. Thus, explanation is also inherent in this feature.

The presence of negation does not prevent the applicability of the feature, as

can be seen by the second example ("impossible"). In such a case, a prob-

lematic situation would probably be denoted (e.g. impossible to cross). As

is usually the case with negation, an comparison or a contrast may also be

inherent: "even for convoys with a military escort".

Pentrite can explode without a detonator if it receives a severe blow

or strong friction.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

Moscow News quoted an Interior Ministry colonel as saying it was im-

possible even for convoys with a military escort to cross into Nagorny

Karabakh.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)
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When the lexical semantics of an adjective or verb is used as a criterion for

the value determination of this or any other feature in the list, the surface-

level adjectival modification and predication, as well as relation /

relevance

4

are also contributory, e.g. "impossible".

Other relevant features are the pragmatic order and question, along with the

intermediary query, since when an order or a request is issued it is inherently

believed that the person being addressed is able of satisfying the corresponding

demand. Along the same lines, capability / suitability could be also associated

with obligation / compulsion.

17. Possibility / Probability ;

This feature records whether a possibility or probability is associated with an

action or a state regarding their realisation. Modals are relevant for this feature,

too. Depending on the degree of probability expressed, a range of modals can

be employed; e.g. "will", "can", "could", "might", from the most to the less

probable. As a consequence, the pragmatic feature belief is often associated

with this feature.

Presuppositions are also salient; e.g. "if the military takes over the railway", "if

it receives a severe blow or strong friction". So are the intermediary cause, means

and e�ect, and the pragmatic explanation, all of which establish the conditions

inductive to an event or process taking place (e.g. "because of the return to

Washington this week of one Sig Rogich"). Means itself may be manifested in the

form of an imperative, which is closely connected, in turn, with order, query,

interrogation, warning and promise.

The surface-level tense and aspect - with its two subcategories - provide addi-

tional clues as regards the degree of probability, especially through their com-

binations and changes in the same sentence; e.g. "will" vs "takes", "can" vs

"receives". As a consequence, the intermediary features time, frequency, and

parallel action are also relevant for this pragmatic feature.

Other surface cues that could be indicating possibility / probability are

adverbs of manner, such as "certainly", "allegedly"; or degree adverbs,

e.g. "more (often)"; adjectival modification, predication and relation

/ relevance, such as "severe (blow)", "strong (friction)".

`There will certainly be a strike across the republic if the military

takes over the railway,' said the movement's spokesman, Nazim Rag-

imov.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

His arrival suggests that Mr Bush will appear more often on television,

spend less time at his Maine seaside retreat, and less time playing with

4

This feature is usually instantiated as compound nominal expressions that further specify an

entity in discourse; e.g. "deputy national economy (minister)" (Reuter, May 6, 1994, "New Greek

economy minister aims to boost development").
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his dogs.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Pentrite can explode without a detonator if it receives a severe blow

or strong friction.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

But it could be that President Bush is aware of this, and it could be

that things are about to change because of the return to Washington

this week of one Sig Rogich.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Problem, Plan Speci�cation and Goal Speci�cation make up another

cluster of closely related features in the pragmatic set.

18. Problem ;

A problem is a negative situation ("unable", "little time", "conict", "deaths",

"no evidence") that may be establishing a contrast with an ideal or predicted sit-

uation ("but", "now"). This negativity may be expressed in the form a negation

and time speci�cation ("so far", "now"). Another instantiation of negativity is

excess ("so [fast-paced] that [he was unable]..."). Finally, a problem is also a

denial of expectation, which denotes a contrast. Contrast itself is instantiated

as superlatives or comparatives: "much less", "far wider".

A question or query, too, is considered a problem in itself, that will only be

solved when the information requested is provided.

This feature is correlated to Goal speci�cation, because a problem is itself a

target towards which attempts for its solution or eradication are channelled.

Similarly, problem is correlated with plan and means, as these attempts or

steps towards the achievement of the goal may be speci�ed, too. Thus a plan

would be a possible solution to a problem. In addition, cause is a relevant

feature, because the existence of a problem justi�es the execution of various

steps for its solution.

(Apparently his life is so fast-paced that he was unable to talk from

his o�ce)

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

US o�cials admit that they knew about the coup plans as early as

last Saturday, but say they were given little time to judge its chances
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of success or to plan any US involvement.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

They are now certain an explosion was caused by Pentrite, a plastic

explosive which requires much less skill to handle than Semtex and

has been used by a far wider range of terrorist groups.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more than 100 deaths

since February last year, have so far been fruitless.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

INVESTIGATORS have determined that an explosion destroyed the

UTA DC-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September,

killing all 171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb

was responsible.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Explosion blamed for DC-10 disaster",

p. 12)

... tensions between the Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan

threatened to erupt into full- scale confrontation.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

Although many East Germans will in future be able to go to

Czechoslovakia with o�cial permission, applications must now be

made four weeks in advance.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "East Germans board trains to freedom

after long, wet wait", p. 12)

19. Plan Speci�cation ;

This feature is correlated to the pragmatic Problem, because a plan to a Goal

usually expresses a solution to a problem. It is also associated with means

and cause, where the desired e�ect, the goal, is the resolution of the problem.

Explicit markers may also be present, such as "plan". Other surface cues are

in�nitives and "in order to" phrases, which themselves denote the goal to be

achieved or the problem to be solved. The presence of modals is not infrequent

("would"). These evaluate the e�ectiveness of the proposed plan. Negative

evaluations are also relevant. Along the same lines, contrast and comparatives

are also correlated to this feature, as they are inherent in evaluations.

Because a plan ("e�orts") may be accompanied by the speci�cation of the goal

to be achieved ("to resolve the conict"), the combination of the two consti-

tutes an explanation of why something ("e�orts") is taking place. Often a

generalisation may also be expressed as a consequence.

E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more than 100 deaths
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since February last year, have so far been fruitless.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

His arrival suggests that Mr Bush will appear more often on television,

spend less time at his Maine seaside retreat, and less time playing with

his dogs.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

The Democrats have been calling Mr Bush's aid plan `grossly inade-

quate' and have been determined to produce an alternative that would

increase the aid to the eastern European countries.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

The Rogich plan is to sharpen up the focus, as well as the pace.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

20. Goal Speci�cation ;

This feature is closely related to Problem. This is because in the face of

a problem ("General Manuel Noriega") the usual goal ("to oust General Manuel

Noriega") is the discovery of a solution ("to use military force"). Conversely, every

goal consists a problem in itself, in that e�ort has to be put in the conception of

an appropriate plan for its ful�llment. It has to be remembered, however, that

a `problem' is not necessarily some negative situation; it may very well express

a positive and desirable state or action, which is associated with negativity only

by the fact that it has not been realised yet ("so that they can make every second

count").

Mr Baker said that Washington was prepared to use military force to

oust General Manuel Noriega,...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10)

North-easterners generally walk faster, give change faster, talk faster,

and are more likely to wear watches so that they can make every

second count.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

The relation of goal to plan can also be realised as a [desired] e�ect - cause

relation, which is used as an explanation for an action or state ("deploying US

troops") taking place or holding, respectively.

Administration o�cials said that an emergency meeting of the Na-

tional Security Council (NSC) considered deploying US troops to back
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the rebels on Tuesday, but decided against it.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US doubted coup attempt in Panama

would succeed", p. 10).

This feature is also correlated with generalisation, because recurring patterns

of goals and the corresponding plans often lead to extrapolations to new cases

of purposeful agents.

Many studies have been made in an e�ort to assess the correct na-

tional speed, and to warn those in the fast lane of their ultimate folly.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10).

21. Generalisation, Elaboration and Explanation form an additional cluster

of correlated pragmatic features on this level.

Generalisation : the opposite of Elaboration and Explanation

This feature relates either to general truths about classes of entities (ex. 1,2),

or to habitual or repetitive events and processes regarding single token entities

(ex. 3). It does not involve the description of `one-o�' events, such as ("Ad-

ministration o�cials said that an emergency meeting of the National Security

Council (NSC) considered deploying US troops to back the rebels on Tuesday,

but decided against it.").

This feature is also related to goal speci�cation ("so that they can make every

second count"). As a consequence, plan, cause, and e�ect are also relevant cues

for a generalisation. In other words, every generalisation expresses a plan to a

goal, or the e�ect of some cause: "about the pace of the Bush presidency".

...`and the number of dead among the civil population and the mili-

tary grows every day.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

..., Americans are constantly worried about the pace of their lives.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Mr Bush has been having trouble with his speed,...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Not surprisingly, people in the north-east of the country, where the

work ethic and the climate push the pace of life ever upward, reside

permanently in the fast lane. North-easterners generally walk faster,

give change faster, talk faster, and are more likely to wear watches so

that they can make every second count.
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(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

The study concluded that Los Angeles had the slowest pace of all,

and the West was generally slower-paced than the rest of the country.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Unfortunately, the researchers missed out Washington DC, where

many Americans have been worried recently about the pace of the

Bush presidency.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

22. Elaboration : the opposite of Generalisation;

The �rst sentence in a text cannot be an elaboration. A preceding sentence

is required, which is then discussed further in the current. This feature is

correlated with additives and apposition. It usually provides the background

to a situation or event, without adding any important information. It may be

confused with explanation, which, however, is more central in a text.

Mr Fitzwater added that Mr Bush has invited both the Polish Presi-

dent, Wojciech Jaruzelski, and Prime Minister, Tadeusz Mazowiescki,

to meet him in Washington.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

Previously, Mr Bush had asked Congress for dollars 120m in economic

and environmental aid for Poland and dollars 100m in food assistance.

He also asked for dollars 25m for Hungary.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)

The camps were spotted by pilots ying supplies to Nagorny

Karabakh, which has been sealed o� from the rest of Azerbaijan for

several months.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

Last month Arkady Volsky, head of the Kremlin commission which

has administered the province since January, told Moscow that Ar-

menia and Azerbaijan were `on the brink of war'.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

Many studies have been made in an e�ort to assess the correct na-

tional speed, and to warn those in the fast lane of their ultimate folly.

For example, this month's issue of Psychology Today contains the

result of a study of the pace of life in 36 American cities. Researchers

stood on street corners, checked the clocks in banks and the speed at
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which tellers cashed cheques and shop assistants gave change. They

watched how fast people walk and talk.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

... in the fastest city of them all - which turned out to be Boston, not

New York, which was third after Bu�alo - ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

23. Explanation : the opposite of Generalisation;

Like elaboration, this feature enhances the content of previous sentences in a

text. This one, however, is much more important and central in discourse, as it

provides indispensable information on the basis of which previous sentences (or

earlier parts of the same sentence) can be understood. It involves the passage

from the general to the speci�c, while elaboration involves the passage from

the speci�c to the more detailed. Thus, a generalisation, such as "the fastest

city of them all", is often succeeded by an explanation ("which turned out to be

Boston").

This feature, too, can be accompanied by a speci�cation of a goal and a plan:

e.g. "to increase aid to Poland and Hungary". Consequently, cause and e�ect are

relevant intermediary features; e.g. "The result is a presidency with an image of

blandness", "so fast-paced that he was unable to talk from his o�ce". In addition,

capability / suitability is a salient feature, as it relates to the value of a

`plan'; e.g. "that he was unable to talk from his o�ce".

Similarly, an explanation can take the form of a statement of the problem, the

solution of which constitutes a goal ("under intense pressure from congressional

Democrats"). Often what is being expressed is subjective, i.e. conveys a belief

("It said villagers were forming detachments"), rather than an objective descrip-

tion of a situation. However, the opposite can equally be the case. Hence, a

related feature is possibility / probability, which refers to the degree of truth

or plausibility attached to an explanation ("because sooner or later their hectic

pace will do them in?").

The conveyance of the object of volition can also be accompanied by an expla-

nation. Along the same lines, the expression of a compulsion / obligation

may also render this feature applicable, e.g. "should they be slowing down". This

may be the result of an order or a warning ("because sooner or later their hectic

pace will do them in?").

under intense pressure from congressional Democrats to increase aid

to Poland and Hungary, the White House announced yesterday that

President Bush will ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (...)

grant for Poland, almost doubling his previous request.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "US move to double aid for Poland",

p. 12)
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A report in the weekly Moscow News did not make clear if the insur-

gents were Armenians or Azerbaijanis. It said villagers were forming

detachments, many of them equipped with automatic ries and home-

made explosives.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Soviet villagers `prepare to �ght'",

p. 12)

... in the fastest city of them all - which turned out to be Boston, not

New York, which was third after Bu�alo - ...

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Many would love to know, for instance, whether there any clocks

in the White House which show the time in Moscow, or Warsaw, or

Budapest, because people wonder why Mr Bush and Company appear

to be falling so far behind in their reaction to the pace of life in those

cities.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

Mr Bush has been having trouble with his speed, no doubt about it.

After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to go fast

or slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks. |{ The result

is a presidency with an image of blandness much di�erent from the

glitzy campaign Mr Bush waged to win the White House fromMichael

Dukakis who, it is worth remarking, is governor of the speedy state

of Massachusetts.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

(Apparently his life is so fast-paced that he was unable to talk from

his o�ce)

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10)

... should they be slowing down because sooner or later their hectic

pace will do them in?

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10).

The following feature is isolated from all other pragmatic features, because it

can be correlated to all.

24. Repetition ;

As indicated by phrases such as; "In conclusion", "In sum", "To summarize

thus far".

Unfortunately, the researchers missed out Washington DC, where

many Americans have been worried recently about the pace of the
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Bush presidency. Many would love to know, for instance, whether

there any clocks in the White House which show the time in Moscow,

or Warsaw, or Budapest, because people wonder why Mr Bush and

Company appear to be falling so far behind in their reaction to the

pace of life in those cities. ||| In short, after promising to hit the

ground running, people wonder why the President has become the

leader of the Slow Is Beautiful Movement.

(MicroConcord A, 05/10/89, "Out of the West: Fast Icelander set to

speed up the Bush image", p. 10).

However, repetition is also demonstrated by means of anaphors, such as per-

sonal, possessive, and demonstrative pronouns, de�nite NPs, or elliptical con-

structions. Thus, this feature involves both the repetition of form and content,

although it is not required that both criteria are present at the same time.

A)

The Greek Orthodox church warned Wednesday it will �ght any bid

to end the required listing of religious membership on Greek identity

cards, accusing a "Jewish American lobby" of working for its removal

(1st sentence).

Greece's Jewish and Roman Catholic minorities have long opposed the

listing and the European parliament has pressured for change, but the

church already forced the government to back down on the issue last

year (3rd sentence).

He said it was "the Jewish American lobby" that wanted the change

"because they cannot understand" what he called the particular link

between modern Greek thought and culture and orthodoxy (5th sen-

tence).

(Agence France Presse, April 13, 1994, "Greek Orthodox church says

religion must stay on identity cards").

B)

One never needs more than two layers, or any other type of connec-

tivity than that already schematically speci�ed by Figure (8). The

accuracy of the approximation depends on the number of bumps,

which in turn is speci�ed by the number of neurons per layer (body of

text: p. 453).

One does not need more than two hidden layers for processing real

valued input data, and the accuracy of the approximation is con-

trolled by the number of neurons per layer, and not the number of

layers (conclusion: p. 455) [111].
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Space: This is necessary, in order to let the ann discriminate be-

tween the input and the output patterns that it is fed (cf. Chapter 7).

25. Importance;

This feature records whether the sentence being analysed is considered central in

the text. Centrality may be de�ned as indispensability in the construction of the

summary or abstract of the whole text the sentence belongs to. Alternatively,

importance may be correlated to the degree of generality that the sentence

expresses. Surface cues, such as "notably", "the most important ...", etc., may

be present. However, it is more common that these are absent, hence other

indirect cues need to be taken into consideration (all the previous features!).

26. Unimportance;

In contrast to importance, this feature is used to identify sentences which should

only be peripheral in the construction of the summary of abstract of the original

integral text. Consequently, unimportance could be inherent in text units which

are elaborations or explanations of a general point.

B.2.2 The Intermediary Features

� Closely related to the pragmatic features encoding action, state, event, and

process, Time Speci�cation encodes whether there are overt or implicit markers

of time in the current clause. These can be prepositional phrases, adverbs,

subordinate conjuncts, but also adjectives (`previous', `current') and nouns (`ex-

convict'). It is considered a useful feature, because time is relevant to both

events and processes, actions and states, and as such is present in all types of

texts. There has already been a discussion regarding which time relation bears

more importance than others (cf. entries on Tense and Aspect, in Section 5.1.3)

� A specialisation of time speci�cation is Frequency Speci�cation. This is used to

record the presence of any markers of frequency with which the action expressed

by the main verb takes place. The motivation for the inclusion of this feature in

the set was the observation that such markers indicate recurrence, habituation,

or general truths. Consequently, for certain types of texts it is a criterion for a

high degree of importance, as e.g. in astronomical and anthropological articles.

� Parallel Action is another specialisation of the time feature and records whether

the current clause expresses an event or process that takes place at the same

time as another, in whichever time interval. There are clear markers for this

case, such as adverbs (`when', `as') and speci�c tense and aspect features

(continuous non-perfect tenses). The interesting thing about this feature is

that whatever the importance rating for the corresponding clause is, the same
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will be safely adopted for the previous or following clause with which it forms

a chronological unit.

� Like time, Location Speci�cation regards another ubiquitous feature, identi�able

by means of prepositional phrases, adverbs, adjectives (`European [tour]') and

nouns (`Oxford [researcher]'). It further identi�es events and actions and, thus,

constitutes indispensable information for many types of texts, such as news

reports, geographical, seismological, astronomical and other scienti�c articles.

� Means Speci�cation is a lower-level feature than the one dealing with plans, but

its correlation to goal is similar. Their di�erence is that plan speci�cation

refers to a set of intended actions each one of which is a potential means to the

original goal. Moreover, means does not necessarily presume a goal, an intended

e�ect, because the e�ect could be completely accidental. Thus, the present fea-

ture covers the thematic role expressing the instrument for the performance of

an action. Only that the term here comprises processes, and individual ac-

tions [steps] (e.g. `by punching him on the nose'), and not only tangible objects

(e.g. `with a knife'). This semantic/pragmatic function is instantiated in texts

as prepositional phrases, and temporal expressions indicating the chronological

order of the actions involved. Once again, this feature is used in this set not so

much because there is a strong correlation with clause importance as because

it helps in the identi�cation of the planned or unplanned e�ect.

� Similarly to the previous feature, Manner Speci�cation has assumed the status

of background information in relation to actions, agents and patients. Since,

however, a great number of adverbs and prepositional phrases appear in clauses

to express exactly this type of information, it was considered reasonable to

include this function in the feature set. It is probable that manner is a marker

of importance when expressed in more than one forms in a clause. This is

because it further speci�es actions and states that are the main focus of a text.

It may be that these actions and states acquire prominence in the text because

of the speci�cation of the manner in which they happen.

� Accompaniment is used for encoding the presence of prepositional and other

phrases which indicate co-existence. Although this feature has not ever been

connected to importance, it could prove relevant in the presence of additional

features such as means, plan, parallel action, location, and demonstrative

phrases. It has to be remembered that as many di�erent features need to be

considered in conjunction with each other for any interactions to be established

that contribute to clause importance.

� Topicalisation covers all fronting and emphasising devices, passiveness in-

cluded. Thus, this feature also records the presence of (pseudo)cleft construc-

tions and any rearrangements in the normal word order, which directly point

towards the sentence unit that should receive most attention (cf. [191]).
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� Focus Change : This is a higher-level feature that coexists, however, in this set

with lower-level ones which determine its evaluation. So, this feature depends

on the presence of various types of anaphors (pronouns, definite NPs) and

determiners. According to [64, 151, 191, 217], the focus of discourse changes

when a new entity is introduced, whether as part of discussing the same topic

(a subtopic) or a completely di�erent one. Thus, personal pronouns usu-

ally indicate that the topic hasn't changed, in contrast to possessive and

demonstrative pronouns. The same holds for noun phrases that are headed

by definite articles, with the exception of new de�nite references. In this

last case, although the determiner is a marker of familiarity, the accompanying

noun is new in the discussion, although it may have been always present implic-

itly [64]. When there is a change in focus, it is very likely that the new entity

to be focused upon is considered important by the writer/speaker. Hence the

relevance of this feature to the present research goal.

� Cause Speci�cation records the existence of overt and implicit markers of

cause. Overt markers can be adverbs, particles, prepositional and other phrases

(e.g. `because of', `due to', `for [love]'), nouns (`the reason is'), verbs (`it can

be explained by') and adjectives (`justi�ed'). Implicit markers can be found in

previous and later clauses, mainly by means of open class words, nouns, verbs

and adjectives, which prepare the ground for the cause to be presented.

This feature is, by de�nition, related to the pragmatic explanation, since the

two are interchangeable in relating why something took place. By way of this

connection, a cause may be denoting a generalisation. A cause may also be

expressed as a goal in the sentence, or a problem to be solved. Along the same

lines, the speci�cation of a cause is usually accompanied by the speci�cation of

its e�ect. Similarly, the presentation of a problem or goal states the cause for

the triggering of a corresponding plan or means for its ful�llment.

� In turn, E�ect Speci�cation is correlated to the intermediary means and the

pragmatic plan, because of its association with goal and problem. If the

denotation of an e�ect is accompanied by its cause, then an explanation is

also inherent. Cause-e�ect pairs may be expressing a generalisation.

Often there are no overt markers of the presence of this feature. Occasionally,

though, there may be verbs (`leads to', `ends up'), nouns (`result', `outcome'),

or adjectives (`[sleep]-inducing'), that clearly indicate the e�ect of or a reaction

to an action or state. It is potentially important information, because it may

itself consist a problematic situation or a hurdle to be overcome. Alternatively,

it may be positive and, hence, worth pointing out in a text, in conjunction with

the practices or events that led to it.

� Metaphor, as the name suggests, is employed in the set to record the usage of

individual words, phrases or whole concepts in an `unconventional' way, that

departs from their literal sense. It is very di�cult to establish �rm criteria for

the identi�cation of such cases. Any criteria would have to involve lexical, but
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also world knowledge, which is itself hard to encode. There have been some

studies on metaphor which could be implemented here, e.g. the TWIG system

component [215]. The basic idea is that all metaphors involve spatial relations,

such as `in' (contact), `out of' (separation), `over', `under', etc. The cogni-

tive basis of metaphor has also been discussed in [152]. For the purposes of

this research, the criteria used will be left subjective, in order to establish �rst

the correlation of metaphor to clause importance. It is assumed that clauses

containing a metaphor are not crucial in constructing the summary of the cor-

responding text. This is because the metaphor is used as an elaboration of a

central concept, or as its introduction. In either case, the concept represented

by the metaphor will be translated into literal terms anyhow, at some point in

the text. Thus, that will be the clause that will assume the greater degree of

importance and not the metaphorical one.

� The presence of Ellipsis is considered relevant in conjunction with the preceding

clause it has been built in parallel with. Elliptical clauses are usually made after

certain full ones. So, if there are cues in the prototype clause indicating a high

level of importance, it is very probable that the current elliptical clause will have

an equal importance level as well. Of course, such an evaluation involves keeping

track of the individual feature values and the sequencing of all sentences and

clauses in a text. This feature is signalled, among other things, by the presence

of a conjunction (cf. Section 5.1.3).

� The presence of Additives is also recorded in this feature set. These are lexical

items and full phrases that signal the exposition of supplementary material

that supports, strengthens, proves or complements the points already made.

Examples of this category are: `also', `more than this', `in addition', etc. It may

be the case that this feature singles out the clause involved as less important, in

that however useful the information contained therein it cannot be as useful or

crucial as the initial argument. This does not constitute, however, an absolute

criterion, because there can be counter-examples, where the development of the

argument in the text is so organised and controlled, that half of the argument is

presented in the beginning, along with supportive material, and later the other

half, introduced by such additives. In other words, this is clearly one of those

features which need to be considered along with others in order to be of any

use or validity.

To complicate matters further, women with PCOS are frequently

depressed by their appearance, which further encourages them to

overeat.

(The Times, June 29, 1995, "Crowning glory or cosmetic catastro-

phe?", p. 18).

� Apposition is one of the very few features which can be considered on its own

as a negative factor to clause importance. It relates to the presence of paren-

thetical information usually found in-between commas, dashes or parentheses.
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By de�nition, this type of data is peripheral to the main topics of the text

and, hence, would be ignored in the construction of its summary. Examples of

the kind of data such clauses contain are; age, subsidiary function/occupation,

background event, etc. Clauses used appositionally are full or elliptical relative

clauses and as such can be easily recognised by the corresponding established

markers. This feature is used in the evaluation of the higher-level elaboration

and explanation.

� Assertion is instantiated by means of the surface feature encoding

declarativeness in the mood of the clause. It is interrelated with the higher-

level belief and volition. Its opposite is contrast.

� Contrast (Negation) is another feature determined by both semantic and prag-

matic considerations.

Semantic criteria consist in the literal and contextual meaning of individual

words. For example, `light' and `heavy' appear to occupy the two ends of the

same axis, that is they are opposites as regards a single attribute (weight).

The same holds for adverbs (`happily', `sadly') and even verbs (`accept', `deny')

which have opposite meaning. Pragmatic criteria deal with the speech act or

intended e�ect inherent in the current clause in relation to surrounding ones.

This could be a warning, an expression of doubt, or a fear, which can be

found as pragmatic features in the present set. Although the semantic con-

siderations focus on word senses, these extra-linguistic ones also depend on

surface structural manifestations; e.g. various conjuncts and prepositions (`de-

spite', `contrary to'); regular expressions (`on the other hand'), and the presence

of the surface negation, which juxtaposes the present situation to a past or a

future one. Negation can be conveyed not only structurally, but also by means

of verbs such as `deny', `refuse' and `object'; adjectives such as `wrong', `re-

pulsive' and `negative'; and a�xes such as `un-[resolved]', `[speech]-less', and

`ir-[responsible]'. It is believed that any such negative comparisons between

entities, events or situations tend to be central in a text and the corresponding

clauses are, hence, important. This is because they represent a problematic

situation, which is one of the four crucial elements in most texts, according to

Jordan [98] (cf. Chapter 4).

A contrast can also be conveyed by the collocation of a concept and its negation,

e.g. `possible' vs `impossible'. Nevertheless, it is not acceptable that they co-

exist while one of them is being negated. The reason is that such a negation

would annulate the contrast. To exemplify this, here is an authentic example

taken from a journal paper. It has to be assumed that it was neglected during

proof-reading:

It is impossibile (sic), in general, to map utterances like (1a) into

some representation, but it is not possible to say whether that repre-

sentation is true, or false. [132] (p. 334).
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� Query connects the surface feature interrogation with the pragmatic prob-

lem. This is because the former usually expresses a problem that the answer to

the question is going to solve. For example, not knowing something is a prob-

lem, as is another not knowing how to deal with a situation. Nevertheless, query

also connects interrogation with the higher-level features promise, warning,

and even belief. This is the case with questions having a rhetorical function,

that is when they are used as a way of emphatically asserting something.

� Agent Abstractness and

� Patient Abstractness deal with the degree of concreteness of the entities in-

volved. For example, `democracy' is more abstract a concept than concrete,

while `child' is more concrete than abstract. When the agent/patient is a pro-

noun, abstractness is determined on the basis of subcategorisation information

about the verb in the clause to which the pronoun is related. It can also be cer-

ti�ed by considering the subcategorisation frames of verbs in other clauses with

which appropriate referents have been found for the pronoun. Admittedly, the

evaluation of these features must draw upon lexical and even domain world in-

formation. This is why they are among the last features to be introduced in the

cosy-mats system. Nevertheless, they are deemed useful in determining other

higher-level features, such as generalisation and explanation. The presence

of an abstract concept is an indication that a general statement is being made,

but it is also the precursor of more speci�c, exemplifying concepts that clarify

or explain it. Thus, what follows is more often than not a clause that contains

an example, a token, a listing, a part of the whole or an attribute of the

general class introduced. It becomes apparent that it will be easier to consider

abstractness in combination with these two features rather than any of them in

isolation.

� Closely dependent on the lower-level features Agent and Patient

Quantification is Agent Cardinality, and

� Patient Cardinality. These features encode whether the cardinality of the entity

involved has been speci�ed, and not exact numbers. Basically, the presence of

numerals is traced here, which could itself contribute in the correct interpreta-

tion of later references to these entities. Both pairs of features must bear some

inuence on clause importance as they relate to exact or proportional data, of

interest to both specialist and generalist audiences.

B.2.3 The Surface Features

Starting from the relevant �gure in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.4), these features are discussed

below starting from the top left-hand corner to the bottom, and from the bottom

right-hand side to the top.
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� The presence or absence of conjunction is noted by a separate feature. Both

intraclausal and interclausal conjunction are of interest. The former conjoins

noun phrases or prepositional phrases, for example. The latter case involves

conjuncts which are themselves clauses. This feature was considered relevant

because it involves linguistic objects of equal status. Thus, if one of the con-

juncts has been evaluated as important, assuming it is a clause, the other con-

junct automatically acquires a high importance rating. In addition, conjunction

is a case of ellipsis (cf. Section 5.1.2), which also relates clauses of equal func-

tion. It is assumed, of course, that a record is being kept of the feature values

of previous clauses that could be participating in the conjunction relation. An-

other important distinction is between the coordinating and the temporal use

of the "and" conjunction. Obviously in the latter case, the two conjuncts will

not necessarily be of equal status [61] (pp. 31-36).

� Disjunction is considered too, for the same reasons. Both alternative readings

of the "or" coordinating conjunction are covered by this feature, i.e. the exclu-

sive and the inclusive [61] (pp. 37-40). Structural criteria for the determination

of the appropriate reading in each case are mainly applied, although the exis-

tence of a general as well as application-speci�c lexica can be taken advantage

of for the additional employment of truth-functional criteria.

� Listing, as the name suggests, records the presence of lists of items in a clause,

usually noun phrases, with the aim of clarifying a concept by exemplifying it.

Very often this listing is introduced by phrases such as `for example', `examples

of this are' etc. Such wording foretells the explanatory nature of the corre-

sponding clause, which could have the function of a de�nition. In this case,

the items listed are important in the text as the only way by which an earlier

concept can be understood. Instead of presenting the de�ning attributes of the

general concept, the author has chosen to present tokens of this concept the

speci�c attributes of which are assumed to be known to the readership or audi-

ence. It becomes apparent that the degree of importance such a clause can be

awarded depends on the aforementioned distinction between its two functions.

If it further clari�es something, it is only of marginal interest in the text, let

alone its summary. If, on the other hand, the listing therein is employed instead

of a de�nition, then it assumes as much signi�cance as the entity or proposition

it explains. In the latter case, the listing would be part of the predication of

this entity, that is it would appear after a copula. At any rate, this feature is a

concrete manifestation of the high-level elaboration and explanation.

� There is also a feature recording the presence of Demonstrative Adverbs .

This is because they, like all demonstrative phrases, are used in discourse to

emphasize something shifting the focus of attention to themselves. Secondly,

they indicate literal or metaphorical location, which is an intermediary feature

in the present set, and are, hence, useful.

� Degree Adverbs;
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� Passiveness/Activeness : Whether a clause is in the Passive or the Active

voice reveals which of its units bears more weight. In the former case, the

patient is fronted and becomes the grammatical subject of the clause, thus

acquiring prominence. In the latter case, the action itself bears more weight

as well as its agent. Thus, this concrete feature is very useful in the evaluation

of such abstract features as focus change and topicalisation.

� Tense: This feature records the tense in which the main verb of the current

clause is. It is easy to determine by means of morphological and syntactic

cues. The motivation for including it in this set has been the fact that di�erent

tenses are connected with di�erent pragmatic functions. Thus, the Past is

used to refer to bygone events or states, usually as background information

for the interpretation of the present [119]. The Future, on the other hand, is

employed to describe expected (possibility / probability), desired (volition),

promised, or planned events and states, possibly in direct contrast to the

current ones. While the Present is used to refer to reality, what is known to

be true (declarativeness, describe), or to what is happening at this very

moment (continuous aspect), as well as to a future event that is de�nite

and scheduled (plan). By itself, this feature does not appear very useful. If

considered, however, in conjunction with other syntactic and semantic features,

and the values these take in the course of the text, valuable information will

be disclosed regarding the intentions of the writer/speaker, their plan, what

they consider important and what peripheral, and how all these are reected in

individual clauses.

� Along the same lines, the Aspect of the main verb in the sentence analysed

is encoded. More speci�cally, there is one feature relating to the Perfect vs

Non-perfect distinction. The former indicates that the action or state de-

scribed has been completed and has repercussions on a later time interval (ef-

fect). The latter, on the other hand, does not involve e�ects on the future.

The relevance of this polarity to sentence importance can be justi�ed, if it is

considered in parallel with the feature recording the tense. For example, if

for a certain text the present is more important than the past in presenting

events, then a verb in present perfect is bound to have more bearing on the

present situation and, hence, more signi�cance, than a verb in a non-perfect

tense which, in addition, is not in the present. No clear-cut rules can be put

forward, however, on this, which is why this feature, too, needs to be taken into

account collectively with many others.

� The other feature relating to aspect is the one encoding the Simplicity vs

the Continuity of the tense of the main verb. This polarity is very similar

to the one in the previous feature, in that they both deal with the duration of

the action or state described. Only that, although the previous distinction has

to do with the inuence of actions on later time points, this one does not. It

is considered here because, in general, simple tenses are connected with facts,

truths (describe) or generalisations, while continuous tenses deal with the
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more temporary, transient and trivial (elaboration, event, action). In other

words, it is assumed that more importance is allocated to verbs in simple

tenses. It has to be stressed once again, though, that these are speculations

that can only be validated in the context of other features.

� Modality is used to encode whether there are any modal verbs and phrases in

the current clause. There is extensive literature on the pragmatic functions of

such lexical items (e.g. [148]). Thus, `must', `should', and `have to' express obli-

gation or compulsion to perform some action; `can' and `be able to' express

(cap)ability or suitability to perform an action; `could', `should', and `may'

express a hypothetical situation (presupposition) which is likely (possibility

/ probability); `can' and `may' indicate permission to perform an action, etc.

The relevance to sentence importance determination is apparent: modals play a

central role in every text and they are concrete evidence of pragmatic functions

being ful�lled by the text. They reveal the writer/speaker's attitudes (belief -

doubt, volition - fear), intentions (volition, goal) and plans, as well as as-

sumptions about the readers/hearers or the world. Consequently, they are clear

markers of the thematic development of the text. Which of these functions are

more important than the others can only be decided after considering them all

in the speci�c text they are found in. However, it could be said that hypo-

thetical situations as expressed by modals are bound to be peripheral in a text,

compared to facts. On the other hand, obligation and calls to action (order,

question) seem to constitute a solution to a problem, or motivation (cause,

explanation) and, hence, indicate importance. As it stands, this feature does

not encode speci�c modals, only their presence. Nevertheless, in instantiating

the values of the related pragmatic features, individual modals are considered

in the previous modules of cosy-mats.

� Comparison : This feature is determined by common morphological (e.g. clever-

vs clever-er vs clever-est, far- vs far-ther vs far-thest) and syntactic cues

(e.g. [Sentence] more than [Sentence], as ... as). It is considered in the present

framework exactly because, like its higher-level counterpart, contrast, it is used

to emphasize a speci�c attribute of an entity in relation to another one. As an

emphasising device it has to bear some relevance to importance judgement.

� The presence of Superlatives is encoded here as a separate feature, because

they appear to have a strong connection with importance. More speci�cally,

they are employed to distinguish an entity among all others of its type or cat-

egory, in either a positive or a negative way. Whichever the case, that entity

automatically becomes the focus of attention in the clause, or paragraph even,

which also assumes a high degree of importance. The value of this feature is

determined not only by common comparative constructions, such as `the -est

in/of', but also by means of adverbs of manner and degree (`extremely', `ut-

terly'), adjectives (`�rst', `ultimate', `zero'), and nouns (`champion', `bottom',

`Premier').
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� Declarativeness records whether the sentence analysed is in the declarative

mood. Accordingly, it could be safely assumed that an assertion or a claim

(belief, describe) is being made therein.

� Negation is used to record direct and reported negation. Moreover, it applies

to negation as conveyed indirectly by verbs such as `deny', `refuse' and `object',

adjectives such as `wrong', `repulsive' and `negative', and a�xes such as `un-

(resolved)', `(speech)-less', and `ir-(responsible)'. This is because such lexical

items and a�xes represent a problematic situation, which is one of four cru-

cial elements in most texts [98]. In addition to problem expression, negation

expresses a contrast between current and previous or future situations, or be-

tween beliefs of di�erent people. As it has already been mentioned, contrast,

comparison, and juxtaposition receive special attention in the present feature

set, because of the potential information weight of these functions.

� Interrogation records whether the current clause is in an interrogative rather

than a declarative or imperative form. Its value, therefore, can be easily

determined by cues such as the interrogation mark and auxiliary verb-noun

phrase inversion. However, reported questions are considered as well, in one of

the intermediary features, despite the absence of the above-mentioned clues in

the corresponding sentences. This feature has been included in the set because

questions can be used rhetorically, i.e. to assert emphatically. For example, in

Who wants to die?

the writer/speaker asserts that nobody wants to die. Such an assertion could

carry a lot of weight in certain texts of the argumentative type.

� Imperative: This feature encodes a speci�c mood the current clause could

be in, as opposed to the declarative and interrogative alternatives. It is a

useful surface manifestation of such pragmatic functions as requests, orders,

suggestions and proposals of solutions (plans) to problems.

� Title/Subtitle : This feature records whether the current clause is also the

title of the text it is found in or a subtitle therein. With very few exceptions,

titles are representative of the material contained in the main body of the text,

and as such are useful in the construction of the corresponding abstract. In

(Appendix A, The Guardian, July 2, 1994, p. 14) the headline `Tourist Trade

forces Greece to give up unpopular ban on all-night' sums up the main point

made in the body of the 1,000-word article. Of course, this is not always the

case. In longer texts, e.g. scienti�c papers, apart from the main title, there

are subtitles that signal the thematic structure of the text. Nevertheless, such

subtitles (`Introduction', `Conclusion', `Method') are not signi�cant as clauses

themselves and can never be included in a summary. This is why even this

most distinctive feature needs to be considered along with others for validation

purposes.
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� Type of clause: This feature is used for encoding whether the current clause is

a main or a secondary clause. It has already been claimed that usually the most

important material of a sentence is found in the main clause, while peripheral

information is contained in the secondary clauses surrounding it (cf. [119] pp. 32,

35, 37-38). This is because secondary clauses have a modi�cation function with

respect to the event or situation reported in the main one. Thus, they may

provide a framework for the main clause to be interpreted in, which is made

up of time, location, cause, e�ect, means, plan, goal, and other relations. For

example, in:

His wife died in September 1993, also of cancer, after a nine-year

battle against the disease.

(Reuters, April 25, 1994, "Greek Economy Minister Yennimatas dies

of Cancer").

the second clause expresses a time relation that is not central in the speci-

�cation of the verb phrase `died' in the �rst, main, clause. Nevertheless, in

another example, the same time relation assumes more signi�cance in de�ning

the action / state expressed by the in�nitive `to maintain':

The European Court of Justice on Wednesday granted Greece the

right to maintain its trade embargo until the court delivers a �nal

judgment, a process that could take up to 18 months.

(Reuters, June 30, 1994, "Greece Under Fire in Council of Europe").

� Main clause attached to current: This feature covers two cases, the one

where the current clause is a main clause as well and the one where the current

clause is a secondary clause. In the former case, either conjunction, listing,

or disjunction is being accommodated for by this feature. The latter is a case

of common hypotaxis.

� Secondary clause attached to current: Similarly to the previous feature,

this one covers two cases. If the current clause is secondary, then conjunction,

listing, or disjunction is involved. Otherwise, there is a hypotactic struc-

ture.

� Presupposition is used to encode the presence of conditionals. These are

mainly marked with an `if' conjunct, while there are no restrictions on the tense

of the corresponding clause. The only restriction is involved with the combi-

nation of tenses in the conditional and the main clauses. Consequently, it is

relatively easy to establish which main clause governs the speci�c conditional.

As for the motivation for including this feature in the set, it was thought that

presupposition could become a negative criterion for sentence importance in the

absence of other clues. In other words, since such a clause expresses a hypoth-

esis, the superordinate clause, too, deals with possibility or probability, and

as such cannot be among the most signi�cant in the text. Nevertheless, there
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should be some leeway for the cases where a `natural law' or a `common-sense

axiom' is expressed by the conditional and the main clause. This is when both

clauses are in the present tense, e.g.

If you eat this, you die!

or if the conditional is in the present and the main clause in the simple future,

e.g.

If you have children, you will be wiser.

Sentences such as these usually express some kind of a `universal truth', or the

means, more speci�cally, by which something becomes de�nite or certain to

take place. Hence, it is most probable that these sentences will have promi-

nence in the text, being part of its main theme. Once again, the simultaneous

consideration of another feature is required in determining the importance level

of a conditional clause, in this case the tense of both the present and the

neighbouring clause which governs it.

� Whether the main verb Agent Number and

� Patient Number is singular, plural, unknown, or non-applicable is recorded by

these two features. The motivation for its inclusion was that number agreement

is one criterion by which to disambiguate and interpret anaphors, which usually

follow the referred entity [64, 191]. Resolved anaphors, in their turn, help in

the tracking of focus change throughout the text.

� Agent Gender and

� Patient Gender are encoded as well, for the same reasons. Like in the case

of number, if the gender of the agent and the patient coincide, anaphor dis-

ambiguation proves very problematic and calls for more complex information,

such as verb valency. The latter is a lexical criterion, which could be computed

by, domain-dependent even, semantic analysers. When the agent/patient is an

unresolved pronoun (personal, demonstrative, or possessive), its gender

may be determined by its predication in the current sentence, as for example

when a copula and a noun phrase are involved.

� Agent Quantification and

� Patient Quantification record the presence of quantifying phrases, such

as `many', and numerals as pre- and post-modi�ers (adjectivals,

predication). Such information is considered relevant, because it either dis-

tinguishes and juxtaposes (contrast) the agent / patient with other entities or

groups of them, or speci�es their cardinality exactly, in the case of numerals.

� Agent Adjectival Modification and
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� Patient Adjectival Modification are used to record the presence of adjec-

tives and adjectival phrases, such as nouns or participles, either before or after

the modi�ed noun. This means that any adjectivals found in subsequent rela-

tives clauses that pertain to that noun will be considered too. Such phrases are

potentially important in a text, because they provide relevant information about

the corresponding entity. Following an indefinite article, a list of adjectives

bears more weight, because they identify un unknown entity. Nonetheless, if an

adjective listing appears in a noun phrase headed by a de�nite article or a

demonstrative, it is very likely that the information therein is only peripheral

or parenthetical, an elaboration of a theme, because the entity has already

been introduced and is given.

� Related to the previous feature pair and complementing it is Agent

Predication and

� Patient Predication , which cover those adjectivals and prepositional

phrases which constitute part of the predicate that the corresponding nouns

are bound with. Obviously, the information conveyed by these adjectivals is

more crucial than additional information about the entity as found in definite

noun phrases. This is because the verb and the predication of the agent/patient

constitute the rheme of the clause, and, hence, what is new and what the focus

is on.

� Relation/Relevance is an `umbrella' feature which encodes the presence

of compound nouns, well-known for the complexity and variety of relation-

ships they express, and prepositional phrases (e.g. "the son of God"). Com-

pound nouns consist of a head noun and any number of nouns, and possibly

adjectives as well, which appear on its left-hand side (e.g. `car alarm'). Al-

though this feature does not record the exact type of relation holding among

such nouns, it is believed that their very presence in a clause could be inuen-

tial to the degree of importance the corresponding sentence will be attributed.

Again, the values of other features in the set will contribute to this e�ect, as,

for example, the precedence of an indefinite article, introducing a new entity,

or if the compound noun is part of the predication of another noun.

� Agent Personal Pronoun and

� Patient Personal Pronoun record whether the agent/patient takes the form

of such a pronoun. This feature pair is related to the one encoding agent /

patient definiteness, since personal pronouns indicate `givenness'. As such,

it is also related to the intermediary focus change.

� In the framework of the features that encode definiteness and, indirectly,

focus change, the presence of Possessive Pronouns as Agents and

� Possessive Pronouns as Patients is considered too as separate features. It

seems that they are used to perform a juxtaposition (contrast) between the
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entity represented by them and a previous one of the same type. Thus, it is de

facto an emphasis or topicalisation marker and, potentially, an importance cue

as well.

� Likewise, Agent Demonstrative Pronoun and

� Patient Demonstrative Pronoun are related to definiteness and focus

change. More often than not, this type of pronoun carries the focus of the

clause, either the `primary' in the case of "this", or the `secondary' or even

obsolete focus in the case of "that" [191].

� Agent Definiteness and

� Patient Definiteness relate to the presence of de�nite articles, or

demonstrative pre-nominals and pronouns in the noun phrases that express

the agent or patient of the main verb. They are, thus, used to determine

whether the agent/patient is a given or a new entity. In the latter case, it is

more likely that the corresponding clause is important. De�nite phrases such

as the ones mentioned above indicate that the focus remains the same as in

a previous clause or sentence. Consequently, if what is said about this entity

in the original clause it appeared in is important, the current clause is proba-

bly important too. Nevertheless, the introduction of additional \potential" foci

also has to be taken into account, because these are the ones to assume a higher

level of importance than the existing \stacked" ones [191]. Information about

de�niteness is of interest, because it contributes to the identi�cation of the fo-

cus history of the text [64]. Focus history, in turn, aids in the identi�cation

of the thematic development of the discourse and, hence, of the most crucial

information therein.



Appendix C

The Training and Test Corpora

C.1 Isolated Sentences

C.1.1 Sentence Encoding with 5 Cross-Level Features

## The 100 input and output patterns for this experiment ##

## correspond to an equal number of English sentences from 5 ##

## newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 5 input values ##

## represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## FOCUS CHANGE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EXPLANATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## CONTRAST (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GENERALISATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TITLE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote whether the sentence is ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## #######################################

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

a00aa a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a0aa0 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

a0aa0 a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

0a0a0 a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a00a0 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

a00a0 a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a00a0 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a00a0 a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

402
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## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

a00a0 a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a0aa0 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

a00aa a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

000a0 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

a00a0 a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

a0000 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a0a00 0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

a00aa a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

a0a00 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

a00a0 a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

a0aa0 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

a0aa0 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

a0000 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aa0a0 a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaa00 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

a00a0 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

a0a00 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##
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aa0a0 a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

a0aa0 a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

a0000 0a

## 39) WE USE ENGLISH QUOTATIONS HERE, BECAUSE THE FORMAL ##

## NOTATION IS STILL UNDECIDED. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 40) HERE c0 IS CONSIDERED TO BE AN OUTER CONTEXT. ##

aa000 0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ##################################### ##

## 41) U.S. COURTS ALBANIA, NEIGHBORS (title) ##

a000a a0

## 42) TO PEASANTS WORKING THE FIELDS NEAR GJADER AIR BASE, THE ##

## SLEEK, SILENT U.S. DRONE AIRCRAFT SPYING ON SERBIA AND ##

## BOSNIA COULD HAVE BEEN FROM OUTER SPACE. ##

a0000 0a

## 43) U.S. AND ALBANIAN SOURCES CONFIRM THAT THE CIA USED ##

## GJADER FOR NEARLY TWO MONTHS THIS YEAR TO FLY UNMANNED SPY ##

## MISSIONS OVER SERBIA AND BOSNIA. ##

aa000 a0

## 44) U.S. PLANES UNDER NATO COMMAND HAVE STRUCK THREE TIMES ##

## THIS YEAR AT BOSNIAN SERB TARGETS. ##

aa000 a0

## 45) FIVE DECADES OF STALINIST NIGHTMARE LEFT ALBANIA'S 3 ##

## MILLION PEOPLE STRUGGLING TO OVERCOME ISOLATION, NEGLECT AND ##

## A DEGREE OF POVERTY UNMATCHED IN EUROPE. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 46) DURING MOST OF THAT PERIOD, THEIR XENOPHOBIC LEADERS MADE##

## THE UNITED STATES THE CHIEF ENEMY. ##

a00a0 a0

## 47) NOW, THIS MOUNTAINOUS NATION OF DECAYING CITIES ##

## HAPHAZARDLY CONNECTED BY DECAYING ROADS IS BEING KISSED AWAKE##

## BY THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SUITOR. ##

a0a00 0a

## 48) THE BOSNIAN WAR AND LONGER-TERM STRATEGIC INTERESTS ARE ##

## LEADING WASHINGTON TO COURT ALBANIA AND SOME OF ITS NEIGHBORS##

aa0a0 a0

## 49) NORMALLY, GJADER IS A QUIET SPOT. ##

a0000 0a

## 50) SHOELESS PEASANTS RIDE HORSES BAREBACK OVER PARTS OF THE ##

## WEED-INFESTED AIRSTRIP NORTH OF THE CAPITAL TIRANA, SHARING ##

## IT WITH THE OCCASIONAL MIG-21. ##

aaaa0 0a

## 51) THE 1958-VINTAGE SOVIET FIGHTERS, MAINSTAY OF THE ##

## ALBANIAN AIR FORCE, RARELY FLY BECAUSE THERE IS LITTLE MONEY ##

## FOR TRAINING OR SPARE PARTS. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 52) PUBLICATIONS DEALING WITH THE LATEST IN U.S. AVIATION SAY##

## THE DRONES ARE BUILT OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS THAT MAKE THEM ##

## VIRTUALLY RADAR-PROOF DESPITE A WINGSPAN OF MORE THAN 36 ##

## FEET. ##

0aaa0 a0

## 53) RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES ARE COORDINATING POLICY IN ##

## FORMER YUGOSLAVIA, WITH THE RUSSIANS WORKING ON THEIR ##

## ORTHODOX SLAVIC KIN, THE SERBS, BUT POSSIBLE RUSSIAN ##

## EXPANSIONISM IS A LONG-TERM WORRY. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 54) ON THE MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY THAT SNAKES NORTHEAST FROM TIRANA##

## TOWARD THE SERBIAN BORDER, A WHITE-KNUCKLED DRIVE OF 120 ##

## MILES TAKES MORE THAN EIGHT HOURS OVER REMNANTS OF PAVEMENT ##

## ORIGINALLY LAID BY COMMUNIST YOUTH BRIGADES IN 1947. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 55) WASHINGTON IS INTERESTED ALL THE SAME, ALTHOUGH THE ##

## PENTAGON DENIES IMMEDIATE PLANS TO CREATE A MILITARY BASE IN ##

## ALBANIA. ##

a0aa0 a0

## 56) HINTING AT U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, HE SAID:: ``I'M ##

## SURE YOU'LL UNDERSTAND IF I DON'T GO INTO DETAILS." ##

aa000 0a

## 57) THE HOUSES, FENCED OFF AND UNDER GUARD, HAVE A LOOK OF ##

## PERMANENCE. ##

aa000 0a

## 58) ALTHOUGH THE U.S. MILITARY TEAM ADVISING THE ALBANIANS ##

## CONSISTS OF ONLY THREE MEN, PEOPLE IN U.S. MILITARY UNIFORMS ##

## ARE A COMMON SIGHT AT SIDEWALK CAFES IN AMERICAN VILLAGE. ##

a0aa0 a0

## 59) AS ELESHI, THE PEASANT, WAS TELLING OF THE SPY FLIGHTS, ##

## A HELICOPTER BROUGHT THE LATEST IMPORTANT U.S. GUEST, GEN. ##

## ROBERT C. OAKS, CHIEF OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE. ##

aa000 0a

## 60) ``AS AN ALBANIAN, I CANNOT BE PLEASED IF THEY WANT TO ##

## LESSEN BALKAN TENSIONS THROUGH INTERFERENCE," ABDI BALETA, A##

## PROMINENT NATIONALIST, SAID OF THE U.S. INFLUENCE. ##

aa000 0a

## A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S article ##

## ######################################### ##

## 61) HIGH INTEREST RATES HIT TURKISH INDUSTRY (title) ##

a00aa a0

## 62) TURKISH BUSINESSMEN, LONG USED TO BREAKNECK GROWTH, FEAR ##
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## A BLEAK FUTURE IN WHICH HIGH INTEREST RATES AND INFLATION MAY##

## FORCE FIRMS TO SACK WORKERS OR GO BUST. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 63) DOOM-LADEN WARNINGS HAVE BEEN COMING EVEN FROM CLOSE ##

## ALLIES OF PRIME MINISTER TANSU CILLER, SUCH AS YALIM EREZ, ##

## HEAD OF THE TURKISH UNION OF CHAMBERS AND BOURSES. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 64) ``THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE ECONOMY HAS NOW BECOME A ##

## PRODUCTION CRISIS," HE TOLD THE UNION ON TUESDAY. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 65) ``THE ECONOMY WILL SEE HIGH INFLATION AND STAGFLATION ##

## UNLESS STEPS ARE TAKEN." ##

aa0a0 0a

## 66) BUSINESSMEN SEE A CRUNCH LOOMING WHEN BANK DEBT PAYMENTS ##

## FALL DUE AT THE END OF NEXT MONTH. ##

a00a0 a0

## 67) ``REAL TROUBLE WILL COME IN LATE JUNE WHEN BUSINESSMEN ##

## START TO REPAY THREE-MONTH INTEREST," MEMDUH HACIOGLU, ##

## FORMER HEAD OF THE ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY SAID. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 68) ``MANY FIRMS WILL SINK." ##

aa0a0 0a

## 69) SOZER OZEL, CHAIRMAN OF ANKARA CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY, ##

## ECHOED HIS VIEW. ##

a0000 0a

## 70) ``AT LEAST 70 PERCENT OF BORROWERS WILL FAIL TO PAY ##

## THEIR DEBTS. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 71) UNFORTUNATELY I AM SURE OF IT," HE TOLD REUTERS. ##

00000 0a

## 72) BANKS HAVE BEEN CUTTING CREDIT LINES TO INDUSTRY, OPTING ##

## TO PLACE THEIR EXCESS LIRA WITH THE CENTRAL BANK ON THE ##

## INTERBANK MARKET AT TEMPTING OVERNIGHT RATES OF OVER 300 ##

## PERCENT. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 73) SOME TOP FIRMS ARE STILL ABLE TO BORROW AT ANNUAL RATES ##

## OF AROUND 240 PERCENT TO MEET URGENT CASH NEEDS. ##

a00a0 a0

## 74) BUT MANY HAVE CUT SPENDING AND INVESTMENT, LAID OFF ##

## WORKERS OR STOPPED OPERATING. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 75) OZEL ESTIMATED THAT 100,000 PEOPLE HAD LOST THEIR JOBS ##

## THIS YEAR. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 76) THE CENTRAL BANK HAS KEPT ITS OVERNIGHT BORROWING RATE ##

## HIGH TO KEEP THE DOLLAR IN CHECK. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 77) ``I DON'T SEE ANY REASON FOR A DECLINE IN INTEREST RATES.##

aa000 0a

## 78) THE STATE'S CASH NEED IS CONTINUING AND THE GOVERNMENT ##

## KEEPS INTEREST RATES HIGH TO SAVE THE LIRA," OZEL SAID. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 79) OFFICIALS HAVE SET A YEAR-END TARGET OF 110 PERCENT FOR ##

## WHOLESALE INFLATION, AFTER LAST YEAR'S 60.3 PERCENT. ##

a0aa0 0a

## 80) WHOLESALE PRICES HAVE RISEN 67 PERCENT IN THE FIRST FOUR ##

## MONTHS AND ECONOMISTS FORECAST A RISE OF MORE THAN 20 PERCENT##

## IN MAY. ##

aa0a0 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## #################################### ##

## 81) TENSIONS RISE IN BOSNIA AFTER ATTACKS ON TOWNS (title) ##

aa0aa a0

## 82) BOSNIAN SERBS ACCUSED THE MUSLIMS WEDNESDAY EVENING OF ##

## LAUNCHING A NEW ARTILLERY ATTACK ON BRCKO IN NORTHERN BOSNIA,##

## 24 HOURS AFTER SHELLING KILLED FOUR IN THE TOWN CENTER, ##

## SHARPLY RAISING TENSIONS IN THE REGION. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 83) IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN BOSNIA, MUSLIM AND CROAT RIVALS ##

## CAME CLOSER TO LASTING PEACE AFTER THEIR LEADERS AGREED ON ##

## POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ISSUES OF A JOINT BOSNIAN ##

## FEDERATION. ##

aaaa0 a0

## 84) THE LATEST ATTACK ON BRCKO APPARENTLY CAUSED NO ##

## CASUALTIES AS FIVE TANK SHELLS HIT THE TOWN'S OUTSKIRTS, AN ##

## OFFICIAL IN THE BOSNIAN ARMY PRESS CENTER IN BRCKO TOLD ##

## REUTERS. ##

aa000 a0

## 85) IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE ATTACK, THE TOWN WAS PLUNGED INTO ##

## DARKNESS, PROMPTING FEARS ELECTRICITY LINES HAD BEEN CUT. ##

a0000 a0

## 86) THE INCIDENT WAS BOUND TO INFURIATE THE SERBS, WHO HAD ##

## WARNED MUSLIMS ONLY HOURS BEFORE NOT TO SHELL THE TOWN { OR ##

## FACE FIERCE RETALIATION. ##

aaa00 a0

## 87) ``IF THERE IS ANOTHER ATTACK, AND WE EXPECT THERE WILL BE##

## ONE, THE SERB SIDE WILL RESPOND BY ALL AVAILABLE MEANS," THE##

## BOSNIAN SERB ARMY (BSA) COMMANDER OF THE DISTRICT, GENERAL ##

## NOVICA SIMIC, TOLD REPORTERS EARLIER WEDNESDAY. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 88) BOZO ISAILOVIC, 61, HIS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, SVETLANA, 27, ##

## WHO WAS EIGHT MONTHS PREGNANT AND HER TWO-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER, ##
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## BOZANA, WERE KILLED WHEN A SHELL HIT A WINDOW OF THEIR ##

## APARTMENT IN BRCKO ON TUESDAY EVENING. ##

aa000 0a

## 89) A POLICEMAN DIED LATER FROM WOUNDS SUSTAINED IN THE ##

## SHELLING. ##

aa000 0a

## 90) EIGHT PEOPLE WERE BADLY HURT AND SIX SLIGHTLY WOUNDED, ##

## LOCAL OFFICIALS TOLD REUTERS. ##

a0a00 0a

## 91) THE UNITED NATIONS FEARS THAT BRCKO, STRADDLING A VITAL ##

## SERB SUPPLY LINE, WILL BECOME THE FOCUS OF THE NEXT BIG ##

## BATTLE IN THE BOSNIA WAR AS RIVALS BUILD THEIR FORCES IN THE ##

## AREA. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 92) MUSLIM-LED BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT FORCES LIE ONLY THREE MILES##

## SOUTH OF BRCKO { THE LINES CAN BE SEEN FROM A GRAIN SILO ##

## THAT TOWERS OVER THE TOWN { AND CROATIAN FORCES LIE ON THE ##

## OTHER SIDE OF THE SAVA RIVER. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 93) HOURS LATER, FIVE SHELLS SLAMMED INTO THE MUSLIM-HELD ##

## CITY OF TUZLA, 30 MILES TO THE SOUTH AND DESIGNATED A U.N.- ##

## PROTECTED ``SAFE AREA," WOUNDING FOUR PEOPLE OF WHOM THREE ##

## WERE IN SERIOUS CONDITION, TOWN AUTHORITIES SAID. ##

a0a00 a0

## 94) THE TUZLA-BASED NORDIC BATTALION OF THE U.N. PEACEKEEPING##

## FORCE (UNPROFOR) IN BOSNIA CONFIRMED FOUR SHELLS STRUCK ##

## CENTRAL TUZLA BUT DID NOT IMMEDIATELY SAY WHO FIRED THEM. ##

a0a00 0a

## 95) U.N. OFFICERS WARNED OF A MUSLIM BUILDUP ALONG DISPUTED ##

## SUPPLY ROUTES SOUTHWEST OF TUZLA AND SAID A CRACK MUSLIM ##

## BRIGADE WITH A BELLICOSE REPUTATION HAD MOVED INTO THE AREA ##

## IN A SIGN OF PENDING BATTLE. ##

aa0a0 a0

## 96) ELEMENTS OF THE BOSNIAN ARMY'S 7TH BRIGADE, KNOWN FOR ITS##

## AGGRESSIVE FOREIGN MUSLIM VOLUNTEERS, HAD MOVED IN THE PAST ##

## FOUR DAYS INTO THE VOLATILE KLADANJ-OLOVO AREA. ##

0a000 0a

## 97) IN VIENNA, AFTER FIVE-DAY TALKS, BOSNIAN MUSLIMS AND ##

## CROATS AGREED TO SIGN AN ACCORD ON POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ##

## ASPECTS OF A FEDERATION. ##

a00a0 0a

## 98) BOSNIAN MUSLIM PRESIDENT ALIJA IZETBEGOVIC TOLD REUTERS ##

## IN SARAJEVO THAT THE TALKS WERE ``ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE" ##

## UNTIL WEDNESDAY'S BREAKTHROUGH. ##

0aa00 0a

## 99) INTERVIEWED BY REUTERS AFTER MUSLIM AND CROAT LEADERS ##

## REACHED AGREEMENT IN VIENNA ON THEIR FUTURE FEDERATION, ##

## IZETBEGOVIC SAID VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE HAD SPOKEN TO HIM ##

## TUESDAY NIGHT BY TELEPHONE AND ASKED THE BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT ##

## TO SHOW FLEXIBILITY IN NEGOTIATIONS. ##

aa0a0 0a

## 100) FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, RUSSIA AND FIVE ##

## EUROPEAN UNION STATES WILL MEET IN GENEVA FRIDAY TO TRY TO ##

## RELAUNCH THE FALTERING PEACE PROCESS AIMED AT ENDING BOSNIA'S##

## 25-MONTH CIVIL WAR. ##

a0000 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ######################################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ######################################### ##

C.1.2 Sentence Encoding with 6 Cross-Level Features

## The 100 input and output patterns for this experiment ##

## correspond to an equal number of English sentences from 5 ##

## newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 6 input values ##

## represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## FOCUS CHANGE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EXPLANATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## CONTRAST (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GENERALISATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TITLE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GOAL SPECIFICATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote whether the sentence is ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ######################################

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

a00aa0 a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a0aa00 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##
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## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

a0aa00 a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

0a0a00 a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a00a0a 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

a00a00 a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a00a00 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a00a0a a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

aa0a0a 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

a00a00 a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a0aa00 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

a00aa0 a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

000a0a 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

a00a00 a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

a00000 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a0a000 0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

a00aa0 a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

a0a000 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

a00a0a a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

a0aa00 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

a0aa00 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaa0a a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##
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## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

aaaa0a a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

a0000a 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

aaaa0a a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aa0a0a a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaa000 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

a00a00 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

a0a000 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

a0aa00 a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

a00000 0a

## 39) WE USE ENGLISH QUOTATIONS HERE, BECAUSE THE FORMAL ##

## NOTATION IS STILL UNDECIDED. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 40) HERE c0 IS CONSIDERED TO BE AN OUTER CONTEXT. ##

aa0000 0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ######################### ##

## 41) U.S. COURTS ALBANIA, NEIGHBORS (title) ##

a000a0 a0

## 42) TO PEASANTS WORKING THE FIELDS NEAR GJADER AIR BASE, THE ##

## SLEEK, SILENT U.S. DRONE AIRCRAFT SPYING ON SERBIA AND ##

## BOSNIA COULD HAVE BEEN FROM OUTER SPACE. ##

a00000 0a

## 43) U.S. AND ALBANIAN SOURCES CONFIRM THAT THE CIA USED ##

## GJADER FOR NEARLY TWO MONTHS THIS YEAR TO FLY UNMANNED SPY ##

## MISSIONS OVER SERBIA AND BOSNIA. ##

aa000a a0

## 44) U.S. PLANES UNDER NATO COMMAND HAVE STRUCK THREE TIMES ##

## THIS YEAR AT BOSNIAN SERB TARGETS. ##

aa0000 a0

## 45) FIVE DECADES OF STALINIST NIGHTMARE LEFT ALBANIA'S 3 ##

## MILLION PEOPLE STRUGGLING TO OVERCOME ISOLATION, NEGLECT AND ##

## A DEGREE OF POVERTY UNMATCHED IN EUROPE. ##

aa0a0a a0

## 46) DURING MOST OF THAT PERIOD, THEIR XENOPHOBIC LEADERS MADE##

## THE UNITED STATES THE CHIEF ENEMY. ##

a00a00 a0

## 47) NOW, THIS MOUNTAINOUS NATION OF DECAYING CITIES ##

## HAPHAZARDLY CONNECTED BY DECAYING ROADS IS BEING KISSED AWAKE##

## BY THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SUITOR. ##

a0a000 0a

## 48) THE BOSNIAN WAR AND LONGER-TERM STRATEGIC INTERESTS ARE ##

## LEADING WASHINGTON TO COURT ALBANIA AND SOME OF ITS NEIGHBORS##

aa0a00 a0

## 49) NORMALLY, GJADER IS A QUIET SPOT. ##

a00000 0a

## 50) SHOELESS PEASANTS RIDE HORSES BAREBACK OVER PARTS OF THE ##

## WEED-INFESTED AIRSTRIP NORTH OF THE CAPITAL TIRANA, SHARING ##

## IT WITH THE OCCASIONAL MIG-21. ##

aaaa00 0a

## 51) THE 1958-VINTAGE SOVIET FIGHTERS, MAINSTAY OF THE ##

## ALBANIAN AIR FORCE, RARELY FLY BECAUSE THERE IS LITTLE MONEY ##

## FOR TRAINING OR SPARE PARTS. ##

aa0a0a 0a

## 52) PUBLICATIONS DEALING WITH THE LATEST IN U.S. AVIATION SAY##

## THE DRONES ARE BUILT OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS THAT MAKE THEM ##

## VIRTUALLY RADAR-PROOF DESPITE A WINGSPAN OF MORE THAN 36 ##

## FEET. ##

0aaa00 a0

## 53) RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES ARE COORDINATING POLICY IN ##

## FORMER YUGOSLAVIA, WITH THE RUSSIANS WORKING ON THEIR ##

## ORTHODOX SLAVIC KIN, THE SERBS, BUT POSSIBLE RUSSIAN ##

## EXPANSIONISM IS A LONG-TERM WORRY. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 54) ON THE MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY THAT SNAKES NORTHEAST FROM TIRANA##

## TOWARD THE SERBIAN BORDER, A WHITE-KNUCKLED DRIVE OF 120 ##

## MILES TAKES MORE THAN EIGHT HOURS OVER REMNANTS OF PAVEMENT ##

## ORIGINALLY LAID BY COMMUNIST YOUTH BRIGADES IN 1947. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 55) WASHINGTON IS INTERESTED ALL THE SAME, ALTHOUGH THE ##
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## PENTAGON DENIES IMMEDIATE PLANS TO CREATE A MILITARY BASE IN ##

## ALBANIA. ##

a0aa0a a0

## 56) HINTING AT U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, HE SAID:: ``I'M ##

## SURE YOU'LL UNDERSTAND IF I DON'T GO INTO DETAILS." ##

aa0000 0a

## 57) THE HOUSES, FENCED OFF AND UNDER GUARD, HAVE A LOOK OF ##

## PERMANENCE. ##

aa0000 0a

## 58) ALTHOUGH THE U.S. MILITARY TEAM ADVISING THE ALBANIANS ##

## CONSISTS OF ONLY THREE MEN, PEOPLE IN U.S. MILITARY UNIFORMS ##

## ARE A COMMON SIGHT AT SIDEWALK CAFES IN AMERICAN VILLAGE. ##

a0aa00 a0

## 59) AS ELESHI, THE PEASANT, WAS TELLING OF THE SPY FLIGHTS, ##

## A HELICOPTER BROUGHT THE LATEST IMPORTANT U.S. GUEST, GEN. ##

## ROBERT C. OAKS, CHIEF OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE. ##

aa0000 0a

## 60) ``AS AN ALBANIAN, I CANNOT BE PLEASED IF THEY WANT TO ##

## LESSEN BALKAN TENSIONS THROUGH INTERFERENCE," ABDI BALETA, A##

## PROMINENT NATIONALIST, SAID OF THE U.S. INFLUENCE. ##

aa0000 0a

## A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S article ##

## #################################### ##

## 61) HIGH INTEREST RATES HIT TURKISH INDUSTRY (title) ##

a00aa0 a0

## 62) TURKISH BUSINESSMEN, LONG USED TO BREAKNECK GROWTH, FEAR ##

## A BLEAK FUTURE IN WHICH HIGH INTEREST RATES AND INFLATION MAY##

## FORCE FIRMS TO SACK WORKERS OR GO BUST. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 63) DOOM-LADEN WARNINGS HAVE BEEN COMING EVEN FROM CLOSE ##

## ALLIES OF PRIME MINISTER TANSU CILLER, SUCH AS YALIM EREZ, ##

## HEAD OF THE TURKISH UNION OF CHAMBERS AND BOURSES. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 64) ``THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE ECONOMY HAS NOW BECOME A ##

## PRODUCTION CRISIS," HE TOLD THE UNION ON TUESDAY. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 65) ``THE ECONOMY WILL SEE HIGH INFLATION AND STAGFLATION ##

## UNLESS STEPS ARE TAKEN." ##

aa0a00 0a

## 66) BUSINESSMEN SEE A CRUNCH LOOMING WHEN BANK DEBT PAYMENTS ##

## FALL DUE AT THE END OF NEXT MONTH. ##

a00a00 a0

## 67) ``REAL TROUBLE WILL COME IN LATE JUNE WHEN BUSINESSMEN ##

## START TO REPAY THREE-MONTH INTEREST," MEMDUH HACIOGLU, ##

## FORMER HEAD OF THE ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY SAID. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 68) ``MANY FIRMS WILL SINK." ##

aa0a00 0a

## 69) SOZER OZEL, CHAIRMAN OF ANKARA CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY, ##

## ECHOED HIS VIEW. ##

a00000 0a

## 70) ``AT LEAST 70 PERCENT OF BORROWERS WILL FAIL TO PAY ##

## THEIR DEBTS. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 71) UNFORTUNATELY I AM SURE OF IT," HE TOLD REUTERS. ##

000000 0a

## 72) BANKS HAVE BEEN CUTTING CREDIT LINES TO INDUSTRY, OPTING ##

## TO PLACE THEIR EXCESS LIRA WITH THE CENTRAL BANK ON THE ##

## INTERBANK MARKET AT TEMPTING OVERNIGHT RATES OF OVER 300 ##

## PERCENT. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 73) SOME TOP FIRMS ARE STILL ABLE TO BORROW AT ANNUAL RATES ##

## OF AROUND 240 PERCENT TO MEET URGENT CASH NEEDS. ##

a00a0a a0

## 74) BUT MANY HAVE CUT SPENDING AND INVESTMENT, LAID OFF ##

## WORKERS OR STOPPED OPERATING. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 75) OZEL ESTIMATED THAT 100,000 PEOPLE HAD LOST THEIR JOBS ##

## THIS YEAR. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 76) THE CENTRAL BANK HAS KEPT ITS OVERNIGHT BORROWING RATE ##

## HIGH TO KEEP THE DOLLAR IN CHECK. ##

aa0a0a a0

## 77) ``I DON'T SEE ANY REASON FOR A DECLINE IN INTEREST RATES.##

aa000a 0a

## 78) THE STATE'S CASH NEED IS CONTINUING AND THE GOVERNMENT ##

## KEEPS INTEREST RATES HIGH TO SAVE THE LIRA," OZEL SAID. ##

aa0a0a 0a

## 79) OFFICIALS HAVE SET A YEAR-END TARGET OF 110 PERCENT FOR ##

## WHOLESALE INFLATION, AFTER LAST YEAR'S 60.3 PERCENT. ##

a0aa0a 0a

## 80) WHOLESALE PRICES HAVE RISEN 67 PERCENT IN THE FIRST FOUR ##

## MONTHS AND ECONOMISTS FORECAST A RISE OF MORE THAN 20 PERCENT##

## IN MAY. ##

aa0a00 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ################################# ##

## 81) TENSIONS RISE IN BOSNIA AFTER ATTACKS ON TOWNS (title) ##

aa0aa0 a0

## 82) BOSNIAN SERBS ACCUSED THE MUSLIMS WEDNESDAY EVENING OF ##

## LAUNCHING A NEW ARTILLERY ATTACK ON BRCKO IN NORTHERN BOSNIA,##

## 24 HOURS AFTER SHELLING KILLED FOUR IN THE TOWN CENTER, ##
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## SHARPLY RAISING TENSIONS IN THE REGION. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 83) IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN BOSNIA, MUSLIM AND CROAT RIVALS ##

## CAME CLOSER TO LASTING PEACE AFTER THEIR LEADERS AGREED ON ##

## POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ISSUES OF A JOINT BOSNIAN ##

## FEDERATION. ##

aaaa00 a0

## 84) THE LATEST ATTACK ON BRCKO APPARENTLY CAUSED NO ##

## CASUALTIES AS FIVE TANK SHELLS HIT THE TOWN'S OUTSKIRTS, AN ##

## OFFICIAL IN THE BOSNIAN ARMY PRESS CENTER IN BRCKO TOLD ##

## REUTERS. ##

aa0000 a0

## 85) IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE ATTACK, THE TOWN WAS PLUNGED INTO ##

## DARKNESS, PROMPTING FEARS ELECTRICITY LINES HAD BEEN CUT. ##

a00000 a0

## 86) THE INCIDENT WAS BOUND TO INFURIATE THE SERBS, WHO HAD ##

## WARNED MUSLIMS ONLY HOURS BEFORE NOT TO SHELL THE TOWN { OR ##

## FACE FIERCE RETALIATION. ##

aaa000 a0

## 87) ``IF THERE IS ANOTHER ATTACK, AND WE EXPECT THERE WILL BE##

## ONE, THE SERB SIDE WILL RESPOND BY ALL AVAILABLE MEANS," THE##

## BOSNIAN SERB ARMY (BSA) COMMANDER OF THE DISTRICT, GENERAL ##

## NOVICA SIMIC, TOLD REPORTERS EARLIER WEDNESDAY. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 88) BOZO ISAILOVIC, 61, HIS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, SVETLANA, 27, ##

## WHO WAS EIGHT MONTHS PREGNANT AND HER TWO-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER, ##

## BOZANA, WERE KILLED WHEN A SHELL HIT A WINDOW OF THEIR ##

## APARTMENT IN BRCKO ON TUESDAY EVENING. ##

aa0000 0a

## 89) A POLICEMAN DIED LATER FROM WOUNDS SUSTAINED IN THE ##

## SHELLING. ##

aa0000 0a

## 90) EIGHT PEOPLE WERE BADLY HURT AND SIX SLIGHTLY WOUNDED, ##

## LOCAL OFFICIALS TOLD REUTERS. ##

a0a000 0a

## 91) THE UNITED NATIONS FEARS THAT BRCKO, STRADDLING A VITAL ##

## SERB SUPPLY LINE, WILL BECOME THE FOCUS OF THE NEXT BIG ##

## BATTLE IN THE BOSNIA WAR AS RIVALS BUILD THEIR FORCES IN THE ##

## AREA. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 92) MUSLIM-LED BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT FORCES LIE ONLY THREE MILES##

## SOUTH OF BRCKO { THE LINES CAN BE SEEN FROM A GRAIN SILO ##

## THAT TOWERS OVER THE TOWN { AND CROATIAN FORCES LIE ON THE ##

## OTHER SIDE OF THE SAVA RIVER. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 93) HOURS LATER, FIVE SHELLS SLAMMED INTO THE MUSLIM-HELD ##

## CITY OF TUZLA, 30 MILES TO THE SOUTH AND DESIGNATED A U.N.- ##

## PROTECTED ``SAFE AREA," WOUNDING FOUR PEOPLE OF WHOM THREE ##

## WERE IN SERIOUS CONDITION, TOWN AUTHORITIES SAID. ##

a0a000 a0

## 94) THE TUZLA-BASED NORDIC BATTALION OF THE U.N. PEACEKEEPING##

## FORCE (UNPROFOR) IN BOSNIA CONFIRMED FOUR SHELLS STRUCK ##

## CENTRAL TUZLA BUT DID NOT IMMEDIATELY SAY WHO FIRED THEM. ##

a0a000 0a

## 95) U.N. OFFICERS WARNED OF A MUSLIM BUILDUP ALONG DISPUTED ##

## SUPPLY ROUTES SOUTHWEST OF TUZLA AND SAID A CRACK MUSLIM ##

## BRIGADE WITH A BELLICOSE REPUTATION HAD MOVED INTO THE AREA ##

## IN A SIGN OF PENDING BATTLE. ##

aa0a00 a0

## 96) ELEMENTS OF THE BOSNIAN ARMY'S 7TH BRIGADE, KNOWN FOR ITS##

## AGGRESSIVE FOREIGN MUSLIM VOLUNTEERS, HAD MOVED IN THE PAST ##

## FOUR DAYS INTO THE VOLATILE KLADANJ-OLOVO AREA. ##

0a0000 0a

## 97) IN VIENNA, AFTER FIVE-DAY TALKS, BOSNIAN MUSLIMS AND ##

## CROATS AGREED TO SIGN AN ACCORD ON POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ##

## ASPECTS OF A FEDERATION. ##

a00a00 0a

## 98) BOSNIAN MUSLIM PRESIDENT ALIJA IZETBEGOVIC TOLD REUTERS ##

## IN SARAJEVO THAT THE TALKS WERE ``ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE" ##

## UNTIL WEDNESDAY'S BREAKTHROUGH. ##

0aa000 0a

## 99) INTERVIEWED BY REUTERS AFTER MUSLIM AND CROAT LEADERS ##

## REACHED AGREEMENT IN VIENNA ON THEIR FUTURE FEDERATION, ##

## IZETBEGOVIC SAID VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE HAD SPOKEN TO HIM ##

## TUESDAY NIGHT BY TELEPHONE AND ASKED THE BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT ##

## TO SHOW FLEXIBILITY IN NEGOTIATIONS. ##

aa0a00 0a

## 100) FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, RUSSIA AND FIVE ##

## EUROPEAN UNION STATES WILL MEET IN GENEVA FRIDAY TO TRY TO ##

## RELAUNCH THE FALTERING PEACE PROCESS AIMED AT ENDING BOSNIA'S##

## 25-MONTH CIVIL WAR. ##

a0000a a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ######################################### ##

## ######################################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ######################################### ##
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C.1.3 Sentence Encoding with 10 Cross-Level Features

## The 100 input and output patterns for this experiment ##

## correspond to an equal number of English sentences from 5 ##

## newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 10 input values ##

## represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## FOCUS CHANGE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EXPLANATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## CONTRAST (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GENERALISATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TITLE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GOAL SPEC. (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TIME SPEC. (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PASSIVENESS (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## QUANTIFICATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## MANNER (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote respectively whether the ##

## sentence is: ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ######################### ##

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

a00aa000a0 a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a0aa0000a0 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaa0000aa a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

a0aa0000a0 a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

0a0a0000a0 a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a00a0a0aa0 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

a00a00a000 a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a00a000000 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a00a0a0aa0 a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

aa0a0aa0a0 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

a00a00a0a0 a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a0aa00a000 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

a00aa00000 a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

aa0a00a0a0 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

000a0aaaa0 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

aa0a000aaa 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

a00a00a000 a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aa0a00aaa0 a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

a0000000a0 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a0a000a0a0 0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##
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## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

a00aa00000 a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

aa0a0000a0 a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

aa0a00a0a0 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

a0a0000000 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

a00a0a0000 a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

a0aa0000a0 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

a0aa000aa0 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaa0a0aa0 a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

aaaa0a0aa0 a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

a0000a0aa0 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

aaaa0aaaa0 a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aa0a0aaaa0 a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaa0000000 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

a00a000000 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

a0a00000a0 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

aa0a0000a0 a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

a0aa000aaa a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

a0000000a0 0a

## 39) WE USE ENGLISH QUOTATIONS HERE, BECAUSE THE FORMAL ##

## NOTATION IS STILL UNDECIDED. ##

aa0a00aa00 0a

## 40) HERE c0 IS CONSIDERED TO BE AN OUTER CONTEXT. ##

aa00000aa0 0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## #################### ##

## 41) U.S. COURTS ALBANIA, NEIGHBORS (title) ##

a000a00000 a0

## 42) TO PEASANTS WORKING THE FIELDS NEAR GJADER AIR BASE, THE ##

## SLEEK, SILENT U.S. DRONE AIRCRAFT SPYING ON SERBIA AND ##

## BOSNIA COULD HAVE BEEN FROM OUTER SPACE. ##

a000000000 0a

## 43) U.S. AND ALBANIAN SOURCES CONFIRM THAT THE CIA USED ##

## GJADER FOR NEARLY TWO MONTHS THIS YEAR TO FLY UNMANNED SPY ##

## MISSIONS OVER SERBIA AND BOSNIA. ##

aa000aa0a0 a0

## 44) U.S. PLANES UNDER NATO COMMAND HAVE STRUCK THREE TIMES ##

## THIS YEAR AT BOSNIAN SERB TARGETS. ##

aa0000a0a0 a0

## 45) FIVE DECADES OF STALINIST NIGHTMARE LEFT ALBANIA'S 3 ##

## MILLION PEOPLE STRUGGLING TO OVERCOME ISOLATION, NEGLECT AND ##

## A DEGREE OF POVERTY UNMATCHED IN EUROPE. ##

aa0a0aa0a0 a0

## 46) DURING MOST OF THAT PERIOD, THEIR XENOPHOBIC LEADERS MADE##

## THE UNITED STATES THE CHIEF ENEMY. ##

a00a00a0a0 a0
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## 47) NOW, THIS MOUNTAINOUS NATION OF DECAYING CITIES ##

## HAPHAZARDLY CONNECTED BY DECAYING ROADS IS BEING KISSED AWAKE##

## BY THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SUITOR. ##

a0a000aa0a 0a

## 48) THE BOSNIAN WAR AND LONGER-TERM STRATEGIC INTERESTS ARE ##

## LEADING WASHINGTON TO COURT ALBANIA AND SOME OF ITS NEIGHBORS##

aa0a00a0a0 a0

## 49) NORMALLY, GJADER IS A QUIET SPOT. ##

a0000000aa 0a

## 50) SHOELESS PEASANTS RIDE HORSES BAREBACK OVER PARTS OF THE ##

## WEED-INFESTED AIRSTRIP NORTH OF THE CAPITAL TIRANA, SHARING ##

## IT WITH THE OCCASIONAL MIG-21. ##

aaaa00000a 0a

## 51) THE 1958-VINTAGE SOVIET FIGHTERS, MAINSTAY OF THE ##

## ALBANIAN AIR FORCE, RARELY FLY BECAUSE THERE IS LITTLE MONEY ##

## FOR TRAINING OR SPARE PARTS. ##

aa0a0aa0a0 0a

## 52) PUBLICATIONS DEALING WITH THE LATEST IN U.S. AVIATION SAY##

## THE DRONES ARE BUILT OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS THAT MAKE THEM ##

## VIRTUALLY RADAR-PROOF DESPITE A WINGSPAN OF MORE THAN 36 ##

## FEET. ##

0aaa000aaa a0

## 53) RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES ARE COORDINATING POLICY IN ##

## FORMER YUGOSLAVIA, WITH THE RUSSIANS WORKING ON THEIR ##

## ORTHODOX SLAVIC KIN, THE SERBS, BUT POSSIBLE RUSSIAN ##

## EXPANSIONISM IS A LONG-TERM WORRY. ##

aaaa00a0aa a0

## 54) ON THE MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY THAT SNAKES NORTHEAST FROM TIRANA##

## TOWARD THE SERBIAN BORDER, A WHITE-KNUCKLED DRIVE OF 120 ##

## MILES TAKES MORE THAN EIGHT HOURS OVER REMNANTS OF PAVEMENT ##

## ORIGINALLY LAID BY COMMUNIST YOUTH BRIGADES IN 1947. ##

aa0a00a0a0 0a

## 55) WASHINGTON IS INTERESTED ALL THE SAME, ALTHOUGH THE ##

## PENTAGON DENIES IMMEDIATE PLANS TO CREATE A MILITARY BASE IN ##

## ALBANIA. ##

a0aa0aaaa0 a0

## 56) HINTING AT U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, HE SAID:: ``I'M ##

## SURE YOU'LL UNDERSTAND IF I DON'T GO INTO DETAILS." ##

aa0000000a 0a

## 57) THE HOUSES, FENCED OFF AND UNDER GUARD, HAVE A LOOK OF ##

## PERMANENCE. ##

aa000000a0 0a

## 58) ALTHOUGH THE U.S. MILITARY TEAM ADVISING THE ALBANIANS ##

## CONSISTS OF ONLY THREE MEN, PEOPLE IN U.S. MILITARY UNIFORMS ##

## ARE A COMMON SIGHT AT SIDEWALK CAFES IN AMERICAN VILLAGE. ##

a0aa0000a0 a0

## 59) AS ELESHI, THE PEASANT, WAS TELLING OF THE SPY FLIGHTS, ##

## A HELICOPTER BROUGHT THE LATEST IMPORTANT U.S. GUEST, GEN. ##

## ROBERT C. OAKS, CHIEF OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE. ##

aa0000a0a0 0a

## 60) ``AS AN ALBANIAN, I CANNOT BE PLEASED IF THEY WANT TO ##

## LESSEN BALKAN TENSIONS THROUGH INTERFERENCE," ABDI BALETA, A##

## PROMINENT NATIONALIST, SAID OF THE U.S. INFLUENCE. ##

aa00000aa0 0a

## A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S article ##

## ################################ ##

## 61) HIGH INTEREST RATES HIT TURKISH INDUSTRY (title) ##

a00aa00000 a0

## 62) TURKISH BUSINESSMEN, LONG USED TO BREAKNECK GROWTH, FEAR ##

## A BLEAK FUTURE IN WHICH HIGH INTEREST RATES AND INFLATION MAY##

## FORCE FIRMS TO SACK WORKERS OR GO BUST. ##

aaaa00a0a0 a0

## 63) DOOM-LADEN WARNINGS HAVE BEEN COMING EVEN FROM CLOSE ##

## ALLIES OF PRIME MINISTER TANSU CILLER, SUCH AS YALIM EREZ, ##

## HEAD OF THE TURKISH UNION OF CHAMBERS AND BOURSES. ##

aaaa000000 a0

## 64) ``THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE ECONOMY HAS NOW BECOME A ##

## PRODUCTION CRISIS," HE TOLD THE UNION ON TUESDAY. ##

aa0a00a0a0 0a

## 65) ``THE ECONOMY WILL SEE HIGH INFLATION AND STAGFLATION ##

## UNLESS STEPS ARE TAKEN." ##

aa0a000a00 0a

## 66) BUSINESSMEN SEE A CRUNCH LOOMING WHEN BANK DEBT PAYMENTS ##

## FALL DUE AT THE END OF NEXT MONTH. ##

a00a00a0aa a0

## 67) ``REAL TROUBLE WILL COME IN LATE JUNE WHEN BUSINESSMEN ##

## START TO REPAY THREE-MONTH INTEREST," MEMDUH HACIOGLU, ##

## FORMER HEAD OF THE ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY SAID. ##

aa0a00a0a0 0a

## 68) ``MANY FIRMS WILL SINK." ##

aa0a0000a0 0a

## 69) SOZER OZEL, CHAIRMAN OF ANKARA CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY, ##

## ECHOED HIS VIEW. ##

a000000000 0a

## 70) ``AT LEAST 70 PERCENT OF BORROWERS WILL FAIL TO PAY ##

## THEIR DEBTS. ##

aa0a0000a0 a0

## 71) UNFORTUNATELY I AM SURE OF IT," HE TOLD REUTERS. ##

000000000a 0a

## 72) BANKS HAVE BEEN CUTTING CREDIT LINES TO INDUSTRY, OPTING ##

## TO PLACE THEIR EXCESS LIRA WITH THE CENTRAL BANK ON THE ##

## INTERBANK MARKET AT TEMPTING OVERNIGHT RATES OF OVER 300 ##
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## PERCENT. ##

aa0a00a0aa a0

## 73) SOME TOP FIRMS ARE STILL ABLE TO BORROW AT ANNUAL RATES ##

## OF AROUND 240 PERCENT TO MEET URGENT CASH NEEDS. ##

a00a0aa0a0 a0

## 74) BUT MANY HAVE CUT SPENDING AND INVESTMENT, LAID OFF ##

## WORKERS OR STOPPED OPERATING. ##

aaaa0000a0 a0

## 75) OZEL ESTIMATED THAT 100,000 PEOPLE HAD LOST THEIR JOBS ##

## THIS YEAR. ##

aa0a00a0a0 a0

## 76) THE CENTRAL BANK HAS KEPT ITS OVERNIGHT BORROWING RATE ##

## HIGH TO KEEP THE DOLLAR IN CHECK. ##

aa0a0a0000 a0

## 77) ``I DON'T SEE ANY REASON FOR A DECLINE IN INTEREST RATES.##

aa000a00a0 0a

## 78) THE STATE'S CASH NEED IS CONTINUING AND THE GOVERNMENT ##

## KEEPS INTEREST RATES HIGH TO SAVE THE LIRA," OZEL SAID. ##

aa0a0a0000 0a

## 79) OFFICIALS HAVE SET A YEAR-END TARGET OF 110 PERCENT FOR ##

## WHOLESALE INFLATION, AFTER LAST YEAR'S 60.3 PERCENT. ##

a0aa0aa0a0 0a

## 80) WHOLESALE PRICES HAVE RISEN 67 PERCENT IN THE FIRST FOUR ##

## MONTHS AND ECONOMISTS FORECAST A RISE OF MORE THAN 20 PERCENT##

## IN MAY. ##

aa0a00a0a0 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ############################# ##

## 81) TENSIONS RISE IN BOSNIA AFTER ATTACKS ON TOWNS (title) ##

aa0aa0a000 a0

## 82) BOSNIAN SERBS ACCUSED THE MUSLIMS WEDNESDAY EVENING OF ##

## LAUNCHING A NEW ARTILLERY ATTACK ON BRCKO IN NORTHERN BOSNIA,##

## 24 HOURS AFTER SHELLING KILLED FOUR IN THE TOWN CENTER, ##

## SHARPLY RAISING TENSIONS IN THE REGION. ##

aa0a00a0aa a0

## 83) IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN BOSNIA, MUSLIM AND CROAT RIVALS ##

## CAME CLOSER TO LASTING PEACE AFTER THEIR LEADERS AGREED ON ##

## POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ISSUES OF A JOINT BOSNIAN ##

## FEDERATION. ##

aaaa00a0a0 a0

## 84) THE LATEST ATTACK ON BRCKO APPARENTLY CAUSED NO ##

## CASUALTIES AS FIVE TANK SHELLS HIT THE TOWN'S OUTSKIRTS, AN ##

## OFFICIAL IN THE BOSNIAN ARMY PRESS CENTER IN BRCKO TOLD ##

## REUTERS. ##

aa0000a0aa a0

## 85) IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE ATTACK, THE TOWN WAS PLUNGED INTO ##

## DARKNESS, PROMPTING FEARS ELECTRICITY LINES HAD BEEN CUT. ##

a00000aa00 a0

## 86) THE INCIDENT WAS BOUND TO INFURIATE THE SERBS, WHO HAD ##

## WARNED MUSLIMS ONLY HOURS BEFORE NOT TO SHELL THE TOWN { OR ##

## FACE FIERCE RETALIATION. ##

aaa000aa00 a0

## 87) ``IF THERE IS ANOTHER ATTACK, AND WE EXPECT THERE WILL BE##

## ONE, THE SERB SIDE WILL RESPOND BY ALL AVAILABLE MEANS," THE##

## BOSNIAN SERB ARMY (BSA) COMMANDER OF THE DISTRICT, GENERAL ##

## NOVICA SIMIC, TOLD REPORTERS EARLIER WEDNESDAY. ##

aa0a00a0aa 0a

## 88) BOZO ISAILOVIC, 61, HIS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, SVETLANA, 27, ##

## WHO WAS EIGHT MONTHS PREGNANT AND HER TWO-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER, ##

## BOZANA, WERE KILLED WHEN A SHELL HIT A WINDOW OF THEIR ##

## APARTMENT IN BRCKO ON TUESDAY EVENING. ##

aa0000aaa0 0a

## 89) A POLICEMAN DIED LATER FROM WOUNDS SUSTAINED IN THE ##

## SHELLING. ##

aa0000a0a0 0a

## 90) EIGHT PEOPLE WERE BADLY HURT AND SIX SLIGHTLY WOUNDED, ##

## LOCAL OFFICIALS TOLD REUTERS. ##

a0a0000aaa 0a

## 91) THE UNITED NATIONS FEARS THAT BRCKO, STRADDLING A VITAL ##

## SERB SUPPLY LINE, WILL BECOME THE FOCUS OF THE NEXT BIG ##

## BATTLE IN THE BOSNIA WAR AS RIVALS BUILD THEIR FORCES IN THE ##

## AREA. ##

aa0a0000a0 a0

## 92) MUSLIM-LED BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT FORCES LIE ONLY THREE MILES##

## SOUTH OF BRCKO { THE LINES CAN BE SEEN FROM A GRAIN SILO ##

## THAT TOWERS OVER THE TOWN { AND CROATIAN FORCES LIE ON THE ##

## OTHER SIDE OF THE SAVA RIVER. ##

aa0a000aa0 0a

## 93) HOURS LATER, FIVE SHELLS SLAMMED INTO THE MUSLIM-HELD ##

## CITY OF TUZLA, 30 MILES TO THE SOUTH AND DESIGNATED A U.N.- ##

## PROTECTED ``SAFE AREA," WOUNDING FOUR PEOPLE OF WHOM THREE ##

## WERE IN SERIOUS CONDITION, TOWN AUTHORITIES SAID. ##

a0a000a0a0 a0

## 94) THE TUZLA-BASED NORDIC BATTALION OF THE U.N. PEACEKEEPING##

## FORCE (UNPROFOR) IN BOSNIA CONFIRMED FOUR SHELLS STRUCK ##

## CENTRAL TUZLA BUT DID NOT IMMEDIATELY SAY WHO FIRED THEM. ##

a0a000a0a0 0a

## 95) U.N. OFFICERS WARNED OF A MUSLIM BUILDUP ALONG DISPUTED ##

## SUPPLY ROUTES SOUTHWEST OF TUZLA AND SAID A CRACK MUSLIM ##

## BRIGADE WITH A BELLICOSE REPUTATION HAD MOVED INTO THE AREA ##

## IN A SIGN OF PENDING BATTLE. ##

aa0a0000aa a0
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## 96) ELEMENTS OF THE BOSNIAN ARMY'S 7TH BRIGADE, KNOWN FOR ITS##

## AGGRESSIVE FOREIGN MUSLIM VOLUNTEERS, HAD MOVED IN THE PAST ##

## FOUR DAYS INTO THE VOLATILE KLADANJ-OLOVO AREA. ##

0a0000a0a0 0a

## 97) IN VIENNA, AFTER FIVE-DAY TALKS, BOSNIAN MUSLIMS AND ##

## CROATS AGREED TO SIGN AN ACCORD ON POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ##

## ASPECTS OF A FEDERATION. ##

a00a00a0a0 0a

## 98) BOSNIAN MUSLIM PRESIDENT ALIJA IZETBEGOVIC TOLD REUTERS ##

## IN SARAJEVO THAT THE TALKS WERE ``ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE" ##

## UNTIL WEDNESDAY'S BREAKTHROUGH. ##

0aa000a000 0a

## 99) INTERVIEWED BY REUTERS AFTER MUSLIM AND CROAT LEADERS ##

## REACHED AGREEMENT IN VIENNA ON THEIR FUTURE FEDERATION, ##

## IZETBEGOVIC SAID VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE HAD SPOKEN TO HIM ##

## TUESDAY NIGHT BY TELEPHONE AND ASKED THE BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT ##

## TO SHOW FLEXIBILITY IN NEGOTIATIONS. ##

aa0a00a000 0a

## 100) FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, RUSSIA AND FIVE ##

## EUROPEAN UNION STATES WILL MEET IN GENEVA FRIDAY TO TRY TO ##

## RELAUNCH THE FALTERING PEACE PROCESS AIMED AT ENDING BOSNIA'S##

## 25-MONTH CIVIL WAR. ##

a0000aa0a0 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ################################# ##

## ################################# ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ################################# ##

C.1.4 Sentence Encoding with 10 Irrelevant Linguistic Fea-

tures

## The 100 input and output patterns for this validation ##

## experiment correspond to an equal number of English ##

## sentences from 5 newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 10 ##

## input values represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## FIRST WORD STARTS WITH A VOWEL ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## FIRST WORD ENDS IN A CONSONANT ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## SECOND WORD STARTS WITH A CONSONANT ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## SECOND WORD ENDS IN A VOWEL ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## LAST WORD ENDS IN A CONSONANT ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## OVER 2 VOWELS IN THE LAST WORD ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## A DOUBLE CHARACTER IN THE FIRST WORD ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## A DOUBLE CHARACTER IN THE SECOND WORD ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## SECOND LETTER OF THIRD WORD IS A VOWEL ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## 6TH LETTER IS A `T' ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote respectively whether the ##

## sentence is: ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ################################### ##

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

aaa0a0000a a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

00a0aa00a0 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaa0aa000 a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

0aa0a000a0 a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

0aa0a00000 a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

00a0a00000 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##
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## WORK. ##

0000a00000 a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

aaa0aaa0a0 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

0000a00000 a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

0a00a00000 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

aa00a00000 a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

aaa0a0000a 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

0a00a00000 a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

0aaa000000 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

aaa0aa00a0 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

0aa0a00000 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

0aa00a0000 a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aaa0a000a0 a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

a00aa00000 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

0aa0a00000 0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

0a00a000a0 a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

00a0a000a0 a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

aaa0a0000a 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

000aaa00a0 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

aa000a0000 a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

0a00a000a0 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

aa00aa0000 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

a0a00000a0 a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

0a00a000a0 a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

0aa0a000a0 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

00a0000000 a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##
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## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

00a0a00000 a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

a0aa000000 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

0a0aa00000 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

00a0aa000a 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

00a0aa00a0 a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

aaaaaa0000 a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

000aaa00a0 0a

## 39) WE USE ENGLISH QUOTATIONS HERE, BECAUSE THE FORMAL ##

## NOTATION IS STILL UNDECIDED. ##

000aaa0000 0a

## 40) HERE c0 IS CONSIDERED TO BE AN OUTER CONTEXT. ##

00aaa00000 0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ########################### ##

## 41) U.S. COURTS ALBANIA, NEIGHBORS (title) ##

aaa0aa0000 a0

## 42) TO PEASANTS WORKING THE FIELDS NEAR GJADER AIR BASE, THE ##

## SLEEK, SILENT U.S. DRONE AIRCRAFT SPYING ON SERBIA AND ##

## BOSNIA COULD HAVE BEEN FROM OUTER SPACE. ##

00a00000a0 0a

## 43) U.S. AND ALBANIAN SOURCES CONFIRM THAT THE CIA USED ##

## GJADER FOR NEARLY TWO MONTHS THIS YEAR TO FLY UNMANNED SPY ##

## MISSIONS OVER SERBIA AND BOSNIA. ##

aa000a0000 a0

## 44) U.S. PLANES UNDER NATO COMMAND HAVE STRUCK THREE TIMES ##

## THIS YEAR AT BOSNIAN SERB TARGETS. ##

aaa0a00000 a0

## 45) FIVE DECADES OF STALINIST NIGHTMARE LEFT ALBANIA'S 3 ##

## MILLION PEOPLE STRUGGLING TO OVERCOME ISOLATION, NEGLECT AND ##

## A DEGREE OF POVERTY UNMATCHED IN EUROPE. ##

00a00a0000 a0

## 46) DURING MOST OF THAT PERIOD, THEIR XENOPHOBIC LEADERS MADE##

## THE UNITED STATES THE CHIEF ENEMY. ##

0aa00a0000 a0

## 47) NOW, THIS MOUNTAINOUS NATION OF DECAYING CITIES ##

## HAPHAZARDLY CONNECTED BY DECAYING ROADS IS BEING KISSED AWAKE##

## BY THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL SUITOR. ##

00a0aa00a0 0a

## 48) THE BOSNIAN WAR AND LONGER-TERM STRATEGIC INTERESTS ARE ##

## LEADING WASHINGTON TO COURT ALBANIA AND SOME OF ITS NEIGHBORS##

00a0aa00a0 a0

## 49) NORMALLY, GJADER IS A QUIET SPOT. ##

00a0a0a000 0a

## 50) SHOELESS PEASANTS RIDE HORSES BAREBACK OVER PARTS OF THE ##

## WEED-INFESTED AIRSTRIP NORTH OF THE CAPITAL TIRANA, SHARING ##

## IT WITH THE OCCASIONAL MIG-21. ##

0aa000a0a0 0a

## 51) THE 1958-VINTAGE SOVIET FIGHTERS, MAINSTAY OF THE ##

## ALBANIAN AIR FORCE, RARELY FLY BECAUSE THERE IS LITTLE MONEY ##

## FOR TRAINING OR SPARE PARTS. ##

00aaa00aa0 0a

## 52) PUBLICATIONS DEALING WITH THE LATEST IN U.S. AVIATION SAY##

## THE DRONES ARE BUILT OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS THAT MAKE THEM ##

## VIRTUALLY RADAR-PROOF DESPITE A WINGSPAN OF MORE THAN 36 ##

## FEET. ##

0aa0a000a0 a0

## 53) RUSSIA AND THE UNITED STATES ARE COORDINATING POLICY IN ##

## FORMER YUGOSLAVIA, WITH THE RUSSIANS WORKING ON THEIR ##

## ORTHODOX SLAVIC KIN, THE SERBS, BUT POSSIBLE RUSSIAN ##

## EXPANSIONISM IS A LONG-TERM WORRY. ##

000000a000 a0

## 54) ON THE MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY THAT SNAKES NORTHEAST FROM TIRANA##

## TOWARD THE SERBIAN BORDER, A WHITE-KNUCKLED DRIVE OF 120 ##

## MILES TAKES MORE THAN EIGHT HOURS OVER REMNANTS OF PAVEMENT ##

## ORIGINALLY LAID BY COMMUNIST YOUTH BRIGADES IN 1947. ##

aaaaaa00a0 0a

## 55) WASHINGTON IS INTERESTED ALL THE SAME, ALTHOUGH THE ##

## PENTAGON DENIES IMMEDIATE PLANS TO CREATE A MILITARY BASE IN ##

## ALBANIA. ##

0a000a0000 a0

## 56) HINTING AT U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, HE SAID:: ``I'M ##

## SURE YOU'LL UNDERSTAND IF I DON'T GO INTO DETAILS." ##

0a00aa0000 0a

## 57) THE HOUSES, FENCED OFF AND UNDER GUARD, HAVE A LOOK OF ##

## PERMANENCE. ##

00a00a00a0 0a

## 58) ALTHOUGH THE U.S. MILITARY TEAM ADVISING THE ALBANIANS ##

## CONSISTS OF ONLY THREE MEN, PEOPLE IN U.S. MILITARY UNIFORMS ##

## ARE A COMMON SIGHT AT SIDEWALK CAFES IN AMERICAN VILLAGE. ##
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a0aa0a0000 a0

## 59) AS ELESHI, THE PEASANT, WAS TELLING OF THE SPY FLIGHTS, ##

## A HELICOPTER BROUGHT THE LATEST IMPORTANT U.S. GUEST, GEN. ##

## ROBERT C. OAKS, CHIEF OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE. ##

aa0a0a0000 0a

## 60) ``AS AN ALBANIAN, I CANNOT BE PLEASED IF THEY WANT TO ##

## LESSEN BALKAN TENSIONS THROUGH INTERFERENCE," ABDI BALETA, A##

## PROMINENT NATIONALIST, SAID OF THE U.S. INFLUENCE. ##

aa000a0000 0a

## A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S article ##

## #################################### ##

## 61) HIGH INTEREST RATES HIT TURKISH INDUSTRY (title) ##

00000a00a0 a0

## 62) TURKISH BUSINESSMEN, LONG USED TO BREAKNECK GROWTH, FEAR ##

## A BLEAK FUTURE IN WHICH HIGH INTEREST RATES AND INFLATION MAY##

## FORCE FIRMS TO SACK WORKERS OR GO BUST. ##

0aa0a00aa0 a0

## 63) DOOM-LADEN WARNINGS HAVE BEEN COMING EVEN FROM CLOSE ##

## ALLIES OF PRIME MINISTER TANSU CILLER, SUCH AS YALIM EREZ, ##

## HEAD OF THE TURKISH UNION OF CHAMBERS AND BOURSES. ##

0aa0aaa0a0 a0

## 64) ``THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE ECONOMY HAS NOW BECOME A ##

## PRODUCTION CRISIS," HE TOLD THE UNION ON TUESDAY. ##

00a00a0000 0a

## 65) ``THE ECONOMY WILL SEE HIGH INFLATION AND STAGFLATION ##

## UNLESS STEPS ARE TAKEN." ##

000aa000a0 0a

## 66) BUSINESSMEN SEE A CRUNCH LOOMING WHEN BANK DEBT PAYMENTS ##

## FALL DUE AT THE END OF NEXT MONTH. ##

0aaaa0aa00 a0

## 67) ``REAL TROUBLE WILL COME IN LATE JUNE WHEN BUSINESSMEN ##

## START TO REPAY THREE-MONTH INTEREST," MEMDUH HACIOGLU, ##

## FORMER HEAD OF THE ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY SAID. ##

0aaaa000a0 0a

## 68) ``MANY FIRMS WILL SINK." ##

00a0a000a0 0a

## 69) SOZER OZEL, CHAIRMAN OF ANKARA CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY, ##

## ECHOED HIS VIEW. ##

0a000a0000 0a

## 70) ``AT LEAST 70 PERCENT OF BORROWERS WILL FAIL TO PAY ##

## THEIR DEBTS. ##

aaa0a000a0 a0

## 71) UNFORTUNATELY I AM SURE OF IT," HE TOLD REUTERS. ##

a00aaa000a 0a

## 72) BANKS HAVE BEEN CUTTING CREDIT LINES TO INDUSTRY, OPTING ##

## TO PLACE THEIR EXCESS LIRA WITH THE CENTRAL BANK ON THE ##

## INTERBANK MARKET AT TEMPTING OVERNIGHT RATES OF OVER 300 ##

## PERCENT. ##

0aaaa000a0 a0

## 73) SOME TOP FIRMS ARE STILL ABLE TO BORROW AT ANNUAL RATES ##

## OF AROUND 240 PERCENT TO MEET URGENT CASH NEEDS. ##

00a0a000a0 a0

## 74) BUT MANY HAVE CUT SPENDING AND INVESTMENT, LAID OFF ##

## WORKERS OR STOPPED OPERATING. ##

0aaaaa00a0 a0

## 75) OZEL ESTIMATED THAT 100,000 PEOPLE HAD LOST THEIR JOBS ##

## THIS YEAR. ##

aa00a00000 a0

## 76) THE CENTRAL BANK HAS KEPT ITS OVERNIGHT BORROWING RATE ##

## HIGH TO KEEP THE DOLLAR IN CHECK. ##

00a0a000a0 a0

## 77) ``I DON'T SEE ANY REASON FOR A DECLINE IN INTEREST RATES.##

a0a0a000a0 0a

## 78) THE STATE'S CASH NEED IS CONTINUING AND THE GOVERNMENT ##

## KEEPS INTEREST RATES HIGH TO SAVE THE LIRA," OZEL SAID. ##

00a0a000a0 0a

## 79) OFFICIALS HAVE SET A YEAR-END TARGET OF 110 PERCENT FOR ##

## WHOLESALE INFLATION, AFTER LAST YEAR'S 60.3 PERCENT. ##

aaaaa0a0a0 0a

## 80) WHOLESALE PRICES HAVE RISEN 67 PERCENT IN THE FIRST FOUR ##

## MONTHS AND ECONOMISTS FORECAST A RISE OF MORE THAN 20 PERCENT##

## IN MAY. ##

a0a00000a0 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ############################### ##

## 81) TENSIONS RISE IN BOSNIA AFTER ATTACKS ON TOWNS (title) ##

0aaaa00000 a0

## 82) BOSNIAN SERBS ACCUSED THE MUSLIMS WEDNESDAY EVENING OF ##

## LAUNCHING A NEW ARTILLERY ATTACK ON BRCKO IN NORTHERN BOSNIA,##

## 24 HOURS AFTER SHELLING KILLED FOUR IN THE TOWN CENTER, ##

## SHARPLY RAISING TENSIONS IN THE REGION. ##

0aa0aa0000 a0

## 83) IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN BOSNIA, MUSLIM AND CROAT RIVALS ##

## CAME CLOSER TO LASTING PEACE AFTER THEIR LEADERS AGREED ON ##

## POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ISSUES OF A JOINT BOSNIAN ##

## FEDERATION. ##

aaa0aa000a a0

## 84) THE LATEST ATTACK ON BRCKO APPARENTLY CAUSED NO ##

## CASUALTIES AS FIVE TANK SHELLS HIT THE TOWN'S OUTSKIRTS, AN ##

## OFFICIAL IN THE BOSNIAN ARMY PRESS CENTER IN BRCKO TOLD ##

## REUTERS. ##

00a0aa000a a0
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## 85) IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE ATTACK, THE TOWN WAS PLUNGED INTO ##

## DARKNESS, PROMPTING FEARS ELECTRICITY LINES HAD BEEN CUT. ##

a000a0a000 a0

## 86) THE INCIDENT WAS BOUND TO INFURIATE THE SERBS, WHO HAD ##

## WARNED MUSLIMS ONLY HOURS BEFORE NOT TO SHELL THE TOWN { OR ##

## FACE FIERCE RETALIATION. ##

0000aa00a0 a0

## 87) ``IF THERE IS ANOTHER ATTACK, AND WE EXPECT THERE WILL BE##

## ONE, THE SERB SIDE WILL RESPOND BY ALL AVAILABLE MEANS," THE##

## BOSNIAN SERB ARMY (BSA) COMMANDER OF THE DISTRICT, GENERAL ##

## NOVICA SIMIC, TOLD REPORTERS EARLIER WEDNESDAY. ##

aaaa0a0000 0a

## 88) BOZO ISAILOVIC, 61, HIS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, SVETLANA, 27, ##

## WHO WAS EIGHT MONTHS PREGNANT AND HER TWO-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER, ##

## BOZANA, WERE KILLED WHEN A SHELL HIT A WINDOW OF THEIR ##

## APARTMENT IN BRCKO ON TUESDAY EVENING. ##

0000aa00a0 0a

## 89) A POLICEMAN DIED LATER FROM WOUNDS SUSTAINED IN THE ##

## SHELLING. ##

a0a0a000a0 0a

## 90) EIGHT PEOPLE WERE BADLY HURT AND SIX SLIGHTLY WOUNDED, ##

## LOCAL OFFICIALS TOLD REUTERS. ##

aaaaaa00a0 0a

## 91) THE UNITED NATIONS FEARS THAT BRCKO, STRADDLING A VITAL ##

## SERB SUPPLY LINE, WILL BECOME THE FOCUS OF THE NEXT BIG ##

## BATTLE IN THE BOSNIA WAR AS RIVALS BUILD THEIR FORCES IN THE ##

## AREA. ##

00000a00a0 a0

## 92) MUSLIM-LED BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT FORCES LIE ONLY THREE MILES##

## SOUTH OF BRCKO { THE LINES CAN BE SEEN FROM A GRAIN SILO ##

## THAT TOWERS OVER THE TOWN { AND CROATIAN FORCES LIE ON THE ##

## OTHER SIDE OF THE SAVA RIVER. ##

0aa0a000a0 0a

## 93) HOURS LATER, FIVE SHELLS SLAMMED INTO THE MUSLIM-HELD ##

## CITY OF TUZLA, 30 MILES TO THE SOUTH AND DESIGNATED A U.N.- ##

## PROTECTED ``SAFE AREA," WOUNDING FOUR PEOPLE OF WHOM THREE ##

## WERE IN SERIOUS CONDITION, TOWN AUTHORITIES SAID. ##

aaa0a000a0 a0

## 94) THE TUZLA-BASED NORDIC BATTALION OF THE U.N. PEACEKEEPING##

## FORCE (UNPROFOR) IN BOSNIA CONFIRMED FOUR SHELLS STRUCK ##

## CENTRAL TUZLA BUT DID NOT IMMEDIATELY SAY WHO FIRED THEM. ##

00a0a000a0 0a

## 95) U.N. OFFICERS WARNED OF A MUSLIM BUILDUP ALONG DISPUTED ##

## SUPPLY ROUTES SOUTHWEST OF TUZLA AND SAID A CRACK MUSLIM ##

## BRIGADE WITH A BELLICOSE REPUTATION HAD MOVED INTO THE AREA ##

## IN A SIGN OF PENDING BATTLE. ##

aa00000aa0 a0

## 96) ELEMENTS OF THE BOSNIAN ARMY'S 7TH BRIGADE, KNOWN FOR ITS##

## AGGRESSIVE FOREIGN MUSLIM VOLUNTEERS, HAD MOVED IN THE PAST ##

## FOUR DAYS INTO THE VOLATILE KLADANJ-OLOVO AREA. ##

aa000a0000 0a

## 97) IN VIENNA, AFTER FIVE-DAY TALKS, BOSNIAN MUSLIMS AND ##

## CROATS AGREED TO SIGN AN ACCORD ON POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL ##

## ASPECTS OF A FEDERATION. ##

aaaaaa0a00 0a

## 98) BOSNIAN MUSLIM PRESIDENT ALIJA IZETBEGOVIC TOLD REUTERS ##

## IN SARAJEVO THAT THE TALKS WERE ``ON THE VERGE OF COLLAPSE" ##

## UNTIL WEDNESDAY'S BREAKTHROUGH. ##

0aa00a0000 0a

## 99) INTERVIEWED BY REUTERS AFTER MUSLIM AND CROAT LEADERS ##

## REACHED AGREEMENT IN VIENNA ON THEIR FUTURE FEDERATION, ##

## IZETBEGOVIC SAID VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE HAD SPOKEN TO HIM ##

## TUESDAY NIGHT BY TELEPHONE AND ASKED THE BOSNIAN GOVERNMENT ##

## TO SHOW FLEXIBILITY IN NEGOTIATIONS. ##

aaaaaa00a0 0a

## 100) FOREIGN MINISTERS OF THE UNITED STATES, RUSSIA AND FIVE ##

## EUROPEAN UNION STATES WILL MEET IN GENEVA FRIDAY TO TRY TO ##

## RELAUNCH THE FALTERING PEACE PROCESS AIMED AT ENDING BOSNIA'S##

## 25-MONTH CIVIL WAR. ##

0aa0a00000 a0

## R E U T E R article ##

## ################################# ##

## ################################# ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ################################# ##

C.1.5 Sentence Encoding with 12 Cross-Level Features

## The 1,100 input and output patterns for this experiment ##

## correspond to an equal number of English sentences from ##

## 55 newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 12 input values ##

## represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## ANAPHORS (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## DEMONSTRATIVES (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EXPLANATION/CAUSE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## CONTRAST/COMPARISON (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GENERALISATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TITLE/SUBTITLE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##
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## GOAL SPEC. (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## TIME SPEC. (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## SUPERLATIVES (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## QUANTIFICATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## 2+ ADJECTIVALS (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## LOCATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote, respectively, whether the ##

## sentence is: ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

#########################################

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

0000aa000a00 a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a00aa0000a00 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaaa0000aa0 a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

aa0aa0000a00 a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

a0a0a0000a0a a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a000a0a00aa0 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

a000a00a0000 a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a000a000000a 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a000a0a00a0a a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

aaa0a0aa0a0a 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

a000a00a0a00 a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a00aa00a0000 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

0000aa000000 a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

00a0a00a0aaa 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

aa00a0aaaa0a 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

a0a0a0000aaa 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

a000a00a000a a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aaa0a00aaaaa a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

000000000a00 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a00a000a0a0a 0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

0000aa000000 a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

aaa0a0000a0a a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##
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## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

a00a00000000 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

a000a0a0000a a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

aa0aa0000a00 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

000aa0000a0a 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

000000a00a0a 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

a0aaa0aaaaaa a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aaa0a0aa0aaa a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaaa0000000a 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

0000a0000000 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

a00a00000a00 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

00a0a0000aaa a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

a00aa000aaa0 a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

aa0000000a0a 0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ############################# ##

## 39) <hl> Panama cracks down on opposition </hl> ##

0000aa000000 a0

## 40) <p> PARAMILITARY police �red shots and sealed o� ##

## Panama's opposition headquarters yesterday, locking former ##

## presidential candidate Guillermo Endara inside for two hours ##

## after opposition leaders held a press conference to deny ##

## involvement in prior knowledge of Tuesday's failed coup ##

## attempt. ##

00a000aa0aaa a0

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 on PANAMA ##

## ############################### ##

## 41) Polly Peck puzzle deepens as Nadir ies to New York <hl>##

000a0a0a000a a0

## 42) POLLY Peck 's chairman, Asil Nadir, yesterday ew to New##

## York to talk to bankers as the crisis - hit company again ##

## failed to release a detailed explanation of the confusion ##

## surrounding its a�airs. ##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

## 43) It is understood Mr Nadir travelled by Concorde early in ##

## the morning to meet Turkish bankers for discussions about ##

## Polly Peck 's �nancial position. ##

a0a000aa00a0 a0

## 44) The bankers are thought to have travelled from Washington##

## where they were attending the International Monetary Fund ##

## meeting. ##

a0a0000000aa a0

## 45) Their trip to New York is understood to have been ##

## unconnected with Mr Nadir 's visit. ##

a0000000000a 0a

## 46) Sources would only say that Mr Nadir was in New York " ##

## on business ". ##

a0aa00a0000a 0a

## 47) Other Polly Peck directors were left at the company 's ##

## headquarters in Berkeley Square, London, with the task of ##

## trying to agree a statement which the International Stock ##
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## Exchange has demanded to clear up the uncertainty hanging ##

## over the electronics - to - fruit distribution combine. ##

a0aaa0a00aaa a0

## 48) A company connected with Mr Nadir, South Audley ##

## Management, which has o�ces near the Polly Peck building, ##

## is being investigated by the Serious Fraud O�ce. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

## 49) Polly Peck 's shares remain suspended on the London ##

## stock market following a sharp fall in their value eight days##

## ago after a series of rumours about the company swept the ##

## market. ##

a0aaa00aaaaa a0

## 50) The shares had been under a cloud following an abortive ##

## attempt several weeks earlier by Mr Nadir to take the group ##

## private. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a a0

## 51) The SFO raid on South Audley Management then emerged as ##

## the trigger for the dramatic share price fall. ##

a0a0000aa0aa 0a

## 52) The situation was further confused last Sunday when the ##

## company asked for the Department of Trade and Industry to ##

## investigate dealings in its shares. ##

a0aa000a0000 0a

## 53) This was rejected within a day by the DTI on the grounds ##

## that it would not order a probe while the SFO investigation ##

## was under way. ##

aaaa000a0aa0 0a

## 54) By yesterday evening, the company had still to release ##

## its promised statement despite the board having met ##

## constantly since last weekend. ##

a00aa00a0000 a0

## 55) A spokesman said there would not be any announcement ##

## either today or tomorrow. ##

0000000a0a00 0a

## 56) Meetings are expected to go on throughout the weekend, ##

## though the company hinted that Mr Nadir would not be there. ##

aa0aa00a000a a0

## 57) These, it said, would " not necessarily be face to face ##

## but possibly by telephone ". ##

aaaaa00000a0 0a

## 58) The chairman of the FT - SE steering committee announced ##

## earlier in the day that the meeting would be postponed until ##

## next week if the Polly Peck statement had not been released ##

## by the close of trading yesterday. ##

a0aa000a00a0 0a

## 59) The Rhone o�ces are in the World Trade Centre next to ##

## Geneva Airport. ##

a0a0a000000a 0a

## 60) Rhone o�ces were closed yesterday afternoon, though ##

## employees at neighbouring �rms said they often close early ##

## on a Friday. ##

a0aaa00a0a0a 0a

## G U A R D I A N W E E K E N D FOOD/DRINK - RECORD 5 ##

## ################################# ##

## 61) <p> THE ZULU leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, held talks ##

## with Margaret Thatcher in Downing Street yesterday as the ##

## Prime Minister prepared to withstand attacks over her ##

## southern Africa policy at the Commonwealth Heads of ##

## Government conference in Kuala Lumpur later this month. ##

aaaa00aa00aa a0

## 62) <p> It was also announced yesterday that Britain was ##

## giving 500,000 to the Urban Foundation in South Africa, ##

## a private group backed by South African businesses, to help ##

## �nance homes for low-income black families. ##

a0a0a0aa0aaa a0

## 63) At the same time, William Waldegrave, the Minister of ##

## State at the Foreign O�ce, met a delegation from the ##

## Southern Africa Coalition, an umbrella organisation linking ##

## all anti-apartheid groups. ##

aaaaa00a0a00 a0

## 64) Chief Buthelezi, one of the few black leaders inside ##

## South Africa who has been consistent in opposing sanctions, ##

## will address a fringe meeting at the Conservative conference ##

## in Blackpool next Tuesday. ##

a0aaa00a0aaa a0

## 65) <p> What has become a round of South African diplomacy in##

## London began earlier this year when FW de Klerk visited ##

## London as President-in-waiting. ##

aaaaa00a0aaa 0a

## 66) Another o�cial visitor was Barend du Plessis, the ##

## Finance Minister, while Helen Suzman, the best known of all ##

## the critics of the system in South Africa, met the Prime ##

## Minister a week ago. ##

a0aaa00aaa0a 0a

## 67) Other callers have included Albertina Sisulu, wife of the##

## jailed ANC veteran, Walter, representatives of the United ##

## Democratic Front and a leader of one of the nominally ##

## independent homelands. ##

a0a0a0000aa0 0a

## 68) <p> Then, at the beginning of this week, the ANC and a ##

## group of South African academics and businessmen chose London##

## as the scene of the latest in the series of black-white ##
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## encounters which have become a regular feature of South ##

## African political life, while Mrs Thatcher gave interviews to##

## four leading black journalists. ##

aaaaa00aaaaa 0a

## 69) <p> The support given to the Urban Foundation showed ##

## British recognition of the acute shortage of housing for ##

## blacks in South Africa's urban areas, a move welcomed by ##

## Nthato Motlana, chairman of Soweto's civic association. ##

a0a0a0a0aaaa 0a

## 70) Whitehall o�cials said there was no planned campaign ##

## behind all the activity linking London and Johannesburg. ##

a0aaa0000a0a a0

## 71) `A number of invitations have been outstanding for some ##

## time, and people just chose to take them up at this stage," ##

## one said. ##

aaa0a00a0a00 0a

## 72) At the same time, it was accepted that all the talks, ##

## petitions, donations and arguments had been brought about by ##

## the imminence of the Commonwealth Conference, where the ##

## Secretary-General, Sonny Ramphal, has warned that Britain may##

## �nd itself in a minority of one over South Africa. ##

aaaaa00a0a00 a0

## 73) <p> Mrs Thatcher has made it clear that Britain remains ##

## as adamantly opposed as ever to sanctions and has no ##

## intention of joining in new measures against South Africa. ##

a0aaa00a0a00 a0

## 74) The latest argument deployed in Whitehall yesterday was ##

## not only that sanctions hurt the worst-o� sections of the ##

## South African community _ the ones they are designed to help ##

## _ but that �nancial measures against South Africa might ##

## induce the country to default on its international ##

## commitments. ##

aaaaa0aaa00a a0

## 75) Mrs Thatcher has emphasised that to avoid the troubles ##

## which have a�icted other African countries, a ##

## majority-ruled South Africa must be based on a sound economy.##

a0aaa0a00aaa 0a

## 76) <p> The British line has been that there is a huge ##

## di�erence between the image of Britain accepted in South ##

## Africa and the reality. ##

a00aa000aa0a 0a

## 77) O�cials said that President de Klerk was severely ##

## shaken by his meetings with Mrs Thatcher and Sir Geo�rey ##

## Howe, then Foreign Secretary. ##

a0a0000aa000 0a

## 78) That may be true in general, but the other side of the ##

## coin is that Britain expects change in return, and puts on ##

## tremendous pressure to get that change," one o�cial said. ##

aaaaa0a0aa00 0a

## 79) <p> Commonwealth countries take the view that it is the ##

## limited sanctions so far applied which have done much to ##

## bring about the new climate represented by the de Klerk ##

## administration, and believe a turn of the screw would e�ect ##

## more change. ##

a0aaa0aaaa00 a0

## 80) It is because Britain will resist that idea in Malaysia ##

## that Whitehall is so anxious to build up a record of ##

## consultation, commitment and sympathy towards the majority in##

## South Africa. ##

aaaaa0aaaa0a a0

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 On COMMONWEALTH FLURRY ##

## ############################# ##

## 81) <hl> Peking scorns the God King's Nobel prize </hl> ##

a00a0a0000a0 a0

## 82) By awarding the Dalai Lama the Nobel Peace Prize, it has ##

## strengthened what is the one real threat to Peking's rule of ##

## Tibet, the one source of dissent that cannot be silenced by ##

## guns: the international prestige of Tibet's exiled `God ##

## King". ##

a0aaa0000aaa a0

## 83) <p> O�cials in Peking last night refused to comment on ##

## the award. ##

a000000a000a a0

## 84) But the Chinese embassy in Oslo, where the prize is ##

## awarded, reacted with accusations that it was meddling in ##

## China's internal a�airs, the stock response to any foreign ##

## commentary deemed hostile to China's rule of Tibet. ##

a0aaa0000aaa a0

## 85) For years, China has used a combination of strong arm ##

## diplomacy and shrill rhetoric to try to deny the Dalai Lama ##

## international recognition as a legitimate representative of ##

## Tibet's aspirations as something other than a part of China. ##

a0aaa0aa0a00 a0

## 86) The tactics have largely worked. ##

a000a0000000 0a

## 87) Most governments, including that of Britain, have shied ##

## away from receiving the Dalai Lama as a political as well as ##

## spritual leader. ##

aaa0a000aa00 a0

## 88) <p> But with the Dalai Lama, who ed to India in 1959 ##

## after a failed uprising against Chinese rule, now honoured ##

## with a Nobel Peace Prize not merely for his religious work ##
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## but for `his struggle for the liberation of Tibet", China's ##

## e�orts to keep him and his cause in quarantine will be all ##

## the more di�cult. ##

a0aaa0aa0aaa a0

## 89) The award also challenges China's long-held view that ##

## Tibetans sheltering abroad are no more than terrorists bent ##

## on disrupting the `unity of the motherland". ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a a0

## 90) <p> For Peking, Tibet has been an inseparable part of ##

## China since the 13th century, although direct control was not##

## established until 1950, when the People's Liberation Army ##

## invaded the region after the revolution. ##

a0aaa00a0a0a a0

## 91) China therefore regards any challenge to its sovereignty ##

## over Tibet as intolerable interference and any threat from ##

## inside Tibet as treason. ##

a000a0a00a0a 0a

## 92) <p> In Peking's eyes, the Nobel Peace Prize could not ##

## have come at a worse time. ##

a00a000aaa00 0a

## 93) With China's international reputation already badly ##

## tarnished by its bloody suppression of protesters in ##

## Tiananmen Square, the Nobel Committee decision focuses ##

## attention on the use of equally brutal, though largely ##

## ignored, methods to silence opposition in the Himalayas. ##

a0aaa0aa00aa a0

## 94) It was in Tibet, after an outbreak of separatist rioting ##

## in March, the 30th anniversary of the 1959 revolt, that ##

## Peking �rst tested the use of martial law and indiscriminate##

## gun�re. ##

a0aa000a0a0a 0a

## 95) They worked. ##

a00000000000 0a

## 96) <p> The embarrassing parallels between the party's ##

## response to discontent in Peking and Lhasa also embrace ##

## rhetoric and ideology. ##

a0aaa000000a 0a

## 97) When it came to explain why millions of ordinary people ##

## had joined in student-led unrest in the capital, the ##

## Communist Party resorted to the line already used to explain ##

## away outbursts of discontent in Tibet _ the masses were ##

## deceived and manipulated by a `tiny handful" of `evil-doers, ##

## ru�ans and counter-revolutionaries". ##

a0aa00aaaa0a 0a

## 98) In what was seen as an important concession to China and ##

## condemned by more militant Tibetans as a sell-out, the Dalai ##

## Lama e�ectively acknowledged China's overall sovereignty and##

## suggested that Tibet become a self-governing region in ##

## association with China, a relationship that would leave ##

## Peking in control of both foreign policy and defence. ##

a0aa00000a0a 0a

## 99) Apparently caught o� guard by the proposals, Peking ##

## threw up a host of pre-conditions and challenged the Dalai ##

## Lama's `sincerity". ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

## 100) <p> The oubreak of violence in March and China's ##

## subsequent military crackdown in Tibet seem to have ##

## extinguished even the faintest hopes of a negotiated ##

## settlement in the near future. ##

a0aaa00aaaaa 0a

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 On PEKING & GOD KING ##

## ############################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ###################################### ##

##$$ 101 $$ THE ETHIOPIAN army is failing to halt northern rebels##

##advancing rapidly southwards to the capital and its vital lifeline road.##

a0aaa0a0000a a0

##$$ 102 $$ Some observers are predicting the imminent collapse of the##

##military regime which has ruled Ethiopia for 15 years.##

a0a0a00a0000 a0

##$$ 103 $$ yesterday I watched MiG-21 �ghter-bombers, loaded##

##with bombs and rockets, take o� from Dire Dawa and head west.##

a0a000aa0a0a 0a

##$$ 104 $$ <p> Soviet advisers have been withdrawn from Dese and Kombolcha.##

00a0a000000a 0a

##$$ 105 $$ A large consignment of weapons was unloaded from a Soviet ship##

##at Assab on 21 September.##

00a0000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 106 $$ <p> Weapons will not, however, save President Mengistu if no one##

##is willing to use them.##

00aaa0000a00 a0

##$$ 107 $$ Addis Ababa is guarded by about 20,000 troops, including President##

##Mengistu's Praetorian guard, which saved him during the coup attempt in May.##

a0a0a00a0aa0 a0

##$$ 108 $$ <p> The TPLF has recently transformed itself into the Ethiopian##

##People's Revolutionary Democratic Movement to give itself more national##

##credibility, but its core remains the Marxist-Leninist League of Tigray,##

##whose political model seems closest to the late Enver Hoxha's Albania.##

a0aaa0aa0aa0 a0

##$$ 109 $$ Bombs were placed in the fuel depot at the airport last month,##

##and a small power station nearby was blown up. ##
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a0a0000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 110 $$ <p> Mr Mandela belongs to the royal family of the Tembu tribe.##

a0a0a00000a0 0a

##$$ 111 $$ The man buried yesterday was the king of the Tembus, the most##

##powerful of the half dozen tribes who speak the Xhosa language. ##

a0a0000aaa00 a0

##$$ 112 $$ Since there are six million Xhosas - one million more than the entire##

##white population of South Africa _ they are potentially a serious force##

##for Mr de Klerk to reckon with. ##

a0aaa0000aaa 0a

##$$ 113 $$ <p> The ANC does not like this fact to be mentioned, because it##

##purports to eschew tribalism in favour of an all-embracing black##

##nationalism. ##

aaa000000000 a0

##$$ 114 $$ He was buried, under orders from the corrupt and usurping##

##Matanzima brothers who used to run Transkei, in a commoner's grave. ##

a0a0000000aa 0a

##$$ 115 $$ The Matanzimas were forced out after a military coup nearly two##

##years ago. ##

a0a0000a0000 0a

##$$ 116 $$ Mrs Mandela has been shuttling back and forth with messages##

##from her husband's prison home near Cape Town. ##

a00000a000aa 0a

##$$ 117 $$ <hl> Swapo remains favourite to win the United##

##Nations-supervised elections next month </hl> <st>##

a000aa0a00a0 a0

##$$ 118 $$ The UN is investigating the allegations.##

a0a0a0000000 0a

##$$ 119 $$ They are, as far as naturalists are aware, the only surviving##

##members of a rapidly dwindling population of a bird the Siberians call##

##the `snow-wreath". ##

a0a0a000aaa0 a0

##$$ 120 $$ <p> The Siberian crane stands four and a half feet tall, its##

##brilliant white plumage o�set by a blood-red beak, face and legs.##

a0a000000aa0 0a

##$$ 121 $$ It is now formally known as the Keoladeo Ghana National Park,##

##and its own guide book charmingly and accurately boasts: `Birds] Birds]]##

##Everywhere Birds]]]"##

a0a000000aa0 0a

##$$ 122 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION is supplying the Afghan government with##

##another 2,000 trucks to step up the supply of food, fuel and ammunition##

##to Kabul's 1.5 million people before the winter snows a�ect the roads.##

a0aaa0aa0a0a a0

##$$ 123 $$ Diesel prices on the black markeat are ten times higher than##

##the o�cial price. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 124 $$ <p> CHINA'S leaders celebrated the 40th anniversary of##

##Communist rule yesterday, protected from their people by the biggest##

##security operation undertaken in the capital since the People's##

##Liberation Army stormed into Peking four months ago.##

a000a00aaa0a a0

##$$ 125 $$ Among the guests were thousands of plain-clothes police and##

##out-of-uniform soldiers, some of whom arrived in military trucks,##

##dressed as clowns.##

a00a00000a00 0a

##$$ 126 $$ Throughout the day, thousands of troops patrolled central##

##Peking, while police set up road-blocks to check cars in the city's##

##north-west university district of Haidian, the birthplace of China's##

##seven-week-long pro-democracy movement. ##

a0aa00aa0aaa 0a

##$$ 127 $$ <p> Although sullen opposition and private anger still shadows##

##the Communist Party, no disturbances were reported during yesterday's##

##events. ##

a00a00000000 a0

##$$ 128 $$ <p> HONG KONG _ More than 3,000 people marked the 40th##

##anniversary of Communist rule in China yesterday by rallying to protest##

##against the suppression of the pro-democracy movement in Peking, AP##

##reports.##

a0aa000a0a0a a0

##$$ 129 $$ The three-hour rally was organised by the Hong Kong Alliance in##

##Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement of China.##

a0a0000a0a00 0a

##$$ 130 $$ <p> ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand (UPI, AP) _ Heavy �ghting##

##continued in western Cambodia yesterday as the Vietnamese-backed##

##government brought in reinforcements to face a drive by non-communist##

##resistance forces, resistance o�cials and military sources said.##

a0a0a0aa000a a0

##$$ 131 $$ The low rumble of artillery �re could be heard from this##

##nearby Thai border town. ##

aaa00000000a 0a

##$$ 132 $$ <p> A BOY of 17 and two men in their twenties face execution in##

##Burma for planting a bomb, but others involved in the crime say they##

##took no part in it. ##

a00a00000a0a a0

##$$ 133 $$ Lawyers said the prosecution was allowed to present evidence,##

##but that there was no mention of any defence evidence. ##

a0aa00a00000 0a

##$$ 134 $$ <p> PRESIDENT Corazon Aquino of the Philippines is bracing##

##herself for a legal battle over her decision not to allow the remains of##

##the former president, Ferdinand Marcos, to be returned home from Hawaii##

##for burial.##

a0aa00a0000a a0
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##$$ 135 $$ Several hundred people have been attending a nightly candle-lit##

##vigil, and there has been one other small protest. ##

00a0a00a0aa0 0a

##$$ 136 $$ <p> THE ISRAELI cabinet is being called this week to debate for##

##the �rst time proposals made by Egypt for advancing the search for a##

##settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian conict.##

aaa0a0aaa000 a0

##$$ 137 $$ <p> Israeli troops killed four Palestinians yesterday and a##

##�fth was beaten to death by fellow Arabs for alleged collaboration with##

##Israel, Reuter reports. ##

00aa00aa0a00 0a

##$$ 138 $$ The MPs are here to scrape the rust o� the derelict machinery##

##of government, to recreate the corroded institution that will have to##

##elect a president and produce a government which can impose its rule on##

##Lebanon _ and on the militia leaders.##

a0a0a0a0000a a0

##$$ 139 $$ Mr Salam, 84, a Sunni Muslim, is the most impressive of##

##Lebanon's dying breed of elder statesmen, but his words could have been##

##those of a much younger man. ##

a0aa0000aaa0 0a

##$$ 140 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet television viewers##

##yesterday heard Boris Yeltsin, the Communist Party rebel, warn of a##

##`revolution from below" if radical economic changes did not happen##

##within a year. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

##$$ 141 $$ His remarks, during his recent US tour, were shown only days##

##after Pravda reprinted _ and then apologised for _ an Italian newspaper##

##article accusing him of drunkenness and high-living during the trip.##

a0a0000a0000 0a

##$$ 142 $$ <p> KABUL _ Fifteen mujahedin rockets slammed into residential##

##areas of Kabul over the weekend, killing 10 people and wounding 27,##

##writes Ahmed Rashid. ##

a0a0000a0a0a a0

##$$ 143 $$ Heavy �ghting was also reported around the city of Khost. ##

a00aa000000a 0a

##$$ 144 $$ <p> ISLAMABAD (Reuter, AP) _ The Queen has sent a message to##

##Pakistan, welcoming its formal return to the Commonwealth. ##

a0aa00a00a0a a0

##$$ 145 $$ Nicholas Barrington has ceased to be Ambassador, and is now##

##High Commissioner. ##

00aa000a0000 0a

##$$ 146 $$ <p> LONDON _ A group of prominent white South Africans,##

##including Wimpie de Klerk, brother of President FW de Klerk, began a##

##series of meetings with the banned African National Congress in Britain##

##yesterday, writes John Bulloch. ##

a0a0a00a0aaa a0

##$$ 147 $$ It is his task to try to involve black leaders in negotiations##

##on constitutional reform.##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 148 $$ <hl> Kohl party expected to lose again </hl>##

000aaa0a0000 a0

##$$ 149 $$ The Social Democrats increased their share slightly to 43.1 per##

##cent from 42.5. <sect> Foreign News Page 8 </sect> </st>##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 150 $$ <hl> Genscher cheered as 4,000 refugees leave for the West##

##</hl> ##

a0a00aa00a00 a0

##$$ 151 $$ From a balcony overlooking the embassy grounds, and to wild##

##cheering from the thousands of would-be emigrants in the `tent village"##

##below, he announced all those staying in the embassy would be allowed to##

##leave immediately for the West.##

aaa000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 152 $$ Some sang `Auld Lang Syne", and `Tannenbaum". ##

00a000000a00 0a

##$$ 153 $$ A small group was reported to have stayed in the embassy in the##

##hope of avoiding separation from friends or family en route from East##

##Germany.##

a0a0a0a00a0a 0a

##$$ 154 $$ <p> MINSK (Reuter) _ A thousand people packed the main Catholic##

##church here yesterday to pay tribute to victims of the Chernobyl nuclear##

##disaster, a day after an unprecedented protest march through the city.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

##$$ 155 $$ <p> Around 100,000 people were evacuated from the Ukraine and##

##Byelorussia immediately after the disaster, but Byelorussian activists##

##say this was not nearly enough.##

aa0aa00a0a0a 0a

##$$ 156 $$ <p> DOZENS more East German refugees arrived outside the West##

##German embassy yesterday seeking asylum and passage to the West,##

##including some who missed by only a few minutes a train that took more##

##than 800 of their compatriots to West Germany.##

a0aa00aa0a0a a0

##$$ 157 $$ <p> Once upon a time another German government let Lenin cross##

##another Germany in a sealed train on his way to Russia. ##

a00a00aa0a0a 0a

##$$ 158 $$ <p> THE PEOPLE of Montenegro yesterday welcomed home the##

##remains of Nicholas I, their �rst and last king, after 70 years' exile##

##in Italy, in belated ful�lment of his last will and testament.##

a0a0a00aaa0a a0

##$$ 159 $$ Marko Radoman, 103, and a veteran of both Balkan wars, was##

##given a place at the front as one of the few with personal memories of##

##Nicholas's reign.##

a0aa00000a0a 0a
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##$$ 160 $$ <p> Important changes are afoot within the network of personal##

##relationships which have cemented state and church power in Italy since##

##the war. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

##$$ 161 $$ The church hierarchy, which daily seems to see less that is##

##Christian in the Christian Democrat party, is divorcing itself from its##

##traditional allies.##

aaaaa00a0000 a0

##$$ 162 $$ He was never more than the creature of Mr Andreotti's key##

##�xer, Vittorio `The Shark" Sbardella. ##

a0aa00000000 0a

##$$ 163 $$ One senses that people do not trie with `The Shark", whose##

##background is in the seedier recesses of legal neo-fascism.##

a0a0a0000000 0a

##$$ 164 $$ <hl> Bush's tax cut tests Democratic mettle </hl>##

00000a000000 a0

##$$ 165 $$ This ies in the face of the cautious nature of the Bush##

##administration. ##

aaa0a0000000 0a

##$$ 166 $$ <p> Police sent a �ve-man mission to Ecuador to bring back##

##Evaristo Porras Ardila, the most important �gure detained in the##

##government's six-week crackdown, according to the daily El Tiempo. ##

a0a000aaaaaa a0

##$$ 167 $$ Two teenage girls and a woman were hurt. ##

00a000000a00 0a

##$$ 168 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ The city's infant mortality rate has surged to##

##the level of some Third World countries, largely as a result of##

##cocaine-addiction among young women, writes John Lich�eld.##

a0a0a0000000 a0

##$$ 169 $$ This is more than triple the national average, itself one of##

##the worst in the developed world. ##

aaaa0000aa0a 0a

##$$ 170 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: Portugal takes a stand and Macao##

##celebrates a passport to security: Unlike Britain, Portugal o�ers a##

##guaranteed home to many of the citizens of its enclave in the Pearl##

##River delta when China takes over in 1999. ##

a0aaaa0a0a0a a0

##$$ 171 $$ The Assembly, of 17 seats, has �ve appointed members, six##

##directly-elected and six indirectly-elected members. ##

a0aa00000aa0 0a

##$$ 172 $$ Although many attribute to Lo Tak-shing possession of the most##

##byzantine _ and very possibly the cleverest -mind in Hong Kong politics,##

##few claim to understand quite what he seems to be doing with it.##

a0aa0000aa0a 0a

##$$ 173 $$ <p> Though he would never say as much, and though his own##

##British nationality might create technical di�culties, few doubt that##

##Mr Lo would like the job of `chief executive" _ in e�ect, governor _ of##

##Hong Kong after 1997.##

a0aa000a0a00 a0

##$$ 174 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: The business of realism and##

##caution: As hardliners tighten their grip on Peking, uncertainty has##

##swept industry, Andrew Higgins reports </hl> ##

a0a0aa00000a a0

##$$ 175 $$ Many buyers, particularly in the United States, have felt##

##uncomfortable buying goods made in China. ##

a0a0a0000a0a 0a

##$$ 176 $$ <p>FOUR months after the traumas of 3-4 June, Hong Kong has##

##picked up most of the pieces. ##

a0a0a00aaa00 a0

##$$ 177 $$ Hong Kong says that only a handful of them should qualify as##

##true refugees eeing persecution, while the rest are `economic##

##migrants" escaping the pitiful poverty of their home country. ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 178 $$ <p> THE 41-year-old chairman of the Shui On property and##

##construction group, Vincent Lo, has risen sharply to political##

##prominence since he was chosen by Peking in 1985 as one of the 180##

##members of its Basic Law Consultative Committee. ##

a0a000aa0aa0 a0

##$$ 179 $$ He was appointed to numerous o�cial committees; a rumour,##

##denied by Mr Lo, held that he was also o�ered a seat on the Legislative##

##Council.##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 180 $$ <p> Mr Chan, now the government's Secretary for Trade and##

##Industry, has been a civil servant since 1964 _ almost all his working##

##life, with the exception of a two-year excursion as executive director##

##and general manager of a local �nance company in 1978-80.##

a0aa000a0a00 a0

##$$ 181 $$ Short and chubby, he once said that he was the only senior Hong##

##Kong o�cial who could see eye-to-eye with the equally diminutive Deng##

##Xiaoping.##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 182 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: A brave new world tumbles down:##

##Hong Kong tried to be optimistic about Chinese rule, Tiananmen ended##

##that. Robert Cottrell reports </hl> ##

0aaaaa000a00 a0

##$$ 183 $$ Successively more stringent British nationality laws had denied##

##Hong Kong Chinese the right to live and work in Britain. ##

a0aaa0a000aa 0a

##$$ 184 $$ Businessmen fretted that no good could come of such de�ance;##

##students delighted in the courage of their mainland counterparts. ##

aa0aa0000000 0a

##$$ 185 $$ <p> The committee urged a further show of sympathy with the##
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##Tiananmen demonstrators the next day. ##

a00a000a0a00 a0

##$$ 186 $$ On 26 May, a rally organised by Christian students attracted##

##200,000 people. ##

00a0a00a0a00 0a

##$$ 187 $$ After a century or so of political apathy, Hong Kong's young##

##people were making up for lost time.##

00a0a00a0a00 a0

##$$ 188 $$ `Down with the regime of killer warlords," read one banner.##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 189 $$ <p> Sir David Wilson, the Governor of Hong Kong, did his best##

##to reconcile the passions of his subjects with the caution of his##

##masters. ##

a0a000a0a000 a0

##$$ 190 $$ He pressed particularly for the granting of full British right##

##of abode to Hong Kong's civil servants, a category which, on the##

##broadest interpretation, might embrace 180,000 public-sector employees.##

a0a000a00a00 0a

##$$ 191 $$ <p> The city which became the most depressing ghost of its##

##former self was Shanghai. ##

a0aaa000a000 a0

##$$ 192 $$ Then, under Mao Tse-tung's triumphant Communists in the 1950s##

##and 1960s, it declined into a depressing, monochromatic shell of its##

##former self. ##

a0aa000a00a0 0a

##$$ 193 $$ <p> Hong Kong was always a free-wheeling, highly materialistic##

##city, with more than its full share of pirates and crooks. ##

a0aaa0000aa0 a0

##$$ 194 $$ Recruitment is increasingly di�cult, particularly to the##

##police force where morale has sunk to a new low. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 195 $$ <p> DEPENDING on who you talk to, Martin Lee is the most##

##admired or most reviled public �gure in Hong Kong; a man of principle##

##and courage, or a megalomaniac; a defender of democracy, or an advocate##

##of chaos. ##

a0aa0000aaaa a0

##$$ 196 $$ If Hong Kong ever does achieve democracy, it will owe Mr Lee a##

##monument: for the time being, it owes him a holiday. ##

a00a000a0a00 0a

##$$ 197 $$ <p> Its e�ects were to be felt long after Gouraud and his##

##successor, General Weygand, had died. ##

a0a0000a0000 a0

##$$ 198 $$ Even today Lebanon's Christian leadership is unwilling to admit##

##that Lebanon has an `Arab identity", although the people of Beirut,##

##Tripoli and Baalbek joined the rising. ##

a0aaa00a0000 0a

##$$ 199 $$ <p> The change in the Christian community from the largest##

##community to minority status has never been o�cially acknowledged in##

##Lebanese statistics. ##

a0a00000a000 a0

##$$ 200 $$ The Turks, after all, were also Sunnis. ##

a0aaa0000000 0a

##$$ 201 $$ <p> THE United States has discreetly intervened in the##

##gathering of Lebanese parliamentarians in Taif by sending two State##

##Department o�cials to emphasise Washington's support for political##

##reform in Lebanon. ##

a0a0a0a00a0a a0

##$$ 202 $$ Security sources said Major George Serhal was handed over to##

##the former Lebanese president, Suleiman Franjieh.##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 203 $$ <p> THE HEAD of Afghanistan's Supreme Defence Council has##

##accused Britain and the United States of supplying the mujahedin with##

##long-range cluster-bomb rockets and additional supplies of the##

##British-made Blowpipe anti-aircraft missiles. ##

a0aa000000a0 a0

##$$ 204 $$ Pakistan has frequently denied such allegations.##

0aa0a0000000 0a

##$$ 205 $$ <p> A PROPOSAL for a referendum on the future of US military##

##bases in the Philippines has paved the way for the possibility of##

##keeping them there.##

a000a0a00a0a a0

##$$ 206 $$ Communists opposed to the bases shot dead two US base##

##employees during his visit. ##

a0a0000a0aa0 0a

##$$ 207 $$ <hl> Speculators haunt Cambodia's Riviera: Cambodia hopes to##

##restore Kep to its former glory as a holiday resort. ##

a0aa0aa00a0a a0

##$$ 208 $$ And the tourists have not started coming yet.##

a0aaa0000000 0a

##$$ 209 $$ <p> Kep is su�ering the same fate as the 800-year-old temples##

##of Angkor in the north of Cambodia. ##

a0aaa00a00aa a0

##$$ 210 $$ The luxuries of the past are being reclaimed by the jungle in##

##both places. ##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 211 $$ <p> BANGKOK _ Cambodian guerrillas are staging raids from##

##Thailand on government positions in the northwest of the country but are##

##not trying to hold territory, a guerrilla spokesman said yesterday,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0aaa0aa000a a0

##$$ 212 $$ He said that up to 1,000 guerrillas were trying to rout or##

##encircle government posts to force defenders to ee. ##
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a0a000a00a00 0a

##$$ 213 $$ <p> WELLINGTON (AFP, AP) _ Three New Zealanders and an##

##American given up for dead were found alive yesterday after drifting for##

##four months on an upturned trimaran in the south Paci�c. ##

a0aa000a0a0a a0

##$$ 214 $$ <p> The skipper, John Glennie, said he and his crew members##

##`needed a miracle, and we got one". ##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 215 $$ <p> Uncle Sam's man in Madrid THE BEST way to become an##

##American ambassador to a Western country is not to be a good diplomat,##

##but merely to contribute hefty sums to the winning presidential##

##candidate.##

a0aaa0a0aa0a a0

##$$ 216 $$ Spaniards are now discovering the rude truth of this following##

##the naming of the Bush administration's ambassadorial choice for Madrid.##

aaa0a0aa00aa a0

##$$ 217 $$ <p> Mr Zappala's quali�cations, even padded out, only �lled##

##three paragraphs. ##

00aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 218 $$ Spaniards and many diplomats may think otherwise.##

00aaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 219 $$ <p> THE GREAT modern, moral questions of the right to life and##

##the right to death will dominate what may be a landmark session of the##

##US Supreme Court which begins this week.##

aaaa000a0a00 a0

##$$ 220 $$ But its decisions also have implications for an international##

##debate on the frontiers of medical science, morality, government action##

##and individual privacy.##

a0aaa0000a00 a0

##$$ 221 $$ `The court may never say Roe v Wade is overruled, but it is##

##likely to say, `Roe v Wade . . . never heard of it".' ##

a0aa00000000 0a

##$$ 222 $$ The state court said the state's `unquali�ed interest in##

##life" should prevail over their assertion that her right to privacy gave##

##her the right to die gracefully. ##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 223 $$ <p> THE TACTICS which brought George Bush back from the##

##political dead in last year's presidential election have back�red badly##

##on Rudolph Giuliani, the Republican candidate for mayor of New York.##

a0a0000a00a0 a0

##$$ 224 $$ Now his campaign is threatening to self-destruct because of a##

##controversy over racial politics involving the comedian Jackie Mason.##

a0a000aa0a00 a0

##$$ 225 $$ Then Newsweek magazine dredged up some remarks which Mr Mason##

##made at a lunch a few weeks earlier. ##

00aa000a0a00 0a

##$$ 226 $$ The comedian had described Mr Dinkins as a `fancy shvartzer##

##with a moustache", using a derogatory Yiddish term for black servants or##

##employees.##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 227 $$ <p> THE Colombian drug wars have added a new variation to##

##Washington's `revolving door" syndrome, whereby former US o�cials use##

##the knowledge they gained in government for pro�t on returning to the##

##private sector. ##

a0aaa0a00aa0 a0

##$$ 228 $$ It now appears the lawyer representing some of the drug##

##cartel's `extraditables" once headed the Justice Department's##

##extradition division.##

a0aa000a0aa0 a0

##$$ 229 $$ It is a rule of honour in the US legal profession that all##

##criminals equally deserve representation, drug barons included. ##

a0a0a0000a00 0a

##$$ 230 $$ <p> But Mr Abbell is adamant that he is doing nothing##

##untoward. ##

a0aa00000000 0a

##$$ 231 $$ <p> BOGOTA _ The most important drug suspect seized since##

##Colombia began its big crackdown on the cocaine barons six weeks ago##

##will shortly be own to Bogota to face smuggling charges, authorities##

##said here yesterday, Reuter reports.##

a0a0a0aaa0aa a0

##$$ 232 $$ <p> Mr Porras is not on the list of 12 `most wanted" suspects##

##whose extradition is sought by the US. ##

a0a00000aa00 0a

##$$ 233 $$ <hl> Moscow reviews aid to Managua </hl>##

00a0aaa0000a a0

##$$ 234 $$ <p> Mr Shevardnadze will be travelling from Managua to Havana##

##tomorrow, where he will meet the Cuban President, Fidel Castro.##

a0a000aa000a 0a

##$$ 235 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ General Dmitri Yazov became the �rst Soviet##

##defence minister to visit the US yesterday, beginning a week of talks as##

##the guest of his opposite number, Dick Cheney, writes Marc Champion.##

a0a000aaaaaa a0

##$$ 236 $$ <p> The two men then retired for goodwill talks, which one US##

##o�cial described as `not negotiations". ##

a0a000a00a00 0a

##$$ 237 $$ Today he is to visit Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the site in##

##1863 of the bloodiest battle of the American Civil War.##

a0a000aaa00a 0a

##$$ 238 $$ <p> TOKYO (AP) _ Japan's Prime Minister, Toshiki Kaifu, said his##

##government would strive to restore public trust, but would �ght##

##opposition e�orts to abolish Japan's new sales tax.##

a0aaa0a000a0 a0
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##$$ 239 $$ He said the levy was `absolutely essential for Japan's##

##future". ##

a0a000a0a000 0a

##$$ 240 $$ <hl> De Klerk gives ANC talks the seal of disapproval </hl>##

a0a00a000000 a0

##$$ 241 $$ <p> Thabo Mbeki, the ANC's external relations director, who##

##led the movement's delegation, said in Washington yesterday that the##

##talks were informal. ##

a0aa000a00aa 0a

##$$ 242 $$ <p> In a statement issued in Pretoria yesterday, President de##

##Klerk made it clear that the South African government was not involved##

##in the London talks, and disapproved of them. ##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 243 $$ `The general result of such discussion is that they are##

##exploited by the ANC and others to conceal the true nature of##

##revolutionary organisations," he said. ##

aaa0a0a00a00 0a

##$$ 244 $$ <p> JOHANNESBURG _ An estimated 25,000 blacks demanded##

##clemency for two condemned African National Congress guerrillas##

##yesterday in the largest protest march ever held in one of South##

##Africa's nominally independent tribal homelands, AP reports.##

a0aaa0aaaaaa a0

##$$ 245 $$ Some carried ANC ags and displayed placards urging the##

##release of the two, who are on death row in Transkei. ##

a0a0a0a00a0a 0a

##$$ 246 $$ <hl> The plane that would not take o� without the khat </hl>##

a0a00aa00000 a0

##$$ 247 $$ It had, however, collected eight and a half tons of khat, the##

##mild narcotic leaf on which Djibouti feeds like caterpillars on cabbage.##

a0aa00000a0a a0

##$$ 248 $$ The air was heated with French, Arabic, English and Amharic,##

##Somali and Serbo-Croat. ##

a0aa00000000 0a

##$$ 249 $$ Their brows were �erce and their teeth ashed gold every##

##time they shouted.##

a0a0000a0000 0a

##$$ 250 $$ Some said the syndicate that runs it is so powerful it can##

##order the airline, and even the government, to do whatever it wants.##

a0aaa0000000 0a

##$$ 251 $$ Two bulky Somali women were persuaded to stay behind. ##

00a000a00aaa 0a

##$$ 252 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION played a key role in the agreement under##

##which thousands of East Germans who had taken refuge in the West German##

##embassies in Prague and Warsaw were allowed to go to the West on Sunday,##

##government o�cials said yesterday.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

##$$ 253 $$ <p> But the East Germans, apparently furious at the latest##

##development, accused West Germany of a `gross breach of trust".##

a0aaa000aa00 0a

##$$ 254 $$ <p> The head of the Bonn Chancellery, Rudolf Seiters, said the##

##West German government had made it clear that it could not make any##

##concessions regarding its embassies in other countries and that no East##

##German would be turned away from any West German mission abroad.##

a0a0a0a0000a a0

##$$ 255 $$ Pressure on East Germany to solve the problem of its eeing##

##population by reform has redoubled. ##

a0a0a0a00a00 0a

##$$ 256 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet citizens crowded##

##outside the American embassy yesterday clamouring for new forms to apply##

##for emigration to the United States. ##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

##$$ 257 $$ He said the US authorities planned to allocate 50,000 places##

##to refugees from the Soviet Union in the next 12 months. ##

a0a000a00a0a 0a

##$$ 258 $$ <p> HOPES THAT Chancellor Kohl's Christian Democrat party can##

##reverse the long downward slide to possible defeat in next year's##

##Bundestag elections have been dashed by its poor showing in Sunday's##

##North Rhine-Westphalia municipal polls.##

a0a000aa0aaa a0

##$$ 259 $$ In Dortmund a 56-year-old man, apparently an even more extreme##

##right-winger, was in a critical condition after being kicked and pelted##

##with bottles by left-wingers. ##

00aa0000aaaa 0a

##$$ 260 $$ <p> DIPLOMATIC niceties have been exploited to the utmost##

##during the continuing occupation by would-be East German emigrants of##

##the West German embassy in Prague, where a West German diplomat##

##yesterday intervened dramatically to add to the number of new arrivals##

##inside.##

a0a000aaaaaa a0

##$$ 261 $$ <p> Conferred temporary and somewhat metaphysical diplomatic##

##immunity by the embrace, the would-be emigrant and the diplomat walked,##

##with their arms on each others' shoulders, into the embassy.##

a0a00000000a 0a

##$$ 262 $$ <p> The price of a car in East Germany can be a signi�cant##

##proportion of a lifetime's earnings, and the wait for the car can last a##

##signi�cant part of that lifetime.##

aaaaa00a0a0a a0

##$$ 263 $$ <p> This has not, however, prevented a touching detail in the##

##exodus of the original 4,000 emigres over the weekend.##

aaaaa00a0a00 0a

##$$ 264 $$ <hl> Comrade Springer tries to liven up the party </hl>##

a0a00aa00000 a0
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##$$ 265 $$ Comrade Springer, as his subordinates addressed him, was##

##collecting `views and opinions". ##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 266 $$ <p> The most heated discussion revolved around the question of##

##changing the party's name. ##

a0a000a0a000 a0

##$$ 267 $$ Mr Springer then took the oor -for 30 minutes. ##

a0a000aa0000 0a

##$$ 268 $$ <p> The Opole meeting was dominated by elderly party members,##

##who refused to talk about such problems as names, new programmes, and##

##new membership laws.##

aaaa00000000 a0

##$$ 269 $$ `But, Madam, I have a university education, and I'm a teacher##

##by profession. I will have no trouble �nding something else to do."##

a0a000000000 0a

##$$ 270 $$ <hl> SPD still fails to ride the wave: Setbacks for Chancellor##

##Kohl and his team have not convinced voters the Social Democrats would##

##do any better, writes John Eisenhammer </hl> ##

a0aa0aa00000 a0

##$$ 271 $$ His attempts to link reductions in working hours to more##

##exible work practices, for example, have run into powerful union##

##resistance.##

a0aa00a00a00 0a

##$$ 272 $$ <hl> Najibullah urges US to face `reality": Afghanistan's##

##president tells Ahmed Rashid in Kabul that the powers backing the##

##mujahedin will have to recognise that he is there to stay </hl> ##

a0a00a000000 a0

##$$ 273 $$ `The secret of our success lies in these militias," said##

##President Najibullah.##

aaa0a0000000 0a

##$$ 274 $$ <hl> Pressure grows to allow Marcos a burial at home </hl>##

00a0aaa00a0a a0

##$$ 275 $$ They say Mrs Aquino is seeking revenge for the murder of her##

##husband Benigno `Ninoy" Aquino, at Manila airport in 1983. ##

a0a000aa000a 0a

##$$ 276 $$ <p> COLOMBO _ Sri Lankan troops went on the o�ensive at �rst##

##light yesterday after left-wing rebels de�ed a six-day government##

##cease�re and burnt dozens of vehicles and buildings, killing 61 people,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0a0000a0aa0 a0

##$$ 277 $$ <p> `A large number of houses, post o�ces and government##

##buildings were burned. ##

00a0a0000a00 0a

##$$ 278 $$ <p> A TOKYO court ruled yesterday that the Japanese Education##

##Ministry was within its rights to ban a textbook which detailed Japanese##

##war atrocities, even though the court couldn't fault any of the##

##assertions made by the author. ##

a0aa00aa0a00 a0

##$$ 279 $$ In compensation, he awarded Professor Ienaga 100,000 yen (##

## 435).##

a0a000a00a00 0a

##$$ 280 $$ <p> The Vichy authorities in Lebanon ordered French troops##

##loyal to Petain to stand their ground against the Allied invasion from##

##Palestine in 1941. ##

a00a00aa000a a0

##$$ 281 $$ A British o�cer also took over the Vichy commander's##

##mistress, a fact noted by a young British intelligence o�cer named##

##Quintin Hogg.##

a0aa00000aa0 0a

##$$ 282 $$ <p> ABE NATHAN, the former RAF Spit�re pilot who for 23 years##

##has led an often lonely crusade for peace, was jailed for six months##

##yesterday by a Ramla court for breaking an Israeli anti-terrorism law by##

##meeting the PLO chairman, Yasser Arafat, in September last year. ##

a0aa00aa0aa0 a0

##$$ 283 $$ <p> Mr Nathan, 62, is the �rst Israeli jailed under the law,##

##passed in 1986. ##

a0a0000aa000 0a

##$$ 284 $$ <p> Mr Nathan lamented the fact that for 40 years Israel had##

##been saying it had no one to talk to and now that the other side was##

##prepared to talk, Israel refused. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a a0

##$$ 285 $$ `This business of `I will never talk to the PLO" is absolutely##

##ridiculous. ##

aaa00000a000 0a

##$$ 286 $$ <p> PARIS _ All this week France held its breath while the##

##Senate, the upper house of parliament, chose its new president. ##

aaa0a0aa0000 a0

##$$ 287 $$ The average age of the senators is just under 70. ##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 288 $$ <p> PARIS _ A strike that threatens to paralyse France's##

##prison service spread yesterday as more prison o�cers were recruited##

##to the cause. ##

a0a0a0aa0a00 a0

##$$ 289 $$ For the �rst time in the history of the service, army units##

##have been sent in to maintain order in prisons, writes Sarah Lambert.##

a0a0a0aa0000 a0

##$$ 290 $$ <hl> Transkei forges a link with Mandela </hl>##

00a0aa000a00 a0

##$$ 291 $$ The General has frequent contact with Winnie Mandela _ and##

##through her indirectly with her husband - as well as with the ANC##

##leadership. ##

a0aa00a00000 0a
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##$$ 292 $$ <p> THE EUROPEAN Community yesterday adopted common guidelines##

##for the content of television broadcasts, designed to limit programme##

##imports from America and ensure minimum quality standards on private,##

##including satellite, channels.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

##$$ 293 $$ There are also rules on the placing of advertising that will##

##bring minor changes to British practice. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 294 $$ <p> WITH ITS power and prestige slipping away and its leaders##

##calling desperately for unity, 72 per cent of Polish Communists have##

##voted to �nd a new name for their party, the Polish United Workers'##

##Party.##

a0a000a00a00 a0

##$$ 295 $$ One Communist member of parliament said the results were `all##

##very nice, if they are true".##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 296 $$ <hl> East Germany blocks refugees' last escape route </hl>##

00a0a0a0a000 a0

##$$ 297 $$ The refusal to talk, believed to have been decided in a##

##meeting of the Politburo, contributed to renewed speculation here that##

##Mr Honecker may no longer be in full control. ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 298 $$ <p> FOREIGN ministers of the European Community lent##

##enthusiastic support yesterday to a Commission plan to give Poland and##

##Hungary food and �nancial aid worth dollars 215m ( 140m), together##

##with loans worth up to 700m.##

a0a0a0aa0a00 a0

##$$ 299 $$ A second meeting of the 24, including the US, Japan, Canada##

##and Australia, took place in Brussels 10 days ago.##

a0aa000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 300 $$ <p> Among EC ministers most supportive of the Commission's##

##plan yesterday was the British Foreign Secretary, John Major, attending##

##his �rst EC Council meeting. ##

a0aa000aa000 a0

##$$ 301 $$ EIB money has never before been o�ered to Eastern Europe.##

00a0a00a000a 0a

##$$ 302 $$ <p> A �nal decision on the details of the EC's own##

##contribution is expected at a meeting of EC �nance ministers in##

##Luxembourg next week. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

##$$ 303 $$ The level of EIB loans could extend to 700m over three years.##

a0a0a00a0a00 0a

##$$ 304 $$ <p> IN THE FIERCEST Soviet reaction yet to the East German##

##refugee crisis, the Communist Party daily Pravda declared yesterday that##

##Bonn's `open door" policy at its embassies in Warsaw and Prague was##

##creating a situation which threatened to destabilise all of central##

##Europe.##

a0a000aaa00a a0

##$$ 305 $$ Like their counterparts in China four months ago, East German##

##demonstrators are chanting Mr Gorbachev's name, while another 4,000##

##would-be refugees are choking the premises of Bonn's embassy in Prague.##

a0aaa00a0a0a 0a

##$$ 306 $$ <p> But, despite 20 years of desultory pollution control,##

##southern California has also become heavy-tar America (complete with##

##government health warnings). ##

00aaa00a000a a0

##$$ 307 $$ The freeways are crowded and crumbling.##

a0a0a0000000 0a

##$$ 308 $$ <p> The South Coast Air Quality Management District is a body##

##with considerable powers over greater LA. ##

a0aaa00000a0 a0

##$$ 309 $$ The Plan laid out a 123-point, three-stage strategy to make##

##the air of Los Angeles 70 per cent cleaner by 2009. ##

a0a000aa0aa0 0a

##$$ 310 $$ The Plan amounted, according to the critics, to a declaration##

##of war on the southern Californian way of life, assaulting everything##

##from drive-in movies to Burger Kings and, most of all, automobiles.##

a0a00000a0a0 a0

##$$ 311 $$ Restrictions will be placed on drive-in cinemas, banks,##

##hamburger restaurants and, presumably, LA's solitary drive-through##

##church.##

00a0a00000a0 0a

##$$ 312 $$ <p> The LA Plan has direct implications, practical and##

##political, for the rest of the country, and the rest of the world. ##

a0aaa0000000 a0

##$$ 313 $$ The approach may well serve as a model for similar projects in##

##other US conurbations. ##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 314 $$ <p> The Plan has already been approved by the state##

##environment authorities and is likely to be approved shortly by the##

##Environmental Protection Agency in Washington. ##

a0a0a000000a a0

##$$ 315 $$ In Greater Los Angeles area there are 7.5 million registered##

##drivers and 8 million cars. ##

00a0a0000a0a 0a

##$$ 316 $$ <p> BRITAIN has launched a signi�cant lobbying campaign on##

##Capitol Hill, including letters to Congressmen from the British##

##ambassador, Sir Antony Acland, in an e�ort to prevent delays in the US##

##Trident D-5 nuclear missile programme.##

a0a0a0a00aaa a0

##$$ 317 $$ Two sea tests, one in March and one in August, failed. ##

00aa000a0a00 0a
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##$$ 318 $$ The budget cuts would mean signi�cant delays in 1990##

##production of missiles, a handful of which are due to be sold to##

##Britain. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

##$$ 319 $$ The issue is now being considered in a House-Senate conference.##

a0a0a00a0a00 0a

##$$ 320 $$ He has played on Panamanian nationalism to exploit resentment##

##at US interference in Panamanian a�airs and met charge with##

##counter-charge.##

a0aa00a0000a a0

##$$ 321 $$ The US continued to recognise Mr Delvalle and imposed economic##

##sanctions on Panama. ##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 322 $$ <p> At the same time, General Noriega had been irting with##

##the Soviet Union and, according to US intelligence sources, continues to##

##receive arms from Moscow. ##

a0aa000a000a a0

##$$ 323 $$ Although the option of US military intervention has often been##

##canvassed, it has always o�cially been discounted. ##

a0aaa0000000 0a

##$$ 324 $$ <p> UNITED NATIONS _ Panama's provisional president barely##

##touched on the military upheaval in his country yesterday in a 30-minute##

##address to the General Assembly which was heavily critical of US policy##

##towards Panama, Reuter reports.##

a0a000aa000a a0

##$$ 325 $$ He added: `The printed text which I'm delivering to the##

##assembly today does not include the most recent examples of US action in##

##my country."##

a0a0000aa0aa 0a

##$$ 326 $$ <p> DISNEY WORLD, home to Mickey Mouse, 101 Dalmatians and##

##all manner of furry creatures, has been charged with beating wild##

##vultures to death and illegally trapping other protected birds.##

00a000000aa0 a0

##$$ 327 $$ <p> Nineteen of the birds died and others among the 149 moved##

##were mistreated. ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 328 $$ <p> CAMBODIAN guerrillas have captured a number of Phnom Penh##

##government outposts in the north-west in the last week, but they have##

##yet to mount an attack on a major town, according to a resistance##

##spokesman and Western intelligence sources in Bangkok. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a a0

##$$ 329 $$ The town, with 36,000 inhabitants, would be an important##

##strategic loss.##

a0a0a0000a0a 0a

##$$ 330 $$ Diplomats in Bangkok say the movement is attempting to boost##

##its credibility at a time when the US Congress is debating policy on##

##Cambodia. ##

a0a0a0aa000a a0

##$$ 331 $$ He denied charges that Vietnamese troops participated in the##

##�ghting. ##

a0a00000000a 0a

##$$ 332 $$ <p> HARARE (Reuter) _ The Zimbabwean government ordered the##

##inde�nite closure of the country's only university yesterday after a##

##day of violent clashes between police and students protesting against##

##the arrest of two of their leaders.##

a0a000aa0a00 a0

##$$ 333 $$ He said that all 10,000 students would have to leave the##

##campus with their belongings by last night.##

a0a000aa0a0a 0a

##$$ 334 $$ Police indicated that they would charge him under Zimbabwe's##

##Law and Order Maintenance Act for a statement he issued on Monday##

##accusing the government of `state terrorism" against students.##

a0a000aa0aa0 a0

##$$ 335 $$ The statement accused the government of `brute neo-fascism##

##comparable only to that of South Africa". ##

a0aa00000000 0a

##$$ 336 $$ <p> MARGARET THATCHER said yesterday she intends to maintain##

##Britain's opposition to sanctions against South Africa at the##

##Commonwealth Heads of Government Conference later this month. ##

a0aaa0aa0000 a0

##$$ 337 $$ <p> `We played the leading role in bringing Zimbabwe to##

##independence and have given a great deal of help to Zimbabwe since##

##independence," she said. ##

a0a0a00a0a00 0a

##$$ 338 $$ <p> Mrs Thatcher said economic sanctions did have the e�ect##

##of depressing an economy and depriving people of jobs, but rarely if##

##ever had the desired political e�ect. ##

a0aaa0000000 a0

##$$ 339 $$ I want to help South Africa become democratic and prosperous##

##and avoid descending into further violence and poverty." ##

a0aa00a00000 0a

##$$ 340 $$ <p> MANILA (Reuter) _ President Corazon Aquino of the##

##Philippines said yesterday that the body of Ferdinand Marcos still had a##

##`malignant power" that could be used by her opponents to seize power.##

a0a00000a000 a0

##$$ 341 $$ She has survived �ve coup attempts, two of them linked to##

##Marcos loyalists. ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 342 $$ <p> PEKING yesterday bristled at a decision by Hong Kong to##

##allow a top Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who sought political asylum in##

##the West, to travel to the United States. ##

a0a000aa0a0a a0
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##$$ 343 $$ The US appears willing to take Mr Yang, but he may choose to##

##live in Taiwan.##

a0aa000a000a 0a

##$$ 344 $$ <p> Xinhua News Agency, China's uno�cial embassy in Hong##

##Kong, yesterday released a statement regetting the government's decision##

##as `an extremely bad precedent". ##

a0a0000aaa0a a0

##$$ 345 $$ Journalists' associations compared the seizing of the tapes to##

##China intercepting satellite transmissions to track down##

##`counter-revolutionaries".##

a0aa00a0000a 0a

##$$ 346 $$ <p> PARIS _ The �ve-week deadlock between striking Peugeot##

##workers and their employer was broken yesterday when the management##

##obtained a court order to end a 10-day sit-in at one of the two##

##factories in eastern France, Sarah Lambert writes.##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 347 $$ <p> The workers occupying the Mulhouse forge were told that##

##unless they left the premises immediately they would be `forced to do##

##so".##

a0aa000a000a 0a

##$$ 348 $$ <p> Mr Gorbachev knows full well that, unlike his counterparts##

##in Poland and Hungary, Mr Honecker cannot replace doctrinaire communism##

##with appeals to nationalism. ##

00aa0000000a a0

##$$ 349 $$ Fears for the stability of central Europe so bluntly expressed##

##by Pravda this week are shared in Bonn, London and Washington. ##

aaaa000a000a 0a

##$$ 350 $$ <p> ALMOST 24 hours late, the �rst of several chartered##

##trains left Prague for the West last night, carrying some of the 12,000##

##East German emigrants who had spent another night and a day on the##

##chilly pavements around the West German embassy or in the embassy's##

##increasingly squalid grounds.##

a0aa00aaaa0a a0

##$$ 351 $$ <p> Thousands blocked East German rail lines and crowded into##

##stations to try to board the trains en route to Prague, and thus qualify##

##for the trip to West Germany. ##

a0a0a0a00aaa 0a

##$$ 352 $$ In Dresden police removed about 3,000 people from the station##

##and sealed it o�.##

a0a000000a0a 0a

##$$ 353 $$ <p> BELGIUM launched an anti-terrorist investigation yesterday##

##into the murder of a leading member of its 30,000-strong Jewish##

##community, Joseph Wybran. ##

a0a0a0aa0a00 a0

##$$ 354 $$ Police sources said the shooting had the hallmarks of a##

##`professional execution": a light handgun was used that would only##

##ensure death if used at point-blank range. ##

a0a000a00a0a a0

##$$ 355 $$ The hospital, moreover, is perfectly located for a swift##

##getaway, just yards from the Brussels ring road and the motorway to##

##Paris.##

a0a0a0000a0a 0a

##$$ 356 $$ <p> The Israeli embassy in Belgium denounced the attack last##

##night. ##

a0a0000a000a a0

##$$ 357 $$ `It is clear that Professor Wybran has been assassinated in##

##cold blood because he was a Jew," it said. ##

a0a000000a00 0a

##$$ 358 $$ <p> THE NOBEL PRIZE committee is expected to give a boost to##

##the drive for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the##

##winners of the Peace Prize in Oslo today. ##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 359 $$ <p> In 1983, long before the West felt able to give aid to##

##Poland, the committee chose Lech Walesa for the Peace Prize in a gesture##

##which embarrassed the Polish government and focused the attention of the##

##world on the changes taking place in Warsaw.##

a0a000aa0a0a 0a

##$$ 360 $$ <p> Mr Anguita has also been re-arranging the face of Spanish##

##Communism recently _ with notable success. ##

a0aa00aa0000 a0

##$$ 361 $$ He also earned the nickname of the `Red Caliph" by trying to##

##give back to the Muslims a grand old mosque which the Catholic church##

##had converted into a monastery 500 years ago.##

a0aa00aa0a00 0a

##$$ 362 $$ <p> INVESTIGATORS have determined that an explosion destroyed##

##the UTA DC-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September,##

##killing all 171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb##

##was responsible.##

a0a0000a0a0a a0

##$$ 363 $$ In the 1970s, when he was known as `Jacky des Halles", he was##

##prominent in the world of organised crime. ##

a0a0000a0000 0a

##$$ 364 $$ <p> UNDER intense pressure from congressional Democrats to##

##increase aid to Poland and Hungary, the White House announced yesterday##

##that President Bush will ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (##

## 125m) grant for Poland, almost doubling his previous request.##

a0aa00aa0a0a a0

##$$ 365 $$ He also asked for dollars 25m for Hungary.##

a00a00000a00 0a

##$$ 366 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Armed insurgents were reported yesterday##

##to be setting up camps in the hilly terrain of Nagorny Karabakh as##

##tensions between the Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan##
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##threatened to erupt into full- scale confrontation.##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 367 $$ Nagorny Karabakh, which has a predominantly Armenian##

##population, became part of Azerbaijan in 1923 after the consolidation of##

##Soviet power in the Transcaucasus region. ##

a0a0000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 368 $$ <p> E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more##

##than 100 deaths since February last year, have so far been fruitless.##

a0aa000a0a00 a0

##$$ 369 $$ Food was being sent in along the republic's only rail link##

##with Georgia. ##

a0a000000a0a 0a

##$$ 370 $$ <p> Many studies have been made in an e�ort to assess the##

##correct national speed, and to warn those in the fast lane of their##

##ultimate folly. ##

aaa0a0a0a00a a0

##$$ 371 $$ And Columbus, Ohio, postal clerks spoke 40 per cent more##

##syllables per second than their colleagues in Los Angeles.##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 372 $$ After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to##

##go fast or slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks. ##

a0aa00aa000a a0

##$$ 373 $$ <p> No one ever accused Old Blue Eyes or Mr Trump of being##

##behind the times. ##

a0a0a0a00a00 0a

##$$ 374 $$ <p> Mr Rogich is a `handler" par excellence. ##

00a000000a00 0a

##$$ 375 $$ The Rogich plan is to sharpen up the focus, as well as the##

##pace.##

a0aa00a00000 a0

##$$ 376 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, hinted yesterday##

##that the US withheld military support for Tuesday's failed coup in##

##Panama because it believed it had little chance of success.##

a0a0000a000a a0

##$$ 377 $$ The Defence Department is believed to have strenuously opposed##

##use of US forces, once again, during Tuesday's meeting.##

a0aa00aa0000 0a

##$$ 378 $$ <p> Mr Baker's comments yesterday implied that the US##

##government would be prepared to use its troops to back a Panamanian##

##coup, but not this coup. ##

aaaa00aa0a00 a0

##$$ 379 $$ Washington had previously stated that the 12,000 American##

##troops in Panama would be used only to defend the Canal and themselves.##

a0a000a00a0a 0a

##$$ 380 $$ <p> THE ROYAL NAVY frigate HMS Alacrity arrived in the##

##Colombian port of Cartagena yesterday, in the �rst stage of a British##

##aid e�ort to combat drugs tra�cking in Colombia.##

a0a000aa0aaa a0

##$$ 381 $$ After taking on water and supplies, she returned to regular##

##duties within 24 hours. ##

a0a0000a0000 0a

##$$ 382 $$ <p> Britain has o�ered several million pounds of aid, which##

##includes communications equipment, bullet-proof vests, naval patrol##

##craft, police training and the joint naval patrol. ##

a0a0a0000a00 a0

##$$ 383 $$ This would guarantee higher international prices for Latin##

##America's produce and would free resources to fund social programmes,##

##including a vital land reform. ##

0aaaa0a00a00 0a

##$$ 384 $$ <p> CARTAGENA _ The Colombian Supreme Court has upheld the##

##extradition of drug tra�ckers, decreed by President Virgilio Barco as##

##part of his o�ensive against the cocaine cartels, writes Simon Fisher.##

a0a000a00000 a0

##$$ 385 $$ At least 10 people were killed and 150 injured in bomb attacks##

##last month.##

00a0000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 386 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, yesterday raised##

##the possibility that the Soviet Union might put the rouble on the gold##

##standard as part of its programme of perestroika, writes John Lich�eld.##

a0a0a0aa000a a0

##$$ 387 $$ <p> Federal Reserve o�cials declined to discuss Mr##

##Greenspan's agenda yesterday. ##

00a000aa0000 0a

##$$ 388 $$ Inconsistencies in the initial report on the crash have led##

##some investigators to suspect that the US and Canadian governments took##

##part in a cover-up.##

a0a000a00a00 a0

##$$ 389 $$ The �re could have been caused either by sabotage or the##

##accidental detonation of a bomb being carried home by one of the##

##soldiers as a souvenir.##

a0a000000a0a 0a

##$$ 390 $$ <p> (First Edition) DRAMATIC evidence of the First Century AD##

##Jewish revolt against Rome, which led up to the famous siege and mass##

##suicide of Masada, has been unearthed by Israeli archaeologists in the##

##desert to the east of Jerusalem.##

a0aa0000aa0a a0

##$$ 391 $$ The note was written in charcoal on the side of a plaster##

##water-cistern, along with two drawings _ also in charcoal -of the Jewish##

##menora, the traditional seven-branched candlestick.##

a0aa00000aaa 0a

##$$ 392 $$ <p> The newly-discovered sites are of particularly great##

##importance for Jewish history because the Roman repression which##
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##followed the revolts of Bar-Giora and Bar-Kokhba mark the beginning of##

##the Jewish diaspora.##

a0a000aaa0aa a0

##$$ 393 $$ So far more than 150 caves have been explored and surveyed.##

00aaa0aa0a00 0a

##$$ 394 $$ It was the latest example of the increasing conict between##

##President Robert Mugabe's government and voices of opposition.##

a0a0000aa000 a0

##$$ 395 $$ The registration of students and all grants and loans have##

##been suspended.##

a0a0a0000a00 0a

##$$ 396 $$ <p> Four bishops representing the Catholic Church and the##

##Zimbabwe Council of Churches yesterday met the university's##

##Vice-Chancellor, Walter Kamba, to urge that the campus be reopened and##

##to learn the fate of the estimated 40 students arrested following the##

##protests. ##

a0a000aa0a00 a0

##$$ 397 $$ Soon after police arrived to carry out the order, violence##

##spread, as students smashed and set �re to Mr Kamba's Mercedes car, and##

##police responded with tear gas and baton charges.##

a0aa00aa0000 0a

##$$ 398 $$ <p> IN THE relative absence of pressing political news, the##

##South African press has returned to predicting the release of famous##

##political prisoners. ##

a0a0a0a00000 a0

##$$ 399 $$ <p> One day, if only by the laws of probability, the rumours##

##will be proved right. ##

a0a0a00a0000 0a

##$$ 400 $$ <p> A GROUP claiming to represent Abu Nidal's Palestinian##

##assassination organisation claimed yesterday that it had murdered a##

##leader of the Jewish community in Belgium because he was `one of the##

##main leaders of Israel's Mossad secret service".##

a0a000a00aaa a0

## ######################################

## E N C O D E R : K. Y. ##

## ######################################

## $$ 401 $$ But, says Norman Moss, ##

## Britain could learn a thing or two from Dutch prisons on how to treat ##

## criminals once they are under lock and key.##

a000a00a0a00 a0

## $$ 402 $$ BRITAIN has the largest number of people in prison in proportion##

##to the total population of any country in the European Community - ##

##97.4 per 100,000. ##

a0aaa000aa0a a0

##$$ 403 $$ Holland, with roughly the same crime rate, has the lowest, 40. ##

a0aaa000aa00 a0

##$$ 404 $$ And conditions inside prisons are just as great a contrast.##

000aa0000a0a a0

##** 405 ** THE FIVE committee members �le into the meeting room, where ##

##strong, aromatic co�ee, an essential accompaniment of serious ##

##conversation in Holland, is waiting, and sit around a pine table.##

a0a000000a0a 0a

##** 406 ** This is their fortnightly meeting with the activities director, ##

##Hans Versmissen. ##

aaa0000a0000 0a

##** 407 ** But I dont think they'll �nd the money right now. "##

a00a000a0000 0a

##** 408 ** Versmissen is in charge of all cultural, educational and ##

## sporting activities in Het Schouw prison in Amsterdam. ##

00a0a0000a0a 0a

##** 409 ** But Versmissen is not an argumentative man. ##

000a00000a00 0a

##** 410 ** Then they get down to plans for the next rock concert. ##

a00a00aa0000 0a

## $$ 411 $$ Every prison has a prisoners committee.##

0000a0000a00 a0

## $$ 412 $$ Prison life in Holland is very much more humane, more ##

## civilised, less isolated and less brutal than prison life in Britain, ##

## and a lot of this boils down to a simple matter of space. ##

aaaaa0000aaa a0

## $$ 413 $$ If you keep people in inhuman conditions, you cant##

##expect them to behave in a human way. "##

a0aaa0000a0a a0

## $$ 414 $$ It would be satisfying to be able to say that civilised prison##

##conditions reform criminals, but in fact in both countries about 50 per ##

##cent of the people leaving prison commit another crime within two years;##

a0aaa00a0a0a a0

##$$ 415 $$ Holland sends fewer law - breakers to prison than Britain does##

##( though more for driving o�ences ) but the main reason for the smaller##

##prison population is that sentences are much shorter. ##

a0aaa0000a0a a0

##$$ 416 $$ The lenient sentencing and prison policy is possible in Holland##

##because public opinion is behind it. ##

a0a0a000000a a0

##** 417 ** Dutch o�cials do not encounter what prison reformers in ##

## Britain call " the holiday camp syndrome, " the complaint that " prison ##

## is becoming just like a holiday camp. "##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##** 418 ** When I was there, one man had just bought a chess - playing ##

##computer for his cell ( one of Hans Versmissen 's team ). ##

aaa000aa0a0a 0a
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##** 419 ** I was talking to one guard, a woman of mature years who joined ##

##the prison service only �ve years ago, and I asked whether she was ever##

##afraid of violence. ##

a0a0000a0a00 0a

##** 420 ** Jan Verboom is a short, stocky, grey - haired man of 50 with ##

##tattoos on his arms who was imprisoned in Britain for smuggling cannabis -##

##he says he is innocent - and was then transferred to a Dutch prison, ##

##where he is serving the last part of his sentence.##

a0aa000a0aaa 0a

## $$ 421 $$ Better a forest bled than dead ##

000aaa000a00 a0

## ** 422 ** THE NOTION that you can slurp your way through a Rainforest ##

## Crunch ice cream and help save the Amazon rainforests may seem bizarre, ##

## but eating habits can, in fact, a�ect the ecology.##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 423 $$ Most of the 50million acres of tropical rainforests cut down ##

## every year are used as pasture for cattle once the timber and its by - ##

## products are exported. ##

a000a0aa0a00 a0

##** 424 ** Would they even be able to package them if 800 square miles of ##

##rainforest were not axed every year to produce the paper? ##

a0aaa0aa0a00 0a

##** 425 ** It is doubtful.##

a000a0000000 0a

##$$ 426 $$ If we have chomped our way through billions of acres of forest a##

##penitential path now appears by which we can consume food to conserve the##

##rainforests' trees, peoples, plants and animals. ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a a0

##** 427 ** Why did no one think of this before?##

aaa0a00a0a00 0a

##** 428 ** Because we have no choice but to live and die in a dynamic##

##market economy. ##

a0a0a0000a0a 0a

##$$ 429 $$ Cultural Survival, founded in 1972, markets products, processed ##

##and unprocessed, indigenous to the rainforests and it packages them to ##

##appeal to the heightened environmental awareness to which guilty Western##

##liberals are prey. ##

a00aa0aa00aa a0

##$$ 430 $$ Jason Clay, a former Harvard lecturer and analyst for##

##the US Department of Agriculture, is research director of the##

##organisation and its non pro�t - making Rainforest Marketing Project. ##

a00a00000aa0 a0

##** 431 ** He has a PhD in anthropology from Cornell, taught at Harvard ##

## and was an analyst with the US Department of Agriculture, but his ##

## pragmatic approach has turned him into a nut merchant. ##

a0aa00000a0a 0a

##$$ 432 $$ Brazil nuts are perhaps the forests' single most famous ##

## foodstu�, and that, among other things, is what Clay markets. ##

aaa0a000aaaa a0

##$$ 433 $$ The forests are also rich in foods, spices and essences used in##

##cosmetics, perfumes and medicines.##

a0a0a0a0000a a0

##** 434 ** And timber, the traditional rainforest harvest,##

##is, bluntly stated, dead wood. ##

a0aaa0000000 0a

##$$ 435 $$ Researchers found that the actual market potential of timber##

##sales was tiny compared to that of the non - wood resources. ##

aaaaa0000000 a0

##$$ 436 $$ They call it heartstrings marketing. ##

a0a0a0000000 a0

##** 437 ** A director of Kew Gardens, Professor Ghillean Prance, ew back ##

##from Brazil last autumn with a suitcase crammed with plants, roots and ##

##powders for Anita Roddick of the Body Shop. ##

a0a000aa0a0a 0a

##** 438 ** She has ordered Amazonian herbs and oils and has also##

##been persuading the University of Belem, at the mouth of the Amazon, ##

##to look at seeds and plants for pot pourris and aromatic oils.##

a0a000a0000a 0a

##$$ 439 $$ Deforestation is the second highest man - made source of carbon ##

##dioxide emissions and is now proven to have made a signi�cant ##

##contribution to global warming.##

a0aaa000aaa0 a0

##** 440 ** Cashew nuts, for example, are a well - known harvest but##

##not the tree 's cashew apple, which grows near the calyx of the fruit.##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 441 $$ - Michelle Berriedale - Johnson places her order with##

## the delivery boy for fresh food in brown paper bags##

a0a00aa0000a a0

##** 442 ** ANOTHER Friday night another hour - long queue in the heaving ##

##supermarket .. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a 0a

##** 443 ** Do you ever dream, as you stand gazing blankly at your pile of ##

##Greek yoghurts and your BSE - less free range chicken, of the jolly ##

##delivery boy ringing his bicycle bell at your kitchen door while you ##

##sip your morning co�ee and read the morning paper? ##

a00aa00a0aaa 0a

##$$ 444 $$ Carrots from the greengrocer, laden with good sticky mud; packets ##

##of tea in honest brown paper bags; loaves of bread hot from the baker 's .. ##

a0aaa0a000aa a0

##** 445 ** Well, your moment is at hand. ##

a000a00a000a 0a

##$$ 446 $$ And not only will it arrive at your door in brown paper bags ##
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##( even if not on a bicycle ) but it will be fresh, wholesome and organic. ##

a0aaa0000aaa a0

##** 447 ** BSE, BST, salmonella, listeria and alar may be regarded as a ##

##visitation from the devil by many but they have brought nothing but good ##

##to the organic food movement. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##** 448 ** A mere �ve years ago organic farmers were seen as an##

##idealistic, slightly cranky, fringe group whose ambition to feed the##

##world on organic food was little more than a pipe dream. ##

a0aaa0aa0aa0 0a

##$$ 449 $$ Now every survey shows a larger number of the public worried, ##

##anxious or concerned about food quality, pesticide residues, hormone##

##therapy and animal welfare. ##

a0aaa00a0aa0 a0

##$$ 450 $$ As a result the organic movement has suddenly found supermarkets##

##banging on its doors demanding straight carrots and regular deliveries##

##and promising a market far wider than it ever dreamed of. ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a a0

##** 451 ** However, this surge in demand has presented it with an ethical ##

##dilemma - ##

aaaaa0000a00 0a

##$$ 452 $$ a main tenet of the organic faith is that the link between the ##

##grower and consumer should be as short as possible. ##

a0aaa0a00a00 a0

##** 453 ** This is partly because they want to keep the consumer close to ##

##the soil but also because they believe that fresh food is more nutritious ##

##if genuinely fresh, not sold chilled and much travelled from the belly ##

##of a jumbo jet. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa 0a

##$$ 454 $$ However, supplying food to a supermarket several hundred miles ##

##from where it was grown, through a packing station, and at the very least ##

##one distributor is scarcely retaining that close link. ##

aaaaa000aa0a a0

##$$ 455 $$ Step in the organic, door to door delivery service. ##

a00aa00000aa a0

##$$ 456 $$ A couple of days research unearthed 16 such services operating##

##around the country and ranging from high tech in east London - delivering##

##within a 25 miles radius, complete with computers, faxes and credit cards##

## - to an organic farmer in the depths of the hills delivering butchered##

##organic beef and lambs, when he had them available. ##

a0aaa00a0aaa a0

##$$ 457 $$ However, of the ones I spoke to, few had been going for more ##

##than four years but all recorded a steady, if not spectacular, increase ##

##in business. ##

a00aa00a0aa0 a0

##** 458 ** Most had started because they believed in organic principles ##

##and had grown through word of mouth and personal recommendation. ##

a0a0a000aa00 0a

##** 459 ** All the larger services now bought in fresh fruits and vegetables ##

##not only from other local organic growers but through distribution centres##

##and even from abroad - ##

a00aa00a0aaa 0a

##** 460 ** THE GENERAL impression I got was that, although it was a hard ##

##work way of earning your living, most of them felt that it was worthwhile ##

##as it provided a much needed service. ##

a0aaa0a0aa00 0a

##$$ 461 $$ A MAN comes from nowhere, starts a fruit - packaging business ##

##in Cyprus in the 1960s and builds it into a 2 billion multinational ##

##empire by 1990.##

a00a000a0aaa a0

##$$ 462 $$ Exasperated by constant sniping from the papers, he hatches ##

##a scheme to buy back his creation without consulting any of his usual##

##professional advisers, let alone the shareholders who own the other ##

##76 per cent.##

a0aa00aa0a00 a0

##** 463 ** Documents relating to the censure are passed on to the DTI, ##

##the SIB and the Takeover Panel.##

a0000000000a 0a

##** 464 ** The company 's major institutional shareholders are aghast. ##

a00a000000a0 0a

##** 465 ** What went wrong? ##

00a000000000 0a

##** 466 ** One City fund manager with a major stake in Polly Peck said last##

##week that he had three reactions to Asil Nadir 's aborted buyout plan:##

##" Surprise, surprise and surprise. "##

a0aa000a0aaa 0a

##$$ 467 $$ This reaction reects the chasm of understanding between Mr ##

##Nadir and the big institutions who feel obliged to keep a holding in ##

##Polly Peck, if only because of its status as a Footsie stock and its ##

##until now spectacular returns. ##

aaaaa0aa0aaa a0

##$$ 468 $$ They like to know roughly what to expect from a company, ##

##but openness is not one of Mr Nadir 's strong suits. ##

a0aaa0000aa0 a0

##** 469 ** Because of his tight grip on the way the group is run, his ##

##weaknesses and strengths are those of the company.##

aaaaa0000000 0a

##$$ 470 $$ Few doubt Mr Nadir 's legendary prowess at making deals, but ##

##the City has di�culty understanding such a fast - changing group. ##

a00aa0a00aa0 a0

##$$ 471 $$ This lack of understanding has prompted rumours, but what is ##

##certain is that Mr Nadir, who is 47, has built a 2 billion business ##
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##empire from nothing through hard work, deal - making air and ##

##connections.##

aaaa00000aa0 a0

##$$ 472 $$ Asil Nadir remains an enigma, one of the 100 richest people ##

##in the UK, but a private man. ##

a0aaa000aaaa a0

##** 473 ** He combines charm with shyness and a determination to##

##maintain complete control which has led to a high turnover in Polly##

##Peck 's boardroom and management.##

a0aaa0a00a0a 0a

##** 474 ** The Nadir legend is the stu� of TV mini - series. ##

a000a000000a 0a

##** 475 ** As a six - year - old, he started his business career selling##

##newspapers on the streets of Famagusta. ##

a0aa000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 476 $$ After the Turks invaded Cyprus in 1974, they enlisted Mr Nadir ##

##to rebuild the economy in northern Cyprus.##

a00000aa000a a0

##$$ 477 $$ The deal was a winner because Mr Nadir used the boxes to ##

##package fruit which would otherwise have rotted in the �elds and sent ##

##it for export to the UK.##

a0aa00a00a0a a0

##$$ 478 $$ In 1983 the Greek High Commission for Cyprus complained to ##

##the Foreign O�ce that 93 per cent of the orchards producing fruit ##

##for Mr Nadir 's Uni - Pac packaging plant were owned by Greek Cypriots ##

##before the invasion.##

a0aa00aa0aa0 a0

##** 479 ** But the Greek Cypriots were not the only source of his problems. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

##** 480 ** Mr Nadir 's �rst move into mainland Turkey was the Vestel ##

##television manufacturer. ##

a0aa000000aa 0a

##$$ 481 $$ With a dramatic past and an ambitious chairman, ##

## Polly Peck is seen as a highly unpredictable##

## creature ##

00a0aa000a00 a0

##$$ 482 $$ FRUIT - to - computer conglomerate Polly Peck yesterday ##

##ignored the uproar caused by last month 's abandoned buyout plans, ##

##and announced buoyant half - year results suggesting its dramatic ##

##growth will continue regardless of the fuss. ##

a0aa00aa0aa0 a0

##$$ 483 $$ The company 's controversial chairman Asil Nadir has been##

##rapped over the knuckles by the Stock Exchange after announcing that he##

##planned to take the company private, and then abandoning the attempt##

##within the week. ##

a0aa00aa000a a0

##** 484 ** It said the company over - reacted by making a formal ##

##announcement that it had received an approach which might lead to a bid. ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

##$$ 485 $$ Polly Peck 's share price soared, then plummeted, raising the ##

##Stock Exchange 's suspicions that somebody may have pro�ted unfairly ##

##from the episode. ##

a0aa00000aa0 a0

##** 486 ** In his statement yesterday, Mr Nadir said he regretted any ##

##action which had attracted criticism. ##

a0a0000a0a0a 0a

##** 487 ** " My wholehearted commitment to the continuing growth and ##

##success of the company remains undiminished, " he insisted.##

a0aaa0aa0000 0a

##** 488 ** Nobody who knows Mr Nadir doubts that. ##

aa00a0000a00 0a

##** 489 ** But the a�air remains a mystery.##

a00a00000a00 0a

##** 490 ** There was nothing new in Mr Nadir 's impatience with the City and##

##especially with its valuation of his company which makes it even more##

##surprising that he failed to follow through his initial plans to take it##

##out of the City 's �ring line. ##

a0aaa0a00a0a 0a

##** 491 ** He said he was touched by pleas from small shareholders to let ##

##them keep their shares. ##

a0a000a00000 0a

##$$ 492 $$ Equally, he may have been persuaded by signals that raising ##

##the 2 billion or so needed for the buyout would not be as easy as he ##

##had imagined. ##

a0aa00a00a00 a0

##$$ 493 $$ His relentless pursuit of multinational stardom for the company,##

##combined with his personal domination of it, have produced a string of ##

##surprises during that decade just as they have produced a rapidly - growing ##

##worldwide group.##

aaaaa0aa0aaa a0

##$$ 494 $$ For all its huge scale nowadays, however, Polly Peck remains an##

##entrepreneurial company.##

a00aa00a0aa0 a0

##** 495 ** In other words, it will remain full of surprises. ##

a0a0a0000000 0a

##** 496 ** And those surprises are just as likely to be unpleasant as ##

##pleasant.##

aaaaa0000000 0a

##$$ 497 $$ But the chart shows that Polly Peck 's trading record appears ##

##impressive.##

a00aa00000aa a0

##$$ 498 $$ While its shares have zoomed up and down, pro�ts have progressed##
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##steadily, thanks mainly to a series of acquisitions. ##

a0aaa0000a0a a0

##$$ 499 $$ The Turkish electronics subsidiary Vestel is now quoted on the ##

##Istanbul stock exchange, and the fruit business could well make an ##

##appearance in New York later this year.##

aaaa000a0a0a a0

##** 500 ** The only surprise is that he is surprised that his company##

##is not more highly rated. ##

a0aaa0000aa0 0a

## ######################################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ######################################### ##

## $$ 501 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Begins USA Visit##

00000a00000a a0

## $$ 502 $$ ##

## Premier Andreas Papandreou, snubbed by two Republican presidents, has ##

##adopted a pro-U.S. stance and �nally gets to pay his �rst o�cial visit to ##

##Washington this week { but now his problem is Macedonia.##

aaaaa00a0aaa a0

## $$ 503 $$ ##

## Papandreou meets President Clinton on Friday, and the economic##

##embargo Greece has slapped on Macedonia { which has angered the##

##United States and European countries { is certain to be high on the##

##agenda.##

a0a0a00a000a a0

## ** 504 ** ##

## On Monday, the United States ew in another unit of U.S.##

##soldiers to the former Yugoslav state of Macedonia, bringing to more ##

##than 500 the number of U.S. troops keeping watch there.##

a00aa00a0aaa 0a

## ** 505 ** ##

## The soldiers serve in a U.N. force aimed at preventing a spread##

##of the Yugoslav bloodshed into Macedonia. ##

a00000a00a0a 0a

## ** 506 ** ##

## Washington says the Greek embargo undermines the region.##

a0000000000a 0a

## $$ 507 $$ ##

## Macedonia also borders Greece, and Greece wants it to change its##

##name and jettison other symbols that the Hellenic state believes##

##imply designs on Greek territory. ##

a0aaa0a0000a a0

## ** 508 ** ##

##In Greece, the embargo is hugely popular.##

a0000000000a 0a

## ** 509 ** ##

## ``I will give a great battle on our matters of national##

##interest, a friendly battle, of course, because the climate will be##

##good. ##

a0aaa0000a00 0a

## ** 510 ** ##

## We will also make every e�ort to improve Greek-American##

##relations," Papandreou said Sunday.##

a000a0a00000 0a

## $$ 511 $$ ##

## However, Papandreou has repeatedly chosen to heed Greek public##

##opinion on Macedonia despite its leading to Greece's isolation##

##abroad.##

a00aa00000a0 a0

## ** 512 ** ##

## ``Greece forms and expresses its foreign policy, it does not##

##carry out a public relations campaign," government spokesman##

##Evangelos Venizelos said last week.##

a00aa00a0a0a 0a

## $$ 513 $$ ##

## Most of landlocked Macedonia's trade used to pass through##

##Salonica, Greece. ##

0000a0000a0a a0

## ** 514 ** ##

## Now only food and medicine are allowed through.##

000aa00a0000 0a

## $$ 515 $$ ##

## Clinton and socialist Papandreou are also expected to discuss##

##the wars in former Yugoslavia, Greece's strained relations with##

##NATO ally Turkey, the continuing Turkish occupation of northern##

##Cyprus, Greek-U.S. relations, trade and issues concerning the##

##European Union.##

a000a0a000aa a0

## $$ 516 $$ ##

## During his 1981-89 administration, Papandreou repeatedly##

##irritated Greece's Western allies with statements and actions##

##favoring such Arab leaders as Libya's Moammar Gadha� and of the##

##then-Soviet Union. ##

a000000a0000 a0

## ** 517 ** ##

## He also supported Yasser Arafat before it was fashionable.##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 518 $$ ##

## Papandreou, 75, was not o�cially invited to Washington during##

##the 1980s, a reection of the tension with the administrations of##
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##presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## $$ 519 $$ ##

## The European Union, of which Greece is current president, sent##

##Greece to the 12-member Union's high court this month for the Feb.##

##16 embargo on Macedonia. ##

0aa0000a0aaa a0

## ** 520 ** ##

## ``What I know is that there is understanding now, there is##

##another climate," Papandreou said of Greek-U.S. relations after##

##their meeting.##

a00aa00a0000 0a

## $$ 521 $$ ##

## Why has the former Yugoslav republic hijacked a great historical name? ##

a000aa000a00 a0

## $$ 522 $$ ##

## AS GREECE embarks on a fresh round of United Nations-sponsored talks,##

##it is worth remembering that Macedonia is only a geographical area. ##

000aa0000a0a a0

## $$ 523 $$ ##

## For centuries the existence of such a nation was completely unknown; ##

##certainly the Turks occupying the territory for more than �ve centuries never ##

##heard of a separate Macedonian nation among their European possessions.##

0aaa000a0a0a a0

## ** 524 ** ##

##$$ 24 $$ ##

## Despite recent e�orts to concoct some kind of "Macedonian language" ##

##all historical monuments in the area over the centuries bear upon them the##

##Greek language as abundant evidence of Macedonia's true identity. ##

a00aa00a0aaa 0a

## ** 525 ** ##

## Could it be, in the end, that the correct answers to the various aspiring##

##falsi�ers of Macedonian history will be given by the stones themselves?##

a000a00a00aa 0a

## ** 526 ** ##

## Inscribed marbles, as we all know, do not get angry but can only speak the##

##truth. ##

a00aa0000000 0a

## $$ 527 $$ ##

## Following the inevitable collapse of communism, these same men, and their ##

##accomplices elsewhere, have freshly contrived not only to politically hijack ##

##the Greek name of Macedonia to statehood and even print the illustrious White ##

##Tower of Salonika on their own currency but also to further provoke Greece by ##

##callously raising as their new state's ag the classic and purely Greek emblem##

##of the dynasty of Alexander the Great, undisputedly one of the most celebrated##

##personalities in Greek history. ##

aa0a000aaaaa a0

## ** 528 ** ##

## One feels at a loss to understand why Greece's European partners, and##

##even the Balinder Commission of Arbitration back in 1991, have not##

##confronted the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (Fyrom) for these##

##undisguised assaults against the Greek ideal. ##

aaaaa00a00aa 0a

## $$ 529 $$ ##

## Instead, the Greek people have had to su�er Europe's federalist and ##

##dirigiste deluge of concerted o�ensive comment against their country, decrying##

##as disgraceful or even as illegal the decision of the �rst civilisation in ##

##Europe to wish to defend and maintain intact what is perhaps the richest ##

##cultural heritage in the western world. ##

a00aa0a0a0aa a0

## $$ 530 $$ ##

## Rather, it is a fully justi�ed response to uncanny developments openly##

##defying classical truths while at the same time perpetuating unacceptable##

##ambitions to move across the Greek frontier. ##

000aa00a0aaa a0

## ** 531 ** ##

## After all, small independent countries, especially when lacking historical##

##and democratic credentials, do have a way of seeking viability by grasping for ##

##neighbouring territory.##

0000a0000a00 0a

## ** 532 ** ##

## And the expansionist goals set out for decades by Tito do not just vanish##

##away, particularly when fuelled by so rare a mixture of otherworldliness##

##and inertia displayed in European Union and US foreign policy. ##

a000000a0aa0 0a

## ** 533 ** ##

## Let us bear in mind, too, that a state, as opposed to a province, tends to ##

##supersede the latter in the course of history, if given enough time. ##

a000a0a00a00 0a

## $$ 534 $$ ##

## Far from arbitrarily, therefore, and only after multiple warnings, has##

##the much publicised Greek blockade been imposed on strictly political, as##

##opposed to economic grounds. ##

a0aa000a00a0 a0

## ** 535 ** ##

## Nothing is to be gained by recriminations across the Greek frontier or##

##by the unrealistic international mediations already afoot. ##

a000a00000aa 0a

## ** 536 ** ##

## Instead, it makes sense for people on the two sides of the border to live ##

##together in peace; improve dramatically their standard of life together; ##

##and together expose supposed ethnic and religious divisions for the nonsense ##
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##they really are. ##

a00aa0000aaa 0a

## $$ 537 $$ ##

## And although, of course, lesser men do not like to be reminded of this, ##

##the logical and certainly historically more valid way to ensure peace in the ##

##Balkans, together with a viable and larger Macedonia, would rather have been ##

##an ultimate union under the Greek ag. ##

aa0aa00000aa a0

## $$ 538 $$ ##

## The British contribution, therefore, in the best tradition of Churchill in ##

##1944, could well be to make it clear that not only is there no place today for ##

##provocative slavo-macedonising talk, but that the controversial name of the ##

##new state (which might have been far more felicitously baptised as ##

##Yugomacedonia), its ag or its constitution should not be allowed to ##

##exacerbate tensions in a part of the world that badly needs peace, not still ##

##more bloody confrontations leading to probable religious wars in Europe 2000. ##

a0aaa0aaaaaa a0

## $$ 539 $$ ##

## Apocalyptically, too, tiny Albania's deadly decision earlier this##

##month to settle thousands of Muslims along its borders with Greece is##

##already a giant step in this dreadful direction. ##

aaaa00aa0aaa a0

## ** 540 ** ##

## Nicos Devletoglou is a former professor of Political Economy at the##

##University of Athens. ##

000000000a0a 0a

## $$ 541 $$ ##

## TOURIST TRADE FORCES GREECE TO GIVE UP UNPOPULAR BAN ON ALL-NIGHT##

0000aa000000 a0

## ** 542 ** ##

## THE GREEK government is poised to rescind its controversial##

##legislation banning all-night revelry at clubs, bars and discos, as the##

##�rst wave of summer tourists hits the country. ##

a0a0a00000aa 0a

## ** 543 ** ##

## The ruling socialists have already, if uno�cially, publicised their##

##new stance. ##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 544 $$ ##

## But it was still unclear yesterday when the prime minister,##

##Andreas Papandreou - formerly a legendary nightclubber before a triple##

##bypass operation in 1988 - would make the announcement. ##

a0aa000a0aa0 a0

## $$ 545 $$ ##

## "I think the law will change very soon," said Dionyssis Livanos, the##

##minister for tourism, in a recent interview. ##

a0a0000a0a00 a0

## $$ 546 $$ ##

## The government's e�orts to curtail the country's nocturnal lifestyle##

##by enforcing a 2am curfew on nightclubs, brought a storm of protest when##

##the law was introduced last February. ##

a000a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 547 $$ ##

## Bleary-eyed entertainers, nightclub barons, youngsters and - last but##

##not least - leading socialists united in demanding the reinstatement of##

##Greece's notoriously late opening hours. ##

a0aaa0aa00a0 a0

## $$ 548 $$ ##

## Stelios Papathemelis, the public order minister, claimed he was forced##

##to pass the legislation because of the alarming rise in crime, alcoholism,##

##drug addiction and car accident deaths among the younger generation. ##

a0aaa0000000 a0

## ** 549 ** ##

## The church-going minister said the early-to-bed order also aimed to##

##make Greeks "more European". ##

a00aa0aa0000 0a

## ** 550 ** ##

## To ensure its enforcement, a special squad of "commandos" was created ##

##to stalk the streets. ##

a000a0a00a0a 0a

## ** 551 ** ##

## But yesterday, a spokesman for Mr Papathemelis, who has been the butt##

##of relentless ridicule, averred: "We always said we would back down if##

##there were ever any problems imposing it or if the sti� resistance##

##continued." ##

a00a000a0a00 0a

## $$ 552 $$ ##

## At the centre of the night owls' arguments, has been the measure's##

##adverse e�ects on tourism. ##

a0a0a00000aa a0

## ** 553 ** ##

## "Tourists think we're pulling a bad joke when we turn on the lights##

##and tell them to go at 2am," said Grigoris Valianatos, a prominent##

##political commentator and owner of a disco on the late-night island of##

##Mykonos. ##

a000a00a0a0a 0a

## ** 554 ** ##

## "They just haven't been able to believe that a country which##

##prides itself on its night life would do this." ##

aa0aa00a0a00 0a

## $$ 555 $$ ##

## Greece is braced for a bumper tourist season this year, with the##
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##number of visitors expected to exceed the entire Greek population of 10##

##million. ##

0a0a000a0aaa a0

## ** 556 ** ##

## Tour operators say Britons, who have long favoured the resort islands##

##of Corfu, Rhodes and Crete, will top the arrivals. ##

0000a000a00a 0a

## $$ 557 $$ ##

## In an e�ort to prepare itself for the onslaught, Athens's newly##

##created tourism ministry has begun a wide-ranging programme to improve and##

##legalise an estimated 800,000 unlicensed rooms - seen as the scourge of##

##the Greek tourist industry. ##

a000a0a00aa0 a0

## $$ 558 $$ ##

## The move coincides with plans to construct extra marinas, airports,##

##luxury hotels, golf courses and casinos, and follows an ecological##

##campaign intended to sensitise Greeks - through heavy �nes if necessary -##

##to the environment. ##

a000a0a00a00 a0

## ** 559 ** ##

## "Our policy is not to increase numbers but to attract higher income##

##earners," stresses Spyros Sagias, a senior adviser in the tourist##

##ministry. ##

a00aa0000a0a 0a

## ** 560 ** ##

## "We want to move away from our sun, sea and sex image." ##

a00a00a0000a 0a

## $$ 561 $$ ##

## Albania rattles a diplomatic sabre at Greece: Tirane fears Athens##

##has intentions on its territory.##

a0a00a000a00 a0

## ** 562 ** ##

## Sheep-rustlers, cigarette smugglers and illegal immigrants have no##

##di�culty evading Greek paratroopers guarding the mountainous border with##

##Albania.##

a000a000000a 0a

## $$ 563 $$ ##

## They participate in a ourishing black market in goods and services,##

##tolerated by authorities on both sides of the frontier despite political##

##hostility between Athens and Tirane. ##

a00aa0000aaa a0

## $$ 564 $$ ##

##But the killing of two Albanian soldiers at a training centre for recruits ##

##outside Gjirokaster on Monday raises fears that Greek rightwingers may be ##

##exploiting o�cial laxity to undermine the socialist government's e�orts ##

##to im-prove relations with Albania.##

a0aaa0aa0a0a a0

## ** 565 ** ##

## Mr Karolos Papoulias, Greek foreign minister, yesterday denied Albania's##

##claim that the attack was carried out by Greek soldiers.##

a0a0000a0000 0a

## $$ 566 $$ ##

## Proposing a meeting with Mr Alfred Serreqi, his Albanian counterpart, to##

##discuss the incident, Mr Papoulias said Greece wants 'normal, co-operative##

##relations with Albania,' but not at the cost of discrimination against the##

##ethnic Greek minority in southern Albania. ##

a0aaa0a00a0a a0

## $$ 567 $$ ##

## Albania accepted the Greek proposal for talks.##

a00000a00000 a0

## $$ 568 $$ ##

## The presence of the Greek minority in what Greeks call North Ipiros, however##

##diminished by massive emigration to Greece over the past three years, gives the##

##Albanian government some leverage in an awkward relationship with its neighbour.##

a0aaa00a0a0a a0

## $$ 569 $$ ##

## Albania fears that Greece still has territorial designs on North Ipiros, ##

##briey occupied by Greek troops in the �rst world war.##

000aa00a000a a0

## ** 570 ** ##

## Though successive Greek governments have repeated that existing borders in##

##the Balkans must be respected, a nationalist faction in the conservative##

##opposition New Democracy party speaks openly of the need to 'maintain the##

##Greekness' of southern Albania.##

a0aaa0000a0a 0a

## $$ 571 $$ ##

## A claim of responsibility for Monday's attack by the North Ipiros Liberation##

##Front, last heard of as a right-wing resistance group during the German##

##occupation of Greece during the second world war, is causing the socialist##

##government concern.##

a0a0000a0a00 a0

## ** 572 ** ##

## The strength of the Albanian government's reaction, expelling the Greek##

##consul in Gjirokaster, asking the UN Security Council to condemn Greece and##

##calling for a European Commission inquiry, underlined the anxiety felt in##

##Tirane.##

a0a000a00a0a 0a

## ** 573 ** ##

## The attack followed reports that Tirane was encouraging Albanians from the##

##north of the country to settle in the south, left uncultivated since the exodus##

##of ethnic Greeks across the border.##

a00a000a000a 0a
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## ** 574 ** ##

## At least half the estimated 200,000 Albanians working illegally in Greece##

##claim ethnic Greek origins, entitling them to residence permits and eventual##

##citizenship. ##

a0a0a0000a0a 0a

## ** 575 ** ##

## As a result, dozens of villages in southern Albania are populated by a few ##

##elderly people and school-age children. ##

0000a0000a0a 0a

## ** 576 ** ##

## However, the size of the ethnic Greek minority is disputed. ##

a00a00000000 0a

## ** 577 ** ##

## The o�cial Greek estimate is 200,000, while the Albanian ##

## government �gure is less than 100,000.##

000a00000a00 0a

## $$ 578 $$ ##

## The situation in Gjirokaster has been tense since last summer, when violent##

##demonstrations followed the expulsion of a Greek Orthodox priest accused of##

##distributing nationalist propaganda. ##

a000000a0aa0 a0

## ** 579 ** ##

## Mr Papoulias, who did much to improve ties with Albania's communist##

##government in the 1980s, has been trying again, this time with President Sali##

##Berisha's Democratic party. ##

0a0a000a0a00 0a

## $$ 580 $$ ##

## One Greek o�cial said yesterday that implementing his policy of closer ##

##co-operation with Albania on border security, customs controls and work permits ##

##for Albanian workers is 'now a necessity.'##

a00aa00a0a00 a0

## $$ 581 $$ ##

## INJUNCTION AGAINST GREECE FAR FROM A FORMALITY##

000a0a000a00 a0

## $$ 582 $$ ##

## The granting of an injunction sought by the European Commission ##

##against Greece to end its trade blockade on Macedonia is far from a ##

##formality, European Union sources said on Wednesday.##

a00a00aa0a00 a0

## ** 583 ** ##

## The case would be the �rst of its kind to be dealt with by##

##the Luxembourg-based European Court of Justice, which is##

##independent of the Commission.##

a0000000000a 0a

## $$ 584 $$ ##

## The Commission is aiming for a hearing in �ve or six weeks'##

##time at which it plans to apply for emergency interim measures##

##with respect to Article 225 of the Treaty of Rome.##

a00000aa0a00 a0

## ** 585 ** ##

## Under Article 225, the Court would consider the Commission's##

##application in secret before deciding whether an injunction is##

##legal.##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 586 $$ ##

## The "in camera" hearing is designed to allow Greece##

##con�dentiality if it wishes to present state secrets in its##

##defence.##

a0a000a0000a a0

## ** 587 ** ##

## If the Commission fails in its injunction bid, then the case##

##could drag on for another 18 to 20 months, said one source.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## ** 588 ** ##

## "The Court will want to ensure that it appears neutral##

##between Greece and the Commission," said lawyer James Flynn, a##

##specialist in EU a�airs for the Brussels o�ce of Linklaters &##

##Paines.##

a00000a00a00 0a

## ** 589 ** ##

## "It is not going to want to be seen to take the##

##Commission's side 100 per cent."##

a00a0000aa00 0a

## $$ 590 $$ ##

## The Court does appear to have the power to grant an##

##injunction against Greece under Article 186 of the Treaty, which##

##says it "may in any cases before it prescribe any necessary##

##interim measures," although there are few precedents where the##

##Court has demanded a Member State withdraw national measures.##

a0aaa0000a00 a0

## ** 591 ** ##

## In addition, the Court now has the power, under the##

##Maastricht treaty, to �ne member states, a weapon it has yet to##

##use.##

a00aa0000a00 0a

## ** 592 ** ##

## Flynn, a former lawyer at the Court, added: "In order to##

##grant an interim measure, the Court would have to be persuaded##

##that the Commission has got a very strong case. ##

a00000a00a00 0a

## ** 593 ** ##

## It would have to make sure any interim measures did not a�ect the ##
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##�nal outcome of the case.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 594 $$ ##

## "This is one of the hottest political questions that has##

##ever been handed to the Court. ##

aa00000aaaa0 a0

## $$ 595 $$ ##

## "Even if the Commission was to lodge its main case within##

##24 hours, Greece could take a year or 15 months to prepare its##

##case. ##

a00a000a0a00 a0

## $$ 596 $$ ##

## Following the injunction hearing and the main case hearing,##

##Greece and the Commission would have to wait for the opinion of##

##an Advocate-General, the court's adviser, and then the �nal##

##judgment, both of which are often subject to delays in more##

##run-of-the-mill cases.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 597 $$ ##

## DENKTASH SAYS GREEK CYPRIOTS MUST MEND RIFT##

0000aa000000 a0

## $$ 598 $$ ##

## Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash said on Tuesday Greek Cypriots must##

##amend a package of U.N. measures, which he said had been marred by late changes,##

##and called for more talks.##

a0aa00aa0a00 a0

## ** 599 ** ##

## "No one can get anywhere by heaping blame on the Turkish side. The only way##

##is to continue the negotiations," he told the Turkish Cypriot TAK news agency##

##in Nicosia.##

a00aa000000a 0a

## $$ 600 $$ ##

## He was commenting after the U.N. Security Council said on Monday that it##

##wanted agreement on the package of con�dence-building measures by the end of##

##April.##

a00000aa0000 a0

## ** 601 ** ##

## Denktash said he had agreed to the original U.N. package, on which talks have##

##been going on since February, because U.N. o�cials had guaranteed that it##

##would not be altered.##

a0a0a00a0000 0a

## $$ 602 $$ ##

## "They (U.N.) have added to it on behalf of the Greek Cypriots and have##

##detracted from it to our detriment."##

a0aa00000000 a0

## ** 603 ** ##

## "We have remained inside the parameters promised us. The ball is with the##

##Greek Cypriots."##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 604 $$ ##

## Denktash heads the breakaway state in the north of the island, declared nine##

##years after Cyprus was divided when Turkish troops landed in the north in 1974##

##following an Athens-backed coup in Nicosia.##

a000000a0a0a a0

## ** 605 ** ##

## His state is recognised only by Turkey.##

a00a0000000a 0a

## ** 606 ** ##

## Denktash said the changes rejected by the Turkish Cypriots concerned matters##

##of sovereignty.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 607 $$ ##

## The discord focuses on clauses which the Turkish side says violates its##

##sovereignty outside Nicosia airport and the resort of Varosha, two key sites to##

##be turned over to U.N. control.##

a00000000a0a a0

## ** 608 ** ##

## "It is an unacceptable alteration concerning sovereignty and would be a##

##political step against us," Denktash said.##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 609 ** ##

## "I tell them a big hole has been torn in the package and I can't get my##

##parliament and people to approve it in this shape..."##

aaa000a00a00 0a

## $$ 610 $$ ##

## Denktash said Greek Cypriot leader Glafcos Clerides had objections to the##

##measures but agreed to them because he knew they would be rejected by the##

##Turkish side.##

a0aa00000000 a0

## ** 611 ** ##

## GREECE UNDER FIRE IN COUNCIL OF EUROPE##

00000a00000a a0

## $$ 612 $$ ##

## Greece came under �re in the Council of Europe on Thursday as##

##parliamentarians warned Athens its embargo on the former Yugoslav republic##

##of Macedonia risked stoking tensions abroad. ##

a0a0a00a000a a0

## $$ 613 $$ ##

## The European Court of Justice on Wednesday granted Greece the right to##

##maintain its trade embargo until the court delivers a �nal judgment, a##

##process that could take up to 18 months. ##

a000000a0a0a a0
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## $$ 614 $$ ##

## At an emergency debate of the assembly of the Council, a pan-European##

##organisation responsible for promoting human rights, a host of liberal and##

##conservative delegates denounced Greece for imposing the blockade on the##

##neighbouring republic in February. ##

a0a0000a0a0a a0

## ** 615 ** ##

## "The young Macedonian republic is seized in a vice between Serbia and##

##Greece," British conservative MP David Atkinson told the assembly. ##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 616 ** ##

## This can only spark internal tensions.##

aa00a0000000 0a

## ** 617 ** ##

## British liberal-democrat Russel Johnston said Macedonia's military##

##capacity was nil and added: "People mustn't give an exaggerated##

##importance to symbols."##

00a0a0000000 0a

## ** 618 ** ##

## Jean Seitlinger of France's centre-right Union for French Democracy##

##(UDF) called on the European Union to punish Greece for misconduct. ##

000000a000aa 0a

## ** 619 ** ##

## Danish liberal Hanne Severisen accused Greek politicians of "throwing##

##oil on the �re for domestic political reasons."##

00a0a0000000 0a

## $$ 620 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou imposed the blockade to force##

##the republic to change the symbols on its ag, amend its constitution and##

##give cast-iron guarantees that present borders remain permanent. ##

a0a000a00000 a0

## $$ 621 $$ ##

## Athens has said if these conditions were met, it would lift the embargo##

##and resume U.N.-sponsored talks, broken o� by Greece after the socialists##

##won elections in October. ##

a000000a000a a0

## $$ 622 $$ ##

## Greece says the name implies territorial ambitions against Athens own##

##northern region, also called Macedonia. ##

a00aa000000a a0

## ** 623 ** ##

## Greek Socialists parade Papandreou successors##

00000a000000 0a

## $$ 624 $$ ##

## Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement Pasok opens a four-day##

##congress here on Thursday at which hopeful successors to the party's charismatic##

##founder Andreas Papandreou will be vying for attention.##

a0a0000a0aaa a0

## $$ 625 $$ ##

## Their moment in the spotlight will come when the 4,000 delegates elect a new##

##central committee of 150 members who in turn choose the 19 members of the##

##executive committee.##

a000000a0a00 a0

## ** 626 ** ##

## Papandreou, 75, won back power in a spectacular election victory last October##

##to become prime minister again after four years in the political wilderness##

##because of corruption scandals. ##

00aa000a0a00 0a

## ** 627 ** ##

## Foremost among the contenders for his mantle is his faithful lieutenant Akis##

##Tsohatzopoulos, 55, the interior minister who runs Pasok with a rod of iron and##

##ought to have no di�culty being re-elected as party secretary-general.##

a0a000000a00 0a

## ** 628 ** ##

## The movement's perceived ideologist Costas Laliotis, 43, who has the##

##environment portfolio, is the closest rival. ##

a0a00000aaa0 0a

## ** 629 ** ##

## Hard on his heels are the modernisers and preachers of renewal Costas##

##Simitis, 58, the industry minister, and Vasso Papandreou, 43, a onetime European##

##Union commissioner. ##

a0a000000a00 0a

## ** 630 ** ##

## ##

## Ranged against them are the populists Evangelos Yannopoulos##

##, 76, who is labour minister, and Stelios Papathemelis, 56, public order##

##minister.##

a0a000000a00 0a

## $$ 631 $$ ##

## Founded 20 years ago in a welter of third world rhetoric, repudiating NATO##

##and the European Economic Community as the EU then was, Pasok has acquired a##

##more realistic outlook and is casting about for a fresh strategy to tackle##

##changes in society and the region.##

a00aa00a0a0a a0

## $$ 632 $$ ##

## The "defence of Hellenism" is its bedrock, and applies to Cyprus and Albania##

##as well as Greece itself.##

a00aa000000a a0

## $$ 633 $$ ##

## Turkey continues to be viewed as Greece's hereditary rival, a rivalry fuelled##

##by fears of a Turkish military presence in the Balkans and growing Islamic##

##fundamentalism in Turkey.##
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000000000a0a a0

## ** 634 ** ##

## Papandreou has lamented the absence of any long-term EU strategy and the##

##uncertainties of American policy in the �eld of foreign a�airs.##

0000a00a000a 0a

## $$ 635 $$ ##

## Pasok had started out a radical reforming movment, but was now gradually ##

##turning into a European-style socialist party, Papandreou said.##

000a000a0a00 a0

## $$ 636 $$ ##

## He cited its membership of the Socialist International since 1990, and its##

##active work with other EU socialist bodies.##

a000a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 637 $$ ##

## Greek Orthodox church says religion must stay on identity cards##

0000a000000a a0

## $$ 638 $$ ##

## The Greek Orthodox church warned Wednesday it will �ght any bid to end the##

##required listing of religious membership on Greek identity cards, accusing a##

##"Jewish American lobby" of working for its removal.##

a000000a0000 a0

## ** 639 ** ##

## The powerful Orthodox church is the state religion in Greece, which is the##

##only country in the European Union to require religious membership to be listed##

##on national identity cards.##

a00aa0000000 0a

## $$ 640 $$ ##

## Greece's Jewish and Roman Catholic minorities have long opposed the listing##

##and the European parliament has pressured for change, but the church already##

##forced the government to back down on the issue last year.##

a00aa00a00aa a0

## ** 641 ** ##

## "The Orthodox church has not changed its opinion and will oppose any foreign##

##intervention" to eliminate the religious mention, church spokesman Iannis##

##Hatdziphotis told AFP.##

a000a0000000 0a

## ** 642 ** ##

## He said it was "the Jewish American lobby" that wanted the change "because##

##they cannot understand" what he called the particular link between modern Greek##

##thought and culture and orthodoxy. ##

a0a000000000 0a

## $$ 643 $$ ##

## Though the current socialist government has studiously avoided the issue, the##

##grounds were tested again this week when Justice Minister Georges Kouvelakis and##

##Secretary of State for Foreign A�airs Georges Papandreou { stressing they were##

##voicing their own beliefs and not a government line { spoke out in favor of##

##ending the religious mention.##

aa0aa00a0000 a0

## ** 644 ** ##

## Greece's top Jewish leader, Nissim Mais, told AFP he would not "argue with##

##the Orthodox church" over what he called a "very serious matter in which the##

##government should assume its responsibility."##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 645 ** ##

## He condemned the religious mention as unconstitutional and tantamount to "a##

##�le of Jews" in the country.##

a00a00000a0a 0a

## $$ 646 $$ ##

## Under pressure from the European Union (EU), where Greece now holds the##

##rotating presidency, the former conservative government in Athens agreed to work##

##to make the religious mention optional on new, bilingual identity cards which##

##Greeks can use as of next year for travel inside the Union.##

a000a0aa000a a0

## ** 647 ** ##

## Hong Kong receives an injection ##

00000a000a0a 0a

## $$ 648 $$ ##

## CHINA'S political turmoil has had a `traumatic" e�ect on Hong##

##Kong, but in announcing plans for a Bill of Rights and expendi-##

##ture of HKdollars 127bn (#10.1bn) on a new international airport##

##and port facilities, Sir David Wilson, the Governor, made a bold##

##attempt yesterday to bolster the territory's con�dence.##

a00aa0a00a0a a0

## $$ 649 $$ ##

## In an upbeat policy speech that marked the opening session of##

##the Legislative Council, Sir David was at pains to show a govern-##

##ment committed to building a future for the territory beyond the##

##1997 handover to China. ##

a000000a0000 a0

## ** 650 ** ##

## He referred to plans to develop social programmes and infrastructure ##

##projects as a `vision that I hope will sustain Hong Kong during ##

##the present period of uncertainty and give us all con�dence in our ##

##ability to overcome whatever problems confront us".##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 651 $$ ##

## The speech, billed as the most important address ever made by a##

##Hong Kong governor, was mostly well received by community##

##leaders, with criticisms focusing on its skimpy attention to im-##

##portant political issues. ##

a00aa000a0a0 a0

## ** 652 ** ##
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## Sir David did not comment on Britain and China's war of words ##

##over Hong Kong's future, or Hong Kong's recent di�erences ##

##with Peking over the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who was allowed ##

##to leave Hong Kong for the United States.##

0000000a00aa 0a

## $$ 653 $$ ##

## The Governor urged China to take `action to restore con�dence"##

##in Hong Kong, but gave greater emphasis to locals �nding con�-##

##dence within themselves. ##

a00a00a0000a a0

## ** 654 ** ##

## He warned people against `becoming directly involved in China's ##

##domestic politics". ##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 655 $$ ##

## Sir David acknowledged a demand for political reforms to be##

##speeded up, but hedged on how far Britain would go in backing##

##them. ##

a00aa0a00a00 a0

## ** 656 ** ##

## He reiterated that Vietnamese boat people considered to be##

##`economic migrants" must be sent back to Vietnam, but did not say##

##when. ##

a00aa00a000a 0a

## $$ 657 $$ ##

## He expressed hope that Britain's long-awaited scheme to##

##grant some Hong Kong people the right to live in Britain would be##

##`as generous as possible".##

a00a000a000a a0

## $$ 658 $$ ##

## More positive was con�rmation that draft legislation for a Bill##

##of Rights should be ready by July 1990. ##

000a000a0a00 a0

## ** 659 ** ##

## This will give e�ect in law to provisions of the International ##

##Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. ##

aa0000000000 0a

## ** 660 ** ##

## However, critics note that China does not obey human-rights guarantees ##

##contained in its own constitution.##

a00aa000000a 0a

## $$ 661 $$ ##

## The new airport, at Chek Lap Kok, o� Lantau Island's west##

##coast, will, with new port facilities and related infrastructure,##

##be the territory's biggest-ever development. ##

a000000aa00a a0

## ** 662 ** ##

## The airport will be linked to Hong Kong by a high-speed railway ##

##and a six-lane high-way. ##

a00000000a0a 0a

## $$ 663 $$ ##

## Sir David said the private sector would be invited to parti-##

##cipate in the project, and that the �rst of two runways should##

##be open in early 1997.##

a00a000a0000 a0

## ** 664 ** ##

## While the airport is seen as a big con�dence-boost for busi-##

##ness, Sir David said little to reassure Hong Kong people. ##

a00a00000a0a 0a

## $$ 665 $$ ##

## `The question of how to resolve the fear which so many people have ##

##in Hong Kong was omitted," said Peter Harris, a political scientist.##

a00aa0000a0a a0

## ** 666 ** ##

## `There was simply a hope that somehow in the future things would##

##get better because of this enormous expenditure." ##

aaaa000a0a00 0a

## ** 667 ** ##

## A family to make Pretoria tremble: ##

000a0a000000 0a

## $$ 668 $$ ##

## Walter Sisulu will leave his cell to join a wife and son who ##

##have themselves been restricted, John Carlin writes from Johannesburg##

a0000aa00a0a a0

## ** 669 ** ##

##WALTER SISULU will have cause in the coming days to reect,##

##perhaps not for the �rst time, that stone walls do not a prison##

##make. ##

000a000a0a00 0a

## $$ 670 $$ ##

##Zwelakhe Sisulu, who was released last December after two years##

##of detention without trial, must report to the police every day##

##and be indoors after 6pm.##

00a0000a0a0a a0

## $$ 671 $$ ##

##There is no black South African family more rebellious, more##

##doggedly persistent in their political opposition to apartheid,##

##than the Sisulus. ##

a00aa0000000 a0

## ** 672 ** ##

##He also underwent several periods of de facto house arrest and##

##Walter Sisulu himself, who as secretary-general of the ANC was more ##
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##senior even than Nelson Mandela when the two were jailed for life in ##

##1964, served seven jail terms between 1953 and 1963.##

a00a000a0000 0a

## ** 673 ** ##

##He was acquitted, but virtually denied any time for family or##

##politics during those �ve years.##

aa0a000a0a00 0a

## ** 674 ** ##

##The upshot is that, since he married Albertina in 1944, they have##

##spent rather more than 30 years of their 45 years of marriage##

##apart.##

a00a000a0a00 0a

## ** 675 ** ##

##Faced with the classic choice facing revolutionaries between a##

##quiet family life and the turbulence of the greater good, they##

##opted for the latter.##

a00aa0000a00 0a

## $$ 676 $$ ##

##During a eeting unrestricted period in 1985 she was named co-##

##president of the United Democratic Front, the mainstream anti-##

##apartheid organisation inside South Africa.##

a000000a00aa a0

## $$ 677 $$ ##

##Demonstrating the arbitrariness of the emergency regulations, she##

##was granted a passport in June this year so that she could head a##

##UDF delegation which met Margaret Thatcher and President Bush.##

a00a00aa0a00 a0

## $$ 678 $$ ##

##Her appeal to them was more from the heart than the head, stress-##

##ing the pain of being black in South Africa more than the broader##

##strategies to be pursued.##

a00aa000000a a0

## ** 679 ** ##

##She is an articulate, brave and exceptionally sweet-natured and##

##compassionate woman, a nurse by training, who has stolen the##

##hearts of the people of Soweto, where she lives, in a manner that##

##the more queenly Winnie Mandela has not.##

a00aa0000aaa 0a

## $$ 680 $$ ##

##In the 1940s, when she trained as a nurse in Johannesburg, she##

##began a lasting friendship with Mr Mandela's �rst wife, Evelyn.##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 681 $$ ##

##Mr Sisulu, now 77, was six years older than Mr Mandela and became ##

##something of a mentor to him on his arrival in Johannesburg in 1941.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 682 $$ ##

##The two men were born in the same region, the Transkei, but##

##whereas Mr Mandela was a distinguished personage of royal blood,##

##Mr Sisulu came from an impoverished peasant family and engaged in##

##politics as a consequence of his exposure to the daily indigni-##

##ties of life for blacks through his work in a dairy, a bakery, in##

##mines and factories.##

a00a00000a0a a0

## ** 683 ** ##

##Mr Mandela sought out Mr Sisulu and was rewarded with a loan to##

##buy a suit and money to start a degree course in law.##

000000000a00 0a

## ** 684 ** ##

##Mr Sisulu's generosity and warmth did not waver during his time##

##in the maximum security prison of Robben Island, where other in-##

##mates deferred to him as a charismatic senior statesman of what##

##has been called `the government-in-exile".##

a000000a0a0a 0a

## ** 685 ** ##

##He is said, despite his years, to be �t, lucid and raring to##

##re-enter the political fray.##

a00aa0aa0000 0a

## $$ 686 $$ ##

##As a close friend of the ANC president, Oliver Tambo _ with Mr##

##Mandela the three were seen as the organisation's ruling `troika"##

##_ he is certain to become a leading force in South African poli-##

##tics.##

a000a0000a00 a0

## $$ 687 $$ ##

##Automatic cuts in US budget start next week ##

00000a0a0000 a0

## $$ 688 $$ ##

##THE FINANCES of the most powerful country in the world will jump the ##

##rails this weekend. ##

a00a000a000a a0

## $$ 689 $$ ##

##Senior congressional sources yesterday wrote o� all hopes of agreeing a ##

##1990 US budget before the 16 October deadline. ##

00a0000a0a00 a0

## ** 690 ** ##

##As a result, automatic cuts will fall next Monday on dollars ##

## 16.2bn ( 10.1bn) of US spending plans, equally divided ##

## between defence and some domestic programmes.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## ** 691 ** ##

##But budgetary relations between the White House and Democratic ##
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## leaders in Congress are now so strained that some o�cials ##

## warn that the whole process of long-term de�cit reduction ##

## could be threatened.##

0000a0000000 0a

## ** 692 ** ##

##The last time that automatic budget cuts, mandated by the Gramm-Rudman- ##

##Hollings de�cit-cutting law, took e�ect was in October 1987. ##

0000000a0000 0a

## ** 693 ** ##

##Three days later the stock market crashed. ##

0000000a0000 0a

## ** 694 ** ##

##Members of Congress and administration o�cials ought, in theory,##

## to be wringing their hands this week; most are shrugging their ##

## shoulders. ##

aa00000a0000 0a

## ** 695 ** ##

##With fears of a US recession calmed, the conventional wisdom is ##

## that the de�cit does not matter much any more.##

000a00000a00 0a

## $$ 696 $$ ##

##In the short term, next week's budget crunch is more like a toy ##

## train crash rather than the real thing. ##

000a000a00a0 a0

## $$ 697 $$ ##

##When the White House and Congress do reach a 1990 budget ##

## agreement (no one is willing to predict when) the spending cuts ##

## will be restored and the carriages lifted back on to the rails. ##

a000000a0a00 a0

## ** 698 ** ##

##They believe the Bush administration's promise of steady de�cit erosion, in ##

##co-operation with Congress, is being more systematically derailed.##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 699 $$ ##

##The acceptance of the tax cut in the House last month, against ##

## the wishes of Democratic leaders, has used up much of the good ##

## will cautiously built up earlier in the year for a medium-term, ##

## bipartisan de�cit-cutting campaign. ##

a0aa000a0a00 a0

## $$ 700 $$ ##

##The White House yesterday spurned a conciliatory o�er by Senate ##

## Democrats to unload the tax cut from an already overloaded 1990 ##

## budget cart with a pledge to return to pick it up later. ##

a00a00aa0a00 a0

## ** 701 ** ##

##Republicans say Mr Bush's win on capital gains suggests that the ##

## White House might be able to put together a majority of its own ##

## for budget restraint, with or without the Democratic leaders. ##

a0a000000000 0a

## $$ 702 $$ ##

##But they concede this is likely to take the form, sooner or later,##

## of a less demanding timetable of de�cit cuts. ##

aa0a000a0a00 a0

## $$ 703 $$ ##

##One of the original sponsors of the act, Senator Phil Gramm of ##

## Texas, a Democrat turned Republican, will sponsor legislation ##

## later this month to extend the deadline for a balanced budget ##

## until the end of the century.##

a0aa00aa0a00 a0

## $$ 704 $$ ##

##Admittedly, this has been achieved, in part, by the kind of ##

## chicanery and double book-keeping which would earn a jail ##

## sentence for the treasurer-secretary of a small glue factory. ##

aaa0a0000a00 a0

## ** 705 ** ##

##It helps to resist any movement towards an increased government ##

## share in the economy. ##

a000a0000a0a 0a

## ** 706 ** ##

##Others point out, however, that the combination of high public ##

## de�cits and budget restraint is already beginning to eat into ##

## necessary public and private investment in infrastructure, from ##

## roads to new technology.##

000aa00000aa 0a

## $$ 707 $$ ##

## Barco moves too late to break the drug barons ##

a0000aaa0000 a0

## $$ 708 $$ ##

## ALMOST two months into Colombia's crackdown on the cocaine ##

## cartels, it is becoming increasingly clear that President ##

## Virgilio Barco has launched a war he cannot win.##

a00aa00a0a0a a0

## ** 709 ** ##

## Although President Barco is given credit for good intentions, ##

## the fear is that his move has come too late: ##

a0aaa0000000 0a

## $$ 710 $$ ##

## by now, the money at stake is too big, the drug barons too �rmly ##

##entrenched in Colombian society, and the state institutions too deeply ##

##compromised by too many years of complacency, if not complicity.##

a0aaa00a0000 a0
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## ** 711 ** ##

## At the moment, the `war" has become distilled to a hunt for Pablo Escobar ##

##and Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, two of the heads of the Medellin cartel. ##

a00000aa0a00 0a

## ** 712 ** ##

## The Ochoa family, whose patriarch freely gives interviews to the press on ##

##his family farm, seem to have been forgotten, as do the Rodriguez Orejuela ##

##brothers and Jose Santacruz, who lead the Cali cartel.##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 713 $$ ##

## This drug duo may have been singled out because their penchant for �ne ##

##racehorses and private zoos, not to mention murder on a massive scale, made ##

##them the most public of the ma�a bosses. ##

aaa00000a000 a0

## ** 714 ** ##

## The clampdown has exposed the close links between landowners, the security ##

##forces and the cocaine cartels, who set up paramilitary squads to `clean out" ##

##left-wing activists from rural areas such as the Magdalena Medio. ##

a000a0a00000 0a

## ** 715 ** ##

## Politicians who have their power base in these areas, including several ##

##presidential candidates, are also implicated.##

aa00a0000000 0a

## $$ 716 $$ ##

## Amnesty International's report that this unholy alliance is responsible for ##

##at least 2,500 political killings in the past two years demonstrates that the ##

##Colombian authorities are more interested in waging a war on the left than on ##

##the drug cartels.##

aaaa00000a0a a0

## $$ 717 $$ ##

## The current o�ensive has provoked a sharp recession, with investment, ##

##construction, travel and commerce su�ering badly.##

a0a000000a00 a0

## ** 718 ** ##

## For many ordinary Colombians, the drug tra�ckers have become heroes who fund ##

##social programmes and provide work, in a classic beans-and-bullets strategy.##

a000a0000a00 0a

## ** 719 ** ##

## They sought legitimacy and a political outlet to match their enormous economic ##

##power. ##

a000000000a0 0a

## ** 720 ** ##

## Until two months ago, they had achieved considerable success: ##

a000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 721 $$ ##

## the recent launch of a new political party, the National Restoration Movement ##

##(Morena), is credited to the cartels. ##

a0a0a00a0a00 a0

## $$ 722 $$ ##

## But after the assassination of the presidential candidate, Luis Carlos Galan, ##

##which triggered Mr Barco's clampdown, Morena was banned. ##

a0aa000a0000 a0

## ** 723 ** ##

## Secret talks with the government, which went on over a period of more than ##

##a year, were also broken o�.##

a00a000a0a00 0a

## $$ 724 $$ ##

## But many commentators believe that there are points of common interest between ##

##the government, the tra�ckers and the traditional ruling class, and that Mr ##

##Barco, a lame-duck president in the closing months of his administration, may ##

##no longer have the power within his own party to sustain his o�ensive. ##

a00aa00a0a00 a0

## $$ 725 $$ ##

## One possible outcome of the current stalemate is that Colombia's ##

## next government will quietly accommodate with the tra�ckers, ##

## as did its predecessors, after the fuss has died down.##

a00a000a0000 a0

## ** 726 ** ##

## Luis Cano, publisher of the Colombian daily, El Espectador, said ##

## yesterday that his newspaper would continue operations in ##

## Medellin despite threats from drug barons and the murder of two ##

## of its employees there, Reuter reports.##

a00aa00a0a0a 0a

## ** 727 ** ##

## Pinball barons chance it with Japanese MPs##

00000a000000 0a

## $$ 728 $$ ##

## Pachinko is a #3.8bn-a-year industry which has a Svengali-like##

##hold over a quarter of the adult population.##

000aa0000a00 a0

## $$ 729 $$ ##

## Some admit they like it because the noise of hundreds of##

##machines helps numb the mind after a hard day at work.##

a0a0a00a0a00 a0

## ** 730 ** ##

## It numbed the mind of one woman so much recently that she left##

##her baby to su�ocate inside her car while hoping to hit the##

##jackpot, a bucketful of balls, which can be exchanged for jars of##

##co�ee or pairs of tights.##

aa00000a0a0a 0a

## $$ 731 $$ ##

## It also has connections with the Yakuza, Japan's equivalent of##
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##the Ma�a.##

a00aa0000000 a0

## ** 732 ** ##

## Most of the country's 15,000 parlours are run by Japan's Korean##

##minority, who have been denied the right to Japanese citizenship.##

a000a0000a00 0a

## ** 733 ** ##

## It alleged the industry had paid o� several Socialist MPs to##

##block legislation in parliament that would have laid pachinko##

##parlours more open to the scrutiny of the tax authorities.##

a00a00000a00 0a

## ** 734 ** ##

## With Ms Doi's passion for pachinko and the industry's reputation##

##for large-scale tax evasion _ both public knowledge - who could##

##have asked for more?##

a0aa00000000 0a

## $$ 735 $$ ##

## A federation of recreation industry unions compiled a list of##

##more than 100 MPs from ruling and opposition parties who alleged-##

##ly received huge sums of money from pachinko barons for the past##

##�ve years.##

000a000a0a00 a0

## ** 736 ** ##

## Newspaper journalists came up with the information that the##

##pachinko barons had been just as liberal with their cash as the##

##Recruit corporation had been with political donations and cheap##

##shares not long before.##

a00aa00a0000 0a

## $$ 737 $$ ##

## The Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mayumi Moriyama, ordered all ca-##

##binet members yesterday to search campaign fund records for any##

##contributions from an industry notorious for tax evasion and##

##links with organised crime.##

00a000aa0a0a a0

## ** 738 ** ##

## So far at least two cabinet members have con�rmed acceptance of##

##campaign contributions from the pachinko industry.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## ** 739 ** ##

## It was not for nothing that he was chosen as Mr Squeaky Clean##

##after the sexual and �nancial aberrations of his two predeces-##

##sors.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 740 $$ ##

## The most exciting admissions the opposition could squeeze out of##

##him were `Yes, I have played pachinko" and `Yes, in some##

##respects, I like it."##

a000a000a000 a0

## ** 741 ** ##

## The Liberal Democrats are such past masters at riding out scan-##

##dals that they are remaining calm, simply instructing all cabinet##

##members to report within a week whether they have received any##

##donations from the pachinko industry.##

a000a00a0a00 0a

## $$ 742 $$ ##

## The Socialists, though, are not taking it lying down.##

a00a00000000 a0

## ** 743 ** ##

## They have issued an eight-page statement, which exonerates their##

##members and puts the knife into all other parties.##

a00000000a00 0a

## $$ 744 $$ ##

## `It's an anti-Socialist plot," said the party's secretary-##

##general, Tsuruo Yamaguchi, threatening to take the magazine to##

##court.##

a0a000000a0a a0

## $$ 745 $$ ##

## He admitted the party and individual MPs received a total of##

##nearly #38,000, but insisted it was all legal and there had never##

##been any attempt to favour the pachinko industry in parliament.##

a00a00a00a0a a0

## ** 746 ** ##

## That will no doubt be done by the press, clearly bored at not##

##having had a good scandal to get its teeth into for all of two##

##months.##

aa00000a0a00 0a

## ** 747 ** ##

## Paranoia over HK increases in Peking ##

00000a00000a 0a

## $$ 748 $$ ##

## SINO-BRITISH relations have plunged to their lowest level since ##

## the Cultural Revolution after Peking's angry response to Hong ##

## Kong's decision to allow the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, to ##

## ee to the United States. ##

a00000aaa00a a0

## $$ 749 $$ ##

## The a�air has cast more doubt on the territory's future when ##

## China assumes control in 1997.##

a00a000a000a a0

## ** 750 ** ##

## Peking has suddenly refused to take back hundreds of illegal ##

## Chinese immigrants from the territory. ##
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a000a000000a 0a

## ** 751 ** ##

## It accused Hong Kong's government of `insincerity" and of ##

## reneging on a 1982 understanding on the return of illegal ##

## immigrants. ##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 752 $$ ##

## It is the �rst time Peking has taken measures to express its ##

## displeasure. ##

a000000a000a a0

## ** 753 ** ##

## `I think it is cumulative," Richard Margolis, Hong Kong's ##

## former political adviser, said. ##

a0a000000000 0a

## $$ 754 $$ ##

## `Yang Yang stung them but they have been making hostile noises ##

## about the imagined connivance of the Hong Kong authorities with ##

## the `counter-revolutionary" activities here, the hostility ##

## shown by Hong Kong towards the regime and the extent to which ##

##Hong Kong seems to want more radical political reforms as a ##

## defence against China."##

a00aa0a0000a a0

## ** 755 ** ##

## Peking's retaliation has yet to create serious problems, but it ##

## underlines a lack of understanding of how the capitalist part ##

## of the `one country, two systems" arrangement operates. ##

a00a000a0a0a 0a

## $$ 756 $$ ##

## `They say they understood the same rules can't apply here but ##

## as soon as that (second) system becomes awkward to handle, they ##

## give it a thump or two and frighten people," Jimmy McGregor, a ##

## legislative councillor, said. ##

a0aa00000a00 a0

## $$ 757 $$ ##

## It is that choice that makes the question of con�dence so vital."##

aa0000000000 a0

## $$ 758 $$ ##

## The implications are that Peking either does not remember its ##

## promise in the 1984 Joint Declaration to maintain Hong Kong's ##

## common law system or did not realise what it entailed. ##

a000000a00a0 a0

## ** 759 ** ##

## Nor does Peking seem to appreciate that if the Hong Kong ##

## government made one exception, con�dence would be badly eroded ##

## and the territory's future would be in jeopardy. ##

a00000000a0a 0a

## $$ 760 $$ ##

## The expectation that China will make numerous exceptions after ##

## 1997 is why more than 165,000 people are expected to ee over ##

## the next three years.##

00a000aa0a0a a0

## ** 761 ** ##

## Britain and its Hong Kong administration are trying to sooth ##

## Peking's anger by assuring it there is no conspiracy to bring ##

## down the Chinese government. ##

a0000000000a 0a

## ** 762 ** ##

## They point out that Hong Kong people cherish their freedoms and ##

## the rule of law and breaching them would undermine the ##

## territory's viability. ##

a000a000000a 0a

## $$ 763 $$ ##

## But Peking has continued to request clear indications of ##

## Britain's `sincerity", an ominous sign that it wants some kind ##

## of token sacri�ce.##

a000a0a00a0a a0

## $$ 764 $$ ##

## Peking is highly unlikely to act on the call for a faster pace ##

## of political reform. ##

a0aa00a00a0a a0

## ** 765 ** ##

## This would leave Britain with the option of confronting Peking ##

## or facing a torrent of international criticism for not ##

## introducing a greater degree of democracy.##

aaaa00000a0a 0a

## ** 766 ** ##

## What is certain is that neither option is good for Hong Kong ##

## and that Britain faces its most di�cult years in handling ##

## arrangements for this `barren rock".##

aa000000000a 0a

## ** 767 ** ##

##Presidential hopefuls confuse Brazil's voters##

00000a000000 0a

## $$ 768 $$ ##

##FIVE WEEKS before Brazil's �rst presidential elections in 29##

##years, an increasingly volatile political and economic situation##

##favours a struggle between youthful candidates of the right and##

##left.##

000aa00a0aaa a0

## $$ 769 $$ ##

##For a month, more than 80 million voters have been bombarded with##

##twice-daily doses of television broadcasts from 20 candidates.##
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000aa00a0a00 a0

## ** 770 ** ##

##Hours of lavishly-produced �lms have deployed mystical predic-##

##tions, humorous pastiches of advertisements and evocations of##

##Winston Churchill, all underscored by a vitriolic trade in in-##

##sults between rivals.##

0000a0000a00 0a

## $$ 771 $$ ##

##The seven leading candidates have shunned �rm manifesto propo-##

##sals in favour of vague attacks on foreign creditors or elites##

##who bene�t from Brazil's crippling income disparities.##

a000a0000aaa a0

## ** 772 ** ##

##Those favouring taxation or recession have kept quiet.##

aa0aa0000000 0a

## ** 773 ** ##

##But the broadcasts have confused voters _ the number of don't-##

##knows has risen to almost half _ and produced complex movements##

##in the far-from-reliable opinion polls, where four candidates are##

##now closely bunched in second position behind a fast-agging##

##leader.##

a00aa0000a00 0a

## $$ 774 $$ ##

##There has been an uncanny duplication of the pre-election econom-##

##ic chaos that Argentina experienced in May.##

0000a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 775 $$ ##

##Brazilian monthly ination has topped 36 per cent and the ight##

##into gold and dollars has produced dramatic leaps in black-market##

##rates.##

0000a00a0a00 a0

## ** 776 ** ##

##As no outright winner is expected to emerge from 15 November's##

##poll, a run-o� will be held on 17 December between the two##

##leading contenders.##

00a0000a0a00 0a

## ** 777 ** ##

##The new president is not expected to take o�ce until March##

##1990, or at best 1 January if Jose Sarney steps down from the##

##presidency early.##

a000000aa000 0a

## ** 778 ** ##

##This means Brazil will not have the rapid handover of power that##

##saved Argentina from hyperination.##

aa0a0000000a 0a

## $$ 779 $$ ##

##Brazil's latest political phenomenon, Fernando Collor de Mello,##

##the governor of Alagoas state and a defector from the ruling##

##PMDB, who founded his own party last year, astonished Brazil's##

##political class by taking a dramatic early lead in the opinion##

##polls.##

a000000a0aa0 a0

## $$ 780 $$ ##

##As the educated urban elite abandon Mr Collor, following a series##

##of media exposes of his political record, he has relied on con-##

##tinued support from rural voters at rallies of up to 70,000.##

a00aa0000a0a a0

## $$ 781 $$ ##

##But yesterday Mr Collor struck back by announcing a detailed##

##Thatcherite economic plan to roll back the frontiers of the##

##state.##

a00a00aa00a0 a0

## $$ 782 $$ ##

##`We must replace a state that's gigantic, ine�cient and corrupt##

##with one that's modern and austere," he said.##

aa0a00000a00 a0

## ** 783 ** ##

##He said this would be paid for by `speculators and those who have##

##been living o� the state like cannibals".##

aa0000000000 0a

## $$ 784 $$ ##

##Polls show a surge in support to 12 per cent for the left-wing##

##Workers' Party (PT), whose candidate, Luis Inacio `Lula" da Sil-##

##va, could supplant the main social democratic contender, Leonel##

##Brizola, and emerge as Mr Collor's rival in the run-o�.##

00a000000a00 a0

## ** 785 ** ##

##The union-backed PT favours an immediate debt moratorium and sta-##

##tutory controls on company pro�ts.##

a000a0aa0a00 0a

## ** 786 ** ##

##Mr Collor is pleased by this polarisation, which could drive de-##

##fecting conservatives _ fearful of radical socialist advances _##

##back to his camp.##

a0000000000a 0a

## $$ 787 $$ ##

##4,000 East Germans vote with their feet ##

a0000a000a00 a0

## $$ 788 $$ ##

##THE STREAM of East Germans leaving for the West via Hungary##

##swelled again at the weekend in a marked sign of no-con�dence in##

##East Berlin's guarded promises to talk about reform.##
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a0a0a00a0aaa a0

## $$ 789 $$ ##

##Nearly 4,000 people took that route over the weekend while##

##between Sunday and yesterday, the number waiting to leave shelter##

##at the West German embassy in Warsaw swelled to around 1,400.##

aa0a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 790 $$ ##

##The East German embassy gave exit papers to 49 refugees yesterday##

##under a new agreement to let 1,400 leave Poland for the West.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## ** 791 ** ##

##The �rst groups are due to leave today but it could be up to##

##three weeks before they all leave as the East Germans said they##

##could handle only 50 to 60 a day.##

a0aa000a0a00 0a

## $$ 792 $$ ##

##The increase in the ow of refugees was due largely to the start##

##of East Germany's autumn school holidays, but it clearly indicat-##

##ed that many - probably most _ East Germans doubted that their##

##hardline leaders meant to implement serious reforms.##

a0aaa00aaaa0 a0

## ** 793 ** ##

##This impression was strengthened by Harry Tisch, head of the East##

##German trade unions and a member of the Communist party Polit-##

##buro, who conceded that the workers were impatient for change but##

##insisted that reforms could not be hurried.##

aa0a00000000 0a

## ** 794 ** ##

##Kurt Hager, the 77-year-old chief Communist ideologue, said the##

##world was not moving in the direction of capitalism but towards##

##`new forms of socialism".##

00aaa0000000 0a

## ** 795 ** ##

##In a declaration published by Der Morgan, the organ of the East##

##German Liberal-Democratic Party, they said: `It is not reform##

##that should be feared, but the fear of reform."##

a0aa00000000 0a

## $$ 796 $$ ##

##Reports reached the West that about 20,000 people had staged a##

##demonstration for reforms in Halle on Sunday, evidently undis-##

##turbed by police.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## ** 797 ** ##

##Between 3,000 and 4,000 attended a `concert against violence" in##

##East Berlin's Church of the Redeemer on Sunday.##

0000000a0a0a 0a

## $$ 798 $$ ##

##The West German mass-circulation Bild Zeitung reported yesterday##

##that 13 of East Germany's 15 regional Communist party leaders had##

##demanded the dissolution of the Politburo and the dismissal of##

##Erich Honecker, the East German leader.##

00a0000a0a0a a0

## ** 799 ** ##

##They are also calling for genuine, secret elections, economic re-##

##forms and talks with the churches and the opposition group, New##

##Forum.##

a00000a00000 0a

## ** 800 ** ##

##There was no con�rmation of this, nor of a claim by Die Welt##

##that a change of party leadership was being postponed until a##

##party congress next May, when �ve of the oldest members of the##

##Politburo would be pushed out and a successor to Mr Honecker##

##chosen.##

0000000aaa00 0a

## $$ 801 $$ ##

##Party unleashes assault on Zhao ##

a0000a000000 a0

## $$ 802 $$ ##

##CHINA'S ousted Communist Party leader, Zhao Ziyang, has come ##

## under renewed attack in the o�cial media, amid hints of a ##

## power struggle in the Chinese leadership. ##

00a000000a0a a0

## ** 803 ** ##

##The Peking Daily, organ of the city's ultra-conservative party ##

## organisation, accused the disgraced former leader of trying to ##

## turn the party into little more than a `social club" shorn of ##

## power. ##

a00a00a00a00 0a

## $$ 804 $$ ##

##It accused Mr Zhao, who was sacked as party secretary in June, ##

## of encouraging the formation of independent workers' unions ##

## during student-led protests. ##

0000000a0000 a0

## $$ 805 $$ ##

##The critique, the �rst such assault on Mr Zhao's record in ##

## several weeks, focuses on the policy of allowing factory ##

## directors greater freedom to run their business without meddling##

## from local party cadres. ##

a00aa00a0a00 a0

## ** 806 ** ##

##The policy has been the cornerstone of China's e�orts to revive ##

## state industry over the past �ve years. ##
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a00000aa0a00 0a

## ** 807 ** ##

##O�cially it remains in force, but an attack in the o�cial ##

## press suggests hard-line ideologues want to criticise not only ##

## Mr Zhao but also the economic policies he helped to implement. ##

a00aa0000000 0a

## ** 808 ** ##

##Mr Zhao's fate, and by association his legacy, have become a big ##

## bone of contention in the leadership. ##

a000a0000a00 0a

## $$ 809 $$ ##

##He has already been stripped of all his posts, but hardliners ##

## had been pressing for a public trial on criminal charges, ##

## though this looks unlikely. ##

aa0a00a00a00 a0

## ** 810 ** ##

##Complaining that the grass-roots party cadres had been excluded ##

## from decision-making, the Peking Daily called for new emphasis ##

## on the party's role in economic as well as political matters: ##

000000a00000 0a

## ** 811 ** ##

##`If the party only controls the party then it would no longer be ##

## a political class party but an amateur group for the masses, or ##

## a kind of club." ##

a0aa00000a00 0a

## $$ 812 $$ ##

##Despite the crackdown on student protesters, Chinese leaders ##

##have repeatedly ruled out any big change in economic reform or ##

## the open-door policy. ##

a00aa0000000 a0

## $$ 813 $$ ##

##Pressure seems to be growing, however, from party conservatives ##

## for a review of such policies and a stronger campaign to root ##

## out suspected `counter-revolutionaries" in the government and ##

## party apparatus. ##

aa0a00a00a0a a0

## ** 814 ** ##

##Leading the attack is the Peking Municipal Party Committee, ##

## stacked with zealous ideologues who played a key role in ##

## suppressing the student movement. ##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 815 ** ##

##Fearing that the crackdown after the Tiananmen Square assault ##

## may be softening, city authorities warned this week that ##

## `counter-revolutionary" remnants would become a `time bomb" ##

## unless `ferreted out" with more vigour. ##

aa0a000a0000 0a

## $$ 816 $$ ##

##However, the Peking Youth News has reported that `many people" ##

## are worried about the high incidence of wrongful arrest and ##

## torture by martial law forces and police. ##

000aa0000a00 a0

## ** 817 ** ##

##Rivonia gave immortality to the men it jailed for life##

a0000a00000a 0a

## $$ 818 $$ ##

##HISTORY will judge whether the Rivonia treason trial, which began##

##in 1963, did more damage to the African National Congress or to##

##the South African government.##

000a000a0000 a0

## ** 819 ** ##

##At the time it seemed as if the government had crushed the##

##nationalist movement by locking up its leaders for life.##

a000000a0000 0a

## ** 820 ** ##

##In fact it immortalised them and ensured that all future anti-##

##apartheid movements would vow their allegiance to the heroes of##

##Rivonia.##

a00a000a0a0a 0a

## $$ 821 $$ ##

##Nelson Mandela was already serving a �ve-year sentence for in-##

##citing a strike and leaving the country without travel documents##

##when, on 12 July 1963, the police raided Lilliesleaf Farm at##

##Rivonia, near Johannesburg.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## $$ 822 $$ ##

##The house was the underground headquarters of what became the##

##military wing of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe, Spear of the Nation.##

a0a000000000 a0

## $$ 823 $$ ##

##Nine men were arrested, including the �ve now due to be ##

##released: Walter Sisulu, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi, Andrew ##

##Mlangeni and Ahmed Kathrada.##

000000000a00 a0

## $$ 824 $$ ##

##The police also found Mr Mandela's diary, documenting his##

##travels to raise support for armed rebellion, and hundreds of##

##documents which betrayed the plans of Umkhonto.##

a00000000000 a0

## ** 825 ** ##

##Mr Mandela was brought from prison on Robben Island to join his##

##colleagues, and the trial began on 9 October.##
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a000000a000a 0a

## ** 826 ** ##

##It accused Mr Mandela of carrying out acts of sabotage on##

##dates when he was in prison.##

a000000a000a 0a

## $$ 827 $$ ##

##The defendants, caught between the need to demonstrate their in-##

##nocence and to stand by their political commitment, opted to make##

##a political defence.##

a00a00a00a00 a0

## ** 828 ** ##

##The issues were not the guilt or innocence of the accused but ##

##the guilt or innocence of those who opposed apartheid.##

aa0a00000000 0a

## ** 829 ** ##

##The defendants tried to prove that Umkhonto we Sizwe was not part##

##of the ANC.##

a00000a00000 0a

## ** 830 ** ##

##They denied that they had adopted a plan for guerrilla warfare##

##and denied that the ANC was communist.##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 831 ** ##

##The state's case was based mainly on accusations of sabotage and##

##planned sabotage, a case well supported by the evidence found at##

##Rivonia.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 832 ** ##

##Detailed plans for Operation Mayibuye, an outline for guerril-##

##la warfare and foreign intervention, were revealed.##

000000a00000 0a

## $$ 833 $$ ##

##The prosecution alleged that the men had been responsible of 222##

##acts of terrorism which it then reduced to 193.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 834 $$ ##

##The defendants admitted 20, thereby conceding the government's##

##main case.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 835 $$ ##

##Convicting eight of the nine, the judge said they had, in##

##essence, been convicted of high treason, which usually carried##

##the death penalty.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 836 $$ ##

##The New York Times called the men heroes, and The Times said `the##

##verdict of history will be that the ultimate guilty party is the##

##government in power . . ."##

a00a00000000 a0

## $$ 837 $$ ##

##Vibrant atom-age timekeepers clock up a Nobel Prize##

00000a000a00 a0

## ** 838 ** ##

##THE NOBEL Prize for physics has been awarded to three scientists##

##who developed ultra-precise techniques that lie at the heart of##

##modern atomic clocks.##

000000000a0a 0a

## ** 839 ** ##

##Two US scientists have been awarded the chemistry prize for a##

##discovery that has changed scientists" views about the origin of##

##life.##

0000a0000a00 0a

## $$ 840 $$ ##

##Norman Ramsey, 74, of Harvard University, shared the physics##

##prize with Hans Dehmelt, a naturalised US citizen born in Germany##

##in 1922, and Wolfgang Paul, 76, of the University of Bonn in West##

##Germany.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## ** 841 ** ##

##In 1949, Professor Ramsey introduced a crucial re�nement to pre-##

##vious work on atomic beams which allowed the frequency of atomic##

##vibrations to be measured with unprecedented accuracy.##

0000000a0000 0a

## $$ 842 $$ ##

##Scientists discovered the atom vibrates with more regularity than##

##the earth turns on its axis.##

a0aaa000000a a0

## $$ 843 $$ ##

##So in 1967, the rotation of the earth was abandoned as the basic##

##source of timekeeping.##

0000000a0000 a0

## $$ 844 $$ ##

##The de�nition of a second has since o�cially been the time it##

##takes a cesium atom to make 9,192,631,770 vibrations.##

0000a00a0a00 a0

## $$ 845 $$ ##

##Professor Ramsey then went on, with other colleagues, to develop##

##the hydrogen maser, which, with recent re�nements, may be able##

##to measure frequencies with a stability of one part in a billion##

##billion.##

0000000a0a00 a0

## ** 846 ** ##
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##That is the equivalent of a clock set running at the time of the##

##dinosaurs having gained or lost less than a second by today.##

aa00000a0a00 0a

## $$ 847 $$ ##

##Masers have allowed scientists to track the in�nitesimally slow##

##drift of the continents across the earth's surface and to check##

##the predictions of Einstein's theory of relativity that gravity##

##or acceleration will cause a clock to run slow.##

0000a0000000 a0

## ** 848 ** ##

##In the 1950s, Professor Paul carried out the �rst experiments##

##using a form of magnetic bottle _ the `Paul trap" _ to isolate##

##ionised atoms.##

0000000a0000 0a

## ** 849 ** ##

##In the 1970s, at the University of Washington in Seattle, he suc-##

##ceeded in isolating a single electron and holding it in his trap##

##for nearly 10 months before losing it.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## ** 850 ** ##

##Brian Petley, who is head of basic metrology at Britain's Nation-##

##al Physical Laboratory, says the technique was so sensitive that##

##Professor Dehmelt was able to measure the mass of the proton re-##

##lative to the electron with an accuracy of one part in 100 mil-##

##lion.##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 851 ** ##

##That is the equivalent of weighing a fully-laden oil supertanker##

##so accurately that a contraband bottle of whisky in the captain's##

##cabin would register on the scales.##

a00a00000a0a 0a

## $$ 852 $$ ##

##Sidney Altman, 50, of Yale University, and Thomas Cech, 41, of##

##University of Colorado, Boulder, shared the chemistry prize.##

000000000a0a a0

## $$ 853 $$ ##

##In the 1970s, the two were independently studying how the infor-##

##mation necessary to specify living creatures, which is stored in##

##the DNA molecule, was transcribed and its instructions expressed##

##to make living cells.##

a000000a000a a0

## $$ 854 $$ ##

##This is done when the message, written in the DNA double helix,##

##is transcribed into a related `messenger" molecule, called RNA.##

aaa0a00a0a0a a0

## ** 855 ** ##

##Everyone had thought that only special chemical scissors, strips##

##of protein called enzymes, could snip out the junk.##

a00a00000000 0a

## ** 856 ** ##

##Some cases of Hepatitis B are complicated by a satellite virus##

##known as the delta agent and its RNA has been shown to have this##

##catayltic property.##

aa00a0000a00 0a

## $$ 857 $$ ##

##Free rein for FBI `snatch" squads##

00000a000000 a0

## $$ 858 $$ ##

##THE Justice Department admitted yesterday that it had granted the##

##FBI authority to `override" international law in order to seize##

##fugitives from US justice living abroad without �rst obtaining##

##the consent of the country where they were sheltering.##

a00000aa000a a0

## $$ 859 $$ ##

##Responding to a report in the Los Angeles Times yesterday, Jus-##

##tice Department o�cials con�rmed that the policy had been in##

##place since 21 June.##

a000a00a0a00 a0

## ** 860 ** ##

##It could have important implications for American e�orts to##

##arrest drug dealers, terrorists and the Panamanian leader, Manuel##

##Noriega, for prosecution in the US.##

a0a0a000000a 0a

## ** 861 ** ##

##Within the administration the new line is reportedly known as##

##`the President's snatch policy".##

a000a000000a 0a

## $$ 862 $$ ##

##A legal opinion requested by the Attorney-General, Richard Thorn-##

##burgh, e�ected the change in June, but it had been kept secret##

##since then.##

a0aaa00a0a00 a0

## ** 863 ** ##

##According to the Los Angeles Times, the opinion is entitled: `Au-##

##thority of the FBI to override customary or other international##

##law in the course of extra-territorial law-enforcement activi-##

##ties."##

a00000000000 0a

## ** 864 ** ##

##Justice Department o�cials declined to discuss the precise con-##

##tent of the opinion or the rationale behind it.##

a00000000000 0a
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## $$ 865 $$ ##

##A former Justice Department prosecutor, Lawrence Barcella, said##

##that the policy risked o�ending otherwise friendly countries,##

##which might even bring kidnapping charges against the FBI.##

a00a00000000 a0

## ** 866 ** ##

##The `snatch policy" overturns a Carter administration edict, to##

##which it is diametrically opposed.##

a000a0000a00 0a

## ** 867 ** ##

##When the FBI then proposed to kidnap a fugitive US �nancier,##

##Robert Vesco, from the Bahamas, the Justice Department produced a##

##legal opinion blocking the plan.##

a0a000aa0a0a 0a

## $$ 868 $$ ##

##The opinion stated: `US agents have no law-enforcement authority##

##in another nation unless it is the product of that nation's con-##

##sent . ##

a00aa0000a0a a0

## $$ 869 $$ ##

##Since 1984 the Justice Department has had authority to prosecute##

##terrorists who attack Americans abroad, but the FBI has had to##

##request permission from the host countries to return them to the##

##US.##

a00aa00a000a a0

## ** 870 ** ##

##Only one terrorist, Fawaz Yunis, has been arrested under the 1984##

##law and the FBI lured him into international waters to make the##

##arrest.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 871 $$ ##

##There was speculation yesterday that the new policy was tailored##

##for the Noriega case.##

a00000a00000 a0

## ** 872 ** ##

##The ruling would appear to permit the FBI to go into Panama and##

##kidnap General Noriega, but when reporters asked President Bush##

##yesterday morning if that was the case, he said: `I'm embarrassed##

##to say I don't know what (the answer) is."##

aa0a000a000a 0a

## $$ 873 $$ ##

##Poland softens line on German refugees##

00000a000000 a0

## $$ 874 $$ ##

##EAST GERMANY and Poland have agreed that East Germans who take##

##refuge in Poland may leave for the West without hindrance, the##

##West German news agency DPA said yesterday.##

0000a00a000a a0

## $$ 875 $$ ##

##The agreement, reached at the weekend and valid for an inde�nite##

##period, means that Poland, after Hungary, becomes the second East##

##European country through which East Germans can travel freely to##

##the West, provided they can get a visa to go there in the �rst##

##place _ now increasingly di�cult _ or break across the##

##tightly-guarded border.##

a00aa00a0aaa a0

## ** 876 ** ##

##The 1,500 East Germans who have taken refuge in the past 10 days##

##in the West German embassy in Warsaw are expected to begin leav-##

##ing today.##

0000000a0a0a 0a

## ** 877 ** ##

##The East Germans are not insisting this time that they cross East##

##German territory �rst so that they can be `expelled".##

aa0000aa000a 0a

## $$ 878 $$ ##

##During some of the four refugee train treks westwards from Prague##

##and Warsaw this month East German police clashed violently with##

##thousands of people who ocked to stations in the hope of jump-##

##ing on board.##

0a0000aa0a0a a0

## ** 879 ** ##

##It was not immediately clear how the 1,500 would get to the West,##

##although it looks as though another spectacular mass exit will be##

##avoided.##

a00a00000a0a 0a

## ** 880 ** ##

##Some refugees in Warsaw said they expected to y to West Ger-##

##many, although there are rumours of plans to leave on ferries##

##across the Baltic.##

a00a0000000a 0a

## ** 881 ** ##

##There was also speculation that they might leave through a neu-##

##tral country such as Sweden or Austria.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 882 ** ##

##The solution to the refugee problem in the Warsaw embassy was##

##good news for Chancellor Kohl, who will make his long-postponed##

##visit to Poland from 9-14 November and hoped the problem would be##

##out of the way by then.##

a000000a000a 0a

## $$ 883 $$ ##
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##The number of East Germans leaving through Hungary and Austria,##

##which had dwindled to less than 400 a day, suddenly shot up to##

##2,035 in the 24 hours ending yesterday morning, mainly because##

##the East German autumn holidays have begun.##

00aa000a0aaa a0

## $$ 884 $$ ##

##Around 39,000 have now left by this route since Hungary opened##

##its borders on 11 September.##

aa00000a0a0a a0

## $$ 885 $$ ##

##About 120 members of the reformist group New Forum yesterday de-##

##�ed o�cial warnings and police summonses and held their �rst##

##`co-ordination meeting" in East Berlin.##

a00a000a0aaa a0

## ** 886 ** ##

##Another reformist group, Democracy Now, issued an appeal to East##

##Germans to support non-violent reform and opposition groups.##

0000a0a00a00 0a

## ** 887 ** ##

##Britain will seek something new at Commonwealth summit##

00000aa0000a 0a

## ** 888 ** ##

##THE HEADING is innocuous enough: Executive Session 3, Reports of##

##Special Committees, presented by Joe Clarke, the Foreign Minister##

##of Canada, with Kenneth Kaunda, President of Zambia in the chair##

##and Bob Hawke, Prime Minister of Australia, to speak.##

a0000000000a 0a

## $$ 889 $$ ##

##So reads the order of business for the Commonwealth Heads of##

##Government at their meeting in Kuala Lumpur next Thursday.##

a000000a000a a0

## $$ 890 $$ ##

##But despite its bland style, it hides a time bomb for Britain,##

##for the reports are on southern Africa.##

a00a00a0000a a0

## ** 891 ** ##

##British o�cials say they believe this conference will not be##

##obsessed with South Africa, as previous meetings have been.##

aa0a0000000a 0a

## $$ 892 $$ ##

##The election of FW de Klerk as president is a sign of progress,##

##they say, and the imminent release of Walter Sisulu and the ap-##

##parent movement towards negotiations are signs of a new atmo-##

##sphere.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 893 $$ ##

##Britain wants to encourage movement, not to stie it, and any##

##talk of sanctions would be bound to have a bad e�ect.##

a00a00000a00 a0

## $$ 894 $$ ##

##Yet even the British acknowledge that there are individuals and##

##countries `wedded to sanctions", and according to Commonwealth##

##o�cials, Britain may well again �nd itself in a minority of##

##one when the subject is debated.##

a00aa00a0a00 a0

## $$ 895 $$ ##

##Many Commonwealth leaders believe the movement in South Africa is##

##the result of pressure already applied, and that only by turning##

##the screw can the world be sure that there will be no turning##

##back.##

a00000000a00 a0

## ** 896 ** ##

##African leaders who recognise that it may be di�cult to impose##

##any further sanctions believe they have found the way forward.##

a00000000000 0a

## ** 897 ** ##

##They want to see �nancial pressure applied, to ensure South##

##Africa cannot roll over its debt or raise new capital.##

a00000a0000a 0a

## ** 898 ** ##

##Britain argues this would result in an impoverished country, prey##

##to all the economic ills which have beset other African states.##

aa0000000a0a 0a

## ** 899 ** ##

##Whatever the discussion's outcome Margaret Thatcher will not##

##yield, so that the Commonwealth may again be forced to take deci-##

##sions from which Britain will dissent.##

000a00000000 0a

## ** 900 ** ##

##Attending her seventh meeting of this odd club, the British Prime##

##Minister is unlikely to shrink from going it alone.##

aa0000000a00 0a

## $$ 901 $$ ##

##The environment, the battle against drugs, and measures to combat##

##terrorism will be high on the agenda if the British have their##

##way.##

a00000a00000 a0

## $$ 902 $$ ##

##Yet even here there are mine�elds, for the report of a group of##

##Commonwealth experts is likely to be the basis for the discussion##

##on the environment, and its main recommendation is that the##
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##developed countries should foot the bill for the under-developed##

##to adopt environment-friendly means of production.##

a0aa00a0000a a0

## $$ 903 $$ ##

##Neo-fascists apologise for disruption in Strasbourg##

00000a00000a a0

## $$ 904 $$ ##

##AFTER 24 hours of disruption, the European Parliament recovered##

##its poise last night when two members of its neo-fascist faction##

##publicly apologised for violently interrupting proceedings on##

##Wednesday.##

a00a000a0a00 a0

## $$ 905 $$ ##

##Bruno Gollnisch of West Germany and Bernard Antony of France had##

##resisted expulsion from the parliament chamber after protesting##

##against a decision to exclude their party from leading o�cial##

##visits abroad.##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

## ** 906 ** ##

##The resulting fracas led to the suspension of proceedings for two##

##hours on Wednesday and further rancorous debate yesterday.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 907 $$ ##

##Both members of Jean-Marie Le Pen's European Right party, the##

##MEPs shouted insults at the President of the Parliament, Enrique##

##Baron, when he announced the measure barring the far-right party##

##from leading delegations to Israel and Switzerland.##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 908 $$ ##

##Political leaders from across the assembly had resolved earlier##

##in the week that an apparent lacuna in the rulebook which gave##

##the neo-fascists the chairmanship and vice-chairmanship of the##

##delegations should be �lled so that the pair could be voted out##

##of their posts.##

a00000aa0a0a a0

## ** 909 ** ##

##There was unanimity among all but Mr Le Pen's members that the##

##neo-fascists would be unsuitable to represent Strasbourg abroad,##

##especially at the Knesset.##

a00a00000a0a 0a

## ** 910 ** ##

##Glyn Ford, the leader of the British Labour group, was among##

##those speaking out against Mr Le Pen's group.##

aa0000000000 0a

## ** 911 ** ##

##`Ever since the elections they have been revealing themselves as##

##the neo-Nazis that they really are," he said.##

a000a00a0000 0a

## $$ 912 $$ ##

##Mr Le Pen said his 17-member party was being persecuted and un-##

##justly accused of racism and fascism. ##

a00000000a00 a0

## ** 913 ** ##

##Earlier, the leader of the Socialists, Jean-Pierre Cot, said Mr Le ##

##Pen had `improved his Nazi vocabulary" by his alliance with ##

##the West German Republicans, led by ex-Wa�en SS o�cer, Franz ##

##Schonhuber.##

a0a0000a0000 0a

## ** 914 ** ##

##Mr Schonhuber also voiced anger, saying that `squadrons of former##

##Wa�en SS o�cers" were now members of the Social Democratic##

##party in West Germany.##

00a0a00a00aa 0a

## ** 915 ** ##

##Mr Gollnisch had shouted `Dictator, dictator" at Mr Baron on##

##Wednesday and called other MEPs `Gestapo men".##

0000000a0000 0a

## ** 916 ** ##

##When o�cials tried to eject him, he tried to punch his neigh-##

##bours.##

a000000a0000 0a

## ** 917 ** ##

##Mr Le Pen launched his own tirade of Nazi terminology, suggesting##

##that his party members were being treated as Untermenschen.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 918 $$ ##

##In accepting the apology last night, Mr Baron said he considered##

##the case closed.##

a000000a0000 a0

## $$ 919 $$ ##

##Several members of the European Parliament, including Mr Cot, had##

##called for the pair to be suspended for �ve days with �nancial##

##penalties.##

a00000aa0a00 a0

## $$ 920 $$ ##

##However, Mr Baron also ordered a review of the rules regarding##

##disturbances in parliament sessions to ensure that tougher sanc-##

##tions can be applied to members causing disruptions in future.##

a00a00aa0a00 a0

## $$ 921 $$ ##

##Hundreds arrested as Bhutto acts to halt riots in Sind##

00000aa00a0a a0
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## $$ 922 $$ ##

##HUNDREDS of militant Sindhi nationalists have been arrested in##

##the �rst serious political crackdown since the government of##

##Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto came to power 10 months ago.##

a000000a0aa0 a0

## ** 923 ** ##

##As the opposition steps up its campaign against her, Ms Bhutto is##

##embroiled in another dispute with President Ghulam Ishaq Khan##

##over the appointment of judges.##

a00000000a00 0a

## $$ 924 $$ ##

##There were riots, arson and looting in six towns in Sind Province##

##in the last week as militants from the Sind National Alliance##

##(SNA) protested against the arrest of their leader, GM Syed, and##

##hundreds of supporters.##

a0a0a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 925 $$ ##

##The arrests follow SNA calls for Sind's independence from Pakis-##

##tan, the burning of a Pakistani ag and growing disenchantment##

##with Ms Bhutto by militant Sindhis.##

a0a000a00a0a a0

## ** 926 ** ##

##The trouble has polarised Sind as never before and also deeply##

##divided the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP).##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 927 $$ ##

##There are fears that more violence could explode in Sind if the##

##nationalists take their anger out on the non-Sindhi Muhajirs, or##

##Urdu-speaking community.##

a00a0000000a a0

## $$ 928 $$ ##

##In Baluchistan province, the Chief Minister, Akbar Bugti, has ac-##

##cused Ms Bhutto of trying to overthrow his government by military##

##force.##

a000a0a0000a a0

## ** 929 ** ##

##Last week, army units �red on a demonstration by Bugti tribes-##

##men, killing one.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 930 $$ ##

##Mr Bugti has appealed to President Ishaq Khan to call for a meet-##

##ing of the Council of Common Interest (CCI) to resolve the issue##

##of provincial autonomy.##

00a000a00a00 a0

## $$ 931 $$ ##

##The government has refused to do so.##

a00000000000 a0

## ** 932 ** ##

##Baluch nationalists are haunted by the spectre of military ac-##

##tion, since it was Ms Bhutto's father, Zul�kar Ali Bhutto, who##

##as prime minister, sent the army into Baluchistan in 1973, which##

##led to a �ve-year civil war.##

00a0000a0a0a 0a

## ** 933 ** ##

##But Ms Bhutto has not had a serious meeting with the President##

##for more than three months since their dispute over who had the##

##right to retire senior military o�cers.##

a00a000a0a00 0a

## ** 934 ** ##

##Now, as three Supreme Court judges have retired and two more are##

##due to retire soon, President Ishaq Khan and Ms Bhutto have in-##

##terpreted the constitution di�erently and are both claiming the##

##right to appoint new judges.##

a00a000a0a00 0a

## $$ 935 $$ ##

##Sind, Baluchistan and for the �rst time, Punjab province are all##

##demanding greater provincial autonomy.##

000a00aa0a0a a0

## $$ 936 $$ ##

##Even while in opposition, Ms Bhutto shied away from advocating##

##this and has always favoured a strong centre.##

aa0a00000a00 a0

## ** 937 ** ##

##She is reluctant to call a meeting of the CCI because she fears##

##the opposition would swamp the government with unreasonable##

##demands.##

a0a000000a00 0a

## ** 938 ** ##

##Last week the government prorogued the National Assembly to##

##prevent discussion of the crises in Sind and Baluchistan.##

a00000aa000a 0a

## ** 939 ** ##

##Ms Bhutto sees the calls for autonomy as a ploy to destabilise##

##her government, but the PPP has refused to tackle the issue pol-##

##itically.##

a00a00000a00 0a

## ** 940 ** ##

##The opposition is still trying to collect support in the Assembly##

##for a vote of no con�dence in the government.##

a00000a00a0a 0a

## $$ 941 $$ ##

##Canberra �ghts publication of book on Nazis##
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00000a00000a a0

## $$ 942 $$ ##

##THE AUSTRALIAN government has tried to stop the publication of a##

##book alleging that hundreds of Nazi war criminals settled in Aus-##

##tralia 40 years ago under the secret protection of the authori-##

##ties.##

a00000aa0a0a a0

## $$ 943 $$ ##

##The government argues the book could hamper the impending##

##prosecution of alleged ex-Nazis.##

a0a000000000 a0

## $$ 944 $$ ##

##Sanctuary, written by Mark Aarons, a prominent Sydney radio pro-##

##ducer and broadcaster, says British and American o�cials know-##

##ingly allowed Nazi war criminals and collaborators to emigrate to##

##Australia, and that Australian politicians and security o�cers##

##did nothing to stop it.##

a00000000aaa a0

## $$ 945 $$ ##

##In the book, based on interviews in Europe, the Soviet Union, the##

##United States and Australia, Mr Aarons writes: `Most of the Nazi##

##war criminals and collaborators who found sanctuary in this coun-##

##try proclaimed themselves as nationalists and anti-Communist##

##`freedom �ghters".##

a00000000a0a a0

## $$ 946 $$ ##

##Ill-informed and blinkered Australian politicians and o�cials##

##did little to question or probe their credentials and histories."##

a000000000a0 a0

## ** 947 ** ##

##He asserts that the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation##

##(ASIO), Australia's MI5, later used many former Nazis for anti-##

##Communist counter-intelligence operations.##

a00000aa0aa0 0a

## ** 948 ** ##

##As a result of similar allegations by Mr Aarons three years ago,##

##Bob Hawke's Labour government set up an inquiry under Andrew Men-##

##zies, a former senior civil servant, who examined thousands of##

##secret �les including some provided by Mr Aarons.##

0000a00a0aa0 0a

## ** 949 ** ##

##Mr Menzies reported it was likely that `a signi�cant number" of##

##people who committed `serious war crimes" had entered Australia,##

##and gave the government a list of 70 suspects.##

000000000a00 0a

## $$ 950 $$ ##

##Based on his recommendation, the Australian Parliament passed a##

##law late last year to allow trials in Australian courts for al-##

##leged atrocities in Europe during the Second World War by people##

##now Australian citizens or residents.##

a00000000a0a a0

## $$ 951 $$ ##

##A special investigations unit set up to pursue former Nazis in##

##Australia later reported about 500 suspected cases, almost half##

##of them `active".##

a000000a0a0a a0

## ** 952 ** ##

##In the other cases, people had died or left the country or there##

##was insu�cient evidence for prosecution under the new War##

##Crimes Act.##

a00aa00000aa 0a

## ** 953 ** ##

##Mr Aarons maintains the number is more likely to be `some##

##thousands".##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 954 ** ##

##Most former Nazis, he says, arrived between 1947 and 1951, when##

##Australia took 170,000 displaced people from Europe, the second-##

##highest number after the US.##

a00a000aaa0a 0a

## ** 955 ** ##

##He says that several former Nazis have gained inuential posi-##

##tions in Australia's conservative Liberal Party and that ASIO has##

##allowed fascist organisations, such as the Croatian Ustashi, to##

##conduct campaigns of violence.##

a000a0000aaa 0a

## ** 956 ** ##

##When William Heinemann Australia announced it planned to publish##

##Mr Aarons's book this month, the Director of Public Prosecutions##

##in Canberra wrote to request an inde�nite delay.##

aa0a00aa0a0a 0a

## ** 957 ** ##

##The DPP said publication could be `problematic" in that it could##

##coincide with the laying of the �rst charges under the new law.##

a0a000000000 0a

## ** 958 ** ##

##He threatened to seek an injunction if the publishers proceeded##

##with the book.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 959 $$ ##

##The publishers ignored the threat, and launched Sanctuary this##

##week. ##
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aa0a000a0000 a0

## $$ 960 $$ ##

##They argued that Mr Aarons had already removed a large##

##number of names of potential defendants from his manuscript after##

##consultation with government o�cials.##

a0a000000a00 a0

## $$ 961 $$ ##

##Aoun rejects deal and says war still on##

000aaa000000 a0

## $$ 962 $$ ##

##LEBANON'S Christian leader, General Michel Aoun, last night##

##denounced a draft peace agreement produced by the country's par-##

##liamentarians in the Saudi resort of Taif on the grounds that it##

##did not set a timetable for the withdrawal of Syrian troops occu-##

##pying the country since 1976.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

## $$ 963 $$ ##

##The general's e�ective rejection of the peace charter, which has##

##yet to be formally presented by the 31 Christian and 31 Muslim##

##deputies gathered in Taif for the past two weeks, risks plunging##

##Lebanon into a new cycle of the violence from which it temporari-##

##ly escaped when the Arab League brokered a cease�re on 23 Sep-##

##tember.##

a00a000a0aaa a0

## ** 964 ** ##

##Speaking to Christian supporters in east Beirut, General Aoun##

##reminded the deputies in Taif that `a war has erupted to liberate##

##Lebanon and it is still on and it will continue until it achieves##

##its goals".##

a000a0000a0a 0a

## ** 965 ** ##

##The general, whose appointment as prime minister a year ago is##

##disputed by a rival Muslim government in west Beirut, did not##

##want Christian deputies to go to Taif in the �rst place.##

a00000aa0aaa 0a

## ** 966 ** ##

##In the face of their insistence and that of Arab League negotia-##

##tors, he warned them not to settle for any deal which did not in-##

##volve the withdrawal of 30,000 to 40,000 Syrian troops based in##

##west Beirut and the hinterland.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 967 ** ##

##In the event, the deal which has emerged in Taif has justi�ed##

##the general's fears of what he would regard as a sell-out of the##

##Maronite cause.##

a0000000000a 0a

## $$ 968 $$ ##

##A working group of senior parliamentarians broke the deadlock at##

##the talks by endorsing a charter which would give equality in##

##parliament to the majority Muslim population and transfer powers##

##now enjoyed by the Maronite presidency to a cabinet headed by a##

##Sunni Muslim.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 969 $$ ##

##The charter, if put into e�ect, would reform the unwritten na-##

##tional charter of 1943, which gave the Maronites political domi-##

##nance of the multi-confessional state.##

a000000a0000 a0

## $$ 970 $$ ##

##The new charter would more closely reect the demographic##

##predominance of the Muslims, a move which their leaders and their##

##Syrian backers argue is long overdue.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 971 $$ ##

##But General Aoun insists no such reforms can be instituted until##

##the withdrawal of Syrian troops, which Christian leaders invited##

##into Lebanon in 1976 as a peacekeeping force.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## ** 972 ** ##

##`We can achieve such reforms on Lebanese soil once it is free of##

##any conqueror imposing his will on it," the general said last##

##night.##

a000000a0000 0a

## $$ 973 $$ ##

##The tentative Taif agreement, on the other hand, sets no timet-##

##able for a total Syrian withdrawal and refers only to a pull-out##

##from the Beirut area within two years.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## ** 974 ** ##

##The fear among many Muslim Lebanese, who might otherwise favour##

##the departure of the Syrians, is that they would leave behind a##

##power vacuum to be �lled by warlords on both sides of the con-##

##fessional divide.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 975 ** ##

##Most of these consistently criticised the parliamentary peace ef-##

##forts under way in Saudi Arabia.##

aa0000000a0a 0a

## ** 976 ** ##

##The Druze leader, Walid Jumblatt, said in Amman yesterday that##

##the Taif deal would not bring peace to Lebanon and that, although##

##he did not intend to block it, he would not accept it either.##
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a0aa000a000a 0a

## $$ 977 $$ ##

##Soviet parliament puts price curbs on co-operatives##

0000aa000000 a0

## $$ 978 $$ ##

##The Soviet parliament yesterday bowed to overwhelming pressure##

##and imposed strict price curbs on the country's burgeoning but##

##widely detested co-operative movement, identi�ed in the popular##

##imagination with speculation and pro�teering on the backs of a##

##long-su�ering public, writes Rupert Cornwell.##

000a00000aaa a0

## $$ 979 $$ ##

##Under amendments passed by a joint session in the Kremlin of the##

##Supreme Soviet to the existing 1988 legislation on co-operatives,##

##local authorities are henceforth empowered to set `maximum price##

##levels" _ in other words controls _ on prices charged by co-##

##operatives for essential public goods.##

0000a00a0a0a a0

## $$ 980 $$ ##

##At the same time, the state will have the right to set prices for##

##products it buys from co-operatives under contract, and in cases##

##where the co-operative is merely selling on, with a generous##

##mark-up, scarce goods that it has been able to purchase at con-##

##trolled prices from normal state suppliers.##

a00000000a00 a0

## $$ 981 $$ ##

##More than anything else, it has been this latter practice which##

##has earned co-operatives in general here such deep public resent-##

##ment.##

aa0aa0000000 a0

## ** 982 ** ##

##They are seen as a prime contributor both to shortages in ordi-##

##nary state shops, and to ination, now admitted to be running at##

##close to eight per cent, which in Soviet terms is an unpredented##

##level.##

a000a00a0a0a 0a

## ** 983 ** ##

##In several regions of the country, indeed, local party or govern-##

##ment o�cials have simply ordered them to be shut down. ##

a000a0a00a0a 0a

## $$ 984 $$ ##

##Earlier this month, a group of Supreme Soviet deputies, backed by ##

##the trade unions, demanded the immediate closure of all `trading and##

##purchasing" co-operatives, as they are known.##

aa0a00aa0a00 a0

## $$ 985 $$ ##

##That therapy was bitterly opposed by liberals led by Leonid Abal-##

##kin, the deputy prime minister in charge of economic reform.##

aa0a00000000 a0

## ** 986 ** ##

##Others have insisted that to restrict the operations of co-##

##operatives _ essentially a legalised form of private business _##

##would strike at the very heart of plans to encourage enterprise##

##and initiative.##

a00000000a00 0a

## ** 987 ** ##

##Yesterday's decisions, stopping short of an outright ban, are a##

##compromise in extremis.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 988 $$ ##

##As the Soviet Union's economic woes have worsened, they were##

##clearly the minimum required if the risk of further consumer##

##discontent and mass industrial unrest was to be contained.##

a00000000000 a0

## $$ 989 $$ ##

##As it is, the amendments are expected to be part of a wider,##

##toughly-framed resolution on co-operatives, of which there are##

##well over 100,000 in the country.##

a00aa0000a0a a0

## ** 990 ** ##

##They employ over two million people, or 1.5 per cent of the na-##

##tional workforce, and produce over 12bn roubles (o�cially #12bn##

##pounds) of goods and services annually.##

a00aa00a0a00 0a

## ** 991 ** ##

##The decree, to be voted on shortly, will force them to pay back##

##pro�ts made on excessive prices, coupled with sti� �nes for##

##good measure.##

a00000aa0000 0a

## ** 992 ** ##

##Co-operatives are also likely to face regular bank and tax in-##

##spections to ensure they are not defrauding the state.##

a000a0a00000 0a

## ** 993 ** ##

##In an attempt to reduce corruption and embezzlement, all people##

##in positions of responsibility in state enterprises and agencies##

##will be barred from setting up co-operatives.##

000000a00a0a 0a

## ** 994 ** ##

##They will also have to keep the prices at which they sell import-##

##ed goods purchased with foreign currency at levels charged at##

##state-controlled outlets.##
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a000a0000000 0a

## $$ 995 $$ ##

##White House tries to bring CIA in from the US cold##

00000aa00000 a0

## $$ 996 $$ ##

##THE WHITE HOUSE moved swiftly yesterday to counter rumours that##

##President Bush is disenchanted with the performance of his CIA##

##director, William Webster, and would like to replace him.##

a0a000aa000a a0

## $$ 997 $$ ##

##But the move did little to help the tarnished image of Mr##

##Webster's CIA, which has been going through troubled times.##

a00aa0000a00 a0

## $$ 998 $$ ##

##This month, the spy agency was blamed for failing to provide good##

##intelligence of the botched coup in Panama, and, last spring, for##

##failing to provide enough arms for the Afghan rebels when they##

##were planning to overthrow the Soviet-backed Kabul government.##

aaa000aa000a a0

## ** 999 ** ##

##Recent independent studies say the CIA's intelligence about ter-##

##rorist groups is so poor that it is crippling Washington's abili-##

##ty to deal with them.##

a000a00a000a 0a

## ** 1000 ** ##

##The contrast between the swashbuckling operation run by Mr##

##Webster's predecessor, Bill Casey, who died in the middle of the##

##mess over the Iran-a�air, could not be greater.##

00aa00000000 0a

## $$ 1001 $$ ##

##Mr Webster, a former popular FBI director, is as mild and politi-##

##cally moderate as Mr Casey was wild and conservative.##

000a00000a00 a0

## ** 1002 ** ##

##Whereas Mr Casey, a veteran of Second World War missions behind##

##enemy lines, never o�ered to tell Congress what he was up to, Mr##

##Webster tends to tell the Congressional committees overseeing US##

##intelligence everything he knows, even before he is asked.##

a00a000a0aa0 0a

## ** 1003 ** ##

##In the Casey era, the CIA was not only represented at all the##

##White House national security meetings, Mr Casey was often there##

##uninvited, encouraging Oliver North, the junior adviser on Ronald##

##Reagan's national security sta�, to get up to all kinds of##

##mischief in support of the Nicaraguan Contras.##

000000000aa0 0a

## $$ 1004 $$ ##

##These days, Mr Webster is often not included in the small group##

##of top advisers, including James Baker, the Secretary of State,##

##Dick Cheney, the Defence Secretary and Brent Scowcroft, the Na-##

##tional Security Advisor, that President Bush convenes during##

##crises.##

aa00000a0000 a0

## $$ 1005 $$ ##

##Mr Webster's absence from the crisis meetings held during this##

##month's failed coup in Panama led to speculation that his intel-##

##ligence was so poor he had nothing to add.##

aa00000a000a a0

## ** 1006 ** ##

##In fact, Mr Webster was out of town, but the speculation that he##

##had been deliberately excluded was reinforced by remarks later##

##from the President's Chief of Sta�, John Sununu.##

a0aa000a000a 0a

## ** 1007 ** ##

##He said that he had learned more about the attempted coup from##

##the television news on the CNN network than from Mr Webster's##

##CIA.##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 1008 $$ ##

##When Mr Webster moved, in 1987, from the FBI to the CIA in the##

##wake of the Iran-Contra scandal, his mission was to keep a low##

##pro�le and improve the battered relations between the agency and##

##Congress.##

a00000aa0a0a a0

## $$ 1009 $$ ##

##But Mr Webster has taken his task too seriously for the hard-##

##liners at the CIA.##

a00aa000000a a0

## $$ 1010 $$ ##

##This group says that the KGB has been acting more aggressively in##

##recent months in its commercial espionage activities, and the##

##group has been pressing for an expanded role for the CIA and oth-##

##er Western intelligence agencies in this area.##

aa00a0aa0a00 a0

## ** 1011 ** ##

##Whether this is just the assessment of zealous CIA o�cers in-##

##terested in institutional survival, is not clear.##

aa0000000000 0a

## ** 1012 ** ##

##The White House said yesterday Mr Bush was `fully satis�ed" with##

##the agency's performance over Panama.##

000000000000 0a
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## ** 1013 ** ##

##But there was speculation that Mr Webster might be replaced by##

##James Lilley, the US ambassador in Peking and a former colleague##

##of Mr Bush when the President was CIA director.##

0000000a0a0a 0a

## ** 1014 ** ##

##A State Department spokeswoman, Margaret Tutwiler, said yesterday##

##that some Nicaraguan rebels were selling their US-supplied arms##

##to anti-government guerrillas in El Salvador, Reuter reports.##

a000a00a0a0a 0a

## $$ 1015 $$ ##

##Kurdish leaders are calling for urgent international action to##

##protect their rights and attempting to �nd a common political##

##programme##

a0000aa00a00 a0

## $$ 1016 $$ ##

##LEADERS of the 20 million Kurds of the Middle East have resolved##

##to press for observer status at the United Nations for a uni�ed##

##Kurdish front in order to bring world attention to repression##

##which they say amounts to physical and cultural genocide.##

a000a0a00a0a a0

## $$ 1017 $$ ##

##A weekend conference here, chaired by Danielle Mitterrand, the##

##wife of the French president, was the �rst time in 60 years that##

##heads of Kurdish autonomy movements from the main states embrac-##

##ing Kurdistan _ Iran, Iraq, Turkey and Syria _ had gathered to##

##formulate a common programme.##

000000aa0a0a a0

## $$ 1018 $$ ##

##The impetus came in part from Iraq's campaign over the past year##

##to depopulate Iraqi Kurdistan, including the use of chemical##

##weapons, and also from fears that an eventual peace treaty##

##between Iran and Iraq after eight years of war could include a##

##tacit agreement to strangle the Kurdish resistance in both coun-##

##tries.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a a0

## $$ 1019 $$ ##

##The conference was to have been presided over by Abdulrahman##

##Qassemlou, the secretary-general of the Kurdish Democratic Party##

##of Iran and the leading theoretician of the Kurdish movement.##

a0000000000a a0

## $$ 1020 $$ ##

##But he was assassinated in Vienna on 13 July during peace talks##

##with Iranian representatives in what Kurds sources allege was a##

##trap set by Tehran.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## ** 1021 ** ##

##Mr Qassemlou, who led a 10-year insurgency against the Khomeini##

##regime, was quoted in an interview shortly before his death as##

##saying: `One doesn't speak enough about the Kurds because we have##

##never taken any hostages, never hijacked a plane."##

a0a0000a0a00 0a

## ** 1022 ** ##

##Kurdish delegates to the two-day conference said privately that##

##they were concerned that lack of international action to protect##

##the rights of Kurds could lead to hardline pressure for the##

##launch of terrorist campaigns.##

a000a00a0a00 0a

## $$ 1023 $$ ##

##The Paris conference, however, was restricted to the issues of##

##cultural identity and human rights and glossed over maximalist##

##demands for an independent state.##

a00a00000a0a a0

## ** 1024 ** ##

##This was mainly out of deference to the host country, France,##

##which has diplomatic relations with the four countries concerned.##

aaa000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1025 $$ ##

##Kurdish speakers nevertheless pointed out that the Kurds were the##

##largest nation in the world which did not have its own state##

##despite promises, at the break-up of the Ottoman Empire after the##

##First World War, that there would be an independent Kurdistan.##

a00a000aaa0a a0

## ** 1026 ** ##

##The Kurdish claim to independence was based on the Kurds' dis-##

##tinctive culture and language and a 2,000-year history of autono-##

##my from their Turkish, Arab and Persian neighbours.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## ** 1027 ** ##

##Western speakers concentrated on the human rights abuses su�ered##

##by the Kurds in the countries in which they live.##

a00a0000000a 0a

## $$ 1028 $$ ##

##The chairman of the US Senate foreign relations committee,##

##Claiborne Pell, said that Kurds in Turkey were denied the right##

##to speak their language outside their homes, in Iran their##

##leaders were persecuted and killed and in Iraq Kurdish villages##

##were razed to the ground and Kurdish children tortured and killed##

##by chemical weapons.##

a0a0a000000a a0

## ** 1029 ** ##

##`In terms of the severity of the problem, the Kurds should be##
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##near the top, not at the bottom, of our human rights agenda," Se-##

##nator Pell said.##

a00a00000000 0a

## $$ 1030 $$ ##

##He said one reason for the lack of international action in de-##

##fence of the Kurds was that `too many governments are too con-##

##cerned about alienating the oil-rich or politically powerful na-##

##tions where the Kurdish people reside".##

a0a000000a0a a0

## ** 1031 ** ##

##He may have had in mind, among others, the French government and##

##its strong pro-Iraqi lobby which was said to be concerned by the##

##decision to hold the conference in Paris, albeit in the presence##

##of Mrs Mitterrand, in her capacity as head of the private##

##France-Libertes foundation, and of the minister for humanitarian##

##action, Bernard Kouchner.##

a0a0000000a0 0a

## ** 1032 ** ##

##Dr Kouchner appeared to acknowledge the conict of interest when##

##he told the conference that, had he been concerned about politi-##

##cal advancement, he would not have been there.##

a0000000000a 0a

## ** 1033 ** ##

##The Iraqi Kurdish rebel leader, Jalal Talabani, said he hoped the##

##Kurdish people would not be the victims of commercial policy.##

a0a000000000 0a

## ** 1034 ** ##

##`It was the indi�erence and silence of the superpowers and of##

##some governments which provided Iraq with weapons and ammunition##

##which encouraged Iraq in its chemical weapons genocide," Mr Tala-##

##bani said.##

a0a0a000000a 0a

## ** 1035 ** ##

##Net tightens on `extraditables"##

00000a000000 0a

## $$ 1036 $$ ##

##COLOMBIA stepped up its war against drugs at the weekend with the##

##extradition of three alleged tra�ckers to the United States and##

##the detention of another `extraditable".##

a000000a0a0a a0

## $$ 1037 $$ ##

##This latest arrest brings to six the number of suspects being##

##held and who face possible extradition.##

aa0000000a00 a0

## ** 1038 ** ##

##In the chill hours before dawn on Saturday, amid stringent secu-##

##rity, Ana Rodriguez, Bernardo Pelaez Roldan and Roberto Carlini##

##were put on to a US Drug Enforcement Agency plane and own to##

##Miami to face drug charges.##

0000000a00aa 0a

## $$ 1039 $$ ##

##They were the �rst extraditions since the Colombian Supreme##

##Court upheld President Barco's emergency anti-drug decrees two##

##weeks ago.##

a000000a0aa0 a0

## $$ 1040 $$ ##

##Observers have been expecting retaliation by the tra�ckers ever##

##since and the latest moves can only add to the tension.##

a00a000aa000 a0

## $$ 1041 $$ ##

##The three extradited at the weekend were not among the most-##

##sought suspects.##

a000000aa000 a0

## ** 1042 ** ##

##Pelaez was sent on to Detroit, where he is to serve an outstand-##

##ing �ve-year sentence for conspiring to distribute cocaine.##

a0a0000a0a0a 0a

## ** 1043 ** ##

##Carlini is wanted on the same charges, while Rodriguez will face##

##cocaine-tra�cking and money-laundering charges.##

0000000000a0 0a

## ** 1044 ** ##

##She was reported to have co-operated with investigators and to##

##have agreed to give evidence in exchange for protection and re-##

##duced charges.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 1045 $$ ##

##Six weeks after she was arrested in August, her daughter was##

##killed in an attack presumed to be retaliation by the drug##

##barons.##

a000000a0a00 a0

## $$ 1046 $$ ##

##Some of those still in Colombia are thought to be much bigger##

##�sh than the three extradited yesterday.##

aa0a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 1047 $$ ##

##Last week Jose Abello, believed to be one of the top four members##

##of the Medellin cartel, was detained, apparently by chance, in a##

##Bogota restaurant.##

0000000a0aaa a0

## ** 1048 ** ##

##He is alleged to have replaced Carlos Lehder in the organisation##
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##after Lehder's extradition to the US in 1987 and is said to head##

##the cartel based in Santa Marta, on Colombia's Caribbean coast.##

a000000a000a 0a

## ** 1049 ** ##

##Another notorious �gure is Leonidas Vargas, known as El Viejo##

##(the old man), even though he is only 40.##

a00a00000a00 0a

## ** 1050 ** ##

##He is believed to be the right-hand man of the Medellin cartel##

##chief, Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, `the Mexican", the most violent##

##of the cocaine barons.##

a0000000a000 0a

## $$ 1051 $$ ##

##Last week Amnesty International reported that paramilitary units were##

##responsible for at least 2,500 political murders in Colombia over##

##the past two years.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## ** 1052 ** ##

##Another suspect, Victor Mera Mosquera, faces tra�cking charges##

##in New York, Texas, Florida, California and Arizona.##

00000000000a 0a

## $$ 1053 $$ ##

##Soviets fail to disperse Wallenberg scepticism##

00000aa00000 a0

## $$ 1054 $$ ##

##THE SOVIET authorities yesterday �nally handed over the meagre##

##personal e�ects of a man who they insist died 42 years ago: a##

##diplomatic passport with its faded blue cover bearing the Swedish##

##coat of arms, money, a selection of old notebooks and identity##

##cards.##

a000000a0aa0 a0

## $$ 1055 $$ ##

##But even this, and a meeting yesterday with senior KGB and##

##Foreign Ministry o�cials, have failed to shake the conviction##

##of relatives and friends of Raoul Wallenberg.##

aa0a00aa0a00 a0

## $$ 1056 $$ ##

##Somewhere within the Soviet Union, at the age of 77, they are##

##sure the Swedish diplomat who vanished in 1945 is still alive.##

a00a000a0a0a a0

## $$ 1057 $$ ##

##The gesture came on the �rst day of a week-long visit by Raoul##

##Wallenberg's half brother and sister, and two former colleagues##

##from his heroic days at the Swedish embassy in Budapest in the##

##closing stages of the war when, virtually single-handed, he saved##

##30,000, maybe 100,000, Jews from death.##

a000000a0a0a a0

## ** 1058 ** ##

##`It was a terribly emotional moment to see Raoul's photograph and##

##his handwriting, the addresses in his personal notebooks," Nina##

##Lagergren, his half-sister, told a packed press conference yes-##

##terday, `but they prove nothing about what happened afterwards."##

a00a000a0000 0a

## ** 1059 ** ##

##Per Anger, president of the Raoul Wallenberg society but in 1944##

##at the Budapest embassy, agreed.##

0000000a000a 0a

## ** 1060 ** ##

##`I was the one who prolonged his passport. ##

a00000000000 0a

## ** 1061 ** ##

##Today I saw my signature again, extending it to June 1945.##

a000000a0000 0a

## ** 1062 ** ##

##Raoul Wallenberg had 100 per cent diplomatic immunity.##

000000000a00 0a

## ** 1063 ** ##

##" But on their own, he said, the mementoes threw no new light on##

##the real mystery: what happened after Wallenberg was seen in the##

##custody of Soviet troops in Budapest on 17 January 1945.##

a0aa000a000a 0a

## ** 1064 ** ##

##Yesterday the Soviet team, led by Vladimir Piroshkov, a deputy##

##chairman of the KGB, and a deputy Foreign Minister, Valentin Nik-##

##iforov, was by every account friendly and sympathetic.##

0000000a0a00 0a

## $$ 1065 $$ ##

##Further meetings are planned and the Soviet side has agreed to##

##investigate evidence that Wallenberg was seen in a prison in Vla-##

##dimir, 150 miles east of Moscow, during the 1950s.##

000000aa0a0a a0

## $$ 1066 $$ ##

##But behind the courtesies, and the avowed readiness to clear up a##

##mystery that has sullied Soviet-Swedish relations for decades,##

##Moscow's position remains the one set out in a memorandum in##

##1957, from the then deputy Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko.##

00aa000a0a00 a0

## $$ 1067 $$ ##

##That was based on a report from the chief doctor of the Lubyanka##

##prison in 1947, claiming that `prisoner Wallenberg" died on the##

##night of 16/17 July 1947, `presumably from a heart attack".##

aaa0000a0a0a a0
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## $$ 1068 $$ ##

##On the orders of the Minister of State Security, Viktor Abakumov,##

##`the body was cremated without a post-mortem."##

a00000000000 a0

## ** 1069 ** ##

##Since then, and despite scores of `sightings" of Wallenberg in##

##the Soviet prison system extending into the 1970s, no cast-iron##

##evidence to the contrary has been forthcoming.##

a00a000a000a 0a

## ** 1070 ** ##

##But the family is adamant that for all their professions of##

##glasnost on the Wallenberg a�air, the Soviet authorities have##

##not come clean.##

a00a00000a00 0a

## ** 1071 ** ##

##Gandhi steps up counter-attack in scandals war##

00000a000000 0a

## $$ 1072 $$ ##

##THE INDIAN government tried yesterday to deect attention from##

##the Bofors corruption scandal by linking one of the �ercest op-##

##position critics of Rajiv Gandhi, the Prime Minister, with shady##

##�nancial dealing.##

a00000aaaaa0 a0

## $$ 1073 $$ ##

##This coincided with newspaper reports purporting to detail the##

##�nancial arrangements by which millions of dollars were siphoned##

##from the Bofors howitzer contract and allegedly paid to senior##

##Indian o�cials.##

aa0000a00a00 a0

## ** 1074 ** ##

##The revelations, which are seriously embarrassing Mr Gandhi's##

##Congress (I) Party, were accompanied by documents apparently##

##leaked to the Indian press by Swedish sources.##

a000a0000000 0a

## $$ 1075 $$ ##

##They provided more circumstantial evidence that, despite o�cial##

##denials in Stockholm and New Delhi, big bribes were paid to com-##

##panies controlled by Indian agents.##

aa0a0000000a a0

## ** 1076 ** ##

##But the reports still fell short of conclusively identifying the##

##ultimate recipients of the money.##

a00a00000000 0a

## ** 1077 ** ##

##Faced with the prospect of a stream of disclosures as the general##

##election approaches, Mr Gandhi's advisers have apparently con-##

##cluded that their best defence is also to attack the opposition##

##with the corruption stick.##

a0000000aa00 0a

## $$ 1078 $$ ##

##The leader of the Janata Dal party, VP Singh, has found himself##

##and his family under scrutiny in recent weeks over highly suspect##

##allegations that his son controlled a secret bank-account in the##

##Caribbean island of St Kitts.##

a000000a0a0a a0

## ** 1079 ** ##

##The allegations that Mr Singh, a former Congress (I) �nance min-##

##ister, had stashed millions of dollars in a numbered St Kitts ac-##

##count, were made in August in the Arab Times of Kuwait, not pre-##

##viously known for its scoops about India.##

a000000a0aaa 0a

## ** 1080 ** ##

##It said the account was controlled by Mr Singh's son Ajeya, a New##

##York-based accountant.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1081 $$ ##

##To many, the report smacked of an attempted smear by Congress##

##(I)'s dirty-tricks department.##

a00000a00a00 a0

## $$ 1082 $$ ##

##Ajeya Singh returned to India and tried to refute the allega-##

##tions, pointing out numerous aws in the report, and o�ered his##

##passport as evidence that he had not been in St Kitts when he was##

##supposed to have signed documents opening the account with the##

##now-defunct bank, the First Trust Corporation.##

a0a000aa0a0a a0

## $$ 1083 $$ ##

##Despite this, VP Singh's enemies kept the issue alive with the##

##help of George Maclean, a former managing director of First##

##Trust.##

aa0a000a0aa0 a0

## ** 1084 ** ##

##Mr Maclean, who had ed St Kitts leaving a pile of debts, sur-##

##faced in Canada, claiming that the account had existed.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## ** 1085 ** ##

##When challenged by Mr Singh, Mr Maclean obliged the Janata Dal##

##leader's enemies by suggesting that Ajeya Singh was a liar.##

a000000a0a00 0a

## ** 1086 ** ##

##Mr Maclean's reliability as a bank manager can be judged from his##

##admission that he was not very good at mathematics, hence the##
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##mistakes in calculating interest on Mr Singh's alleged account.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 1087 $$ ##

##It has been reported from St Kitts that several of Mr Maclean's##

##former co-directors are wanted on drugs charges.##

000000000a0a a0

## $$ 1088 $$ ##

##Although the a�air stinks of a set-up, the government has been##

##able to manipulate the publicity to deect some of the heat from##

##the Bofors a�air.##

a00aa0a00a00 a0

## ** 1089 ** ##

##Ajeya Singh, who voluntarily provided documentation of his per-##

##sonal �nances, is under o�cial investigation.##

a00000000000 0a

## $$ 1090 $$ ##

##At this early stage of the Indian election campaign, the debate##

##is not over who is most suited to run the country, but which pol-##

##itician is the least bent.##

aa0a000aa00a a0

## $$ 1091 $$ ##

##Prisoners of Conscience: Six face death in Morocco prisons: Chba-##

##da Abdelhaq, Hassan Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari, Moulay Tahar##

##Douraidi, Alami Hassan, Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalem##

##Abdelilah##

00000a000a00 a0

## $$ 1092 $$ ##

##SIX MOROCCAN political prisoners, on hunger strike in two prisons##

##for many months, are said to be critically ill and likely to die##

##soon.##

0000000a0a0a a0

## $$ 1093 $$ ##

##A seventh, Chbada Abdelhaq, died on 19 August, on the 64th day of##

##his hunger strike, prompting hunger strikes among political de-##

##tainees all over Morocco.##

00a0000a0a0a a0

## ** 1094 ** ##

##They were all arrested in 1984 on political charges.##

aaa0000a0a00 0a

## ** 1095 ** ##

##The three original hunger-strikers held in Casablanca are Hassan##

##Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari and Moulay Tahar Douraidi.##

a00000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1096 $$ ##

##They were arrested during demonstrations against the steep rise##

##in food prices.##

aa00000a0000 a0

## ** 1097 ** ##

##A court in Marrakesh sentenced them to prison terms of eight to##

##20 years.##

a000000a0a0a 0a

## ** 1098 ** ##

##Moulay Tahar Douraidi gave up his hunger strike in August and is##

##back in prison. ##

a000000a000a 0a

## ** 1099 ** ##

##The other three principal hunger strikers, Alami Hassan,##

##Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalam Abdelilah, were at Laalou##

##Prison in Rabat.##

a0a000000aaa 0a

## $$ 1100 $$ ##

##The authorities say the men are common criminals and any foreign##

##campaigning will be seen as `unwarranted interference in the##

##internal a�airs of Morocco".##

a0000000000a a0

## #########################################

## E N C O D E R : J. S. ##

## #########################################

C.1.6 Sentence Encoding with 12 Irrelevant Linguistic Fea-

tures

## The 1,100 input and output pattern vectors for this ##

## experiment correspond to an equal number of English ##

## sentences from 55 newspaper and technical articles. The 12 ##

## INPUT values represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## FIRST WORD STARTS WITH A VOWEL ##

## FIRST WORD ENDS IN A CONSONANT ##

## SECOND WORD STARTS WITH A CONSONANT ##

## SECOND WORD ENDS IN A VOWEL ##

## LAST WORD ENDS IN A CONSONANT ##

## OVER 2 VOWELS IN THE LAST WORD ##

## A DOUBLE CHARACTER IN THE FIRST WORD ##

## A DOUBLE CHARACTER IN THE SECOND WORD ##

## SECOND LETTER OF THIRD WORD IS A VOWEL ##

## 6TH LETTER IS A `T' ##
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## 10TH LETTER IS AN `R' ##

## FOURTH WORD HAS MORE THAN ONE `S' ##

## (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## The TWO OUTPUT values denote respectively whether the ##

## sentence is: ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ###################################### ##

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

0000aa000a00

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a00aa0000a00

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

aaaaa0000aa0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

aa0aa0000a00

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

a0a0a0000a0a

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a000a0a00aa0

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

a000a00a0000

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a000a000000a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a000a0a00a0a

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

aaa0a0aa0a0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

a000a00a0a00

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a00aa00a0000

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

0000aa000000

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

00a0a00a0aaa

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

aa00a0aaaa0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

a0a0a0000aaa

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

a000a00a000a

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aaa0a00aaaaa

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

000000000a00

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a00a000a0a0a

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ####################################### ##

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

0000aa000000

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##

aaa0a0000a0a

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

a00a00000000
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## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

a000a0a0000a

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

aa0aa0000a00

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

000aa0000a0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

000000a00a0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

a0aaa0aaaaaa

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aaa0a0aa0aaa

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaaa0000000a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

0000a0000000

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

a00a00000a00

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

00a0a0000aaa

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

a00aa000aaa0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

aa0000000a0a

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ############################# ##

## 39) <hl> Panama cracks down on opposition </hl> ##

0000aa000000

## 40) <p> PARAMILITARY police �red shots and sealed o� ##

## Panama's opposition headquarters yesterday, locking former ##

## presidential candidate Guillermo Endara inside for two hours ##

## after opposition leaders held a press conference to deny ##

## involvement in prior knowledge of Tuesday's failed coup ##

## attempt. ##

00a000aa0aaa

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 on PANAMA ##

## ########################### ##

## 41) Polly Peck puzzle deepens as Nadir ies to New York <hl>##

000a0a0a000a

## 42) POLLY Peck 's chairman, Asil Nadir, yesterday ew to New##

## York to talk to bankers as the crisis - hit company again ##

## failed to release a detailed explanation of the confusion ##

## surrounding its a�airs. ##

a0a000aa0a0a

## 43) It is understood Mr Nadir travelled by Concorde early in ##

## the morning to meet Turkish bankers for discussions about ##

## Polly Peck 's �nancial position. ##

a0a000aa00a0

## 44) The bankers are thought to have travelled from Washington##

## where they were attending the International Monetary Fund ##

## meeting. ##

a0a0000000aa

## 45) Their trip to New York is understood to have been ##

## unconnected with Mr Nadir 's visit. ##

a0000000000a

## 46) Sources would only say that Mr Nadir was in New York " ##

## on business ". ##

a0aa00a0000a

## 47) Other Polly Peck directors were left at the company 's ##

## headquarters in Berkeley Square, London, with the task of ##

## trying to agree a statement which the International Stock ##

## Exchange has demanded to clear up the uncertainty hanging ##

## over the electronics - to - fruit distribution combine. ##

a0aaa0a00aaa

## 48) A company connected with Mr Nadir, South Audley ##
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## Management, which has o�ces near the Polly Peck building, ##

## is being investigated by the Serious Fraud O�ce. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a

## 49) Polly Peck 's shares remain suspended on the London ##

## stock market following a sharp fall in their value eight days##

## ago after a series of rumours about the company swept the ##

## market. ##

a0aaa00aaaaa

## 50) The shares had been under a cloud following an abortive ##

## attempt several weeks earlier by Mr Nadir to take the group ##

## private. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a

## 51) The SFO raid on South Audley Management then emerged as ##

## the trigger for the dramatic share price fall. ##

a0a0000aa0aa

## 52) The situation was further confused last Sunday when the ##

## company asked for the Department of Trade and Industry to ##

## investigate dealings in its shares. ##

a0aa000a0000

## 53) This was rejected within a day by the DTI on the grounds ##

## that it would not order a probe while the SFO investigation ##

## was under way. ##

aaaa000a0aa0

## 54) By yesterday evening, the company had still to release ##

## its promised statement despite the board having met ##

## constantly since last weekend. ##

a00aa00a0000

## 55) A spokesman said there would not be any announcement ##

## either today or tomorrow. ##

0000000a0a00

## 56) Meetings are expected to go on throughout the weekend, ##

## though the company hinted that Mr Nadir would not be there. ##

aa0aa00a000a

## 57) These, it said, would " not necessarily be face to face ##

## but possibly by telephone ". ##

aaaaa00000a0

## 58) The chairman of the FT - SE steering committee announced ##

## earlier in the day that the meeting would be postponed until ##

## next week if the Polly Peck statement had not been released ##

## by the close of trading yesterday. ##

a0aa000a00a0

## 59) The Rhone o�ces are in the World Trade Centre next to ##

## Geneva Airport. ##

a0a0a000000a

## 60) Rhone o�ces were closed yesterday afternoon, though ##

## employees at neighbouring �rms said they often close early ##

## on a Friday. ##

a0aaa00a0a0a

## G U A R D I A N W E E K E N D FOOD/DRINK - RECORD 5 ##

## #################################

## 61) <p> THE ZULU leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, held talks ##

## with Margaret Thatcher in Downing Street yesterday as the ##

## Prime Minister prepared to withstand attacks over her ##

## southern Africa policy at the Commonwealth Heads of ##

## Government conference in Kuala Lumpur later this month. ##

aaaa00aa00aa

## 62) <p> It was also announced yesterday that Britain was ##

## giving 500,000 to the Urban Foundation in South Africa, ##

## a private group backed by South African businesses, to help ##

## �nance homes for low-income black families. ##

a0a0a0aa0aaa

## 63) At the same time, William Waldegrave, the Minister of ##

## State at the Foreign O�ce, met a delegation from the ##

## Southern Africa Coalition, an umbrella organisation linking ##

## all anti-apartheid groups. ##

aaaaa00a0a00

## 64) Chief Buthelezi, one of the few black leaders inside ##

## South Africa who has been consistent in opposing sanctions, ##

## will address a fringe meeting at the Conservative conference ##

## in Blackpool next Tuesday. ##

a0aaa00a0aaa

## 65) <p> What has become a round of South African diplomacy in##

## London began earlier this year when FW de Klerk visited ##

## London as President-in-waiting. ##

aaaaa00a0aaa

## 66) Another o�cial visitor was Barend du Plessis, the ##

## Finance Minister, while Helen Suzman, the best known of all ##

## the critics of the system in South Africa, met the Prime ##

## Minister a week ago. ##

a0aaa00aaa0a

## 67) Other callers have included Albertina Sisulu, wife of the##

## jailed ANC veteran, Walter, representatives of the United ##

## Democratic Front and a leader of one of the nominally ##

## independent homelands. ##

a0a0a0000aa0

## 68) <p> Then, at the beginning of this week, the ANC and a ##

## group of South African academics and businessmen chose London##

## as the scene of the latest in the series of black-white ##

## encounters which have become a regular feature of South ##

## African political life, while Mrs Thatcher gave interviews to##

## four leading black journalists. ##

aaaaa00aaaaa
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## 69) <p> The support given to the Urban Foundation showed ##

## British recognition of the acute shortage of housing for ##

## blacks in South Africa's urban areas, a move welcomed by ##

## Nthato Motlana, chairman of Soweto's civic association. ##

a0a0a0a0aaaa

## 70) Whitehall o�cials said there was no planned campaign ##

## behind all the activity linking London and Johannesburg. ##

a0aaa0000a0a

## 71) `A number of invitations have been outstanding for some ##

## time, and people just chose to take them up at this stage," ##

## one said. ##

aaa0a00a0a00

## 72) At the same time, it was accepted that all the talks, ##

## petitions, donations and arguments had been brought about by ##

## the imminence of the Commonwealth Conference, where the ##

## Secretary-General, Sonny Ramphal, has warned that Britain may##

## �nd itself in a minority of one over South Africa. ##

aaaaa00a0a00

## 73) <p> Mrs Thatcher has made it clear that Britain remains ##

## as adamantly opposed as ever to sanctions and has no ##

## intention of joining in new measures against South Africa. ##

a0aaa00a0a00

## 74) The latest argument deployed in Whitehall yesterday was ##

## not only that sanctions hurt the worst-o� sections of the ##

## South African community _ the ones they are designed to help ##

## _ but that �nancial measures against South Africa might ##

## induce the country to default on its international ##

## commitments. ##

aaaaa0aaa00a

## 75) Mrs Thatcher has emphasised that to avoid the troubles ##

## which have a�icted other African countries, a ##

## majority-ruled South Africa must be based on a sound economy.##

a0aaa0a00aaa

## 76) <p> The British line has been that there is a huge ##

## di�erence between the image of Britain accepted in South ##

## Africa and the reality. ##

a00aa000aa0a

## 77) O�cials said that President de Klerk was severely ##

## shaken by his meetings with Mrs Thatcher and Sir Geo�rey ##

## Howe, then Foreign Secretary. ##

a0a0000aa000

## 78) That may be true in general, but the other side of the ##

## coin is that Britain expects change in return, and puts on ##

## tremendous pressure to get that change," one o�cial said. ##

aaaaa0a0aa00

## 79) <p> Commonwealth countries take the view that it is the ##

## limited sanctions so far applied which have done much to ##

## bring about the new climate represented by the de Klerk ##

## administration, and believe a turn of the screw would e�ect ##

## more change. ##

a0aaa0aaaa00

## 80) It is because Britain will resist that idea in Malaysia ##

## that Whitehall is so anxious to build up a record of ##

## consultation, commitment and sympathy towards the majority in##

## South Africa. ##

aaaaa0aaaa0a

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 On COMMONWEALTH FLURRY ##

## ######################### ##

## 81) <hl> Peking scorns the God King's Nobel prize </hl> ##

a00a0a0000a0

## 82) By awarding the Dalai Lama the Nobel Peace Prize, it has ##

## strengthened what is the one real threat to Peking's rule of ##

## Tibet, the one source of dissent that cannot be silenced by ##

## guns: the international prestige of Tibet's exiled `God ##

## King". ##

a0aaa0000aaa

## 83) <p> O�cials in Peking last night refused to comment on ##

## the award. ##

a000000a000a

## 84) But the Chinese embassy in Oslo, where the prize is ##

## awarded, reacted with accusations that it was meddling in ##

## China's internal a�airs, the stock response to any foreign ##

## commentary deemed hostile to China's rule of Tibet. ##

a0aaa0000aaa

## 85) For years, China has used a combination of strong arm ##

## diplomacy and shrill rhetoric to try to deny the Dalai Lama ##

## international recognition as a legitimate representative of ##

## Tibet's aspirations as something other than a part of China. ##

a0aaa0aa0a00

## 86) The tactics have largely worked. ##

a000a0000000

## 87) Most governments, including that of Britain, have shied ##

## away from receiving the Dalai Lama as a political as well as ##

## spritual leader. ##

aaa0a000aa00

## 88) <p> But with the Dalai Lama, who ed to India in 1959 ##

## after a failed uprising against Chinese rule, now honoured ##

## with a Nobel Peace Prize not merely for his religious work ##

## but for `his struggle for the liberation of Tibet", China's ##

## e�orts to keep him and his cause in quarantine will be all ##

## the more di�cult. ##

a0aaa0aa0aaa
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## 89) The award also challenges China's long-held view that ##

## Tibetans sheltering abroad are no more than terrorists bent ##

## on disrupting the `unity of the motherland". ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a

## 90) <p> For Peking, Tibet has been an inseparable part of ##

## China since the 13th century, although direct control was not##

## established until 1950, when the People's Liberation Army ##

## invaded the region after the revolution. ##

a0aaa00a0a0a

## 91) China therefore regards any challenge to its sovereignty ##

## over Tibet as intolerable interference and any threat from ##

## inside Tibet as treason. ##

a000a0a00a0a

## 92) <p> In Peking's eyes, the Nobel Peace Prize could not ##

## have come at a worse time. ##

a00a000aaa00

## 93) With China's international reputation already badly ##

## tarnished by its bloody suppression of protesters in ##

## Tiananmen Square, the Nobel Committee decision focuses ##

## attention on the use of equally brutal, though largely ##

## ignored, methods to silence opposition in the Himalayas. ##

a0aaa0aa00aa

## 94) It was in Tibet, after an outbreak of separatist rioting ##

## in March, the 30th anniversary of the 1959 revolt, that ##

## Peking �rst tested the use of martial law and indiscriminate##

## gun�re. ##

a0aa000a0a0a

## 95) They worked. ##

a00000000000

## 96) <p> The embarrassing parallels between the party's ##

## response to discontent in Peking and Lhasa also embrace ##

## rhetoric and ideology. ##

a0aaa000000a

## 97) When it came to explain why millions of ordinary people ##

## had joined in student-led unrest in the capital, the ##

## Communist Party resorted to the line already used to explain ##

## away outbursts of discontent in Tibet _ the masses were ##

## deceived and manipulated by a `tiny handful" of `evil-doers, ##

## ru�ans and counter-revolutionaries". ##

a0aa00aaaa0a

## 98) In what was seen as an important concession to China and ##

## condemned by more militant Tibetans as a sell-out, the Dalai ##

## Lama e�ectively acknowledged China's overall sovereignty and##

## suggested that Tibet become a self-governing region in ##

## association with China, a relationship that would leave ##

## Peking in control of both foreign policy and defence. ##

a0aa00000a0a

## 99) Apparently caught o� guard by the proposals, Peking ##

## threw up a host of pre-conditions and challenged the Dalai ##

## Lama's `sincerity". ##

a0aa00000a00

## 100) <p> The oubreak of violence in March and China's ##

## subsequent military crackdown in Tibet seem to have ##

## extinguished even the faintest hopes of a negotiated ##

## settlement in the near future. ##

a0aaa00aaaaa

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 On PEKING & GOD KING ##

## ##################################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ###############################################

##$$ 101 $$ THE ETHIOPIAN army is failing to halt northern rebels##

##advancing rapidly southwards to the capital and its vital lifeline road.##

a0aaa0a0000a

##$$ 102 $$ Some observers are predicting the imminent collapse of the##

##military regime which has ruled Ethiopia for 15 years.##

a0a0a00a0000

##$$ 103 $$ yesterday I watched MiG-21 �ghter-bombers, loaded##

##with bombs and rockets, take o� from Dire Dawa and head west.##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 104 $$ <p> Soviet advisers have been withdrawn from Dese and Kombolcha.##

00a0a000000a

##$$ 105 $$ A large consignment of weapons was unloaded from a Soviet ship##

##at Assab on 21 September.##

00a0000a0a0a

##$$ 106 $$ <p> Weapons will not, however, save President Mengistu if no one##

##is willing to use them.##

00aaa0000a00

##$$ 107 $$ Addis Ababa is guarded by about 20,000 troops, including President##

##Mengistu's Praetorian guard, which saved him during the coup attempt in May.##

a0a0a00a0aa0

##$$ 108 $$ <p> The TPLF has recently transformed itself into the Ethiopian##

##People's Revolutionary Democratic Movement to give itself more national##

##credibility, but its core remains the Marxist-Leninist League of Tigray,##

##whose political model seems closest to the late Enver Hoxha's Albania.##

a0aaa0aa0aa0

##$$ 109 $$ Bombs were placed in the fuel depot at the airport last month,##

##and a small power station nearby was blown up. ##

a0a0000a0a0a

##$$ 110 $$ <p> Mr Mandela belongs to the royal family of the Tembu tribe.##

a0a0a00000a0

##$$ 111 $$ The man buried yesterday was the king of the Tembus, the most##
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##powerful of the half dozen tribes who speak the Xhosa language. ##

a0a0000aaa00

##$$ 112 $$ Since there are six million Xhosas - one million more than the entire##

##white population of South Africa _ they are potentially a serious force##

##for Mr de Klerk to reckon with. ##

a0aaa0000aaa

##$$ 113 $$ <p> The ANC does not like this fact to be mentioned, because it##

##purports to eschew tribalism in favour of an all-embracing black##

##nationalism. ##

aaa000000000

##$$ 114 $$ He was buried, under orders from the corrupt and usurping##

##Matanzima brothers who used to run Transkei, in a commoner's grave. ##

a0a0000000aa

##$$ 115 $$ The Matanzimas were forced out after a military coup nearly two##

##years ago. ##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 116 $$ Mrs Mandela has been shuttling back and forth with messages##

##from her husband's prison home near Cape Town. ##

a00000a000aa

##$$ 117 $$ <hl> Swapo remains favourite to win the United##

##Nations-supervised elections next month </hl> <st>##

a000aa0a00a0

##$$ 118 $$ The UN is investigating the allegations.##

a0a0a0000000

##$$ 119 $$ They are, as far as naturalists are aware, the only surviving##

##members of a rapidly dwindling population of a bird the Siberians call##

##the `snow-wreath". ##

a0a0a000aaa0

##$$ 120 $$ <p> The Siberian crane stands four and a half feet tall, its##

##brilliant white plumage o�set by a blood-red beak, face and legs.##

a0a000000aa0

##$$ 121 $$ It is now formally known as the Keoladeo Ghana National Park,##

##and its own guide book charmingly and accurately boasts: `Birds] Birds]]##

##Everywhere Birds]]]"##

a0a000000aa0

##$$ 122 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION is supplying the Afghan government with##

##another 2,000 trucks to step up the supply of food, fuel and ammunition##

##to Kabul's 1.5 million people before the winter snows a�ect the roads.##

a0aaa0aa0a0a

##$$ 123 $$ Diesel prices on the black markeat are ten times higher than##

##the o�cial price. ##

a0aaa0000a00

##$$ 124 $$ <p> CHINA'S leaders celebrated the 40th anniversary of##

##Communist rule yesterday, protected from their people by the biggest##

##security operation undertaken in the capital since the People's##

##Liberation Army stormed into Peking four months ago.##

a000a00aaa0a

##$$ 125 $$ Among the guests were thousands of plain-clothes police and##

##out-of-uniform soldiers, some of whom arrived in military trucks,##

##dressed as clowns.##

a00a00000a00

##$$ 126 $$ Throughout the day, thousands of troops patrolled central##

##Peking, while police set up road-blocks to check cars in the city's##

##north-west university district of Haidian, the birthplace of China's##

##seven-week-long pro-democracy movement. ##

a0aa00aa0aaa

##$$ 127 $$ <p> Although sullen opposition and private anger still shadows##

##the Communist Party, no disturbances were reported during yesterday's##

##events. ##

a00a00000000

##$$ 128 $$ <p> HONG KONG _ More than 3,000 people marked the 40th##

##anniversary of Communist rule in China yesterday by rallying to protest##

##against the suppression of the pro-democracy movement in Peking, AP##

##reports.##

a0aa000a0a0a

##$$ 129 $$ The three-hour rally was organised by the Hong Kong Alliance in##

##Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement of China.##

a0a0000a0a00

##$$ 130 $$ <p> ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand (UPI, AP) _ Heavy �ghting##

##continued in western Cambodia yesterday as the Vietnamese-backed##

##government brought in reinforcements to face a drive by non-communist##

##resistance forces, resistance o�cials and military sources said.##

a0a0a0aa000a

##$$ 131 $$ The low rumble of artillery �re could be heard from this##

##nearby Thai border town. ##

aaa00000000a

##$$ 132 $$ <p> A BOY of 17 and two men in their twenties face execution in##

##Burma for planting a bomb, but others involved in the crime say they##

##took no part in it. ##

a00a00000a0a

##$$ 133 $$ Lawyers said the prosecution was allowed to present evidence,##

##but that there was no mention of any defence evidence. ##

a0aa00a00000

##$$ 134 $$ <p> PRESIDENT Corazon Aquino of the Philippines is bracing##

##herself for a legal battle over her decision not to allow the remains of##

##the former president, Ferdinand Marcos, to be returned home from Hawaii##

##for burial.##

a0aa00a0000a

##$$ 135 $$ Several hundred people have been attending a nightly candle-lit##

##vigil, and there has been one other small protest. ##

00a0a00a0aa0

##$$ 136 $$ <p> THE ISRAELI cabinet is being called this week to debate for##
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##the �rst time proposals made by Egypt for advancing the search for a##

##settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian conict.##

aaa0a0aaa000

##$$ 137 $$ <p> Israeli troops killed four Palestinians yesterday and a##

##�fth was beaten to death by fellow Arabs for alleged collaboration with##

##Israel, Reuter reports. ##

00aa00aa0a00

##$$ 138 $$ The MPs are here to scrape the rust o� the derelict machinery##

##of government, to recreate the corroded institution that will have to##

##elect a president and produce a government which can impose its rule on##

##Lebanon _ and on the militia leaders.##

a0a0a0a0000a

##$$ 139 $$ Mr Salam, 84, a Sunni Muslim, is the most impressive of##

##Lebanon's dying breed of elder statesmen, but his words could have been##

##those of a much younger man. ##

a0aa0000aaa0

##$$ 140 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet television viewers##

##yesterday heard Boris Yeltsin, the Communist Party rebel, warn of a##

##`revolution from below" if radical economic changes did not happen##

##within a year. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a

##$$ 141 $$ His remarks, during his recent US tour, were shown only days##

##after Pravda reprinted _ and then apologised for _ an Italian newspaper##

##article accusing him of drunkenness and high-living during the trip.##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 142 $$ <p> KABUL _ Fifteen mujahedin rockets slammed into residential##

##areas of Kabul over the weekend, killing 10 people and wounding 27,##

##writes Ahmed Rashid. ##

a0a0000a0a0a

##$$ 143 $$ Heavy �ghting was also reported around the city of Khost. ##

a00aa000000a

##$$ 144 $$ <p> ISLAMABAD (Reuter, AP) _ The Queen has sent a message to##

##Pakistan, welcoming its formal return to the Commonwealth. ##

a0aa00a00a0a

##$$ 145 $$ Nicholas Barrington has ceased to be Ambassador, and is now##

##High Commissioner. ##

00aa000a0000

##$$ 146 $$ <p> LONDON _ A group of prominent white South Africans,##

##including Wimpie de Klerk, brother of President FW de Klerk, began a##

##series of meetings with the banned African National Congress in Britain##

##yesterday, writes John Bulloch. ##

a0a0a00a0aaa

##$$ 147 $$ It is his task to try to involve black leaders in negotiations##

##on constitutional reform.##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 148 $$ <hl> Kohl party expected to lose again </hl>##

000aaa0a0000

##$$ 149 $$ The Social Democrats increased their share slightly to 43.1 per##

##cent from 42.5. <sect> Foreign News Page 8 </sect> </st>##

a0aaa0000a00

##$$ 150 $$ <hl> Genscher cheered as 4,000 refugees leave for the West##

##</hl> ##

a0a00aa00a00

##$$ 151 $$ From a balcony overlooking the embassy grounds, and to wild##

##cheering from the thousands of would-be emigrants in the `tent village"##

##below, he announced all those staying in the embassy would be allowed to##

##leave immediately for the West.##

aaa000aa0a0a

##$$ 152 $$ Some sang `Auld Lang Syne", and `Tannenbaum". ##

00a000000a00

##$$ 153 $$ A small group was reported to have stayed in the embassy in the##

##hope of avoiding separation from friends or family en route from East##

##Germany.##

a0a0a0a00a0a

##$$ 154 $$ <p> MINSK (Reuter) _ A thousand people packed the main Catholic##

##church here yesterday to pay tribute to victims of the Chernobyl nuclear##

##disaster, a day after an unprecedented protest march through the city.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a

##$$ 155 $$ <p> Around 100,000 people were evacuated from the Ukraine and##

##Byelorussia immediately after the disaster, but Byelorussian activists##

##say this was not nearly enough.##

aa0aa00a0a0a

##$$ 156 $$ <p> DOZENS more East German refugees arrived outside the West##

##German embassy yesterday seeking asylum and passage to the West,##

##including some who missed by only a few minutes a train that took more##

##than 800 of their compatriots to West Germany.##

a0aa00aa0a0a

##$$ 157 $$ <p> Once upon a time another German government let Lenin cross##

##another Germany in a sealed train on his way to Russia. ##

a00a00aa0a0a

##$$ 158 $$ <p> THE PEOPLE of Montenegro yesterday welcomed home the##

##remains of Nicholas I, their �rst and last king, after 70 years' exile##

##in Italy, in belated ful�lment of his last will and testament.##

a0a0a00aaa0a

##$$ 159 $$ Marko Radoman, 103, and a veteran of both Balkan wars, was##

##given a place at the front as one of the few with personal memories of##

##Nicholas's reign.##

a0aa00000a0a

##$$ 160 $$ <p> Important changes are afoot within the network of personal##

##relationships which have cemented state and church power in Italy since##

##the war. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a
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##$$ 161 $$ The church hierarchy, which daily seems to see less that is##

##Christian in the Christian Democrat party, is divorcing itself from its##

##traditional allies.##

aaaaa00a0000

##$$ 162 $$ He was never more than the creature of Mr Andreotti's key##

##�xer, Vittorio `The Shark" Sbardella. ##

a0aa00000000

##$$ 163 $$ One senses that people do not trie with `The Shark", whose##

##background is in the seedier recesses of legal neo-fascism.##

a0a0a0000000

##$$ 164 $$ <hl> Bush's tax cut tests Democratic mettle </hl>##

00000a000000

##$$ 165 $$ This ies in the face of the cautious nature of the Bush##

##administration. ##

aaa0a0000000

##$$ 166 $$ <p> Police sent a �ve-man mission to Ecuador to bring back##

##Evaristo Porras Ardila, the most important �gure detained in the##

##government's six-week crackdown, according to the daily El Tiempo. ##

a0a000aaaaaa

##$$ 167 $$ Two teenage girls and a woman were hurt. ##

00a000000a00

##$$ 168 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ The city's infant mortality rate has surged to##

##the level of some Third World countries, largely as a result of##

##cocaine-addiction among young women, writes John Lich�eld.##

a0a0a0000000

##$$ 169 $$ This is more than triple the national average, itself one of##

##the worst in the developed world. ##

aaaa0000aa0a

##$$ 170 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: Portugal takes a stand and Macao##

##celebrates a passport to security: Unlike Britain, Portugal o�ers a##

##guaranteed home to many of the citizens of its enclave in the Pearl##

##River delta when China takes over in 1999. ##

a0aaaa0a0a0a

##$$ 171 $$ The Assembly, of 17 seats, has �ve appointed members, six##

##directly-elected and six indirectly-elected members. ##

a0aa00000aa0

##$$ 172 $$ Although many attribute to Lo Tak-shing possession of the most##

##byzantine _ and very possibly the cleverest -mind in Hong Kong politics,##

##few claim to understand quite what he seems to be doing with it.##

a0aa0000aa0a

##$$ 173 $$ <p> Though he would never say as much, and though his own##

##British nationality might create technical di�culties, few doubt that##

##Mr Lo would like the job of `chief executive" _ in e�ect, governor _ of##

##Hong Kong after 1997.##

a0aa000a0a00

##$$ 174 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: The business of realism and##

##caution: As hardliners tighten their grip on Peking, uncertainty has##

##swept industry, Andrew Higgins reports </hl> ##

a0a0aa00000a

##$$ 175 $$ Many buyers, particularly in the United States, have felt##

##uncomfortable buying goods made in China. ##

a0a0a0000a0a

##$$ 176 $$ <p>FOUR months after the traumas of 3-4 June, Hong Kong has##

##picked up most of the pieces. ##

a0a0a00aaa00

##$$ 177 $$ Hong Kong says that only a handful of them should qualify as##

##true refugees eeing persecution, while the rest are `economic##

##migrants" escaping the pitiful poverty of their home country. ##

a0aa00000a00

##$$ 178 $$ <p> THE 41-year-old chairman of the Shui On property and##

##construction group, Vincent Lo, has risen sharply to political##

##prominence since he was chosen by Peking in 1985 as one of the 180##

##members of its Basic Law Consultative Committee. ##

a0a000aa0aa0

##$$ 179 $$ He was appointed to numerous o�cial committees; a rumour,##

##denied by Mr Lo, held that he was also o�ered a seat on the Legislative##

##Council.##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 180 $$ <p> Mr Chan, now the government's Secretary for Trade and##

##Industry, has been a civil servant since 1964 _ almost all his working##

##life, with the exception of a two-year excursion as executive director##

##and general manager of a local �nance company in 1978-80.##

a0aa000a0a00

##$$ 181 $$ Short and chubby, he once said that he was the only senior Hong##

##Kong o�cial who could see eye-to-eye with the equally diminutive Deng##

##Xiaoping.##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 182 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: A brave new world tumbles down:##

##Hong Kong tried to be optimistic about Chinese rule, Tiananmen ended##

##that. Robert Cottrell reports </hl> ##

0aaaaa000a00

##$$ 183 $$ Successively more stringent British nationality laws had denied##

##Hong Kong Chinese the right to live and work in Britain. ##

a0aaa0a000aa

##$$ 184 $$ Businessmen fretted that no good could come of such de�ance;##

##students delighted in the courage of their mainland counterparts. ##

aa0aa0000000

##$$ 185 $$ <p> The committee urged a further show of sympathy with the##

##Tiananmen demonstrators the next day. ##

a00a000a0a00

##$$ 186 $$ On 26 May, a rally organised by Christian students attracted##

##200,000 people. ##
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00a0a00a0a00

##$$ 187 $$ After a century or so of political apathy, Hong Kong's young##

##people were making up for lost time.##

00a0a00a0a00

##$$ 188 $$ `Down with the regime of killer warlords," read one banner.##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 189 $$ <p> Sir David Wilson, the Governor of Hong Kong, did his best##

##to reconcile the passions of his subjects with the caution of his##

##masters. ##

a0a000a0a000

##$$ 190 $$ He pressed particularly for the granting of full British right##

##of abode to Hong Kong's civil servants, a category which, on the##

##broadest interpretation, might embrace 180,000 public-sector employees.##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 191 $$ <p> The city which became the most depressing ghost of its##

##former self was Shanghai. ##

a0aaa000a000

##$$ 192 $$ Then, under Mao Tse-tung's triumphant Communists in the 1950s##

##and 1960s, it declined into a depressing, monochromatic shell of its##

##former self. ##

a0aa000a00a0

##$$ 193 $$ <p> Hong Kong was always a free-wheeling, highly materialistic##

##city, with more than its full share of pirates and crooks. ##

a0aaa0000aa0

##$$ 194 $$ Recruitment is increasingly di�cult, particularly to the##

##police force where morale has sunk to a new low. ##

a0aaa0000a00

##$$ 195 $$ <p> DEPENDING on who you talk to, Martin Lee is the most##

##admired or most reviled public �gure in Hong Kong; a man of principle##

##and courage, or a megalomaniac; a defender of democracy, or an advocate##

##of chaos. ##

a0aa0000aaaa

##$$ 196 $$ If Hong Kong ever does achieve democracy, it will owe Mr Lee a##

##monument: for the time being, it owes him a holiday. ##

a00a000a0a00

##$$ 197 $$ <p> Its e�ects were to be felt long after Gouraud and his##

##successor, General Weygand, had died. ##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 198 $$ Even today Lebanon's Christian leadership is unwilling to admit##

##that Lebanon has an `Arab identity", although the people of Beirut,##

##Tripoli and Baalbek joined the rising. ##

a0aaa00a0000

##$$ 199 $$ <p> The change in the Christian community from the largest##

##community to minority status has never been o�cially acknowledged in##

##Lebanese statistics. ##

a0a00000a000

##$$ 200 $$ The Turks, after all, were also Sunnis. ##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 201 $$ <p> THE United States has discreetly intervened in the##

##gathering of Lebanese parliamentarians in Taif by sending two State##

##Department o�cials to emphasise Washington's support for political##

##reform in Lebanon. ##

a0a0a0a00a0a

##$$ 202 $$ Security sources said Major George Serhal was handed over to##

##the former Lebanese president, Suleiman Franjieh.##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 203 $$ <p> THE HEAD of Afghanistan's Supreme Defence Council has##

##accused Britain and the United States of supplying the mujahedin with##

##long-range cluster-bomb rockets and additional supplies of the##

##British-made Blowpipe anti-aircraft missiles. ##

a0aa000000a0

##$$ 204 $$ Pakistan has frequently denied such allegations.##

0aa0a0000000

##$$ 205 $$ <p> A PROPOSAL for a referendum on the future of US military##

##bases in the Philippines has paved the way for the possibility of##

##keeping them there.##

a000a0a00a0a

##$$ 206 $$ Communists opposed to the bases shot dead two US base##

##employees during his visit. ##

a0a0000a0aa0

##$$ 207 $$ <hl> Speculators haunt Cambodia's Riviera: Cambodia hopes to##

##restore Kep to its former glory as a holiday resort. ##

a0aa0aa00a0a

##$$ 208 $$ And the tourists have not started coming yet.##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 209 $$ <p> Kep is su�ering the same fate as the 800-year-old temples##

##of Angkor in the north of Cambodia. ##

a0aaa00a00aa

##$$ 210 $$ The luxuries of the past are being reclaimed by the jungle in##

##both places. ##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 211 $$ <p> BANGKOK _ Cambodian guerrillas are staging raids from##

##Thailand on government positions in the northwest of the country but are##

##not trying to hold territory, a guerrilla spokesman said yesterday,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0aaa0aa000a

##$$ 212 $$ He said that up to 1,000 guerrillas were trying to rout or##

##encircle government posts to force defenders to ee. ##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 213 $$ <p> WELLINGTON (AFP, AP) _ Three New Zealanders and an##

##American given up for dead were found alive yesterday after drifting for##

##four months on an upturned trimaran in the south Paci�c. ##
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a0aa000a0a0a

##$$ 214 $$ <p> The skipper, John Glennie, said he and his crew members##

##`needed a miracle, and we got one". ##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 215 $$ <p> Uncle Sam's man in Madrid THE BEST way to become an##

##American ambassador to a Western country is not to be a good diplomat,##

##but merely to contribute hefty sums to the winning presidential##

##candidate.##

a0aaa0a0aa0a

##$$ 216 $$ Spaniards are now discovering the rude truth of this following##

##the naming of the Bush administration's ambassadorial choice for Madrid.##

aaa0a0aa00aa

##$$ 217 $$ <p> Mr Zappala's quali�cations, even padded out, only �lled##

##three paragraphs. ##

00aa00000a00

##$$ 218 $$ Spaniards and many diplomats may think otherwise.##

00aaa0000a00

##$$ 219 $$ <p> THE GREAT modern, moral questions of the right to life and##

##the right to death will dominate what may be a landmark session of the##

##US Supreme Court which begins this week.##

aaaa000a0a00

##$$ 220 $$ But its decisions also have implications for an international##

##debate on the frontiers of medical science, morality, government action##

##and individual privacy.##

a0aaa0000a00

##$$ 221 $$ `The court may never say Roe v Wade is overruled, but it is##

##likely to say, `Roe v Wade . . . never heard of it".' ##

a0aa00000000

##$$ 222 $$ The state court said the state's `unquali�ed interest in##

##life" should prevail over their assertion that her right to privacy gave##

##her the right to die gracefully. ##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 223 $$ <p> THE TACTICS which brought George Bush back from the##

##political dead in last year's presidential election have back�red badly##

##on Rudolph Giuliani, the Republican candidate for mayor of New York.##

a0a0000a00a0

##$$ 224 $$ Now his campaign is threatening to self-destruct because of a##

##controversy over racial politics involving the comedian Jackie Mason.##

a0a000aa0a00

##$$ 225 $$ Then Newsweek magazine dredged up some remarks which Mr Mason##

##made at a lunch a few weeks earlier. ##

00aa000a0a00

##$$ 226 $$ The comedian had described Mr Dinkins as a `fancy shvartzer##

##with a moustache", using a derogatory Yiddish term for black servants or##

##employees.##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 227 $$ <p> THE Colombian drug wars have added a new variation to##

##Washington's `revolving door" syndrome, whereby former US o�cials use##

##the knowledge they gained in government for pro�t on returning to the##

##private sector. ##

a0aaa0a00aa0

##$$ 228 $$ It now appears the lawyer representing some of the drug##

##cartel's `extraditables" once headed the Justice Department's##

##extradition division.##

a0aa000a0aa0

##$$ 229 $$ It is a rule of honour in the US legal profession that all##

##criminals equally deserve representation, drug barons included. ##

a0a0a0000a00

##$$ 230 $$ <p> But Mr Abbell is adamant that he is doing nothing##

##untoward. ##

a0aa00000000

##$$ 231 $$ <p> BOGOTA _ The most important drug suspect seized since##

##Colombia began its big crackdown on the cocaine barons six weeks ago##

##will shortly be own to Bogota to face smuggling charges, authorities##

##said here yesterday, Reuter reports.##

a0a0a0aaa0aa

##$$ 232 $$ <p> Mr Porras is not on the list of 12 `most wanted" suspects##

##whose extradition is sought by the US. ##

a0a00000aa00

##$$ 233 $$ <hl> Moscow reviews aid to Managua </hl>##

00a0aaa0000a

##$$ 234 $$ <p> Mr Shevardnadze will be travelling from Managua to Havana##

##tomorrow, where he will meet the Cuban President, Fidel Castro.##

a0a000aa000a

##$$ 235 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ General Dmitri Yazov became the �rst Soviet##

##defence minister to visit the US yesterday, beginning a week of talks as##

##the guest of his opposite number, Dick Cheney, writes Marc Champion.##

a0a000aaaaaa

##$$ 236 $$ <p> The two men then retired for goodwill talks, which one US##

##o�cial described as `not negotiations". ##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 237 $$ Today he is to visit Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the site in##

##1863 of the bloodiest battle of the American Civil War.##

a0a000aaa00a

##$$ 238 $$ <p> TOKYO (AP) _ Japan's Prime Minister, Toshiki Kaifu, said his##

##government would strive to restore public trust, but would �ght##

##opposition e�orts to abolish Japan's new sales tax.##

a0aaa0a000a0

##$$ 239 $$ He said the levy was `absolutely essential for Japan's##

##future". ##

a0a000a0a000

##$$ 240 $$ <hl> De Klerk gives ANC talks the seal of disapproval </hl>##
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a0a00a000000

##$$ 241 $$ <p> Thabo Mbeki, the ANC's external relations director, who##

##led the movement's delegation, said in Washington yesterday that the##

##talks were informal. ##

a0aa000a00aa

##$$ 242 $$ <p> In a statement issued in Pretoria yesterday, President de##

##Klerk made it clear that the South African government was not involved##

##in the London talks, and disapproved of them. ##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 243 $$ `The general result of such discussion is that they are##

##exploited by the ANC and others to conceal the true nature of##

##revolutionary organisations," he said. ##

aaa0a0a00a00

##$$ 244 $$ <p> JOHANNESBURG _ An estimated 25,000 blacks demanded##

##clemency for two condemned African National Congress guerrillas##

##yesterday in the largest protest march ever held in one of South##

##Africa's nominally independent tribal homelands, AP reports.##

a0aaa0aaaaaa

##$$ 245 $$ Some carried ANC ags and displayed placards urging the##

##release of the two, who are on death row in Transkei. ##

a0a0a0a00a0a

##$$ 246 $$ <hl> The plane that would not take o� without the khat </hl>##

a0a00aa00000

##$$ 247 $$ It had, however, collected eight and a half tons of khat, the##

##mild narcotic leaf on which Djibouti feeds like caterpillars on cabbage.##

a0aa00000a0a

##$$ 248 $$ The air was heated with French, Arabic, English and Amharic,##

##Somali and Serbo-Croat. ##

a0aa00000000

##$$ 249 $$ Their brows were �erce and their teeth ashed gold every##

##time they shouted.##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 250 $$ Some said the syndicate that runs it is so powerful it can##

##order the airline, and even the government, to do whatever it wants.##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 251 $$ Two bulky Somali women were persuaded to stay behind. ##

00a000a00aaa

##$$ 252 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION played a key role in the agreement under##

##which thousands of East Germans who had taken refuge in the West German##

##embassies in Prague and Warsaw were allowed to go to the West on Sunday,##

##government o�cials said yesterday.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a

##$$ 253 $$ <p> But the East Germans, apparently furious at the latest##

##development, accused West Germany of a `gross breach of trust".##

a0aaa000aa00

##$$ 254 $$ <p> The head of the Bonn Chancellery, Rudolf Seiters, said the##

##West German government had made it clear that it could not make any##

##concessions regarding its embassies in other countries and that no East##

##German would be turned away from any West German mission abroad.##

a0a0a0a0000a

##$$ 255 $$ Pressure on East Germany to solve the problem of its eeing##

##population by reform has redoubled. ##

a0a0a0a00a00

##$$ 256 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet citizens crowded##

##outside the American embassy yesterday clamouring for new forms to apply##

##for emigration to the United States. ##

a0a0a0aa0a0a

##$$ 257 $$ He said the US authorities planned to allocate 50,000 places##

##to refugees from the Soviet Union in the next 12 months. ##

a0a000a00a0a

##$$ 258 $$ <p> HOPES THAT Chancellor Kohl's Christian Democrat party can##

##reverse the long downward slide to possible defeat in next year's##

##Bundestag elections have been dashed by its poor showing in Sunday's##

##North Rhine-Westphalia municipal polls.##

a0a000aa0aaa

##$$ 259 $$ In Dortmund a 56-year-old man, apparently an even more extreme##

##right-winger, was in a critical condition after being kicked and pelted##

##with bottles by left-wingers. ##

00aa0000aaaa

##$$ 260 $$ <p> DIPLOMATIC niceties have been exploited to the utmost##

##during the continuing occupation by would-be East German emigrants of##

##the West German embassy in Prague, where a West German diplomat##

##yesterday intervened dramatically to add to the number of new arrivals##

##inside.##

a0a000aaaaaa

##$$ 261 $$ <p> Conferred temporary and somewhat metaphysical diplomatic##

##immunity by the embrace, the would-be emigrant and the diplomat walked,##

##with their arms on each others' shoulders, into the embassy.##

a0a00000000a

##$$ 262 $$ <p> The price of a car in East Germany can be a signi�cant##

##proportion of a lifetime's earnings, and the wait for the car can last a##

##signi�cant part of that lifetime.##

aaaaa00a0a0a

##$$ 263 $$ <p> This has not, however, prevented a touching detail in the##

##exodus of the original 4,000 emigres over the weekend.##

aaaaa00a0a00

##$$ 264 $$ <hl> Comrade Springer tries to liven up the party </hl>##

a0a00aa00000

##$$ 265 $$ Comrade Springer, as his subordinates addressed him, was##

##collecting `views and opinions". ##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 266 $$ <p> The most heated discussion revolved around the question of##
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##changing the party's name. ##

a0a000a0a000

##$$ 267 $$ Mr Springer then took the oor -for 30 minutes. ##

a0a000aa0000

##$$ 268 $$ <p> The Opole meeting was dominated by elderly party members,##

##who refused to talk about such problems as names, new programmes, and##

##new membership laws.##

aaaa00000000

##$$ 269 $$ `But, Madam, I have a university education, and I'm a teacher##

##by profession. I will have no trouble �nding something else to do."##

a0a000000000

##$$ 270 $$ <hl> SPD still fails to ride the wave: Setbacks for Chancellor##

##Kohl and his team have not convinced voters the Social Democrats would##

##do any better, writes John Eisenhammer </hl> ##

a0aa0aa00000

##$$ 271 $$ His attempts to link reductions in working hours to more##

##exible work practices, for example, have run into powerful union##

##resistance.##

a0aa00a00a00

##$$ 272 $$ <hl> Najibullah urges US to face `reality": Afghanistan's##

##president tells Ahmed Rashid in Kabul that the powers backing the##

##mujahedin will have to recognise that he is there to stay </hl> ##

a0a00a000000

##$$ 273 $$ `The secret of our success lies in these militias," said##

##President Najibullah.##

aaa0a0000000

##$$ 274 $$ <hl> Pressure grows to allow Marcos a burial at home </hl>##

00a0aaa00a0a

##$$ 275 $$ They say Mrs Aquino is seeking revenge for the murder of her##

##husband Benigno `Ninoy" Aquino, at Manila airport in 1983. ##

a0a000aa000a

##$$ 276 $$ <p> COLOMBO _ Sri Lankan troops went on the o�ensive at �rst##

##light yesterday after left-wing rebels de�ed a six-day government##

##cease�re and burnt dozens of vehicles and buildings, killing 61 people,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0a0000a0aa0

##$$ 277 $$ <p> `A large number of houses, post o�ces and government##

##buildings were burned. ##

00a0a0000a00

##$$ 278 $$ <p> A TOKYO court ruled yesterday that the Japanese Education##

##Ministry was within its rights to ban a textbook which detailed Japanese##

##war atrocities, even though the court couldn't fault any of the##

##assertions made by the author. ##

a0aa00aa0a00

##$$ 279 $$ In compensation, he awarded Professor Ienaga 100,000 yen (##

## 435).##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 280 $$ <p> The Vichy authorities in Lebanon ordered French troops##

##loyal to Petain to stand their ground against the Allied invasion from##

##Palestine in 1941. ##

a00a00aa000a

##$$ 281 $$ A British o�cer also took over the Vichy commander's##

##mistress, a fact noted by a young British intelligence o�cer named##

##Quintin Hogg.##

a0aa00000aa0

##$$ 282 $$ <p> ABE NATHAN, the former RAF Spit�re pilot who for 23 years##

##has led an often lonely crusade for peace, was jailed for six months##

##yesterday by a Ramla court for breaking an Israeli anti-terrorism law by##

##meeting the PLO chairman, Yasser Arafat, in September last year. ##

a0aa00aa0aa0

##$$ 283 $$ <p> Mr Nathan, 62, is the �rst Israeli jailed under the law,##

##passed in 1986. ##

a0a0000aa000

##$$ 284 $$ <p> Mr Nathan lamented the fact that for 40 years Israel had##

##been saying it had no one to talk to and now that the other side was##

##prepared to talk, Israel refused. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a

##$$ 285 $$ `This business of `I will never talk to the PLO" is absolutely##

##ridiculous. ##

aaa00000a000

##$$ 286 $$ <p> PARIS _ All this week France held its breath while the##

##Senate, the upper house of parliament, chose its new president. ##

aaa0a0aa0000

##$$ 287 $$ The average age of the senators is just under 70. ##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 288 $$ <p> PARIS _ A strike that threatens to paralyse France's##

##prison service spread yesterday as more prison o�cers were recruited##

##to the cause. ##

a0a0a0aa0a00

##$$ 289 $$ For the �rst time in the history of the service, army units##

##have been sent in to maintain order in prisons, writes Sarah Lambert.##

a0a0a0aa0000

##$$ 290 $$ <hl> Transkei forges a link with Mandela </hl>##

00a0aa000a00

##$$ 291 $$ The General has frequent contact with Winnie Mandela _ and##

##through her indirectly with her husband - as well as with the ANC##

##leadership. ##

a0aa00a00000

##$$ 292 $$ <p> THE EUROPEAN Community yesterday adopted common guidelines##

##for the content of television broadcasts, designed to limit programme##

##imports from America and ensure minimum quality standards on private,##

##including satellite, channels.##
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a0a0a0aa0a0a

##$$ 293 $$ There are also rules on the placing of advertising that will##

##bring minor changes to British practice. ##

a0aaa0000a00

##$$ 294 $$ <p> WITH ITS power and prestige slipping away and its leaders##

##calling desperately for unity, 72 per cent of Polish Communists have##

##voted to �nd a new name for their party, the Polish United Workers'##

##Party.##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 295 $$ One Communist member of parliament said the results were `all##

##very nice, if they are true".##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 296 $$ <hl> East Germany blocks refugees' last escape route </hl>##

00a0a0a0a000

##$$ 297 $$ The refusal to talk, believed to have been decided in a##

##meeting of the Politburo, contributed to renewed speculation here that##

##Mr Honecker may no longer be in full control. ##

a0aa00000a00

##$$ 298 $$ <p> FOREIGN ministers of the European Community lent##

##enthusiastic support yesterday to a Commission plan to give Poland and##

##Hungary food and �nancial aid worth dollars 215m ( 140m), together##

##with loans worth up to 700m.##

a0a0a0aa0a00

##$$ 299 $$ A second meeting of the 24, including the US, Japan, Canada##

##and Australia, took place in Brussels 10 days ago.##

a0aa000a0a0a

##$$ 300 $$ <p> Among EC ministers most supportive of the Commission's##

##plan yesterday was the British Foreign Secretary, John Major, attending##

##his �rst EC Council meeting. ##

a0aa000aa000

##$$ 301 $$ EIB money has never before been o�ered to Eastern Europe.##

00a0a00a000a

##$$ 302 $$ <p> A �nal decision on the details of the EC's own##

##contribution is expected at a meeting of EC �nance ministers in##

##Luxembourg next week. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a

##$$ 303 $$ The level of EIB loans could extend to 700m over three years.##

a0a0a00a0a00

##$$ 304 $$ <p> IN THE FIERCEST Soviet reaction yet to the East German##

##refugee crisis, the Communist Party daily Pravda declared yesterday that##

##Bonn's `open door" policy at its embassies in Warsaw and Prague was##

##creating a situation which threatened to destabilise all of central##

##Europe.##

a0a000aaa00a

##$$ 305 $$ Like their counterparts in China four months ago, East German##

##demonstrators are chanting Mr Gorbachev's name, while another 4,000##

##would-be refugees are choking the premises of Bonn's embassy in Prague.##

a0aaa00a0a0a

##$$ 306 $$ <p> But, despite 20 years of desultory pollution control,##

##southern California has also become heavy-tar America (complete with##

##government health warnings). ##

00aaa00a000a

##$$ 307 $$ The freeways are crowded and crumbling.##

a0a0a0000000

##$$ 308 $$ <p> The South Coast Air Quality Management District is a body##

##with considerable powers over greater LA. ##

a0aaa00000a0

##$$ 309 $$ The Plan laid out a 123-point, three-stage strategy to make##

##the air of Los Angeles 70 per cent cleaner by 2009. ##

a0a000aa0aa0

##$$ 310 $$ The Plan amounted, according to the critics, to a declaration##

##of war on the southern Californian way of life, assaulting everything##

##from drive-in movies to Burger Kings and, most of all, automobiles.##

a0a00000a0a0

##$$ 311 $$ Restrictions will be placed on drive-in cinemas, banks,##

##hamburger restaurants and, presumably, LA's solitary drive-through##

##church.##

00a0a00000a0

##$$ 312 $$ <p> The LA Plan has direct implications, practical and##

##political, for the rest of the country, and the rest of the world. ##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 313 $$ The approach may well serve as a model for similar projects in##

##other US conurbations. ##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 314 $$ <p> The Plan has already been approved by the state##

##environment authorities and is likely to be approved shortly by the##

##Environmental Protection Agency in Washington. ##

a0a0a000000a

##$$ 315 $$ In Greater Los Angeles area there are 7.5 million registered##

##drivers and 8 million cars. ##

00a0a0000a0a

##$$ 316 $$ <p> BRITAIN has launched a signi�cant lobbying campaign on##

##Capitol Hill, including letters to Congressmen from the British##

##ambassador, Sir Antony Acland, in an e�ort to prevent delays in the US##

##Trident D-5 nuclear missile programme.##

a0a0a0a00aaa

##$$ 317 $$ Two sea tests, one in March and one in August, failed. ##

00aa000a0a00

##$$ 318 $$ The budget cuts would mean signi�cant delays in 1990##

##production of missiles, a handful of which are due to be sold to##

##Britain. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a
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##$$ 319 $$ The issue is now being considered in a House-Senate conference.##

a0a0a00a0a00

##$$ 320 $$ He has played on Panamanian nationalism to exploit resentment##

##at US interference in Panamanian a�airs and met charge with##

##counter-charge.##

a0aa00a0000a

##$$ 321 $$ The US continued to recognise Mr Delvalle and imposed economic##

##sanctions on Panama. ##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 322 $$ <p> At the same time, General Noriega had been irting with##

##the Soviet Union and, according to US intelligence sources, continues to##

##receive arms from Moscow. ##

a0aa000a000a

##$$ 323 $$ Although the option of US military intervention has often been##

##canvassed, it has always o�cially been discounted. ##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 324 $$ <p> UNITED NATIONS _ Panama's provisional president barely##

##touched on the military upheaval in his country yesterday in a 30-minute##

##address to the General Assembly which was heavily critical of US policy##

##towards Panama, Reuter reports.##

a0a000aa000a

##$$ 325 $$ He added: `The printed text which I'm delivering to the##

##assembly today does not include the most recent examples of US action in##

##my country."##

a0a0000aa0aa

##$$ 326 $$ <p> DISNEY WORLD, home to Mickey Mouse, 101 Dalmatians and##

##all manner of furry creatures, has been charged with beating wild##

##vultures to death and illegally trapping other protected birds.##

00a000000aa0

##$$ 327 $$ <p> Nineteen of the birds died and others among the 149 moved##

##were mistreated. ##

a0aa00000a00

##$$ 328 $$ <p> CAMBODIAN guerrillas have captured a number of Phnom Penh##

##government outposts in the north-west in the last week, but they have##

##yet to mount an attack on a major town, according to a resistance##

##spokesman and Western intelligence sources in Bangkok. ##

a0aa00aa0a0a

##$$ 329 $$ The town, with 36,000 inhabitants, would be an important##

##strategic loss.##

a0a0a0000a0a

##$$ 330 $$ Diplomats in Bangkok say the movement is attempting to boost##

##its credibility at a time when the US Congress is debating policy on##

##Cambodia. ##

a0a0a0aa000a

##$$ 331 $$ He denied charges that Vietnamese troops participated in the##

##�ghting. ##

a0a00000000a

##$$ 332 $$ <p> HARARE (Reuter) _ The Zimbabwean government ordered the##

##inde�nite closure of the country's only university yesterday after a##

##day of violent clashes between police and students protesting against##

##the arrest of two of their leaders.##

a0a000aa0a00

##$$ 333 $$ He said that all 10,000 students would have to leave the##

##campus with their belongings by last night.##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 334 $$ Police indicated that they would charge him under Zimbabwe's##

##Law and Order Maintenance Act for a statement he issued on Monday##

##accusing the government of `state terrorism" against students.##

a0a000aa0aa0

##$$ 335 $$ The statement accused the government of `brute neo-fascism##

##comparable only to that of South Africa". ##

a0aa00000000

##$$ 336 $$ <p> MARGARET THATCHER said yesterday she intends to maintain##

##Britain's opposition to sanctions against South Africa at the##

##Commonwealth Heads of Government Conference later this month. ##

a0aaa0aa0000

##$$ 337 $$ <p> `We played the leading role in bringing Zimbabwe to##

##independence and have given a great deal of help to Zimbabwe since##

##independence," she said. ##

a0a0a00a0a00

##$$ 338 $$ <p> Mrs Thatcher said economic sanctions did have the e�ect##

##of depressing an economy and depriving people of jobs, but rarely if##

##ever had the desired political e�ect. ##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 339 $$ I want to help South Africa become democratic and prosperous##

##and avoid descending into further violence and poverty." ##

a0aa00a00000

##$$ 340 $$ <p> MANILA (Reuter) _ President Corazon Aquino of the##

##Philippines said yesterday that the body of Ferdinand Marcos still had a##

##`malignant power" that could be used by her opponents to seize power.##

a0a00000a000

##$$ 341 $$ She has survived �ve coup attempts, two of them linked to##

##Marcos loyalists. ##

a0aa00000a00

##$$ 342 $$ <p> PEKING yesterday bristled at a decision by Hong Kong to##

##allow a top Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who sought political asylum in##

##the West, to travel to the United States. ##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 343 $$ The US appears willing to take Mr Yang, but he may choose to##

##live in Taiwan.##

a0aa000a000a

##$$ 344 $$ <p> Xinhua News Agency, China's uno�cial embassy in Hong##
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##Kong, yesterday released a statement regetting the government's decision##

##as `an extremely bad precedent". ##

a0a0000aaa0a

##$$ 345 $$ Journalists' associations compared the seizing of the tapes to##

##China intercepting satellite transmissions to track down##

##`counter-revolutionaries".##

a0aa00a0000a

##$$ 346 $$ <p> PARIS _ The �ve-week deadlock between striking Peugeot##

##workers and their employer was broken yesterday when the management##

##obtained a court order to end a 10-day sit-in at one of the two##

##factories in eastern France, Sarah Lambert writes.##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 347 $$ <p> The workers occupying the Mulhouse forge were told that##

##unless they left the premises immediately they would be `forced to do##

##so".##

a0aa000a000a

##$$ 348 $$ <p> Mr Gorbachev knows full well that, unlike his counterparts##

##in Poland and Hungary, Mr Honecker cannot replace doctrinaire communism##

##with appeals to nationalism. ##

00aa0000000a

##$$ 349 $$ Fears for the stability of central Europe so bluntly expressed##

##by Pravda this week are shared in Bonn, London and Washington. ##

aaaa000a000a

##$$ 350 $$ <p> ALMOST 24 hours late, the �rst of several chartered##

##trains left Prague for the West last night, carrying some of the 12,000##

##East German emigrants who had spent another night and a day on the##

##chilly pavements around the West German embassy or in the embassy's##

##increasingly squalid grounds.##

a0aa00aaaa0a

##$$ 351 $$ <p> Thousands blocked East German rail lines and crowded into##

##stations to try to board the trains en route to Prague, and thus qualify##

##for the trip to West Germany. ##

a0a0a0a00aaa

##$$ 352 $$ In Dresden police removed about 3,000 people from the station##

##and sealed it o�.##

a0a000000a0a

##$$ 353 $$ <p> BELGIUM launched an anti-terrorist investigation yesterday##

##into the murder of a leading member of its 30,000-strong Jewish##

##community, Joseph Wybran. ##

a0a0a0aa0a00

##$$ 354 $$ Police sources said the shooting had the hallmarks of a##

##`professional execution": a light handgun was used that would only##

##ensure death if used at point-blank range. ##

a0a000a00a0a

##$$ 355 $$ The hospital, moreover, is perfectly located for a swift##

##getaway, just yards from the Brussels ring road and the motorway to##

##Paris.##

a0a0a0000a0a

##$$ 356 $$ <p> The Israeli embassy in Belgium denounced the attack last##

##night. ##

a0a0000a000a

##$$ 357 $$ `It is clear that Professor Wybran has been assassinated in##

##cold blood because he was a Jew," it said. ##

a0a000000a00

##$$ 358 $$ <p> THE NOBEL PRIZE committee is expected to give a boost to##

##the drive for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the##

##winners of the Peace Prize in Oslo today. ##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 359 $$ <p> In 1983, long before the West felt able to give aid to##

##Poland, the committee chose Lech Walesa for the Peace Prize in a gesture##

##which embarrassed the Polish government and focused the attention of the##

##world on the changes taking place in Warsaw.##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 360 $$ <p> Mr Anguita has also been re-arranging the face of Spanish##

##Communism recently _ with notable success. ##

a0aa00aa0000

##$$ 361 $$ He also earned the nickname of the `Red Caliph" by trying to##

##give back to the Muslims a grand old mosque which the Catholic church##

##had converted into a monastery 500 years ago.##

a0aa00aa0a00

##$$ 362 $$ <p> INVESTIGATORS have determined that an explosion destroyed##

##the UTA DC-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September,##

##killing all 171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb##

##was responsible.##

a0a0000a0a0a

##$$ 363 $$ In the 1970s, when he was known as `Jacky des Halles", he was##

##prominent in the world of organised crime. ##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 364 $$ <p> UNDER intense pressure from congressional Democrats to##

##increase aid to Poland and Hungary, the White House announced yesterday##

##that President Bush will ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (##

## 125m) grant for Poland, almost doubling his previous request.##

a0aa00aa0a0a

##$$ 365 $$ He also asked for dollars 25m for Hungary.##

a00a00000a00

##$$ 366 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Armed insurgents were reported yesterday##

##to be setting up camps in the hilly terrain of Nagorny Karabakh as##

##tensions between the Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan##

##threatened to erupt into full- scale confrontation.##

a0a000aa0a0a

##$$ 367 $$ Nagorny Karabakh, which has a predominantly Armenian##

##population, became part of Azerbaijan in 1923 after the consolidation of##
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##Soviet power in the Transcaucasus region. ##

a0a0000a0a0a

##$$ 368 $$ <p> E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more##

##than 100 deaths since February last year, have so far been fruitless.##

a0aa000a0a00

##$$ 369 $$ Food was being sent in along the republic's only rail link##

##with Georgia. ##

a0a000000a0a

##$$ 370 $$ <p> Many studies have been made in an e�ort to assess the##

##correct national speed, and to warn those in the fast lane of their##

##ultimate folly. ##

aaa0a0a0a00a

##$$ 371 $$ And Columbus, Ohio, postal clerks spoke 40 per cent more##

##syllables per second than their colleagues in Los Angeles.##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 372 $$ After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to##

##go fast or slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks. ##

a0aa00aa000a

##$$ 373 $$ <p> No one ever accused Old Blue Eyes or Mr Trump of being##

##behind the times. ##

a0a0a0a00a00

##$$ 374 $$ <p> Mr Rogich is a `handler" par excellence. ##

00a000000a00

##$$ 375 $$ The Rogich plan is to sharpen up the focus, as well as the##

##pace.##

a0aa00a00000

##$$ 376 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, hinted yesterday##

##that the US withheld military support for Tuesday's failed coup in##

##Panama because it believed it had little chance of success.##

a0a0000a000a

##$$ 377 $$ The Defence Department is believed to have strenuously opposed##

##use of US forces, once again, during Tuesday's meeting.##

a0aa00aa0000

##$$ 378 $$ <p> Mr Baker's comments yesterday implied that the US##

##government would be prepared to use its troops to back a Panamanian##

##coup, but not this coup. ##

aaaa00aa0a00

##$$ 379 $$ Washington had previously stated that the 12,000 American##

##troops in Panama would be used only to defend the Canal and themselves.##

a0a000a00a0a

##$$ 380 $$ <p> THE ROYAL NAVY frigate HMS Alacrity arrived in the##

##Colombian port of Cartagena yesterday, in the �rst stage of a British##

##aid e�ort to combat drugs tra�cking in Colombia.##

a0a000aa0aaa

##$$ 381 $$ After taking on water and supplies, she returned to regular##

##duties within 24 hours. ##

a0a0000a0000

##$$ 382 $$ <p> Britain has o�ered several million pounds of aid, which##

##includes communications equipment, bullet-proof vests, naval patrol##

##craft, police training and the joint naval patrol. ##

a0a0a0000a00

##$$ 383 $$ This would guarantee higher international prices for Latin##

##America's produce and would free resources to fund social programmes,##

##including a vital land reform. ##

0aaaa0a00a00

##$$ 384 $$ <p> CARTAGENA _ The Colombian Supreme Court has upheld the##

##extradition of drug tra�ckers, decreed by President Virgilio Barco as##

##part of his o�ensive against the cocaine cartels, writes Simon Fisher.##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 385 $$ At least 10 people were killed and 150 injured in bomb attacks##

##last month.##

00a0000a0a0a

##$$ 386 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, yesterday raised##

##the possibility that the Soviet Union might put the rouble on the gold##

##standard as part of its programme of perestroika, writes John Lich�eld.##

a0a0a0aa000a

##$$ 387 $$ <p> Federal Reserve o�cials declined to discuss Mr##

##Greenspan's agenda yesterday. ##

00a000aa0000

##$$ 388 $$ Inconsistencies in the initial report on the crash have led##

##some investigators to suspect that the US and Canadian governments took##

##part in a cover-up.##

a0a000a00a00

##$$ 389 $$ The �re could have been caused either by sabotage or the##

##accidental detonation of a bomb being carried home by one of the##

##soldiers as a souvenir.##

a0a000000a0a

##$$ 390 $$ <p> (First Edition) DRAMATIC evidence of the First Century AD##

##Jewish revolt against Rome, which led up to the famous siege and mass##

##suicide of Masada, has been unearthed by Israeli archaeologists in the##

##desert to the east of Jerusalem.##

a0aa0000aa0a

##$$ 391 $$ The note was written in charcoal on the side of a plaster##

##water-cistern, along with two drawings _ also in charcoal -of the Jewish##

##menora, the traditional seven-branched candlestick.##

a0aa00000aaa

##$$ 392 $$ <p> The newly-discovered sites are of particularly great##

##importance for Jewish history because the Roman repression which##

##followed the revolts of Bar-Giora and Bar-Kokhba mark the beginning of##

##the Jewish diaspora.##

a0a000aaa0aa

##$$ 393 $$ So far more than 150 caves have been explored and surveyed.##
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00aaa0aa0a00

##$$ 394 $$ It was the latest example of the increasing conict between##

##President Robert Mugabe's government and voices of opposition.##

a0a0000aa000

##$$ 395 $$ The registration of students and all grants and loans have##

##been suspended.##

a0a0a0000a00

##$$ 396 $$ <p> Four bishops representing the Catholic Church and the##

##Zimbabwe Council of Churches yesterday met the university's##

##Vice-Chancellor, Walter Kamba, to urge that the campus be reopened and##

##to learn the fate of the estimated 40 students arrested following the##

##protests. ##

a0a000aa0a00

##$$ 397 $$ Soon after police arrived to carry out the order, violence##

##spread, as students smashed and set �re to Mr Kamba's Mercedes car, and##

##police responded with tear gas and baton charges.##

a0aa00aa0000

##$$ 398 $$ <p> IN THE relative absence of pressing political news, the##

##South African press has returned to predicting the release of famous##

##political prisoners. ##

a0a0a0a00000

##$$ 399 $$ <p> One day, if only by the laws of probability, the rumours##

##will be proved right. ##

a0a0a00a0000

##$$ 400 $$ <p> A GROUP claiming to represent Abu Nidal's Palestinian##

##assassination organisation claimed yesterday that it had murdered a##

##leader of the Jewish community in Belgium because he was `one of the##

##main leaders of Israel's Mossad secret service".##

a0a000a00aaa

## ########################################

## E N C O D E R : K. Y. ##

## ########################################

## $$ 401 $$ But, says Norman Moss, ##

## Britain could learn a thing or two from Dutch prisons on how to treat ##

## criminals once they are under lock and key.##

a000a00a0a00

## $$ 402 $$ BRITAIN has the largest number of people in prison in proportion##

##to the total population of any country in the European Community - ##

##97.4 per 100,000. ##

a0aaa000aa0a

##$$ 403 $$ Holland, with roughly the same crime rate, has the lowest, 40. ##

a0aaa000aa00

##$$ 404 $$ And conditions inside prisons are just as great a contrast.##

000aa0000a0a

##** 405 ** THE FIVE committee members �le into the meeting room, where ##

##strong, aromatic co�ee, an essential accompaniment of serious ##

##conversation in Holland, is waiting, and sit around a pine table.##

a0a000000a0a

##** 406 ** This is their fortnightly meeting with the activities director, ##

##Hans Versmissen. ##

aaa0000a0000

##** 407 ** But I dont think they'll �nd the money right now. "##

a00a000a0000

##** 408 ** Versmissen is in charge of all cultural, educational and ##

## sporting activities in Het Schouw prison in Amsterdam. ##

00a0a0000a0a

##** 409 ** But Versmissen is not an argumentative man. ##

000a00000a00

##** 410 ** Then they get down to plans for the next rock concert. ##

a00a00aa0000

## $$ 411 $$ Every prison has a prisoners committee.##

0000a0000a00

## $$ 412 $$ Prison life in Holland is very much more humane, more ##

## civilised, less isolated and less brutal than prison life in Britain, ##

## and a lot of this boils down to a simple matter of space. ##

aaaaa0000aaa

## $$ 413 $$ If you keep people in inhuman conditions, you cant##

##expect them to behave in a human way. "##

a0aaa0000a0a

## $$ 414 $$ It would be satisfying to be able to say that civilised prison##

##conditions reform criminals, but in fact in both countries about 50 per ##

##cent of the people leaving prison commit another crime within two years;##

a0aaa00a0a0a

##$$ 415 $$ Holland sends fewer law - breakers to prison than Britain does##

##( though more for driving o�ences ) but the main reason for the smaller##

##prison population is that sentences are much shorter. ##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 416 $$ The lenient sentencing and prison policy is possible in Holland##

##because public opinion is behind it. ##

a0a0a000000a

##** 417 ** Dutch o�cials do not encounter what prison reformers in ##

## Britain call " the holiday camp syndrome, " the complaint that " prison ##

## is becoming just like a holiday camp. "##

a0aaa0000a0a

##** 418 ** When I was there, one man had just bought a chess - playing ##

##computer for his cell ( one of Hans Versmissen 's team ). ##

aaa000aa0a0a

##** 419 ** I was talking to one guard, a woman of mature years who joined ##

##the prison service only �ve years ago, and I asked whether she was ever##

##afraid of violence. ##

a0a0000a0a00
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##** 420 ** Jan Verboom is a short, stocky, grey - haired man of 50 with ##

##tattoos on his arms who was imprisoned in Britain for smuggling cannabis -##

##he says he is innocent - and was then transferred to a Dutch prison, ##

##where he is serving the last part of his sentence.##

a0aa000a0aaa

## $$ 421 $$ Better a forest bled than dead ##

000aaa000a00

## ** 422 ** THE NOTION that you can slurp your way through a Rainforest ##

## Crunch ice cream and help save the Amazon rainforests may seem bizarre, ##

## but eating habits can, in fact, a�ect the ecology.##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 423 $$ Most of the 50million acres of tropical rainforests cut down ##

## every year are used as pasture for cattle once the timber and its by - ##

## products are exported. ##

a000a0aa0a00

##** 424 ** Would they even be able to package them if 800 square miles of ##

##rainforest were not axed every year to produce the paper? ##

a0aaa0aa0a00

##** 425 ** It is doubtful.##

a000a0000000

##$$ 426 $$ If we have chomped our way through billions of acres of forest a##

##penitential path now appears by which we can consume food to conserve the##

##rainforests' trees, peoples, plants and animals. ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a

##** 427 ** Why did no one think of this before?##

aaa0a00a0a00

##** 428 ** Because we have no choice but to live and die in a dynamic##

##market economy. ##

a0a0a0000a0a

##$$ 429 $$ Cultural Survival, founded in 1972, markets products, processed ##

##and unprocessed, indigenous to the rainforests and it packages them to ##

##appeal to the heightened environmental awareness to which guilty Western##

##liberals are prey. ##

a00aa0aa00aa

##$$ 430 $$ Jason Clay, a former Harvard lecturer and analyst for##

##the US Department of Agriculture, is research director of the##

##organisation and its non pro�t - making Rainforest Marketing Project. ##

a00a00000aa0

##** 431 ** He has a PhD in anthropology from Cornell, taught at Harvard ##

## and was an analyst with the US Department of Agriculture, but his ##

## pragmatic approach has turned him into a nut merchant. ##

a0aa00000a0a

##$$ 432 $$ Brazil nuts are perhaps the forests' single most famous ##

## foodstu�, and that, among other things, is what Clay markets. ##

aaa0a000aaaa

##$$ 433 $$ The forests are also rich in foods, spices and essences used in##

##cosmetics, perfumes and medicines.##

a0a0a0a0000a

##** 434 ** And timber, the traditional rainforest harvest,##

##is, bluntly stated, dead wood. ##

a0aaa0000000

##$$ 435 $$ Researchers found that the actual market potential of timber##

##sales was tiny compared to that of the non - wood resources. ##

aaaaa0000000

##$$ 436 $$ They call it heartstrings marketing. ##

a0a0a0000000

##** 437 ** A director of Kew Gardens, Professor Ghillean Prance, ew back ##

##from Brazil last autumn with a suitcase crammed with plants, roots and ##

##powders for Anita Roddick of the Body Shop. ##

a0a000aa0a0a

##** 438 ** She has ordered Amazonian herbs and oils and has also##

##been persuading the University of Belem, at the mouth of the Amazon, ##

##to look at seeds and plants for pot pourris and aromatic oils.##

a0a000a0000a

##$$ 439 $$ Deforestation is the second highest man - made source of carbon ##

##dioxide emissions and is now proven to have made a signi�cant ##

##contribution to global warming.##

a0aaa000aaa0

##** 440 ** Cashew nuts, for example, are a well - known harvest but##

##not the tree 's cashew apple, which grows near the calyx of the fruit.##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 441 $$ - Michelle Berriedale - Johnson places her order with##

## the delivery boy for fresh food in brown paper bags##

a0a00aa0000a

##** 442 ** ANOTHER Friday night another hour - long queue in the heaving ##

##supermarket .. ##

a0a0a00a0a0a

##** 443 ** Do you ever dream, as you stand gazing blankly at your pile of ##

##Greek yoghurts and your BSE - less free range chicken, of the jolly ##

##delivery boy ringing his bicycle bell at your kitchen door while you ##

##sip your morning co�ee and read the morning paper? ##

a00aa00a0aaa

##$$ 444 $$ Carrots from the greengrocer, laden with good sticky mud; packets ##

##of tea in honest brown paper bags; loaves of bread hot from the baker 's .. ##

a0aaa0a000aa

##** 445 ** Well, your moment is at hand. ##

a000a00a000a

##$$ 446 $$ And not only will it arrive at your door in brown paper bags ##

##( even if not on a bicycle ) but it will be fresh, wholesome and organic. ##

a0aaa0000aaa

##** 447 ** BSE, BST, salmonella, listeria and alar may be regarded as a ##

##visitation from the devil by many but they have brought nothing but good ##
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##to the organic food movement. ##

a0aaa0000a00

##** 448 ** A mere �ve years ago organic farmers were seen as an##

##idealistic, slightly cranky, fringe group whose ambition to feed the##

##world on organic food was little more than a pipe dream. ##

a0aaa0aa0aa0

##$$ 449 $$ Now every survey shows a larger number of the public worried, ##

##anxious or concerned about food quality, pesticide residues, hormone##

##therapy and animal welfare. ##

a0aaa00a0aa0

##$$ 450 $$ As a result the organic movement has suddenly found supermarkets##

##banging on its doors demanding straight carrots and regular deliveries##

##and promising a market far wider than it ever dreamed of. ##

a0aaa0aa0a0a

##** 451 ** However, this surge in demand has presented it with an ethical ##

##dilemma - ##

aaaaa0000a00

##$$ 452 $$ a main tenet of the organic faith is that the link between the ##

##grower and consumer should be as short as possible. ##

a0aaa0a00a00

##** 453 ** This is partly because they want to keep the consumer close to ##

##the soil but also because they believe that fresh food is more nutritious ##

##if genuinely fresh, not sold chilled and much travelled from the belly ##

##of a jumbo jet. ##

aaaaa0a00aaa

##$$ 454 $$ However, supplying food to a supermarket several hundred miles ##

##from where it was grown, through a packing station, and at the very least ##

##one distributor is scarcely retaining that close link. ##

aaaaa000aa0a

##$$ 455 $$ Step in the organic, door to door delivery service. ##

a00aa00000aa

##$$ 456 $$ A couple of days research unearthed 16 such services operating##

##around the country and ranging from high tech in east London - delivering##

##within a 25 miles radius, complete with computers, faxes and credit cards##

## - to an organic farmer in the depths of the hills delivering butchered##

##organic beef and lambs, when he had them available. ##

a0aaa00a0aaa

##$$ 457 $$ However, of the ones I spoke to, few had been going for more ##

##than four years but all recorded a steady, if not spectacular, increase ##

##in business. ##

a00aa00a0aa0

##** 458 ** Most had started because they believed in organic principles ##

##and had grown through word of mouth and personal recommendation. ##

a0a0a000aa00

##** 459 ** All the larger services now bought in fresh fruits and vegetables ##

##not only from other local organic growers but through distribution centres##

##and even from abroad - ##

a00aa00a0aaa

##** 460 ** THE GENERAL impression I got was that, although it was a hard ##

##work way of earning your living, most of them felt that it was worthwhile ##

##as it provided a much needed service. ##

a0aaa0a0aa00

##$$ 461 $$ A MAN comes from nowhere, starts a fruit - packaging business ##

##in Cyprus in the 1960s and builds it into a 2 billion multinational ##

##empire by 1990.##

a00a000a0aaa

##$$ 462 $$ Exasperated by constant sniping from the papers, he hatches ##

##a scheme to buy back his creation without consulting any of his usual##

##professional advisers, let alone the shareholders who own the other ##

##76 per cent.##

a0aa00aa0a00

##** 463 ** Documents relating to the censure are passed on to the DTI, ##

##the SIB and the Takeover Panel.##

a0000000000a

##** 464 ** The company 's major institutional shareholders are aghast. ##

a00a000000a0

##** 465 ** What went wrong? ##

00a000000000

##** 466 ** One City fund manager with a major stake in Polly Peck said last##

##week that he had three reactions to Asil Nadir 's aborted buyout plan:##

##" Surprise, surprise and surprise. "##

a0aa000a0aaa

##$$ 467 $$ This reaction reects the chasm of understanding between Mr ##

##Nadir and the big institutions who feel obliged to keep a holding in ##

##Polly Peck, if only because of its status as a Footsie stock and its ##

##until now spectacular returns. ##

aaaaa0aa0aaa

##$$ 468 $$ They like to know roughly what to expect from a company, ##

##but openness is not one of Mr Nadir 's strong suits. ##

a0aaa0000aa0

##** 469 ** Because of his tight grip on the way the group is run, his ##

##weaknesses and strengths are those of the company.##

aaaaa0000000

##$$ 470 $$ Few doubt Mr Nadir 's legendary prowess at making deals, but ##

##the City has di�culty understanding such a fast - changing group. ##

a00aa0a00aa0

##$$ 471 $$ This lack of understanding has prompted rumours, but what is ##

##certain is that Mr Nadir, who is 47, has built a 2 billion business ##

##empire from nothing through hard work, deal - making air and ##

##connections.##

aaaa00000aa0

##$$ 472 $$ Asil Nadir remains an enigma, one of the 100 richest people ##
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##in the UK, but a private man. ##

a0aaa000aaaa

##** 473 ** He combines charm with shyness and a determination to##

##maintain complete control which has led to a high turnover in Polly##

##Peck 's boardroom and management.##

a0aaa0a00a0a

##** 474 ** The Nadir legend is the stu� of TV mini - series. ##

a000a000000a

##** 475 ** As a six - year - old, he started his business career selling##

##newspapers on the streets of Famagusta. ##

a0aa000a0a0a

##$$ 476 $$ After the Turks invaded Cyprus in 1974, they enlisted Mr Nadir ##

##to rebuild the economy in northern Cyprus.##

a00000aa000a

##$$ 477 $$ The deal was a winner because Mr Nadir used the boxes to ##

##package fruit which would otherwise have rotted in the �elds and sent ##

##it for export to the UK.##

a0aa00a00a0a

##$$ 478 $$ In 1983 the Greek High Commission for Cyprus complained to ##

##the Foreign O�ce that 93 per cent of the orchards producing fruit ##

##for Mr Nadir 's Uni - Pac packaging plant were owned by Greek Cypriots ##

##before the invasion.##

a0aa00aa0aa0

##** 479 ** But the Greek Cypriots were not the only source of his problems. ##

a0aaa0000a00

##** 480 ** Mr Nadir 's �rst move into mainland Turkey was the Vestel ##

##television manufacturer. ##

a0aa000000aa

##$$ 481 $$ With a dramatic past and an ambitious chairman, ##

## Polly Peck is seen as a highly unpredictable##

## creature ##

00a0aa000a00

##$$ 482 $$ FRUIT - to - computer conglomerate Polly Peck yesterday ##

##ignored the uproar caused by last month 's abandoned buyout plans, ##

##and announced buoyant half - year results suggesting its dramatic ##

##growth will continue regardless of the fuss. ##

a0aa00aa0aa0

##$$ 483 $$ The company 's controversial chairman Asil Nadir has been##

##rapped over the knuckles by the Stock Exchange after announcing that he##

##planned to take the company private, and then abandoning the attempt##

##within the week. ##

a0aa00aa000a

##** 484 ** It said the company over - reacted by making a formal ##

##announcement that it had received an approach which might lead to a bid. ##

a0aa00000a00

##$$ 485 $$ Polly Peck 's share price soared, then plummeted, raising the ##

##Stock Exchange 's suspicions that somebody may have pro�ted unfairly ##

##from the episode. ##

a0aa00000aa0

##** 486 ** In his statement yesterday, Mr Nadir said he regretted any ##

##action which had attracted criticism. ##

a0a0000a0a0a

##** 487 ** " My wholehearted commitment to the continuing growth and ##

##success of the company remains undiminished, " he insisted.##

a0aaa0aa0000

##** 488 ** Nobody who knows Mr Nadir doubts that. ##

aa00a0000a00

##** 489 ** But the a�air remains a mystery.##

a00a00000a00

##** 490 ** There was nothing new in Mr Nadir 's impatience with the City and##

##especially with its valuation of his company which makes it even more##

##surprising that he failed to follow through his initial plans to take it##

##out of the City 's �ring line. ##

a0aaa0a00a0a

##** 491 ** He said he was touched by pleas from small shareholders to let ##

##them keep their shares. ##

a0a000a00000

##$$ 492 $$ Equally, he may have been persuaded by signals that raising ##

##the 2 billion or so needed for the buyout would not be as easy as he ##

##had imagined. ##

a0aa00a00a00

##$$ 493 $$ His relentless pursuit of multinational stardom for the company,##

##combined with his personal domination of it, have produced a string of ##

##surprises during that decade just as they have produced a rapidly - growing ##

##worldwide group.##

aaaaa0aa0aaa

##$$ 494 $$ For all its huge scale nowadays, however, Polly Peck remains an##

##entrepreneurial company.##

a00aa00a0aa0

##** 495 ** In other words, it will remain full of surprises. ##

a0a0a0000000

##** 496 ** And those surprises are just as likely to be unpleasant as ##

##pleasant.##

aaaaa0000000

##$$ 497 $$ But the chart shows that Polly Peck 's trading record appears ##

##impressive.##

a00aa00000aa

##$$ 498 $$ While its shares have zoomed up and down, pro�ts have progressed##

##steadily, thanks mainly to a series of acquisitions. ##

a0aaa0000a0a

##$$ 499 $$ The Turkish electronics subsidiary Vestel is now quoted on the ##

##Istanbul stock exchange, and the fruit business could well make an ##
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##appearance in New York later this year.##

aaaa000a0a0a

##** 500 ** The only surprise is that he is surprised that his company##

##is not more highly rated. ##

a0aaa0000aa0

## ########################################### ##

## E N C O D E R : M. A. ##

## ########################################### ##

## $$ 501 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Begins USA Visit##

00000a00000a

## $$ 502 $$ ##

## Premier Andreas Papandreou, snubbed by two Republican presidents, has ##

##adopted a pro-U.S. stance and �nally gets to pay his �rst o�cial visit to ##

##Washington this week { but now his problem is Macedonia.##

aaaaa00a0aaa

## $$ 503 $$ ##

## Papandreou meets President Clinton on Friday, and the economic##

##embargo Greece has slapped on Macedonia { which has angered the##

##United States and European countries { is certain to be high on the##

##agenda.##

a0a0a00a000a

## ** 504 ** ##

## On Monday, the United States ew in another unit of U.S.##

##soldiers to the former Yugoslav state of Macedonia, bringing to more ##

##than 500 the number of U.S. troops keeping watch there.##

a00aa00a0aaa

## ** 505 ** ##

## The soldiers serve in a U.N. force aimed at preventing a spread##

##of the Yugoslav bloodshed into Macedonia. ##

a00000a00a0a

## ** 506 ** ##

## Washington says the Greek embargo undermines the region.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 507 $$ ##

## Macedonia also borders Greece, and Greece wants it to change its##

##name and jettison other symbols that the Hellenic state believes##

##imply designs on Greek territory. ##

a0aaa0a0000a

## ** 508 ** ##

##In Greece, the embargo is hugely popular.##

a0000000000a

## ** 509 ** ##

## ``I will give a great battle on our matters of national##

##interest, a friendly battle, of course, because the climate will be##

##good. ##

a0aaa0000a00

## ** 510 ** ##

## We will also make every e�ort to improve Greek-American##

##relations," Papandreou said Sunday.##

a000a0a00000

## $$ 511 $$ ##

## However, Papandreou has repeatedly chosen to heed Greek public##

##opinion on Macedonia despite its leading to Greece's isolation##

##abroad.##

a00aa00000a0

## ** 512 ** ##

## ``Greece forms and expresses its foreign policy, it does not##

##carry out a public relations campaign," government spokesman##

##Evangelos Venizelos said last week.##

a00aa00a0a0a

## $$ 513 $$ ##

## Most of landlocked Macedonia's trade used to pass through##

##Salonica, Greece. ##

0000a0000a0a

## ** 514 ** ##

## Now only food and medicine are allowed through.##

000aa00a0000

## $$ 515 $$ ##

## Clinton and socialist Papandreou are also expected to discuss##

##the wars in former Yugoslavia, Greece's strained relations with##

##NATO ally Turkey, the continuing Turkish occupation of northern##

##Cyprus, Greek-U.S. relations, trade and issues concerning the##

##European Union.##

a000a0a000aa

## $$ 516 $$ ##

## During his 1981-89 administration, Papandreou repeatedly##

##irritated Greece's Western allies with statements and actions##

##favoring such Arab leaders as Libya's Moammar Gadha� and of the##

##then-Soviet Union. ##

a000000a0000

## ** 517 ** ##

## He also supported Yasser Arafat before it was fashionable.##

a000000a0000

## $$ 518 $$ ##

## Papandreou, 75, was not o�cially invited to Washington during##

##the 1980s, a reection of the tension with the administrations of##

##presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush.##

0000000a0a0a

## $$ 519 $$ ##

## The European Union, of which Greece is current president, sent##
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##Greece to the 12-member Union's high court this month for the Feb.##

##16 embargo on Macedonia. ##

0aa0000a0aaa

## ** 520 ** ##

## ``What I know is that there is understanding now, there is##

##another climate," Papandreou said of Greek-U.S. relations after##

##their meeting.##

a00aa00a0000

## $$ 521 $$ ##

## Why has the former Yugoslav republic hijacked a great historical name? ##

a000aa000a00

## $$ 522 $$ ##

## AS GREECE embarks on a fresh round of United Nations-sponsored talks,##

##it is worth remembering that Macedonia is only a geographical area. ##

000aa0000a0a

## $$ 523 $$ ##

## For centuries the existence of such a nation was completely unknown; ##

##certainly the Turks occupying the territory for more than �ve centuries never ##

##heard of a separate Macedonian nation among their European possessions.##

0aaa000a0a0a

## ** 524 ** ##

##$$ 24 $$ ##

## Despite recent e�orts to concoct some kind of "Macedonian language" ##

##all historical monuments in the area over the centuries bear upon them the##

##Greek language as abundant evidence of Macedonia's true identity. ##

a00aa00a0aaa

## ** 525 ** ##

## Could it be, in the end, that the correct answers to the various aspiring##

##falsi�ers of Macedonian history will be given by the stones themselves?##

a000a00a00aa

## ** 526 ** ##

## Inscribed marbles, as we all know, do not get angry but can only speak the##

##truth. ##

a00aa0000000

## $$ 527 $$ ##

## Following the inevitable collapse of communism, these same men, and their ##

##accomplices elsewhere, have freshly contrived not only to politically hijack ##

##the Greek name of Macedonia to statehood and even print the illustrious White ##

##Tower of Salonika on their own currency but also to further provoke Greece by ##

##callously raising as their new state's ag the classic and purely Greek emblem##

##of the dynasty of Alexander the Great, undisputedly one of the most celebrated##

##personalities in Greek history. ##

aa0a000aaaaa

## ** 528 ** ##

## One feels at a loss to understand why Greece's European partners, and##

##even the Balinder Commission of Arbitration back in 1991, have not##

##confronted the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (Fyrom) for these##

##undisguised assaults against the Greek ideal. ##

aaaaa00a00aa

## $$ 529 $$ ##

## Instead, the Greek people have had to su�er Europe's federalist and ##

##dirigiste deluge of concerted o�ensive comment against their country, decrying##

##as disgraceful or even as illegal the decision of the �rst civilisation in ##

##Europe to wish to defend and maintain intact what is perhaps the richest ##

##cultural heritage in the western world. ##

a00aa0a0a0aa

## $$ 530 $$ ##

## Rather, it is a fully justi�ed response to uncanny developments openly##

##defying classical truths while at the same time perpetuating unacceptable##

##ambitions to move across the Greek frontier. ##

000aa00a0aaa

## ** 531 ** ##

## After all, small independent countries, especially when lacking historical##

##and democratic credentials, do have a way of seeking viability by grasping for ##

##neighbouring territory.##

0000a0000a00

## ** 532 ** ##

## And the expansionist goals set out for decades by Tito do not just vanish##

##away, particularly when fuelled by so rare a mixture of otherworldliness##

##and inertia displayed in European Union and US foreign policy. ##

a000000a0aa0

## ** 533 ** ##

## Let us bear in mind, too, that a state, as opposed to a province, tends to ##

##supersede the latter in the course of history, if given enough time. ##

a000a0a00a00

## $$ 534 $$ ##

## Far from arbitrarily, therefore, and only after multiple warnings, has##

##the much publicised Greek blockade been imposed on strictly political, as##

##opposed to economic grounds. ##

a0aa000a00a0

## ** 535 ** ##

## Nothing is to be gained by recriminations across the Greek frontier or##

##by the unrealistic international mediations already afoot. ##

a000a00000aa

## ** 536 ** ##

## Instead, it makes sense for people on the two sides of the border to live ##

##together in peace; improve dramatically their standard of life together; ##

##and together expose supposed ethnic and religious divisions for the nonsense ##

##they really are. ##

a00aa0000aaa

## $$ 537 $$ ##

## And although, of course, lesser men do not like to be reminded of this, ##
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##the logical and certainly historically more valid way to ensure peace in the ##

##Balkans, together with a viable and larger Macedonia, would rather have been ##

##an ultimate union under the Greek ag. ##

aa0aa00000aa

## $$ 538 $$ ##

## The British contribution, therefore, in the best tradition of Churchill in ##

##1944, could well be to make it clear that not only is there no place today for ##

##provocative slavo-macedonising talk, but that the controversial name of the ##

##new state (which might have been far more felicitously baptised as ##

##Yugomacedonia), its ag or its constitution should not be allowed to ##

##exacerbate tensions in a part of the world that badly needs peace, not still ##

##more bloody confrontations leading to probable religious wars in Europe 2000. ##

a0aaa0aaaaaa

## $$ 539 $$ ##

## Apocalyptically, too, tiny Albania's deadly decision earlier this##

##month to settle thousands of Muslims along its borders with Greece is##

##already a giant step in this dreadful direction. ##

aaaa00aa0aaa

## ** 540 ** ##

## Nicos Devletoglou is a former professor of Political Economy at the##

##University of Athens. ##

000000000a0a

## $$ 541 $$ ##

## TOURIST TRADE FORCES GREECE TO GIVE UP UNPOPULAR BAN ON ALL-NIGHT##

0000aa000000

## ** 542 ** ##

## THE GREEK government is poised to rescind its controversial##

##legislation banning all-night revelry at clubs, bars and discos, as the##

##�rst wave of summer tourists hits the country. ##

a0a0a00000aa

## ** 543 ** ##

## The ruling socialists have already, if uno�cially, publicised their##

##new stance. ##

a00a00000000

## $$ 544 $$ ##

## But it was still unclear yesterday when the prime minister,##

##Andreas Papandreou - formerly a legendary nightclubber before a triple##

##bypass operation in 1988 - would make the announcement. ##

a0aa000a0aa0

## $$ 545 $$ ##

## "I think the law will change very soon," said Dionyssis Livanos, the##

##minister for tourism, in a recent interview. ##

a0a0000a0a00

## $$ 546 $$ ##

## The government's e�orts to curtail the country's nocturnal lifestyle##

##by enforcing a 2am curfew on nightclubs, brought a storm of protest when##

##the law was introduced last February. ##

a000a00a0a0a

## $$ 547 $$ ##

## Bleary-eyed entertainers, nightclub barons, youngsters and - last but##

##not least - leading socialists united in demanding the reinstatement of##

##Greece's notoriously late opening hours. ##

a0aaa0aa00a0

## $$ 548 $$ ##

## Stelios Papathemelis, the public order minister, claimed he was forced##

##to pass the legislation because of the alarming rise in crime, alcoholism,##

##drug addiction and car accident deaths among the younger generation. ##

a0aaa0000000

## ** 549 ** ##

## The church-going minister said the early-to-bed order also aimed to##

##make Greeks "more European". ##

a00aa0aa0000

## ** 550 ** ##

## To ensure its enforcement, a special squad of "commandos" was created ##

##to stalk the streets. ##

a000a0a00a0a

## ** 551 ** ##

## But yesterday, a spokesman for Mr Papathemelis, who has been the butt##

##of relentless ridicule, averred: "We always said we would back down if##

##there were ever any problems imposing it or if the sti� resistance##

##continued." ##

a00a000a0a00

## $$ 552 $$ ##

## At the centre of the night owls' arguments, has been the measure's##

##adverse e�ects on tourism. ##

a0a0a00000aa

## ** 553 ** ##

## "Tourists think we're pulling a bad joke when we turn on the lights##

##and tell them to go at 2am," said Grigoris Valianatos, a prominent##

##political commentator and owner of a disco on the late-night island of##

##Mykonos. ##

a000a00a0a0a

## ** 554 ** ##

## "They just haven't been able to believe that a country which##

##prides itself on its night life would do this." ##

aa0aa00a0a00

## $$ 555 $$ ##

## Greece is braced for a bumper tourist season this year, with the##

##number of visitors expected to exceed the entire Greek population of 10##

##million. ##

0a0a000a0aaa

## ** 556 ** ##
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## Tour operators say Britons, who have long favoured the resort islands##

##of Corfu, Rhodes and Crete, will top the arrivals. ##

0000a000a00a

## $$ 557 $$ ##

## In an e�ort to prepare itself for the onslaught, Athens's newly##

##created tourism ministry has begun a wide-ranging programme to improve and##

##legalise an estimated 800,000 unlicensed rooms - seen as the scourge of##

##the Greek tourist industry. ##

a000a0a00aa0

## $$ 558 $$ ##

## The move coincides with plans to construct extra marinas, airports,##

##luxury hotels, golf courses and casinos, and follows an ecological##

##campaign intended to sensitise Greeks - through heavy �nes if necessary -##

##to the environment. ##

a000a0a00a00

## ** 559 ** ##

## "Our policy is not to increase numbers but to attract higher income##

##earners," stresses Spyros Sagias, a senior adviser in the tourist##

##ministry. ##

a00aa0000a0a

## ** 560 ** ##

## "We want to move away from our sun, sea and sex image." ##

a00a00a0000a

## $$ 561 $$ ##

## Albania rattles a diplomatic sabre at Greece: Tirane fears Athens##

##has intentions on its territory.##

a0a00a000a00

## ** 562 ** ##

## Sheep-rustlers, cigarette smugglers and illegal immigrants have no##

##di�culty evading Greek paratroopers guarding the mountainous border with##

##Albania.##

a000a000000a

## $$ 563 $$ ##

## They participate in a ourishing black market in goods and services,##

##tolerated by authorities on both sides of the frontier despite political##

##hostility between Athens and Tirane. ##

a00aa0000aaa

## $$ 564 $$ ##

##But the killing of two Albanian soldiers at a training centre for recruits ##

##outside Gjirokaster on Monday raises fears that Greek rightwingers may be ##

##exploiting o�cial laxity to undermine the socialist government's e�orts ##

##to im-prove relations with Albania.##

a0aaa0aa0a0a

## ** 565 ** ##

## Mr Karolos Papoulias, Greek foreign minister, yesterday denied Albania's##

##claim that the attack was carried out by Greek soldiers.##

a0a0000a0000

## $$ 566 $$ ##

## Proposing a meeting with Mr Alfred Serreqi, his Albanian counterpart, to##

##discuss the incident, Mr Papoulias said Greece wants 'normal, co-operative##

##relations with Albania,' but not at the cost of discrimination against the##

##ethnic Greek minority in southern Albania. ##

a0aaa0a00a0a

## $$ 567 $$ ##

## Albania accepted the Greek proposal for talks.##

a00000a00000

## $$ 568 $$ ##

## The presence of the Greek minority in what Greeks call North Ipiros, however##

##diminished by massive emigration to Greece over the past three years, gives the##

##Albanian government some leverage in an awkward relationship with its neighbour.##

a0aaa00a0a0a

## $$ 569 $$ ##

## Albania fears that Greece still has territorial designs on North Ipiros, ##

##briey occupied by Greek troops in the �rst world war.##

000aa00a000a

## ** 570 ** ##

## Though successive Greek governments have repeated that existing borders in##

##the Balkans must be respected, a nationalist faction in the conservative##

##opposition New Democracy party speaks openly of the need to 'maintain the##

##Greekness' of southern Albania.##

a0aaa0000a0a

## $$ 571 $$ ##

## A claim of responsibility for Monday's attack by the North Ipiros Liberation##

##Front, last heard of as a right-wing resistance group during the German##

##occupation of Greece during the second world war, is causing the socialist##

##government concern.##

a0a0000a0a00

## ** 572 ** ##

## The strength of the Albanian government's reaction, expelling the Greek##

##consul in Gjirokaster, asking the UN Security Council to condemn Greece and##

##calling for a European Commission inquiry, underlined the anxiety felt in##

##Tirane.##

a0a000a00a0a

## ** 573 ** ##

## The attack followed reports that Tirane was encouraging Albanians from the##

##north of the country to settle in the south, left uncultivated since the exodus##

##of ethnic Greeks across the border.##

a00a000a000a

## ** 574 ** ##

## At least half the estimated 200,000 Albanians working illegally in Greece##

##claim ethnic Greek origins, entitling them to residence permits and eventual##

##citizenship. ##
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a0a0a0000a0a

## ** 575 ** ##

## As a result, dozens of villages in southern Albania are populated by a few ##

##elderly people and school-age children. ##

0000a0000a0a

## ** 576 ** ##

## However, the size of the ethnic Greek minority is disputed. ##

a00a00000000

## ** 577 ** ##

## The o�cial Greek estimate is 200,000, while the Albanian ##

## government �gure is less than 100,000.##

000a00000a00

## $$ 578 $$ ##

## The situation in Gjirokaster has been tense since last summer, when violent##

##demonstrations followed the expulsion of a Greek Orthodox priest accused of##

##distributing nationalist propaganda. ##

a000000a0aa0

## ** 579 ** ##

## Mr Papoulias, who did much to improve ties with Albania's communist##

##government in the 1980s, has been trying again, this time with President Sali##

##Berisha's Democratic party. ##

0a0a000a0a00

## $$ 580 $$ ##

## One Greek o�cial said yesterday that implementing his policy of closer ##

##co-operation with Albania on border security, customs controls and work permits ##

##for Albanian workers is 'now a necessity.'##

a00aa00a0a00

## $$ 581 $$ ##

## INJUNCTION AGAINST GREECE FAR FROM A FORMALITY##

000a0a000a00

## $$ 582 $$ ##

## The granting of an injunction sought by the European Commission ##

##against Greece to end its trade blockade on Macedonia is far from a ##

##formality, European Union sources said on Wednesday.##

a00a00aa0a00

## ** 583 ** ##

## The case would be the �rst of its kind to be dealt with by##

##the Luxembourg-based European Court of Justice, which is##

##independent of the Commission.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 584 $$ ##

## The Commission is aiming for a hearing in �ve or six weeks'##

##time at which it plans to apply for emergency interim measures##

##with respect to Article 225 of the Treaty of Rome.##

a00000aa0a00

## ** 585 ** ##

## Under Article 225, the Court would consider the Commission's##

##application in secret before deciding whether an injunction is##

##legal.##

a000000a0000

## $$ 586 $$ ##

## The "in camera" hearing is designed to allow Greece##

##con�dentiality if it wishes to present state secrets in its##

##defence.##

a0a000a0000a

## ** 587 ** ##

## If the Commission fails in its injunction bid, then the case##

##could drag on for another 18 to 20 months, said one source.##

a000000a0a00

## ** 588 ** ##

## "The Court will want to ensure that it appears neutral##

##between Greece and the Commission," said lawyer James Flynn, a##

##specialist in EU a�airs for the Brussels o�ce of Linklaters &##

##Paines.##

a00000a00a00

## ** 589 ** ##

## "It is not going to want to be seen to take the##

##Commission's side 100 per cent."##

a00a0000aa00

## $$ 590 $$ ##

## The Court does appear to have the power to grant an##

##injunction against Greece under Article 186 of the Treaty, which##

##says it "may in any cases before it prescribe any necessary##

##interim measures," although there are few precedents where the##

##Court has demanded a Member State withdraw national measures.##

a0aaa0000a00

## ** 591 ** ##

## In addition, the Court now has the power, under the##

##Maastricht treaty, to �ne member states, a weapon it has yet to##

##use.##

a00aa0000a00

## ** 592 ** ##

## Flynn, a former lawyer at the Court, added: "In order to##

##grant an interim measure, the Court would have to be persuaded##

##that the Commission has got a very strong case. ##

a00000a00a00

## ** 593 ** ##

## It would have to make sure any interim measures did not a�ect the ##

##�nal outcome of the case.##

a00000000000

## $$ 594 $$ ##

## "This is one of the hottest political questions that has##
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##ever been handed to the Court. ##

aa00000aaaa0

## $$ 595 $$ ##

## "Even if the Commission was to lodge its main case within##

##24 hours, Greece could take a year or 15 months to prepare its##

##case. ##

a00a000a0a00

## $$ 596 $$ ##

## Following the injunction hearing and the main case hearing,##

##Greece and the Commission would have to wait for the opinion of##

##an Advocate-General, the court's adviser, and then the �nal##

##judgment, both of which are often subject to delays in more##

##run-of-the-mill cases.##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 597 $$ ##

## DENKTASH SAYS GREEK CYPRIOTS MUST MEND RIFT##

0000aa000000

## $$ 598 $$ ##

## Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash said on Tuesday Greek Cypriots must##

##amend a package of U.N. measures, which he said had been marred by late changes,##

##and called for more talks.##

a0aa00aa0a00

## ** 599 ** ##

## "No one can get anywhere by heaping blame on the Turkish side. The only way##

##is to continue the negotiations," he told the Turkish Cypriot TAK news agency##

##in Nicosia.##

a00aa000000a

## $$ 600 $$ ##

## He was commenting after the U.N. Security Council said on Monday that it##

##wanted agreement on the package of con�dence-building measures by the end of##

##April.##

a00000aa0000

## ** 601 ** ##

## Denktash said he had agreed to the original U.N. package, on which talks have##

##been going on since February, because U.N. o�cials had guaranteed that it##

##would not be altered.##

a0a0a00a0000

## $$ 602 $$ ##

## "They (U.N.) have added to it on behalf of the Greek Cypriots and have##

##detracted from it to our detriment."##

a0aa00000000

## ** 603 ** ##

## "We have remained inside the parameters promised us. The ball is with the##

##Greek Cypriots."##

a00a00000000

## $$ 604 $$ ##

## Denktash heads the breakaway state in the north of the island, declared nine##

##years after Cyprus was divided when Turkish troops landed in the north in 1974##

##following an Athens-backed coup in Nicosia.##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 605 ** ##

## His state is recognised only by Turkey.##

a00a0000000a

## ** 606 ** ##

## Denktash said the changes rejected by the Turkish Cypriots concerned matters##

##of sovereignty.##

a00000000000

## $$ 607 $$ ##

## The discord focuses on clauses which the Turkish side says violates its##

##sovereignty outside Nicosia airport and the resort of Varosha, two key sites to##

##be turned over to U.N. control.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 608 ** ##

## "It is an unacceptable alteration concerning sovereignty and would be a##

##political step against us," Denktash said.##

a00000000a00

## ** 609 ** ##

## "I tell them a big hole has been torn in the package and I can't get my##

##parliament and people to approve it in this shape..."##

aaa000a00a00

## $$ 610 $$ ##

## Denktash said Greek Cypriot leader Glafcos Clerides had objections to the##

##measures but agreed to them because he knew they would be rejected by the##

##Turkish side.##

a0aa00000000

## ** 611 ** ##

## GREECE UNDER FIRE IN COUNCIL OF EUROPE##

00000a00000a

## $$ 612 $$ ##

## Greece came under �re in the Council of Europe on Thursday as##

##parliamentarians warned Athens its embargo on the former Yugoslav republic##

##of Macedonia risked stoking tensions abroad. ##

a0a0a00a000a

## $$ 613 $$ ##

## The European Court of Justice on Wednesday granted Greece the right to##

##maintain its trade embargo until the court delivers a �nal judgment, a##

##process that could take up to 18 months. ##

a000000a0a0a

## $$ 614 $$ ##

## At an emergency debate of the assembly of the Council, a pan-European##

##organisation responsible for promoting human rights, a host of liberal and##

##conservative delegates denounced Greece for imposing the blockade on the##
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##neighbouring republic in February. ##

a0a0000a0a0a

## ** 615 ** ##

## "The young Macedonian republic is seized in a vice between Serbia and##

##Greece," British conservative MP David Atkinson told the assembly. ##

a00000000a0a

## ** 616 ** ##

## This can only spark internal tensions.##

aa00a0000000

## ** 617 ** ##

## British liberal-democrat Russel Johnston said Macedonia's military##

##capacity was nil and added: "People mustn't give an exaggerated##

##importance to symbols."##

00a0a0000000

## ** 618 ** ##

## Jean Seitlinger of France's centre-right Union for French Democracy##

##(UDF) called on the European Union to punish Greece for misconduct. ##

000000a000aa

## ** 619 ** ##

## Danish liberal Hanne Severisen accused Greek politicians of "throwing##

##oil on the �re for domestic political reasons."##

00a0a0000000

## $$ 620 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou imposed the blockade to force##

##the republic to change the symbols on its ag, amend its constitution and##

##give cast-iron guarantees that present borders remain permanent. ##

a0a000a00000

## $$ 621 $$ ##

## Athens has said if these conditions were met, it would lift the embargo##

##and resume U.N.-sponsored talks, broken o� by Greece after the socialists##

##won elections in October. ##

a000000a000a

## $$ 622 $$ ##

## Greece says the name implies territorial ambitions against Athens own##

##northern region, also called Macedonia. ##

a00aa000000a

## ** 623 ** ##

## Greek Socialists parade Papandreou successors##

00000a000000

## $$ 624 $$ ##

## Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement Pasok opens a four-day##

##congress here on Thursday at which hopeful successors to the party's charismatic##

##founder Andreas Papandreou will be vying for attention.##

a0a0000a0aaa

## $$ 625 $$ ##

## Their moment in the spotlight will come when the 4,000 delegates elect a new##

##central committee of 150 members who in turn choose the 19 members of the##

##executive committee.##

a000000a0a00

## ** 626 ** ##

## Papandreou, 75, won back power in a spectacular election victory last October##

##to become prime minister again after four years in the political wilderness##

##because of corruption scandals. ##

00aa000a0a00

## ** 627 ** ##

## Foremost among the contenders for his mantle is his faithful lieutenant Akis##

##Tsohatzopoulos, 55, the interior minister who runs Pasok with a rod of iron and##

##ought to have no di�culty being re-elected as party secretary-general.##

a0a000000a00

## ** 628 ** ##

## The movement's perceived ideologist Costas Laliotis, 43, who has the##

##environment portfolio, is the closest rival. ##

a0a00000aaa0

## ** 629 ** ##

## Hard on his heels are the modernisers and preachers of renewal Costas##

##Simitis, 58, the industry minister, and Vasso Papandreou, 43, a onetime European##

##Union commissioner. ##

a0a000000a00

## ** 630 ** ##

## ##

## Ranged against them are the populists Evangelos Yannopoulos##

##, 76, who is labour minister, and Stelios Papathemelis, 56, public order##

##minister.##

a0a000000a00

## $$ 631 $$ ##

## Founded 20 years ago in a welter of third world rhetoric, repudiating NATO##

##and the European Economic Community as the EU then was, Pasok has acquired a##

##more realistic outlook and is casting about for a fresh strategy to tackle##

##changes in society and the region.##

a00aa00a0a0a

## $$ 632 $$ ##

## The "defence of Hellenism" is its bedrock, and applies to Cyprus and Albania##

##as well as Greece itself.##

a00aa000000a

## $$ 633 $$ ##

## Turkey continues to be viewed as Greece's hereditary rival, a rivalry fuelled##

##by fears of a Turkish military presence in the Balkans and growing Islamic##

##fundamentalism in Turkey.##

000000000a0a

## ** 634 ** ##

## Papandreou has lamented the absence of any long-term EU strategy and the##

##uncertainties of American policy in the �eld of foreign a�airs.##
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0000a00a000a

## $$ 635 $$ ##

## Pasok had started out a radical reforming movment, but was now gradually ##

##turning into a European-style socialist party, Papandreou said.##

000a000a0a00

## $$ 636 $$ ##

## He cited its membership of the Socialist International since 1990, and its##

##active work with other EU socialist bodies.##

a000a00a0a0a

## $$ 637 $$ ##

## Greek Orthodox church says religion must stay on identity cards##

0000a000000a

## $$ 638 $$ ##

## The Greek Orthodox church warned Wednesday it will �ght any bid to end the##

##required listing of religious membership on Greek identity cards, accusing a##

##"Jewish American lobby" of working for its removal.##

a000000a0000

## ** 639 ** ##

## The powerful Orthodox church is the state religion in Greece, which is the##

##only country in the European Union to require religious membership to be listed##

##on national identity cards.##

a00aa0000000

## $$ 640 $$ ##

## Greece's Jewish and Roman Catholic minorities have long opposed the listing##

##and the European parliament has pressured for change, but the church already##

##forced the government to back down on the issue last year.##

a00aa00a00aa

## ** 641 ** ##

## "The Orthodox church has not changed its opinion and will oppose any foreign##

##intervention" to eliminate the religious mention, church spokesman Iannis##

##Hatdziphotis told AFP.##

a000a0000000

## ** 642 ** ##

## He said it was "the Jewish American lobby" that wanted the change "because##

##they cannot understand" what he called the particular link between modern Greek##

##thought and culture and orthodoxy. ##

a0a000000000

## $$ 643 $$ ##

## Though the current socialist government has studiously avoided the issue, the##

##grounds were tested again this week when Justice Minister Georges Kouvelakis and##

##Secretary of State for Foreign A�airs Georges Papandreou { stressing they were##

##voicing their own beliefs and not a government line { spoke out in favor of##

##ending the religious mention.##

aa0aa00a0000

## ** 644 ** ##

## Greece's top Jewish leader, Nissim Mais, told AFP he would not "argue with##

##the Orthodox church" over what he called a "very serious matter in which the##

##government should assume its responsibility."##

a00000000a00

## ** 645 ** ##

## He condemned the religious mention as unconstitutional and tantamount to "a##

##�le of Jews" in the country.##

a00a00000a0a

## $$ 646 $$ ##

## Under pressure from the European Union (EU), where Greece now holds the##

##rotating presidency, the former conservative government in Athens agreed to work##

##to make the religious mention optional on new, bilingual identity cards which##

##Greeks can use as of next year for travel inside the Union.##

a000a0aa000a

## ** 647 ** ##

## Hong Kong receives an injection ##

00000a000a0a

## $$ 648 $$ ##

## CHINA'S political turmoil has had a `traumatic" e�ect on Hong##

##Kong, but in announcing plans for a Bill of Rights and expendi-##

##ture of HKdollars 127bn (#10.1bn) on a new international airport##

##and port facilities, Sir David Wilson, the Governor, made a bold##

##attempt yesterday to bolster the territory's con�dence.##

a00aa0a00a0a

## $$ 649 $$ ##

## In an upbeat policy speech that marked the opening session of##

##the Legislative Council, Sir David was at pains to show a govern-##

##ment committed to building a future for the territory beyond the##

##1997 handover to China. ##

a000000a0000

## ** 650 ** ##

## He referred to plans to develop social programmes and infrastructure ##

##projects as a `vision that I hope will sustain Hong Kong during ##

##the present period of uncertainty and give us all con�dence in our ##

##ability to overcome whatever problems confront us".##

a000000a0000

## $$ 651 $$ ##

## The speech, billed as the most important address ever made by a##

##Hong Kong governor, was mostly well received by community##

##leaders, with criticisms focusing on its skimpy attention to im-##

##portant political issues. ##

a00aa000a0a0

## ** 652 ** ##

## Sir David did not comment on Britain and China's war of words ##

##over Hong Kong's future, or Hong Kong's recent di�erences ##

##with Peking over the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who was allowed ##

##to leave Hong Kong for the United States.##
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0000000a00aa

## $$ 653 $$ ##

## The Governor urged China to take `action to restore con�dence"##

##in Hong Kong, but gave greater emphasis to locals �nding con�-##

##dence within themselves. ##

a00a00a0000a

## ** 654 ** ##

## He warned people against `becoming directly involved in China's ##

##domestic politics". ##

a00000000000

## $$ 655 $$ ##

## Sir David acknowledged a demand for political reforms to be##

##speeded up, but hedged on how far Britain would go in backing##

##them. ##

a00aa0a00a00

## ** 656 ** ##

## He reiterated that Vietnamese boat people considered to be##

##`economic migrants" must be sent back to Vietnam, but did not say##

##when. ##

a00aa00a000a

## $$ 657 $$ ##

## He expressed hope that Britain's long-awaited scheme to##

##grant some Hong Kong people the right to live in Britain would be##

##`as generous as possible".##

a00a000a000a

## $$ 658 $$ ##

## More positive was con�rmation that draft legislation for a Bill##

##of Rights should be ready by July 1990. ##

000a000a0a00

## ** 659 ** ##

## This will give e�ect in law to provisions of the International ##

##Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. ##

aa0000000000

## ** 660 ** ##

## However, critics note that China does not obey human-rights guarantees ##

##contained in its own constitution.##

a00aa000000a

## $$ 661 $$ ##

## The new airport, at Chek Lap Kok, o� Lantau Island's west##

##coast, will, with new port facilities and related infrastructure,##

##be the territory's biggest-ever development. ##

a000000aa00a

## ** 662 ** ##

## The airport will be linked to Hong Kong by a high-speed railway ##

##and a six-lane high-way. ##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 663 $$ ##

## Sir David said the private sector would be invited to parti-##

##cipate in the project, and that the �rst of two runways should##

##be open in early 1997.##

a00a000a0000

## ** 664 ** ##

## While the airport is seen as a big con�dence-boost for busi-##

##ness, Sir David said little to reassure Hong Kong people. ##

a00a00000a0a

## $$ 665 $$ ##

## `The question of how to resolve the fear which so many people have ##

##in Hong Kong was omitted," said Peter Harris, a political scientist.##

a00aa0000a0a

## ** 666 ** ##

## `There was simply a hope that somehow in the future things would##

##get better because of this enormous expenditure." ##

aaaa000a0a00

## ** 667 ** ##

## A family to make Pretoria tremble: ##

000a0a000000

## $$ 668 $$ ##

## Walter Sisulu will leave his cell to join a wife and son who ##

##have themselves been restricted, John Carlin writes from Johannesburg##

a0000aa00a0a

## ** 669 ** ##

##WALTER SISULU will have cause in the coming days to reect,##

##perhaps not for the �rst time, that stone walls do not a prison##

##make. ##

000a000a0a00

## $$ 670 $$ ##

##Zwelakhe Sisulu, who was released last December after two years##

##of detention without trial, must report to the police every day##

##and be indoors after 6pm.##

00a0000a0a0a

## $$ 671 $$ ##

##There is no black South African family more rebellious, more##

##doggedly persistent in their political opposition to apartheid,##

##than the Sisulus. ##

a00aa0000000

## ** 672 ** ##

##He also underwent several periods of de facto house arrest and##

##Walter Sisulu himself, who as secretary-general of the ANC was more ##

##senior even than Nelson Mandela when the two were jailed for life in ##

##1964, served seven jail terms between 1953 and 1963.##

a00a000a0000

## ** 673 ** ##
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##He was acquitted, but virtually denied any time for family or##

##politics during those �ve years.##

aa0a000a0a00

## ** 674 ** ##

##The upshot is that, since he married Albertina in 1944, they have##

##spent rather more than 30 years of their 45 years of marriage##

##apart.##

a00a000a0a00

## ** 675 ** ##

##Faced with the classic choice facing revolutionaries between a##

##quiet family life and the turbulence of the greater good, they##

##opted for the latter.##

a00aa0000a00

## $$ 676 $$ ##

##During a eeting unrestricted period in 1985 she was named co-##

##president of the United Democratic Front, the mainstream anti-##

##apartheid organisation inside South Africa.##

a000000a00aa

## $$ 677 $$ ##

##Demonstrating the arbitrariness of the emergency regulations, she##

##was granted a passport in June this year so that she could head a##

##UDF delegation which met Margaret Thatcher and President Bush.##

a00a00aa0a00

## $$ 678 $$ ##

##Her appeal to them was more from the heart than the head, stress-##

##ing the pain of being black in South Africa more than the broader##

##strategies to be pursued.##

a00aa000000a

## ** 679 ** ##

##She is an articulate, brave and exceptionally sweet-natured and##

##compassionate woman, a nurse by training, who has stolen the##

##hearts of the people of Soweto, where she lives, in a manner that##

##the more queenly Winnie Mandela has not.##

a00aa0000aaa

## $$ 680 $$ ##

##In the 1940s, when she trained as a nurse in Johannesburg, she##

##began a lasting friendship with Mr Mandela's �rst wife, Evelyn.##

a0a0a00a0a0a

## $$ 681 $$ ##

##Mr Sisulu, now 77, was six years older than Mr Mandela and became ##

##something of a mentor to him on his arrival in Johannesburg in 1941.##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 682 $$ ##

##The two men were born in the same region, the Transkei, but##

##whereas Mr Mandela was a distinguished personage of royal blood,##

##Mr Sisulu came from an impoverished peasant family and engaged in##

##politics as a consequence of his exposure to the daily indigni-##

##ties of life for blacks through his work in a dairy, a bakery, in##

##mines and factories.##

a00a00000a0a

## ** 683 ** ##

##Mr Mandela sought out Mr Sisulu and was rewarded with a loan to##

##buy a suit and money to start a degree course in law.##

000000000a00

## ** 684 ** ##

##Mr Sisulu's generosity and warmth did not waver during his time##

##in the maximum security prison of Robben Island, where other in-##

##mates deferred to him as a charismatic senior statesman of what##

##has been called `the government-in-exile".##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 685 ** ##

##He is said, despite his years, to be �t, lucid and raring to##

##re-enter the political fray.##

a00aa0aa0000

## $$ 686 $$ ##

##As a close friend of the ANC president, Oliver Tambo _ with Mr##

##Mandela the three were seen as the organisation's ruling `troika"##

##_ he is certain to become a leading force in South African poli-##

##tics.##

a000a0000a00

## $$ 687 $$ ##

##Automatic cuts in US budget start next week ##

00000a0a0000

## $$ 688 $$ ##

##THE FINANCES of the most powerful country in the world will jump the ##

##rails this weekend. ##

a00a000a000a

## $$ 689 $$ ##

##Senior congressional sources yesterday wrote o� all hopes of agreeing a ##

##1990 US budget before the 16 October deadline. ##

00a0000a0a00

## ** 690 ** ##

##As a result, automatic cuts will fall next Monday on dollars ##

## 16.2bn ( 10.1bn) of US spending plans, equally divided ##

## between defence and some domestic programmes.##

0000000a0a00

## ** 691 ** ##

##But budgetary relations between the White House and Democratic ##

## leaders in Congress are now so strained that some o�cials ##

## warn that the whole process of long-term de�cit reduction ##

## could be threatened.##

0000a0000000
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## ** 692 ** ##

##The last time that automatic budget cuts, mandated by the Gramm-Rudman- ##

##Hollings de�cit-cutting law, took e�ect was in October 1987. ##

0000000a0000

## ** 693 ** ##

##Three days later the stock market crashed. ##

0000000a0000

## ** 694 ** ##

##Members of Congress and administration o�cials ought, in theory,##

## to be wringing their hands this week; most are shrugging their ##

## shoulders. ##

aa00000a0000

## ** 695 ** ##

##With fears of a US recession calmed, the conventional wisdom is ##

## that the de�cit does not matter much any more.##

000a00000a00

## $$ 696 $$ ##

##In the short term, next week's budget crunch is more like a toy ##

## train crash rather than the real thing. ##

000a000a00a0

## $$ 697 $$ ##

##When the White House and Congress do reach a 1990 budget ##

## agreement (no one is willing to predict when) the spending cuts ##

## will be restored and the carriages lifted back on to the rails. ##

a000000a0a00

## ** 698 ** ##

##They believe the Bush administration's promise of steady de�cit erosion, in ##

##co-operation with Congress, is being more systematically derailed.##

a00a00000000

## $$ 699 $$ ##

##The acceptance of the tax cut in the House last month, against ##

## the wishes of Democratic leaders, has used up much of the good ##

## will cautiously built up earlier in the year for a medium-term, ##

## bipartisan de�cit-cutting campaign. ##

a0aa000a0a00

## $$ 700 $$ ##

##The White House yesterday spurned a conciliatory o�er by Senate ##

## Democrats to unload the tax cut from an already overloaded 1990 ##

## budget cart with a pledge to return to pick it up later. ##

a00a00aa0a00

## ** 701 ** ##

##Republicans say Mr Bush's win on capital gains suggests that the ##

## White House might be able to put together a majority of its own ##

## for budget restraint, with or without the Democratic leaders. ##

a0a000000000

## $$ 702 $$ ##

##But they concede this is likely to take the form, sooner or later,##

## of a less demanding timetable of de�cit cuts. ##

aa0a000a0a00

## $$ 703 $$ ##

##One of the original sponsors of the act, Senator Phil Gramm of ##

## Texas, a Democrat turned Republican, will sponsor legislation ##

## later this month to extend the deadline for a balanced budget ##

## until the end of the century.##

a0aa00aa0a00

## $$ 704 $$ ##

##Admittedly, this has been achieved, in part, by the kind of ##

## chicanery and double book-keeping which would earn a jail ##

## sentence for the treasurer-secretary of a small glue factory. ##

aaa0a0000a00

## ** 705 ** ##

##It helps to resist any movement towards an increased government ##

## share in the economy. ##

a000a0000a0a

## ** 706 ** ##

##Others point out, however, that the combination of high public ##

## de�cits and budget restraint is already beginning to eat into ##

## necessary public and private investment in infrastructure, from ##

## roads to new technology.##

000aa00000aa

## $$ 707 $$ ##

## Barco moves too late to break the drug barons ##

a0000aaa0000

## $$ 708 $$ ##

## ALMOST two months into Colombia's crackdown on the cocaine ##

## cartels, it is becoming increasingly clear that President ##

## Virgilio Barco has launched a war he cannot win.##

a00aa00a0a0a

## ** 709 ** ##

## Although President Barco is given credit for good intentions, ##

## the fear is that his move has come too late: ##

a0aaa0000000

## $$ 710 $$ ##

## by now, the money at stake is too big, the drug barons too �rmly ##

##entrenched in Colombian society, and the state institutions too deeply ##

##compromised by too many years of complacency, if not complicity.##

a0aaa00a0000

## ** 711 ** ##

## At the moment, the `war" has become distilled to a hunt for Pablo Escobar ##

##and Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, two of the heads of the Medellin cartel. ##

a00000aa0a00
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## ** 712 ** ##

## The Ochoa family, whose patriarch freely gives interviews to the press on ##

##his family farm, seem to have been forgotten, as do the Rodriguez Orejuela ##

##brothers and Jose Santacruz, who lead the Cali cartel.##

a00a00000000

## $$ 713 $$ ##

## This drug duo may have been singled out because their penchant for �ne ##

##racehorses and private zoos, not to mention murder on a massive scale, made ##

##them the most public of the ma�a bosses. ##

aaa00000a000

## ** 714 ** ##

## The clampdown has exposed the close links between landowners, the security ##

##forces and the cocaine cartels, who set up paramilitary squads to `clean out" ##

##left-wing activists from rural areas such as the Magdalena Medio. ##

a000a0a00000

## ** 715 ** ##

## Politicians who have their power base in these areas, including several ##

##presidential candidates, are also implicated.##

aa00a0000000

## $$ 716 $$ ##

## Amnesty International's report that this unholy alliance is responsible for ##

##at least 2,500 political killings in the past two years demonstrates that the ##

##Colombian authorities are more interested in waging a war on the left than on ##

##the drug cartels.##

aaaa00000a0a

## $$ 717 $$ ##

## The current o�ensive has provoked a sharp recession, with investment, ##

##construction, travel and commerce su�ering badly.##

a0a000000a00

## ** 718 ** ##

## For many ordinary Colombians, the drug tra�ckers have become heroes who fund ##

##social programmes and provide work, in a classic beans-and-bullets strategy.##

a000a0000a00

## ** 719 ** ##

## They sought legitimacy and a political outlet to match their enormous economic ##

##power. ##

a000000000a0

## ** 720 ** ##

## Until two months ago, they had achieved considerable success: ##

a000000a0a00

## $$ 721 $$ ##

## the recent launch of a new political party, the National Restoration Movement ##

##(Morena), is credited to the cartels. ##

a0a0a00a0a00

## $$ 722 $$ ##

## But after the assassination of the presidential candidate, Luis Carlos Galan, ##

##which triggered Mr Barco's clampdown, Morena was banned. ##

a0aa000a0000

## ** 723 ** ##

## Secret talks with the government, which went on over a period of more than ##

##a year, were also broken o�.##

a00a000a0a00

## $$ 724 $$ ##

## But many commentators believe that there are points of common interest between ##

##the government, the tra�ckers and the traditional ruling class, and that Mr ##

##Barco, a lame-duck president in the closing months of his administration, may ##

##no longer have the power within his own party to sustain his o�ensive. ##

a00aa00a0a00

## $$ 725 $$ ##

## One possible outcome of the current stalemate is that Colombia's ##

## next government will quietly accommodate with the tra�ckers, ##

## as did its predecessors, after the fuss has died down.##

a00a000a0000

## ** 726 ** ##

## Luis Cano, publisher of the Colombian daily, El Espectador, said ##

## yesterday that his newspaper would continue operations in ##

## Medellin despite threats from drug barons and the murder of two ##

## of its employees there, Reuter reports.##

a00aa00a0a0a

## ** 727 ** ##

## Pinball barons chance it with Japanese MPs##

00000a000000

## $$ 728 $$ ##

## Pachinko is a #3.8bn-a-year industry which has a Svengali-like##

##hold over a quarter of the adult population.##

000aa0000a00

## $$ 729 $$ ##

## Some admit they like it because the noise of hundreds of##

##machines helps numb the mind after a hard day at work.##

a0a0a00a0a00

## ** 730 ** ##

## It numbed the mind of one woman so much recently that she left##

##her baby to su�ocate inside her car while hoping to hit the##

##jackpot, a bucketful of balls, which can be exchanged for jars of##

##co�ee or pairs of tights.##

aa00000a0a0a

## $$ 731 $$ ##

## It also has connections with the Yakuza, Japan's equivalent of##

##the Ma�a.##

a00aa0000000

## ** 732 ** ##

## Most of the country's 15,000 parlours are run by Japan's Korean##
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##minority, who have been denied the right to Japanese citizenship.##

a000a0000a00

## ** 733 ** ##

## It alleged the industry had paid o� several Socialist MPs to##

##block legislation in parliament that would have laid pachinko##

##parlours more open to the scrutiny of the tax authorities.##

a00a00000a00

## ** 734 ** ##

## With Ms Doi's passion for pachinko and the industry's reputation##

##for large-scale tax evasion _ both public knowledge - who could##

##have asked for more?##

a0aa00000000

## $$ 735 $$ ##

## A federation of recreation industry unions compiled a list of##

##more than 100 MPs from ruling and opposition parties who alleged-##

##ly received huge sums of money from pachinko barons for the past##

##�ve years.##

000a000a0a00

## ** 736 ** ##

## Newspaper journalists came up with the information that the##

##pachinko barons had been just as liberal with their cash as the##

##Recruit corporation had been with political donations and cheap##

##shares not long before.##

a00aa00a0000

## $$ 737 $$ ##

## The Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mayumi Moriyama, ordered all ca-##

##binet members yesterday to search campaign fund records for any##

##contributions from an industry notorious for tax evasion and##

##links with organised crime.##

00a000aa0a0a

## ** 738 ** ##

## So far at least two cabinet members have con�rmed acceptance of##

##campaign contributions from the pachinko industry.##

0000000a0a00

## ** 739 ** ##

## It was not for nothing that he was chosen as Mr Squeaky Clean##

##after the sexual and �nancial aberrations of his two predeces-##

##sors.##

a000000a0a00

## $$ 740 $$ ##

## The most exciting admissions the opposition could squeeze out of##

##him were `Yes, I have played pachinko" and `Yes, in some##

##respects, I like it."##

a000a000a000

## ** 741 ** ##

## The Liberal Democrats are such past masters at riding out scan-##

##dals that they are remaining calm, simply instructing all cabinet##

##members to report within a week whether they have received any##

##donations from the pachinko industry.##

a000a00a0a00

## $$ 742 $$ ##

## The Socialists, though, are not taking it lying down.##

a00a00000000

## ** 743 ** ##

## They have issued an eight-page statement, which exonerates their##

##members and puts the knife into all other parties.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 744 $$ ##

## `It's an anti-Socialist plot," said the party's secretary-##

##general, Tsuruo Yamaguchi, threatening to take the magazine to##

##court.##

a0a000000a0a

## $$ 745 $$ ##

## He admitted the party and individual MPs received a total of##

##nearly #38,000, but insisted it was all legal and there had never##

##been any attempt to favour the pachinko industry in parliament.##

a00a00a00a0a

## ** 746 ** ##

## That will no doubt be done by the press, clearly bored at not##

##having had a good scandal to get its teeth into for all of two##

##months.##

aa00000a0a00

## ** 747 ** ##

## Paranoia over HK increases in Peking ##

00000a00000a

## $$ 748 $$ ##

## SINO-BRITISH relations have plunged to their lowest level since ##

## the Cultural Revolution after Peking's angry response to Hong ##

## Kong's decision to allow the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, to ##

## ee to the United States. ##

a00000aaa00a

## $$ 749 $$ ##

## The a�air has cast more doubt on the territory's future when ##

## China assumes control in 1997.##

a00a000a000a

## ** 750 ** ##

## Peking has suddenly refused to take back hundreds of illegal ##

## Chinese immigrants from the territory. ##

a000a000000a

## ** 751 ** ##

## It accused Hong Kong's government of `insincerity" and of ##

## reneging on a 1982 understanding on the return of illegal ##
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## immigrants. ##

a000000a0000

## $$ 752 $$ ##

## It is the �rst time Peking has taken measures to express its ##

## displeasure. ##

a000000a000a

## ** 753 ** ##

## `I think it is cumulative," Richard Margolis, Hong Kong's ##

## former political adviser, said. ##

a0a000000000

## $$ 754 $$ ##

## `Yang Yang stung them but they have been making hostile noises ##

## about the imagined connivance of the Hong Kong authorities with ##

## the `counter-revolutionary" activities here, the hostility ##

## shown by Hong Kong towards the regime and the extent to which ##

##Hong Kong seems to want more radical political reforms as a ##

## defence against China."##

a00aa0a0000a

## ** 755 ** ##

## Peking's retaliation has yet to create serious problems, but it ##

## underlines a lack of understanding of how the capitalist part ##

## of the `one country, two systems" arrangement operates. ##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 756 $$ ##

## `They say they understood the same rules can't apply here but ##

## as soon as that (second) system becomes awkward to handle, they ##

## give it a thump or two and frighten people," Jimmy McGregor, a ##

## legislative councillor, said. ##

a0aa00000a00

## $$ 757 $$ ##

## It is that choice that makes the question of con�dence so vital."##

aa0000000000

## $$ 758 $$ ##

## The implications are that Peking either does not remember its ##

## promise in the 1984 Joint Declaration to maintain Hong Kong's ##

## common law system or did not realise what it entailed. ##

a000000a00a0

## ** 759 ** ##

## Nor does Peking seem to appreciate that if the Hong Kong ##

## government made one exception, con�dence would be badly eroded ##

## and the territory's future would be in jeopardy. ##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 760 $$ ##

## The expectation that China will make numerous exceptions after ##

## 1997 is why more than 165,000 people are expected to ee over ##

## the next three years.##

00a000aa0a0a

## ** 761 ** ##

## Britain and its Hong Kong administration are trying to sooth ##

## Peking's anger by assuring it there is no conspiracy to bring ##

## down the Chinese government. ##

a0000000000a

## ** 762 ** ##

## They point out that Hong Kong people cherish their freedoms and ##

## the rule of law and breaching them would undermine the ##

## territory's viability. ##

a000a000000a

## $$ 763 $$ ##

## But Peking has continued to request clear indications of ##

## Britain's `sincerity", an ominous sign that it wants some kind ##

## of token sacri�ce.##

a000a0a00a0a

## $$ 764 $$ ##

## Peking is highly unlikely to act on the call for a faster pace ##

## of political reform. ##

a0aa00a00a0a

## ** 765 ** ##

## This would leave Britain with the option of confronting Peking ##

## or facing a torrent of international criticism for not ##

## introducing a greater degree of democracy.##

aaaa00000a0a

## ** 766 ** ##

## What is certain is that neither option is good for Hong Kong ##

## and that Britain faces its most di�cult years in handling ##

## arrangements for this `barren rock".##

aa000000000a

## ** 767 ** ##

##Presidential hopefuls confuse Brazil's voters##

00000a000000

## $$ 768 $$ ##

##FIVE WEEKS before Brazil's �rst presidential elections in 29##

##years, an increasingly volatile political and economic situation##

##favours a struggle between youthful candidates of the right and##

##left.##

000aa00a0aaa

## $$ 769 $$ ##

##For a month, more than 80 million voters have been bombarded with##

##twice-daily doses of television broadcasts from 20 candidates.##

000aa00a0a00

## ** 770 ** ##

##Hours of lavishly-produced �lms have deployed mystical predic-##

##tions, humorous pastiches of advertisements and evocations of##
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##Winston Churchill, all underscored by a vitriolic trade in in-##

##sults between rivals.##

0000a0000a00

## $$ 771 $$ ##

##The seven leading candidates have shunned �rm manifesto propo-##

##sals in favour of vague attacks on foreign creditors or elites##

##who bene�t from Brazil's crippling income disparities.##

a000a0000aaa

## ** 772 ** ##

##Those favouring taxation or recession have kept quiet.##

aa0aa0000000

## ** 773 ** ##

##But the broadcasts have confused voters _ the number of don't-##

##knows has risen to almost half _ and produced complex movements##

##in the far-from-reliable opinion polls, where four candidates are##

##now closely bunched in second position behind a fast-agging##

##leader.##

a00aa0000a00

## $$ 774 $$ ##

##There has been an uncanny duplication of the pre-election econom-##

##ic chaos that Argentina experienced in May.##

0000a00a0a0a

## $$ 775 $$ ##

##Brazilian monthly ination has topped 36 per cent and the ight##

##into gold and dollars has produced dramatic leaps in black-market##

##rates.##

0000a00a0a00

## ** 776 ** ##

##As no outright winner is expected to emerge from 15 November's##

##poll, a run-o� will be held on 17 December between the two##

##leading contenders.##

00a0000a0a00

## ** 777 ** ##

##The new president is not expected to take o�ce until March##

##1990, or at best 1 January if Jose Sarney steps down from the##

##presidency early.##

a000000aa000

## ** 778 ** ##

##This means Brazil will not have the rapid handover of power that##

##saved Argentina from hyperination.##

aa0a0000000a

## $$ 779 $$ ##

##Brazil's latest political phenomenon, Fernando Collor de Mello,##

##the governor of Alagoas state and a defector from the ruling##

##PMDB, who founded his own party last year, astonished Brazil's##

##political class by taking a dramatic early lead in the opinion##

##polls.##

a000000a0aa0

## $$ 780 $$ ##

##As the educated urban elite abandon Mr Collor, following a series##

##of media exposes of his political record, he has relied on con-##

##tinued support from rural voters at rallies of up to 70,000.##

a00aa0000a0a

## $$ 781 $$ ##

##But yesterday Mr Collor struck back by announcing a detailed##

##Thatcherite economic plan to roll back the frontiers of the##

##state.##

a00a00aa00a0

## $$ 782 $$ ##

##`We must replace a state that's gigantic, ine�cient and corrupt##

##with one that's modern and austere," he said.##

aa0a00000a00

## ** 783 ** ##

##He said this would be paid for by `speculators and those who have##

##been living o� the state like cannibals".##

aa0000000000

## $$ 784 $$ ##

##Polls show a surge in support to 12 per cent for the left-wing##

##Workers' Party (PT), whose candidate, Luis Inacio `Lula" da Sil-##

##va, could supplant the main social democratic contender, Leonel##

##Brizola, and emerge as Mr Collor's rival in the run-o�.##

00a000000a00

## ** 785 ** ##

##The union-backed PT favours an immediate debt moratorium and sta-##

##tutory controls on company pro�ts.##

a000a0aa0a00

## ** 786 ** ##

##Mr Collor is pleased by this polarisation, which could drive de-##

##fecting conservatives _ fearful of radical socialist advances _##

##back to his camp.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 787 $$ ##

##4,000 East Germans vote with their feet ##

a0000a000a00

## $$ 788 $$ ##

##THE STREAM of East Germans leaving for the West via Hungary##

##swelled again at the weekend in a marked sign of no-con�dence in##

##East Berlin's guarded promises to talk about reform.##

a0a0a00a0aaa

## $$ 789 $$ ##

##Nearly 4,000 people took that route over the weekend while##

##between Sunday and yesterday, the number waiting to leave shelter##
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##at the West German embassy in Warsaw swelled to around 1,400.##

aa0a000a0a0a

## $$ 790 $$ ##

##The East German embassy gave exit papers to 49 refugees yesterday##

##under a new agreement to let 1,400 leave Poland for the West.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 791 ** ##

##The �rst groups are due to leave today but it could be up to##

##three weeks before they all leave as the East Germans said they##

##could handle only 50 to 60 a day.##

a0aa000a0a00

## $$ 792 $$ ##

##The increase in the ow of refugees was due largely to the start##

##of East Germany's autumn school holidays, but it clearly indicat-##

##ed that many - probably most _ East Germans doubted that their##

##hardline leaders meant to implement serious reforms.##

a0aaa00aaaa0

## ** 793 ** ##

##This impression was strengthened by Harry Tisch, head of the East##

##German trade unions and a member of the Communist party Polit-##

##buro, who conceded that the workers were impatient for change but##

##insisted that reforms could not be hurried.##

aa0a00000000

## ** 794 ** ##

##Kurt Hager, the 77-year-old chief Communist ideologue, said the##

##world was not moving in the direction of capitalism but towards##

##`new forms of socialism".##

00aaa0000000

## ** 795 ** ##

##In a declaration published by Der Morgan, the organ of the East##

##German Liberal-Democratic Party, they said: `It is not reform##

##that should be feared, but the fear of reform."##

a0aa00000000

## $$ 796 $$ ##

##Reports reached the West that about 20,000 people had staged a##

##demonstration for reforms in Halle on Sunday, evidently undis-##

##turbed by police.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 797 ** ##

##Between 3,000 and 4,000 attended a `concert against violence" in##

##East Berlin's Church of the Redeemer on Sunday.##

0000000a0a0a

## $$ 798 $$ ##

##The West German mass-circulation Bild Zeitung reported yesterday##

##that 13 of East Germany's 15 regional Communist party leaders had##

##demanded the dissolution of the Politburo and the dismissal of##

##Erich Honecker, the East German leader.##

00a0000a0a0a

## ** 799 ** ##

##They are also calling for genuine, secret elections, economic re-##

##forms and talks with the churches and the opposition group, New##

##Forum.##

a00000a00000

## ** 800 ** ##

##There was no con�rmation of this, nor of a claim by Die Welt##

##that a change of party leadership was being postponed until a##

##party congress next May, when �ve of the oldest members of the##

##Politburo would be pushed out and a successor to Mr Honecker##

##chosen.##

0000000aaa00

## $$ 801 $$ ##

##Party unleashes assault on Zhao ##

a0000a000000

## $$ 802 $$ ##

##CHINA'S ousted Communist Party leader, Zhao Ziyang, has come ##

## under renewed attack in the o�cial media, amid hints of a ##

## power struggle in the Chinese leadership. ##

00a000000a0a

## ** 803 ** ##

##The Peking Daily, organ of the city's ultra-conservative party ##

## organisation, accused the disgraced former leader of trying to ##

## turn the party into little more than a `social club" shorn of ##

## power. ##

a00a00a00a00

## $$ 804 $$ ##

##It accused Mr Zhao, who was sacked as party secretary in June, ##

## of encouraging the formation of independent workers' unions ##

## during student-led protests. ##

0000000a0000

## $$ 805 $$ ##

##The critique, the �rst such assault on Mr Zhao's record in ##

## several weeks, focuses on the policy of allowing factory ##

## directors greater freedom to run their business without meddling##

## from local party cadres. ##

a00aa00a0a00

## ** 806 ** ##

##The policy has been the cornerstone of China's e�orts to revive ##

## state industry over the past �ve years. ##

a00000aa0a00

## ** 807 ** ##

##O�cially it remains in force, but an attack in the o�cial ##

## press suggests hard-line ideologues want to criticise not only ##
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## Mr Zhao but also the economic policies he helped to implement. ##

a00aa0000000

## ** 808 ** ##

##Mr Zhao's fate, and by association his legacy, have become a big ##

## bone of contention in the leadership. ##

a000a0000a00

## $$ 809 $$ ##

##He has already been stripped of all his posts, but hardliners ##

## had been pressing for a public trial on criminal charges, ##

## though this looks unlikely. ##

aa0a00a00a00

## ** 810 ** ##

##Complaining that the grass-roots party cadres had been excluded ##

## from decision-making, the Peking Daily called for new emphasis ##

## on the party's role in economic as well as political matters: ##

000000a00000

## ** 811 ** ##

##`If the party only controls the party then it would no longer be ##

## a political class party but an amateur group for the masses, or ##

## a kind of club." ##

a0aa00000a00

## $$ 812 $$ ##

##Despite the crackdown on student protesters, Chinese leaders ##

##have repeatedly ruled out any big change in economic reform or ##

## the open-door policy. ##

a00aa0000000

## $$ 813 $$ ##

##Pressure seems to be growing, however, from party conservatives ##

## for a review of such policies and a stronger campaign to root ##

## out suspected `counter-revolutionaries" in the government and ##

## party apparatus. ##

aa0a00a00a0a

## ** 814 ** ##

##Leading the attack is the Peking Municipal Party Committee, ##

## stacked with zealous ideologues who played a key role in ##

## suppressing the student movement. ##

a00000000a00

## ** 815 ** ##

##Fearing that the crackdown after the Tiananmen Square assault ##

## may be softening, city authorities warned this week that ##

## `counter-revolutionary" remnants would become a `time bomb" ##

## unless `ferreted out" with more vigour. ##

aa0a000a0000

## $$ 816 $$ ##

##However, the Peking Youth News has reported that `many people" ##

## are worried about the high incidence of wrongful arrest and ##

## torture by martial law forces and police. ##

000aa0000a00

## ** 817 ** ##

##Rivonia gave immortality to the men it jailed for life##

a0000a00000a

## $$ 818 $$ ##

##HISTORY will judge whether the Rivonia treason trial, which began##

##in 1963, did more damage to the African National Congress or to##

##the South African government.##

000a000a0000

## ** 819 ** ##

##At the time it seemed as if the government had crushed the##

##nationalist movement by locking up its leaders for life.##

a000000a0000

## ** 820 ** ##

##In fact it immortalised them and ensured that all future anti-##

##apartheid movements would vow their allegiance to the heroes of##

##Rivonia.##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 821 $$ ##

##Nelson Mandela was already serving a �ve-year sentence for in-##

##citing a strike and leaving the country without travel documents##

##when, on 12 July 1963, the police raided Lilliesleaf Farm at##

##Rivonia, near Johannesburg.##

0000000a0a0a

## $$ 822 $$ ##

##The house was the underground headquarters of what became the##

##military wing of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe, Spear of the Nation.##

a0a000000000

## $$ 823 $$ ##

##Nine men were arrested, including the �ve now due to be ##

##released: Walter Sisulu, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi, Andrew ##

##Mlangeni and Ahmed Kathrada.##

000000000a00

## $$ 824 $$ ##

##The police also found Mr Mandela's diary, documenting his##

##travels to raise support for armed rebellion, and hundreds of##

##documents which betrayed the plans of Umkhonto.##

a00000000000

## ** 825 ** ##

##Mr Mandela was brought from prison on Robben Island to join his##

##colleagues, and the trial began on 9 October.##

a000000a000a

## ** 826 ** ##

##It accused Mr Mandela of carrying out acts of sabotage on##

##dates when he was in prison.##
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a000000a000a

## $$ 827 $$ ##

##The defendants, caught between the need to demonstrate their in-##

##nocence and to stand by their political commitment, opted to make##

##a political defence.##

a00a00a00a00

## ** 828 ** ##

##The issues were not the guilt or innocence of the accused but ##

##the guilt or innocence of those who opposed apartheid.##

aa0a00000000

## ** 829 ** ##

##The defendants tried to prove that Umkhonto we Sizwe was not part##

##of the ANC.##

a00000a00000

## ** 830 ** ##

##They denied that they had adopted a plan for guerrilla warfare##

##and denied that the ANC was communist.##

a00000000a00

## ** 831 ** ##

##The state's case was based mainly on accusations of sabotage and##

##planned sabotage, a case well supported by the evidence found at##

##Rivonia.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 832 ** ##

##Detailed plans for Operation Mayibuye, an outline for guerril-##

##la warfare and foreign intervention, were revealed.##

000000a00000

## $$ 833 $$ ##

##The prosecution alleged that the men had been responsible of 222##

##acts of terrorism which it then reduced to 193.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 834 $$ ##

##The defendants admitted 20, thereby conceding the government's##

##main case.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 835 $$ ##

##Convicting eight of the nine, the judge said they had, in##

##essence, been convicted of high treason, which usually carried##

##the death penalty.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 836 $$ ##

##The New York Times called the men heroes, and The Times said `the##

##verdict of history will be that the ultimate guilty party is the##

##government in power . . ."##

a00a00000000

## $$ 837 $$ ##

##Vibrant atom-age timekeepers clock up a Nobel Prize##

00000a000a00

## ** 838 ** ##

##THE NOBEL Prize for physics has been awarded to three scientists##

##who developed ultra-precise techniques that lie at the heart of##

##modern atomic clocks.##

000000000a0a

## ** 839 ** ##

##Two US scientists have been awarded the chemistry prize for a##

##discovery that has changed scientists" views about the origin of##

##life.##

0000a0000a00

## $$ 840 $$ ##

##Norman Ramsey, 74, of Harvard University, shared the physics##

##prize with Hans Dehmelt, a naturalised US citizen born in Germany##

##in 1922, and Wolfgang Paul, 76, of the University of Bonn in West##

##Germany.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 841 ** ##

##In 1949, Professor Ramsey introduced a crucial re�nement to pre-##

##vious work on atomic beams which allowed the frequency of atomic##

##vibrations to be measured with unprecedented accuracy.##

0000000a0000

## $$ 842 $$ ##

##Scientists discovered the atom vibrates with more regularity than##

##the earth turns on its axis.##

a0aaa000000a

## $$ 843 $$ ##

##So in 1967, the rotation of the earth was abandoned as the basic##

##source of timekeeping.##

0000000a0000

## $$ 844 $$ ##

##The de�nition of a second has since o�cially been the time it##

##takes a cesium atom to make 9,192,631,770 vibrations.##

0000a00a0a00

## $$ 845 $$ ##

##Professor Ramsey then went on, with other colleagues, to develop##

##the hydrogen maser, which, with recent re�nements, may be able##

##to measure frequencies with a stability of one part in a billion##

##billion.##

0000000a0a00

## ** 846 ** ##

##That is the equivalent of a clock set running at the time of the##

##dinosaurs having gained or lost less than a second by today.##

aa00000a0a00

## $$ 847 $$ ##
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##Masers have allowed scientists to track the in�nitesimally slow##

##drift of the continents across the earth's surface and to check##

##the predictions of Einstein's theory of relativity that gravity##

##or acceleration will cause a clock to run slow.##

0000a0000000

## ** 848 ** ##

##In the 1950s, Professor Paul carried out the �rst experiments##

##using a form of magnetic bottle _ the `Paul trap" _ to isolate##

##ionised atoms.##

0000000a0000

## ** 849 ** ##

##In the 1970s, at the University of Washington in Seattle, he suc-##

##ceeded in isolating a single electron and holding it in his trap##

##for nearly 10 months before losing it.##

a000000a0a00

## ** 850 ** ##

##Brian Petley, who is head of basic metrology at Britain's Nation-##

##al Physical Laboratory, says the technique was so sensitive that##

##Professor Dehmelt was able to measure the mass of the proton re-##

##lative to the electron with an accuracy of one part in 100 mil-##

##lion.##

a00000000a00

## ** 851 ** ##

##That is the equivalent of weighing a fully-laden oil supertanker##

##so accurately that a contraband bottle of whisky in the captain's##

##cabin would register on the scales.##

a00a00000a0a

## $$ 852 $$ ##

##Sidney Altman, 50, of Yale University, and Thomas Cech, 41, of##

##University of Colorado, Boulder, shared the chemistry prize.##

000000000a0a

## $$ 853 $$ ##

##In the 1970s, the two were independently studying how the infor-##

##mation necessary to specify living creatures, which is stored in##

##the DNA molecule, was transcribed and its instructions expressed##

##to make living cells.##

a000000a000a

## $$ 854 $$ ##

##This is done when the message, written in the DNA double helix,##

##is transcribed into a related `messenger" molecule, called RNA.##

aaa0a00a0a0a

## ** 855 ** ##

##Everyone had thought that only special chemical scissors, strips##

##of protein called enzymes, could snip out the junk.##

a00a00000000

## ** 856 ** ##

##Some cases of Hepatitis B are complicated by a satellite virus##

##known as the delta agent and its RNA has been shown to have this##

##catayltic property.##

aa00a0000a00

## $$ 857 $$ ##

##Free rein for FBI `snatch" squads##

00000a000000

## $$ 858 $$ ##

##THE Justice Department admitted yesterday that it had granted the##

##FBI authority to `override" international law in order to seize##

##fugitives from US justice living abroad without �rst obtaining##

##the consent of the country where they were sheltering.##

a00000aa000a

## $$ 859 $$ ##

##Responding to a report in the Los Angeles Times yesterday, Jus-##

##tice Department o�cials con�rmed that the policy had been in##

##place since 21 June.##

a000a00a0a00

## ** 860 ** ##

##It could have important implications for American e�orts to##

##arrest drug dealers, terrorists and the Panamanian leader, Manuel##

##Noriega, for prosecution in the US.##

a0a0a000000a

## ** 861 ** ##

##Within the administration the new line is reportedly known as##

##`the President's snatch policy".##

a000a000000a

## $$ 862 $$ ##

##A legal opinion requested by the Attorney-General, Richard Thorn-##

##burgh, e�ected the change in June, but it had been kept secret##

##since then.##

a0aaa00a0a00

## ** 863 ** ##

##According to the Los Angeles Times, the opinion is entitled: `Au-##

##thority of the FBI to override customary or other international##

##law in the course of extra-territorial law-enforcement activi-##

##ties."##

a00000000000

## ** 864 ** ##

##Justice Department o�cials declined to discuss the precise con-##

##tent of the opinion or the rationale behind it.##

a00000000000

## $$ 865 $$ ##

##A former Justice Department prosecutor, Lawrence Barcella, said##

##that the policy risked o�ending otherwise friendly countries,##

##which might even bring kidnapping charges against the FBI.##
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a00a00000000

## ** 866 ** ##

##The `snatch policy" overturns a Carter administration edict, to##

##which it is diametrically opposed.##

a000a0000a00

## ** 867 ** ##

##When the FBI then proposed to kidnap a fugitive US �nancier,##

##Robert Vesco, from the Bahamas, the Justice Department produced a##

##legal opinion blocking the plan.##

a0a000aa0a0a

## $$ 868 $$ ##

##The opinion stated: `US agents have no law-enforcement authority##

##in another nation unless it is the product of that nation's con-##

##sent . ##

a00aa0000a0a

## $$ 869 $$ ##

##Since 1984 the Justice Department has had authority to prosecute##

##terrorists who attack Americans abroad, but the FBI has had to##

##request permission from the host countries to return them to the##

##US.##

a00aa00a000a

## ** 870 ** ##

##Only one terrorist, Fawaz Yunis, has been arrested under the 1984##

##law and the FBI lured him into international waters to make the##

##arrest.##

a000000a0a00

## $$ 871 $$ ##

##There was speculation yesterday that the new policy was tailored##

##for the Noriega case.##

a00000a00000

## ** 872 ** ##

##The ruling would appear to permit the FBI to go into Panama and##

##kidnap General Noriega, but when reporters asked President Bush##

##yesterday morning if that was the case, he said: `I'm embarrassed##

##to say I don't know what (the answer) is."##

aa0a000a000a

## $$ 873 $$ ##

##Poland softens line on German refugees##

00000a000000

## $$ 874 $$ ##

##EAST GERMANY and Poland have agreed that East Germans who take##

##refuge in Poland may leave for the West without hindrance, the##

##West German news agency DPA said yesterday.##

0000a00a000a

## $$ 875 $$ ##

##The agreement, reached at the weekend and valid for an inde�nite##

##period, means that Poland, after Hungary, becomes the second East##

##European country through which East Germans can travel freely to##

##the West, provided they can get a visa to go there in the �rst##

##place _ now increasingly di�cult _ or break across the##

##tightly-guarded border.##

a00aa00a0aaa

## ** 876 ** ##

##The 1,500 East Germans who have taken refuge in the past 10 days##

##in the West German embassy in Warsaw are expected to begin leav-##

##ing today.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 877 ** ##

##The East Germans are not insisting this time that they cross East##

##German territory �rst so that they can be `expelled".##

aa0000aa000a

## $$ 878 $$ ##

##During some of the four refugee train treks westwards from Prague##

##and Warsaw this month East German police clashed violently with##

##thousands of people who ocked to stations in the hope of jump-##

##ing on board.##

0a0000aa0a0a

## ** 879 ** ##

##It was not immediately clear how the 1,500 would get to the West,##

##although it looks as though another spectacular mass exit will be##

##avoided.##

a00a00000a0a

## ** 880 ** ##

##Some refugees in Warsaw said they expected to y to West Ger-##

##many, although there are rumours of plans to leave on ferries##

##across the Baltic.##

a00a0000000a

## ** 881 ** ##

##There was also speculation that they might leave through a neu-##

##tral country such as Sweden or Austria.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 882 ** ##

##The solution to the refugee problem in the Warsaw embassy was##

##good news for Chancellor Kohl, who will make his long-postponed##

##visit to Poland from 9-14 November and hoped the problem would be##

##out of the way by then.##

a000000a000a

## $$ 883 $$ ##

##The number of East Germans leaving through Hungary and Austria,##

##which had dwindled to less than 400 a day, suddenly shot up to##

##2,035 in the 24 hours ending yesterday morning, mainly because##

##the East German autumn holidays have begun.##
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00aa000a0aaa

## $$ 884 $$ ##

##Around 39,000 have now left by this route since Hungary opened##

##its borders on 11 September.##

aa00000a0a0a

## $$ 885 $$ ##

##About 120 members of the reformist group New Forum yesterday de-##

##�ed o�cial warnings and police summonses and held their �rst##

##`co-ordination meeting" in East Berlin.##

a00a000a0aaa

## ** 886 ** ##

##Another reformist group, Democracy Now, issued an appeal to East##

##Germans to support non-violent reform and opposition groups.##

0000a0a00a00

## ** 887 ** ##

##Britain will seek something new at Commonwealth summit##

00000aa0000a

## ** 888 ** ##

##THE HEADING is innocuous enough: Executive Session 3, Reports of##

##Special Committees, presented by Joe Clarke, the Foreign Minister##

##of Canada, with Kenneth Kaunda, President of Zambia in the chair##

##and Bob Hawke, Prime Minister of Australia, to speak.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 889 $$ ##

##So reads the order of business for the Commonwealth Heads of##

##Government at their meeting in Kuala Lumpur next Thursday.##

a000000a000a

## $$ 890 $$ ##

##But despite its bland style, it hides a time bomb for Britain,##

##for the reports are on southern Africa.##

a00a00a0000a

## ** 891 ** ##

##British o�cials say they believe this conference will not be##

##obsessed with South Africa, as previous meetings have been.##

aa0a0000000a

## $$ 892 $$ ##

##The election of FW de Klerk as president is a sign of progress,##

##they say, and the imminent release of Walter Sisulu and the ap-##

##parent movement towards negotiations are signs of a new atmo-##

##sphere.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 893 $$ ##

##Britain wants to encourage movement, not to stie it, and any##

##talk of sanctions would be bound to have a bad e�ect.##

a00a00000a00

## $$ 894 $$ ##

##Yet even the British acknowledge that there are individuals and##

##countries `wedded to sanctions", and according to Commonwealth##

##o�cials, Britain may well again �nd itself in a minority of##

##one when the subject is debated.##

a00aa00a0a00

## $$ 895 $$ ##

##Many Commonwealth leaders believe the movement in South Africa is##

##the result of pressure already applied, and that only by turning##

##the screw can the world be sure that there will be no turning##

##back.##

a00000000a00

## ** 896 ** ##

##African leaders who recognise that it may be di�cult to impose##

##any further sanctions believe they have found the way forward.##

a00000000000

## ** 897 ** ##

##They want to see �nancial pressure applied, to ensure South##

##Africa cannot roll over its debt or raise new capital.##

a00000a0000a

## ** 898 ** ##

##Britain argues this would result in an impoverished country, prey##

##to all the economic ills which have beset other African states.##

aa0000000a0a

## ** 899 ** ##

##Whatever the discussion's outcome Margaret Thatcher will not##

##yield, so that the Commonwealth may again be forced to take deci-##

##sions from which Britain will dissent.##

000a00000000

## ** 900 ** ##

##Attending her seventh meeting of this odd club, the British Prime##

##Minister is unlikely to shrink from going it alone.##

aa0000000a00

## $$ 901 $$ ##

##The environment, the battle against drugs, and measures to combat##

##terrorism will be high on the agenda if the British have their##

##way.##

a00000a00000

## $$ 902 $$ ##

##Yet even here there are mine�elds, for the report of a group of##

##Commonwealth experts is likely to be the basis for the discussion##

##on the environment, and its main recommendation is that the##

##developed countries should foot the bill for the under-developed##

##to adopt environment-friendly means of production.##

a0aa00a0000a

## $$ 903 $$ ##
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##Neo-fascists apologise for disruption in Strasbourg##

00000a00000a

## $$ 904 $$ ##

##AFTER 24 hours of disruption, the European Parliament recovered##

##its poise last night when two members of its neo-fascist faction##

##publicly apologised for violently interrupting proceedings on##

##Wednesday.##

a00a000a0a00

## $$ 905 $$ ##

##Bruno Gollnisch of West Germany and Bernard Antony of France had##

##resisted expulsion from the parliament chamber after protesting##

##against a decision to exclude their party from leading o�cial##

##visits abroad.##

a0a000aa0a0a

## ** 906 ** ##

##The resulting fracas led to the suspension of proceedings for two##

##hours on Wednesday and further rancorous debate yesterday.##

0000000a0a00

## $$ 907 $$ ##

##Both members of Jean-Marie Le Pen's European Right party, the##

##MEPs shouted insults at the President of the Parliament, Enrique##

##Baron, when he announced the measure barring the far-right party##

##from leading delegations to Israel and Switzerland.##

a0a0a00a0a0a

## $$ 908 $$ ##

##Political leaders from across the assembly had resolved earlier##

##in the week that an apparent lacuna in the rulebook which gave##

##the neo-fascists the chairmanship and vice-chairmanship of the##

##delegations should be �lled so that the pair could be voted out##

##of their posts.##

a00000aa0a0a

## ** 909 ** ##

##There was unanimity among all but Mr Le Pen's members that the##

##neo-fascists would be unsuitable to represent Strasbourg abroad,##

##especially at the Knesset.##

a00a00000a0a

## ** 910 ** ##

##Glyn Ford, the leader of the British Labour group, was among##

##those speaking out against Mr Le Pen's group.##

aa0000000000

## ** 911 ** ##

##`Ever since the elections they have been revealing themselves as##

##the neo-Nazis that they really are," he said.##

a000a00a0000

## $$ 912 $$ ##

##Mr Le Pen said his 17-member party was being persecuted and un-##

##justly accused of racism and fascism. ##

a00000000a00

## ** 913 ** ##

##Earlier, the leader of the Socialists, Jean-Pierre Cot, said Mr Le ##

##Pen had `improved his Nazi vocabulary" by his alliance with ##

##the West German Republicans, led by ex-Wa�en SS o�cer, Franz ##

##Schonhuber.##

a0a0000a0000

## ** 914 ** ##

##Mr Schonhuber also voiced anger, saying that `squadrons of former##

##Wa�en SS o�cers" were now members of the Social Democratic##

##party in West Germany.##

00a0a00a00aa

## ** 915 ** ##

##Mr Gollnisch had shouted `Dictator, dictator" at Mr Baron on##

##Wednesday and called other MEPs `Gestapo men".##

0000000a0000

## ** 916 ** ##

##When o�cials tried to eject him, he tried to punch his neigh-##

##bours.##

a000000a0000

## ** 917 ** ##

##Mr Le Pen launched his own tirade of Nazi terminology, suggesting##

##that his party members were being treated as Untermenschen.##

a00000000000

## $$ 918 $$ ##

##In accepting the apology last night, Mr Baron said he considered##

##the case closed.##

a000000a0000

## $$ 919 $$ ##

##Several members of the European Parliament, including Mr Cot, had##

##called for the pair to be suspended for �ve days with �nancial##

##penalties.##

a00000aa0a00

## $$ 920 $$ ##

##However, Mr Baron also ordered a review of the rules regarding##

##disturbances in parliament sessions to ensure that tougher sanc-##

##tions can be applied to members causing disruptions in future.##

a00a00aa0a00

## $$ 921 $$ ##

##Hundreds arrested as Bhutto acts to halt riots in Sind##

00000aa00a0a

## $$ 922 $$ ##

##HUNDREDS of militant Sindhi nationalists have been arrested in##

##the �rst serious political crackdown since the government of##

##Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto came to power 10 months ago.##
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a000000a0aa0

## ** 923 ** ##

##As the opposition steps up its campaign against her, Ms Bhutto is##

##embroiled in another dispute with President Ghulam Ishaq Khan##

##over the appointment of judges.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 924 $$ ##

##There were riots, arson and looting in six towns in Sind Province##

##in the last week as militants from the Sind National Alliance##

##(SNA) protested against the arrest of their leader, GM Syed, and##

##hundreds of supporters.##

a0a0a00a0a0a

## $$ 925 $$ ##

##The arrests follow SNA calls for Sind's independence from Pakis-##

##tan, the burning of a Pakistani ag and growing disenchantment##

##with Ms Bhutto by militant Sindhis.##

a0a000a00a0a

## ** 926 ** ##

##The trouble has polarised Sind as never before and also deeply##

##divided the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP).##

a000000a0000

## $$ 927 $$ ##

##There are fears that more violence could explode in Sind if the##

##nationalists take their anger out on the non-Sindhi Muhajirs, or##

##Urdu-speaking community.##

a00a0000000a

## $$ 928 $$ ##

##In Baluchistan province, the Chief Minister, Akbar Bugti, has ac-##

##cused Ms Bhutto of trying to overthrow his government by military##

##force.##

a000a0a0000a

## ** 929 ** ##

##Last week, army units �red on a demonstration by Bugti tribes-##

##men, killing one.##

0000000a0a00

## $$ 930 $$ ##

##Mr Bugti has appealed to President Ishaq Khan to call for a meet-##

##ing of the Council of Common Interest (CCI) to resolve the issue##

##of provincial autonomy.##

00a000a00a00

## $$ 931 $$ ##

##The government has refused to do so.##

a00000000000

## ** 932 ** ##

##Baluch nationalists are haunted by the spectre of military ac-##

##tion, since it was Ms Bhutto's father, Zul�kar Ali Bhutto, who##

##as prime minister, sent the army into Baluchistan in 1973, which##

##led to a �ve-year civil war.##

00a0000a0a0a

## ** 933 ** ##

##But Ms Bhutto has not had a serious meeting with the President##

##for more than three months since their dispute over who had the##

##right to retire senior military o�cers.##

a00a000a0a00

## ** 934 ** ##

##Now, as three Supreme Court judges have retired and two more are##

##due to retire soon, President Ishaq Khan and Ms Bhutto have in-##

##terpreted the constitution di�erently and are both claiming the##

##right to appoint new judges.##

a00a000a0a00

## $$ 935 $$ ##

##Sind, Baluchistan and for the �rst time, Punjab province are all##

##demanding greater provincial autonomy.##

000a00aa0a0a

## $$ 936 $$ ##

##Even while in opposition, Ms Bhutto shied away from advocating##

##this and has always favoured a strong centre.##

aa0a00000a00

## ** 937 ** ##

##She is reluctant to call a meeting of the CCI because she fears##

##the opposition would swamp the government with unreasonable##

##demands.##

a0a000000a00

## ** 938 ** ##

##Last week the government prorogued the National Assembly to##

##prevent discussion of the crises in Sind and Baluchistan.##

a00000aa000a

## ** 939 ** ##

##Ms Bhutto sees the calls for autonomy as a ploy to destabilise##

##her government, but the PPP has refused to tackle the issue pol-##

##itically.##

a00a00000a00

## ** 940 ** ##

##The opposition is still trying to collect support in the Assembly##

##for a vote of no con�dence in the government.##

a00000a00a0a

## $$ 941 $$ ##

##Canberra �ghts publication of book on Nazis##

00000a00000a

## $$ 942 $$ ##

##THE AUSTRALIAN government has tried to stop the publication of a##

##book alleging that hundreds of Nazi war criminals settled in Aus-##
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##tralia 40 years ago under the secret protection of the authori-##

##ties.##

a00000aa0a0a

## $$ 943 $$ ##

##The government argues the book could hamper the impending##

##prosecution of alleged ex-Nazis.##

a0a000000000

## $$ 944 $$ ##

##Sanctuary, written by Mark Aarons, a prominent Sydney radio pro-##

##ducer and broadcaster, says British and American o�cials know-##

##ingly allowed Nazi war criminals and collaborators to emigrate to##

##Australia, and that Australian politicians and security o�cers##

##did nothing to stop it.##

a00000000aaa

## $$ 945 $$ ##

##In the book, based on interviews in Europe, the Soviet Union, the##

##United States and Australia, Mr Aarons writes: `Most of the Nazi##

##war criminals and collaborators who found sanctuary in this coun-##

##try proclaimed themselves as nationalists and anti-Communist##

##`freedom �ghters".##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 946 $$ ##

##Ill-informed and blinkered Australian politicians and o�cials##

##did little to question or probe their credentials and histories."##

a000000000a0

## ** 947 ** ##

##He asserts that the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation##

##(ASIO), Australia's MI5, later used many former Nazis for anti-##

##Communist counter-intelligence operations.##

a00000aa0aa0

## ** 948 ** ##

##As a result of similar allegations by Mr Aarons three years ago,##

##Bob Hawke's Labour government set up an inquiry under Andrew Men-##

##zies, a former senior civil servant, who examined thousands of##

##secret �les including some provided by Mr Aarons.##

0000a00a0aa0

## ** 949 ** ##

##Mr Menzies reported it was likely that `a signi�cant number" of##

##people who committed `serious war crimes" had entered Australia,##

##and gave the government a list of 70 suspects.##

000000000a00

## $$ 950 $$ ##

##Based on his recommendation, the Australian Parliament passed a##

##law late last year to allow trials in Australian courts for al-##

##leged atrocities in Europe during the Second World War by people##

##now Australian citizens or residents.##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 951 $$ ##

##A special investigations unit set up to pursue former Nazis in##

##Australia later reported about 500 suspected cases, almost half##

##of them `active".##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 952 ** ##

##In the other cases, people had died or left the country or there##

##was insu�cient evidence for prosecution under the new War##

##Crimes Act.##

a00aa00000aa

## ** 953 ** ##

##Mr Aarons maintains the number is more likely to be `some##

##thousands".##

a00000000a00

## ** 954 ** ##

##Most former Nazis, he says, arrived between 1947 and 1951, when##

##Australia took 170,000 displaced people from Europe, the second-##

##highest number after the US.##

a00a000aaa0a

## ** 955 ** ##

##He says that several former Nazis have gained inuential posi-##

##tions in Australia's conservative Liberal Party and that ASIO has##

##allowed fascist organisations, such as the Croatian Ustashi, to##

##conduct campaigns of violence.##

a000a0000aaa

## ** 956 ** ##

##When William Heinemann Australia announced it planned to publish##

##Mr Aarons's book this month, the Director of Public Prosecutions##

##in Canberra wrote to request an inde�nite delay.##

aa0a00aa0a0a

## ** 957 ** ##

##The DPP said publication could be `problematic" in that it could##

##coincide with the laying of the �rst charges under the new law.##

a0a000000000

## ** 958 ** ##

##He threatened to seek an injunction if the publishers proceeded##

##with the book.##

a00000000000

## $$ 959 $$ ##

##The publishers ignored the threat, and launched Sanctuary this##

##week. ##

aa0a000a0000

## $$ 960 $$ ##

##They argued that Mr Aarons had already removed a large##

##number of names of potential defendants from his manuscript after##
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##consultation with government o�cials.##

a0a000000a00

## $$ 961 $$ ##

##Aoun rejects deal and says war still on##

000aaa000000

## $$ 962 $$ ##

##LEBANON'S Christian leader, General Michel Aoun, last night##

##denounced a draft peace agreement produced by the country's par-##

##liamentarians in the Saudi resort of Taif on the grounds that it##

##did not set a timetable for the withdrawal of Syrian troops occu-##

##pying the country since 1976.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a

## $$ 963 $$ ##

##The general's e�ective rejection of the peace charter, which has##

##yet to be formally presented by the 31 Christian and 31 Muslim##

##deputies gathered in Taif for the past two weeks, risks plunging##

##Lebanon into a new cycle of the violence from which it temporari-##

##ly escaped when the Arab League brokered a cease�re on 23 Sep-##

##tember.##

a00a000a0aaa

## ** 964 ** ##

##Speaking to Christian supporters in east Beirut, General Aoun##

##reminded the deputies in Taif that `a war has erupted to liberate##

##Lebanon and it is still on and it will continue until it achieves##

##its goals".##

a000a0000a0a

## ** 965 ** ##

##The general, whose appointment as prime minister a year ago is##

##disputed by a rival Muslim government in west Beirut, did not##

##want Christian deputies to go to Taif in the �rst place.##

a00000aa0aaa

## ** 966 ** ##

##In the face of their insistence and that of Arab League negotia-##

##tors, he warned them not to settle for any deal which did not in-##

##volve the withdrawal of 30,000 to 40,000 Syrian troops based in##

##west Beirut and the hinterland.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 967 ** ##

##In the event, the deal which has emerged in Taif has justi�ed##

##the general's fears of what he would regard as a sell-out of the##

##Maronite cause.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 968 $$ ##

##A working group of senior parliamentarians broke the deadlock at##

##the talks by endorsing a charter which would give equality in##

##parliament to the majority Muslim population and transfer powers##

##now enjoyed by the Maronite presidency to a cabinet headed by a##

##Sunni Muslim.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 969 $$ ##

##The charter, if put into e�ect, would reform the unwritten na-##

##tional charter of 1943, which gave the Maronites political domi-##

##nance of the multi-confessional state.##

a000000a0000

## $$ 970 $$ ##

##The new charter would more closely reect the demographic##

##predominance of the Muslims, a move which their leaders and their##

##Syrian backers argue is long overdue.##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 971 $$ ##

##But General Aoun insists no such reforms can be instituted until##

##the withdrawal of Syrian troops, which Christian leaders invited##

##into Lebanon in 1976 as a peacekeeping force.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 972 ** ##

##`We can achieve such reforms on Lebanese soil once it is free of##

##any conqueror imposing his will on it," the general said last##

##night.##

a000000a0000

## $$ 973 $$ ##

##The tentative Taif agreement, on the other hand, sets no timet-##

##able for a total Syrian withdrawal and refers only to a pull-out##

##from the Beirut area within two years.##

a00a000a0a0a

## ** 974 ** ##

##The fear among many Muslim Lebanese, who might otherwise favour##

##the departure of the Syrians, is that they would leave behind a##

##power vacuum to be �lled by warlords on both sides of the con-##

##fessional divide.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 975 ** ##

##Most of these consistently criticised the parliamentary peace ef-##

##forts under way in Saudi Arabia.##

aa0000000a0a

## ** 976 ** ##

##The Druze leader, Walid Jumblatt, said in Amman yesterday that##

##the Taif deal would not bring peace to Lebanon and that, although##

##he did not intend to block it, he would not accept it either.##

a0aa000a000a

## $$ 977 $$ ##

##Soviet parliament puts price curbs on co-operatives##

0000aa000000
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## $$ 978 $$ ##

##The Soviet parliament yesterday bowed to overwhelming pressure##

##and imposed strict price curbs on the country's burgeoning but##

##widely detested co-operative movement, identi�ed in the popular##

##imagination with speculation and pro�teering on the backs of a##

##long-su�ering public, writes Rupert Cornwell.##

000a00000aaa

## $$ 979 $$ ##

##Under amendments passed by a joint session in the Kremlin of the##

##Supreme Soviet to the existing 1988 legislation on co-operatives,##

##local authorities are henceforth empowered to set `maximum price##

##levels" _ in other words controls _ on prices charged by co-##

##operatives for essential public goods.##

0000a00a0a0a

## $$ 980 $$ ##

##At the same time, the state will have the right to set prices for##

##products it buys from co-operatives under contract, and in cases##

##where the co-operative is merely selling on, with a generous##

##mark-up, scarce goods that it has been able to purchase at con-##

##trolled prices from normal state suppliers.##

a00000000a00

## $$ 981 $$ ##

##More than anything else, it has been this latter practice which##

##has earned co-operatives in general here such deep public resent-##

##ment.##

aa0aa0000000

## ** 982 ** ##

##They are seen as a prime contributor both to shortages in ordi-##

##nary state shops, and to ination, now admitted to be running at##

##close to eight per cent, which in Soviet terms is an unpredented##

##level.##

a000a00a0a0a

## ** 983 ** ##

##In several regions of the country, indeed, local party or govern-##

##ment o�cials have simply ordered them to be shut down. ##

a000a0a00a0a

## $$ 984 $$ ##

##Earlier this month, a group of Supreme Soviet deputies, backed by ##

##the trade unions, demanded the immediate closure of all `trading and##

##purchasing" co-operatives, as they are known.##

aa0a00aa0a00

## $$ 985 $$ ##

##That therapy was bitterly opposed by liberals led by Leonid Abal-##

##kin, the deputy prime minister in charge of economic reform.##

aa0a00000000

## ** 986 ** ##

##Others have insisted that to restrict the operations of co-##

##operatives _ essentially a legalised form of private business _##

##would strike at the very heart of plans to encourage enterprise##

##and initiative.##

a00000000a00

## ** 987 ** ##

##Yesterday's decisions, stopping short of an outright ban, are a##

##compromise in extremis.##

0000000a0a00

## $$ 988 $$ ##

##As the Soviet Union's economic woes have worsened, they were##

##clearly the minimum required if the risk of further consumer##

##discontent and mass industrial unrest was to be contained.##

a00000000000

## $$ 989 $$ ##

##As it is, the amendments are expected to be part of a wider,##

##toughly-framed resolution on co-operatives, of which there are##

##well over 100,000 in the country.##

a00aa0000a0a

## ** 990 ** ##

##They employ over two million people, or 1.5 per cent of the na-##

##tional workforce, and produce over 12bn roubles (o�cially #12bn##

##pounds) of goods and services annually.##

a00aa00a0a00

## ** 991 ** ##

##The decree, to be voted on shortly, will force them to pay back##

##pro�ts made on excessive prices, coupled with sti� �nes for##

##good measure.##

a00000aa0000

## ** 992 ** ##

##Co-operatives are also likely to face regular bank and tax in-##

##spections to ensure they are not defrauding the state.##

a000a0a00000

## ** 993 ** ##

##In an attempt to reduce corruption and embezzlement, all people##

##in positions of responsibility in state enterprises and agencies##

##will be barred from setting up co-operatives.##

000000a00a0a

## ** 994 ** ##

##They will also have to keep the prices at which they sell import-##

##ed goods purchased with foreign currency at levels charged at##

##state-controlled outlets.##

a000a0000000

## $$ 995 $$ ##

##White House tries to bring CIA in from the US cold##

00000aa00000
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## $$ 996 $$ ##

##THE WHITE HOUSE moved swiftly yesterday to counter rumours that##

##President Bush is disenchanted with the performance of his CIA##

##director, William Webster, and would like to replace him.##

a0a000aa000a

## $$ 997 $$ ##

##But the move did little to help the tarnished image of Mr##

##Webster's CIA, which has been going through troubled times.##

a00aa0000a00

## $$ 998 $$ ##

##This month, the spy agency was blamed for failing to provide good##

##intelligence of the botched coup in Panama, and, last spring, for##

##failing to provide enough arms for the Afghan rebels when they##

##were planning to overthrow the Soviet-backed Kabul government.##

aaa000aa000a

## ** 999 ** ##

##Recent independent studies say the CIA's intelligence about ter-##

##rorist groups is so poor that it is crippling Washington's abili-##

##ty to deal with them.##

a000a00a000a

## ** 1000 ** ##

##The contrast between the swashbuckling operation run by Mr##

##Webster's predecessor, Bill Casey, who died in the middle of the##

##mess over the Iran-a�air, could not be greater.##

00aa00000000

## $$ 1001 $$ ##

##Mr Webster, a former popular FBI director, is as mild and politi-##

##cally moderate as Mr Casey was wild and conservative.##

000a00000a00

## ** 1002 ** ##

##Whereas Mr Casey, a veteran of Second World War missions behind##

##enemy lines, never o�ered to tell Congress what he was up to, Mr##

##Webster tends to tell the Congressional committees overseeing US##

##intelligence everything he knows, even before he is asked.##

a00a000a0aa0

## ** 1003 ** ##

##In the Casey era, the CIA was not only represented at all the##

##White House national security meetings, Mr Casey was often there##

##uninvited, encouraging Oliver North, the junior adviser on Ronald##

##Reagan's national security sta�, to get up to all kinds of##

##mischief in support of the Nicaraguan Contras.##

000000000aa0

## $$ 1004 $$ ##

##These days, Mr Webster is often not included in the small group##

##of top advisers, including James Baker, the Secretary of State,##

##Dick Cheney, the Defence Secretary and Brent Scowcroft, the Na-##

##tional Security Advisor, that President Bush convenes during##

##crises.##

aa00000a0000

## $$ 1005 $$ ##

##Mr Webster's absence from the crisis meetings held during this##

##month's failed coup in Panama led to speculation that his intel-##

##ligence was so poor he had nothing to add.##

aa00000a000a

## ** 1006 ** ##

##In fact, Mr Webster was out of town, but the speculation that he##

##had been deliberately excluded was reinforced by remarks later##

##from the President's Chief of Sta�, John Sununu.##

a0aa000a000a

## ** 1007 ** ##

##He said that he had learned more about the attempted coup from##

##the television news on the CNN network than from Mr Webster's##

##CIA.##

a00a00000000

## $$ 1008 $$ ##

##When Mr Webster moved, in 1987, from the FBI to the CIA in the##

##wake of the Iran-Contra scandal, his mission was to keep a low##

##pro�le and improve the battered relations between the agency and##

##Congress.##

a00000aa0a0a

## $$ 1009 $$ ##

##But Mr Webster has taken his task too seriously for the hard-##

##liners at the CIA.##

a00aa000000a

## $$ 1010 $$ ##

##This group says that the KGB has been acting more aggressively in##

##recent months in its commercial espionage activities, and the##

##group has been pressing for an expanded role for the CIA and oth-##

##er Western intelligence agencies in this area.##

aa00a0aa0a00

## ** 1011 ** ##

##Whether this is just the assessment of zealous CIA o�cers in-##

##terested in institutional survival, is not clear.##

aa0000000000

## ** 1012 ** ##

##The White House said yesterday Mr Bush was `fully satis�ed" with##

##the agency's performance over Panama.##

000000000000

## ** 1013 ** ##

##But there was speculation that Mr Webster might be replaced by##

##James Lilley, the US ambassador in Peking and a former colleague##
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##of Mr Bush when the President was CIA director.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 1014 ** ##

##A State Department spokeswoman, Margaret Tutwiler, said yesterday##

##that some Nicaraguan rebels were selling their US-supplied arms##

##to anti-government guerrillas in El Salvador, Reuter reports.##

a000a00a0a0a

## $$ 1015 $$ ##

##Kurdish leaders are calling for urgent international action to##

##protect their rights and attempting to �nd a common political##

##programme##

a0000aa00a00

## $$ 1016 $$ ##

##LEADERS of the 20 million Kurds of the Middle East have resolved##

##to press for observer status at the United Nations for a uni�ed##

##Kurdish front in order to bring world attention to repression##

##which they say amounts to physical and cultural genocide.##

a000a0a00a0a

## $$ 1017 $$ ##

##A weekend conference here, chaired by Danielle Mitterrand, the##

##wife of the French president, was the �rst time in 60 years that##

##heads of Kurdish autonomy movements from the main states embrac-##

##ing Kurdistan _ Iran, Iraq, Turkey and Syria _ had gathered to##

##formulate a common programme.##

000000aa0a0a

## $$ 1018 $$ ##

##The impetus came in part from Iraq's campaign over the past year##

##to depopulate Iraqi Kurdistan, including the use of chemical##

##weapons, and also from fears that an eventual peace treaty##

##between Iran and Iraq after eight years of war could include a##

##tacit agreement to strangle the Kurdish resistance in both coun-##

##tries.##

a0a0a0aa0a0a

## $$ 1019 $$ ##

##The conference was to have been presided over by Abdulrahman##

##Qassemlou, the secretary-general of the Kurdish Democratic Party##

##of Iran and the leading theoretician of the Kurdish movement.##

a0000000000a

## $$ 1020 $$ ##

##But he was assassinated in Vienna on 13 July during peace talks##

##with Iranian representatives in what Kurds sources allege was a##

##trap set by Tehran.##

a00a000a0a0a

## ** 1021 ** ##

##Mr Qassemlou, who led a 10-year insurgency against the Khomeini##

##regime, was quoted in an interview shortly before his death as##

##saying: `One doesn't speak enough about the Kurds because we have##

##never taken any hostages, never hijacked a plane."##

a0a0000a0a00

## ** 1022 ** ##

##Kurdish delegates to the two-day conference said privately that##

##they were concerned that lack of international action to protect##

##the rights of Kurds could lead to hardline pressure for the##

##launch of terrorist campaigns.##

a000a00a0a00

## $$ 1023 $$ ##

##The Paris conference, however, was restricted to the issues of##

##cultural identity and human rights and glossed over maximalist##

##demands for an independent state.##

a00a00000a0a

## ** 1024 ** ##

##This was mainly out of deference to the host country, France,##

##which has diplomatic relations with the four countries concerned.##

aaa000000a0a

## $$ 1025 $$ ##

##Kurdish speakers nevertheless pointed out that the Kurds were the##

##largest nation in the world which did not have its own state##

##despite promises, at the break-up of the Ottoman Empire after the##

##First World War, that there would be an independent Kurdistan.##

a00a000aaa0a

## ** 1026 ** ##

##The Kurdish claim to independence was based on the Kurds' dis-##

##tinctive culture and language and a 2,000-year history of autono-##

##my from their Turkish, Arab and Persian neighbours.##

a000000a0a00

## ** 1027 ** ##

##Western speakers concentrated on the human rights abuses su�ered##

##by the Kurds in the countries in which they live.##

a00a0000000a

## $$ 1028 $$ ##

##The chairman of the US Senate foreign relations committee,##

##Claiborne Pell, said that Kurds in Turkey were denied the right##

##to speak their language outside their homes, in Iran their##

##leaders were persecuted and killed and in Iraq Kurdish villages##

##were razed to the ground and Kurdish children tortured and killed##

##by chemical weapons.##

a0a0a000000a

## ** 1029 ** ##

##`In terms of the severity of the problem, the Kurds should be##

##near the top, not at the bottom, of our human rights agenda," Se-##

##nator Pell said.##

a00a00000000
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## $$ 1030 $$ ##

##He said one reason for the lack of international action in de-##

##fence of the Kurds was that `too many governments are too con-##

##cerned about alienating the oil-rich or politically powerful na-##

##tions where the Kurdish people reside".##

a0a000000a0a

## ** 1031 ** ##

##He may have had in mind, among others, the French government and##

##its strong pro-Iraqi lobby which was said to be concerned by the##

##decision to hold the conference in Paris, albeit in the presence##

##of Mrs Mitterrand, in her capacity as head of the private##

##France-Libertes foundation, and of the minister for humanitarian##

##action, Bernard Kouchner.##

a0a0000000a0

## ** 1032 ** ##

##Dr Kouchner appeared to acknowledge the conict of interest when##

##he told the conference that, had he been concerned about politi-##

##cal advancement, he would not have been there.##

a0000000000a

## ** 1033 ** ##

##The Iraqi Kurdish rebel leader, Jalal Talabani, said he hoped the##

##Kurdish people would not be the victims of commercial policy.##

a0a000000000

## ** 1034 ** ##

##`It was the indi�erence and silence of the superpowers and of##

##some governments which provided Iraq with weapons and ammunition##

##which encouraged Iraq in its chemical weapons genocide," Mr Tala-##

##bani said.##

a0a0a000000a

## ** 1035 ** ##

##Net tightens on `extraditables"##

00000a000000

## $$ 1036 $$ ##

##COLOMBIA stepped up its war against drugs at the weekend with the##

##extradition of three alleged tra�ckers to the United States and##

##the detention of another `extraditable".##

a000000a0a0a

## $$ 1037 $$ ##

##This latest arrest brings to six the number of suspects being##

##held and who face possible extradition.##

aa0000000a00

## ** 1038 ** ##

##In the chill hours before dawn on Saturday, amid stringent secu-##

##rity, Ana Rodriguez, Bernardo Pelaez Roldan and Roberto Carlini##

##were put on to a US Drug Enforcement Agency plane and own to##

##Miami to face drug charges.##

0000000a00aa

## $$ 1039 $$ ##

##They were the �rst extraditions since the Colombian Supreme##

##Court upheld President Barco's emergency anti-drug decrees two##

##weeks ago.##

a000000a0aa0

## $$ 1040 $$ ##

##Observers have been expecting retaliation by the tra�ckers ever##

##since and the latest moves can only add to the tension.##

a00a000aa000

## $$ 1041 $$ ##

##The three extradited at the weekend were not among the most-##

##sought suspects.##

a000000aa000

## ** 1042 ** ##

##Pelaez was sent on to Detroit, where he is to serve an outstand-##

##ing �ve-year sentence for conspiring to distribute cocaine.##

a0a0000a0a0a

## ** 1043 ** ##

##Carlini is wanted on the same charges, while Rodriguez will face##

##cocaine-tra�cking and money-laundering charges.##

0000000000a0

## ** 1044 ** ##

##She was reported to have co-operated with investigators and to##

##have agreed to give evidence in exchange for protection and re-##

##duced charges.##

a00000000000

## $$ 1045 $$ ##

##Six weeks after she was arrested in August, her daughter was##

##killed in an attack presumed to be retaliation by the drug##

##barons.##

a000000a0a00

## $$ 1046 $$ ##

##Some of those still in Colombia are thought to be much bigger##

##�sh than the three extradited yesterday.##

aa0a000a0a0a

## $$ 1047 $$ ##

##Last week Jose Abello, believed to be one of the top four members##

##of the Medellin cartel, was detained, apparently by chance, in a##

##Bogota restaurant.##

0000000a0aaa

## ** 1048 ** ##

##He is alleged to have replaced Carlos Lehder in the organisation##

##after Lehder's extradition to the US in 1987 and is said to head##

##the cartel based in Santa Marta, on Colombia's Caribbean coast.##

a000000a000a
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## ** 1049 ** ##

##Another notorious �gure is Leonidas Vargas, known as El Viejo##

##(the old man), even though he is only 40.##

a00a00000a00

## ** 1050 ** ##

##He is believed to be the right-hand man of the Medellin cartel##

##chief, Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, `the Mexican", the most violent##

##of the cocaine barons.##

a0000000a000

## $$ 1051 $$ ##

##Last week Amnesty International reported that paramilitary units were##

##responsible for at least 2,500 political murders in Colombia over##

##the past two years.##

0000000a0a0a

## ** 1052 ** ##

##Another suspect, Victor Mera Mosquera, faces tra�cking charges##

##in New York, Texas, Florida, California and Arizona.##

00000000000a

## $$ 1053 $$ ##

##Soviets fail to disperse Wallenberg scepticism##

00000aa00000

## $$ 1054 $$ ##

##THE SOVIET authorities yesterday �nally handed over the meagre##

##personal e�ects of a man who they insist died 42 years ago: a##

##diplomatic passport with its faded blue cover bearing the Swedish##

##coat of arms, money, a selection of old notebooks and identity##

##cards.##

a000000a0aa0

## $$ 1055 $$ ##

##But even this, and a meeting yesterday with senior KGB and##

##Foreign Ministry o�cials, have failed to shake the conviction##

##of relatives and friends of Raoul Wallenberg.##

aa0a00aa0a00

## $$ 1056 $$ ##

##Somewhere within the Soviet Union, at the age of 77, they are##

##sure the Swedish diplomat who vanished in 1945 is still alive.##

a00a000a0a0a

## $$ 1057 $$ ##

##The gesture came on the �rst day of a week-long visit by Raoul##

##Wallenberg's half brother and sister, and two former colleagues##

##from his heroic days at the Swedish embassy in Budapest in the##

##closing stages of the war when, virtually single-handed, he saved##

##30,000, maybe 100,000, Jews from death.##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 1058 ** ##

##`It was a terribly emotional moment to see Raoul's photograph and##

##his handwriting, the addresses in his personal notebooks," Nina##

##Lagergren, his half-sister, told a packed press conference yes-##

##terday, `but they prove nothing about what happened afterwards."##

a00a000a0000

## ** 1059 ** ##

##Per Anger, president of the Raoul Wallenberg society but in 1944##

##at the Budapest embassy, agreed.##

0000000a000a

## ** 1060 ** ##

##`I was the one who prolonged his passport. ##

a00000000000

## ** 1061 ** ##

##Today I saw my signature again, extending it to June 1945.##

a000000a0000

## ** 1062 ** ##

##Raoul Wallenberg had 100 per cent diplomatic immunity.##

000000000a00

## ** 1063 ** ##

##" But on their own, he said, the mementoes threw no new light on##

##the real mystery: what happened after Wallenberg was seen in the##

##custody of Soviet troops in Budapest on 17 January 1945.##

a0aa000a000a

## ** 1064 ** ##

##Yesterday the Soviet team, led by Vladimir Piroshkov, a deputy##

##chairman of the KGB, and a deputy Foreign Minister, Valentin Nik-##

##iforov, was by every account friendly and sympathetic.##

0000000a0a00

## $$ 1065 $$ ##

##Further meetings are planned and the Soviet side has agreed to##

##investigate evidence that Wallenberg was seen in a prison in Vla-##

##dimir, 150 miles east of Moscow, during the 1950s.##

000000aa0a0a

## $$ 1066 $$ ##

##But behind the courtesies, and the avowed readiness to clear up a##

##mystery that has sullied Soviet-Swedish relations for decades,##

##Moscow's position remains the one set out in a memorandum in##

##1957, from the then deputy Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko.##

00aa000a0a00

## $$ 1067 $$ ##

##That was based on a report from the chief doctor of the Lubyanka##

##prison in 1947, claiming that `prisoner Wallenberg" died on the##

##night of 16/17 July 1947, `presumably from a heart attack".##

aaa0000a0a0a

## $$ 1068 $$ ##

##On the orders of the Minister of State Security, Viktor Abakumov,##

##`the body was cremated without a post-mortem."##
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a00000000000

## ** 1069 ** ##

##Since then, and despite scores of `sightings" of Wallenberg in##

##the Soviet prison system extending into the 1970s, no cast-iron##

##evidence to the contrary has been forthcoming.##

a00a000a000a

## ** 1070 ** ##

##But the family is adamant that for all their professions of##

##glasnost on the Wallenberg a�air, the Soviet authorities have##

##not come clean.##

a00a00000a00

## ** 1071 ** ##

##Gandhi steps up counter-attack in scandals war##

00000a000000

## $$ 1072 $$ ##

##THE INDIAN government tried yesterday to deect attention from##

##the Bofors corruption scandal by linking one of the �ercest op-##

##position critics of Rajiv Gandhi, the Prime Minister, with shady##

##�nancial dealing.##

a00000aaaaa0

## $$ 1073 $$ ##

##This coincided with newspaper reports purporting to detail the##

##�nancial arrangements by which millions of dollars were siphoned##

##from the Bofors howitzer contract and allegedly paid to senior##

##Indian o�cials.##

aa0000a00a00

## ** 1074 ** ##

##The revelations, which are seriously embarrassing Mr Gandhi's##

##Congress (I) Party, were accompanied by documents apparently##

##leaked to the Indian press by Swedish sources.##

a000a0000000

## $$ 1075 $$ ##

##They provided more circumstantial evidence that, despite o�cial##

##denials in Stockholm and New Delhi, big bribes were paid to com-##

##panies controlled by Indian agents.##

aa0a0000000a

## ** 1076 ** ##

##But the reports still fell short of conclusively identifying the##

##ultimate recipients of the money.##

a00a00000000

## ** 1077 ** ##

##Faced with the prospect of a stream of disclosures as the general##

##election approaches, Mr Gandhi's advisers have apparently con-##

##cluded that their best defence is also to attack the opposition##

##with the corruption stick.##

a0000000aa00

## $$ 1078 $$ ##

##The leader of the Janata Dal party, VP Singh, has found himself##

##and his family under scrutiny in recent weeks over highly suspect##

##allegations that his son controlled a secret bank-account in the##

##Caribbean island of St Kitts.##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 1079 ** ##

##The allegations that Mr Singh, a former Congress (I) �nance min-##

##ister, had stashed millions of dollars in a numbered St Kitts ac-##

##count, were made in August in the Arab Times of Kuwait, not pre-##

##viously known for its scoops about India.##

a000000a0aaa

## ** 1080 ** ##

##It said the account was controlled by Mr Singh's son Ajeya, a New##

##York-based accountant.##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 1081 $$ ##

##To many, the report smacked of an attempted smear by Congress##

##(I)'s dirty-tricks department.##

a00000a00a00

## $$ 1082 $$ ##

##Ajeya Singh returned to India and tried to refute the allega-##

##tions, pointing out numerous aws in the report, and o�ered his##

##passport as evidence that he had not been in St Kitts when he was##

##supposed to have signed documents opening the account with the##

##now-defunct bank, the First Trust Corporation.##

a0a000aa0a0a

## $$ 1083 $$ ##

##Despite this, VP Singh's enemies kept the issue alive with the##

##help of George Maclean, a former managing director of First##

##Trust.##

aa0a000a0aa0

## ** 1084 ** ##

##Mr Maclean, who had ed St Kitts leaving a pile of debts, sur-##

##faced in Canada, claiming that the account had existed.##

a00000000a0a

## ** 1085 ** ##

##When challenged by Mr Singh, Mr Maclean obliged the Janata Dal##

##leader's enemies by suggesting that Ajeya Singh was a liar.##

a000000a0a00

## ** 1086 ** ##

##Mr Maclean's reliability as a bank manager can be judged from his##

##admission that he was not very good at mathematics, hence the##

##mistakes in calculating interest on Mr Singh's alleged account.##

a00000000000

## $$ 1087 $$ ##
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##It has been reported from St Kitts that several of Mr Maclean's##

##former co-directors are wanted on drugs charges.##

000000000a0a

## $$ 1088 $$ ##

##Although the a�air stinks of a set-up, the government has been##

##able to manipulate the publicity to deect some of the heat from##

##the Bofors a�air.##

a00aa0a00a00

## ** 1089 ** ##

##Ajeya Singh, who voluntarily provided documentation of his per-##

##sonal �nances, is under o�cial investigation.##

a00000000000

## $$ 1090 $$ ##

##At this early stage of the Indian election campaign, the debate##

##is not over who is most suited to run the country, but which pol-##

##itician is the least bent.##

aa0a000aa00a

## $$ 1091 $$ ##

##Prisoners of Conscience: Six face death in Morocco prisons: Chba-##

##da Abdelhaq, Hassan Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari, Moulay Tahar##

##Douraidi, Alami Hassan, Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalem##

##Abdelilah##

00000a000a00

## $$ 1092 $$ ##

##SIX MOROCCAN political prisoners, on hunger strike in two prisons##

##for many months, are said to be critically ill and likely to die##

##soon.##

0000000a0a0a

## $$ 1093 $$ ##

##A seventh, Chbada Abdelhaq, died on 19 August, on the 64th day of##

##his hunger strike, prompting hunger strikes among political de-##

##tainees all over Morocco.##

00a0000a0a0a

## ** 1094 ** ##

##They were all arrested in 1984 on political charges.##

aaa0000a0a00

## ** 1095 ** ##

##The three original hunger-strikers held in Casablanca are Hassan##

##Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari and Moulay Tahar Douraidi.##

a00000000a0a

## $$ 1096 $$ ##

##They were arrested during demonstrations against the steep rise##

##in food prices.##

aa00000a0000

## ** 1097 ** ##

##A court in Marrakesh sentenced them to prison terms of eight to##

##20 years.##

a000000a0a0a

## ** 1098 ** ##

##Moulay Tahar Douraidi gave up his hunger strike in August and is##

##back in prison. ##

a000000a000a

## ** 1099 ** ##

##The other three principal hunger strikers, Alami Hassan,##

##Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalam Abdelilah, were at Laalou##

##Prison in Rabat.##

a0a000000aaa

## $$ 1100 $$ ##

##The authorities say the men are common criminals and any foreign##

##campaigning will be seen as `unwarranted interference in the##

##internal a�airs of Morocco".##

a0000000000a

## ######################################

## E N C O D E R : J. S. ##

## ######################################

C.1.7 Sentence Encoding with 24 Pragmatic Features

## The 1,100 input and output patterns for this experiment ##

## correspond to an equal number of English sentences from ##

## 55 newspaper and scienti�c articles. The 24 input values ##

## represent, in order, the following features: ##

## ##

## ACTION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## STATE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PROCESS (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EVENT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## BELIEF (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## DOUBT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## VOLITION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## FEAR (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## DESCRIBE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PROMISE (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## WARNING (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## QUESTION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ORDER (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## OBLIGATION/COMPULSION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PERMISSION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## (CAP)ABILITY/SUITABILITY (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##
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## POSSIBILITY/PROBABILITY (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PROBLEM (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## PLAN SPECIFICATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GOAL SPECIFICATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## GENERALISATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ELABORATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## EXPLANATION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## REPETITION (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

## ##

## The 2 output values denote, respectively, whether the ##

## sentence is: ##

## ##

## IMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) or ##

## UNIMPORTANT (Positive: a - Negative: 0) ##

## ##

#################################

## 1) EVOLUTION DEVELOPS A FEW ANSWERS (title) ##

a0a000a00000000000a0a000 a0

## 2) MORE COMPLICATED PATTERNS HAVE EVOLVED FROM THE GROWING ##

## OF ANTIMONY OXIDE, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGH VOLTAGES WITH ##

## COLOURED POWDERS AND MIXING VARIOUS SALT SOLUTIONS. ##

a0a00000a00000000a0aaa0a 0a

## 3) ALL THESE ART FORMS HAVE SUFFERED FROM THE SAME PROBLEM ##

## THAT WHILST BEING INTERESTING TO OBSERVE, THEY HAVE BEEN ##

## RELATIVELY UNCONTROLLABLE. ##

0aa0000a00a000000aaaa0aa a0

## 4) HOWEVER NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE DEVELOPED THAT COULD CHANGE ##

## ALL THIS. ##

a0a00000a000000aaa0aa00a a0

## 5) LATHAM'S "VIRTUAL" SCULPTURES LIE THE OTHER SIDE OF A ##

## COMPUTER SCREEN. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a a0

## 6) THE RULES USED TO GUIDE THE SHAPING PROCESS WERE ALL LAID ##

## OUT BY HAND. ##

a0a00000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 7) CONTROVERSY IS THE KEY ISSUE WHEN DEALING WITH LATHAM'S ##

## WORK. ##

0aa00a0000a000000aa0a00a a0

## 8) APPLICATIONS FOR HIS WORK HAVE FOUND THEIR WAY INTO ##

## FIELDS SUCH AS CAR MANUFACTURE, AND THE MILITARY HAVE ##

## CONTACTED HIM CONCERNING THE GUIDANCE OF THEIR MISSILES. ##

a0a00000a000000000aaaa0a 0a

## 9) THE ANIMATOR IS CALLED IN TO SHOW THE RELATIONSHIP ##

## BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES THAT ARE TO BE MORPHED. ##

a0a00000a000000000a0000a a0

## 10) PROBLEMS OFTEN OCCUR WHEN PEOPLE TRY TO CHANGE SHAPES ##

## LIKE DONUTS, WITH A GAPING HOLE IN THEM, TO SHAPES LIKE ##

## BOXES, WITH ALL STRAIGHT EDGES. ##

a000000000a000000aaaaa0a 0a

## 11) IT IS ALSO EASY TO CONFUSE THE EYE BY DOING SEVERAL ##

## DIFFERENT MORPHS AT ONCE, OR MORPHING SECTIONS OF AN IMAGE ##

## AT DIFFERENT TIMES. ##

aaa000000000000000aaaa0a a0

## 12) OFTEN TOUCHING UP THE IMAGES "BY HAND" CAN PRODUCE ##

## BETTER RESULTS. ##

a0a00000a000000aa0aaa00a 0a

## 13) FRACTALS (subtitle) ##

00000000a00000000000a000 a0

## 14) JUST GLANCE AT ANY POSTER IN A GBP2 UNION SALE. ##

a00a0000a000000000000000 0a

## 15) AT LEAST TWO THOUSAND YEARS LATER THESE SHAPES WERE USED ##

## BY COPERNICUS, KEPLER, BRAHE AND NEWTON IN MAPPING THE PATHS ##

## OF PLANETS, COMETS, AND PROJECTILES. ##

0aa00000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 16) CERTAIN NON-PERIODIC PLANETARY ORBITS, THE FLOODING OF ##

## THE NILE, AND THE JIGGLING OF MOLECULES IN BROWNIAN MOTION ##

## IN FLUIDS ALL COULD NOT BE PREDICTED ACCURATELY BY ##

## CONVENTIONAL MATHS. ##

a0a00000a0a00000aaa0aaaa 0a

## 17) WORKING WITH IBM HE WAS ABLE TO REPRODUCE SHAPES FROM ##

## EQUATIONS THAT ARE ITERATIVE. ##

aaa00000a000000a000aa00a a0

## 18) IT WASN'T LONG AFTER THIS THAT FRACTALS - AS THEY BECAME ##

## KNOWN - BECAME DAUBED ACROSS MOST HARDCORE RAVE FLIERS. ##

aa0a00a0a0000000000aaa0a a0

## 19) IMAGINE A SPED-UP FILM OF A BOWL OF FRUIT. ##

a0a00000a000000000000000 0a

## 20) WHAT WOULD OCCUR IF HALF WAY THROUGH THE FILM, ONE OF ##

## THE PIECES OF FRUIT STOPPED DECAYING BUT STARTED GROWING, OR ##

## FROM THEIR REMAINS NEW RESILIENT FRUIT GREW, OR THE FRUIT ##

## TURNED INTO PUMPKINS AND HOPED OFF DOWN THE STREET? ##

a0a00a000a0a00000a0a0a0a 0a

################################################

## G R I P newspaper feature ##

## ##

################################################

## 21) NOTES ON FORMALIZING CONTEXT (title) ##

a0a0000000000000000a0000 a0

## 22) THESE NOTES CONTAIN SOME OF THE REASONING BEHIND THE ##

## PROPOSALS OF [MCCARTHY, 1987] TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ##

## FORMAL OBJECTS. ##
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aa000000a000000000aa00aa a0

## 23) IN PARTICULAR THE FORMULAS ARE NOT WHAT WE WILL EVENTU- ##

## ALLY WANT, AND I WILL FEEL FREE TO USE FORMULAS IN DISCUS- ##

## SIONS OF DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS THAT AREN'T ALWAYS COMPATI- ##

## BLE WITH EACH OTHER. ##

0a00a000a0000000a0aaaaaa 0a

## 24) [WHILE I DITHERED, R. V. GUHA WROTE HIS DISSERTATION.] ##

aaa0000aa00000000a0a000a 0a

## 25) OUR OBJECT IS TO INTRODUCE CONTEXTS AS ABSTRACT MATHEMA- ##

## TICAL ENTITIES WITH PROPERTIES USEFUL IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLI- ##

## GENCE. ##

0a0000a0a000000000aaa0aa a0

## 26) HOWEVER, IT SEEMS TO ME UNLIKELY THAT THIS STUDY WILL ##

## RESULT IN A UNIQUE CONCLUSION ABOUT WHAT CONTEXT IS. ##

0a00a00aaa000000aa0aa0aa 0a

## 27) INSTEAD, AS IS USUAL IN AI, VARIOUS NOTIONS WILL BE ##

## FOUND USEFUL. ##

0a00000aaa000000aa0aaa00 0a

## 28) ONE MAJOR AI GOAL OF THIS FORMALIZATION IS TO ALLOW ##

## SIMPLE AXIOMS FOR COMMON SENSE PHENOMENA, E.G. AXIOMS FOR ##

## STATIC BLOCKS WORLD SITUATIONS, TO BE LIFTED TO CONTEXTS ##

## INVOLVING FEWER ASSUMPTIONS, E.G. TO CONTEXTS IN WHICH ##

## SITUATIONS CHANGE. ##

aaaa0000a00000a0000aaaaa a0

## 29) THIS IS NECESSARY IF THE AXIOMS ARE TO BE INCLUDED IN ##

## GENERAL COMMON SENSE DATABASES THAT CAN BE USED BY ANY PRO- ##

## GRAMS NEEDING TO KNOW ABOUT THE PHENOMENON COVERED BUT WHICH ##

## MAY BE CONCERNED WITH OTHER MATTERS AS WELL. ##

0aa0000aa00000aaaaaaa0aa a0

## 30) RULES FOR LIFTING ARE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4 AND AN ##

## EXAMPLE IS GIVEN. ##

aaa00000a0000000000a00a0 0a

## 31) THE MOST AMBITIOUS GOAL IS TO MAKE AI SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ##

## NEVER PERMANENTLY STUCK WITH THE CONCEPTS THEY USE AT A ##

## GIVEN TIME BECAUSE THEY CAN ALWAYS TRANSCEND THE CONTEXT ##

## THEY ARE IN - IF THEY ARE SMART ENOUGH OR ARE TOLD HOW TO DO ##

## SO. ##

aa0a00a0a000000aaaa0aaaa a0

## 32) TO THIS END, FORMULAS IST(C,P) ARE ALWAYS CONSIDERED AS ##

## THEMSELVES ASSERTED WITHIN A CONTEXT, I.E. WE HAVE SOMETHING ##

## LIKE IST(C',IST(C,P)). ##

aa0a0000a00000000000a0aa a0

## 33) (I HAVE ADOPTED GUHA'S [GUHA, 1991] NOTATION RATHER THAN ##

## THAT OF [McCARTHY, 1987], BECAUSE HE BUILT HIS INTO CYC, AND ##

## IT WAS EASY FOR ME TO CHANGE MINE.) ##

aaaa00a0a0000000000a00aa 0a

## 34) CONTEXTS ARE ABSTRACT OBJECTS. ##

0a000000a00000000000a000 a0

## 35) WE DON'T OFFER A DEFINITION, BUT WE WILL OFFER SOME ##

## EXAMPLES. ##

0a0000000a000000a0aa00aa 0a

## 36) SOME CONTEXTS WILL BE RICH OBJECTS, LIKE SITUATIONS IN ##

## SITUATION CALCULUS. ##

0a000000aa000000a0a0aa00 a0

## 37) ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN ##

## MICROTHEORIES ARE POOR AND CAN BE COMPLETELY DESCRIBED. ##

aa0a0000a0a0000aaa0aa0aa a0

## 38) HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES. ##

0a000000000000000000000a 0a

## ###############################################

## M c C A R T H Y technical article ##

## ###############################################

## 39) <hl> Panama cracks down on opposition </hl> ##

a00a000aa0a000000a0aa000 a0

## 40) <p> PARAMILITARY police �red shots and sealed o� ##

## Panama's opposition headquarters yesterday, locking former ##

## presidential candidate Guillermo Endara inside for two hours ##

## after opposition leaders held a press conference to deny ##

## involvement in prior knowledge of Tuesday's failed coup ##

## attempt. ##

a0aa0a00a0a000000a0a0aa0 a0

## ######################################## ##

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 on PANAMA ##

## ######################################## ##

## 41) Polly Peck puzzle deepens as Nadir ies to New York <hl>##

aa0a000aa00000000a0a0000 a0

## 42) POLLY Peck 's chairman, Asil Nadir, yesterday ew to New##

## York to talk to bankers as the crisis - hit company again ##

## failed to release a detailed explanation of the confusion ##

## surrounding its a�airs. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000aaa0aaa a0

## 43) It is understood Mr Nadir travelled by Concorde early in ##

## the morning to meet Turkish bankers for discussions about ##

## Polly Peck 's �nancial position. ##

aa0aa0000000000000aa00aa a0

## 44) The bankers are thought to have travelled from Washington##

## where they were attending the International Monetary Fund ##

## meeting. ##

0aaaa00000000000000000aa a0

## 45) Their trip to New York is understood to have been ##

## unconnected with Mr Nadir 's visit. ##

0aa0a000000000000000000a 0a
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## 46) Sources would only say that Mr Nadir was in New York " ##

## on business ". ##

0a0000000a0000000000000a 0a

## 47) Other Polly Peck directors were left at the company 's ##

## headquarters in Berkeley Square, London, with the task of ##

## trying to agree a statement which the International Stock ##

## Exchange has demanded to clear up the uncertainty hanging ##

## over the electronics - to - fruit distribution combine. ##

aaa00a0aa000a0000aaaaaaa a0

## 48) A company connected with Mr Nadir, South Audley ##

## Management, which has o�ces near the Polly Peck building, ##

## is being investigated by the Serious Fraud O�ce. ##

aaa0000aa00000000aa0aaaa a0

## 49) Polly Peck 's shares remain suspended on the London ##

## stock market following a sharp fall in their value eight days##

## ago after a series of rumours about the company swept the ##

## market. ##

aaaa000aa0a000000aaaa0aa a0

## 50) The shares had been under a cloud following an abortive ##

## attempt several weeks earlier by Mr Nadir to take the group ##

## private. ##

aaaa0000a00000000aa000aa a0

## 51) The SFO raid on South Audley Management then emerged as ##

## the trigger for the dramatic share price fall. ##

aa0a000000a000000a0a00aa 0a

## 52) The situation was further confused last Sunday when the ##

## company asked for the Department of Trade and Industry to ##

## investigate dealings in its shares. ##

aa0a0a00a000a0000a0a00aa 0a

## 53) This was rejected within a day by the DTI on the grounds ##

## that it would not order a probe while the SFO investigation ##

## was under way. ##

a0aa000aaa0000000aaa00aa 0a

## 54) By yesterday evening, the company had still to release ##

## its promised statement despite the board having met ##

## constantly since last weekend. ##

aaa00000aa000000000aaa0a a0

## 55) A spokesman said there would not be any announcement ##

## either today or tomorrow. ##

aa0a0000aa00000000a00000 0a

## 56) Meetings are expected to go on throughout the weekend, ##

## though the company hinted that Mr Nadir would not be there. ##

0a0a0a00aa000000000aa0aa a0

## 57) These, it said, would " not necessarily be face to face ##

## but possibly by telephone ". ##

aa00000aaa000000a00aa00a 0a

## 58) The chairman of the FT - SE steering committee announced ##

## earlier in the day that the meeting would be postponed until ##

## next week if the Polly Peck statement had not been released ##

## by the close of trading yesterday. ##

aaaa000aaa000000aa0a00aa 0a

## 59) The Rhone o�ces are in the World Trade Centre next to ##

## Geneva Airport. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 60) Rhone o�ces were closed yesterday afternoon, though ##

## employees at neighbouring �rms said they often close early ##

## on a Friday. ##

aa000000a00000000000a0aa 0a

## ############################################

## G U A R D I A N W E E K E N D FOOD/DRINK ##

## ############################################

## 61) <p> THE ZULU leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, held talks ##

## with Margaret Thatcher in Downing Street yesterday as the ##

## Prime Minister prepared to withstand attacks over her ##

## southern Africa policy at the Commonwealth Heads of ##

## Government conference in Kuala Lumpur later this month. ##

a00a0000a0a000000a0a0aaa a0

## 62) <p> It was also announced yesterday that Britain was ##

## giving 500,000 to the Urban Foundation in South Africa, a ##

## private group backed by South African businesses, to help ##

## �nance homes for low-income black families. ##

a0a00000a0000000000aaaaa a0

## 63) At the same time, William Waldegrave, the Minister of ##

## State at the Foreign O�ce, met a delegation from the ##

## Southern Africa Coalition, an umbrella organisation linking ##

## all anti-apartheid groups. ##

a0aa0000a00000000000aa0a a0

## 64) Chief Buthelezi, one of the few black leaders inside ##

## South Africa who has been consistent in opposing sanctions, ##

## will address a fringe meeting at the Conservative conference ##

## in Blackpool next Tuesday. ##

a0aa000aaa000000aaa0aa0a a0

## 65) <p> What has become a round of South African diplomacy in##

## London began earlier this year when FW de Klerk visited ##

## London as President-in-waiting. ##

aaaa0000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 66) Another o�cial visitor was Barend du Plessis, the ##

## Finance Minister, while Helen Suzman, the best known of all ##

## the critics of the system in South Africa, met the Prime ##

## Minister a week ago. ##

aa0a0000a0000000000aaa0a 0a

## 67) Other callers have included Albertina Sisulu, wife of the##
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## jailed ANC veteran, Walter, representatives of the United ##

## Democratic Front and a leader of one of the nominally ##

## independent homelands. ##

0aa00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 68) <p> Then, at the beginning of this week, the ANC and a ##

## group of South African academics and businessmen chose London##

## as the scene of the latest in the series of black-white ##

## encounters which have become a regular feature of South ##

## African political life, while Mrs Thatcher gave interviews to##

## four leading black journalists. ##

aaaa0000a0000000000aaaaa 0a

## 69) <p> The support given to the Urban Foundation showed ##

## British recognition of the acute shortage of housing for ##

## blacks in South Africa's urban areas, a move welcomed by ##

## Nthato Motlana, chairman of Soweto's civic association. ##

a00a00a0a0a000000aaaaa0a 0a

## 70) Whitehall o�cials said there was no planned campaign ##

## behind all the activity linking London and Johannesburg. ##

aaa00000a00000000000a0aa a0

## 71) `A number of invitations have been outstanding for some ##

## time, and people just chose to take them up at this stage," ##

## one said. ##

aaa00000a000000000a0aa0a 0a

## 72) At the same time, it was accepted that all the talks, ##

## petitions, donations and arguments had been brought about by ##

## the imminence of the Commonwealth Conference, where the ##

## Secretary-General, Sonny Ramphal, has warned that Britain may##

## �nd itself in a minority of one over South Africa. ##

aaa00000a0a000000aaaaaaa a0

## 73) <p> Mrs Thatcher has made it clear that Britain remains ##

## as adamantly opposed as ever to sanctions and has no ##

## intention of joining in new measures against South Africa. ##

aaa0000aaa0000000aaaa0aa a0

## 74) The latest argument deployed in Whitehall yesterday was ##

## not only that sanctions hurt the worst-o� sections of the ##

## South African community _ the ones they are designed to help ##

## _ but that �nancial measures against South Africa might ##

## induce the country to default on its international ##

## commitments. ##

aa0a000aa000000aaaaaaaaa a0

## 75) Mrs Thatcher has emphasised that to avoid the troubles ##

## which have a�icted other African countries, a ##

## majority-ruled South Africa must be based on a sound economy.##

a0a00000a0000a000aaaa0aa 0a

## 76) <p> The British line has been that there is a huge ##

## di�erence between the image of Britain accepted in South ##

## Africa and the reality. ##

aaa00000a0000000000aa0aa 0a

## 77) O�cials said that President de Klerk was severely ##

## shaken by his meetings with Mrs Thatcher and Sir Geo�rey ##

## Howe, then Foreign Secretary. ##

aa000000a0a000000aa00aaa 0a

## 78) That may be true in general, but the other side of the ##

## coin is that Britain expects change in return, and puts on ##

## tremendous pressure to get that change," one o�cial said. ##

aa00000aa0000000aaaaa0aa 0a

## 79) <p> Commonwealth countries take the view that it is the ##

## limited sanctions so far applied which have done much to ##

## bring about the new climate represented by the de Klerk ##

## administration, and believe a turn of the screw would e�ect ##

## more change. ##

aaa0a000a00000000aaaaaaa a0

## 80) It is because Britain will resist that idea in Malaysia ##

## that Whitehall is so anxious to build up a record of ##

## consultation, commitment and sympathy towards the majority in##

## South Africa. ##

0a00000aaa000000aaaaa0aa a0

## ####################################################

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 COMMONWEALTH FLURRY ##

## ####################################################

## 81) <hl> Peking scorns the God King's Nobel prize </hl> ##

a00a000a000000000a00000a a0

## 82) By awarding the Dalai Lama the Nobel Peace Prize, it has ##

## strengthened what is the one real threat to Peking's rule of ##

## Tibet, the one source of dissent that cannot be silenced by ##

## guns: the international prestige of Tibet's exiled `God ##

## King". ##

0aa00000a0aa000aaaaaaaaa a0

## 83) <p> O�cials in Peking last night refused to comment on ##

## the award. ##

a00a000aa00000000a0a000a a0

## 84) But the Chinese embassy in Oslo, where the prize is ##

## awarded, reacted with accusations that it was meddling in ##

## China's internal a�airs, the stock response to any foreign ##

## commentary deemed hostile to China's rule of Tibet. ##

aaaa000aa0a000000a0aaaaa a0

## 85) For years, China has used a combination of strong arm ##

## diplomacy and shrill rhetoric to try to deny the Dalai Lama ##

## international recognition as a legitimate representative of ##

## Tibet's aspirations as something other than a part of China. ##

aaa00a00a000000000aaa0aa a0

## 86) The tactics have largely worked. ##
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a0a00000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 87) Most governments, including that of Britain, have shied ##

## away from receiving the Dalai Lama as a political as well as ##

## spritual leader. ##

a0a0000aa00000000a0aaa0a a0

## 88) <p> But with the Dalai Lama, who ed to India in 1959 ##

## after a failed uprising against Chinese rule, now honoured ##

## with a Nobel Peace Prize not merely for his religious work ##

## but for `his struggle for the liberation of Tibet", China's ##

## e�orts to keep him and his cause in quarantine will be all ##

## the more di�cult. ##

aaaa00aaa0a00000aaaaaaaa a0

## 89) The award also challenges China's long-held view that ##

## Tibetans sheltering abroad are no more than terrorists bent ##

## on disrupting the `unity of the motherland". ##

a0aaa00aa0a000000aaaa0aa a0

## 90) <p> For Peking, Tibet has been an inseparable part of ##

## China since the 13th century, although direct control was not##

## established until 1950, when the People's Liberation Army ##

## invaded the region after the revolution. ##

aaaa0000a0a000000a0aa0aa a0

## 91) China therefore regards any challenge to its sovereignty ##

## over Tibet as intolerable interference and any threat from ##

## inside Tibet as treason. ##

0a00000aa0a000000aaaa0aa 0a

## 92) <p> In Peking's eyes, the Nobel Peace Prize could not ##

## have come at a worse time. ##

00a0a000aa000000a000000a 0a

## 93) With China's international reputation already badly ##

## tarnished by its bloody suppression of protesters in ##

## Tiananmen Square, the Nobel Committee decision focuses ##

## attention on the use of equally brutal, though largely ##

## ignored, methods to silence opposition in the Himalayas. ##

aa0a000aa0a000000aaaaaaa a0

## 94) It was in Tibet, after an outbreak of separatist rioting ##

## in March, the 30th anniversary of the 1959 revolt, that ##

## Peking �rst tested the use of martial law and indiscriminate##

## gun�re. ##

aaaa0000a0a000000a0aaaaa 0a

## 95) They worked. ##

0a0a0000a00000000000000a 0a

## 96) <p> The embarrassing parallels between the party's ##

## response to discontent in Peking and Lhasa also embrace ##

## rhetoric and ideology. ##

a00a00a0a0000000000aa00a 0a

## 97) When it came to explain why millions of ordinary people ##

## had joined in student-led unrest in the capital, the ##

## Communist Party resorted to the line already used to explain ##

## away outbursts of discontent in Tibet _ the masses were ##

## deceived and manipulated by a `tiny handful" of `evil-doers, ##

## ru�ans and counter-revolutionaries". ##

a0aa000aa0a000000a0a0aaa 0a

## 98) In what was seen as an important concession to China and ##

## condemned by more militant Tibetans as a sell-out, the Dalai ##

## Lama e�ectively acknowledged China's overall sovereignty and##

## suggested that Tibet become a self-governing region in ##

## association with China, a relationship that would leave ##

## Peking in control of both foreign policy and defence. ##

aa0aa00aaaa00000aa0a0aaa 0a

## 99) Apparently caught o� guard by the proposals, Peking ##

## threw up a host of pre-conditions and challenged the Dalai ##

## Lama's `sincerity". ##

a00a000aa00000000a0a000a 0a

## 100) <p> The oubreak of violence in March and China's ##

## subsequent military crackdown in Tibet seem to have ##

## extinguished even the faintest hopes of a negotiated ##

## settlement in the near future. ##

0aa00000a0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## #################################################### ##

## MICROCONCORD FOREIGN2 89/10/06 On PEKING & GOD KING ##

## #################################################### ##

##$$ 101 $$ THE ETHIOPIAN army is failing to halt northern rebels##

##advancing rapidly southwards to the capital and its vital lifeline road.##

aaa0a000a0a0000a0a00a00a a0

##$$ 102 $$ Some observers are predicting the imminent collapse of the##

##military regime which has ruled Ethiopia for 15 years.##

0aaa0000a0a00000aa00aaa0 a0

##$$ 103 $$ yesterday I watched MiG-21 �ghter-bombers, loaded##

##with bombs and rockets, take o� from Dire Dawa and head west.##

aaaa0000a0000000000a0aaa 0a

##$$ 104 $$ <p> Soviet advisers have been withdrawn from Dese and Kombolcha.##

a00a0000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 105 $$ A large consignment of weapons was unloaded from a Soviet ship##

##at Assab on 21 September.##

a00a0000a000000a00a00a0a 0a

##$$ 106 $$ <p> Weapons will not, however, save President Mengistu if no one##

##is willing to use them.##

aaa00a0a00a0000aaa00a0aa a0

##$$ 107 $$ Addis Ababa is guarded by about 20,000 troops, including President##

##Mengistu's Praetorian guard, which saved him during the coup attempt in May.##

aaaa0000a000000a0a00aa0a a0
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##$$ 108 $$ <p> The TPLF has recently transformed itself into the Ethiopian##

##People's Revolutionary Democratic Movement to give itself more national##

##credibility, but its core remains the Marxist-Leninist League of Tigray,##

##whose political model seems closest to the late Enver Hoxha's Albania.##

aa0aa000a0a00000aaaaaaaa a0

##$$ 109 $$ Bombs were placed in the fuel depot at the airport last month,##

##and a small power station nearby was blown up. ##

a00a0000a0000000aa000aa0 0a

##$$ 110 $$ <p> Mr Mandela belongs to the royal family of the Tembu tribe.##

0a000000a000000a0000aaaa 0a

##$$ 111 $$ The man buried yesterday was the king of the Tembus, the most##

##powerful of the half dozen tribes who speak the Xhosa language. ##

aa0aa000a000000a0000aaaa a0

##$$ 112 $$ Since there are six million Xhosas - one million more than the##

## entire white population of South Africa _ they are potentially a serious##

## force for Mr de Klerk to reckon with. ##

0a00a000a0a0000aaa00aaaa 0a

##$$ 113 $$ <p> The ANC does not like this fact to be mentioned, because it##

##purports to eschew tribalism in favour of an all-embracing black##

##nationalism. ##

aa00a00a0a00000aaaaaaaaa a0

##$$ 114 $$ He was buried, under orders from the corrupt and usurping##

##Matanzima brothers who used to run Transkei, in a commoner's grave. ##

a0aaa0a0a0000a000a00aaaa 0a

##$$ 115 $$ The Matanzimas were forced out after a military coup nearly two##

##years ago. ##

a00a000aa0000a0a00a00aaa 0a

##$$ 116 $$ Mrs Mandela has been shuttling back and forth with messages##

##from her husband's prison home near Cape Town. ##

a0a00000a000000a00aaaa0a 0a

##$$ 117 $$ <hl> Swapo remains favourite to win the United##

##Nations-supervised elections next month </hl> <st>##

0aa0a0a00000000aa00aa000 a0

##$$ 118 $$ The UN is investigating the allegations.##

a0a00a00a00000000aa0aa0a 0a

##$$ 119 $$ They are, as far as naturalists are aware, the only surviving##

##members of a rapidly dwindling population of a bird the Siberians call##

##the `snow-wreath". ##

aaa0a000a0a0000aaa00aaaa a0

##$$ 120 $$ <p> The Siberian crane stands four and a half feet tall, its##

##brilliant white plumage o�set by a blood-red beak, face and legs.##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 121 $$ It is now formally known as the Keoladeo Ghana National Park,##

##and its own guide book charmingly and accurately boasts: `Birds] Birds]]##

##Everywhere Birds]]]"##

0a00a0a0aa00000a00a0aa0a 0a

##$$ 122 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION is supplying the Afghan government with##

##another 2,000 trucks to step up the supply of food, fuel and ammunition##

##to Kabul's 1.5 million people before the winter snows a�ect the roads.##

a0a00000a0000000aaaaa0aa a0

##$$ 123 $$ Diesel prices on the black markeat are ten times higher than##

##the o�cial price. ##

0a000000a0a000000a00aaaa 0a

##$$ 124 $$ <p> CHINA'S leaders celebrated the 40th anniversary of##

##Communist rule yesterday, protected from their people by the biggest##

##security operation undertaken in the capital since the People's##

##Liberation Army stormed into Peking four months ago.##

a00a0000a000000a0aaa000a a0

##$$ 125 $$ Among the guests were thousands of plain-clothes police and##

##out-of-uniform soldiers, some of whom arrived in military trucks,##

##dressed as clowns.##

aa0a0000a000000a00a00a0a 0a

##$$ 126 $$ Throughout the day, thousands of troops patrolled central##

##Peking, while police set up road-blocks to check cars in the city's##

##north-west university district of Haidian, the birthplace of China's##

##seven-week-long pro-democracy movement. ##

a0a00000a000000000aa0aaa 0a

##$$ 127 $$ <p> Although sullen opposition and private anger still shadows##

##the Communist Party, no disturbances were reported during yesterday's##

##events. ##

aaa0a00a00a000000a00aa0a a0

##$$ 128 $$ <p> HONG KONG _ More than 3,000 people marked the 40th##

##anniversary of Communist rule in China yesterday by rallying to protest##

##against the suppression of the pro-democracy movement in Peking, AP##

##reports.##

a00aa00a0000000a0aaa00a0 a0

##$$ 129 $$ The three-hour rally was organised by the Hong Kong Alliance in##

##Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement of China.##

a00a00a0a000000a00a00aaa 0a

##$$ 130 $$ <p> ARANYAPRATHET, Thailand (UPI, AP) _ Heavy �ghting##

##continued in western Cambodia yesterday as the Vietnamese-backed##

##government brought in reinforcements to face a drive by non-communist##

##resistance forces, resistance o�cials and military sources said.##

aaaaa0000000000a0aaaa0a0 a0

##$$ 131 $$ The low rumble of artillery �re could be heard from this##

##nearby Thai border town. ##

0aa00000a000000aa0000a0a 0a

##$$ 132 $$ <p> A BOY of 17 and two men in their twenties face execution in##

##Burma for planting a bomb, but others involved in the crime say they##

##took no part in it. ##

aaaa0a0aa0000a00aa0000aa a0

##$$ 133 $$ Lawyers said the prosecution was allowed to present evidence,##
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##but that there was no mention of any defence evidence. ##

aa0aaa00000000aa0a000aa0 0a

##$$ 134 $$ <p> PRESIDENT Corazon Aquino of the Philippines is bracing##

##herself for a legal battle over her decision not to allow the remains of##

##the former president, Ferdinand Marcos, to be returned home from Hawaii##

##for burial.##

0aaa000aa00000a0aa0a00aa a0

##$$ 135 $$ Several hundred people have been attending a nightly candle-lit##

##vigil, and there has been one other small protest. ##

aaaa000aa00000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 136 $$ <p> THE ISRAELI cabinet is being called this week to debate for##

##the �rst time proposals made by Egypt for advancing the search for a##

##settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian conict.##

a0aa00a0a000aa0a0aaa0000 a0

##$$ 137 $$ <p> Israeli troops killed four Palestinians yesterday and a##

##�fth was beaten to death by fellow Arabs for alleged collaboration with##

##Israel, Reuter reports. ##

a00aaa000000000aaaaa00aa a0

##$$ 138 $$ The MPs are here to scrape the rust o� the derelict machinery##

##of government, to recreate the corroded institution that will have to##

##elect a president and produce a government which can impose its rule on##

##Lebanon _ and on the militia leaders.##

aa00a0000a00aa0aaaaaaaaa a0

##$$ 139 $$ Mr Salam, 84, a Sunni Muslim, is the most impressive of##

##Lebanon's dying breed of elder statesmen, but his words could have been##

##those of a much younger man. ##

0a00a0000000000aa0000aaa 0a

##$$ 140 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet television viewers##

##yesterday heard Boris Yeltsin, the Communist Party rebel, warn of a##

##`revolution from below" if radical economic changes did not happen##

##within a year. ##

aa0aa0a0a0a0000aaaaaa0a0 a0

##$$ 141 $$ His remarks, during his recent US tour, were shown only days##

##after Pravda reprinted _ and then apologised for _ an Italian newspaper##

##article accusing him of drunkenness and high-living during the trip.##

a00aa00aa0000000aa000a0a 0a

##$$ 142 $$ <p> KABUL _ Fifteen mujahedin rockets slammed into residential##

##areas of Kabul over the weekend, killing 10 people and wounding 27,##

##writes Ahmed Rashid. ##

a0aaa000000000000a00000a a0

##$$ 143 $$ Heavy �ghting was also reported around the city of Khost. ##

aa0aa000000000000a00000a 0a

##$$ 144 $$ <p> ISLAMABAD (Reuter, AP) _ The Queen has sent a message to##

##Pakistan, welcoming its formal return to the Commonwealth. ##

a00a00a0a000000a00aa00aa a0

##$$ 145 $$ Nicholas Barrington has ceased to be Ambassador, and is now##

##High Commissioner. ##

0aa00000a00000000a00a0aa 0a

##$$ 146 $$ <p> LONDON _ A group of prominent white South Africans,##

##including Wimpie de Klerk, brother of President FW de Klerk, began a##

##series of meetings with the banned African National Congress in Britain##

##yesterday, writes John Bulloch. ##

a0aaa0000000000000000aa0 a0

##$$ 147 $$ It is his task to try to involve black leaders in negotiations##

##on constitutional reform.##

aaa00000a0000a0a0a0aaaaa 0a

##$$ 148 $$ <hl> Kohl party expected to lose again </hl>##

0aa0a00000a00000aa00a00a a0

##$$ 149 $$ The Social Democrats increased their share slightly to 43.1 per##

##cent from 42.5.##

a0aa0000a000000a0a00aaaa 0a

##$$ 150 $$ <hl> Genscher cheered as 4,000 refugees leave for the West##

##</hl> ##

a0a000a0a000000a000aa0a0 a0

##$$ 151 $$ From a balcony overlooking the embassy grounds, and to wild##

##cheering from the thousands of would-be emigrants in the `tent village"##

##below, he announced all those staying in the embassy would be allowed to##

##leave immediately for the West.##

a0aa00a0aa0000a0aa0a0a00 a0

##$$ 152 $$ Some sang `Auld Lang Syne", and `Tannenbaum". ##

a00a0000a000000000000a00 0a

##$$ 153 $$ A small group was reported to have stayed in the embassy in the##

##hope of avoiding separation from friends or family en route from East##

##Germany.##

0aaa0000a000000000aa0aa0 0a

##$$ 154 $$ <p> MINSK (Reuter) _ A thousand people packed the main Catholic##

##church here yesterday to pay tribute to victims of the Chernobyl nuclear##

##disaster, a day after an unprecedented protest march through the city.##

a00a00a0a00000000a0a00aa a0

##$$ 155 $$ <p> Around 100,000 people were evacuated from the Ukraine and##

##Byelorussia immediately after the disaster, but Byelorussian activists##

##say this was not nearly enough.##

a00a0000a00000000a0a0a0a 0a

##$$ 156 $$ <p> DOZENS more East German refugees arrived outside the West##

##German embassy yesterday seeking asylum and passage to the West,##

##including some who missed by only a few minutes a train that took more##

##than 800 of their compatriots to West Germany.##

a0aa0000a00000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 157 $$ <p> Once upon a time another German government let Lenin cross##

##another Germany in a sealed train on his way to Russia. ##

a00a00a0a00000a00aa00a0a 0a

##$$ 158 $$ <p> THE PEOPLE of Montenegro yesterday welcomed home the##
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##remains of Nicholas I, their �rst and last king, after 70 years' exile##

##in Italy, in belated ful�lment of his last will and testament.##

a00a00a0a00000000aa00aaa a0

##$$ 159 $$ Marko Radoman, 103, and a veteran of both Balkan wars, was##

##given a place at the front as one of the few with personal memories of##

##Nicholas's reign.##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa 0a

##$$ 160 $$ <p> Important changes are afoot within the network of personal##

##relationships which have cemented state and church power in Italy since##

##the war. ##

0aa0000a000000000a00aa0a a0

##$$ 161 $$ The church hierarchy, which daily seems to see less that is##

##Christian in the Christian Democrat party, is divorcing itself from its##

##traditional allies.##

0aa0a00aa00000000a0a0aaa a0

##$$ 162 $$ He was never more than the creature of Mr Andreotti's key##

##�xer, Vittorio `The Shark" Sbardella. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 163 $$ One senses that people do not trie with `The Shark", whose##

##background is in the seedier recesses of legal neo-fascism.##

a000a00a00000000000aaa0a 0a

##$$ 164 $$ <hl> Bush's tax cut tests Democratic mettle </hl>##

a00a000000a000000a000000 a0

##$$ 165 $$ This ies in the face of the cautious nature of the Bush##

##administration. ##

a00a0000000000000a0a000a 0a

##$$ 166 $$ <p> Police sent a �ve-man mission to Ecuador to bring back##

##Evaristo Porras Ardila, the most important �gure detained in the##

##government's six-week crackdown, according to the daily El Tiempo. ##

a00a0000a00000000aaa0aaa a0

##$$ 167 $$ Two teenage girls and a woman were hurt. ##

0a0a0000a00000000a000000 0a

##$$ 168 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ The city's infant mortality rate has surged to##

##the level of some Third World countries, largely as a result of##

##cocaine-addiction among young women, writes John Lich�eld.##

a0a00000a00000000a00a0aa a0

##$$ 169 $$ This is more than triple the national average, itself one of##

##the worst in the developed world. ##

0a000000a00000000a000a0a 0a

##$$ 170 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: Portugal takes a stand and Macao##

##celebrates a passport to security: Unlike Britain, Portugal o�ers a##

##guaranteed home to many of the citizens of its enclave in the Pearl##

##River delta when China takes over in 1999. ##

a00a00a0aa0000000aaaaaaa a0

##$$ 171 $$ The Assembly, of 17 seats, has �ve appointed members, six##

##directly-elected and six indirectly-elected members. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 172 $$ Although many attribute to Lo Tak-shing possession of the most##

##byzantine _ and very possibly the cleverest -mind in Hong Kong politics,##

##few claim to understand quite what he seems to be doing with it.##

a000a00a000000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 173 $$ <p> Though he would never say as much, and though his own##

##British nationality might create technical di�culties, few doubt that##

##Mr Lo would like the job of `chief executive" _ in e�ect, governor _ of##

##Hong Kong after 1997.##

0a000a00000000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 174 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: The business of realism and##

##caution: As hardliners tighten their grip on Peking, uncertainty has##

##swept industry, Andrew Higgins reports </hl> ##

a0a00a00a0a0000000a0aaaa a0

##$$ 175 $$ Many buyers, particularly in the United States, have felt##

##uncomfortable buying goods made in China. ##

a0a00000a00000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 176 $$ <p>FOUR months after the traumas of 3-4 June, Hong Kong has##

##picked up most of the pieces. ##

a0a00000a000000000a00a0a a0

##$$ 177 $$ Hong Kong says that only a handful of them should qualify as##

##true refugees eeing persecution, while the rest are `economic##

##migrants" escaping the pitiful poverty of their home country. ##

aaa00000aa000a0000a0aa0a 0a

##$$ 178 $$ <p> THE 41-year-old chairman of the Shui On property and##

##construction group, Vincent Lo, has risen sharply to political##

##prominence since he was chosen by Peking in 1985 as one of the 180##

##members of its Basic Law Consultative Committee. ##

a0aa0000a000000000000a0a a0

##$$ 179 $$ He was appointed to numerous o�cial committees; a rumour,##

##denied by Mr Lo, held that he was also o�ered a seat on the Legislative##

##Council.##

a00a0a00a000000000000a0a 0a

##$$ 180 $$ <p> Mr Chan, now the government's Secretary for Trade and##

##Industry, has been a civil servant since 1964 _ almost all his working##

##life, with the exception of a two-year excursion as executive director##

##and general manager of a local �nance company in 1978-80.##

0aa00000a00000000000aaaa a0

##$$ 181 $$ Short and chubby, he once said that he was the only senior Hong##

##Kong o�cial who could see eye-to-eye with the equally diminutive Deng##

##Xiaoping.##

aa0a0000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 182 $$ <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: A brave new world tumbles down:##

##Hong Kong tried to be optimistic about Chinese rule, Tiananmen ended##

##that. Robert Cottrell reports </hl> ##

a00a0000a00000000aa000aa a0
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##$$ 183 $$ Successively more stringent British nationality laws had denied##

##Hong Kong Chinese the right to live and work in Britain. ##

a0a00000a0000000000a0000 0a

##$$ 184 $$ Businessmen fretted that no good could come of such de�ance;##

##students delighted in the courage of their mainland counterparts. ##

a000000a0000000a000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 185 $$ <p> The committee urged a further show of sympathy with the##

##Tiananmen demonstrators the next day. ##

a00a00a0a0000000000a0000 a0

##$$ 186 $$ On 26 May, a rally organised by Christian students attracted##

##200,000 people. ##

a00a0000a000000000aa0a00 0a

##$$ 187 $$ After a century or so of political apathy, Hong Kong's young##

##people were making up for lost time.##

0aa00000a000000000a00a00 a0

##$$ 188 $$ `Down with the regime of killer warlords," read one banner.##

0a0a0000a0a000000a0a0000 0a

##$$ 189 $$ <p> Sir David Wilson, the Governor of Hong Kong, did his best##

##to reconcile the passions of his subjects with the caution of his##

##masters. ##

a00a0000a000000000aa0aaa a0

##$$ 190 $$ He pressed particularly for the granting of full British right##

##of abode to Hong Kong's civil servants, a category which, on the##

##broadest interpretation, might embrace 180,000 public-sector employees.##

a00a00a0a000000aa0aa0aaa 0a

##$$ 191 $$ <p> The city which became the most depressing ghost of its##

##former self was Shanghai. ##

aa0a0000a00000000a00a00a a0

##$$ 192 $$ Then, under Mao Tse-tung's triumphant Communists in the 1950s##

##and 1960s, it declined into a depressing, monochromatic shell of its##

##former self. ##

a00a000aa00000000aa00a0a 0a

##$$ 193 $$ <p> Hong Kong was always a free-wheeling, highly materialistic##

##city, with more than its full share of pirates and crooks. ##

0aa00000a00000000000aa0a a0

##$$ 194 $$ Recruitment is increasingly di�cult, particularly to the##

##police force where morale has sunk to a new low. ##

0aaa0000a00000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 195 $$ <p> DEPENDING on who you talk to, Martin Lee is the most##

##admired or most reviled public �gure in Hong Kong; a man of principle##

##and courage, or a megalomaniac; a defender of democracy, or an advocate##

##of chaos. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a a0

##$$ 196 $$ If Hong Kong ever does achieve democracy, it will owe Mr Lee a##

##monument: for the time being, it owes him a holiday. ##

a00a0000aa000000a0aa0a0a 0a

##$$ 197 $$ <p> Its e�ects were to be felt long after Gouraud and his##

##successor, General Weygand, had died. ##

0aa0000000000000000aaa0a a0

##$$ 198 $$ Even today Lebanon's Christian leadership is unwilling to admit##

##that Lebanon has an `Arab identity", although the people of Beirut,##

##Tripoli and Baalbek joined the rising. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a0aa0aa 0a

##$$ 199 $$ <p> The change in the Christian community from the largest##

##community to minority status has never been o�cially acknowledged in##

##Lebanese statistics. ##

a0a0000aa00000000a00aa0a a0

##$$ 200 $$ The Turks, after all, were also Sunnis. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a 0a

##$$ 201 $$ <p> THE United States has discreetly intervened in the##

##gathering of Lebanese parliamentarians in Taif by sending two State##

##Department o�cials to emphasise Washington's support for political##

##reform in Lebanon. ##

a0a000000000000000aa0a0a a0

##$$ 202 $$ Security sources said Major George Serhal was handed over to##

##the former Lebanese president, Suleiman Franjieh.##

a00a0000a0000000000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 203 $$ <p> THE HEAD of Afghanistan's Supreme Defence Council has##

##accused Britain and the United States of supplying the mujahedin with##

##long-range cluster-bomb rockets and additional supplies of the##

##British-made Blowpipe anti-aircraft missiles. ##

a0a0000aa0a000000aa00a0a a0

##$$ 204 $$ Pakistan has frequently denied such allegations.##

a0a00a0a00000000000aa00a 0a

##$$ 205 $$ <p> A PROPOSAL for a referendum on the future of US military##

##bases in the Philippines has paved the way for the possibility of##

##keeping them there.##

a0a000a0aa0000a0aa0a00aa a0

##$$ 206 $$ Communists opposed to the bases shot dead two US base##

##employees during his visit. ##

a00a000aa00000000a0a0a0a 0a

##$$ 207 $$ <hl> Speculators haunt Cambodia's Riviera: Cambodia hopes to##

##restore Kep to its former glory as a holiday resort. ##

a00000aa00a000000aa00a0a a0

##$$ 208 $$ And the tourists have not started coming yet.##

a0a00000a00000000a00a00a 0a

##$$ 209 $$ <p> Kep is su�ering the same fate as the 800-year-old temples##

##of Angkor in the north of Cambodia. ##

a0a0000aa00000000a00aa0a a0

##$$ 210 $$ The luxuries of the past are being reclaimed by the jungle in##

##both places. ##

a0a00000aa0000000a00aa0a 0a
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##$$ 211 $$ <p> BANGKOK _ Cambodian guerrillas are staging raids from##

##Thailand on government positions in the northwest of the country but are##

##not trying to hold territory, a guerrilla spokesman said yesterday,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0a00000a00000000a000aaa a0

##$$ 212 $$ He said that up to 1,000 guerrillas were trying to rout or##

##encircle government posts to force defenders to ee. ##

a0a0000aa00000000a0a00aa 0a

##$$ 213 $$ <p> WELLINGTON (AFP, AP) _ Three New Zealanders and an##

##American given up for dead were found alive yesterday after drifting for##

##four months on an upturned trimaran in the south Paci�c. ##

a0a0a00aa00000000a000aaa a0

##$$ 214 $$ <p> The skipper, John Glennie, said he and his crew members##

##`needed a miracle, and we got one". ##

a00a0000a0000000000a0a0a 0a

##$$ 215 $$ <p> Uncle Sam's man in Madrid THE BEST way to become an##

##American ambassador to a Western country is not to be a good diplomat,##

##but merely to contribute hefty sums to the winning presidential##

##candidate.##

aa00000a000000000aaaa0aa a0

##$$ 216 $$ Spaniards are now discovering the rude truth of this following##

##the naming of the Bush administration's ambassadorial choice for Madrid.##

a0a00000a00000000a00000a a0

##$$ 217 $$ <p> Mr Zappala's quali�cations, even padded out, only �lled##

##three paragraphs. ##

aa000000a00000000000aa00 0a

##$$ 218 $$ Spaniards and many diplomats may think otherwise.##

0a00a0000000000aaa00a000 0a

##$$ 219 $$ <p> THE GREAT modern, moral questions of the right to life and##

##the right to death will dominate what may be a landmark session of the##

##US Supreme Court which begins this week.##

a00a00000a00000aaa000a0a a0

##$$ 220 $$ But its decisions also have implications for an international##

##debate on the frontiers of medical science, morality, government action##

##and individual privacy.##

0a0a000a0a000000000aaa0a a0

##$$ 221 $$ `The court may never say Roe v Wade is overruled, but it is##

##likely to say, `Roe v Wade . . . never heard of it".' ##

0a0a000aa000000aa0a000aa 0a

##$$ 222 $$ The state court said the state's `unquali�ed interest in##

##life" should prevail over their assertion that her right to privacy gave##

##her the right to die gracefully. ##

a00a0000a000aa00000aa0aa 0a

##$$ 223 $$ <p> THE TACTICS which brought George Bush back from the##

##political dead in last year's presidential election have back�red badly##

##on Rudolph Giuliani, the Republican candidate for mayor of New York.##

a0a0000aa00000000a000aaa a0

##$$ 224 $$ Now his campaign is threatening to self-destruct because of a##

##controversy over racial politics involving the comedian Jackie Mason.##

a0a0000aa0a000000a00a0aa a0

##$$ 225 $$ Then Newsweek magazine dredged up some remarks which Mr Mason##

##made at a lunch a few weeks earlier. ##

a00a0000a000000000a00a00 0a

##$$ 226 $$ The comedian had described Mr Dinkins as a `fancy shvartzer##

##with a moustache", using a derogatory Yiddish term for black servants or##

##employees.##

a0a00000a000000000000a0a 0a

##$$ 227 $$ <p> THE Colombian drug wars have added a new variation to##

##Washington's `revolving door" syndrome, whereby former US o�cials use##

##the knowledge they gained in government for pro�t on returning to the##

##private sector. ##

a0a00000a00000000a0aa0aa a0

##$$ 228 $$ It now appears the lawyer representing some of the drug##

##cartel's `extraditables" once headed the Justice Department's##

##extradition division.##

aaa0a000a00000000a00a0aa a0

##$$ 229 $$ It is a rule of honour in the US legal profession that all##

##criminals equally deserve representation, drug barons included. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 230 $$ <p> But Mr Abbell is adamant that he is doing nothing##

##untoward. ##

aa000000a00000000000000a 0a

##$$ 231 $$ <p> BOGOTA _ The most important drug suspect seized since##

##Colombia began its big crackdown on the cocaine barons six weeks ago##

##will shortly be own to Bogota to face smuggling charges, authorities##

##said here yesterday, Reuter reports.##

a0a0a000a0000000aaaa0aaa a0

##$$ 232 $$ <p> Mr Porras is not on the list of 12 `most wanted" suspects##

##whose extradition is sought by the US. ##

aa000000000000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 233 $$ <hl> Moscow reviews aid to Managua </hl>##

a00a00a0a00000000aa00000 a0

##$$ 234 $$ <p> Mr Shevardnadze will be travelling from Managua to Havana##

##tomorrow, where he will meet the Cuban President, Fidel Castro.##

a0aa0000a0000000aa0a0a0a 0a

##$$ 235 $$ <p> WASHINGTON _ General Dmitri Yazov became the �rst Soviet##

##defence minister to visit the US yesterday, beginning a week of talks as##

##the guest of his opposite number, Dick Cheney, writes Marc Champion.##

a0aa0000a00000000aa00aaa a0

##$$ 236 $$ <p> The two men then retired for goodwill talks, which one US##

##o�cial described as `not negotiations". ##

a00a0000a00000000a0a0a0a 0a
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##$$ 237 $$ Today he is to visit Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the site in##

##1863 of the bloodiest battle of the American Civil War.##

0a000000aa000000aa000a0a 0a

##$$ 238 $$ <p> TOKYO (AP) _ Japan's Prime Minister, Toshiki Kaifu, said his##

##government would strive to restore public trust, but would �ght##

##opposition e�orts to abolish Japan's new sales tax.##

aa0000a0aaa00000aaaaaaaa a0

##$$ 239 $$ He said the levy was `absolutely essential for Japan's##

##future". ##

aa0a00a0a00000000a00000a 0a

##$$ 240 $$ <hl> De Klerk gives ANC talks the seal of disapproval </hl>##

a00a00a0a0a000000000000a a0

##$$ 241 $$ <p> Thabo Mbeki, the ANC's external relations director, who##

##led the movement's delegation, said in Washington yesterday that the##

##talks were informal. ##

aa0a0000a00000000a00aaaa 0a

##$$ 242 $$ <p> In a statement issued in Pretoria yesterday, President de##

##Klerk made it clear that the South African government was not involved##

##in the London talks, and disapproved of them. ##

a00a000aaa0000000a0aaaaa a0

##$$ 243 $$ `The general result of such discussion is that they are##

##exploited by the ANC and others to conceal the true nature of##

##revolutionary organisations," he said. ##

aa0a0000a00000000a0aa0aa 0a

##$$ 244 $$ <p> JOHANNESBURG _ An estimated 25,000 blacks demanded##

##clemency for two condemned African National Congress guerrillas##

##yesterday in the largest protest march ever held in one of South##

##Africa's nominally independent tribal homelands, AP reports.##

a00a00a0a00000000aa00a0a a0

##$$ 245 $$ Some carried ANC ags and displayed placards urging the##

##release of the two, who are on death row in Transkei. ##

aaaa0000a00000000a0aaa0a 0a

##$$ 246 $$ <hl> The plane that would not take o� without the khat </hl>##

0a0a0000a00000000a000000 a0

##$$ 247 $$ It had, however, collected eight and a half tons of khat, the##

##mild narcotic leaf on which Djibouti feeds like caterpillars on cabbage.##

a0a00000a00000000a000aaa a0

##$$ 248 $$ The air was heated with French, Arabic, English and Amharic,##

##Somali and Serbo-Croat. ##

0a000000a00000000a00000a 0a

##$$ 249 $$ Their brows were �erce and their teeth ashed gold every##

##time they shouted.##

aa000000a00000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 250 $$ Some said the syndicate that runs it is so powerful it can##

##order the airline, and even the government, to do whatever it wants.##

aa0a0000a000000aaaaaaaaa 0a

##$$ 251 $$ Two bulky Somali women were persuaded to stay behind. ##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 0a

##$$ 252 $$ <p> THE SOVIET UNION played a key role in the agreement under##

##which thousands of East Germans who had taken refuge in the West German##

##embassies in Prague and Warsaw were allowed to go to the West on Sunday,##

##government o�cials said yesterday.##

a0aa00a0a00000000a0a0aaa a0

##$$ 253 $$ <p> But the East Germans, apparently furious at the latest##

##development, accused West Germany of a `gross breach of trust".##

aa0a000aa00000000a0000aa 0a

##$$ 254 $$ <p> The head of the Bonn Chancellery, Rudolf Seiters, said the##

##West German government had made it clear that it could not make any##

##concessions regarding its embassies in other countries and that no East##

##German would be turned away from any West German mission abroad.##

a0aa0000aa000000aaa0aaaa a0

##$$ 255 $$ Pressure on East Germany to solve the problem of its eeing##

##population by reform has redoubled. ##

a0a00000a00000000a0aaa0a 0a

##$$ 256 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Thousands of Soviet citizens crowded##

##outside the American embassy yesterday clamouring for new forms to apply##

##for emigration to the United States. ##

a0aa0000a00000000a0a00a0 a0

##$$ 257 $$ He said the US authorities planned to allocate 50,000 places##

##to refugees from the Soviet Union in the next 12 months. ##

a00a00a0aa000000aaaaa00a 0a

##$$ 258 $$ <p> HOPES THAT Chancellor Kohl's Christian Democrat party can##

##reverse the long downward slide to possible defeat in next year's##

##Bundestag elections have been dashed by its poor showing in Sunday's##

##North Rhine-Westphalia municipal polls.##

a0a000000000000aaa0a0aaa a0

##$$ 259 $$ In Dortmund a 56-year-old man, apparently an even more extreme##

##right-winger, was in a critical condition after being kicked and pelted##

##with bottles by left-wingers. ##

aaa00000a00000000a000aa0 0a

##$$ 260 $$ <p> DIPLOMATIC niceties have been exploited to the utmost##

##during the continuing occupation by would-be East German emigrants of##

##the West German embassy in Prague, where a West German diplomat##

##yesterday intervened dramatically to add to the number of new arrivals##

##inside.##

a0aa000aa00000000aaaaaaa a0

##$$ 261 $$ <p> Conferred temporary and somewhat metaphysical diplomatic##

##immunity by the embrace, the would-be emigrant and the diplomat walked,##

##with their arms on each others' shoulders, into the embassy.##

a00a0000a00000000a000a0a 0a

##$$ 262 $$ <p> The price of a car in East Germany can be a signi�cant##

##proportion of a lifetime's earnings, and the wait for the car can last a##
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##signi�cant part of that lifetime.##

0a000000a000000aa000a00a a0

##$$ 263 $$ <p> This has not, however, prevented a touching detail in the##

##exodus of the original 4,000 emigres over the weekend.##

0aa00000a00000000a00a0aa 0a

##$$ 264 $$ <hl> Comrade Springer tries to liven up the party </hl>##

a00a00a0a000000000a00000 a0

##$$ 265 $$ Comrade Springer, as his subordinates addressed him, was##

##collecting `views and opinions". ##

a0a00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 266 $$ <p> The most heated discussion revolved around the question of##

##changing the party's name. ##

a00a0000a00000000a00a00a a0

##$$ 267 $$ Mr Springer then took the oor -for 30 minutes. ##

a00000a0a00000000000000a 0a

##$$ 268 $$ <p> The Opole meeting was dominated by elderly party members,##

##who refused to talk about such problems as names, new programmes, and##

##new membership laws.##

a00a000aa00000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 269 $$ `But, Madam, I have a university education, and I'm a teacher##

##by profession. I will have no trouble �nding something else to do."##

0a00a000a0000000a000aa0a 0a

##$$ 270 $$ <hl> SPD still fails to ride the wave: Setbacks for Chancellor##

##Kohl and his team have not convinced voters the Social Democrats would##

##do any better, writes John Eisenhammer </hl> ##

0aaa0a0aaa000000aa00aa0a a0

##$$ 271 $$ His attempts to link reductions in working hours to more##

##exible work practices, for example, have run into powerful union##

##resistance.##

a0a000a0a00000000aa0aa0a 0a

##$$ 272 $$ <hl> Najibullah urges US to face `reality": Afghanistan's##

##president tells Ahmed Rashid in Kabul that the powers backing the##

##mujahedin will have to recognise that he is there to stay </hl> ##

aa0aa0a0a0a00a00aa0aaa0a a0

##$$ 273 $$ `The secret of our success lies in these militias," said##

##President Najibullah.##

aa0a0000a00000000000000a 0a

##$$ 274 $$ <hl> Pressure grows to allow Marcos a burial at home </hl>##

a00a0000a00000000a00a000 a0

##$$ 275 $$ They say Mrs Aquino is seeking revenge for the murder of her##

##husband Benigno `Ninoy" Aquino, at Manila airport in 1983. ##

a0aaa00aa00000000a000a0a 0a

##$$ 276 $$ <p> COLOMBO _ Sri Lankan troops went on the o�ensive at �rst##

##light yesterday after left-wing rebels de�ed a six-day government##

##cease�re and burnt dozens of vehicles and buildings, killing 61 people,##

##Reuter reports.##

a0aa000aa00000000a0aaa0a a0

##$$ 277 $$ <p> `A large number of houses, post o�ces and government##

##buildings were burned. ##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 0a

##$$ 278 $$ <p> A TOKYO court ruled yesterday that the Japanese Education##

##Ministry was within its rights to ban a textbook which detailed Japanese##

##war atrocities, even though the court couldn't fault any of the##

##assertions made by the author. ##

aa0a0000a000000aaa0aaaaa a0

##$$ 279 $$ In compensation, he awarded Professor Ienaga 100,000 yen (##

## 435).##

a00a0000a0000000000a000a 0a

##$$ 280 $$ <p> The Vichy authorities in Lebanon ordered French troops##

##loyal to Petain to stand their ground against the Allied invasion from##

##Palestine in 1941. ##

aa0a000aa000a0000a0a00aa a0

##$$ 281 $$ A British o�cer also took over the Vichy commander's##

##mistress, a fact noted by a young British intelligence o�cer named##

##Quintin Hogg.##

a00aa000a00000000a000a0a 0a

##$$ 282 $$ <p> ABE NATHAN, the former RAF Spit�re pilot who for 23 years##

##has led an often lonely crusade for peace, was jailed for six months##

##yesterday by a Ramla court for breaking an Israeli anti-terrorism law by##

##meeting the PLO chairman, Yasser Arafat, in September last year. ##

a0aa0000a00000000a00aaaa a0

##$$ 283 $$ <p> Mr Nathan, 62, is the �rst Israeli jailed under the law,##

##passed in 1986. ##

aa0a0000a00000000a000a0a 0a

##$$ 284 $$ <p> Mr Nathan lamented the fact that for 40 years Israel had##

##been saying it had no one to talk to and now that the other side was##

##prepared to talk, Israel refused. ##

a0aaa000aa0000000a00a00a a0

##$$ 285 $$ `This business of `I will never talk to the PLO" is absolutely##

##ridiculous. ##

0a0000000a000000a000000a 0a

##$$ 286 $$ <p> PARIS _ All this week France held its breath while the##

##Senate, the upper house of parliament, chose its new president. ##

a00a0000a00000000000aa0a a0

##$$ 287 $$ The average age of the senators is just under 70. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a 0a

##$$ 288 $$ <p> PARIS _ A strike that threatens to paralyse France's##

##prison service spread yesterday as more prison o�cers were recruited##

##to the cause. ##

a00a0000a0a000000a0a00aa a0

##$$ 289 $$ For the �rst time in the history of the service, army units##

##have been sent in to maintain order in prisons, writes Sarah Lambert.##
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a0aa0000a00000000a0aa0aa a0

##$$ 290 $$ <hl> Transkei forges a link with Mandela </hl>##

0a0a0000a000000000000000 a0

##$$ 291 $$ The General has frequent contact with Winnie Mandela _ and##

##through her indirectly with her husband - as well as with the ANC##

##leadership. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a 0a

##$$ 292 $$ <p> THE EUROPEAN Community yesterday adopted common guidelines##

##for the content of television broadcasts, designed to limit programme##

##imports from America and ensure minimum quality standards on private,##

##including satellite, channels.##

0a0a00a0a00000000a0a0aaa a0

##$$ 293 $$ There are also rules on the placing of advertising that will##

##bring minor changes to British practice. ##

aaa00000aa000000aa0aa0aa 0a

##$$ 294 $$ <p> WITH ITS power and prestige slipping away and its leaders##

##calling desperately for unity, 72 per cent of Polish Communists have##

##voted to �nd a new name for their party, the Polish United Workers'##

##Party.##

a0a000a0a00000000aa0aa0a a0

##$$ 295 $$ One Communist member of parliament said the results were `all##

##very nice, if they are true".##

aa0a0a00a0000000a00000aa 0a

##$$ 296 $$ <hl> East Germany blocks refugees' last escape route </hl>##

a00a000a000000000a000000 a0

##$$ 297 $$ The refusal to talk, believed to have been decided in a##

##meeting of the Politburo, contributed to renewed speculation here that##

##Mr Honecker may no longer be in full control. ##

aaa0aa000000000aaaa00a0a 0a

##$$ 298 $$ <p> FOREIGN ministers of the European Community lent##

##enthusiastic support yesterday to a Commission plan to give Poland and##

##Hungary food and �nancial aid worth dollars 215m ( 140m), together##

##with loans worth up to 700m.##

a00aa0a0aa000000aaa00a0a a0

##$$ 299 $$ A second meeting of the 24, including the US, Japan, Canada##

##and Australia, took place in Brussels 10 days ago.##

a00a0000a000000000000a0a 0a

##$$ 300 $$ <p> Among EC ministers most supportive of the Commission's##

##plan yesterday was the British Foreign Secretary, John Major, attending##

##his �rst EC Council meeting. ##

0aa000a0a000000000000a0a a0

##$$ 301 $$ EIB money has never before been o�ered to Eastern Europe.##

0aa00000a00000000000a000 0a

##$$ 302 $$ <p> A �nal decision on the details of the EC's own##

##contribution is expected at a meeting of EC �nance ministers in##

##Luxembourg next week. ##

0a0a0000a00000000000a00a a0

##$$ 303 $$ The level of EIB loans could extend to 700m over three years.##

0a000000a000000aa000000a 0a

##$$ 304 $$ <p> IN THE FIERCEST Soviet reaction yet to the East German##

##refugee crisis, the Communist Party daily Pravda declared yesterday that##

##Bonn's `open door" policy at its embassies in Warsaw and Prague was##

##creating a situation which threatened to destabilise all of central##

##Europe.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aaa0aaa a0

##$$ 305 $$ Like their counterparts in China four months ago, East German##

##demonstrators are chanting Mr Gorbachev's name, while another 4,000##

##would-be refugees are choking the premises of Bonn's embassy in Prague.##

a0a0000aa00000000aa0aa0a 0a

##$$ 306 $$ <p> But, despite 20 years of desultory pollution control,##

##southern California has also become heavy-tar America (complete with##

##government health warnings). ##

0aa0000aa0a000000aa0aa00 a0

##$$ 307 $$ The freeways are crowded and crumbling.##

aaa00000a0a000000a00a00a 0a

##$$ 308 $$ <p> The South Coast Air Quality Management District is a body##

##with considerable powers over greater LA. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a a0

##$$ 309 $$ The Plan laid out a 123-point, three-stage strategy to make##

##the air of Los Angeles 70 per cent cleaner by 2009. ##

0a0a00a0a000000000aa0aaa 0a

##$$ 310 $$ The Plan amounted, according to the critics, to a declaration##

##of war on the southern Californian way of life, assaulting everything##

##from drive-in movies to Burger Kings and, most of all, automobiles.##

aaa0aa00a0a000000a0aaa0a a0

##$$ 311 $$ Restrictions will be placed on drive-in cinemas, banks,##

##hamburger restaurants and, presumably, LA's solitary drive-through##

##church.##

0a000000aa000000a0a0aa00 0a

##$$ 312 $$ <p> The LA Plan has direct implications, practical and##

##political, for the rest of the country, and the rest of the world. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a a0

##$$ 313 $$ The approach may well serve as a model for similar projects in##

##other US conurbations. ##

0a000000a0000000a0aaa00a 0a

##$$ 314 $$ <p> The Plan has already been approved by the state##

##environment authorities and is likely to be approved shortly by the##

##Environmental Protection Agency in Washington. ##

0aa0a000a0000000a00aa00a a0

##$$ 315 $$ In Greater Los Angeles area there are 7.5 million registered##

##drivers and 8 million cars. ##

0a000000a00000000000a000 0a
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##$$ 316 $$ <p> BRITAIN has launched a signi�cant lobbying campaign on##

##Capitol Hill, including letters to Congressmen from the British##

##ambassador, Sir Antony Acland, in an e�ort to prevent delays in the US##

##Trident D-5 nuclear missile programme.##

a0a0000aa00000000aaaaaaa a0

##$$ 317 $$ Two sea tests, one in March and one in August, failed. ##

0a0a0000a0a000000aa00a00 0a

##$$ 318 $$ The budget cuts would mean signi�cant delays in 1990##

##production of missiles, a handful of which are due to be sold to##

##Britain. ##

0a000000aa000000aaa0aa0a a0

##$$ 319 $$ The issue is now being considered in a House-Senate conference.##

0aa000a0aa0000000aa0000a 0a

##$$ 320 $$ He has played on Panamanian nationalism to exploit resentment##

##at US interference in Panamanian a�airs and met charge with##

##counter-charge.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aaaaaaa a0

##$$ 321 $$ The US continued to recognise Mr Delvalle and imposed economic##

##sanctions on Panama. ##

aa0a0000aa0000000aa0aa0a 0a

##$$ 322 $$ <p> At the same time, General Noriega had been irting with##

##the Soviet Union and, according to US intelligence sources, continues to##

##receive arms from Moscow. ##

0aa00000a00000000aa0aa0a a0

##$$ 323 $$ Although the option of US military intervention has often been##

##canvassed, it has always o�cially been discounted. ##

0aa0000aa00000000aa0aa0a 0a

##$$ 324 $$ <p> UNITED NATIONS _ Panama's provisional president barely##

##touched on the military upheaval in his country yesterday in a 30-minute##

##address to the General Assembly which was heavily critical of US policy##

##towards Panama, Reuter reports.##

aa0a000aa0a000000a0aaa0a a0

##$$ 325 $$ He added: `The printed text which I'm delivering to the##

##assembly today does not include the most recent examples of US action in##

##my country."##

a0aa0000a0a000000000a0aa 0a

##$$ 326 $$ <p> DISNEY WORLD, home to Mickey Mouse, 101 Dalmatians and##

##all manner of furry creatures, has been charged with beating wild##

##vultures to death and illegally trapping other protected birds.##

a0a0000aa0a000000a0aaa00 a0

##$$ 327 $$ <p> Nineteen of the birds died and others among the 149 moved##

##were mistreated. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000a0aa00a 0a

##$$ 328 $$ <p> CAMBODIAN guerrillas have captured a number of Phnom Penh##

##government outposts in the north-west in the last week, but they have##

##yet to mount an attack on a major town, according to a resistance##

##spokesman and Western intelligence sources in Bangkok. ##

a0a0000aa0a000000aaaaaaa a0

##$$ 329 $$ The town, with 36,000 inhabitants, would be an important##

##strategic loss.##

0a000000aaa00000aa00aa0a 0a

##$$ 330 $$ Diplomats in Bangkok say the movement is attempting to boost##

##its credibility at a time when the US Congress is debating policy on##

##Cambodia. ##

a0a00000a00000000aa0a0aa a0

##$$ 331 $$ He denied charges that Vietnamese troops participated in the##

##�ghting. ##

a0aa0a00a0a000000a0aa00a 0a

##$$ 332 $$ <p> HARARE (Reuter) _ The Zimbabwean government ordered the##

##inde�nite closure of the country's only university yesterday after a##

##day of violent clashes between police and students protesting against##

##the arrest of two of their leaders.##

a0aa000aa0a0a0000a0aa0aa a0

##$$ 333 $$ He said that all 10,000 students would have to leave the##

##campus with their belongings by last night.##

a0000000aa00000000a0aa0a 0a

##$$ 334 $$ Police indicated that they would charge him under Zimbabwe's##

##Law and Order Maintenance Act for a statement he issued on Monday##

##accusing the government of `state terrorism" against students.##

a0aa0000aaa000000aa0a0aa a0

##$$ 335 $$ The statement accused the government of `brute neo-fascism##

##comparable only to that of South Africa". ##

a00aa00aa0a000000a00aa0a 0a

##$$ 336 $$ <p> MARGARET THATCHER said yesterday she intends to maintain##

##Britain's opposition to sanctions against South Africa at the##

##Commonwealth Heads of Government Conference later this month. ##

aa0a00a0aaa000000aa0aa0a a0

##$$ 337 $$ <p> `We played the leading role in bringing Zimbabwe to##

##independence and have given a great deal of help to Zimbabwe since##

##independence," she said. ##

a0a000a0a00000000a0aaa0a 0a

##$$ 338 $$ <p> Mrs Thatcher said economic sanctions did have the e�ect##

##of depressing an economy and depriving people of jobs, but rarely if##

##ever had the desired political e�ect. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a0aa0aa a0

##$$ 339 $$ I want to help South Africa become democratic and prosperous##

##and avoid descending into further violence and poverty." ##

0aa000a0a00000000a0a0a0a 0a

##$$ 340 $$ <p> MANILA (Reuter) _ President Corazon Aquino of the##

##Philippines said yesterday that the body of Ferdinand Marcos still had a##

##`malignant power" that could be used by her opponents to seize power.##

aa0a0a00a0a00000aa0a00aa a0
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##$$ 341 $$ She has survived �ve coup attempts, two of them linked to##

##Marcos loyalists. ##

0aa00000a0a000000a0aaa0a 0a

##$$ 342 $$ <p> PEKING yesterday bristled at a decision by Hong Kong to##

##allow a top Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who sought political asylum in##

##the West, to travel to the United States. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 343 $$ The US appears willing to take Mr Yang, but he may choose to##

##live in Taiwan.##

0a0a000a00000000aa0a0a0a 0a

##$$ 344 $$ <p> Xinhua News Agency, China's uno�cial embassy in Hong##

##Kong, yesterday released a statement regetting the government's decision##

##as `an extremely bad precedent". ##

aaaa000aa00000000a0aaa0a a0

##$$ 345 $$ Journalists' associations compared the seizing of the tapes to##

##China intercepting satellite transmissions to track down##

##`counter-revolutionaries".##

aaa0000000a000000a0a00aa 0a

##$$ 346 $$ <p> PARIS _ The �ve-week deadlock between striking Peugeot##

##workers and their employer was broken yesterday when the management##

##obtained a court order to end a 10-day sit-in at one of the two##

##factories in eastern France, Sarah Lambert writes.##

aaaa0000a0a0a0000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 347 $$ <p> The workers occupying the Mulhouse forge were told that##

##unless they left the premises immediately they would be `forced to do##

##so".##

a0aa0000aaa000000aa000aa 0a

##$$ 348 $$ <p> Mr Gorbachev knows full well that, unlike his counterparts##

##in Poland and Hungary, Mr Honecker cannot replace doctrinaire communism##

##with appeals to nationalism. ##

aa000000a000000a000000a0 a0

##$$ 349 $$ Fears for the stability of central Europe so bluntly expressed##

##by Pravda this week are shared in Bonn, London and Washington. ##

aa0a000aa00000000a0a000a 0a

##$$ 350 $$ <p> ALMOST 24 hours late, the �rst of several chartered##

##trains left Prague for the West last night, carrying some of the 12,000##

##East German emigrants who had spent another night and a day on the##

##chilly pavements around the West German embassy or in the embassy's##

##increasingly squalid grounds.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 351 $$ <p> Thousands blocked East German rail lines and crowded into##

##stations to try to board the trains en route to Prague, and thus qualify##

##for the trip to West Germany. ##

a00a000aa00000000aaaa0aa 0a

##$$ 352 $$ In Dresden police removed about 3,000 people from the station##

##and sealed it o�.##

a00a000aa00000000a0a000a 0a

##$$ 353 $$ <p> BELGIUM launched an anti-terrorist investigation yesterday##

##into the murder of a leading member of its 30,000-strong Jewish##

##community, Joseph Wybran. ##

a00a0000a0a000000aa0aa0a a0

##$$ 354 $$ Police sources said the shooting had the hallmarks of a##

##`professional execution": a light handgun was used that would only##

##ensure death if used at point-blank range. ##

aa0a0000aaa00000aa0a0a0a a0

##$$ 355 $$ The hospital, moreover, is perfectly located for a swift##

##getaway, just yards from the Brussels ring road and the motorway to##

##Paris.##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

##$$ 356 $$ <p> The Israeli embassy in Belgium denounced the attack last##

##night. ##

a00a000aa00000000a0a000a a0

##$$ 357 $$ `It is clear that Professor Wybran has been assassinated in##

##cold blood because he was a Jew," it said. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a0a00aa 0a

##$$ 358 $$ <p> THE NOBEL PRIZE committee is expected to give a boost to##

##the drive for political freedom in east Europe when it announces the##

##winners of the Peace Prize in Oslo today. ##

aa0a00a0a0000000000a0a0a a0

##$$ 359 $$ <p> In 1983, long before the West felt able to give aid to##

##Poland, the committee chose Lech Walesa for the Peace Prize in a gesture##

##which embarrassed the Polish government and focused the attention of the##

##world on the changes taking place in Warsaw.##

aaaa0000a0000000000a0aaa 0a

##$$ 360 $$ <p> Mr Anguita has also been re-arranging the face of Spanish##

##Communism recently _ with notable success. ##

a0a00000a000000000a00a0a a0

##$$ 361 $$ He also earned the nickname of the `Red Caliph" by trying to##

##give back to the Muslims a grand old mosque which the Catholic church##

##had converted into a monastery 500 years ago.##

0aaa00000000000000a00aaa 0a

##$$ 362 $$ <p> INVESTIGATORS have determined that an explosion destroyed##

##the UTA DC-10 which crashed in the Sahara Desert on 19 September,##

##killing all 171 people on board, but there is no evidence that a bomb##

##was responsible.##

aaaa00aaa0a000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 363 $$ In the 1970s, when he was known as `Jacky des Halles", he was##

##prominent in the world of organised crime. ##

0a000000a0a000000a000aaa 0a

##$$ 364 $$ <p> UNDER intense pressure from congressional Democrats to##

##increase aid to Poland and Hungary, the White House announced yesterday##

##that President Bush will ask Congress for an additional dollars 200m (##
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## 125m) grant for Poland, almost doubling his previous request.##

a0aa0000aaa000000aa00aaa a0

##$$ 365 $$ He also asked for dollars 25m for Hungary.##

a00a0000000a000000000000 0a

##$$ 366 $$ <p> MOSCOW (Reuter) _ Armed insurgents were reported yesterday##

##to be setting up camps in the hilly terrain of Nagorny Karabakh as##

##tensions between the Soviet republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan##

##threatened to erupt into full- scale confrontation.##

a0aaa00aa0a00000aaa00000 a0

##$$ 367 $$ Nagorny Karabakh, which has a predominantly Armenian##

##population, became part of Azerbaijan in 1923 after the consolidation of##

##Soviet power in the Transcaucasus region. ##

aa0a00a0a00000000a000a00 0a

##$$ 368 $$ <p> E�orts to resolve the conict, which has caused more##

##than 100 deaths since February last year, have so far been fruitless.##

a00a0000000000000a0a0a00 a0

##$$ 369 $$ Food was being sent in along the republic's only rail link##

##with Georgia. ##

a0aa0000a000000000000000 0a

##$$ 370 $$ <p> Many studies have been made in an e�ort to assess the##

##correct national speed, and to warn those in the fast lane of their##

##ultimate folly. ##

a00a000000a0000a0a0aa0a0 a0

##$$ 371 $$ And Columbus, Ohio, postal clerks spoke 40 per cent more##

##syllables per second than their colleagues in Los Angeles.##

a00a0000a00000000a00aa00 0a

##$$ 372 $$ After nine months in o�ce he still is uncertain whether to##

##go fast or slow on any issue from the Russians to oil slicks. ##

aa000a00000a00000a0a00a0 a0

##$$ 373 $$ <p> No one ever accused Old Blue Eyes or Mr Trump of being##

##behind the times. ##

aa0a0a0a000000000000a000 0a

##$$ 374 $$ <p> Mr Rogich is a `handler" par excellence. ##

0a00a000a000000000000000 0a

##$$ 375 $$ The Rogich plan is to sharpen up the focus, as well as the##

##pace.##

a0a00000aa00000000a00000 a0

##$$ 376 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, hinted yesterday##

##that the US withheld military support for Tuesday's failed coup in##

##Panama because it believed it had little chance of success.##

a00aaaa0a0000000aaa000aa a0

##$$ 377 $$ The Defence Department is believed to have strenuously opposed##

##use of US forces, once again, during Tuesday's meeting.##

a00aaa00a00000000a000a00 0a

##$$ 378 $$ <p> Mr Baker's comments yesterday implied that the US##

##government would be prepared to use its troops to back a Panamanian##

##coup, but not this coup. ##

a00aa0a00a000000a0a00a0a a0

##$$ 379 $$ Washington had previously stated that the 12,000 American##

##troops in Panama would be used only to defend the Canal and themselves.##

a00aa0000a000000a0000000 0a

##$$ 380 $$ <p> THE ROYAL NAVY frigate HMS Alacrity arrived in the##

##Colombian port of Cartagena yesterday, in the �rst stage of a British##

##aid e�ort to combat drugs tra�cking in Colombia.##

a0aa0000a0000000aaaa0aa0 a0

##$$ 381 $$ After taking on water and supplies, she returned to regular##

##duties within 24 hours. ##

a00a0000a000000000000a00 0a

##$$ 382 $$ <p> Britain has o�ered several million pounds of aid, which##

##includes communications equipment, bullet-proof vests, naval patrol##

##craft, police training and the joint naval patrol. ##

aa0a00a00a000000000000a0 a0

##$$ 383 $$ This would guarantee higher international prices for Latin##

##America's produce and would free resources to fund social programmes,##

##including a vital land reform. ##

a000a0a000000000a00aaa00 a0

##$$ 384 $$ <p> CARTAGENA _ The Colombian Supreme Court has upheld the##

##extradition of drug tra�ckers, decreed by President Virgilio Barco as##

##part of his o�ensive against the cocaine cartels, writes Simon Fisher.##

a00aa0a0a000a0000aa00a00 a0

##$$ 385 $$ At least 10 people were killed and 150 injured in bomb attacks##

##last month.##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 0a

##$$ 386 $$ <p> THE US Secretary of State, James Baker, yesterday raised##

##the possibility that the Soviet Union might put the rouble on the gold##

##standard as part of its programme of perestroika, writes John Lich�eld.##

a00aa0000a000000a0000aa0 a0

##$$ 387 $$ <p> Federal Reserve o�cials declined to discuss Mr##

##Greenspan's agenda yesterday. ##

a00a0a0aa000000000000000 0a

##$$ 388 $$ Inconsistencies in the initial report on the crash have led##

##some investigators to suspect that the US and Canadian governments took##

##part in a cover-up.##

a00aaa00a0000000aa0000a0 a0

##$$ 389 $$ The �re could have been caused either by sabotage or the##

##accidental detonation of a bomb being carried home by one of the##

##soldiers as a souvenir.##

aa0a0000a000000aaa000a00 0a

##$$ 390 $$ <p> (First Edition) DRAMATIC evidence of the First Century AD##

##Jewish revolt against Rome, which led up to the famous siege and mass##

##suicide of Masada, has been unearthed by Israeli archaeologists in the##

##desert to the east of Jerusalem.##
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a00aa00aa00000000a000aa0 a0

##$$ 391 $$ The note was written in charcoal on the side of a plaster##

##water-cistern, along with two drawings _ also in charcoal -of the Jewish##

##menora, the traditional seven-branched candlestick.##

a00a0000a000000000000aaa 0a

##$$ 392 $$ <p> The newly-discovered sites are of particularly great##

##importance for Jewish history because the Roman repression which##

##followed the revolts of Bar-Giora and Bar-Kokhba mark the beginning of##

##the Jewish diaspora.##

aaaa0000a00000000a000aa0 a0

##$$ 393 $$ So far more than 150 caves have been explored and surveyed.##

a00a0000a000000000000000 0a

##$$ 394 $$ It was the latest example of the increasing conict between##

##President Robert Mugabe's government and voices of opposition.##

0aa0000aa00000000a000000 a0

##$$ 395 $$ The registration of students and all grants and loans have##

##been suspended.##

0aa0000aa00000000a000000 a0

##$$ 396 $$ <p> Four bishops representing the Catholic Church and the##

##Zimbabwe Council of Churches yesterday met the university's##

##Vice-Chancellor, Walter Kamba, to urge that the campus be reopened and##

##to learn the fate of the estimated 40 students arrested following the##

##protests. ##

aa0aa000a0000000aaaa0aa0 a0

##$$ 397 $$ Soon after police arrived to carry out the order, violence##

##spread, as students smashed and set �re to Mr Kamba's Mercedes car, and##

##police responded with tear gas and baton charges.##

a0aa0000a0000a000aa00a00 0a

##$$ 398 $$ <p> IN THE relative absence of pressing political news, the##

##South African press has returned to predicting the release of famous##

##political prisoners. ##

aa0aa000a0000000a000a0a0 0a

##$$ 399 $$ <p> One day, if only by the laws of probability, the rumours##

##will be proved right. ##

0a00a0000a000a000000aa00 0a

##$$ 400 $$ <p> A GROUP claiming to represent Abu Nidal's Palestinian##

##assassination organisation claimed yesterday that it had murdered a##

##leader of the Jewish community in Belgium because he was `one of the##

##main leaders of Israel's Mossad secret service".##

aa0aa000a0000000aa0000aa a0

## $$ 401 $$ But, says Norman Moss, ##

## Britain could learn a thing or two from Dutch prisons on how to treat ##

## criminals once they are under lock and key.##

aa0aa000000a000aaa0aaa00 a0

## $$ 402 $$ BRITAIN has the largest number of people in prison in ##

## proportion##

##to the total population of any country in the European Community - ##

##97.4 per 100,000. ##

0a000000a00000000a00aa00 a0

##$$ 403 $$ Holland, with roughly the same crime rate, has the lowest, 40. ##

0a000000a000000000000a00 a0

##$$ 404 $$ And conditions inside prisons are just as great a contrast.##

0a000000a00000000a00a000 0a

##** 405 ** THE FIVE committee members �le into the meeting room, where ##

##strong, aromatic co�ee, an essential accompaniment of serious ##

##conversation in Holland, is waiting, and sit around a pine table.##

aa0a0000a00000000000aaa0 0a

##** 406 ** This is their fortnightly meeting with the activities director, ##

##Hans Versmissen. ##

0a000000a0000a000000a0a0 0a

##** 407 ** But I dont think they'll �nd the money right now. "##

a00a0a0000a00000aa000000 0a

##** 408 ** Versmissen is in charge of all cultural, educational and##

## sporting activities in Het Schouw prison in Amsterdam. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa00 0a

##** 409 ** But Versmissen is not an argumentative man. ##

0a000a00a000000000000000 0a

##** 410 ** Then they get down to plans for the next rock concert. ##

a00a00a0a0000000a0000000 0a

## $$ 411 $$ Every prison has a prisoners committee.##

0a000000a00000000000a000 a0

## $$ 412 $$ Prison life in Holland is very much more humane, more ##

## civilised, less isolated and less brutal than prison life in Britain, ##

## and a lot of this boils down to a simple matter of space. ##

0aa00000a00000000aa0a0aa a0

## $$ 413 $$ If you keep people in inhuman conditions, you cant##

##expect them to behave in a human way. "##

a00aaa0000a0000aaa0aa00a a0

## $$ 414 $$ It would be satisfying to be able to say that civilised prison##

##conditions reform criminals, but in fact in both countries about 50 per ##

##cent of the people leaving prison commit another crime within two years;##

a0aaa0a0a000000a0a00a0a0 a0

##$$ 415 $$ Holland sends fewer law - breakers to prison than Britain does##

##( though more for driving o�ences ) but the main reason for the smaller##

##prison population is that sentences are much shorter. ##

0a00a000a00000000aa0aaaa a0

##$$ 416 $$ The lenient sentencing and prison policy is possible in Holland##

##because public opinion is behind it. ##

0a00a0a0a0000000aa00a0a0 a0

##** 417 ** Dutch o�cials do not encounter what prison reformers in##

## Britain call " the holiday camp syndrome, " the complaint that " prison ##
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## is becoming just like a holiday camp. "##

aaaa000aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

##** 418 ** When I was there, one man had just bought a chess - playing ##

##computer for his cell ( one of Hans Versmissen 's team ). ##

aa0a0000a000000000000a0a 0a

##** 419 ** I was talking to one guard, a woman of mature years who joined ##

##the prison service only �ve years ago, and I asked whether she was ever##

##afraid of violence. ##

aa0aa00aa00a000000000a00 0a

##** 420 ** Jan Verboom is a short, stocky, grey - haired man of 50 with ##

##tattoos on his arms who was imprisoned in Britain for smuggling cannabis - ##

##he says he is innocent - and was then transferred to a Dutch prison, ##

##where he is serving the last part of his sentence.##

aa0aa000a000000000000a00 0a

## #########################################

## #########################################

## $$ 421 $$ Better a forest bled than dead ##

aa00a0a0a0a000000aa0a000 a0

## ** 422 ** THE NOTION that you can slurp your way through a Rainforest ##

## Crunch ice cream and help save the Amazon rainforests may seem bizarre, ##

## but eating habits can, in fact, a�ect the ecology.##

a0aaa0000a00000aa0aaaaaa 0a

##$$ 423 $$ Most of the 50million acres of tropical rainforests cut down ##

## every year are used as pasture for cattle once the timber and its by - ##

## products are exported. ##

a00a0000a00000000000aa00 a0

##** 424 ** Would they even be able to package them if 800 square miles of ##

##rainforest were not axed every year to produce the paper? ##

a0aa0a00000a000aaa00a0a0 0a

##** 425 ** It is doubtful.##

0a000a00a0000000a000a000 0a

##$$ 426 $$ If we have chomped our way through billions of acres of forest a##

##penitential path now appears by which we can consume food to conserve the##

##rainforests' trees, peoples, plants and animals. ##

a0aa00000000000aaaaaa0aa a0

##** 427 ** Why did no one think of this before?##

a000a000000a0000a00aa000 0a

##** 428 ** Because we have no choice but to live and die in a dynamic##

##market economy. ##

aaaa000aa0000a000aa0a0a0 0a

##$$ 429 $$ Cultural Survival, founded in 1972, markets products, processed ##

##and unprocessed, indigenous to the rainforests and it packages them to ##

##appeal to the heightened environmental awareness to which guilty Western##

##liberals are prey. ##

aaaa00aaa00000000a00aaa0 a0

##$$ 430 $$ Jason Clay, a former Harvard lecturer and analyst for##

##the US Department of Agriculture, is research director of the##

##organisation and its non pro�t - making Rainforest Marketing Project. ##

aa0a0000a00000000a000aa0 a0

##** 431 ** He has a PhD in anthropology from Cornell, taught at Harvard ##

## and was an analyst with the US Department of Agriculture, but his ##

## pragmatic approach has turned him into a nut merchant. ##

aaaa0000a00000000a0000a0 0a

##$$ 432 $$ Brazil nuts are perhaps the forests' single most famous ##

## foodstu�, and that, among other things, is what Clay markets. ##

aa0a000000000000a000aaa0 a0

##$$ 433 $$ The forests are also rich in foods, spices and essences used in##

##cosmetics, perfumes and medicines.##

0a0000a0a000000a0000a0a0 a0

##** 434 ** And timber, the traditional rainforest harvest,##

##is, bluntly stated, dead wood. ##

0a00a000a00000000a00aaa0 0a

##$$ 435 $$ Researchers found that the actual market potential of timber##

##sales was tiny compared to that of the non - wood resources. ##

0a00a000a000000aaa000000 a0

##$$ 436 $$ They call it heartstrings marketing. ##

a000a000a00000000000a000 0a

##** 437 ** A director of Kew Gardens, Professor Ghillean Prance, ew back ##

##from Brazil last autumn with a suitcase crammed with plants, roots and ##

##powders for Anita Roddick of the Body Shop. ##

aa0a0000a000000000000aa0 0a

##** 438 ** She has ordered Amazonian herbs and oils and has also##

##been persuading the University of Belem, at the mouth of the Amazon,##

##to look at seeds and plants for pot pourris and aromatic oils.##

a0aa00a0a00aa00000000aaa 0a

##$$ 439 $$ Deforestation is the second highest man - made source of carbon ##

##dioxide emissions and is now proven to have made a signi�cant ##

##contribution to global warming.##

0aa0a000a0a000000a00a000 a0

##** 440 ** Cashew nuts, for example, are a well - known harvest but##

##not the tree 's cashew apple, which grows near the calyx of the fruit.##

aaa0aa00a00000000a00aaaa 0a

## ######################################### ##

## ######################################### ##

##$$ 441 $$ - Michelle Berriedale - Johnson places her order with##

## the delivery boy for fresh food in brown paper bags##

a00a0000a000a00000000a00 a0

##** 442 ** ANOTHER Friday night another hour - long queue in the heaving ##

##supermarket .. ##

0a000000a00000000000a00a 0a

##** 443 ** Do you ever dream, as you stand gazing blankly at your pile of ##

##Greek yoghurts and your BSE - less free range chicken, of the jolly##
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##delivery boy ringing his bicycle bell at your kitchen door while you##

##sip your morning co�ee and read the morning paper? ##

a0aa00a0000a0000a000aa0a 0a

##$$ 444 $$ Carrots from the greengrocer, laden with good sticky mud; ##

##packets of tea in honest brown paper bags; loaves of bread hot from ##

##the baker 's .. ##

0a0000a0a00000000000aa0a a0

##** 445 ** Well, your moment is at hand. ##

0a000000a000000aa000a000 0a

##$$ 446 $$ And not only will it arrive at your door in brown paper bags ##

##( even if not on a bicycle ) but it will be fresh, wholesome and organic. ##

aa0a0000aa00000aa000aaaa a0

##** 447 ** BSE, BST, salmonella, listeria and alar may be regarded as a ##

##visitation from the devil by many but they have brought nothing but good ##

##to the organic food movement. ##

0a0aa0aa00000000aa00aaa0 0a

##** 448 ** A mere �ve years ago organic farmers were seen as an##

##idealistic, slightly cranky, fringe group whose ambition to feed the##

##world on organic food was little more than a pipe dream. ##

aa0aa000a0000000a000aaa0 0a

##$$ 449 $$ Now every survey shows a larger number of the public worried, ##

##anxious or concerned about food quality, pesticide residues, hormone##

##therapy and animal welfare. ##

a00aa00aa00000000a00a0a0 a0

##$$ 450 $$ As a result the organic movement has suddenly found supermarkets##

##banging on its doors demanding straight carrots and regular deliveries##

##and promising a market far wider than it ever dreamed of. ##

aa0aa000aa00a000aaaaaa00 a0

##** 451 ** However, this surge in demand has presented it with an ethical ##

##dilemma - ##

a00aa000a00000000aa0a000 0a

##$$ 452 $$ a main tenet of the organic faith is that the link between the ##

##grower and consumer should be as short as possible. ##

0a00a000aa000a00aa00a000 a0

##** 453 ** This is partly because they want to keep the consumer close to ##

##the soil but also because they believe that fresh food is more nutritious ##

##if genuinely fresh, not sold chilled and much travelled from the belly ##

##of a jumbo jet. ##

aa0aa000a0000000aa0aa0a0 0a

##$$ 454 $$ However, supplying food to a supermarket several hundred miles ##

##from where it was grown, through a packing station, and at the very least ##

##one distributor is scarcely retaining that close link. ##

aaaa0a00a00000000a0aaaa0 a0

##$$ 455 $$ Step in the organic, door to door delivery service. ##

a00a0000a000a0000000a00a a0

##$$ 456 $$ A couple of days research unearthed 16 such services operating##

##around the country and ranging from high tech in east London - delivering##

##within a 25 miles radius, complete with computers, faxes and credit cards##

## - to an organic farmer in the depths of the hills delivering butchered##

##organic beef and lambs, when he had them available. ##

a00aa000a000000aa000aaaa a0

##$$ 457 $$ However, of the ones I spoke to, few had been going for more ##

##than four years but all recorded a steady, if not spectacular, increase ##

##in business. ##

a0aaa000a0000000a0000a00 a0

##** 458 ** Most had started because they believed in organic principles ##

##and had grown through word of mouth and personal recommendation. ##

a00aa0a0a00000000000a0a0 0a

##** 459 ** All the larger services now bought in fresh fruits and ##

##vegetables ##

##not only from other local organic growers but through distribution centres##

##and even from abroad - ##

a00a0000a00000000a00aaa0 0a

##** 460 ** THE GENERAL impression I got was that, although it was a hard ##

##work way of earning your living, most of them felt that it was worthwhile ##

##as it provided a much needed service. ##

aa0aa0a0a00000000000a0a0 0a

## ########################################## ##

## ########################################## ##

##$$ 461 $$ A MAN comes from nowhere, starts a fruit - packaging business ##

##in Cyprus in the 1960s and builds it into a 2 billion multinational ##

##empire by 1990.##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 a0

##$$ 462 $$ Exasperated by constant sniping from the papers, he hatches ##

##a scheme to buy back his creation without consulting any of his usual##

##professional advisers, let alone the shareholders who own the other ##

##76 per cent.##

a00aa00aa00000a00a0a0aa0 a0

##** 463 ** Documents relating to the censure are passed on to the DTI, ##

##the SIB and the Takeover Panel.##

a00a000aa000000000000000 0a

##** 464 ** The company 's major institutional shareholders are aghast. ##

0a000a0aa000000000000000 0a

##** 465 ** What went wrong? ##

000a0a00000a0000a0000000 0a

##** 466 ** One City fund manager with a major stake in Polly Peck said last##

##week that he had three reactions to Asil Nadir 's aborted buyout plan:##

##" Surprise, surprise and surprise. "##

0a00a000aa000000a0000aaa 0a

##$$ 467 $$ This reaction reects the chasm of understanding between Mr ##

##Nadir and the big institutions who feel obliged to keep a holding in ##

##Polly Peck, if only because of its status as a Footsie stock and its##
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##until now spectacular returns. ##

aa0aa0a0a0000a00aa00aaaa a0

##$$ 468 $$ They like to know roughly what to expect from a company, ##

##but openness is not one of Mr Nadir 's strong suits. ##

0a000aa000000000a000a0a0 a0

##** 469 ** Because of his tight grip on the way the group is run, his##

##weaknesses and strengths are those of the company.##

aa0a00aaa00000000000a0a0 0a

##$$ 470 $$ Few doubt Mr Nadir 's legendary prowess at making deals, but ##

##the City has di�culty understanding such a fast - changing group. ##

a00aaa00000a00000a00a0a0 a0

##$$ 471 $$ This lack of understanding has prompted rumours, but what is ##

##certain is that Mr Nadir, who is 47, has built a 2 billion business ##

##empire from nothing through hard work, deal - making air and ##

##connections.##

aa0aaa00a00000000a000aa0 a0

##$$ 472 $$ Asil Nadir remains an enigma, one of the 100 richest people ##

##in the UK, but a private man. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a0aa a0

##** 473 ** He combines charm with shyness and a determination to##

##maintain complete control which has led to a high turnover in Polly##

##Peck 's boardroom and management.##

aa0a0000a00000000000a0a0 0a

##** 474 ** The Nadir legend is the stu� of TV mini - series. ##

0a000000a00000000000a000 0a

##** 475 ** As a six - year - old, he started his business career selling##

##newspapers on the streets of Famagusta. ##

a00a0000a0000000000000a0 0a

##$$ 476 $$ After the Turks invaded Cyprus in 1974, they enlisted Mr Nadir ##

##to rebuild the economy in northern Cyprus.##

a00aa0a0a00000000a0a0a0a a0

##$$ 477 $$ The deal was a winner because Mr Nadir used the boxes to ##

##package fruit which would otherwise have rotted in the �elds and sent ##

##it for export to the UK.##

aa0a00a0a00000000aa000a0 a0

##$$ 478 $$ In 1983 the Greek High Commission for Cyprus complained to##

##the Foreign O�ce that 93 per cent of the orchards producing fruit##

##for Mr Nadir 's Uni - Pac packaging plant were owned by Greek Cypriots ##

##before the invasion.##

aa0aa00aa00000000a0000aa a0

##** 479 ** But the Greek Cypriots were not the only source of his problems.##

0a000000a0a000000a0aa0a0 0a

##** 480 ** Mr Nadir 's �rst move into mainland Turkey was the Vestel##

##television manufacturer. ##

a0aa0000a000000000000000 0a

## ########################################

## ########################################

##$$ 481 $$ With a dramatic past and an ambitious chairman, ##

## Polly Peck is seen as a highly unpredictable##

## creature ##

0a00aa00a0a000000000a0a0 a0

##$$ 482 $$ FRUIT - to - computer conglomerate Polly Peck yesterday ##

##ignored the uproar caused by last month 's abandoned buyout plans,##

##and announced buoyant half - year results suggesting its dramatic ##

##growth will continue regardless of the fuss. ##

a0aaaa0aaa000000aa0a00aa a0

##$$ 483 $$ The company 's controversial chairman Asil Nadir has been##

##rapped over the knuckles by the Stock Exchange after announcing that he##

##planned to take the company private, and then abandoning the attempt##

##within the week. ##

a00aa00aaa0000000a0000a0 a0

##** 484 ** It said the company over - reacted by making a formal ##

##announcement that it had received an approach which might lead to a bid.##

a0aaa00aa000000aa00000a0 0a

##$$ 485 $$ Polly Peck 's share price soared, then plummeted, raising the ##

##Stock Exchange 's suspicions that somebody may have pro�ted unfairly ##

##from the episode. ##

a00a0a0aa0000000aa000aa0 a0

##** 486 ** In his statement yesterday, Mr Nadir said he regretted any##

##action which had attracted criticism. ##

a00aa00aa00000000a0000a0 0a

##** 487 ** " My wholehearted commitment to the continuing growth and##

##success of the company remains undiminished, " he insisted.##

aa00a0a0aa000a000000a000 a0

##** 488 ** Nobody who knows Mr Nadir doubts that. ##

a000aa00a00000000000aa00 0a

##** 489 ** But the a�air remains a mystery.##

0a000a00a00000000a0000a0 0a

##** 490 ** There was nothing new in Mr Nadir 's impatience with the City and##

##especially with its valuation of his company which makes it even more##

##surprising that he failed to follow through his initial plans to take it##

##out of the City 's �ring line. ##

a00a0aaaaa0000000a00a0a0 0a

##** 491 ** He said he was touched by pleas from small shareholders to let ##

##them keep their shares. ##

aa00a0a0a00a00a0000000a0 0a

##$$ 492 $$ Equally, he may have been persuaded by signals that raising ##

##the 2 billion or so needed for the buyout would not be as easy as he ##

##had imagined. ##

aa0aaa00a0a00000aa000aa0 a0

##$$ 493 $$ His relentless pursuit of multinational stardom for the company,##

##combined with his personal domination of it, have produced a string of ##
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##surprises during that decade just as they have produced a rapidly - growing##

##worldwide group.##

aaaa00a0a00000000000aaaa a0

##$$ 494 $$ For all its huge scale nowadays, however, Polly Peck remains an##

##entrepreneurial company.##

0a000000a00000000000aa00 a0

##** 495 ** In other words, it will remain full of surprises. ##

0a0000a00a000000a0000000 a0

##** 496 ** And those surprises are just as likely to be unpleasant as##

##pleasant.##

0a0000aa0a000000aa00a0a0 0a

##$$ 497 $$ But the chart shows that Polly Peck 's trading record appears ##

##impressive.##

0a00a0a0a0000000a000a0a0 a0

##$$ 498 $$ While its shares have zoomed up and down, pro�ts have progressed##

##steadily, thanks mainly to a series of acquisitions. ##

a0a000a0a00000000a00a0a0 a0

##$$ 499 $$ The Turkish electronics subsidiary Vestel is now quoted on the ##

##Istanbul stock exchange, and the fruit business could well make an##

##appearance in New York later this year.##

aa0aa000a000000aa0000aa0 a0

##** 500 ** The only surprise is that he is surprised that his company##

##is not more highly rated. ##

0a00aa0aa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## ########################################

## ########################################

## $$ 501 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Begins USA Visit##

a0a00000a000000000000000 a0

## $$ 502 $$ ##

## Premier Andreas Papandreou, snubbed by two Republican presidents, has##

##adopted a pro-U.S. stance and �nally gets to pay his �rst o�cial ##

## visit to Washington this week { but now his problem is Macedonia.##

aa0a00a0000000000aa0aaa0 a0

## $$ 503 $$ ##

## Papandreou meets President Clinton on Friday, and the economic##

##embargo Greece has slapped on Macedonia { which has angered the##

##United States and European countries { is certain to be high on the##

##agenda.##

aa0aa00aa00000000a00aaa0 a0

## ** 504 ** ##

## On Monday, the United States ew in another unit of U.S.##

##soldiers to the former Yugoslav state of Macedonia, bringing to more##

##than 500 the number of U.S. troops keeping watch there.##

aa0a0000a00000000000aaaa 0a

## ** 505 ** ##

## The soldiers serve in a U.N. force aimed at preventing a spread##

##of the Yugoslav bloodshed into Macedonia. ##

a0aa000aaa000a000a0a00a0 0a

## ** 506 ** ##

## Washington says the Greek embargo undermines the region.##

aa00a00aa00000000a000000 0a

## $$ 507 $$ ##

## Macedonia also borders Greece, and Greece wants it to change its##

##name and jettison other symbols that the Hellenic state believes##

##imply designs on Greek territory. ##

aa00a00aa000000aaa00a0aa a0

## ** 508 ** ##

##In Greece, the embargo is hugely popular.##

0a0000a0a00000000000a000 0a

## ** 509 ** ##

## ``I will give a great battle on our matters of national##

##interest, a friendly battle, of course, because the climate will be##

##good. ##

aa0a00a0aa000000a000aaaa 0a

## ** 510 ** ##

## We will also make every e�ort to improve Greek-American##

##relations," Papandreou said Sunday.##

a00aa0a00a000000aa0aa000 0a

## $$ 511 $$ ##

## However, Papandreou has repeatedly chosen to heed Greek public##

##opinion on Macedonia despite its leading to Greece's isolation##

##abroad.##

aa0aa0a0a00000000a00aaaa a0

## ** 512 ** ##

## ``Greece forms and expresses its foreign policy, it does not##

##carry out a public relations campaign," government spokesman##

##Evangelos Venizelos said last week.##

a00aaa00a00000000000a0a0 0a

## $$ 513 $$ ##

## Most of landlocked Macedonia's trade used to pass through##

##Salonica, Greece. ##

a0000000a00000000a00a0a0 a0

## ** 514 ** ##

## Now only food and medicine are allowed through.##

a0000000a00000a00a00a000 0a

## $$ 515 $$ ##

## Clinton and socialist Papandreou are also expected to discuss##

##the wars in former Yugoslavia, Greece's strained relations with##

##NATO ally Turkey, the continuing Turkish occupation of northern##

##Cyprus, Greek-U.S. relations, trade and issues concerning the##
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##European Union.##

0aaaa00aa0000000aa00a0aa a0

## $$ 516 $$ ##

## During his 1981-89 administration, Papandreou repeatedly##

##irritated Greece's Western allies with statements and actions##

##favoring such Arab leaders as Libya's Moammar Gadha� and of the##

##then-Soviet Union. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a000aaa a0

## ** 517 ** ##

## He also supported Yasser Arafat before it was fashionable.##

aa00a0a0a000000000000000 0a

## $$ 518 $$ ##

## Papandreou, 75, was not o�cially invited to Washington during##

##the 1980s, a reection of the tension with the administrations of##

##presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush.##

a00aa00aa00000000aa00aa0 a0

## $$ 519 $$ ##

## The European Union, of which Greece is current president, sent##

##Greece to the 12-member Union's high court this month for the Feb.##

##16 embargo on Macedonia. ##

aa0a0000a000000000000a0a a0

## ** 520 ** ##

## ``What I know is that there is understanding now, there is##

##another climate," Papandreou said of Greek-U.S. relations after##

##their meeting.##

aa00a0a0a00000000a00a0aa 0a

## ########################################### ##

## ########################################### ##

## $$ 521 $$ ##

## Why has the former Yugoslav republic hijacked a great historical##

##name? ##

a000000a000a00000a00a000 a0

## $$ 522 $$ ##

## AS GREECE embarks on a fresh round of United Nations-sponsored##

##talks,##

##it is worth remembering that Macedonia is only a geographical##

##area. ##

aaaa0000a0a000000000a0a0 a0

## $$ 523 $$ ##

## For centuries the existence of such a nation was completely##

##unknown; ##

##certainly the Turks occupying the territory for more than �ve##

##centuries never ##

##heard of a separate Macedonian nation among their European##

##possessions.##

aa00aa00a00000000a000000 a0

## ** 524 ** ##

## Despite recent e�orts to concoct some kind of "Macedonian language" ##

##all historical monuments in the area over the centuries bear upon##

##them the Greek language as abundant evidence of Macedonia's true ##

##identity. ##

aa0aa000aa0000000a00a00a 0a

## ** 525 ** ##

## Could it be, in the end, that the correct answers to the##

##various aspiring##

##falsi�ers of Macedonian history will be given by the stones##

##themselves?##

aa00aa00000a0000aa0aaaa0 0a

## ** 526 ** ##

## Inscribed marbles, as we all know, do not get angry but can##

##only speak the##

##truth. ##

a000a0a0a000000a0000aaa0 0a

## $$ 527 $$ ##

## Following the inevitable collapse of communism, these same men,##

##and their accomplices elsewhere, have freshly contrived not only to##

##politically hijack the Greek name of Macedonia to statehood and even ##

##print the illustrious White Tower of Salonika on their own currency##

##but also to further provoke Greece by callously raising as their ##

##new state's ag the classic and purely Greek emblem of the ##

##dynasty of Alexander the Great, undisputedly one of the most##

##celebrated personalities in Greek history. ##

aa0aaaaaaa0000000aaa0aaa a0

## ** 528 ** ##

## One feels at a loss to understand why Greece's European partners, ##

##and even the Balinder Commission of Arbitration back in 1991, have not##

##confronted the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (Fyrom) for these##

##undisguised assaults against the Greek ideal. ##

aa0aaa0a000a00000a0aaaaa 0a

## $$ 529 $$ ##

## Instead, the Greek people have had to su�er Europe's federalist ##

##and dirigiste deluge of concerted o�ensive comment against their##

##country, decrying as disgraceful or even as illegal the decision of ##

##the �rst civilisation in Europe to wish to defend and maintain intact##

## what is perhaps the richest cultural heritage in the western world. ##

aa0aaaaaa0000000aa00aaa0 a0

## $$ 530 $$ ##

## Rather, it is a fully justi�ed response to uncanny developments ##

##openly defying classical truths while at the same time perpetuating##

##unacceptable ambitions to move across the Greek frontier. ##

aa00aa0aaa0000000aa0aaa0 a0

## ** 531 ** ##
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## After all, small independent countries, especially when lacking##

##historical and democratic credentials, do have a way of seeking ##

##viability by grasping for neighbouring territory.##

aa0a0000a00000000aaaaaa0 0a

## ** 532 ** ##

## And the expansionist goals set out for decades by Tito do not##

##just vanish away, particularly when fuelled by so rare a mixture of##

##otherworldliness and inertia displayed in European Union and US ##

##foreign policy. ##

aa0aa0a0a00000000a0a00a0 0a

## ** 533 ** ##

## Let us bear in mind, too, that a state, as opposed to a##

##province, tends to supersede the latter in the course of history, ##

##if given enough time. ##

a00aa00a0aa0000aaa00aaa0 0a

## $$ 534 $$ ##

## Far from arbitrarily, therefore, and only after multiple##

##warnings, has the much publicised Greek blockade been imposed on ##

##strictly political, as opposed to economic grounds. ##

a00aa000a0a0a0000a000aa0 a0

## ** 535 ** ##

## Nothing is to be gained by recriminations across the Greek##

##frontier or by the unrealistic international mediations already afoot.##

a00a0a00a0a000000a00a000 0a

## ** 536 ** ##

## Instead, it makes sense for people on the two sides of the##

##border to live together in peace; improve dramatically their ##

##standard of life together; and together expose supposed ethnic and ##

##religious divisions for the nonsense they really are. ##

aa00a00a000000000aaaaaaa 0a

## $$ 537 $$ ##

## And although, of course, lesser men do not like to be reminded##

##of this, the logical and certainly historically more valid way to ##

##ensure peace in the Balkans, together with a viable and larger ##

##Macedonia, would rather have been an ultimate union under the Greek ##

##ag. ##

aa0aa00a0000000aaaaaaaa0 a0

## $$ 538 $$ ##

## The British contribution, therefore, in the best tradition of##

##Churchill in 1944, could well be to make it clear that not only is ##

##there no place today for provocative slavo-macedonising talk, but ##

##that the controversial name of the new state (which might have been##

## far more felicitously baptised as Yugomacedonia), its ag or ##

##its constitution should not be allowed to exacerbate tensions in a ##

##part of the world that badly needs peace, not still ##

##more bloody confrontations leading to probable religious wars in ##

##Europe 2000. ##

aaaaaa0a00a0aaaaaaaaaaa0 a0

## $$ 539 $$ ##

## Apocalyptically, too, tiny Albania's deadly decision earlier##

##this month to settle thousands of Muslims along its borders with##

##Greece is already a giant step in this dreadful direction. ##

a00a000aa00000000a000000 a0

## ** 540 ** ##

## Nicos Devletoglou is a former professor of Political Economy at##

##the University of Athens. ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## $$ 541 $$ ##

## TOURIST TRADE FORCES GREECE TO GIVE UP UNPOPULAR BAN ON ALL-NIGHT##

a000000aa000aa000a00a000 a0

## ** 542 ** ##

## THE GREEK government is poised to rescind its controversial##

##legislation banning all-night revelry at clubs, bars and discos, as the##

##�rst wave of summer tourists hits the country. ##

aa0a000aaa0000000a00a0a0 0a

## ** 543 ** ##

## The ruling socialists have already, if uno�cially, publicised##

##their new stance. ##

000aa00000000000a0000a00 0a

## $$ 544 $$ ##

## But it was still unclear yesterday when the prime minister,##

##Andreas Papandreou - formerly a legendary nightclubber before a triple##

##bypass operation in 1988 - would make the announcement. ##

0a0aa0000000000aaa000aa0 a0

## $$ 545 $$ ##

## "I think the law will change very soon," said Dionyssis Livanos, the##

##minister for tourism, in a recent interview. ##

000aa0000a000000a00000a0 a0

## $$ 546 $$ ##

## The government's e�orts to curtail the country's nocturnal lifestyle##

##by enforcing a 2am curfew on nightclubs, brought a storm of protest when##

##the law was introduced last February. ##

a00a0a0aaa00a000aa00a0a0 a0

## $$ 547 $$ ##

## Bleary-eyed entertainers, nightclub barons, youngsters and - last but##

##not least - leading socialists united in demanding the reinstatement of##

##Greece's notoriously late opening hours. ##

a00a0000a000a0000000aa00 a0

## $$ 548 $$ ##

## Stelios Papathemelis, the public order minister, claimed he was##

##forced to pass the legislation because of the alarming rise in crime,##

##alcoholism, drug addiction and car accident deaths among the younger##
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##generation. ##

a0aaa000a000aa000aa0aaa0 a0

## ** 549 ** ##

## The church-going minister said the early-to-bed order also aimed to##

##make Greeks "more European". ##

00a0a000aa00a0000aaaa000 0a

## ** 550 ** ##

## To ensure its enforcement, a special squad of "commandos" was##

##created to stalk the streets. ##

a00a0000a000a0000aa000a0 0a

## ** 551 ** ##

## But yesterday, a spokesman for Mr Papathemelis, who has been the##

##butt of relentless ridicule, averred: "We always said we would back ##

##down if there were ever any problems imposing it or if the sti�##

##resistance continued." ##

aaaaa00aaa000000aaa00aa0 0a

## $$ 552 $$ ##

## At the centre of the night owls' arguments, has been the measure's##

##adverse e�ects on tourism. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a0a0 a0

## ** 553 ** ##

## "Tourists think we're pulling a bad joke when we turn on the##

##lights and tell them to go at 2am," said Grigoris Valianatos, a ##

##prominent political commentator and owner of a disco on the ##

##late-night island of Mykonos. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a0a0 a0

## ** 554 ** ##

## "They just haven't been able to believe that a country which##

##prides itself on its night life would do this." ##

a00a0aa0a000000aa000a0a0 0a

## $$ 555 $$ ##

## Greece is braced for a bumper tourist season this year, with the##

##number of visitors expected to exceed the entire Greek population of 10##

##million. ##

0a00a000a0000000aa0000a0 a0

## ** 556 ** ##

## Tour operators say Britons, who have long favoured the resort##

##islands of Corfu, Rhodes and Crete, will top the arrivals. ##

000aa0a0aa00000aa000aa00 0a

## $$ 557 $$ ##

## In an e�ort to prepare itself for the onslaught, Athens's newly##

##created tourism ministry has begun a wide-ranging programme to##

##improve and legalise an estimated 800,000 unlicensed rooms - seen as##

## the scourge of the Greek tourist industry. ##

a0a0a000aa000000aa0aaaa0 a0

## $$ 558 $$ ##

## The move coincides with plans to construct extra marinas, airports,##

##luxury hotels, golf courses and casinos, and follows an ecological##

##campaign intended to sensitise Greeks - through heavy �nes if##

##necessary - to the environment. ##

a00aa000aa000a00aa0aaaa0 a0

## ** 559 ** ##

## "Our policy is not to increase numbers but to attract higher income##

##earners," stresses Spyros Sagias, a senior adviser in the tourist##

##ministry. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a00a0a0 0a

## ** 560 ** ##

## "We want to move away from our sun, sea and sex image." ##

a000a0a0a00000000a0a0000 0a

## #####################################

## #####################################

## $$ 561 $$ ##

## Albania rattles a diplomatic sabre at Greece: Tirane fears##

##Athens has intentions on its territory.##

aa0aa00aa0000000aa000000 a0

## ** 562 ** ##

## Sheep-rustlers, cigarette smugglers and illegal immigrants have no##

##di�culty evading Greek paratroopers guarding the mountainous border ##

##with Albania.##

0a0a0000a00000000a00a000 0a

## $$ 563 $$ ##

## They participate in a ourishing black market in goods and##

##services, tolerated by authorities on both sides of the frontier ##

##despite political hostility between Athens and Tirane. ##

aa00a0aaa00000000a00a0a0 a0

## $$ 564 $$ ##

##But the killing of two Albanian soldiers at a training centre for##

##recruits outside Gjirokaster on Monday raises fears that Greek ##

##rightwingers may be exploiting o�cial laxity to undermine the ##

##socialist government's e�orts to im-prove relations with Albania.##

a00aaaaaa0000000aa00a0aa a0

## ** 565 ** ##

## Mr Karolos Papoulias, Greek foreign minister, yesterday denied##

##Albania's claim that the attack was carried out by Greek soldiers.##

a00aaa00a0000000aa00000a 0a

## $$ 566 $$ ##

## Proposing a meeting with Mr Alfred Serreqi, his Albanian counterpart,##

## to discuss the incident, Mr Papoulias said Greece wants 'normal,##

##co-operative relations with Albania,' but not at the cost of ##

##discrimination against the ethnic Greek minority in southern Albania. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a00a0aa a0

## $$ 567 $$ ##
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## Albania accepted the Greek proposal for talks.##

000a00a0a000000000000000 a0

## $$ 568 $$ ##

## The presence of the Greek minority in what Greeks call North##

##Ipiros, however diminished by massive emigration to Greece over the ##

##past three years, gives the Albanian government some leverage in an ##

##awkward relationship with its neighbour.##

0a0aa000a0000000aa0aaa0a a0

## $$ 569 $$ ##

## Albania fears that Greece still has territorial designs on North##

##Ipiros, briey occupied by Greek troops in the �rst world war.##

0a00a00aa00000000a00aa00 a0

## ** 570 ** ##

## Though successive Greek governments have repeated that existing##

##borders in the Balkans must be respected, a nationalist faction in ##

##the conservative opposition New Democracy party speaks openly of the##

## need to 'maintain the Greekness' of southern Albania.##

aa0aa0a0a000aa000a00a0aa 0a

## $$ 571 $$ ##

## A claim of responsibility for Monday's attack by the North##

##Ipiros Liberation Front, last heard of as a right-wing resistance ##

##group during the German occupation of Greece during the second world ##

##war, is causing the socialist government concern.##

a00aaa0aa0000000aa0000a0 a0

## ** 572 ** ##

## The strength of the Albanian government's reaction, expelling##

##the Greek consul in Gjirokaster, asking the UN Security Council to ##

##condemn Greece and calling for a European Commission inquiry, ##

##underlined the anxiety felt in Tirane.##

aa0aa00aa00aa0a00a0000a0 0a

## ** 573 ** ##

## The attack followed reports that Tirane was encouraging Albanians##

## from the north of the country to settle in the south, left ##

##uncultivated since the exodus of ethnic Greeks across the border.##

0a0aa0a0a000a0000a000a00 0a

## ** 574 ** ##

## At least half the estimated 200,000 Albanians working illegally##

##in Greece claim ethnic Greek origins, entitling them to residence ##

##permits and eventual citizenship. ##

aa0a0000a00000a00a00aaa0 0a

## ** 575 ** ##

## As a result, dozens of villages in southern Albania are##

##populated by a few elderly people and school-age children. ##

0a000000a00000000000a0a0 0a

## ** 576 ** ##

## However, the size of the ethnic Greek minority is disputed. ##

0a000a00a0000000aa0000a0 0a

## ** 577 ** ##

## The o�cial Greek estimate is 200,000, while the Albanian##

##government �gure is less than 100,000.##

0a00a00a00000000aa000000 0a

## $$ 578 $$ ##

## The situation in Gjirokaster has been tense since last summer,##

##when violent demonstrations followed the expulsion of a Greek ##

##Orthodox priest accused of distributing nationalist propaganda. ##

aa0aa000a000a0000a0000a0 a0

## ** 579 ** ##

## Mr Papoulias, who did much to improve ties with Albania's##

##communist government in the 1980s, has been trying again, this ##

##time with President Sali Berisha's Democratic party. ##

a00a00a0a000000000000aaa 0a

## $$ 580 $$ ##

## One Greek o�cial said yesterday that implementing his policy##

##of closer co-operation with Albania on border security, customs ##

##controls and work permits for Albanian workers is 'now a necessity.'##

aa00a0a0a0000a000000a0a0 a0

## #########################################

## #########################################

## $$ 581 $$ ##

## INJUNCTION AGAINST GREECE FAR FROM A FORMALITY##

0a00a000a000aa000a000000 a0

## $$ 582 $$ ##

## The granting of an injunction sought by the European Commission##

##against Greece to end its trade blockade on Macedonia is far from a##

## formality, European Union sources said on Wednesday.##

0a0aa000a000aa000a0a00aa a0

## ** 583 ** ##

## The case would be the �rst of its kind to be dealt with by##

##the Luxembourg-based European Court of Justice, which is##

##independent of the Commission.##

aa000000a000000aa00000a0 0a

## $$ 584 $$ ##

## The Commission is aiming for a hearing in �ve or six weeks'##

##time at which it plans to apply for emergency interim measures##

##with respect to Article 225 of the Treaty of Rome.##

a00a0000aa000000aaa000a0 a0

## ** 585 ** ##

## Under Article 225, the Court would consider the Commission's##

##application in secret before deciding whether an injunction is##

##legal.##

aa0000000000000aa00000a0 0a

## $$ 586 $$ ##
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## The "in camera" hearing is designed to allow Greece##

##con�dentiality if it wishes to present state secrets in its##

##defence.##

0a0a0000000000a0aa0a00a0 a0

## ** 587 ** ##

## If the Commission fails in its injunction bid, then the case##

##could drag on for another 18 to 20 months, said one source.##

a00aa00a0000a00aaa0000a0 0a

## ** 588 ** ##

## "The Court will want to ensure that it appears neutral##

##between Greece and the Commission," said lawyer James Flynn, a##

##specialist in EU a�airs for the Brussels o�ce of Linklaters &##

##Paines.##

a000a0a0a000000000000aa0 0a

## ** 589 ** ##

## "It is not going to want to be seen to take the##

##Commission's side 100 per cent."##

aa0000aaa000000000000000 0a

## $$ 590 $$ ##

## The Court does appear to have the power to grant an##

##injunction against Greece under Article 186 of the Treaty, which##

##says it "may in any cases before it prescribe any necessary##

##interim measures," although there are few precedents where the##

##Court has demanded a Member State withdraw national measures.##

aa0aaa0aa000a00aaa0aaaaa a0

## ** 591 ** ##

## In addition, the Court now has the power, under the##

##Maastricht treaty, to �ne member states, a weapon it has yet to##

##use.##

aa00000aa0000000aa00aaa0 0a

## ** 592 ** ##

## Flynn, a former lawyer at the Court, added: "In order to##

##grant an interim measure, the Court would have to be persuaded##

##that the Commission has got a very strong case. ##

aa0aaaa000000a00aa0a00aa 0a

## ** 593 ** ##

## It would have to make sure any interim measures did not a�ect##

##the �nal outcome of the case.##

000a000000000a00a00a00a0 0a

## $$ 594 $$ ##

## "This is one of the hottest political questions that has##

##ever been handed to the Court. ##

aa000000a00a0000000000a0 a0

## $$ 595 $$ ##

## "Even if the Commission was to lodge its main case within##

##24 hours, Greece could take a year or 15 months to prepare its##

##case. ##

a0aa00000000000aaa0000a0 a0

## $$ 596 $$ ##

## Following the injunction hearing and the main case hearing,##

##Greece and the Commission would have to wait for the opinion of##

##an Advocate-General, the court's adviser, and then the �nal##

##judgment, both of which are often subject to delays in more##

##run-of-the-mill cases.##

a00aa000a0000a00aa000aaa a0

## ########################################## ##

## ########################################## ##

## $$ 597 $$ ##

## DENKTASH SAYS GREEK CYPRIOTS MUST MEND RIFT##

a000a000a0000a000a0aa000 a0

## $$ 598 $$ ##

## Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash said on Tuesday Greek##

##Cypriots must amend a package of U.N. measures, which he said had ##

##been marred by late changes, and called for more talks.##

a00aa000a00a0a000a0a00a0 a0

## ** 599 ** ##

## "No one can get anywhere by heaping blame on the Turkish side.##

##The only way is to continue the negotiations," he told the Turkish ##

##Cypriot TAK news agency in Nicosia.##

a0a0a00aa0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## $$ 600 $$ ##

## He was commenting after the U.N. Security Council said on Monday##

##that it wanted agreement on the package of con�dence-building ##

##measures by the end of April.##

0a0aa0a0a0000000000000a0 a0

## ** 601 ** ##

## Denktash said he had agreed to the original U.N. package, on ##

##which talks have been going on since February, because U.N. ##

##o�cials had guaranteed that it would not be altered.##

a0a0a0a0aa000000aaa0a0aa 0a

## $$ 602 $$ ##

## "They (U.N.) have added to it on behalf of the Greek Cypriots##

##and have detracted from it to our detriment."##

a00000aaa00000000a00000a a0

## ** 603 ** ##

## "We have remained inside the parameters promised us. The ball is##

##with the Greek Cypriots."##

0a000000aa00a00000000000 0a

## $$ 604 $$ ##

## Denktash heads the breakaway state in the north of the island,##

##declared nine years after Cyprus was divided when Turkish troops ##

##landed in the north in 1974 following an Athens-backed coup in Nicosia.##
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aa0aa00aa00000000aa00aa0 a0

## ** 605 ** ##

## His state is recognised only by Turkey.##

0a0000a0a00000000a000000 0a

## ** 606 ** ##

## Denktash said the changes rejected by the Turkish Cypriots##

##concerned matters of sovereignty.##

aa00aa0aa00000000a000000 0a

## $$ 607 $$ ##

## The discord focuses on clauses which the Turkish side says##

##violates its sovereignty outside Nicosia airport and the resort of ##

##Varosha, two key sites to be turned over to U.N. control.##

aa0aaa0aa000a0000a0000a0 a0

## ** 608 ** ##

## "It is an unacceptable alteration concerning sovereignty and##

##would be a political step against us," Denktash said.##

0a00aa0a00000000aa0000a0 0a

## ** 609 ** ##

## "I tell them a big hole has been torn in the package and I ##

##can't get my parliament and people to approve it in this shape..."##

a00aa00aa0000000aa0000a0 0a

## $$ 610 $$ ##

## Denktash said Greek Cypriot leader Glafcos Clerides had##

##objections to the measures but agreed to them because he knew they ##

##would be rejected by the Turkish side.##

aa0aaaaaa0000000aa0000a0 a0

## ##############################################

## ##############################################

## ** 611 ** ##

## GREECE UNDER FIRE IN COUNCIL OF EUROPE##

0a00000aa00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 612 $$ ##

## Greece came under �re in the Council of Europe on Thursday as##

##parliamentarians warned Athens its embargo on the former Yugoslav##

##republic of Macedonia risked stoking tensions abroad. ##

a00aa00aa0a0000aaa00a0a0 a0

## $$ 613 $$ ##

## The European Court of Justice on Wednesday granted Greece the##

##right to maintain its trade embargo until the court delivers a �nal##

##judgment, a process that could take up to 18 months. ##

aaaaa0a0a00000aaaa000aa0 a0

## $$ 614 $$ ##

## At an emergency debate of the assembly of the Council, a##

##pan-European organisation responsible for promoting human rights, ##

##a host of liberal and conservative delegates denounced Greece for ##

##imposing the blockade on the neighbouring republic in February. ##

aa00aa0aa00000000aa000a0 a0

## ** 615 ** ##

## "The young Macedonian republic is seized in a vice between##

##Serbia and Greece," British conservative MP David Atkinson told the##

##assembly. ##

aa00a00aa00000000a0000a0 0a

## ** 616 ** ##

## This can only spark internal tensions.##

a0000000a0a0000aaa00a000 0a

## ** 617 ** ##

## British liberal-democrat Russel Johnston said Macedonia's military##

##capacity was nil and added: "People mustn't give an exaggerated##

##importance to symbols."##

aa00a000a0a0aa0a0000a0a0 0a

## ** 618 ** ##

## Jean Seitlinger of France's centre-right Union for French Democracy##

##(UDF) called on the European Union to punish Greece for misconduct. ##

a000000aa00a00000a0a0000 0a

## ** 619 ** ##

## Danish liberal Hanne Severisen accused Greek politicians of ##

##"throwing oil on the �re for domestic political reasons."##

a00aa00aa00000000a00a0a0 0a

## $$ 620 $$ ##

## Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou imposed the blockade to##

##force the republic to change the symbols on its ag, amend its##

##constitution and give cast-iron guarantees that present borders ##

##remain permanent. ##

aa0a0000aa00a0000aa00aa0 a0

## $$ 621 $$ ##

## Athens has said if these conditions were met, it would lift the##

##embargo and resume U.N.-sponsored talks, broken o� by Greece after ##

##the socialists won elections in October. ##

a00aa0aaaa000000a00000a0 a0

## $$ 622 $$ ##

## Greece says the name implies territorial ambitions against Athens##

##own northern region, also called Macedonia. ##

aa00a00aa0000000aa00aa00 a0

## ##########################################

## ##########################################

## ** 623 ** ##

## Greek Socialists parade Papandreou successors##

000a0000000000000a000000 0a

## $$ 624 $$ ##

## Greece's ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement Pasok opens a##

##four-day congress here on Thursday at which hopeful successors to ##

##the party's charismatic founder Andreas Papandreou will be vying ##
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##for attention.##

a00a00a0a000000aa0000aa0 a0

## $$ 625 $$ ##

## Their moment in the spotlight will come when the 4,000 delegates##

##elect a new central committee of 150 members who in turn choose the ##

##19 members of the executive committee.##

a00aa0a0a0000000000000aa a0

## ** 626 ** ##

## Papandreou, 75, won back power in a spectacular election victory##

##last October to become prime minister again after four years in the##

## political wilderness because of corruption scandals. ##

000a00a0a00000000a000aa0 0a

## ** 627 ** ##

## Foremost among the contenders for his mantle is his faithful##

##lieutenant Akis Tsohatzopoulos, 55, the interior minister who ##

##runs Pasok with a rod of iron and ought to have no di�culty ##

##being re-elected as party secretary-general.##

aa00a0a0a000000aa0000aa0 0a

## ** 628 ** ##

## The movement's perceived ideologist Costas Laliotis, 43, who##

## has the environment portfolio, is the closest rival. ##

0a00a000a0000000aa000a00 0a

## ** 629 ** ##

## Hard on his heels are the modernisers and preachers of renewal##

##Costas Simitis, 58, the industry minister, and Vasso Papandreou, ##

##43, a onetime European Union commissioner. ##

0a00a000aa00000000000aa0 0a

## ** 630 ** ##

## Ranged against them are the populists Evangelos Yannopoulos,##

## 76, who is labour minister, and Stelios Papathemelis, 56, public##

## order minister.##

0a00000aa000000000000aaa 0a

## $$ 631 $$ ##

## Founded 20 years ago in a welter of third world rhetoric,##

##repudiating NATO and the European Economic Community as the EU ##

##then was, Pasok has acquired a more realistic outlook and is ##

##casting about for a fresh strategy to tackle changes in society ##

##and the region.##

aaaaaa0aa0000000aa0aa0a0 a0

## $$ 632 $$ ##

## The "defence of Hellenism" is its bedrock, and applies to ##

## Cyprus and Albania as well as Greece itself.##

0a00a0a0a00000000000a0a0 a0

## $$ 633 $$ ##

## Turkey continues to be viewed as Greece's hereditary rival, ##

## a rivalry fuelled by fears of a Turkish military presence in the ##

## Balkans and growing Islamic fundamentalism in Turkey.##

0aaaa00aa0000000aa000aaa a0

## ** 634 ** ##

## Papandreou has lamented the absence of any long-term EU ##

## strategy and the uncertainties of American policy in the �eld ##

## of foreign a�airs.##

aa000a0aa0000000aa00a0a0 0a

## $$ 635 $$ ##

## Pasok had started out a radical reforming movment, but was ##

## now gradually turning into a European-style socialist party, ##

## Papandreou said.##

00aaa000a00000000a000aa0 a0

## $$ 636 $$ ##

## He cited its membership of the Socialist International since##

##1990, and its active work with other EU socialist bodies.##

a000a0a0a00000000000aa00 a0

## $$ 637 $$ ##

## Greek Orthodox church says religion must stay on identity cards##

aa00a000a000aa0000000000 a0

## $$ 638 $$ ##

## The Greek Orthodox church warned Wednesday it will �ght any ##

## bid to end the required listing of religious membership on Greek ##

## identity cards, accusing a "Jewish American lobby" of working for##

## its removal.##

a00aaa0aa0a000000aaa0a00 a0

## ** 639 ** ##

## The powerful Orthodox church is the state religion in Greece,##

##which is the only country in the European Union to require religious##

## membership to be listed on national identity cards.##

aa000000a000aa000a00a0a0 0a

## $$ 640 $$ ##

## Greece's Jewish and Roman Catholic minorities have long ##

## opposed the listing and the European parliament has pressured for##

## change, but the church already forced the government to back down ##

## on the issue last year.##

a00a0a0aa000aa000a00a0a0 a0

## ** 641 ** ##

## "The Orthodox church has not changed its opinion and will ##

## oppose any foreign intervention" to eliminate the religious ##

## mention, church spokesman Iannis Hatdziphotis told AFP.##

a00aaa0aaaa000000a00a0aa 0a

## ** 642 ** ##

## He said it was "the Jewish American lobby" that wanted the ##

## change "because they cannot understand" what he called the ##

## particular link between modern Greek thought and culture and ##

## orthodoxy. ##
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a00aaaa0a000000000000aa0 0a

## $$ 643 $$ ##

## Though the current socialist government has studiously avoided##

##the issue, the grounds were tested again this week when Justice ##

## Minister Georges Kouvelakis and Secretary of State for Foreign ##

## A�airs Georges Papandreou { stressing they were voicing their##

## own beliefs and not a government line { spoke out in favor of##

##ending the religious mention.##

a00aaaa0a00000000a00aaaa a0

## ** 644 ** ##

## Greece's top Jewish leader, Nissim Mais, told AFP he would ##

## not "argue with the Orthodox church" over what he called a ##

## "very serious matter in which the government should assume its ##

## responsibility."##

a00aaa00a0000a000a0000a0 0a

## ** 645 ** ##

## He condemned the religious mention as unconstitutional and##

##tantamount to "a �le of Jews" in the country.##

a0000a0aa0000000aa0000a0 0a

## $$ 646 $$ ##

## Under pressure from the European Union (EU), where Greece now##

## holds the rotating presidency, the former conservative government ##

## in Athens agreed to work to make the religious mention optional ##

## on new, bilingual identity cards which Greeks can use as of next ##

## year for travel inside the Union.##

a00aa0aaaa00000aa000aaaa a0

## ** 647 ** ##

## Hong Kong receives an injection ##

000a0000a000000000000000 0a

## $$ 648 $$ ##

## CHINA'S political turmoil has had a `traumatic" e�ect on Hong##

##Kong, but in announcing plans for a Bill of Rights and expendi-##

##ture of HKdollars 127bn (#10.1bn) on a new international airport##

##and port facilities, Sir David Wilson, the Governor, made a bold##

##attempt yesterday to bolster the territory's con�dence.##

a00aa00aaa000000aaaaaaa0 a0

## $$ 649 $$ ##

## In an upbeat policy speech that marked the opening session of##

##the Legislative Council, Sir David was at pains to show a govern-##

##ment committed to building a future for the territory beyond the##

##1997 handover to China. ##

aa0aa0a0aa00000000000000 a0

## ** 650 ** ##

## He referred to plans to develop social programmes and infrastructure ##

##projects as a `vision that I hope will sustain Hong Kong during ##

##the present period of uncertainty and give us all con�dence in our ##

##ability to overcome whatever problems confront us".##

a00aaaa00a000000aa0a00a0 0a

## $$ 651 $$ ##

## The speech, billed as the most important address ever made by a##

##Hong Kong governor, was mostly well received by community##

##leaders, with criticisms focusing on its skimpy attention to im-##

##portant political issues. ##

a00aaaaaa00000000a00aaa0 a0

## ** 652 ** ##

## Sir David did not comment on Britain and China's war of words ##

##over Hong Kong's future, or Hong Kong's recent di�erences ##

##with Peking over the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who was allowed ##

##to leave Hong Kong for the United States.##

a00aa00aa00000a00a0000aa 0a

## $$ 653 $$ ##

## The Governor urged China to take `action to restore con�dence"##

##in Hong Kong, but gave greater emphasis to locals �nding con�-##

##dence within themselves. ##

a000a0a0a000000000a000a0 a0

## ** 654 ** ##

## He warned people against `becoming directly involved in ##

## China's domestic politics". ##

a00aa00aa0a000000aa00000 0a

## $$ 655 $$ ##

## Sir David acknowledged a demand for political reforms to be##

##speeded up, but hedged on how far Britain would go in backing##

##them. ##

a00aaa00a000000aa00000a0 a0

## ** 656 ** ##

## He reiterated that Vietnamese boat people considered to be##

##`economic migrants" must be sent back to Vietnam, but did not say##

##when. ##

aa00a000a000aa000a00aa00 0a

## $$ 657 $$ ##

## He expressed hope that Britain's long-awaited scheme to##

##grant some Hong Kong people the right to live in Britain would be##

##`as generous as possible".##

a000a0a0aa000000a00000aa a0

## $$ 658 $$ ##

## More positive was con�rmation that draft legislation for a Bill##

##of Rights should be ready by July 1990. ##

0a0aa000aa000a00a0000000 a0

## ** 659 ** ##

## This will give e�ect in law to provisions of the International ##

##Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. ##

a0000000a000aa0000000000 0a
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## ** 660 ** ##

## However, critics note that China does not obey human-rights##

##guarantees contained in its own constitution.##

0a0aaa0aaa0000000a00aa00 0a

## $$ 661 $$ ##

## The new airport, at Chek Lap Kok, o� Lantau Island's west##

##coast, will, with new port facilities and related infrastructure,##

##be the territory's biggest-ever development. ##

0a00a000aa00000000000aa0 a0

## ** 662 ** ##

## The airport will be linked to Hong Kong by a high-speed ##

## railway and a six-lane high-way. ##

0a000000aa00000000000a00 0a

## $$ 663 $$ ##

## Sir David said the private sector would be invited to parti-##

##cipate in the project, and that the �rst of two runways should##

##be open in early 1997.##

aa0aa0a00a000a00a0000a00 a0

## ** 664 ** ##

## While the airport is seen as a big con�dence-boost for busi-##

##ness, Sir David said little to reassure Hong Kong people. ##

a000aaa0a00000000a0000a0 0a

## $$ 665 $$ ##

## `The question of how to resolve the fear which so many people ##

## have in Hong Kong was omitted," said Peter Harris, a political##

##scientist.##

a000aa0aa00a00000a00aaa0 a0

## ** 666 ** ##

## `There was simply a hope that somehow in the future things would##

##get better because of this enormous expenditure." ##

0a0aa000a0000000aa000aa0 0a

## ** 667 ** ##

## A family to make Pretoria tremble: ##

a000000aa000000000000000 0a

## $$ 668 $$ ##

## Walter Sisulu will leave his cell to join a wife and son who ##

##have themselves been restricted, John Carlin writes from ##

##Johannesburg##

a00aa00aa0000a000a0000a0 a0

## ** 669 ** ##

##WALTER SISULU will have cause in the coming days to reect,##

##perhaps not for the �rst time, that stone walls do not a prison##

##make. ##

a000a000a0000000aa0a0aa0 0a

## $$ 670 $$ ##

##Zwelakhe Sisulu, who was released last December after two years##

##of detention without trial, must report to the police every day##

##and be indoors after 6pm.##

a00a0000a0000a00000000a0 a0

## $$ 671 $$ ##

##There is no black South African family more rebellious, more##

##doggedly persistent in their political opposition to apartheid,##

##than the Sisulus. ##

0a00a00aa00000000a00aaa0 a0

## ** 672 ** ##

##He also underwent several periods of de facto house arrest and##

##Walter Sisulu himself, who as secretary-general of the ANC was##

## more senior even than Nelson Mandela when the two were jailed for##

## life in 1964, served seven jail terms between 1953 and 1963.##

aa0a0000a00000000a000aa0 0a

## ** 673 ** ##

##He was acquitted, but virtually denied any time for family or##

##politics during those �ve years.##

000aaa00a00000a00a000a00 0a

## ** 674 ** ##

##The upshot is that, since he married Albertina in 1944, they have##

##spent rather more than 30 years of their 45 years of marriage##

##apart.##

aa0a0000a000000000000aa0 0a

## ** 675 ** ##

##Faced with the classic choice facing revolutionaries between a##

##quiet family life and the turbulence of the greater good, they##

##opted for the latter.##

aa00a0a0a0000000aaa0aa00 0a

## $$ 676 $$ ##

##During a eeting unrestricted period in 1985 she was named co-##

##president of the United Democratic Front, the mainstream anti-##

##apartheid organisation inside South Africa.##

a00aa0a0a0000000000000a0 a0

## $$ 677 $$ ##

##Demonstrating the arbitrariness of the emergency regulations, she##

##was granted a passport in June this year so that she could head a##

##UDF delegation which met Margaret Thatcher and President Bush.##

a00a0aa0a00000a00a000aa0 a0

## $$ 678 $$ ##

##Her appeal to them was more from the heart than the head, stress-##

##ing the pain of being black in South Africa more than the broader##

##strategies to be pursued.##

aa00000aa00a00000a00aa00 a0

## ** 679 ** ##

##She is an articulate, brave and exceptionally sweet-natured and##

##compassionate woman, a nurse by training, who has stolen the##
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##hearts of the people of Soweto, where she lives, in a manner that##

##the more queenly Winnie Mandela has not.##

0a0a00a0a00000000a00aaaa 0a

## $$ 680 $$ ##

##In the 1940s, when she trained as a nurse in Johannesburg, she##

##began a lasting friendship with Mr Mandela's �rst wife, Evelyn.##

a0aa00a0a000000000000aa0 a0

## $$ 681 $$ ##

##Mr Sisulu, now 77, was six years older than Mr Mandela and became ##

##something of a mentor to him on his arrival in Johannesburg in 1941.##

aa0000a0a000000000000aa0 a0

## $$ 682 $$ ##

##The two men were born in the same region, the Transkei, but##

##whereas Mr Mandela was a distinguished personage of royal blood,##

##Mr Sisulu came from an impoverished peasant family and engaged in##

##politics as a consequence of his exposure to the daily indigni-##

##ties of life for blacks through his work in a dairy, a bakery, in##

##mines and factories.##

aa0aa00aa00000000aaa0aa0 a0

## ** 683 ** ##

##Mr Mandela sought out Mr Sisulu and was rewarded with a loan to##

##buy a suit and money to start a degree course in law.##

a0aaa0a0a0000000000000a0 0a

## ** 684 ** ##

##Mr Sisulu's generosity and warmth did not waver during his time##

##in the maximum security prison of Robben Island, where other in-##

##mates deferred to him as a charismatic senior statesman of what##

##has been called `the government-in-exile".##

a000a0a0a0000000a0000aa0 0a

## ** 685 ** ##

##He is said, despite his years, to be �t, lucid and raring to##

##re-enter the political fray.##

aa00a0a000000000a000aa00 0a

## $$ 686 $$ ##

##As a close friend of the ANC president, Oliver Tambo _ with Mr##

##Mandela the three were seen as the organisation's ruling `troika"##

##_ he is certain to become a leading force in South African poli-##

##tics.##

aa00a0a0aa0000000000aaa0 a0

## $$ 687 $$ ##

##Automatic cuts in US budget start next week ##

00a00000a0a000000a000000 a0

## $$ 688 $$ ##

##THE FINANCES of the most powerful country in the world will jump ##

## the rails this weekend. ##

a000a000a00000000a000a00 a0

## $$ 689 $$ ##

##Senior congressional sources yesterday wrote o� all hopes of##

##agreeing a 1990 US budget before the 16 October deadline. ##

a00aaa00a000000a0a000000 a0

## ** 690 ** ##

##As a result, automatic cuts will fall next Monday on dollars ##

## 16.2bn ( 10.1bn) of US spending plans, equally divided between##

## defence and some domestic programmes.##

000aa000aaa000000a000aaa 0a

## ** 691 ** ##

##But budgetary relations between the White House and Democratic ##

## leaders in Congress are now so strained that some o�cials warn##

## that the whole process of long-term de�cit reduction could be ##

## threatened.##

0aaaaa0aa0a0000aaa00a0a0 0a

## ** 692 ** ##

##The last time that automatic budget cuts, mandated by the ##

##Gramm-Rudman-Hollings de�cit-cutting law, took e�ect was in ##

## October 1987. ##

a00aa000a00000000a000a00 0a

## ** 693 ** ##

##Three days later the stock market crashed. ##

000a000aa00000000a000000 0a

## ** 694 ** ##

##Members of Congress and administration o�cials ought, in theory,##

##to be wringing their hands this week; most are shrugging their ##

## shoulders. ##

a000aa0000000a00aa000aa0 0a

## ** 695 ** ##

##With fears of a US recession calmed, the conventional wisdom is ##

## that the de�cit does not matter much any more.##

0a0aa00aa00000000a000000 0a

## $$ 696 $$ ##

##In the short term, next week's budget crunch is more like a toy##

##train crash rather than the real thing. ##

0a0a0000a0000000aa0000a0 a0

## $$ 697 $$ ##

##When the White House and Congress do reach a 1990 budget agreement##

##(no one is willing to predict when) the spending cuts will be ##

## restored and the carriages lifted back on to the rails. ##

a00aa0a00a000000aa0a0aa0 a0

## ** 698 ** ##

##They believe the Bush administration's promise of steady de�cit##

##erosion, in co-operation with Congress, is being more systematically##

## derailed.##

a00aa0a0aa0000000a0000a0 0a
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## $$ 699 $$ ##

##The acceptance of the tax cut in the House last month, against ##

## the wishes of Democratic leaders, has used up much of the good ##

## will cautiously built up earlier in the year for a medium-term,##

## bipartisan de�cit-cutting campaign. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a000aa0 a0

## $$ 700 $$ ##

##The White House yesterday spurned a conciliatory o�er by Senate##

##Democrats to unload the tax cut from an already overloaded 1990 ##

## budget cart with a pledge to return to pick it up later. ##

aa0a00a0aa0000000aa00aa0 a0

## ** 701 ** ##

##Republicans say Mr Bush's win on capital gains suggests that the##

##White House might be able to put together a majority of its own ##

## for budget restraint, with or without the Democratic leaders. ##

a00aa0aa0000000aa0000aa0 0a

## $$ 702 $$ ##

##But they concede this is likely to take the form, sooner or later,##

##of a less demanding timetable of de�cit cuts. ##

a000a00000000000a0000aa0 a0

## $$ 703 $$ ##

##One of the original sponsors of the act, Senator Phil Gramm of##

##Texas, a Democrat turned Republican, will sponsor legislation later ##

## this month to extend the deadline for a balanced budget until the##

## end of the century.##

a000a0a000000000aaa00aa0 a0

## $$ 704 $$ ##

##Admittedly, this has been achieved, in part, by the kind of##

##chicanery and double book-keeping which would earn a jail sentence##

## for the treasurer-secretary of a small glue factory. ##

a00aa00aa000000aaa00aaa0 a0

## ** 705 ** ##

##It helps to resist any movement towards an increased government##

##share in the economy. ##

a0000a00000000000aa0a000 0a

## ** 706 ** ##

##Others point out, however, that the combination of high public##

##de�cits and budget restraint is already beginning to eat into ##

## necessary public and private investment in infrastructure, from ##

## roads to new technology.##

a0a0a00aa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## $$ 707 $$ ##

## Barco moves too late to break the drug barons ##

a000000aa00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 708 $$ ##

## ALMOST two months into Colombia's crackdown on the cocaine ##

## cartels, it is becoming increasingly clear that President ##

## Virgilio Barco has launched a war he cannot win.##

a0aaa00a0000000a0a00a0a0 a0

## ** 709 ** ##

## Although President Barco is given credit for good intentions, ##

## the fear is that his move has come too late: ##

aa0a00aaa00000000a00a0a0 0a

## $$ 710 $$ ##

## by now, the money at stake is too big, the drug barons too ##

## �rmly entrenched in Colombian society, and the state ##

## institutions too deeply compromised by too many years of ##

## complacency, if not complicity.##

0a0000a0a00000000a00a0aa a0

## ** 711 ** ##

## At the moment, the `war" has become distilled to a hunt for ##

## Pablo Escobar and Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, two of the heads of the ##

## Medellin cartel. ##

aa00000aa00000000a0000a0 0a

## ** 712 ** ##

## The Ochoa family, whose patriarch freely gives interviews to the##

##press on his family farm, seem to have been forgotten, as do the ##

## Rodriguez Orejuela brothers and Jose Santacruz, who lead the Cali##

## cartel.##

aa00a00000000000a0000aa0 0a

## $$ 713 $$ ##

## This drug duo may have been singled out because their penchant for##

## �ne racehorses and private zoos, not to mention murder on a massive##

##scale, made them the most public of the ma�a bosses. ##

aa0000a0a000000aaa0000a0 a0

## ** 714 ** ##

## The clampdown has exposed the close links between landowners, the##

##security forces and the cocaine cartels, who set up paramilitary ##

## squads to `clean out" left-wing activists from rural areas such as##

## the Magdalena Medio. ##

a00aa000a00000000aaaaaa0 0a

## ** 715 ** ##

## Politicians who have their power base in these areas, including##

##several presidential candidates, are also implicated.##

0a000000a00000000a00a0a0 0a

## $$ 716 $$ ##

## Amnesty International's report that this unholy alliance is##

##responsible for at least 2,500 political killings in the past ##

## two years demonstrates that the Colombian authorities are more ##

## interested in waging a war on the left than on the drug cartels.##

aa00a00aa00000000a000aa0 a0
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## $$ 717 $$ ##

## The current o�ensive has provoked a sharp recession, with##

##investment, construction, travel and commerce su�ering badly.##

000a00a0a00000000a0000a0 a0

## ** 718 ** ##

## For many ordinary Colombians, the drug tra�ckers have become##

##heroes who fund social programmes and provide work, in a classic##

## beans-and-bullets strategy.##

a00a00a0a00000000aa0aa00 0a

## ** 719 ** ##

## They sought legitimacy and a political outlet to match their##

##enormous economic power. ##

a0000000a000000000000000 0a

## ** 720 ** ##

## Until two months ago, they had achieved considerable success: ##

a000a0a0a000000000000000 0a

## $$ 721 $$ ##

## the recent launch of a new political party, the National ##

##Restoration Movement (Morena), is credited to the cartels. ##

a00a00a0a00000000000aa00 a0

## $$ 722 $$ ##

## But after the assassination of the presidential candidate, Luis##

##Carlos Galan, which triggered Mr Barco's clampdown, Morena was ##

## banned. ##

aa0a000aa000aa000a000aa0 a0

## ** 723 ** ##

## Secret talks with the government, which went on over a period of##

## more than a year, were also broken o�.##

a00a0000a00000000a0000a0 0a

## $$ 724 $$ ##

## But many commentators believe that there are points of common##

##interest between the government, the tra�ckers and the traditional ##

## ruling class, and that Mr Barco, a lame-duck president in the ##

## closing months of his administration, may no longer have the power##

## within his own party to sustain his o�ensive. ##

0a0aaaa0a000000aaa00aaa0 a0

## $$ 725 $$ ##

## One possible outcome of the current stalemate is that Colombia's##

##next government will quietly accommodate with the tra�ckers, as ##

## did its predecessors, after the fuss has died down.##

a00a0aa000000000aaa00aa0 a0

## ** 726 ** ##

## Luis Cano, publisher of the Colombian daily, El Espectador, said##

##yesterday that his newspaper would continue operations in Medellin##

## despite threats from drug barons and the murder of two of its ##

## employees there, Reuter reports.##

a0aaa000aa0000000aa0aaa0 0a

## ** 727 ** ##

## Pinball barons chance it with Japanese MPs##

a0000000a0000000a0000000 0a

## $$ 728 $$ ##

## Pachinko is a #3.8bn-a-year industry which has a Svengali-like##

##hold over a quarter of the adult population.##

0a00000aa00000000a00a0a0 a0

## $$ 729 $$ ##

## Some admit they like it because the noise of hundreds of##

##machines helps numb the mind after a hard day at work.##

a000a0a0a00000000a0aa0a0 a0

## ** 730 ** ##

## It numbed the mind of one woman so much recently that she left##

##her baby to su�ocate inside her car while hoping to hit the##

##jackpot, a bucketful of balls, which can be exchanged for jars of##

##co�ee or pairs of tights.##

a00aa0a0a00000a0aa000aa0 0a

## $$ 731 $$ ##

## It also has connections with the Yakuza, Japan's equivalent of##

##the Ma�a.##

0a000000a00000000a00a0a0 a0

## ** 732 ** ##

## Most of the country's 15,000 parlours are run by Japan's Korean##

##minority, who have been denied the right to Japanese citizenship.##

a00a0a00a000a0000a00a0a0 0a

## ** 733 ** ##

## It alleged the industry had paid o� several Socialist MPs to##

##block legislation in parliament that would have laid pachinko##

##parlours more open to the scrutiny of the tax authorities.##

aa0aaa0a00000000aa0000a0 0a

## ** 734 ** ##

## With Ms Doi's passion for pachinko and the industry's reputation##

##for large-scale tax evasion _ both public knowledge - who could##

##have asked for more?##

aa0a00a0000a000aaa000aa0 0a

## $$ 735 $$ ##

## A federation of recreation industry unions compiled a list of##

##more than 100 MPs from ruling and opposition parties who alleged-##

##ly received huge sums of money from pachinko barons for the past##

##�ve years.##

a00aaa00a0000000aa0000a0 a0

## ** 736 ** ##

## Newspaper journalists came up with the information that the##

##pachinko barons had been just as liberal with their cash as the##

##Recruit corporation had been with political donations and cheap##
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##shares not long before.##

a000a0a0a00000000a00aa0a 0a

## $$ 737 $$ ##

## The Chief Cabinet Secretary, Mayumi Moriyama, ordered all ca-##

##binet members yesterday to search campaign fund records for any##

##contributions from an industry notorious for tax evasion and##

##links with organised crime.##

aa00000aa000a0000a0000a0 a0

## ** 738 ** ##

## So far at least two cabinet members have con�rmed acceptance of##

##campaign contributions from the pachinko industry.##

000aa0a0a000000000000000 0a

## ** 739 ** ##

## It was not for nothing that he was chosen as Mr Squeaky Clean##

##after the sexual and �nancial aberrations of his two predeces-##

##sors.##

a00aa0a0a00000000a000a00 0a

## $$ 740 $$ ##

## The most exciting admissions the opposition could squeeze out of##

##him were `Yes, I have played pachinko" and `Yes, in some##

##respects, I like it."##

aa00a0a0a000000a0000aaaa a0

## ** 741 ** ##

## The Liberal Democrats are such past masters at riding out scan-##

##dals that they are remaining calm, simply instructing all cabinet##

##members to report within a week whether they have received any##

##donations from the pachinko industry.##

aa00a0a0a000a000aa0aaaa0 0a

## $$ 742 $$ ##

## The Socialists, though, are not taking it lying down.##

aa00000aa00000000a000a00 a0

## ** 743 ** ##

## They have issued an eight-page statement, which exonerates their##

##members and puts the knife into all other parties.##

a00aaaaaa00000000a000aa0 0a

## $$ 744 $$ ##

## `It's an anti-Socialist plot," said the party's secretary-##

##general, Tsuruo Yamaguchi, threatening to take the magazine to##

##court.##

aa0aa00aa0a00000aa0000a0 a0

## $$ 745 $$ ##

## He admitted the party and individual MPs received a total of##

##nearly #38,000, but insisted it was all legal and there had never##

##been any attempt to favour the pachinko industry in parliament.##

aa0aa0a0aa000000000000a0 a0

## ** 746 ** ##

## That will no doubt be done by the press, clearly bored at not##

##having had a good scandal to get its teeth into for all of two##

##months.##

aa00a000a00000000a000aa0 0a

## ** 747 ** ##

## Paranoia over HK increases in Peking ##

a0000000a00000000a000000 0a

## $$ 748 $$ ##

## SINO-BRITISH relations have plunged to their lowest level since the##

##Cultural ##

##Revolution after Peking's angry response to Hong Kong's decision to##

##allow the ##

##Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, to ee to the United States. ##

a00aa00aa00000a00a0000a0 a0

## $$ 749 $$ ##

## The a�air has cast more doubt on the territory's future when China##

##assumes ##

##control in 1997.##

000a0a00000000000a0000a0 a0

## ** 750 ** ##

## Peking has suddenly refused to take back hundreds of illegal##

##Chinese immigrants ##

##from the territory. ##

a0000a00a00000000a00a000 0a

## ** 751 ** ##

## It accused Hong Kong's government of `insincerity" and of reneging##

##on a 1982 ##

##understanding on the return of illegal immigrants. ##

a00aa00aaa0000000a000000 0a

## $$ 752 $$ ##

## It is the �rst time Peking has taken measures to express its##

##displeasure. ##

aa00000aa00000000a000000 a0

## ** 753 ** ##

## `I think it is cumulative," Richard Margolis, Hong Kong's former##

##political adviser,##

##said. ##

aa00a00000000000000000a0 0a

## $$ 754 $$ ##

## `Yang Yang stung them but they have been making hostile noises##

##about the imagined ##

##connivance of the Hong Kong authorities with the##

##`counter-revolutionary" activities ##

##here, the hostility shown by Hong Kong towards the regime and the##

##extent to which ##

##Hong Kong seems to want more radical political reforms as a defence##
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##against China."##

a00aaaaaa00000000aaaaaaa a0

## ** 755 ** ##

## Peking's retaliation has yet to create serious problems, but it##

##underlines a lack ##

##of understanding of how the capitalist part of the `one country, two##

##systems" ##

##arrangement operates. ##

a00aa00aa00000000a000aa0 0a

## $$ 756 $$ ##

## `They say they understood the same rules can't apply here but as##

##soon as that ##

##(second) system becomes awkward to handle, they give it a thump or##

##two and ##

##frighten people," Jimmy McGregor, a legislative councillor, said. ##

a00aa00aa000000a0a000aa0 a0

## $$ 757 $$ ##

## It is that choice that makes the question of con�dence so##

##vital."##

0a0aa0a000000000000000a0 a0

## $$ 758 $$ ##

## The implications are that Peking either does not remember its##

##promise in the ##

##1984 Joint Declaration to maintain Hong Kong's common law system or##

##did not ##

##realise what it entailed. ##

aa000a000a000000aa0000a0 0a

## ** 759 ** ##

## Nor does Peking seem to appreciate that if the Hong Kong government##

##made one ##

##exception, con�dence would be badly eroded and the territory's##

##future would be ##

##in jeopardy. ##

aa00a0aa00a0000aaa0000a0 0a

## $$ 760 $$ ##

## The expectation that China will make numerous exceptions after 1997##

##is why ##

##more than 165,000 people are expected to ee over the next three##

##years.##

a000a00000000000aa0000aa a0

## ** 761 ** ##

## Britain and its Hong Kong administration are trying to sooth##

##Peking's anger by ##

##assuring it there is no conspiracy to bring down the Chinese##

##government. ##

aa0aa0aaaa0000000a0000a0 0a

## ** 762 ** ##

## They point out that Hong Kong people cherish their freedoms and the##

##rule of law ##

##and breaching them would undermine the territory's viability. ##

aa00aaaa0000a00a0a00a000 0a

## $$ 763 $$ ##

## But Peking has continued to request clear indications of Britain's##

##`sincerity", ##

##an ominous sign that it wants some kind of token sacri�ce.##

a0aa0aa0a0aa00000a00aaa0 a0

## $$ 764 $$ ##

## Peking is highly unlikely to act on the call for a faster pace of##

##political reform. ##

aa0a0a00000a0000aa000000 a0

## ** 765 ** ##

## This would leave Britain with the option of confronting Peking or##

##facing a ##

##torrent of international criticism for not introducing a greater##

##degree of ##

##democracy.##

a00a000aa000000aaa0000a0 0a

## ** 766 ** ##

## What is certain is that neither option is good for Hong Kong and##

##that Britain ##

##faces its most di�cult years in handling arrangements for this##

##`barren rock".##

0a0aa0aaa00000000a0000a0 0a

## ** 767 ** ##

##Presidential hopefuls confuse Brazil's voters##

a0000aa0a00000000a000000 0a

## $$ 768 $$ ##

##FIVE WEEKS before Brazil's �rst presidential elections in 29##

##years, an increasingly volatile political and economic situation##

##favours a struggle between youthful candidates of the right and##

##left.##

aa0a00aaa00000000a00aa00 a0

## $$ 769 $$ ##

##For a month, more than 80 million voters have been bombarded with##

##twice-daily doses of television broadcasts from 20 candidates.##

a0000000a00000000a00aa00 a0

## ** 770 ** ##

##Hours of lavishly-produced �lms have deployed mystical predic-##

##tions, humorous pastiches of advertisements and evocations of##

##Winston Churchill, all underscored by a vitriolic trade in in-##

##sults between rivals.##

a000000aaa000000aa00aaa0 0a
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## $$ 771 $$ ##

##The seven leading candidates have shunned �rm manifesto propo-##

##sals in favour of vague attacks on foreign creditors or elites##

##who bene�t from Brazil's crippling income disparities.##

a00a0aaaa00000000a0aa000 a0

## ** 772 ** ##

##Those favouring taxation or recession have kept quiet.##

aa0000a0a00000000a00a000 0a

## ** 773 ** ##

##But the broadcasts have confused voters _ the number of don't-##

##knows has risen to almost half _ and produced complex movements##

##in the far-from-reliable opinion polls, where four candidates are##

##now closely bunched in second position behind a fast-agging##

##leader.##

aa0a0a00a00000000a00aaa0 0a

## $$ 774 $$ ##

##There has been an uncanny duplication of the pre-election econom-##

##ic chaos that Argentina experienced in May.##

000a0000a00000000a00a0a0 a0

## $$ 775 $$ ##

##Brazilian monthly ination has topped 36 per cent and the ight##

##into gold and dollars has produced dramatic leaps in black-market##

##rates.##

a00a0000a00000000a00aa00 a0

## ** 776 ** ##

##As no outright winner is expected to emerge from 15 November's##

##poll, a run-o� will be held on 17 December between the two##

##leading contenders.##

a00a0a00aa000000000000a0 0a

## ** 777 ** ##

##The new president is not expected to take o�ce until March##

##1990, or at best 1 January if Jose Sarney steps down from the##

##presidency early.##

a0000a0000000000a00000aa 0a

## ** 778 ** ##

##This means Brazil will not have the rapid handover of power that##

##saved Argentina from hyperination.##

a00aa000a00000000a0a00a0 0a

## $$ 779 $$ ##

##Brazil's latest political phenomenon, Fernando Collor de Mello,##

##the governor of Alagoas state and a defector from the ruling##

##PMDB, who founded his own party last year, astonished Brazil's##

##political class by taking a dramatic early lead in the opinion##

##polls.##

aa0a000aa00000000a000aaa a0

## $$ 780 $$ ##

##As the educated urban elite abandon Mr Collor, following a series##

##of media exposes of his political record, he has relied on con-##

##tinued support from rural voters at rallies of up to 70,000.##

a0aa00aaa00000000aa0a0a0 a0

## $$ 781 $$ ##

##But yesterday Mr Collor struck back by announcing a detailed##

##Thatcherite economic plan to roll back the frontiers of the##

##state.##

a00aa00aaa00000000a00aa0 a0

## $$ 782 $$ ##

##`We must replace a state that's gigantic, ine�cient and corrupt##

##with one that's modern and austere," he said.##

0a00aa000000aa000aa0000a a0

## ** 783 ** ##

##He said this would be paid for by `speculators and those who have##

##been living o� the state like cannibals".##

aaa0aa00a0000000aa0000aa 0a

## $$ 784 $$ ##

##Polls show a surge in support to 12 per cent for the left-wing##

##Workers' Party (PT), whose candidate, Luis Inacio `Lula" da Sil-##

##va, could supplant the main social democratic contender, Leonel##

##Brizola, and emerge as Mr Collor's rival in the run-o�.##

a00aa0a0a000000aaa000aa0 a0

## ** 785 ** ##

##The union-backed PT favours an immediate debt moratorium and sta-##

##tutory controls on company pro�ts.##

aa00a0a0a00000000000a000 0a

## ** 786 ** ##

##Mr Collor is pleased by this polarisation, which could drive de-##

##fecting conservatives _ fearful of radical socialist advances _##

##back to his camp.##

aa0000aaa000000aa0000aa0 a0

## $$ 787 $$ ##

##4,000 East Germans vote with their feet ##

a0000000a00000000000a000 a0

## $$ 788 $$ ##

##THE STREAM of East Germans leaving for the West via Hungary##

##swelled again at the weekend in a marked sign of no-con�dence in##

##East Berlin's guarded promises to talk about reform.##

a00aaa0aaa0000000a00a00a a0

## $$ 789 $$ ##

##Nearly 4,000 people took that route over the weekend while##

##between Sunday and yesterday, the number waiting to leave shelter##

##at the West German embassy in Warsaw swelled to around 1,400.##

aa0a0000a00000000a000aaa a0

## $$ 790 $$ ##
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##The East German embassy gave exit papers to 49 refugees yesterday##

##under a new agreement to let 1,400 leave Poland for the West.##

a00aa000a00000a0000000aa a0

## ** 791 ** ##

##The �rst groups are due to leave today but it could be up to##

##three weeks before they all leave as the East Germans said they##

##could handle only 50 to 60 a day.##

a000aa00a000000aaa0000aa 0a

## $$ 792 $$ ##

##The increase in the ow of refugees was due largely to the start##

##of East Germany's autumn school holidays, but it clearly indicat-##

##ed that many - probably most _ East Germans doubted that their##

##hardline leaders meant to implement serious reforms.##

aaaaaa0aa0000000aa00aaaa a0

## ** 793 ** ##

##This impression was strengthened by Harry Tisch, head of the East##

##German trade unions and a member of the Communist party Polit-##

##buro, who conceded that the workers were impatient for change but##

##insisted that reforms could not be hurried.##

aa00a0a0a000000aaa000aaa 0a

## ** 794 ** ##

##Kurt Hager, the 77-year-old chief Communist ideologue, said the##

##world was not moving in the direction of capitalism but towards##

##`new forms of socialism".##

a000a000a00000000a00aaa0 0a

## ** 795 ** ##

##In a declaration published by Der Morgan, the organ of the East##

##German Liberal-Democratic Party, they said: `It is not reform##

##that should be feared, but the fear of reform."##

a000a00aa0000a000aa000aa 0a

## $$ 796 $$ ##

##Reports reached the West that about 20,000 people had staged a##

##demonstration for reforms in Halle on Sunday, evidently undis-##

##turbed by police.##

000aaa00a00000000a000aa0 a0

## ** 797 ** ##

##Between 3,000 and 4,000 attended a `concert against violence" in##

##East Berlin's Church of the Redeemer on Sunday.##

a000a00aa00000000aa000a0 0a

## $$ 798 $$ ##

##The West German mass-circulation Bild Zeitung reported yesterday##

##that 13 of East Germany's 15 regional Communist party leaders had##

##demanded the dissolution of the Politburo and the dismissal of##

##Erich Honecker, the East German leader.##

aa0aa00aa000a0000a0000aa a0

## ** 799 ** ##

##They are also calling for genuine, secret elections, economic re-##

##forms and talks with the churches and the opposition group, New##

##Forum.##

a00a0a00a00a00000aa000aa 0a

## ** 800 ** ##

##There was no con�rmation of this, nor of a claim by Die Welt##

##that a change of party leadership was being postponed until a##

##party congress next May, when �ve of the oldest members of the##

##Politburo would be pushed out and a successor to Mr Honecker##

##chosen.##

aaaa0aaa00000000aa000aaa 0a

## $$ 801 $$ ##

##Party unleashes assault on Zhao ##

a000000aa00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 802 $$ ##

##CHINA'S ousted Communist Party leader, Zhao Ziyang, has come under##

##renewed ##

##attack in the o�cial media, amid hints of a power struggle in the##

##Chinese ##

##leadership.##

a00aaa0aa0000000aa000aa0 a0

## ** 803 ** ##

##The Peking Daily, organ of the city's ultra-conservative party##

##organisation, ##

##accused the disgraced former leader of trying to turn the party into##

##little ##

##more than a `social club" shorn of power. ##

aaa0a00aa00000000a000aaa 0a

## $$ 804 $$ ##

##It accused Mr Zhao, who was sacked as party secretary in June, of##

##encouraging ##

##the formation of independent workers' unions during student-led##

##protests.##

a00a00aaa00000000aa00aaa a0

## $$ 805 $$ ##

##The critique, the �rst such assault on Mr Zhao's record in several##

##weeks, ##

##focuses on the policy of allowing factory directors greater freedom##

##to run ##

##their business without meddling from local party cadres. ##

a00aa00aa00000a00a00aaaa a0

## ** 806 ** ##

##The policy has been the cornerstone of China's e�orts to revive##

##state industry ##

##over the past �ve years. ##

0a0aa0a0a00000000aaa000a 0a
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## ** 807 ** ##

##O�cially it remains in force, but an attack in the o�cial press##

##suggests ##

##hard-line ideologues want to criticise not only Mr Zhao but also the##

##economic ##

##policies he helped to implement.##

0a0aaaaaa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## ** 808 ** ##

##Mr Zhao's fate, and by association his legacy, have become a big##

##bone of ##

##contention in the leadership. ##

aa000a0aa00000000a00aa00 0a

## $$ 809 $$ ##

##He has already been stripped of all his posts, but hardliners had##

##been pressing ##

##for a public trial on criminal charges, though this looks##

##unlikely.##

a00aaa0aa00a00000a000aaa a0

## ** 810 ** ##

##Complaining that the grass-roots party cadres had been excluded from##

##decision-making, the Peking Daily called for new emphasis on the ##

##party's ##

##role in economic as well as political matters: ##

aa0aaa0aa00a00000aa00aa0 0a

## ** 811 ** ##

##`If the party only controls the party then it would no longer be a##

##political ##

##class party but an amateur group for the masses, or a kind of##

##club."##

aa00a0000000a000a00000aa 0a

## $$ 812 $$ ##

##Despite the crackdown on student protesters, Chinese leaders have##

##repeatedly ##

##ruled out any big change in economic reform or the open-door##

##policy. ##

a00a0a0aa00000000a00aaaa a0

## $$ 813 $$ ##

##Pressure seems to be growing, however, from party conservatives for##

##a review ##

##of such policies and a stronger campaign to root out suspected ##

##`counter-revolutionaries" in the government and party apparatus.##

a0a0aa0a00000000aa000aaa a0

## ** 814 ** ##

##Leading the attack is the Peking Municipal Party Committee, stacked##

##with ##

##zealous ideologues who played a key role in suppressing the student##

##movement. ##

aa0a000aa00000000a0000aa 0a

## ** 815 ** ##

##Fearing that the crackdown after the Tiananmen Square assault may be##

##softening, ##

##city authorities warned this week that `counter-revolutionary"##

##remnants would ##

##become a `time bomb" unless `ferreted out" with more vigour. ##

aaaaa00a0aa00000aa0000a0 0a

## $$ 816 $$ ##

##However, the Peking Youth News has reported that `many people" are##

##worried ##

##about the high incidence of wrongful arrest and torture by martial##

##law forces ##

##and police.##

aa0aaa0aa00000000a00aaaa a0

## ** 817 ** ##

##Rivonia gave immortality to the men it jailed for life##

a000000aa00000000000000a 0a

## $$ 818 $$ ##

##HISTORY will judge whether the Rivonia treason trial, which began##

##in 1963, did more damage to the African National Congress or to##

##the South African government.##

a000aa0a00000000aa000aaa a0

## ** 819 ** ##

##At the time it seemed as if the government had crushed the##

##nationalist movement by locking up its leaders for life.##

a00aa00aa0000000aaaa00a0 0a

## ** 820 ** ##

##In fact it immortalised them and ensured that all future anti-##

##apartheid movements would vow their allegiance to the heroes of##

##Rivonia.##

aa0aa0aaa0000000a00000aa 0a

## $$ 821 $$ ##

##Nelson Mandela was already serving a �ve-year sentence for in-##

##citing a strike and leaving the country without travel documents##

##when, on 12 July 1963, the police raided Lilliesleaf Farm at##

##Rivonia, near Johannesburg.##

aa0a0000a00000000a000aa0 a0

## $$ 822 $$ ##

##The house was the underground headquarters of what became the##

##military wing of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe, Spear of the Nation.##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa a0

## $$ 823 $$ ##

##Nine men were arrested, including the �ve now due to be ##

##released: Walter Sisulu, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi, Andrew##
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##Mlangeni and Ahmed Kathrada.##

a000000aa00000000a000aaa a0

## $$ 824 $$ ##

##The police also found Mr Mandela's diary, documenting his##

##travels to raise support for armed rebellion, and hundreds of##

##documents which betrayed the plans of Umkhonto.##

aa0a0a0aa00000000a0000aa a0

## ** 825 ** ##

##Mr Mandela was brought from prison on Robben Island to join his##

##colleagues, and the trial began on 9 October.##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 0a

## ** 826 ** ##

##It accused Mr Mandela of carrying out acts of sabotage on##

##dates when he was in prison.##

aa000a0aa00000000a00000a 0a

## $$ 827 $$ ##

##The defendants, caught between the need to demonstrate their in-##

##nocence and to stand by their political commitment, opted to make##

##a political defence.##

a00aa0aaa00000000aa00a00 a0

## ** 828 ** ##

##The issues were not the guilt or innocence of the accused but##

##the guilt or innocence of those who opposed apartheid.##

aa000a0aa00000000a0000aa 0a

## ** 829 ** ##

##The defendants tried to prove that Umkhonto we Sizwe was not part##

##of the ANC.##

aa00a000a0000000aaa0000a 0a

## ** 830 ** ##

##They denied that they had adopted a plan for guerrilla warfare##

##and denied that the ANC was communist.##

aa0a0aa0a00000000aa000aa 0a

## ** 831 ** ##

##The state's case was based mainly on accusations of sabotage and##

##planned sabotage, a case well supported by the evidence found at##

##Rivonia.##

0a0aa0aaa0000000aaa00aaa 0a

## ** 832 ** ##

##Detailed plans for Operation Mayibuye, an outline for guerril-##

##la warfare and foreign intervention, were revealed.##

a000a000a00000000aa00aa0 0a

## $$ 833 $$ ##

##The prosecution alleged that the men had been responsible of 222##

##acts of terrorism which it then reduced to 193.##

a000aa00a00000000a0000aa a0

## $$ 834 $$ ##

##The defendants admitted 20, thereby conceding the government's##

##main case.##

a000a000a000000000000a0a a0

## $$ 835 $$ ##

##Convicting eight of the nine, the judge said they had, in##

##essence, been convicted of high treason, which usually carried##

##the death penalty.##

aaa0a00aa00000000a000aaa a0

## $$ 836 $$ ##

##The New York Times called the men heroes, and The Times said `the##

##verdict of history will be that the ultimate guilty party is the##

##government in power . . ."##

aa00aaa0a0000000aa0000aa a0

## $$ 837 $$ ##

##Vibrant atom-age timekeepers clock up a Nobel Prize##

aa000000a000000000000a00 a0

## ** 838 ** ##

##THE NOBEL Prize for physics has been awarded to three scientists##

##who developed ultra-precise techniques that lie at the heart of##

##modern atomic clocks.##

aa00a000a0000000000000a0 0a

## ** 839 ** ##

##Two US scientists have been awarded the chemistry prize for a##

##discovery that has changed scientists" views about the origin of##

##life.##

aa00a000a00000000a0000aa 0a

## $$ 840 $$ ##

##Norman Ramsey, 74, of Harvard University, shared the physics##

##prize with Hans Dehmelt, a naturalised US citizen born in Germany##

##in 1922, and Wolfgang Paul, 76, of the University of Bonn in West##

##Germany.##

aa000000a000000000000aaa a0

## ** 841 ** ##

##In 1949, Professor Ramsey introduced a crucial re�nement to pre-##

##vious work on atomic beams which allowed the frequency of atomic##

##vibrations to be measured with unprecedented accuracy.##

a00a0000a00000a0000000aa 0a

## $$ 842 $$ ##

##Scientists discovered the atom vibrates with more regularity than##

##the earth turns on its axis.##

a0000000a00000000a00a0aa a0

## $$ 843 $$ ##

##So in 1967, the rotation of the earth was abandoned as the basic##

##source of timekeeping.##

a0000000a00000000a0000aa a0

## $$ 844 $$ ##
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##The de�nition of a second has since o�cially been the time it##

##takes a cesium atom to make 9,192,631,770 vibrations.##

aa00a000a00000000000a00a a0

## $$ 845 $$ ##

##Professor Ramsey then went on, with other colleagues, to develop##

##the hydrogen maser, which, with recent re�nements, may be able##

##to measure frequencies with a stability of one part in a billion##

##billion.##

aa0000000000000aa0000aaa a0

## ** 846 ** ##

##That is the equivalent of a clock set running at the time of the##

##dinosaurs having gained or lost less than a second by today.##

aa0a00000000000000000a0a 0a

## $$ 847 $$ ##

##Masers have allowed scientists to track the in�nitesimally slow##

##drift of the continents across the earth's surface and to check##

##the predictions of Einstein's theory of relativity that gravity##

##or acceleration will cause a clock to run slow.##

a00aa0000a0000a0aa00aaa0 a0

## ** 848 ** ##

##In the 1950s, Professor Paul carried out the �rst experiments##

##using a form of magnetic bottle _ the `Paul trap" _ to isolate##

##ionised atoms.##

aa0a00000000000000000aaa 0a

## ** 849 ** ##

##In the 1970s, at the University of Washington in Seattle, he suc-##

##ceeded in isolating a single electron and holding it in his trap##

##for nearly 10 months before losing it.##

a00aa0a0a0000000000000aa 0a

## ** 850 ** ##

##Brian Petley, who is head of basic metrology at Britain's Nation-##

##al Physical Laboratory, says the technique was so sensitive that##

##Professor Dehmelt was able to measure the mass of the proton re-##

##lative to the electron with an accuracy of one part in 100 mil-##

##lion.##

aa00a000a000000a000000aa 0a

## ** 851 ** ##

##That is the equivalent of weighing a fully-laden oil supertanker##

##so accurately that a contraband bottle of whisky in the captain's##

##cabin would register on the scales.##

0a0a00000000000aa0000aaa 0a

## $$ 852 $$ ##

##Sidney Altman, 50, of Yale University, and Thomas Cech, 41, of##

##University of Colorado, Boulder, shared the chemistry prize.##

aa000000a000000000000aa0 a0

## $$ 853 $$ ##

##In the 1970s, the two were independently studying how the infor-##

##mation necessary to specify living creatures, which is stored in##

##the DNA molecule, was transcribed and its instructions expressed##

##to make living cells.##

aa00a000a00a00000aa00aaa a0

## $$ 854 $$ ##

##This is done when the message, written in the DNA double helix,##

##is transcribed into a related `messenger" molecule, called RNA.##

a00a0000a00000000000aaaa a0

## ** 855 ** ##

##Everyone had thought that only special chemical scissors, strips##

##of protein called enzymes, could snip out the junk.##

a00aa0000000000aa00000aa 0a

## ** 856 ** ##

##Some cases of Hepatitis B are complicated by a satellite virus##

##known as the delta agent and its RNA has been shown to have this##

##catayltic property.##

aa00a000a0000000aa00a0aa 0a

## $$ 857 $$ ##

##Free rein for FBI `snatch" squads##

0a000000a00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 858 $$ ##

##THE Justice Department admitted yesterday that it had granted the##

##FBI authority to `override" international law in order to seize##

##fugitives from US justice living abroad without �rst obtaining##

##the consent of the country where they were sheltering.##

aa0aa0aa0a0000a00aa00aaa a0

## $$ 859 $$ ##

##Responding to a report in the Los Angeles Times yesterday, Jus-##

##tice Department o�cials con�rmed that the policy had been in##

##place since 21 June.##

aa00a000a0000000000000aa a0

## ** 860 ** ##

##It could have important implications for American e�orts to##

##arrest drug dealers, terrorists and the Panamanian leader, Manuel##

##Noriega, for prosecution in the US.##

aa00a0000000000aaa00a0aa 0a

## ** 861 ** ##

##Within the administration the new line is reportedly known as##

##`the President's snatch policy".##

0a00a000a00000000a00aa00 0a

## $$ 862 $$ ##

##A legal opinion requested by the Attorney-General, Richard Thorn-##

##burgh, e�ected the change in June, but it had been kept secret##

##since then.##

aa0aa000a00a00000a00aaa0 a0
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## ** 863 ** ##

##According to the Los Angeles Times, the opinion is entitled: `Au-##

##thority of the FBI to override customary or other international##

##law in the course of extra-territorial law-enforcement activi-##

##ties."##

aa0aa00aa000a000aa0000aa 0a

## ** 864 ** ##

##Justice Department o�cials declined to discuss the precise con-##

##tent of the opinion or the rationale behind it.##

a000aa00a00000000a000a0a 0a

## $$ 865 $$ ##

##A former Justice Department prosecutor, Lawrence Barcella, said##

##that the policy risked o�ending otherwise friendly countries,##

##which might even bring kidnapping charges against the FBI.##

a00aa00aa0a0000aaa0000aa a0

## ** 866 ** ##

##The `snatch policy" overturns a Carter administration edict, to##

##which it is diametrically opposed.##

aa00aa0aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

## ** 867 ** ##

##When the FBI then proposed to kidnap a fugitive US �nancier,##

##Robert Vesco, from the Bahamas, the Justice Department produced a##

##legal opinion blocking the plan.##

a00a000aa0a0a0000a0a0aaa 0a

## $$ 868 $$ ##

##The opinion stated: `US agents have no law-enforcement authority##

##in another nation unless it is the product of that nation's con-##

##sent . ##

0a00a000a000a0a00a00a0aa a0

## $$ 869 $$ ##

##Since 1984 the Justice Department has had authority to prosecute##

##terrorists who attack Americans abroad, but the FBI has had to##

##request permission from the host countries to return them to the##

##US.##

aa0a0000a00a00a00aa0a0aa a0

## ** 870 ** ##

##Only one terrorist, Fawaz Yunis, has been arrested under the 1984##

##law and the FBI lured him into international waters to make the##

##arrest.##

a00a0000a00000000a0000aa 0a

## $$ 871 $$ ##

##There was speculation yesterday that the new policy was tailored##

##for the Noriega case.##

aa00aa00a0000000aa0000aa a0

## ** 872 ** ##

##The ruling would appear to permit the FBI to go into Panama and##

##kidnap General Noriega, but when reporters asked President Bush##

##yesterday morning if that was the case, he said: `I'm embarrassed##

##to say I don't know what (the answer) is."##

aa0aaa00000a00aaaa000aaa 0a

## $$ 873 $$ ##

##Poland softens line on German refugees##

a00000a0a000000000000000 a0

## $$ 874 $$ ##

##EAST GERMANY and Poland have agreed that East Germans who take##

##refuge in Poland may leave for the West without hindrance, the##

##West German news agency DPA said yesterday.##

a000a0a0aa0000aaaa0aaaa0 a0

## $$ 875 $$ ##

##The agreement, reached at the weekend and valid for an inde�nite##

##period, means that Poland, after Hungary, becomes the second East##

##European country through which East Germans can travel freely to##

##the West, provided they can get a visa to go there in the �rst##

##place _ now increasingly di�cult _ or break across the##

##tightly-guarded border.##

aaaaa00aa00000aaaaaaaaaa a0

## ** 876 ** ##

##The 1,500 East Germans who have taken refuge in the past 10 days##

##in the West German embassy in Warsaw are expected to begin leav-##

##ing today.##

a0aaa00000000000aa0000aa 0a

## ** 877 ** ##

##The East Germans are not insisting this time that they cross East##

##German territory �rst so that they can be `expelled".##

a000a000a000a00aaa0a00a0 0a

## $$ 878 $$ ##

##During some of the four refugee train treks westwards from Prague##

##and Warsaw this month East German police clashed violently with##

##thousands of people who ocked to stations in the hope of jump-##

##ing on board.##

a00aa00aa000000aaaa000a0 a0

## ** 879 ** ##

##It was not immediately clear how the 1,500 would get to the West,##

##although it looks as though another spectacular mass exit will be##

##avoided.##

aa0aaa00000a000aaaa00aaa 0a

## ** 880 ** ##

##Some refugees in Warsaw said they expected to y to West Ger-##

##many, although there are rumours of plans to leave on ferries##

##across the Baltic.##

aa00aa00a0000000aa000a00 0a

## ** 881 ** ##
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##There was also speculation that they might leave through a neu-##

##tral country such as Sweden or Austria.##

a00aaa0000000000a00a00aa 0a

## ** 882 ** ##

##The solution to the refugee problem in the Warsaw embassy was##

##good news for Chancellor Kohl, who will make his long-postponed##

##visit to Poland from 9-14 November and hoped the problem would be##

##out of the way by then.##

aa0aa0a0a0000000aa0a0aaa 0a

## $$ 883 $$ ##

##The number of East Germans leaving through Hungary and Austria,##

##which had dwindled to less than 400 a day, suddenly shot up to##

##2,035 in the 24 hours ending yesterday morning, mainly because##

##the East German autumn holidays have begun.##

a0aaa000a000000000000aa0 a0

## $$ 884 $$ ##

##Around 39,000 have now left by this route since Hungary opened##

##its borders on 11 September.##

a00a0000a0000000000000aa a0

## $$ 885 $$ ##

##About 120 members of the reformist group New Forum yesterday de-##

##�ed o�cial warnings and police summonses and held their �rst##

##`co-ordination meeting" in East Berlin.##

a00aaa0aa0a0a0000a0000aa a0

## ** 886 ** ##

##Another reformist group, Democracy Now, issued an appeal to East##

##Germans to support non-violent reform and opposition groups.##

a000a0aaa00000000a0aaaa0 0a

## ** 887 ** ##

##Britain will seek something new at Commonwealth summit##

a000a000a000000000000a00 0a

## ** 888 ** ##

##THE HEADING is innocuous enough: Executive Session 3, Reports of##

##Special Committees, presented by Joe Clarke, the Foreign Minister##

##of Canada, with Kenneth Kaunda, President of Zambia in the chair##

##and Bob Hawke, Prime Minister of Australia, to speak.##

aa000000a000000000000aaa 0a

## $$ 889 $$ ##

##So reads the order of business for the Commonwealth Heads of##

##Government at their meeting in Kuala Lumpur next Thursday.##

0a0a0000a0000000000000aa a0

## $$ 890 $$ ##

##But despite its bland style, it hides a time bomb for Britain,##

##for the reports are on southern Africa.##

aa00000aa0a000000a0000aa a0

## ** 891 ** ##

##British o�cials say they believe this conference will not be##

##obsessed with South Africa, as previous meetings have been.##

aa00a000a0000000aa000a0a 0a

## $$ 892 $$ ##

##The election of FW de Klerk as president is a sign of progress,##

##they say, and the imminent release of Walter Sisulu and the ap-##

##parent movement towards negotiations are signs of a new atmo-##

##sphere.##

0aaaa0a0a0000000a0000a0a a0

## $$ 893 $$ ##

##Britain wants to encourage movement, not to stie it, and any##

##talk of sanctions would be bound to have a bad e�ect.##

aa0aa0aaa000000aaa0a0a0a a0

## $$ 894 $$ ##

##Yet even the British acknowledge that there are individuals and##

##countries `wedded to sanctions", and according to Commonwealth##

##o�cials, Britain may well again �nd itself in a minority of##

##one when the subject is debated.##

aa0aa0a0a0a00000aa00aaa0 a0

## $$ 895 $$ ##

##Many Commonwealth leaders believe the movement in South Africa is##

##the result of pressure already applied, and that only by turning##

##the screw can the world be sure that there will be no turning##

##back.##

aaaaa00a0000000aaa0a0aaa a0

## ** 896 ** ##

##African leaders who recognise that it may be di�cult to impose##

##any further sanctions believe they have found the way forward.##

a000aa0a0000a00aaa0a00aa 0a

## ** 897 ** ##

##They want to see �nancial pressure applied, to ensure South##

##Africa cannot roll over its debt or raise new capital.##

a00aa0a0a000000aaa0a00aa 0a

## ** 898 ** ##

##Britain argues this would result in an impoverished country, prey##

##to all the economic ills which have beset other African states.##

aa0aa00aa0a00000aa0000aa 0a

## ** 899 ** ##

##Whatever the discussion's outcome Margaret Thatcher will not##

##yield, so that the Commonwealth may again be forced to take deci-##

##sions from which Britain will dissent.##

a00aa00aa000a000aa0000aa 0a

## ** 900 ** ##

##Attending her seventh meeting of this odd club, the British Prime##

##Minister is unlikely to shrink from going it alone.##

0a0aa00aa0000000a0000a0a 0a
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## $$ 901 $$ ##

##The environment, the battle against drugs, and measures to combat##

##terrorism will be high on the agenda if the British have their##

##way.##

0a00a000a0000000a00000a0 a0

## $$ 902 $$ ##

##Yet even here there are mine�elds, for the report of a group of##

##Commonwealth experts is likely to be the basis for the discussion##

##on the environment, and its main recommendation is that the##

##developed countries should foot the bill for the under-developed##

##to adopt environment-friendly means of production.##

aa0aa0a0a0000a000a0a0aaa a0

## $$ 903 $$ ##

##Neo-fascists apologise for disruption in Strasbourg##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 904 $$ ##

##AFTER 24 hours of disruption, the European Parliament recovered##

##its poise last night when two members of its neo-fascist faction##

##publicly apologised for violently interrupting proceedings on##

##Wednesday.##

a00a000aa00000000a0000a0 a0

## $$ 905 $$ ##

##Bruno Gollnisch of West Germany and Bernard Antony of France had##

##resisted expulsion from the parliament chamber after protesting##

##against a decision to exclude their party from leading o�cial##

##visits abroad.##

a00aa00aa000a0000a0000aa a0

## ** 906 ** ##

##The resulting fracas led to the suspension of proceedings for two##

##hours on Wednesday and further rancorous debate yesterday.##

a00aaa00a00000000a0a00aa 0a

## $$ 907 $$ ##

##Both members of Jean-Marie Le Pen's European Right party, the##

##MEPs shouted insults at the President of the Parliament, Enrique##

##Baron, when he announced the measure barring the far-right party##

##from leading delegations to Israel and Switzerland.##

aa0a0a0aa000a0000a00aaaa a0

## $$ 908 $$ ##

##Political leaders from across the assembly had resolved earlier##

##in the week that an apparent lacuna in the rulebook which gave##

##the neo-fascists the chairmanship and vice-chairmanship of the##

##delegations should be �lled so that the pair could be voted out##

##of their posts.##

a00aa00aa0000a0aaa0a00aa a0

## ** 909 ** ##

##There was unanimity among all but Mr Le Pen's members that the##

##neo-fascists would be unsuitable to represent Strasbourg abroad,##

##especially at the Knesset.##

aa00a00aa0000000a0000a0a 0a

## ** 910 ** ##

##Glyn Ford, the leader of the British Labour group, was among##

##those speaking out against Mr Le Pen's group.##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa 0a

## ** 911 ** ##

##`Ever since the elections they have been revealing themselves as##

##the neo-Nazis that they really are," he said.##

aa00a00aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

## $$ 912 $$ ##

##Mr Le Pen said his 17-member party was being persecuted and un-##

##justly accused of racism and fascism. ##

a0000a0aa00000000a000000 a0

## ** 913 ** ##

##Earlier, the leader of the Socialists, Jean-Pierre Cot, said Mr Le##

##Pen had `improved his Nazi vocabulary" by his alliance with ##

##the West German Republicans, led by ex-Wa�en SS o�cer, Franz ##

##Schonhuber.##

aa00a0a0a000000000000aa0 0a

## ** 914 ** ##

##Mr Schonhuber also voiced anger, saying that `squadrons of former##

##Wa�en SS o�cers" were now members of the Social Democratic##

##party in West Germany.##

aa00a00aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

## ** 915 ** ##

##Mr Gollnisch had shouted `Dictator, dictator" at Mr Baron on##

##Wednesday and called other MEPs `Gestapo men".##

a000a000a00000000a000a0a 0a

## ** 916 ** ##

##When o�cials tried to eject him, he tried to punch his neigh-##

##bours.##

a000a000a00000000a0000aa 0a

## ** 917 ** ##

##Mr Le Pen launched his own tirade of Nazi terminology, suggesting##

##that his party members were being treated as Untermenschen.##

a0aa0000a00000000a0a000a 0a

## $$ 918 $$ ##

##In accepting the apology last night, Mr Baron said he considered##

##the case closed.##

aaa000a0a00000a0000a0a0a a0

## $$ 919 $$ ##

##Several members of the European Parliament, including Mr Cot, had##

##called for the pair to be suspended for �ve days with �nancial##

##penalties.##
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0aa0000aaaa0a0000aa00a0a a0

## $$ 920 $$ ##

##However, Mr Baron also ordered a review of the rules regarding##

##disturbances in parliament sessions to ensure that tougher sanc-##

##tions can be applied to members causing disruptions in future.##

aaaa0000a000a00aaaaa00aa a0

## $$ 921 $$ ##

##Hundreds arrested as Bhutto acts to halt riots in Sind##

a00a0000a0a000000aa00000 a0

## $$ 922 $$ ##

##HUNDREDS of militant Sindhi nationalists have been arrested in##

##the �rst serious political crackdown since the government of##

##Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto came to power 10 months ago.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a00000a a0

## ** 923 ** ##

##As the opposition steps up its campaign against her, Ms Bhutto is##

##embroiled in another dispute with President Ghulam Ishaq Khan##

##over the appointment of judges.##

a00a000aa0a000000aa00a0a 0a

## $$ 924 $$ ##

##There were riots, arson and looting in six towns in Sind Province##

##in the last week as militants from the Sind National Alliance##

##(SNA) protested against the arrest of their leader, GM Syed, and##

##hundreds of supporters.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aa0a0aa a0

## $$ 925 $$ ##

##The arrests follow SNA calls for Sind's independence from Pakis-##

##tan, the burning of a Pakistani ag and growing disenchantment##

##with Ms Bhutto by militant Sindhis.##

a0a00000a0a000000a0a00aa a0

## ** 926 ** ##

##The trouble has polarised Sind as never before and also deeply##

##divided the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP).##

a0a0000aa00000000a0a000a 0a

## $$ 927 $$ ##

##There are fears that more violence could explode in Sind if the##

##nationalists take their anger out on the non-Sindhi Muhajirs, or##

##Urdu-speaking community.##

a000000aaaa0000aaa0a00aa a0

## $$ 928 $$ ##

##In Baluchistan province, the Chief Minister, Akbar Bugti, has ac-##

##cused Ms Bhutto of trying to overthrow his government by military##

##force.##

a0a0000aa0a000000aa0aa0a a0

## ** 929 ** ##

##Last week, army units �red on a demonstration by Bugti tribes-##

##men, killing one.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0a0000 0a

## $$ 930 $$ ##

##Mr Bugti has appealed to President Ishaq Khan to call for a meet-##

##ing of the Council of Common Interest (CCI) to resolve the issue##

##of provincial autonomy.##

a0a00000a00000000aa000a0 a0

## $$ 931 $$ ##

##The government has refused to do so.##

a0a0000aa00000000a00000a a0

## ** 932 ** ##

##Baluch nationalists are haunted by the spectre of military ac-##

##tion, since it was Ms Bhutto's father, Zul�kar Ali Bhutto, who##

##as prime minister, sent the army into Baluchistan in 1973, which##

##led to a �ve-year civil war.##

aa0a000aa0a000000aaa0aa0 0a

## ** 933 ** ##

##But Ms Bhutto has not had a serious meeting with the President##

##for more than three months since their dispute over who had the##

##right to retire senior military o�cers.##

00aa000aa0000000000000aa 0a

## ** 934 ** ##

##Now, as three Supreme Court judges have retired and two more are##

##due to retire soon, President Ishaq Khan and Ms Bhutto have in-##

##terpreted the constitution di�erently and are both claiming the##

##right to appoint new judges.##

aaa00000a00000000aa00aaa 0a

## $$ 935 $$ ##

##Sind, Baluchistan and for the �rst time, Punjab province are all##

##demanding greater provincial autonomy.##

a0a00000a000000000000000 a0

## $$ 936 $$ ##

##Even while in opposition, Ms Bhutto shied away from advocating##

##this and has always favoured a strong centre.##

a0a000aaa00000000a0a00aa a0

## ** 937 ** ##

##She is reluctant to call a meeting of the CCI because she fears##

##the opposition would swamp the government with unreasonable##

##demands.##

0a00000aaa000000aaa000aa 0a

## ** 938 ** ##

##Last week the government prorogued the National Assembly to##

##prevent discussion of the crises in Sind and Baluchistan.##

a00aa000a0a000000aaa00aa 0a

## ** 939 ** ##

##Ms Bhutto sees the calls for autonomy as a ploy to destabilise##
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##her government, but the PPP has refused to tackle the issue pol-##

##itically.##

a0a0000aa00000000a0a00aa 0a

## ** 940 ** ##

##The opposition is still trying to collect support in the Assembly##

##for a vote of no con�dence in the government.##

a0a00000a00000000aa0000a 0a

## $$ 941 $$ ##

##Canberra �ghts publication of book on Nazis##

a0000000a0a000000a000000 a0

## $$ 942 $$ ##

##THE AUSTRALIAN government has tried to stop the publication of a##

##book alleging that hundreds of Nazi war criminals settled in Aus-##

##tralia 40 years ago under the secret protection of the authori-##

##ties.##

a0a0a000a0a000000aa00a0a a0

## $$ 943 $$ ##

##The government argues the book could hamper the impending##

##prosecution of alleged ex-Nazis.##

a000a000a0a0000aaa0a00aa a0

## $$ 944 $$ ##

##Sanctuary, written by Mark Aarons, a prominent Sydney radio pro-##

##ducer and broadcaster, says British and American o�cials know-##

##ingly allowed Nazi war criminals and collaborators to emigrate to##

##Australia, and that Australian politicians and security o�cers##

##did nothing to stop it.##

a00000a0a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

## $$ 945 $$ ##

##In the book, based on interviews in Europe, the Soviet Union, the##

##United States and Australia, Mr Aarons writes: `Most of the Nazi##

##war criminals and collaborators who found sanctuary in this coun-##

##try proclaimed themselves as nationalists and anti-Communist##

##`freedom �ghters".##

a000a000a000000000000a0a a0

## $$ 946 $$ ##

##Ill-informed and blinkered Australian politicians and o�cials##

##did little to question or probe their credentials and histories."##

a0000000a00a00000000000a a0

## ** 947 ** ##

##He asserts that the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation##

##(ASIO), Australia's MI5, later used many former Nazis for anti-##

##Communist counter-intelligence operations.##

a0000000a00000000000000a 0a

## ** 948 ** ##

##As a result of similar allegations by Mr Aarons three years ago,##

##Bob Hawke's Labour government set up an inquiry under Andrew Men-##

##zies, a former senior civil servant, who examined thousands of##

##secret �les including some provided by Mr Aarons.##

a0a000a0a00000000a0aaa00 0a

## ** 949 ** ##

##Mr Menzies reported it was likely that `a signi�cant number" of##

##people who committed `serious war crimes" had entered Australia,##

##and gave the government a list of 70 suspects.##

a0a00000a0a00000aa000000 0a

## $$ 950 $$ ##

##Based on his recommendation, the Australian Parliament passed a##

##law late last year to allow trials in Australian courts for al-##

##leged atrocities in Europe during the Second World War by people##

##now Australian citizens or residents.##

a00aa0a0a0a000000aa0000a a0

## $$ 951 $$ ##

##A special investigations unit set up to pursue former Nazis in##

##Australia later reported about 500 suspected cases, almost half##

##of them `active".##

a0000000a000000000000a0a a0

## ** 952 ** ##

##In the other cases, people had died or left the country or there##

##was insu�cient evidence for prosecution under the new War##

##Crimes Act.##

aaa00000a0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## ** 953 ** ##

##Mr Aarons maintains the number is more likely to be `some##

##thousands".##

aa00a000a0000000a000000a 0a

## ** 954 ** ##

##Most former Nazis, he says, arrived between 1947 and 1951, when##

##Australia took 170,000 displaced people from Europe, the second-##

##highest number after the US.##

a0000000a000000000000a0a 0a

## ** 955 ** ##

##He says that several former Nazis have gained inuential posi-##

##tions in Australia's conservative Liberal Party and that ASIO has##

##allowed fascist organisations, such as the Croatian Ustashi, to##

##conduct campaigns of violence.##

aaa00000a0a000000a0aaa0a 0a

## ** 956 ** ##

##When William Heinemann Australia announced it planned to publish##

##Mr Aarons's book this month, the Director of Public Prosecutions##

##in Canberra wrote to request an inde�nite delay.##

a00a0000a000000000a0000a 0a

## ** 957 ** ##

##The DPP said publication could be `problematic" in that it could##
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##coincide with the laying of the �rst charges under the new law.##

0a000000a0a0000aaa0000aa 0a

## ** 958 ** ##

##He threatened to seek an injunction if the publishers proceeded##

##with the book.##

a0000000a0a000000aa0000a 0a

## $$ 959 $$ ##

##The publishers ignored the threat, and launched Sanctuary this##

##week. ##

a00a000aa0a000000a00000a a0

## $$ 960 $$ ##

##They argued that Mr Aarons had already removed a large##

##number of names of potential defendants from his manuscript after##

##consultation with government o�cials.##

a0a00000a000000000000a0a a0

## $$ 961 $$ ##

##Aoun rejects deal and says war still on##

a00a000aa0a000000aa0a000 a0

## $$ 962 $$ ##

##LEBANON'S Christian leader, General Michel Aoun, last night##

##denounced a draft peace agreement produced by the country's par-##

##liamentarians in the Saudi resort of Taif on the grounds that it##

##did not set a timetable for the withdrawal of Syrian troops occu-##

##pying the country since 1976.##

a0aa000aa00000000aa0aaaa a0

## $$ 963 $$ ##

##The general's e�ective rejection of the peace charter, which has##

##yet to be formally presented by the 31 Christian and 31 Muslim##

##deputies gathered in Taif for the past two weeks, risks plunging##

##Lebanon into a new cycle of the violence from which it temporari-##

##ly escaped when the Arab League brokered a cease�re on 23 Sep-##

##tember.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aaa0aaa a0

## ** 964 ** ##

##Speaking to Christian supporters in east Beirut, General Aoun##

##reminded the deputies in Taif that `a war has erupted to liberate##

##Lebanon and it is still on and it will continue until it achieves##

##its goals".##

aaaa0000aaa00000aa0aaaaa 0a

## ** 965 ** ##

##The general, whose appointment as prime minister a year ago is##

##disputed by a rival Muslim government in west Beirut, did not##

##want Christian deputies to go to Taif in the �rst place.##

a00a000aa00000000a0a0a0a 0a

## ** 966 ** ##

##In the face of their insistence and that of Arab League negotia-##

##tors, he warned them not to settle for any deal which did not in-##

##volve the withdrawal of 30,000 to 40,000 Syrian troops based in##

##west Beirut and the hinterland.##

aa0a0000a0a000000aa00a0a 0a

## ** 967 ** ##

##In the event, the deal which has emerged in Taif has justi�ed##

##the general's fears of what he would regard as a sell-out of the##

##Maronite cause.##

aaa0a000a0000000a00000aa 0a

## $$ 968 $$ ##

##A working group of senior parliamentarians broke the deadlock at##

##the talks by endorsing a charter which would give equality in##

##parliament to the majority Muslim population and transfer powers##

##now enjoyed by the Maronite presidency to a cabinet headed by a##

##Sunni Muslim.##

a0aa00a0aa000000aaa000aa a0

## $$ 969 $$ ##

##The charter, if put into e�ect, would reform the unwritten na-##

##tional charter of 1943, which gave the Maronites political domi-##

##nance of the multi-confessional state.##

a0000000aa000000a00000aa a0

## $$ 970 $$ ##

##The new charter would more closely reect the demographic##

##predominance of the Muslims, a move which their leaders and their##

##Syrian backers argue is long overdue.##

aa000000aaa00000aa0a0a0a a0

## $$ 971 $$ ##

##But General Aoun insists no such reforms can be instituted until##

##the withdrawal of Syrian troops, which Christian leaders invited##

##into Lebanon in 1976 as a peacekeeping force.##

aa0a000aa000000aaaa00a0a a0

## ** 972 ** ##

##`We can achieve such reforms on Lebanese soil once it is free of##

##any conqueror imposing his will on it," the general said last##

##night.##

0aaa00a0a000000aa000000a 0a

## $$ 973 $$ ##

##The tentative Taif agreement, on the other hand, sets no timet-##

##able for a total Syrian withdrawal and refers only to a pull-out##

##from the Beirut area within two years.##

aa000000a00000000a0a0a0a a0

## ** 974 ** ##

##The fear among many Muslim Lebanese, who might otherwise favour##

##the departure of the Syrians, is that they would leave behind a##

##power vacuum to be �lled by warlords on both sides of the con-##

##fessional divide.##
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aa00000aaa00000aaa0a0a0a 0a

## ** 975 ** ##

##Most of these consistently criticised the parliamentary peace ef-##

##forts under way in Saudi Arabia.##

a000000aa00000000aa0000a 0a

## ** 976 ** ##

##The Druze leader, Walid Jumblatt, said in Amman yesterday that##

##the Taif deal would not bring peace to Lebanon and that, although##

##he did not intend to block it, he would not accept it either.##

a00a000aaa000000aaa00a0a 0a

## $$ 977 $$ ##

##Soviet parliament puts price curbs on co-operatives##

a00a0000a00000000000a000 a0

## $$ 978 $$ ##

##The Soviet parliament yesterday bowed to overwhelming pressure##

##and imposed strict price curbs on the country's burgeoning but##

##widely detested co-operative movement, identi�ed in the popular##

##imagination with speculation and pro�teering on the backs of a##

##long-su�ering public, writes Rupert Cornwell.##

aaaa000aa0a000000aa000a0 a0

## $$ 979 $$ ##

##Under amendments passed by a joint session in the Kremlin of the##

##Supreme Soviet to the existing 1988 legislation on co-operatives,##

##local authorities are henceforth empowered to set `maximum price##

##levels" _ in other words controls _ on prices charged by co-##

##operatives for essential public goods.##

a00a0000a00000000000aa00 a0

## $$ 980 $$ ##

##At the same time, the state will have the right to set prices for##

##products it buys from co-operatives under contract, and in cases##

##where the co-operative is merely selling on, with a generous##

##mark-up, scarce goods that it has been able to purchase at con-##

##trolled prices from normal state suppliers.##

aaa00000aa000000a00000aa a0

## $$ 981 $$ ##

##More than anything else, it has been this latter practice which##

##has earned co-operatives in general here such deep public resent-##

##ment.##

0aa00000a0a000000a00a0aa a0

## ** 982 ** ##

##They are seen as a prime contributor both to shortages in ordi-##

##nary state shops, and to ination, now admitted to be running at##

##close to eight per cent, which in Soviet terms is an unpredented##

##level.##

aaa00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## ** 983 ** ##

##In several regions of the country, indeed, local party or govern-##

##ment o�cials have simply ordered them to be shut down. ##

a0a0000aa000a0000a0aa00a 0a

## $$ 984 $$ ##

##Earlier this month, a group of Supreme Soviet deputies, backed ##

##by the trade unions, demanded the immediate closure of all ##

##`trading and purchasing" co-operatives, as they are known.##

a0aa0000a000a0000000000a a0

## $$ 985 $$ ##

##That therapy was bitterly opposed by liberals led by Leonid Abal-##

##kin, the deputy prime minister in charge of economic reform.##

a00a000aa00000000a000a0a a0

## ** 986 ** ##

##Others have insisted that to restrict the operations of co-##

##operatives _ essentially a legalised form of private business _##

##would strike at the very heart of plans to encourage enterprise##

##and initiative.##

a0a0000aaaa00000aaaa0aaa 0a

## ** 987 ** ##

##Yesterday's decisions, stopping short of an outright ban, are a##

##compromise in extremis.##

a00a0000a000000000000000 0a

## $$ 988 $$ ##

##As the Soviet Union's economic woes have worsened, they were##

##clearly the minimum required if the risk of further consumer##

##discontent and mass industrial unrest was to be contained.##

0aa00000a0a00000aa0a00aa a0

## $$ 989 $$ ##

##As it is, the amendments are expected to be part of a wider,##

##toughly-framed resolution on co-operatives, of which there are##

##well over 100,000 in the country.##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a a0

## ** 990 ** ##

##They employ over two million people, or 1.5 per cent of the na-##

##tional workforce, and produce over 12bn roubles (o�cially #12bn##

##pounds) of goods and services annually.##

a0000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## ** 991 ** ##

##The decree, to be voted on shortly, will force them to pay back##

##pro�ts made on excessive prices, coupled with sti� �nes for##

##good measure.##

a0000000aaa00000aaa00a0a 0a

## ** 992 ** ##

##Co-operatives are also likely to face regular bank and tax in-##

##spections to ensure they are not defrauding the state.##

aaa00000aa000000a000a0aa 0a
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## ** 993 ** ##

##In an attempt to reduce corruption and embezzlement, all people##

##in positions of responsibility in state enterprises and agencies##

##will be barred from setting up co-operatives.##

a0000000aa000000aaaa00a0 0a

## ** 994 ** ##

##They will also have to keep the prices at which they sell import-##

##ed goods purchased with foreign currency at levels charged at##

##state-controlled outlets.##

aa000000a0000000a000a00a 0a

## $$ 995 $$ ##

##White House tries to bring CIA in from the US cold##

a00000000000000000000000 a0

## $$ 996 $$ ##

##THE WHITE HOUSE moved swiftly yesterday to counter rumours that##

##President Bush is disenchanted with the performance of his CIA##

##director, William Webster, and would like to replace him.##

a00a000aaa000000aa0a0a0a a0

## $$ 997 $$ ##

##But the move did little to help the tarnished image of Mr##

##Webster's CIA, which has been going through troubled times.##

a0aa000aa00000000a0aaa0a a0

## $$ 998 $$ ##

##This month, the spy agency was blamed for failing to provide good##

##intelligence of the botched coup in Panama, and, last spring, for##

##failing to provide enough arms for the Afghan rebels when they##

##were planning to overthrow the Soviet-backed Kabul government.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0a0aaa a0

## ** 999 ** ##

##Recent independent studies say the CIA's intelligence about ter-##

##rorist groups is so poor that it is crippling Washington's abili-##

##ty to deal with them.##

aaa00000a0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## ** 1000 ** ##

##The contrast between the swashbuckling operation run by Mr##

##Webster's predecessor, Bill Casey, who died in the middle of the##

##mess over the Iran-a�air, could not be greater.##

aa0a0000a0a00000a0000a00 0a

## $$ 1001 $$ ##

##Mr Webster, a former popular FBI director, is as mild and politi-##

##cally moderate as Mr Casey was wild and conservative.##

0a000000a0000000000000a0 a0

## ** 1002 ** ##

##Whereas Mr Casey, a veteran of Second World War missions behind##

##enemy lines, never o�ered to tell Congress what he was up to, Mr##

##Webster tends to tell the Congressional committees overseeing US##

##intelligence everything he knows, even before he is asked.##

aaa000aaa00000000a000a00 a0

## ** 1003 ** ##

##In the Casey era, the CIA was not only represented at all the##

##White House national security meetings, Mr Casey was often there##

##uninvited, encouraging Oliver North, the junior adviser on Ronald##

##Reagan's national security sta�, to get up to all kinds of##

##mischief in support of the Nicaraguan Contras.##

aaa000a0a000000000000aa0 0a

## $$ 1004 $$ ##

##These days, Mr Webster is often not included in the small group##

##of top advisers, including James Baker, the Secretary of State,##

##Dick Cheney, the Defence Secretary and Brent Scowcroft, the Na-##

##tional Security Advisor, that President Bush convenes during##

##crises.##

aa000000a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

## $$ 1005 $$ ##

##Mr Webster's absence from the crisis meetings held during this##

##month's failed coup in Panama led to speculation that his intel-##

##ligence was so poor he had nothing to add.##

a00a0a00a0a000000a0000aa a0

## ** 1006 ** ##

##In fact, Mr Webster was out of town, but the speculation that he##

##had been deliberately excluded was reinforced by remarks later##

##from the President's Chief of Sta�, John Sununu.##

0aaa0a0aa0000000000000aa 0a

## ** 1007 ** ##

##He said that he had learned more about the attempted coup from##

##the television news on the CNN network than from Mr Webster's##

##CIA.##

a0a00000a0a000000a0000aa 0a

## $$ 1008 $$ ##

##When Mr Webster moved, in 1987, from the FBI to the CIA in the##

##wake of the Iran-Contra scandal, his mission was to keep a low##

##pro�le and improve the battered relations between the agency and##

##Congress.##

a00a0000a0a000000a0a0aaa a0

## $$ 1009 $$ ##

##But Mr Webster has taken his task too seriously for the hard-##

##liners at the CIA.##

a0a0000aa00000000000a00a a0

## $$ 1010 $$ ##

##This group says that the KGB has been acting more aggressively in##

##recent months in its commercial espionage activities, and the##

##group has been pressing for an expanded role for the CIA and oth-##

##er Western intelligence agencies in this area.##
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a0a0000aa00000000aa0a0aa a0

## ** 1011 ** ##

##Whether this is just the assessment of zealous CIA o�cers in-##

##terested in institutional survival, is not clear.##

0a000a00a00000000000000a 0a

## ** 1012 ** ##

##The White House said yesterday Mr Bush was `fully satis�ed" with##

##the agency's performance over Panama.##

aa0a0000a000000000000000 0a

## ** 1013 ** ##

##But there was speculation that Mr Webster might be replaced by##

##James Lilley, the US ambassador in Peking and a former colleague##

##of Mr Bush when the President was CIA director.##

aa00000aa000000aa0000a00 0a

## ** 1014 ** ##

##A State Department spokeswoman, Margaret Tutwiler, said yesterday##

##that some Nicaraguan rebels were selling their US-supplied arms##

##to anti-government guerrillas in El Salvador, Reuter reports.##

a0aa0000a0a000000aa0aa0a 0a

## $$ 1015 $$ ##

##Kurdish leaders are calling for urgent international action to##

##protect their rights and attempting to �nd a common political##

##programme##

a0a00000a00000000000000a a0

## $$ 1016 $$ ##

##LEADERS of the 20 million Kurds of the Middle East have resolved##

##to press for observer status at the United Nations for a uni�ed##

##Kurdish front in order to bring world attention to repression##

##which they say amounts to physical and cultural genocide.##

0aa00000a0a000000a0aa0aa a0

## $$ 1017 $$ ##

##A weekend conference here, chaired by Danielle Mitterrand, the##

##wife of the French president, was the �rst time in 60 years that##

##heads of Kurdish autonomy movements from the main states embrac-##

##ing Kurdistan _ Iran, Iraq, Turkey and Syria _ had gathered to##

##formulate a common programme.##

aaa00000a000000000000a00 a0

## $$ 1018 $$ ##

##The impetus came in part from Iraq's campaign over the past year##

##to depopulate Iraqi Kurdistan, including the use of chemical##

##weapons, and also from fears that an eventual peace treaty##

##between Iran and Iraq after eight years of war could include a##

##tacit agreement to strangle the Kurdish resistance in both coun-##

##tries.##

aaa0000aa0a00000aaa0aaaa a0

## $$ 1019 $$ ##

##The conference was to have been presided over by Abdulrahman##

##Qassemlou, the secretary-general of the Kurdish Democratic Party##

##of Iran and the leading theoretician of the Kurdish movement.##

0a000000a000000000000a0a a0

## $$ 1020 $$ ##

##But he was assassinated in Vienna on 13 July during peace talks##

##with Iranian representatives in what Kurds sources allege was a##

##trap set by Tehran.##

aa0aa00aa00000000a0000aa a0

## ** 1021 ** ##

##Mr Qassemlou, who led a 10-year insurgency against the Khomeini##

##regime, was quoted in an interview shortly before his death as##

##saying: `One doesn't speak enough about the Kurds because we have##

##never taken any hostages, never hijacked a plane."##

a0a00000a0a000000a000aaa 0a

## ** 1022 ** ##

##Kurdish delegates to the two-day conference said privately that##

##they were concerned that lack of international action to protect##

##the rights of Kurds could lead to hardline pressure for the##

##launch of terrorist campaigns.##

aa000000a0a0000aaaaaa0aa 0a

## $$ 1023 $$ ##

##The Paris conference, however, was restricted to the issues of##

##cultural identity and human rights and glossed over maximalist##

##demands for an independent state.##

0a000000a0000000000000aa a0

## ** 1024 ** ##

##This was mainly out of deference to the host country, France,##

##which has diplomatic relations with the four countries concerned.##

0a000000a000000000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1025 $$ ##

##Kurdish speakers nevertheless pointed out that the Kurds were the##

##largest nation in the world which did not have its own state##

##despite promises, at the break-up of the Ottoman Empire after the##

##First World War, that there would be an independent Kurdistan.##

aa000000aaa00000aa000aaa a0

## ** 1026 ** ##

##The Kurdish claim to independence was based on the Kurds' dis-##

##tinctive culture and language and a 2,000-year history of autono-##

##my from their Turkish, Arab and Persian neighbours.##

0a000000a0000000000000aa 0a

## ** 1027 ** ##

##Western speakers concentrated on the human rights abuses su�ered##

##by the Kurds in the countries in which they live.##

aa000000a0a000000a00000a 0a

## $$ 1028 $$ ##
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##The chairman of the US Senate foreign relations committee,##

##Claiborne Pell, said that Kurds in Turkey were denied the right##

##to speak their language outside their homes, in Iran their##

##leaders were persecuted and killed and in Iraq Kurdish villages##

##were razed to the ground and Kurdish children tortured and killed##

##by chemical weapons.##

a0000a00a0a000000a0aaa0a a0

## ** 1029 ** ##

##`In terms of the severity of the problem, the Kurds should be##

##near the top, not at the bottom, of our human rights agenda," Se-##

##nator Pell said.##

aa000000a0000a000a0000aa 0a

## $$ 1030 $$ ##

##He said one reason for the lack of international action in de-##

##fence of the Kurds was that `too many governments are too con-##

##cerned about alienating the oil-rich or politically powerful na-##

##tions where the Kurdish people reside".##

aaa0000aa00000000a0a00aa a0

## ** 1031 ** ##

##He may have had in mind, among others, the French government and##

##its strong pro-Iraqi lobby which was said to be concerned by the##

##decision to hold the conference in Paris, albeit in the presence##

##of Mrs Mitterrand, in her capacity as head of the private##

##France-Libertes foundation, and of the minister for humanitarian##

##action, Bernard Kouchner.##

0aa000a0a0000000a0000aaa 0a

## ** 1032 ** ##

##Dr Kouchner appeared to acknowledge the conict of interest when##

##he told the conference that, had he been concerned about politi-##

##cal advancement, he would not have been there.##

aaaa0000aaa00000aa0000aa 0a

## ** 1033 ** ##

##The Iraqi Kurdish rebel leader, Jalal Talabani, said he hoped the##

##Kurdish people would not be the victims of commercial policy.##

aa000000aaa00000aa0a0a0a 0a

## ** 1034 ** ##

##`It was the indi�erence and silence of the superpowers and of##

##some governments which provided Iraq with weapons and ammunition##

##which encouraged Iraq in its chemical weapons genocide," Mr Tala-##

##bani said.##

aa000000a0a000000aaaaaaa 0a

## ** 1035 ** ##

##Net tightens on `extraditables"##

a000000a000000000a000000 0a

## $$ 1036 $$ ##

##COLOMBIA stepped up its war against drugs at the weekend with the##

##extradition of three alleged tra�ckers to the United States and##

##the detention of another `extraditable".##

a00aa0aaa0a000000aaa000a a0

## $$ 1037 $$ ##

##This latest arrest brings to six the number of suspects being##

##held and who face possible extradition.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

## ** 1038 ** ##

##In the chill hours before dawn on Saturday, amid stringent secu-##

##rity, Ana Rodriguez, Bernardo Pelaez Roldan and Roberto Carlini##

##were put on to a US Drug Enforcement Agency plane and own to##

##Miami to face drug charges.##

a00a0000a000000000000a00 0a

## $$ 1039 $$ ##

##They were the �rst extraditions since the Colombian Supreme##

##Court upheld President Barco's emergency anti-drug decrees two##

##weeks ago.##

aa0a0000a00000000000000a a0

## $$ 1040 $$ ##

##Observers have been expecting retaliation by the tra�ckers ever##

##since and the latest moves can only add to the tension.##

0aa0000aa0a0000aaa0a00aa a0

## $$ 1041 $$ ##

##The three extradited at the weekend were not among the most-##

##sought suspects.##

aa0a000aa00000000000000a a0

## ** 1042 ** ##

##Pelaez was sent on to Detroit, where he is to serve an outstand-##

##ing �ve-year sentence for conspiring to distribute cocaine.##

aaa00000a000000000000aaa 0a

## ** 1043 ** ##

##Carlini is wanted on the same charges, while Rodriguez will face##

##cocaine-tra�cking and money-laundering charges.##

aaa00000aaa00000aa0a0000 0a

## ** 1044 ** ##

##She was reported to have co-operated with investigators and to##

##have agreed to give evidence in exchange for protection and re-##

##duced charges.##

a0a00000a0000000000000aa 0a

## $$ 1045 $$ ##

##Six weeks after she was arrested in August, her daughter was##

##killed in an attack presumed to be retaliation by the drug##

##barons.##

a00aa00aa0a000000a0a0aaa a0

## $$ 1046 $$ ##

##Some of those still in Colombia are thought to be much bigger##
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##�sh than the three extradited yesterday.##

aa00a000a00000000000000a a0

## $$ 1047 $$ ##

##Last week Jose Abello, believed to be one of the top four members##

##of the Medellin cartel, was detained, apparently by chance, in a##

##Bogota restaurant.##

aa0aa00aa00000000a000a00 a0

## ** 1048 ** ##

##He is alleged to have replaced Carlos Lehder in the organisation##

##after Lehder's extradition to the US in 1987 and is said to head##

##the cartel based in Santa Marta, on Colombia's Caribbean coast.##

aaa0a000a000000000000aaa 0a

## ** 1049 ** ##

##Another notorious �gure is Leonidas Vargas, known as El Viejo##

##(the old man), even though he is only 40.##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## ** 1050 ** ##

##He is believed to be the right-hand man of the Medellin cartel##

##chief, Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, `the Mexican", the most violent##

##of the cocaine barons.##

0a00a000a0a000000a000a0a 0a

## $$ 1051 $$ ##

##Last week Amnesty International reported that paramilitary units##

## were responsible for at least 2,500 political murders in Colombia##

## over the past two years.##

a00a0000a0a000000a000000 a0

## ** 1052 ** ##

##Another suspect, Victor Mera Mosquera, faces tra�cking charges##

##in New York, Texas, Florida, California and Arizona.##

0aa00000a0a000000a000a00 0a

## $$ 1053 $$ ##

##Soviets fail to disperse Wallenberg scepticism##

0a00000aa00000000a000000 a0

## $$ 1054 $$ ##

##THE SOVIET authorities yesterday �nally handed over the meagre##

##personal e�ects of a man who they insist died 42 years ago: a##

##diplomatic passport with its faded blue cover bearing the Swedish##

##coat of arms, money, a selection of old notebooks and identity##

##cards.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a000a0a a0

## $$ 1055 $$ ##

##But even this, and a meeting yesterday with senior KGB and##

##Foreign Ministry o�cials, have failed to shake the conviction##

##of relatives and friends of Raoul Wallenberg.##

0aa0000aa00000000a0000aa a0

## $$ 1056 $$ ##

##Somewhere within the Soviet Union, at the age of 77, they are##

##sure the Swedish diplomat who vanished in 1945 is still alive.##

0a0aa000a000000000000a0a a0

## $$ 1057 $$ ##

##The gesture came on the �rst day of a week-long visit by Raoul##

##Wallenberg's half brother and sister, and two former colleagues##

##from his heroic days at the Swedish embassy in Budapest in the##

##closing stages of the war when, virtually single-handed, he saved##

##30,000, maybe 100,000, Jews from death.##

a00a00a0a0a000000a0a0aaa a0

## ** 1058 ** ##

##`It was a terribly emotional moment to see Raoul's photograph and##

##his handwriting, the addresses in his personal notebooks," Nina##

##Lagergren, his half-sister, told a packed press conference yes-##

##terday, `but they prove nothing about what happened afterwards."##

aaaa000aa0000000000000aa 0a

## ** 1059 ** ##

##Per Anger, president of the Raoul Wallenberg society but in 1944##

##at the Budapest embassy, agreed.##

a000000aa000000000000000 0a

## ** 1060 ** ##

##`I was the one who prolonged his passport. ##

0a000000a00000000000000a 0a

## ** 1061 ** ##

##Today I saw my signature again, extending it to June 1945.##

0aaa0000a00000000000000a 0a

## ** 1062 ** ##

##Raoul Wallenberg had 100 per cent diplomatic immunity.##

00a00000a000000000000000 0a

## ** 1063 ** ##

##" But on their own, he said, the mementoes threw no new light on##

##the real mystery: what happened after Wallenberg was seen in the##

##custody of Soviet troops in Budapest on 17 January 1945.##

aa0a000aa000000000000a0a 0a

## ** 1064 ** ##

##Yesterday the Soviet team, led by Vladimir Piroshkov, a deputy##

##chairman of the KGB, and a deputy Foreign Minister, Valentin Nik-##

##iforov, was by every account friendly and sympathetic.##

aa0a0000a000000000000a00 0a

## $$ 1065 $$ ##

##Further meetings are planned and the Soviet side has agreed to##

##investigate evidence that Wallenberg was seen in a prison in Vla-##

##dimir, 150 miles east of Moscow, during the 1950s.##

a0aa00a0aa00000000000a00 a0

## $$ 1066 $$ ##

##But behind the courtesies, and the avowed readiness to clear up a##
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##mystery that has sullied Soviet-Swedish relations for decades,##

##Moscow's position remains the one set out in a memorandum in##

##1957, from the then deputy Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko.##

0aa0000aa00000000aaa00a0 a0

## $$ 1067 $$ ##

##That was based on a report from the chief doctor of the Lubyanka##

##prison in 1947, claiming that `prisoner Wallenberg" died on the##

##night of 16/17 July 1947, `presumably from a heart attack".##

aaaaa000a0a00000aa0000aa a0

## $$ 1068 $$ ##

##On the orders of the Minister of State Security, Viktor Abakumov,##

##`the body was cremated without a post-mortem."##

a00a0000a0a0a0000a0a0a0a a0

## ** 1069 ** ##

##Since then, and despite scores of `sightings" of Wallenberg in##

##the Soviet prison system extending into the 1970s, no cast-iron##

##evidence to the contrary has been forthcoming.##

0aa00000a000000000000aaa 0a

## ** 1070 ** ##

##But the family is adamant that for all their professions of##

##glasnost on the Wallenberg a�air, the Soviet authorities have##

##not come clean.##

0aa0000aa00000000000000a 0a

## ** 1071 ** ##

##Gandhi steps up counter-attack in scandals war##

a00a000aa0a000000aa00000 a0

## $$ 1072 $$ ##

##THE INDIAN government tried yesterday to deect attention from##

##the Bofors corruption scandal by linking one of the �ercest op-##

##position critics of Rajiv Gandhi, the Prime Minister, with shady##

##�nancial dealing.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aaa0aaa a0

## $$ 1073 $$ ##

##This coincided with newspaper reports purporting to detail the##

##�nancial arrangements by which millions of dollars were siphoned##

##from the Bofors howitzer contract and allegedly paid to senior##

##Indian o�cials.##

aaa00a00a00000000aa000aa a0

## ** 1074 ** ##

##The revelations, which are seriously embarrassing Mr Gandhi's##

##Congress (I) Party, were accompanied by documents apparently##

##leaked to the Indian press by Swedish sources.##

aaa00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## $$ 1075 $$ ##

##They provided more circumstantial evidence that, despite o�cial##

##denials in Stockholm and New Delhi, big bribes were paid to com-##

##panies controlled by Indian agents.##

a0000a00a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

## ** 1076 ** ##

##But the reports still fell short of conclusively identifying the##

##ultimate recipients of the money.##

aaa00a0aa00000000a0a000a 0a

## ** 1077 ** ##

##Faced with the prospect of a stream of disclosures as the general##

##election approaches, Mr Gandhi's advisers have apparently con-##

##cluded that their best defence is also to attack the opposition##

##with the corruption stick.##

aaa0000aa0a000000a0a00aa 0a

## $$ 1078 $$ ##

##The leader of the Janata Dal party, VP Singh, has found himself##

##and his family under scrutiny in recent weeks over highly suspect##

##allegations that his son controlled a secret bank-account in the##

##Caribbean island of St Kitts.##

a0a0000aa00000000a000a0a a0

## ** 1079 ** ##

##The allegations that Mr Singh, a former Congress (I) �nance min-##

##ister, had stashed millions of dollars in a numbered St Kitts ac-##

##count, were made in August in the Arab Times of Kuwait, not pre-##

##viously known for its scoops about India.##

a0aa0000a000000000000a0a 0a

## ** 1080 ** ##

##It said the account was controlled by Mr Singh's son Ajeya, a New##

##York-based accountant.##

a0000000a000000000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1081 $$ ##

##To many, the report smacked of an attempted smear by Congress##

##(I)'s dirty-tricks department.##

a00a0000a0a000000aa0000a a0

## $$ 1082 $$ ##

##Ajeya Singh returned to India and tried to refute the allega-##

##tions, pointing out numerous aws in the report, and o�ered his##

##passport as evidence that he had not been in St Kitts when he was##

##supposed to have signed documents opening the account with the##

##now-defunct bank, the First Trust Corporation.##

a0aa0000a00000000a0a0a0a a0

## $$ 1083 $$ ##

##Despite this, VP Singh's enemies kept the issue alive with the##

##help of George Maclean, a former managing director of First##

##Trust.##

a0000000a0a000000aa00a0a a0

## ** 1084 ** ##

##Mr Maclean, who had ed St Kitts leaving a pile of debts, sur-##
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##faced in Canada, claiming that the account had existed.##

a0aaa000a00000000a000a0a 0a

## ** 1085 ** ##

##When challenged by Mr Singh, Mr Maclean obliged the Janata Dal##

##leader's enemies by suggesting that Ajeya Singh was a liar.##

a0aa000aa0a000000aa0000a 0a

## ** 1086 ** ##

##Mr Maclean's reliability as a bank manager can be judged from his##

##admission that he was not very good at mathematics, hence the##

##mistakes in calculating interest on Mr Singh's alleged account.##

aaa00000a000000aa00000aa 0a

## $$ 1087 $$ ##

##It has been reported from St Kitts that several of Mr Maclean's##

##former co-directors are wanted on drugs charges.##

a0a00000a0a000000a000000 a0

## $$ 1088 $$ ##

##Although the a�air stinks of a set-up, the government has been##

##able to manipulate the publicity to deect some of the heat from##

##the Bofors a�air.##

aaa00000a000000a0000aa0a a0

## ** 1089 ** ##

##Ajeya Singh, who voluntarily provided documentation of his per-##

##sonal �nances, is under o�cial investigation.##

aa000000a000000000000a0a 0a

## $$ 1090 $$ ##

##At this early stage of the Indian election campaign, the debate##

##is not over who is most suited to run the country, but which pol-##

##itician is the least bent.##

0a00000aa00000000a0a00aa a0

## $$ 1091 $$ ##

##Prisoners of Conscience: Six face death in Morocco prisons: Chba-##

##da Abdelhaq, Hassan Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari, Moulay Tahar##

##Douraidi, Alami Hassan, Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalem##

##Abdelilah##

0a000000a0a000000a000000 a0

## $$ 1092 $$ ##

##SIX MOROCCAN political prisoners, on hunger strike in two prisons##

##for many months, are said to be critically ill and likely to die##

##soon.##

a0000000a0a00000aa000a00 a0

## $$ 1093 $$ ##

##A seventh, Chbada Abdelhaq, died on 19 August, on the 64th day of##

##his hunger strike, prompting hunger strikes among political de-##

##tainees all over Morocco.##

a0aa0000a0a000000a000a00 a0

## ** 1094 ** ##

##They were all arrested in 1984 on political charges.##

a00a0000a0a000000a0000aa 0a

## ** 1095 ** ##

##The three original hunger-strikers held in Casablanca are Hassan##

##Aharrat, Noureddine Jouhari and Moulay Tahar Douraidi.##

0a000000a0a000000a00000a 0a

## $$ 1096 $$ ##

##They were arrested during demonstrations against the steep rise##

##in food prices.##

a0000000a0a000000a0000aa a0

## ** 1097 ** ##

##A court in Marrakesh sentenced them to prison terms of eight to##

##20 years.##

a00a000aa00000000a00000a 0a

## ** 1098 ** ##

##Moulay Tahar Douraidi gave up his hunger strike in August and is##

##back in prison. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000a0a000a 0a

## ** 1099 ** ##

##The other three principal hunger strikers, Alami Hassan,##

##Boukourou Abdelfattah and Benabdessalam Abdelilah, were at Laalou##

##Prison in Rabat.##

0a000000a0a000000a00000a 0a

## $$ 1100 $$ ##

##The authorities say the men are common criminals and any foreign##

##campaigning will be seen as `unwarranted interference in the##

##internal a�airs of Morocco".##

a0a0000aa0a00000aa0a00aa a0

C.2 Full Texts: Encoding with 24 Pragmatic Fea-

tures

C.2.1 Pragmatic Encoding by A. H.

###############

### 1st TEXT###
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###############

## ##

##<dt> 891012 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Hong Kong receives an injection </hl> ##

000a0000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

## 2 ##<bl> From KEVIN HAMLIN in Hong Kong </bl> ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> CHINA'S political turmoil has had a `traumatic" ##

## e�ect on Hong Kong, but in announcing plans for a Bill of ##

##Rights and expenditure of HKdollars 127bn ( 10.1bn) on a new ##

##international airport and port facilities, Sir David Wilson, ##

##the Governor, made a bold attempt yesterday to bolster the ##

##territory's con�dence. ##

a00aa0aaaa0000000aaaaaa0 a0

## 4 ##<p> In an upbeat policy speech that marked the opening ##

##session of the Legislative Council, Sir David was at pains to ##

##show a government committed to building a future for the ##

##territory beyond the 1997 handover to China. ##

aa0aa0a0aa0000000000000a a0

## 5 ##He referred to plans to develop social programmes and ##

##infrastructure projects as a `vision that I hope will sustain ##

##Hong Kong during the present period of uncertainty and give us##

## all con�dence in our ability to overcome whatever problems ##

##confront us". ##

a00aaaa00a000000aa0a00aa 0a

## 6 ##<p> The speech, billed as the most important address ever##

## made by a Hong Kong governor, was mostly well received by ##

##community leaders, with criticisms focusing on its skimpy ##

##attention to important political issues. ##

a00aaaaaa00000000a00aaaa a0

## 7 ##Sir David did not comment on Britain and China's war of ##

##words over Hong Kong's future, or Hong Kong's recent ##

##di�erences with Peking over the Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, ##

##who was allowed to leave Hong Kong for the United States. ##

a00aa00aa00000a00a0000aa 0a

## 8 ##<p> The Governor urged China to take `action to restore ##

##con�dence" in Hong Kong, but gave greater emphasis to locals ##

##�nding con�dence within themselves. ##

a000a0a0a000000000a000aa a0

## 9 ##He warned people against `becoming directly involved in ##

##China's domestic politics". ##

a00aa00a00a000000aa0000a 0a

## 10 ##Peking was upset by Hong Kong's support for the ##

##pro-democracy movement. ##

0a00a0aaa00000000a00a000 a0

## 11 ##<p> Sir David acknowledged a demand for political ##

##reforms to be speeded up, but hedged on how far Britain would ##

##go in backing them. ##

a00aaa00a000000aa00000aa a0

## 12 ##He reiterated that Vietnamese boat people considered to ##

##be `economic migrants" must be sent back to Vietnam, but did ##

##not say when. ##

aa00a000a000aa000a00aa0a 0a

## 13 ##He expressed hope that Britain's long-awaited scheme to ##

##grant some Hong Kong people the right to live in Britain would##

## be `as generous as possible". ##

a000a0a0aa000000a00000aa a0

## 14 ##<p> More positive was con�rmation that draft ##

##legislation for a Bill of Rights should be ready by July 1990.##

0a0aa000aa000a00a0000000 a0

## 15 ##This will give e�ect in law to provisions of the ##

##International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. ##

a0000000a000aa000000000a 0a

## 16 ##The bill is aimed at preserving social and political ##

##freedoms and is welcomed by most people. ##

aa00a0a0aa000000000aa000 a0

## 17 ##However, critics note that China does not obey ##

##human-rights guarantees contained in its own constitution. ##

aa0aaa0aaa0000000a00aa00 0a

## 18 ##<p> The new airport, at Chek Lap Kok, o� Lantau ##

##Island's west coast, will, with new port facilities and ##

##related infrastructure, be the territory's biggest-ever ##

##development. ##

0a00a000aa00000000000aa0 a0

## 19 ##The airport will be linked to Hong Kong by a high-speed ##

##railway and a six-lane highway. ##

0a000000aa00000000000a0a 0a

## 20 ##Sir David said the private sector would be invited to ##

##participate in the project, and that the �rst of two runways ##

## should be open in early 1997. ##

aa0aa0a00a000a00a0000a0a a0

## 21 ##<p> While the airport is seen as a big con�dence-boost ##

## for business, Sir David said little to reassure Hong Kong ##

##people. ##

a000aaa0a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 22 ##`The question of how to resolve the fear which so many ##

##people have in Hong Kong was omitted," said Peter Harris, a ##
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##political scientist. ##

a000aa0aa00a00000a00aaa0 a0

## 23 ##`There was simply a hope that somehow in the future ##

##things would get better because of this enormous expenditure."##

##Jimmy McGregor, a member of the legislative council, said, ##

##`If we did not have to depend on China we would be looking at ##

##a most marvellous future." ##

0a0aa000a0000000aa000aaa 0a

## ##

## <sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ########################### ##

##################

### 2nd TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

## <dt> 891014 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Gandhi steps up counter-attack in scandals war </hl>##

a00a000aa00000000a000000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From TONY ALLEN-MILLS in New Delhi </bl> ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

## <st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> THE INDIAN government tried yesterday to deect ##

##attention from the Bofors corruption scandal by linking one of##

## the �ercest opposition critics of Rajiv Gandhi, the Prime ##

##Minister, with shady �nancial dealing. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aaa00aa0 a0

## 4 ##<p> This coincided with newspaper reports purporting to ##

##detail the �nancial arrangements by which millions of dollars##

## were siphoned from the Bofors howitzer contract and allegedly##

##paid to senior Indian o�cials. ##

a00aaa00a0000000aa00a0aa a0

## 5 ##The revelations, which are seriously embarrassing Mr ##

##Gandhi's Congress (I) Party, were accompanied by documents ##

##apparently leaked to the Indian press by Swedish sources. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aa000aaa 0a

## 6 ##They provided more circumstantial evidence that, despite ##

##o�cial denials in Stockholm and New Delhi, big bribes were ##

##paid to companies controlled by Indian agents. ##

a00aaa00a00000000a0000aa a0

## 7 ##But the reports still fell short of conclusively ##

##identifying the ultimate recipients of the money. ##

a00aa000a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 8 ##<p> Faced with the prospect of a stream of disclosures as##

## the general election approaches, Mr Gandhi's advisers have ##

##apparently concluded that their best defence is also to attack##

## the opposition with the corruption stick. ##

aa0aa00aa0000000aaaaaaaa a0

## 9 ##The leader of the Janata Dal party, VP Singh, has found ##

##himself and his family under scrutiny in recent weeks over ##

##highly suspect allegations that his son controlled a secret ##

##bank-account in the Caribbean island of St Kitts. ##

aa0aaa00a00000000a000aaa a0

## 10 ##The allegations that Mr Singh, a former Congress (I) ##

##�nance minister, had stashed millions of dollars in a ##

##numbered St Kitts account, were made in August in the Arab ##

##Times of Kuwait, not previously known for its scoops about ##

##India. ##

aa0aaa00a00000000a000aaa 0a

## 11 ##It said the account was controlled by Mr Singh's son ##

##Ajeya, a New York-based accountant. ##

a000a000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 12 ##To many, the report smacked of an attempted smear by ##

##Congress (I)'s dirty-tricks department. ##

0a0aaa00a0000000aa00aa0a 0a

## 13 ##<p> Ajeya Singh returned to India and tried to refute ##

##the allegations, pointing out numerous aws in the report, ##

##and o�ered his passport as evidence that he had not been in ##

##St Kitts when he was supposed to have signed documents opening##

## the account with the now-defunct bank, the First Trust ##

##Corporation. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aaa00aaa a0

## 14 ##He also said he had never been to St Kitts. ##

a000a000a00000000000000a 0a

## 15 ##<p> Despite this, VP Singh's enemies kept the issue ##

##alive with the help of George Maclean, a former managing ##

##director of First Trust. ##

a00a00a0a00000000a0a00aa a0

## 16 ##Mr Maclean, who had ed St Kitts leaving a pile of ##

##debts, surfaced in Canada, claiming that the account had ##

##existed. ##

a000a00aa00000000a00aaaa a0

## 17 ##When challenged by Mr Singh, Mr Maclean obliged the ##

##Janata Dal leader's enemies by suggesting that Ajeya Singh was##

## a liar. ##

aa0aa00aa00000000a0a0000 0a

## 18 ##<p> Mr Maclean's reliability as a bank manager can be ##

##judged from his admission that he was not very good at ##
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## mathematics, hence the mistakes in calculating interest on Mr##

## Singh's alleged account. ##

aa0aa0000000000aaa000aaa 0a

## 19 ##It has been reported from St Kitts that several of Mr ##

##Maclean's former co-directors are wanted on drugs charges. ##

aa00a000a00000000a000000 a0

## 20 ##<p> Although the a�air stinks of a set-up, the ##

##government has been able to manipulate the publicity to ##

##deect some of the heat from the Bofors a�air. ##

aa000a0aa000000a0aaa00a0 0a

## 21 ##Allegations of Swedish corruption have been countered ##

##with suggestions of Caribbean fraud. ##

a000a000a00000000a0aa000 a0

## 22 ## Ajeya Singh, who voluntarily provided documentation of ##

##his personal �nances, is under o�cial investigation. ##

0a0a00aaa000000000a000a0 a0

## 23 ##At this early stage of the Indian election campaign, the##

## debate is not over who is most suited to run the country, but##

## which politician is the least bent. ##

0a0aaa00a00a000a0a000aa0 a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 14 </sect> </st> ##

## ############################## ##

##################

### 3rd TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

## <dt> 891014 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Comedians, not crime, preoccupy New York ##

##voters </hl> ##

000a0000a00000000a000000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From LEONARD DOYLE in New York </bl> ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> THE 24 HOURS preceding President George Bush's stop ##

##in New York last night on behalf of Rudolph Giuliani, the ##

##Republican candidate for mayor, were among the bloodiest the ##

##city has seen. ##

0a0a0000a00000000a00aaa0 a0

## 4 ##<p> For Mr Giuliani, however, for whom crime is a main ##

##campaign theme, the night in which 11 people were killed did ##

##little to boost his chances of winning next month's election. ##

aa0a0000a0000000aa000aaa 0a

## 5 ##As he has been discovering, the issues which excite New ##

##Yorkers are not rising levels of crime, poverty and the ##

##deteriorating quality of life. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

## 6 ##Yesterday's newspapers were consumed not with Mr Bush's ##

##campaign stop for Mr Giuliani, but with the position of David ##

##Dinkins, the Democratic candidate, on security for the state ##

##of Israel, and Woody Allen's defence of the comedian Jackie ##

##Mason. ##

aa0aa0aaaa0000000a0000a0 0a

## 7 ##Mr Allen said Mr Mason was joking when he called Mr ##

##Dinkins `a fancy schvartze with a moustache" and that Jews ##

##would only vote for him out of guilt. ##

a000a000a0000000aa00aaaa 0a

## 8 ##Yesterday's newspaper columns on the election were ##

##devoted to Mr Dinkins' promises to defend Jewish interests in ##

##the same way that Mayor Ed Koch did for the past 12 years. ##

aa00a0a0aa0000000000aa00 0a

## 9 ##<p> In a front-page headline, the New York Post ##

##proclaimed `Woody Allen Backs Jackie Mason". ##

aa00a0a0a00000000000a0a0 0a

## 10 ##Mr Allen was tactless enough to o�er his opinion while ##

##standing beside Mr Dinkins. ##

aa00a000a00000000a000000 a0

## 11 ##The coverage given to Mr Allen's remarks must have been ##

##particularly galling to Mr Giuliani's backers in the ##

##Republican party who have been unable to make crime an issue ##

##in the race. ##

a00aa0a000000a0a0a00a0aa 0a

## 12 ##Last year Mr Bush came from 17 points behind at the ##

##polls when a skilful advertising campaign persuaded voters ##

##that Michael Dukakis, the Liberal governor of Massachusetts, ##

##was soft on crime. ##

aa0aa000a00000000aaa0aa0 a0

## 13 ##<p> More people than ever are leaving New York before ##

##they get killed, raped or mugged. ##

a00a000aa00000000aa0a000 a0

## 14 ##There were 1,019 murders in the �rst seven months of ##

##1989, 1 per cent below the same period last year, which ##

##eventually reached a record 1,896. ##

0a0a0000a00000000a000a00 a0

## 15 ##Still, the Giuliani campaign theme of `crime, crack and ##

##corruption" is apparently failing to ignite voter interest. ##

0a0a0a00a00000000a000000 0a
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## 16 ##Mr Bush described Mr Giuliani as `America's greatest ##

##crime �ghter", and the evidence of the anarchy on the streets##

## was on the television news for all to see. ##

aa0aa00aa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## 17 ##On Wednesday night a 52-year-old Baptist minister was ##

##shot dead by robbers in the vestibule of his Bedford ##

##Stuyvesant church. ##

a00a000aa00000000a000aa0 0a

## 18 ##Six blocks away a 52-year-old doorman who tried to ##

##protect himself with an ice pick was killed by a teenager with##

## an automatic handgun. ##

a00a000aa00000000a000a00 0a

## 19 ##In Times Square an o�-duty law enforcement o�cer felt##

## a knife against his throat as he went to catch a train home ##

##at 11.15pm. ##

a00a0000a00000000a000aaa 0a

## 20 ##The mugger, who probably thought he was accosting a ##

##tourist, said `don't move". ##

a00aa000a000a000aa000aaa 0a

## 21 ##The agent pulled out a gun and shot him dead. ##

a0000000a00000000a0a000a 0a

## 22 ##<p> Mr Giuliani has been unable to focus voters' ##

##attention on the fact that Mr Dinkins once went several years ##

##without paying his taxes, or that he is a product of a corrupt##

## Democratic machine. ##

aa0a0000a000000a0a00a0aa a0

## 23 ##Mr Dinkins has stayed in the headlines by pandering to ##

##Jewish sensibilities, and by removing from his campaign a ##

##volunteer who once read an antisemitic poem on the radio and ##

##praised it. ##

aa0aa0a0a00000000aaa0aaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Title Page 1 </sect> </st> ##

## ############################### ##

##################

### 4th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891009 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> The party's just begun for Democrats in New Jersey: ##

000a0000a00000000000a000 0a

## 2 ## New Jersey used to be the butt of TV comics. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a000 a0

## 3 ##Now, in an election year, Leonard Doyle writes, it is ##

##�nding new respect </hl> ##

a000a000a0000000000a0aaa a0

## 4 ##<bl> By LEONARD DOYLE </bl> ##

a00000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 5 ##<p> THE MAN with the bulbous nose and large gold pinky ##

##ring was determined to have his photograph taken with ##

##Congressman Jim Florio. ##

aa00a000a000000000000a00 0a

## 6 ##Elbowing his way through the crowd at the `colonial ##

##streetfair" inside the Loews Glenpointe Hotel, he said that ##

##having paid dollars 500 to get in, he wasn't about to leave ##

##without being photographed with the next governor of New ##

##Jersey. ##

a0aaa000a0a000000a000aaa 0a

## 7 ##<p> Candidate Florio and his blonde wife, Lucinda, had no##

## choice but to pose with the property developer from the ##

##Jersey waterfront before moving on past three mediocre ##

##belly-dancers, a man (on stilts) dressed up as Abraham Lincoln##

## and an actor dressed up as Rip Van Winkle. ##

aaa00000a0000a000a000aaa 0a

## 8 ##The Florios worked the room with ease and self-con�dence##

## and by the time they had reached the podium an aide to the ##

##candidate was saying that almost a million dollars had already##

## been raised for the Democratic campaign. ##

a00aa0a0a00000000000a0aa 0a

## 9 ##<p> On the platform, Mr Florio asked the party faithful ##

##not to become too complacent. ##

a00aa0aa00000000aaa0000a a0

## 10 ##`To quote the famous American philosopher Yogi Berra (of##

## baseball fame)," he said, `It ain't over till it's over." ##

aa00a00000000000000000aa a0

## 11 ##With less than a month left before the 7 November ##

##election and opinion polls showing that he leads his ##

##Republican opponent, Congressman Jim Courter, by between 14 ##

##and 23 points, the race for governor of New Jersey is ##

##attracting intense national interest. ##

0a0aa000a00000000a00aaaa a0

## 12 ##Traditionally a Democratic state, New Jersey has been ##

##under broad Republican control since Ronald Reagan defeated ##

##Jimmy Carter in 1980 and Governor Thomas Kean narrowly ##

##defeated Mr Florio in 1981. ##

aa00000aa00000000a0000aa 0a
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## 13 ##<p> Thanks to an economic boom which started in the ##

##Reagan era, New Jersey has started to shed its hackneyed image##

## as the home of toxic dumps and second-class citizens. ##

a0aa00a0a00000000a0aa0a0 0a

## 14 ##Once looked upon as a valley of humility between two ##

##mountains of conceit _ New York City and Philadelphia _ the ##

##Garden State now has a much sharper image to present to the ##

##world. ##

aa00aa00a00000000a0aaaaa 0a

## 15 ##<p> This year, with the Democrats poised to win the ##

##state, the national leadership is looking to see whether the ##

##same tactics can be used to turn back the tide on the ##

##Republicans nationwide. ##

aa0a00aa0000000aaaa000aa a0

## 16 ##<p> Mr Florio's formula has been to embrace those ##

##Republican policies which brought economic growth to the state##

## during the Reagan years, while sharply attacking the ##

##Republicans' conservative stand on social and environmental ##

##issues. ##

aa0aa0aaa00000000a0000aa a0

## 17 ##He contends that economic prosperity has given the ##

##voters the opportunity to choose on issues like abortion and ##

##the environment. ##

a00aa000a0000000a000a0aa 0a

## 18 ##To a large extent, the election has been fought on the ##

##airwaves, with both candidates delivering television ##

##advertisements attacking each other. ##

a00a000aa00000000a000a0a 0a

## 19 ##Because New Jersey does not have its own television ##

##station, or even a state newspaper, the candidates have bought##

## expensive air time on the New York City-based stations and in##

## Mr Florio's case, they seem to be working. ##

aa0aa000a00000000a0a0aaa 0a

## 20 ##<p> The Republicans placed an advertisement making a ##

##link between Mr Florio and the Ma�a, which the Democrats have##

## countered with ads referring to Mr Courter as a liar and ##

##showing his nose getting longer _ Pinocchio-style - as he ##

##speaks. ##

aaaaa000a00000000a000aaa 0a

## 21 ##The Republican advertisement shows Angelo Errichett, the##

## Mayor of Camden _ which is in Mr Florio's district _ being ##

##dragged o� to jail after his conviction for corruption. ##

aaaaa000a00000000a0a0aaa 0a

## 22 ##<p> `Joisey" is still the butt of jokes made by New York##

## sophisticates, but its political leaders, like the outgoing ##

##Governor Kean, now have national stature and have taken the ##

##lead in forming social policy for the rest of America on ##

##welfare reform, school �nancing, public housing and care of ##

##the environment. ##

aa0aa000a00000000aaaaaaa a0

## 23 ##Almost a million new jobs have come to the state since ##

##1990, many in pharmaceuticals and electronics, making up for ##

##the 1,000 jobs a month which have been lost in mature heavy ##

## industries. ##

a00a0000a00000000a0aaaaa 0a

## 24 ##The state has a population of 7.6 million, making it the##

## most densely populated in the union. ##

0a000000a0000000000000aa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 13 </sect> </st> ##

## ################################ ##

##################

### 5th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891006 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> `Praise The Lord" Bakker found guilty on all ##

## counts </hl> ##

a00aaa00a000a0000a000a00 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From MARC CHAMPION in Washington </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> JIM BAKKER, the fallen televangelist, was convicted ##

## yesterday of swindling followers of his Praise The Lord ##

## ministry out of more than dollars 150m ( 90m) and syphoning ##

## o� part of the money to fund his extravagant lifestyle. ##

aa0aa000a000a0000a000aa0 a0

## 4 ##<p> Mr Bakker and his wife, Tammy Faye, took the news ##

## calmly in the courtroom, although the 24 counts of fraud and ##

## conspiracy carry a maximum penalty of 120 years in prison ##

## and a dollars 5m �ne. ##

aa0aa000a0000000aa000aaa 0a

## 5 ## Mr Bakker was released on bail pending his sentencing, ##

## on 24 October. ##

a00a0000a00000000a0000aa a0

## 6 ## He appeared briey outside the courthouse in Charlotte,##

## North Carolina. ##
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a0000000a000000000000a0a 0a

## 7 ## `At this moment my faith is still in God . . . I went ##

## into the courtroom innocent of the charges against me, and I ##

## am still innocent," he said. ##

aa00a000000000000a0000aa a0

## 8 ## Mrs Bakker sang, in chorus with her supporters, `On ##

## Christ the solid rock I stand/ All other ground is sinking ##

## sand". ##

aa00a0a0a00000000000aa00 0a

## 9 ## She then added `It isn't over until it's over", ##

## con�rming that her husband intends to appeal against the ##

## decision. ##

aa00aa00aa0000000aa00aaa a0

## 10 ## <p> The case against Mr Bakker revolved around one ##

## central charge, that he defrauded PTL's followers of dollars ##

## 158m by deliberately overselling time shares in the hotel ##

## at PTL's `Heritage USA" Christian theme park. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a0000aa a0

## 11 ## In exchange for dollars 1,000, each `partner" was ##

## promised a three-night stay at the hotel every year for the ##

## rest of their lives. ##

a000a000aa00000000000000 0a

## 12 ## Mr Bakker sold more than twice as many shares as ##

## `Heritage USA" could accommodate. ##

a0000000a000000aaa00a000 0a

## 13 ## <p> Mr Bakker also took dollars 3.7m of that money for ##

## his own use. ##

a0000000a00000000a0000aa a0

## 14 ## With it he decked Tammy Faye in expensive jewellery. ##

a0000000a0000000000000aa 0a

## 15 ## He bought four estates, and a string of cars, including##

## Rolls Royces and three Mercedes. ##

a0000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 16 ## <p> Mr Bakker is the fourth PTL o�cial to be ##

## convicted in connection with the scandal, which began after ##

## it was revealed that he had an a�air with a former church ##

## secretary, Jessica Hahn, using PTL funds to pay her hush ##

## money afterwards. ##

a0000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 17 ## Of the other three former executives, one was sentenced##

## to eight years in prison and the other two to 18 years. ##

a0000a00a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 18 ## <p> The jury deliberated for only 10 hours before ##

## convicting Mr Bakker on all charges. ##

a00aaa00a00000000a0000a0 a0

## 19 ## The foreman, Ricky Hill, said afterwards that the only ##

## problem they had was in deciding exactly when Mr Bakker ##

## began the pattern of fraud. ##

aaa0a00aa00a00000a000aa0 0a

## 20 ## `I kept looking for something that would tell me (the ##

## PTL managers) kept it from Bakker himself . . . but it never ##

## came." ##

a00aa00000000a00aa000aaa 0a

## 21 ## Mr Hill said Mr Bakker displayed some of the persuasive##

## powers in the courtroom that he had used to raise money on ##

## television. ##

a000a000a00000000000a0aa 0a

## 22 ## `He kind of mesmerised you," said Mr Hill. ##

a000a000000000000a00aa0a 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ############################### ##

##################

### 6th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891007 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Greek coalition resigns after launching clean-up ##

## </hl> ##

a00a0000a00000000a000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From PETER THOMPSON in Athens </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> GREECE'S three-month-old government will resign ##

## today, opening the way for fresh elections, probably on 5 ##

## November. ##

a00a000aaa000000aa0000a0 a0

## 4 ## When the right-wing New Democracy party and the ##

## Communist-dominated coalition of the left agreed after ##

## inconclusive elections in June to support a temporary ##

## administration headed by the conservative backbencher, ##

## Tzannis Tzannetakis, its mission was strictly de�ned: to ##

## clean up the scandals that unseated Andreas Papandreou and ##

## his socialist (Pasok) government; and `to restore the ##

## prestige and normal functioning of democratic institutions". ##

a00aa0a0aa0000000aa0aaaa a0

## 5 ## <p> After the summer's inquiries, MPs decided to commit ##
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## Mr Papandreou and a handful of ex-colleagues for trial on ##

## charges of ordering telephone tapping and accepting bribes. ##

a00aaa00a00000000aa000a0 a0

## 6 ## This momentous decision _ it is the �rst time a former ##

## Greek prime minister has been indicted by parliament _ was ##

## complemented by measures the left coalition in particular ##

## regards as vital to prevent abuse of power by single-party ##

## governments in future. ##

aa0aaaaaa00000000a000aa0 0a

## 7 ## <p> The Tzannetakis administration left state ##

## broadcasting free to report objectively. ##

a000a000a000000000000000 a0

## 8 ## It reformed the judicial system, buttressing its ##

## independence, and introduced parliamentary scrutiny of ##

## important public sector contracts and appointments. ##

a00a0aa0a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 9 ## <p> It also completed the long task of national ##

## reconciliation, burying by example the myth which dates from ##

## the 1946-49 Civil War, that right and left can never ##

## co-operate. ##

a00aaaa0a000000aaa0aaaaa a0

## 10 ## Mr Tzannetakis, who has won public a�ection for his ##

## unassuming style, said this week that no single-party ##

## government could have achieved these things ##

a000a0a0a000000aa000a0aa a0

## 11 ## _ the broader consensus was what was needed. ##

0a0aa000a00000000aa0a000 a0

## 12 ## <p> However, there are few signs, after this ##

## constructive interlude, that Greek politics will avoid ##

## reverting to their familiar rancour and polarisation. ##

aa0a0a0a00a00000aa000aaa 0a

## 13 ## Mr Papandreou's Pasok, embittered and demoralised, ##

## remains unable to evolve from unreconstructed popularism and ##

## anti-right rhetoric. ##

0a0aa00a0000000a0a000a00 0a

## 14 ## New Democracy, led by Constantine Mitsotakis, has ##

## shown that its undertaking to rid the bureaucracy of party ##

## domination means merely replacing Pasok stalwarts in key ##

## state posts with its own loyal time-servers. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000aa0a0aa 0a

## 15 ## The left coalition appears more committed to moderation##

## and compromise, yet it is unlikely to be rewarded with the ##

## electorate's gratitude. ##

0a0aaaa000000000a000aa0a 0a

## 16 ## <p> Its senior partner, the Communist Party, has not ##

## carried all its followers with it this summer, and last month##

## had to purge the entire leadership of its youth movement ##

## (KNE). ##

a000aa0aa0000a000a000aaa a0

## 17 ## Shocked by the formation of the left coalition last ##

## year, the KNE was downright hostile to its supporting a ##

## government in alliance with the right. ##

aa0aa0aaa00000000a0000aa 0a

## 18 ## <p> The big question now is whether Mr Mitsotakis will ##

## win an overall majority next month. ##

a000aa00000a0000a000a0a0 a0

## 19 ## In June he fell just short, with 44 per cent of the ##

## vote and 145 seats out of 300. ##

a0000000a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 20 ## Some observers argue that the assassination last month ##

## of Mr Mitsotakis' son-in-law, Paul Bakoyannis MP, and the ##

## dignity and courage shown by Mr Mitsotakis then, may tip the ##

## balance in New Democracy's favour. ##

a00aaaa00000000aaa00aaaa a0

## 21 ## <p> Mr Papandreou will do everything he can to thwart ##

## New Democracy. ##

a000000a0a00000aaa00000a a0

## 22 ## He has wooed back respected �gures who had quit Pasok,##

## and enticed one former conservative minister, Yannis Boutos,##

## to join him. ##

a00a00aaa000000000000aaa 0a

## 23 ## <p> His proposal of limited electoral co-operation with##

## the left, while not encouraged, has not been completely ##

## rebu�ed. ##

a00aaaaaaa0000000a000a00 0a

## 24 ## There may be bad blood between the two party ##

## leaderships but, given a hung parliament next month, they ##

## will need each other. ##

aa0aa00a00000000aa00aaaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ############################## ##

##################

### 7th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891009 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Fundamentalists and reformers haggle in Budapest ##

## </hl> ##
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a000000aa00000000a000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From IMRE KARACS in Budapest </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> SUFFERING from hangovers after their intoxicating ##

## victory on Saturday night, Hungarian reformers and their ##

## temporary allies were split last night on the question of ##

## where the new Socialist Party should pick up the pieces, as ##

## a marginal hardline faction announced the foundation of the ##

## Hungarian Communist Party. ##

aa0aa0a0a00a0a00aa00aaaa a0

## 4 ## <p> Members of the Reform Alliance and the Peoples ##

## Democracy Platform emerged from separate caucus meetings ##

## unable to decide what should be changed in the manifesto ##

## drafted by Imre Pozsgay. ##

a0000a00a0000a0a0a0000a0 a0

## 5 ## Many reformers also complained that the new party's ##

## founding document, adopted on Saturday by an 80 per cent ##

## majority, did not go far enough. ##

aa00a00aa00000000a00a00a 0a

## 6 ## They had wanted an outright victory leading to the ##

## expulsion of all `fundamentalists", whereas the document ##

## allows everyone to join the new party. ##

aaaaa0aaa00000a00a00a00a 0a

## 7 ## `Everyone appears to be a reformist," Peter Medgyessy, ##

## the deputy prime minister, said bitterly. ##

aa00a00aa00000000000a0aa 0a

## 8 ## Because of the `unconvincing nature" of the compromise, ##

## he could not make up his mind whether he should apply for ##

## membership. ##

a000aaa000000a0aaa0000aa 0a

## 9 ## <p> Having failed to sanction expulsions, reformers ##

## were trying to drive out their opponents by personal insults,##

## directed mostly at Karoly Grosz, the General Secretary, and ##

## Janos Berecz, the former conservative ideology chief. ##

aaa0000aa000a0000aa00aa0 a0

## 10 ## Mr Grosz said that he would remain `active in the ##

## movement" but would not be standing for any elected post. ##

a00aa000aa0000000000000a 0a

## 11 ## He was one of the 159 delegates out of 1,202 who voted ##

## on Saturday against the name change. ##

aa00aa00a00000000a0000aa a0

## 12 ## Mr Berecz, on the other hand, has still not given up ##

## his seemingly futile struggle, and has been plaguing the ##

## congress with constant interruptions. ##

0a0aaa00a00000000aa00aaa 0a

## 13 ## He even managed to delay the founding declarations on ##

## Saturday, despite being whistled and booed from the hall. ##

a00a0a00a00000000a0aaaaa 0a

## 14 ## <p> Last night, he told Hungarian television, that he ##

## would go with the majority of party members, and leave the ##

## party if the majority so decided. ##

a00aa0000a000000a00000aa a0

## 15 ## The Peoples Democracy Platform, the reformers' ally, ##

## wants to avoid a major split at all costs and are trying ##

## desperately to prevent a purge. ##

a0a000aaa00000000aa0aaa0 a0

## 16 ## They are also accusing Mr Pozsgay's supporters of ##

## trying to go too far too fast, and of constantly raising the ##

## stakes. ##

a0000a0aa00000000a00a0aa 0a

## 17 ## The Reform Alliance announced that on top of the ##

## agreed agenda, they wanted congress to make a decision on ##

## four issues. ##

a000a0a0a0000000000000aa a0

## 18 ## These are the establishment of an ethical committee ##

## which would weed out corrupt party o�cials, the disbanding ##

## of the notorious workers guard, a declaration that the new ##

## party would hand back to the nation a substantial chunk of ##

## the old party loot, and a resolution calling on all parties, ##

## including their own, to withdraw from workplaces. ##

a00a0a0aaa000a00aaa00aaa a0

## 19 ## <p> If they succeed, they will give up the last ##

## vestiges of the party state and refute the criticisms that ##

## they are only interested in the power and money accumulated ##

## by the Communists over the past 40 years, without accepting ##

## any blame for their actions. ##

a00aa0aaaa0000000aa0a0aa a0

## 20 ## This, however, will not be tolerated even by those who ##

## call themselves the centre, and a major split will become ##

## unavoidable. ##

aa0aa000a0a00a000a000aaa 0a

## 21 ## So far, only a lunatic fringe, led by Roland ##

## Antoniewicz, a Polish-born admirer of the North Korean ##

## dictator, Kim Il-Sung, have joined the new Communist Party. ##

aa000000a000000000000aa0 0a

## 22 ## <p> As delegates continued their debate over the new ##

## manifesto and statutes late into the night, the arithmetic in##

## the hall began to show a slight drop in the reformist ##

## support, while numbers of the popular democracy platform ##
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## doubled to more than 200. ##

a0aaaaa0a00000000a0000aa a0

## 23 ## That leaves about 500 delegates who are still ##

## undecided, and whose views have so far been ignored. ##

aa00aa00a00000000a00aaaa 0a

## 24 ## At the leadership elections expected today, it is ##

## their votes that will determine the outcome. ##

0a0aa000aa0000000000a0aa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ############################ ##

##################

### 8th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891010 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Novelist leads as presidential race begins in ##

## Peru </hl> ##

0aa00000a000000000000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From SIMON STRONG in Lima </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> MARIO VARGAS LLOSA, the novelist, was comfortably ##

## ahead in the opinion polls as the deadline for the ##

## registration of candidates in the Peruvian presidential ##

## elections passed yesterday. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aa0 a0

## 4 ## <p> Mr Vargas has achieved his lead despite the o�ence ##

## caused to some of the crustier elements of his right-wing ##

## allies, the Popular Alliance and the Popular Christian Party ##

## by a television advertisement that presented a monkey ##

## dressed as a state bureaucrat. ##

a00aa0aaa00000000a0a0aaa 0a

## 5 ## <p> `And they say they care about those below", said ##

## the commentary, as the monkey urinated against a wall. ##

a000a0a0000000000000aa0a 0a

## 6 ## Doubts about Mr Vargas' taste were also raised by the ##

## sight of near-naked women dancing to celebrate his second ##

## anniversary in politics. ##

aa0aaaa0a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 7 ## <p> Mr Vargas, whose group is called the Liberty ##

## Movement, needs to win more than half of the votes next 8 ##

## April to secure the presidency. ##

aa0a0000a000000000a000aa a0

## 8 ## He would introduce sweeping, neo-liberal reforms, ##

## including an extensive privatisation programme, within a ##

## framework of ideas promoted by a Peruvian economist, ##

## Hernando de Soto, whose work has been hailed by President ##

## Bush as a blue-print for the developing world. ##

a00aa0a0a0000000a000aaaa 0a

## 9 ## <p> If he fails to gain an outright majority the ##

## Marxist former mayor of Lima, Alfonso Barrantes, might win ##

## the second round. ##

a000000a0000000aaa000aaa a0

## 10 ## Mr Barrantes, 61, bowed out of the 1985 presidential ##

## elections after coming second in the �rst ballot. ##

a00a0000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 11 ## He launched his campaign on Saturday with a promise to ##

## protect the public sector and to jail those caught stealing ##

## from the state. ##

a00a00aaaa0000000000a0aa a0

## 12 ## <p> Super�cially, little has changed. ##

a0000000a00000000a00a000 a0

## 13 ## Left and right struggle over familiar territory and ##

## all sides _ including the ruling Apra candidate, Luis Alva, ##

## - vow to root out corruption. ##

a000000aaa0000000aa00aa0 0a

## 14 ## But the �gure lurking behind all three is Mr de Soto. ##

aa000000a0000000000000aa 0a

## 15 ## And against all three are the guerrilla groups, the ##

## Shining Path and the smaller Tupac Amaru Revolutionary ##

## Movement. ##

0a00000aa00000000a000aaa 0a

## 16 ## <p> Mr de Soto's think-tank, the Institute of Liberty ##

## and Democracy, has highlighted how massive urban emigration ##

## has undermined a government system that revolves around ##

## private and state monopolies. ##

aa00aa00a00000000a000aa0 a0

## 17 ## He claims it has forced migrants to live outside ##

## formal society. ##

a000a000a00a00000a00000a a0

## 18 ## <p> His plans to grant land titles to shanty-town ##

## dwellers were e�ectively launched into the Apra-dominated ##

## Congress by the `reformist" left. ##

aa0aa000aa000000a000aaaa a0

## 19 ## His comprehensive law to cut bureaucratic red tape was ##

## similarly backed. ##
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a000a0a0a000000000a0000a 0a

## 20 ## Both initiatives have the active support of President ##

## Garcia. ##

0a00a0a0a00000000000000a 0a

## 21 ## <p> Mr de Soto's early association with Mr Vargas' ##

## alliance, the Democratic Front, has cooled because of the ##

## economist's suspicion that the novelist is being compromised ##

## by his allies. ##

aa0a0aa0a0000000aa00aaaa a0

## 22 ## Among these are powerful businessmen with little ##

## interest in a genuinely free market. ##

0a000a00a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 23 ## <p> The municipal and new regional elections on 12 ##

## November will be the Front's �rst test. ##

0a000a00a000000000000000 a0

## 24 ## The elections will be boycotted by Shining Path, who ##

## have already stepped up assassinations, caused several ##

## candidates to resign and raised fears that, in many parts of ##

## Peru, democratic elections will simply be a pipe dream. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aa00aaaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 14 </sect> </st> ##

## ########################### ##

##################

### 9th TEXT #####

##################

## ##

## ##

## 1 ## Muslims Deploy on Mountain near Sarajevo, U.N. Says ##

a00aa000a00000000a000000 a0

## ##

## Tue, 10 May 94 10:10:12 PDT ##

## ##

## ##

## 2 ## SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (Reuter) - Muslim troops ##

## have deployed in a demilitarized part of a mountain ##

## overlooking Sarajevo and Serb forces have broken a ``safe ##

## area" accord for the enclave of Gorazde, U.N. o�cials ##

## said Tuesday. ##

aa00a0aaaa0000000a0000a0 a0

## 3 ## The Bosnian Serb army complained last week to ##

## the U.N. Protection Force, or UNPROFOR, that it feared attack##

## from the strategic positions on Mount Igman south of ##

## Sarajevo. ##

aa0aa00aa00000000a000aaa a0

## 4 ## Serb Colonel Ljuban Kosovac told Reuters the ##

## Muslim army ``has redeployed thousands of troops in this area##

## and is preparing for an o�ensive against Serb positions." ##

a000a000a0000000aaaa00aa a0

## 5 ## Serbs fear the Muslims could attempt to retake ##

## supply routes to Gorazde and the nearby enclave of Zepa via ##

## Trnovo and Rogoj. ##

aa00000a0000000aaa000000 0a

## 6 ## Major Guy Vinet, a UNPROFOR spokesman in ##

## Sarajevo, said the United Nations estimated there were about ##

## 1,000 Muslim troops grouped on Mount Igman as a result of ##

## reinforcements. ##

aa00a000a0000000aaaaaaa0 0a

## 7 ## A U.N. helicopter spotted six positions where ##

## heavy weapons could be quickly positioned, Vinet said. ##

a000a0000000000aa0a000aa 0a

## 8 ## Serbs captured Igman and nearby Mount Bjelasnica##

## in mid-1993 leaving the Bosnian capital at their mercy and ##

## severing the last land route to Gorazde. ##

a00a000aa00000000a00a0aa a0

## 9 ## They were forced to retreat by the threat of NATO air ##

## strikes but insisted the area should be designated ##

## demilitarized by the United Nations. ##

a00a000aaa00aa000aa000aa a0

## 10 ## The world body angered the Muslim-led Bosnian ##

## government and the United States last week when it allowed ##

## six Bosnian Serb tanks to cross the weapons-exclusion zone ##

## around Sarajevo to bolster Serb defenses near Igman. ##

a00a00aaa00000a00a00aa0a a0

## 11 ## A U.N. spokesman said the Serbs had failed to ##

## withdraw troops and some heavy weapons from the Gorazde area ##

## as required. ##

a000aa00a000a0000a000000 0a

## 12 ## U.N. special envoy Yasushi Akashi has written ##

## Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic in an e�ort to reverse ##

## ``a deterioration" of conditions inside Gorazde's 12-mile ##

## weapons-exclusion zone, he said. ##

aa0aa000a0000000aaa000aa 0a

## 13 ## ``It's a deeply disturbing situation and Mr ##

## Akashi is in communication with Dr Karadzic asking full ##

## compliance as soon as possible," said Michael Williams, ##

## spokesman for the civilian chief of U.N. peacekeeping forces ##

## in ex-Yugoslavia. ##

aa00a0a0a00a00000aa0a0aa 0a

## 14 ## The United Nations said earlier that 150 Bosnian ##

## Serb troops, disguised as policemen, were still in the ##
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## two-mile exclusion zone around the Muslim enclave, despite ##

## Karadzic's promise that they would withdraw. ##

aa0aa000aa000a000a000a00 a0

## 15 ## The UNPROFOR commander in Gorazde said he ##

## believed the Serbs were still hiding heavy weapons in a ##

##broader 12-mile exclusion zone. ##

aa00a000a0000000aa0000aa a0

## 16 ## U.N. sources were also alarmed by increased ##

## �ghting between Muslim and Serb forces north of Sarajevo in ##

## towns on the southern rim of the important Muslim-held Tuzla ##

## enclave. ##

0a0a000aa00000000a000aa0 0a

## 17 ## They said this was the most likely theater for ##

## the next round of �ghting in the civil war which the ##

## Muslims appeared determined to continue despite the Serbs' ##

## military superiority. ##

aa0aaa0a00000000aa0000aa 0a

## 18 ## The sources said the towns of Vares, Kladanj and ##

## Olovo, which lie on the main road to Tuzla from Muslim ##

## possessions in central Bosnia, were volatile, with Muslim ##

## o�ensives and Serb shelling of the route. ##

aa00a00aa0a000000a00aaaa 0a

## 19 ## As tensions increased in Bosnia, foreign ministers##

## of major Western powers and Russia were to meet in Geneva ##

## Friday to discuss new peace moves amid little hope they could##

## �nd a quick way to end the war, diplomats said. ##

a00aa00aa000000aaaa00aaa a0

## 20 ## The ministers are due to discuss a con�dential ##

## report on two rounds of talks with Bosnia's Muslims and Serbs##

## held over the past two weeks by a newly formed ``contact ##

## group" of U.S., Russian, French, German and British ##

## o�cials. ##

a00aa000a0000000000000aa 0a

## 21 ## But diplomats say the group had detected little ##

## willingness by the Muslim-led Bosnian government in Sarajevo ##

## or the Serbs to compromise and open the way for a settlement.##

a00aa0a0a00000000a00a0aa a0

## 22 ## ``If anything, they seem less ready to settle now ##

## than they were a few months ago," said one envoy who is ##

## informed on the outcome of the two missions. ##

aa0aa0a0a00000000a0000aa 0a

## ############################### ##

##################

### 10th TEXT ####

##################

## ##

## ##

## <dt> 891011 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Migrants row raises tension between China and Hong ##

## Kong </hl> ##

a00a000aa00000000a00a000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From KEVIN HAMLIN in Hong Kong </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

## <st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> CHINA increased its patrols along the border with ##

## Hong Kong yesterday in an apparent e�ort to prevent an ##

## exodus of its people into the colony following a dispute ##

## over immigration procedures. ##

a00a000aa0000000aaa000a0 a0

## 4 ## <p> The dispute was triggered by Hong Kong's decision ##

## to allow the top Chinese swimmer, Yang Yang, who had sought ##

## political asylum in the West, to travel to the US last week. ##

a000a0aaa00000a00a000aaa a0

## 5 ## However, the dispute reects more the growing mistrust ##

## between the two sides rather than an argument over visas and ##

## numbers. ##

00aaaa0aa00000000a00a0aa a0

## 6 ## <p> Hong Kong o�cials said negotiations with China to ##

## end the dispute were continuing and that the colony's border ##

## guards were in a state of `high alert" in preparation for a ##

## possible inux. ##

0aaaa0a0a0000000aaa000a0 a0

## 7 ## Police sources said China had doubled its patrol on the ##

## border. ##

a000a000a000000000a00000 0a

## 8 ## An o�cial from the New China News Agency o�ce, ##

## China's de facto embassy in Hong Kong, said no progress had ##

## been made in the negotiations and that an early solution was ##

## not expected. ##

aa00a000a00000000a00aaa0 a0

## 9 ## He said Hong Kong must show its `sincerity" before the ##

## dispute could be resolved. ##

a000a0aa00000a0aaaa0a0aa 0a

## 10 ## <p> On Sunday China refused to accept back from Hong ##

## Kong a group of 71 Chinese illegal immigrants, saying it was ##

## in retaliation for allowing Mr Yang, a pro-democracy ##

## activist, to leave for asylum in the US. ##

aa0aaa0aa00000a00a0a0aaa a0
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## 11 ## It subsequently accused Hong Kong of breaking a 1982 ##

## agreement on immigration and said it would handle returns on ##

## a case-by-case basis. ##

a00aaa0aaa000000aaa00a0a a0

## 12 ## Already 206 Chinese are waiting to be repatriated. ##

0a0a0000a00000000a000000 0a

## 13 ## Up to 100 Chinese a day have previously been ##

## repatriated. ##

a0000000a00000000000a000 0a

## 14 ## <p> Yesterday the Governor of Hong Kong, Sir David ##

## Wilson, said he was `concerned at the action the Chinese have##

## taken", but argued that the decision to allow Mr Yang to ##

## travel to the West had not breached the 1982 agreement. ##

aa0aaa0aaa0000a00a000aaa a0

## 15 ## Sir David said: `In handling the Yang Yang case, which ##

## was a very di�cult case because it was used by various ##

## groups for propaganda purposes, we have not in any way gone ##

## against the 1982 understanding." ##

aaaaa00aaa0000000a00a0aa 0a

## 16 ## <p> The disagreement follows China's recent assertion ##

## that Britain was responsible for the crisis of con�dence in ##

## Hong Kong and that Whitehall had `connived" with locals who ##

## were attempting to overthrow the Chinese government. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aa00a0aa a0

## 17 ## Hong Kong's relations with China have grown ##

## increasingly sour in the wake of Peking's crack-down on the ##

## student-led pro-democracy movement in June. ##

00aa00aaa00000000a000aa0 a0

## 18 ## <p> China is angry over Hong Kong people's support for ##

## the democracy movement and some see the border dispute as an ##

## attempt by Peking to press the government to take action ##

## against the Hong Kong Alliance, a political group that has ##

## provided �nancial support to China's democracy movement. ##

aa0aaaaaa0000000aa00aaaa a0

## 19 ## Community leaders say China's latest act of ##

## `bloody-mindedness" will further undermine Hong Kong's ##

## con�dence. ##

a000aa00000000000a000000 0a

## 20 ## <p> Sir David will strive to bolster con�dence today, ##

## when he gives his annual address at the opening of the new ##

## session of the Legislative Council. ##

a000a0a0a0000000a0a000aa a0

## 21 ## He is expected to announce the construction of an ##

## airport costing 640m, a project that will be hailed as ##

## evidence of Britain's con�dence in Hong Kong's post-1997 ##

## future. ##

aa00a0a0a0000000a000aaaa 0a

## 22 ## But he will probably avoid restating Britain's position##

## that it is mainly China's responsibility to restore Hong ##

## Kong's con�dence, and will instead urge locals to build the ##

## territory as a separate but valuable part of the `one ##

## country, two systems" model under which it is to return to ##

## China. ##

aa0aa0a0a0000000aaa0aaaa a0

## 23 ## <p> Following Britain's recent dispute with China over ##

## the stationing of People's Liberation Army troops in Hong ##

## Kong after 1997, Whitehall has been at pains to keep its ##

## distance from the immigration row. ##

0aaa000aa00000000aa000aa a0

## 24 ## But Hong Kong people are keen that Britain should ##

## maintain a tough stance in its dealings with Peking. ##

0a00a000a0000a0000a0a0a0 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 15 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ################################ ##

##################

### 11th TEXT ####

##################

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891014 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Freedom ight for Mandela's comrades </hl> ##

000a0000a000000000000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From JOHN CARLIN in Soweto </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> SIX OF the long-term political prisoners whose ##

## release the government announced this week, including Walter ##

## Sisulu, the former ANC secretary, were own up from Cape ##

## Town to Johannesburg under guard yesterday morning and ##

## transferred to Diepkloof prison in Soweto, according to the ##

## South African Press Association. ##

aa0aa000a00000000a000aa0 a0

## 4 ## They were expected �nally to be freed either late last ##

## night or, more likely, this weekend. ##

aa00a00000000000a0000a0a 0a

## 5 ## <p> Amid much rumour and mystery, the consequence of a ##
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## complete news black-out by the authorities on the ##

## circumstances of the pending releases, it was not possible ##

## to obtain independent con�rmation of the report. ##

aa0aaa0aa0000000aa000aa0 a0

## 6 ## <p> The authorities showed less reticence in dealing ##

## with a group of black youths who gathered outside the Sisulu ##

## home in Soweto yesterday evening to sing and dance in ##

## celebration of the ANC leader's imminent freedom. ##

a000a0aaa0000000a0000aaa 0a

## 7 ## Two lorries crammed with riot policemen arrived and ##

## �red tear-gas canisters, rapidly dispersing the small crowd,##

## which included news photographers. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a000aa0 0a

## 8 ## A seven-year-old child was reportedly hit by one of the ##

## canisters and taken, injured in the leg, to hospital. ##

aa0aa000a0000000aa000a00 0a

## 9 ## The incident appeared likely to diminish the chances of ##

## the prisoners being freed last night. ##

0a0aaa0000000000aa00a00a 0a

## 10 ## <p> Piling on the confusion, Ramish Vassen, a Cape Town##

## lawyer representing three of the prisoners, said he went ##

## yesterday to Pollsmoor prison, where they have been kept in ##

## recent years, to deliver a suit for one of his clients, Elias##

## Motosaledi. ##

aa00a000a00000000a00aaaa a0

## 11 ## He did not see any of the prisoners but was led to ##

## believe they were still inside. ##

a000a000a0000000a0000a0a 0a

## 12 ## One of the prison warders, he said, had asked him if ##

## he knew when the men were to be released. ##

a00aa000000a0000000000aa 0a

## 13 ## <p> Reporters spent the day scurrying around in far ##

## from digni�ed fashion but not even the foreign television ##

## networks, with the vast logistical operations they run, were ##

## able to establish any sightings or obtain any hard ##

## information. ##

aa00a000a000000a0a00aaaa a0

## 14 ## Why the authorities were being so apparently perverse, ##

## it was possible only to speculate. ##

0a0a0a00000a0000aa00a000 0a

## 15 ## One line of thought was that the government wished to ##

## dampen as far as possible the spirits of anti-apartheid ##

## demonstrators who are planning marches all over the country ##

## today in celebration of the releases, which have been ##

## proclaimed `a great victory for the people". ##

aaaaa0aa0a000000aaa0aaaa a0

## 16 ## <p> One happy participant in the march planned in ##

## Johannesburg will be Mr Sisulu's wife, Albertina, who, in the##

## one thankfully concrete news development of the day, had her ##

## restriction orders lifted by the police yesterday morning. ##

aa0aa00aa000a00000000aaa a0

## 17 ## She had been restricted on account of her political ##

## activities as co-president of the United Democratic Front ##

## (UDF) from leaving her house at night, from taking part in ##

## public meetings and from making public statements of any ##

## kind. ##

a00aa00aa000a0000a000aaa a0

## 18 ## <p> `This is wonderful," Mrs Sisulu said. ##

aa00a0a0a00000000000a000 0a

## 19 ## `The whole time since I heard that Walter would be ##

## released unconditionally I have been wondering how things ##

## will work with him being allowed out at night and to talk ##

## to whoever he wishes and me sitting at home in the evenings, ##

## gagged." ##

aa0aa0aa0a0a00aa0a00aaaa a0

## 20 ##<p> Mrs Sisulu had a short meeting at her home ##

## yesterday with Winnie Mandela, who said afterwards that her ##

## husband, Nelson Mandela, would not be freed this year. ##

a00aa000aa0000000a000a0a a0

## 21 ## He would `refuse to be released into a South Africa ##

## where the ANC is banned", she said. ##

aa0aa00aaa00a0a00a0000aa a0

## 22 ## He would also not leave jail into the state of ##

## emergency. ##

aa00a00aaa0000000a00000a a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ####################################

##################

### 12th TEXT ####

##################

## ##

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891016 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Soviet players and gentlemen tee o� at last </hl> ##

a0000000a00000000a000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From RUPERT CORNWELL in Moscow </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a
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## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> THE ROYAL and Ancient, Troon or Wentworth, it is ##

## not. ##

0a00a000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 4 ##The turf for the greens and fairways arrived in ##

##refrigerated trucks from Finland and Sweden only a fortnight ##

##ago. ##

a0000000a00000000a000000 a0

## 5 ##But the moment is miraculous none the less. ##

0a00a000a0000000000aaa00 0a

## 6 ##Since yesterday, Moscow and the Soviet Union have their ##

##�rst golf course. ##

0a000000a000000000000a00 a0

## 7 ##<p> Playing conditions were not auspicious. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a000 a0

## 8 ##Heavy rain had left the terrain as swampy as a paddy ##

##�eld. ##

0a0a0000a00000000a00aaa0 0a

## 9 ##Mist hung over the valley of the Setun River where the ##

##course is set, bounded on the far side by the railway line to ##

##Kiev. ##

0a000000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 10 ##But yesterday no one cared. ##

0a000000a00000000a00a000 0a

## 11 ## A score of merry lads and lasses sang folk songs. ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## 12 ## Pretty girls distributed vodka while a dozen teenagers,##

## hand-picked by the Moscow city sports committee, showed o� ##

##their ominously competent swings. ##

a000aa00a00000000000aaaa 0a

## 13 ##Sean Connery, taking time o� from �lming John Le ##

##Carre's The Russia House to be the guest of honour, nibbled ##

##the traditional gift of bread and salt before qua�ng from a ##

##`cup of friendship" _ champagne poured from what looked like ##

##an oversized gold�sh bowl. ##

aa0aa0a0a0000000aa00aaa0 a0

## 14 ## <p> Then it was down to business. ##

a0000000a000000000000000 a0

## 15 ## The �rst golf match on Soviet soil teed o� at the ##

## 145m (157yd) par three second hole, set in the shadow of an ##

## abandoned 17th-century Orthodox church and built on top of ##

## what until last year was a rubbish tip. ##

aa000000a00000000a0a0aa0 a0

## 16 ## The historic threesome consisted of Mr Connery, wisely ##

## wearing gumboots, Denis Zherebko, 15, who with a handicap of ##

##19 is reckoned the country's hottest golfer, and the real ##

## father of the venture, the former Swedish ice-hockey star, ##

## Sven Tumba. ##

0a00a000a000000a0000aaa0 a0

## 17 ## The Moscow Golf Club, whose motto is `sport promotes ##

## friendship", is an equally-owned joint venture between the ##

## Moscow sports committee and his own company, Sven Tumba ##

## International. ##

0a0aa0a0a000000000000aaa a0

## 18 ## The Swedish side is putting up dollars 3.5m ( 2.3m), ##

## the Russians the equivalent of dollars 1.5m. ##

a0000000a000000000000a0a a0

## 19 ## <p> Mr Tumba and the subcontracting course designer, ##

## NCC of Sweden, plan a full-scale country club, complete with ##

## hotel, restaurant and conference facilities. ##

aa00a0000a000000a0000aaa a0

## 20 ## `We're aiming at the top Soviet decision-makers, ##

## leading businessmen and politicians from all over the world,"##

## says John Oldbro, NCC's point man for the project. ##

a000a00000000000a00000aa 0a

## 21 ## Top of the honorary members' register is Mikhail ##

## Sergeyevich Gorbachev, though reports that he hit a few balls##

## last year when the driving range opened were denied ##

## yesterday. ##

aa0aaa00a0000000aa0000a0 a0

## 22 ## For lesser mortals, the privilege of being among 500 ##

## playing members will be expensive: dollars 20,000 per ##

##`membership certi�cate" _ in e�ect a shareholding in the ##

## club _ plus an annual fee of dollars 2,000. ##

0a00a0000a000000aa00aaaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ################################ ##

##################

### 13th TEXT ####

##################

## ##

## ##

## ##

## <dt> 891004 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> The Labour Party Conference: NEC compromise on ##

## black sections defeated </hl> ##

a00000a0a00000000a000000 a0
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## 2 ## <bl> By JOHN PIENAAR and JUDY JONES </bl> ##

0a0000000000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> NEIL KINNOCK'S fragile compromise on black ##

## representation was rejected by the Labour conference ##

## yesterday, threatening to prolong the internal conict with ##

## black activists through the run-up to the next general ##

## election. ##

a00a00aaa0a000000a000a00 a0

## 4 ## <p> The leadership proposals _ for an ethnic ##

## minority-led socialist society open to white voting members, ##

## and a future national executive seat _ crumbled under ##

## pressure from supporters and opponents of separate `black ##

## sections" at every level. ##

0a0aaaaaa00000000a00aaa0 a0

## 5 ## <p> It left the Labour hierarchy acknowledging frankly ##

## that the long-running dispute had ended in stalemate, and ##

## with no clear plan for achieving a generally acceptable ##

## constitutional formula. ##

aaaaaa00a00000000a0000aa 0a

## 6 ## <p> Yesterday's debate was dominated by black sections ##

## supporters who derided the compromise notion of a mixed-race ##

## `black and white minstrels" society. ##

aa00a0a0a00000000a000aa0 0a

## 7 ## <p> The outcome turned on the block votes of union ##

## delegations at opposite ends of the conict; for and against##

## establishing a separate body. ##

a000aa00a0000000000a00a0 0a

## 8 ## Or, in the case of the GMB general workers' union, ##

## backing an alternative federal grouping of ethnic minority ##

## organisations. ##

aa00a0a0a000000000000a0a 0a

## 9 ## <p> A call to implement an earlier proposal for a ##

## blacks-only society, amended by the leadership, was defeated ##

## by 3,363,000 to 2,715,000 ##

a00a000aa00000000a000a00 a0

## 10 ## Black activists were heartened by the support of the ##

## TGWU for a blacks-only body. ##

a000a0a0a00000000000a00a 0a

## 11 ## The union abstained on the NEC proposals. ##

a0000a00a00000000a000000 0a

## 12 ## But right-wing delegations, such as the AEU engineering##

## union, came down against any `segregated" a�liate. ##

a000000aa00000000a0000a0 0a

## 13 ## <p> Afterwards, Bernie Grant, the black Labour MP for ##

## Tottenham and chairman of the parliamentary black caucus, ##

## called for talks with Neil Kinnock to discuss a new ##

## compromise in which white members would join the organisation##

## with no voting rights. ##

aa0aa0a0aa000a0000a00aaa 0a

## 14 ## <p> `Next year could be the last conference before an ##

## election, and we don't want another debacle," he said. ##

0a0000aa0000000aa000a0aa a0

## 15 ## <p> Marc Wadsworth, the black sections national ##

## organiser, said: `We can live with a long struggle. But it ##

## won't be good for the party." ##

0a00a00a00a00a0a0a000aaa a0

## 16 ## <p> Narendra Makanji, the black sections' chairman, ##

## added that the uno�cial organisation would continue to ##

## recruit locally, while campaigning to tilt the balance in ##

## trade unions such as the GMB. ##

a0aaa000aa000a0000a0aaa0 a0

## 17 ## <p> In the conference hall, the debate was vitriolic, ##

## with only Jack Rogers, whose NEC working party proposed the ##

## mixed race organisation, defending the leadership's line. ##

aa00a0a0a00000000a000aaa a0

## 18 ## <p> Jatin Haria, national secretary of the uno�cial ##

## black sections organisation, branded the NEC compromise the ##

##`choc-ice proposal _ a thin coating of Uncle Tom black around ##

## a slab of white power." ##

a000a000aa0000000a00aaa0 0a

## 19 ## <p> Wilbert Hayes, of Brent South, declared: `No black ##

## worth his or her salt would touch such a black and white ##

## merry-go-round. We are losing votes by the bucketful because ##

## black people feel they are being abandoned by this party." ##

aaa0a00aa0a00a000a00aaaa 0a

## 20 ## <p> The attack was stepped up by Raghib Ahsan, of ##

## Birmingham Ladywood, who told the conference: `We are o�ered##

## scraps from the masters' table, and hungry as we are for ##

## black representation, our response must be to spit them out."##

aa0aa00aa0000a000aa0aaaa 0a

## 21 ## <p> Many speakers highlighted the apparent paradox of ##

## a party which gave its blessing to separate internal ##

## organisations for both women and young people, but which ##

## denied the same privilege to its black members. ##

a000aaa0a00000000a0000a0 a0

## 22 ## <p> Mr Rogers, for the NEC, insisted that the ##

## leadership's blueprint for black representation was a sincere##

## attempt to resolve the issue. ##

aa00a0a0a000000000a00aaa a0
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## 23 ## `We have to recognise the strong feelings among black ##

## and white people that the party should not set up an ##

## organisation which is racially exclusive, and could be seen ##

## as a form of apartheid." ##

a00aa000a0000a0aaaa000aa a0

## ##

##<sect> Home News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ################################ ##

C.2.2 Pragmatic Encoding by F. P.

##############

## 1st TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## <sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

##<dt> 891006 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Buthelezi steps into Commonwealth urry </hl> ##

a000000000a000000a00a000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> By JOHN BULLOCH, Diplomatic Editor </bl> ##

00000000a00000000000000a 0a

## ##

## <st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> THE ZULU leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, held talks ##

##with Margaret Thatcher in Downing Street yesterday as the ##

##Prime Minister prepared to withstand attacks over her southern##

##Africa policy at the Commonwealth Heads of Government ##

##conference in Kuala Lumpur later this month. ##

a00a0000a0a000000aa00aaa a0

## 4 ##<p> It was also announced yesterday that Britain was ##

## giving 500,000 to the Urban Foundation in South Africa, a ##

##private group backed by South African businesses, to help ##

##�nance homes for low-income black families. ##

a0aaa0a0a000000000a0aaaa 0a

## 5 ##At the same time, William Waldegrave, the Minister of ##

##State at the Foreign O�ce, met a delegation from the ##

##Southern Africa Coalition, an umbrella organisation linking ##

##all anti-apartheid groups. ##

a0aa0000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 6 ##Chief Buthelezi, one of the few black leaders inside ##

##South Africa who has been consistent in opposing sanctions, ##

## will address a fringe meeting at the Conservative conference ##

##in Blackpool next Tuesday. ##

0aaa000aaa000000aaa0aa0a a0

## 7 ##<p> What has become a round of South African diplomacy ##

##in London began earlier this year when FW de Klerk visited ##

##London as President-in-waiting. ##

a0aa0000a00000000000a0aa 0a

## 8 ##Another o�cial visitor was Barend du Plessis, the ##

##Finance Minister, while Helen Suzman, the best known of all ##

##the critics of the system in South Africa, met the Prime ##

## Minister a week ago. ##

aa0a0000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 9 ##Other callers have included Albertina Sisulu, wife of the##

## jailed ANC veteran, Walter, representatives of the United ##

##Democratic Front and a leader of one of the nominally ##

##independent homelands. ##

a0a00000a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 10 ##<p> Then, at the beginning of this week, the ANC and a ##

##group of South African academics and businessmen chose London ##

##as the scene of the latest in the series of black-white ##

##encounters which have become a regular feature of South ##

##African political life, while Mrs Thatcher gave interviews to ##

##four leading black journalists. ##

a0aa00a0a000000000000a0a 0a

## 11 ##<p> The support given to the Urban Foundation showed ##

##British recognition of the acute shortage of housing for ##

##blacks in South Africa's urban areas, a move welcomed by ##

##Nthato Motlana, chairman of Soweto's civic association. ##

aa0000a0a0a000000aa0aaaa 0a

## 12 ##Whitehall o�cials said there was no planned campaign ##

##behind all the activity linking London and Johannesburg. ##

aaa00000a000000000000000 a0

## 13 ##`A number of invitations have been outstanding for some ##

##time, and people just chose to take them up at this stage," ##

##one said. ##

aaa00000a00000000000a0aa 0a

## 14 ##At the same time, it was accepted that all the talks, ##

##petitions, donations and arguments had been brought about by ##

##the imminence of the Commonwealth Conference, where the ##

##Secretary-General, Sonny Ramphal, has warned that Britain may ##

## �nd itself in a minority of one over South Africa. ##

aaa00000a0a00000aa00aaaa a0

## 15 ##<p> Mrs Thatcher has made it clear that Britain remains ##
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##as adamantly opposed as ever to sanctions and has no intention##

## of joining in new measures against South Africa. ##

aaa0000aa00000000aa0aa0a a0

## 16 ##The latest argument deployed in Whitehall yesterday was ##

##not only that sanctions hurt the worst-o� sections of the ##

##South African community _ the ones they are designed to help _##

## but that �nancial measures against South Africa might induce##

## the country to default on its international commitments. ##

aa0a000aa0000000aa0aaaaa a0

## 17 ##Mrs Thatcher has emphasised that to avoid the troubles ##

##which have a�icted other African countries, a majority-ruled##

## South Africa must be based on a sound economy. ##

a0a00000a0a00a000aa0aa0a 0a

## 18 ##<p> The British line has been that there is a huge ##

##di�erence between the image of Britain accepted in South ##

##Africa and the reality. ##

0aa00000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 19 ##O�cials said that President de Klerk was severely ##

##shaken by his meetings with Mrs Thatcher and Sir Geo�rey ##

##Howe, then Foreign Secretary. ##

aa00000aa00000000a00aa0a 0a

## 20 ##`There seems to be an idea in South Africa that Britain ##

##will protect the country in the Security Council and �ght ##

##against the imposition of sanctions. ##

aa00a0000aa00000aaa0a00a 0a

## 21 ##That may be true in general, but the other side of the ##

##coin is that Britain expects change in return, and puts on ##

##tremendous pressure to get that change," one o�cial said. ##

aa00000aa0a00000aa0aaa0a 0a

## 22 ##<p> Commonwealth countries take the view that it is the ##

##limited sanctions so far applied which have done much to bring##

## about the new climate represented by the de Klerk ##

##administration, and believe a turn of the screw would e�ect ##

##more change. ##

aaa0a000aa000000a000aaaa 0a

## 23 ##It is because Britain will resist that idea in Malaysia ##

## that Whitehall is so anxious to build up a record of ##

##consultation, commitment and sympathy towards the majority in ##

##South Africa. ##

aa00000aaa000000aaa00aaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ######################################

##############

## 2nd TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891006 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Rebels `would not hand over general" </hl> ##

a0000000aaa00000aaa00000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From JOHN LICHFIELD in Washington </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> IN THE dying hours of Tuesday's Panamanian coup, ##

##rebel o�cers refused a `face-to-face" request from a US ##

##military o�cer to hand over General Noriega for trial in ##

##America, the US Defence Secretary, Dick Cheney, said ##

##yesterday. ##

a00a000aa0a000000a0aaaaa a0

## 4 ##<p> Shortly afterwards the rebels asked for US troops to ##

##help them to defend the routes to the military headquarters ##

##they had seized. ##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0a000a 0a

## 5 ##The US gave no answer to their request, said Mr Cheney. ##

a00a0000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 6 ##He said Washington decided against helping the rebels ##

##because they refused to hand over General Noriega and because ##

##the US doubted their democratic good faith. ##

aaa00a0aa00000000a00aaaa a0

## 7 ##The coup was not to restore democracy, he said, but a ##

##`power struggle within the Panamanian Defence Force". ##

a00a000aa0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## 8 ##<p> Other US government sources said both the rebels and ##

##the US army Southern Command, based in Panama, had been ##

##startled by the swift recovery of the pro-Noriega forces on ##

##Tuesday. ##

aaa00000a00000000000aa00 0a

## 9 ##The `loyal' forces air-lifted a company of troops to an ##

##air-strip near the military headquarters held by the rebels. ##

a00a0000a000000000000000 0a

## 10 ##Their arrival swung on to General Noriega's side a ##

##battalion which had previously declined to commit itself. ##

0aaa000aa00000000a00aa0a 0a

## 11 ##<p> Earlier, Mr Cheney appeared on television to rebut ##

##criticism of the Bush administration's actions _ or inactions ##

##_ during the coup. ##
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aa0a0000a0a000000a0a00aa 0a

## 12 ##He con�rmed that General Noriega was briey in the ##

##hands of the rebels but said the US had no time to make use of##

## this fact. ##

aa00000aa00000000a0000aa a0

## 13 ##`It wasn't until late in the coup activities that it ##

##became clear that the coup plotters did, in fact, have him," ##

##Mr Cheney said. ##

aaa00a00a0a000000a00000a a0

## 14 ##`Shortly after that the coup collapsed." ##

a00a000aa0a000000a00000a 0a

## 15 ##When approached `face to face" by a senior US o�cer, ##

##two rebel o�cers said they wanted General Noriega to retire ##

##within Panama, rather than face drug tra�cking charges in ##

##the US. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000a0aaaaa a0

## 16 ##<p> Although Washington was noti�ed of the rebellion ##

##last weekend, Mr Cheney said there was `considerable reason" ##

##to be cautious. ##

aa0a0a00a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 17 ##US doubts were redoubled by news that the coup was to be##

## led by Major Giraldi, a close associate of the Panamanian ##

## military dictator. ##

aa000a00a0a000000aa0aa0a 0a

## 18 ##`There was the possibility that it was an e�ort to ##

##draw the US into some kind of an embarrassing incident," Mr ##

##Cheney said. ##

aa0a0000a000000000a000aa 0a

## 19 ## <p> The incident has become deeply embarrassing for the##

## Bush administration, precisely because of its caution. ##

0aaa0000a0000000000000aa 0a

## 20 ##Criticism of the White House by both Democrats and ##

##Republicans grew yesterday. ##

a00a0000a0a000000a000000 0a

## 21 ##Comparisons were made with the Reagan administration's ##

##more robust attitude during the Grenada invasion and Libya ##

##bombing raid in 1984 and 1986. ##

a0aa0000a0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 22 ##Democratic Congressman Dave McCurdy said `there is a ##

##resurgence of the wimp factor" and Republican Congressman ##

##William Broom�eld said: `We blew it . . . It's a major ##

##setback for our foreign policy." ##

aa000000a0a000000a00a00a 0a

## 23 ##<p> Other politicians complained that the failed coup ##

##had exposed the unaccustomed weakness of US intelligence and ##

##undercover activities in Latin America. ##

aaaa000aa0a000000a00a0aa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ########################################## ##

##############

## 3rd TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891010 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Fashion takes great leap backwards </hl> ##

a000000000a0000000000000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From ANDREW HIGGINS in Peking </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> FORGET WHAT they might think in Paris and Milan: ##

aa00a0000000000aa000000a a0

## 4 ## China's fashion commissars have decreed what is and is ##

##not stylish. ##

aaa00000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 5 ##The boiler suit is back. ##

0a000000a00000000000a000 0a

## 6 ##The colours to watch: revolutionary red, proletarian blue##

## and grey. ##

a0000000a00000000000aa00 0a

## 7 ##<p> In keeping with its drive to restore socialist purity##

## and combat `counter-revolution", China yesterday unveiled a ##

##`new socialist look" for the next spring and summer season. ##

a0aa00aaa0a000000aa0a0aa a0

## 8 ##According to Zhu Bingchen, director of the China Garment ##

## Research and Design Centre, `four types of garments will be ##

##trendy". ##

0a000000aa000000a000aa00 0a

## 9 ##<p> Inspired by their octogenarian leaders' nostalgia, ##

##fashion designers are promising a return to the austere ##

##clothing of the 1950s, now hailed as the high-water mark of ##

##the revolutionary tradition of `bitter struggle and hard ##

##living". ##

aaa00000aaa000000aa0aa0a a0

## 10 ##Such garments, Mr Zhu insists, will recall this golden ##

##age of Chinese socialism when people `worked hard and were ##
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##always in high spirits". ##

aa0000a0aa000000a00aa0aa a0

## 11 ##Eschewing the Western suit and tie and amboyant ##

##clothes from Hong Kong, the new line features the standard Mao##

## suit and what the o�cial New China News Agency describes as##

## `Lenin's small V-neck look". ##

aaa0000aa00a00000a0aaa0a a0

## 12 ##Central planners uncomfortable with the confusion and ##

##uncertainty of the market-place will also be pleased to learn ##

##that the consumer will have little say in what he wears: ##

aa000aa0aa0a0000aa0aaaaa 0a

## 13 ##`Various shades of red, blue and grey will be in ##

##favour," the agency announced. ##

aa0a0000aa000000a0000000 0a

## 14 ##<p> A second line of clothing is less dreary and perhaps##

## slightly more attuned to what people might actually want to ##

## wear. ##

0a000000000a000aa000a0aa a0

## 15 ##But it too carries a heavy moral message. ##

a000000aa00000000000a00a 0a

## 16 ##Patterned on what athletes will be wearing to the 11th ##

##Asian Games in Peking next year, it includes sportswear, ##

##jackets and close-�tting suits: ##

0aa00000aa0a0000a000aaaa 0a

## 17 ##`The vigorous clothes will help build the atmosphere of ##

##the Asian Games and encourage people to get more exercise to ##

##promote health," the agency predicted. ##

aa0000a0aa000000a00a0a0a 0a

## 18 ##A third theme will be nature, or as Mr Zhu put it, ##

## `people's desire for tranquility, harmony and purity". ##

0a0a00a0aa000000a0a0aa0a a0

## 19 ##<p> Finally, next year's fashions make a token nod in ##

##the direction of China's open door policy by including ##

##`elegant foreign fashions". ##

aaa000a0a00000000000a0aa 0a

## 20 ##There will be little room, however, for more daring ##

##creations from the now reviled capitalist West. ##

0a000000aa000000a0a0aa0a a0

## 21 ##According to Mr Zhu, the foreign inspiration will be ##

##limited to `subdued and relaxed fashion with lace trim". ##

0a000000aa000000a0a0aa00 a0

## 22 ##<p> If previous attempts to dictate dress are anything ##

##to go by, sartorial discipline may hold in the Politburo, but ##

## the decree will have little immediate impact in the street. ##

aa00000aaa00a0a0aa00a0aa 0a

## 23 ##The last great campaign to revise social style _ the ##

##so-called anti-spiritual pollution drive six years ago - ##

##petered out after only a few months when even the party ##

##leadership acknowledged it had more important things to worry ##

##about than enforcing short hair and dreary clothes. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 15 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## #####################################

##############

## 4th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891007 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Reformists take hold of Prague congress </hl> ##

a00a0000a000000000000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From IMRE KARACS in Budapest </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> HUNGARY'S ruling Socialist Workers Party took a big ##

##step yesterday towards the complete abandonment of Communism ##

##when its president, Rezso Nyers, sketched out the contours of ##

##a new socialist movement capable of contesting next year's ##

##free elections, the �rst in Eastern Europe for 40 years. ##

a0aa00aaa000000a0aa0aaaa a0

## 4 ##<p> `The historic role of the Hungarian Socialist ##

##Workers Party has come to an end," Mr Nyers said, in a speech ##

## opening the party's congress. ##

a0aa0000a000000000000a00 a0

## 5 ##`We now need a new party, one that is the heir and not a ##

##mere continuation of the present one. ##

0a0000a0a0000000000a00aa 0a

## 6 ##I believe the new party cannot be a communist party." ##

0a00a0a0a0000000a00a000a 0a

## 7 ##He added: `Communism is not on the agenda today as a ##

##social formation." ##

aa000000a0000000000000a0 0a

## 8 ##<p> Mr Nyers was speaking shortly after a long procedural##

## wrangle on the method of electing the new leadership. ##

a0a0000aa00000000a0000aa 0a
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## 9 ##This debate, as well as a straw poll taken in the ##

##morning, con�rmed that the reformers, though short of an ##

##absolute majority, now have the upper hand. ##

aa0aa000a00000000000aaaa a0

## 10 ##With 464 delegates out of the total of 1,276, they are ##

##by far the largest bloc. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 11 ##<p> The numbers are important, because the new party's ##

##leadership will be elected from lists submitted by the various##

## factions on an all-or-nothing principle. ##

aa000000aa000000a0a0a0aa 0a

## 12 ##If the reformists emerge as the largest group, they will##

## sweep the board. ##

0a000000a0000000a000a0aa 0a

## 13 ##In the �rst vote of the day, they ensured that Central ##

##Committee members and regional party secretaries not elected ##

##as delegates were allowed to attend the congress only as ##

## observers. ##

aa0a0000aa0000a0000a0a0a 0a

## 14 ##The con�dence displayed by reformers such as Mr Nyers ##

##and Imre Pozsgay, who introduced the new party's programme, ##

##was in sharp contrast to the air of resignation in the ##

##conservative rows. ##

aa000000a0a000000a000aaa 0a

## 15 ##Karoly Grosz, the outgoing general secretary, cut a ##

##lonely �gure as he bowed out, dropping hints that in future ##

##he would be taking a back seat in politics. ##

aaaa0000aa000000a0a0aa0a 0a

## 16 ##<p> Mr Grosz was the only senior politician yesterday ##

##with the courage to stand up for Communism in front of a ##

##hostile audience. ##

0a0a00a0a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 17 ##As a parting shot, he even attacked reformists for ##

##`resorting to Stalinist tactics" and admitted to having ##

##`di�erences of philosophy and outlook with Comrade Poszgay". ##

a0aa0000a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 18 ##But Mr Poszgay's radical programme looked safe last ##

## night. ##

0a0a000aa0a000000a00a000 0a

## 19 ##His proposal that a new socialist party should rise from##

## the ashes of the present one was hardly disputed. ##

a0000000a0000a0000a00a0a a0

## 20 ##The programme's emphasis on a mixed economy also met ##

##little resistance. ##

a0000000a0a000000aa0a0a0 0a

## 21 ##<p> Democracy is, of course, a tedious process, and the ##

## �rst concrete results of the congress are not likely to ##

##emerge before tomorrow. ##

0a000a00a0000000a000aa00 0a

## 22 ##Having discarded Communism, the delegates will have the ##

##di�cult job of deciding what to erect in its place. ##

aaa0000aaa000000aa0aaa0a 0a

## 23 ##Less than seven per cent of the delegates are manual ##

##workers, and even if the word `worker" is dropped from the ##

##title, the Thatcherite economics will be hard to reconcile ##

##with the remaining word `socialist". ##

aa000000aa000000aa0aaaaa 0a

## ##

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 10 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################## ##

##############

## 5th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891010 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Treaty ban will not stop America from making nerve ##

##gas </hl> ##

a0a00000aaa00000aaaaa000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From PETER PRINGLE in Washington </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> THE United States will continue to make new nerve gas##

## weapons after the conclusion of a global treaty banning them ##

##takes e�ect, according to a hitherto secret administration ##

##policy review. ##

a0aaa0aaaaa0a000aaa0aa0a a0

## 4 ##<p> The move takes the glitter o� President Bush's call ##

## at the United Nation's last month for immediate steps to ##

##`halt and reverse" the worldwide threat of chemical weapons, ##

##and indicates that Mr Bush's commitment to a poison gas ban is##

## not so `extraordinarily strong" as he and his advisors have ##

##declared. ##

aaaaaa00a0a000000aa0a0aa 0a

## 5 ##<p> The secret decision to continue producing the new ##

##generation of so-called `binary" nerve gas weapons would also ##
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## seem to preclude a Bush-inspired bilateral agreement between ##

## the United States and the Soviet Union to start reducing ##

##their arsenals of chemical weapons before the new global ##

##treaty is concluded. ##

aaa00000aaa00000aaa0aa0a 0a

## 6 ##After the President's UN speech on 25 September, the ##

##chief Soviet arms control adviser, Viktor Karpov, made it ##

##clear that Moscow would not join in making such reductions ##

##unless the US �rst ended its production of the new `binary" ##

##weapons. ##

a0a0000aaaa00000aaa0aaaa 0a

## 7 ##<p> The new US position would also require redrafting the##

## new global treaty banning production and stockpiling of ##

##chemical weapons being negotiated by 40 nations in Geneva. ##

aaa0000aaaa0a000aaa0aa0a 0a

## 8 ##At present, the treaty would require that production ##

##activities be halted immediately and the chemical plants ##

##rendered `inoperable" within three months. ##

aa000000aaa0a000aaa0aa0a 0a

## 9 ##The United States is about to seek changes to allow ##

##continued production, according to o�cials quoted in the ##

##Washington Post. ##

aaa00000a00000a000a00a0a a0

## 10 ##<p> Critics of the decision by the Bush administration ##

##said yesterday that continuing US production was destabilising##

## because it encouraged countries capable of producing chemical##

## weapons to begin developing new production lines immediately.##

aaa00000a0a000000aaa00aa a0

## 11 ## This would put them among the countries allowed to ##

##continue production after the new treaty comes into force. ##

0a000000aa0000a0a00a00aa 0a

## 12 ##<p> `Once these countries have actually made substantial##

## investments in a chemical arsenal, what guarantees do we have##

## that they will eventually be willing to throw it away?" asked##

## Elisa Harris, a chemical weapons at the Brookings ##

##Institution. ##

aaa0a000aa0a0000a000aa0a 0a

## 13 ##<p> The secret decision to continue production was taken##

## by the President after several options had been presented to ##

##him by the Pentagon and the State Department. ##

a0aa0000a000000000a00a0a a0

## 14 ##Pentagon hardliners, who have opposed a chemical weapons##

## ban on the grounds that it could not be veri�ed adequately, ##

##suggested the idea of seeking continued production of the new ##

##`binary" weapons during the 10 years it would take to ##

##eliminate all arsenals. ##

aaa0000aaaa00000aaa0aa0a 0a

## 15 ##<p> The new binaries are claimed by their advocates to ##

##be safer than the older `unitary" weapons because they use two##

## chemical components that only become lethal when combined ##

##during the �ring of the weapon. ##

a0a0a000aaa00000aa00aaaa 0a

## 16 ##The French have also favoured a continued production ##

##clause so that they would be able to develop new binaries ##

##during the 10-year period. ##

0aa00000aa00000aa0a0a0aa 0a

## 17 ##<p> Mr Bush accepted the Pentagon proposal even though ##

##he told the United Nations that he believed `we can achieve ##

##the level of veri�cation that gives us con�dence to go ##

##forward with this ban". ##

aa00a0a0a0a0000aaa0aaa0a 0a

## 18 ##<p> Also at the United Nations, the President called on ##

##the Soviet Union to reduce its stocks immediately to 20 per ##

##cent of the current US arsenal, which is uno�cially ##

##estimated to be 30,000 tons. ##

aa000000a0000000000aaa0a 0a

## 19 ##The Russians have said they have 50,000 tons. ##

aaa00000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 20 ##<p> But such a bilateral arrangement is now in jeopardy,##

## because of the Soviet condition that the US cease production ##

##of its binary weapons. ##

aa00000aa0a000000a0aa0aa 0a

## 21 ##<p> Administration o�cials argue that Mr Bush's speech##

## at the United Nations was in fact a turning point in the US ##

##e�orts to ban the production of chemical weapons because it ##

##created an atmosphere in which the Geneva negotiations are ##

##likely to be accelerated. ##

aa0a000aa0a00000aaa0aaaa 0a

## 22 ##Other countries were looking to the United States to ##

##take a �rm leadership role, said one o�cial. ##

a0a000a0a00000000000a00a 0a

## 23 ##<p> Professor Matthew Meselson, a chemical weapons ##

##expert at Harvard, said the administration `wants to have its ##

##cake and eat it, too. It's backward thinking to put the global##

## ban at risk . . . simply to save a rather controversial ##

##binary programme". ##

aaa00000a0a000000a0aaaaa 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 14 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ################################ ##
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##############

## 6th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891011 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Local o�cials press Honecker for reform </hl> ##

a000000aa00000000a0a0000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From EDWARD STEEN in West Berlin </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> WHILE the East German leadership yesterday remained ##

##de�antly committed to another Tiananmen Square if need be, ##

##local party o�cials increasingly called for openness and ##

##dialogue with the opposition. ##

aa0a00aaa0a00000aaa00a0a a0

## 4 ##The confused evidence suggests they are acting on their ##

##own initiative, not on directives from East Berlin to play for##

## time. ##

aaa00000a000000000000a0a 0a

## 5 ##<p> In Dresden, long known for a softer line than ##

##elsewhere, the Mayor, Wolfgang Berghofer, announced after ##

##talks with 20 church and New Forum opposition activists that ##

##he was willing to discuss their nine-point proposal, and ##

##release anyone arrested who was not accused of violence within##

## 24 hours. ##

aaa000aaaaa000000aa0aaaa a0

## 6 ##The proposal deals with basic demands such as freedom of ##

##travel and of the press. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 7 ##Although Mr Berghofer reportedly said he was `not ##

##competent" to negotiate legalising the banned New Forum group,##

## he said he too wanted `elections to be elections again'. ##

aaa00a00aaa000000a0aaa0a 0a

## 8 ##Also in Dresden, police yesterday released 500 protesters##

## held after the past week's unrest. ##

aa0a000aa0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 9 ##<p> In East Berlin, the well-known opposition �gure, ##

##Pastor Rainer Eppelmann, said the talks set an example for ##

##the whole country, and called for a two-week period of calm on##

## the streets. ##

a00000a0a000000000a0aa0a 0a

## 10 ##But church leaders denied a West German radio report ##

##that the Church had struck a deal with the authorities to stop##

## the demonstrations. ##

a0a00a0aa0a000000aa000a0 0a

## 11 ##<p> News of the Dresden talks was announced to some ##

##20,000 people packing churches there, and was broadcast on the##

## city tannoy system in Leipzig on Monday afternoon. ##

aaaa0000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 12 ##It is thought to have helped calm tension. ##

aaa0a00000a000000a00000a 0a

## 13 ##Church sources in Leipzig were delighted by the ##

##extraordinary joint declaration of three local party ##

##secretaries and the city's director of music, Kurt Masur. ##

aa0000a0a0000000000aaaaa 0a

## 14 ##It read in part: `We all need a free exchange of views ##

##about how Socialism is to be continued in this country." ##

aa000000a00a000000a0a00a a0

## 15 ##<p> Newspapers, apart from the party paper Neues ##

##Deutschland, began to drop the pretence that the troubles were##

## not the main concern throughout the country. ##

aa000000a0a000000a0aaaa0 0a

## 16 ##The Union, organ of the puppet Christian Democratic ##

##Union Party, even admitted giving a one-sided picture of them.##

a0a00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 17 ## It was not right, it said, to criminalise `the unrest, ##

## worries and questions which drove thousands of Dresdeners on ##

##to the streets". ##

aa00000aa0a000000a0a0aaa 0a

## 18 ##<p> The usually ultra-orthodox organ of the Free German ##

## Youth (FDJ), which on Monday attacked `pervasive bossiness" ##

##by the President of the Writers' Union, Herrman Kant, quoted ##

##a sermon in the opposition centre, Leipzig's church. ##

a00a000aa0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 19 ##It ridiculed those who still thought the Berlin Wall was##

## `a piece of benevolence". ##

aa00aa00a00000000000a00a 0a

## 20 ##People had been waiting for years for freedom `and ##

##they've now had enough". ##

0aa00000a0000000000aaa0a a0

## 21 ##<p> It is all in stark contrast to the two pages Neues ##

##Deutschland devoted to feting the `fundamental lesson" to be ##

##learned from China, and showing demonstrators to be vicious ##

##thugs. ##

aaa00000a0a000000aa000aa 0a

## 22 ##One group was quoted as ranting at a young police woman:##

## `We're going to cut your belly open. We'll remember your ##

##face." ##
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aaa00000aaa00000aaa00a0a 0a

## 23 ## As in previous attacks on the protesters, the real ##

##agents provocateurs are said to be the Western media egging on##

## the rabble. ##

aa00000aa0a000000a00aaaa a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################ ##

##############

## 7th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891018 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Moscow editors feel the old-fashioned grip of the ##

##state </hl> ##

0a00000000a000000a000000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> From RUPERT CORNWELL in Moscow </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> INTENSE party pressure for the dismissal of a ##

##prominent liberal editor and a new campaign to discredit the ##

##radical politician Boris Yeltsin _ both apparently with the ##

##backing of President Gorbachev _ have raised fears among ##

##reformers of a conservative swing by the Soviet leadership. ##

a0a0000aa0a000000a00aa0a a0

## 4 ##<p> The editor in question is Vladislav Starkov of the ##

##country's biggest selling weekly, Argumenty i Fakty. ##

0a000000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 5 ##On Monday evening, he was summoned to the Central ##

##Committee to be told in so many words by Vadim Medvedev, the ##

##Politburo member in charge of ideology, that he should leave ##

##his post. ##

a00a0000a000aa000000aa0a 0a

## 6 ##The move follows a harsh talk delivered last week by Mr ##

##Gorbachev to a group of senior Soviet editors, in which he ##

##gave several a dressing down. ##

a00a0000a0a000000a0a0a0a a0

## 7 ##<p> Those liberal papers and magazines taken to task are ##

## said by Soviet journalists to have included the outspoken ##

##weekly Ogonyok and two papers of Komsomol, the communist ##

##youth league. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 8 ##Its articles were sometimes `incomprehensible", Mr ##

##Gorbachev reportedly remarked of Komsomolskaya Pravda, while ##

##he described Moskovsky Komsomolets, the hugely popular ##

##publication of the Moscow Komsomsol, as reading like `the ##

##paper of an uno�cial fringe group". ##

aaa00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 9 ##<p> So far at least, however, their editors do not seem ##

##to have been treated as Mr Starkov, whose encouragement of ##

##factual investigative reporting has, in just four years, ##

##lifted the circulation of Argumenty i Fakty from 1.5 million ##

## to 22 million. ##

aaa00000a00000000000aaaa 0a

## 10 ##His sin, apparently, was to have conducted and published##

## an opinion poll, identifying a number of radicals _ at their ##

##head Andrei Sakharov _ as the most popular parliamentary ##

##deputies, accompanied by criticism of Mr Gorbachev. ##

aaa00a00a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 11 ##<p> The reaction has been vigorous and immediate. ##

0aa00000a00000000000a000 0a

## 12 ##Some journalists are talking of a protest strike. ##

a0a00000a0a000000aa00000 0a

## 13 ##`The press is quite simply now facing bans on what it ##

##can write about, we're going back to the situation of years ##

##ago," one complained yesterday. ##

aaaa000aa0a000a0aa00a0aa a0

## 14 ##<p> By last night, 30 deputies had signed the �rst-ever##

## Soviet equivalent of a back bench `early day motion" at ##

##Westminister. ##

a0a00000a00000000000a000 0a

## 15 ## This, they hope, will be debated today in a special ##

##extension of this week's full session of the Supreme Soviet. ##

aa000000a0000000a0a0aa0a 0a

## 16 ##The motion, which could pre�gure a head-on clash ##

##between the party and a steadily more assertive parliament, ##

##attacks the Central Committee ideology department for its ##

##`unacceptable attempts" to cow a newspaper. ##

aa00000aa0a0000aaaa00aaa a0

## 17 ##<p> Inevitably, the row over Mr Starkov has become ##

##enmeshed with the new `Yeltsin a�air", sparked by Monday's ##

##disclosure that the former Moscow party leader had appeared ##

## soaking wet at a police station, claiming to have been pushed##

## into the Moscow river. ##

aaaaa00aa0a000000a000aaa 0a

## 18 ##He later denied there had been an `assassination ##
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##attempt" and admitted meekly that `he might have been joking".##

aaa00000a0a0000aaaa00a0a 0a

## 19 ##<p> Yesterday, however, he was in familar �ghting ##

##fettle. ##

0a0a0000a0a000000a00000a 0a

## 20 ##The oor of parliament was no place to raise a purely ##

##personal matter, he said. ##

aa000000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 21 ##`The leadership simply wishes to discredit me and ##

##distract voters' attention from real and painful problems." ##

aa000000a0a000000aa000aa 0a

## 22 ##<p> Backing for Mr Yeltsin is not universal. ##

aaa00000a000000000000000 0a

## 23 ##But the fact that the parliamentary exchanges were ##

##broadcast on prime time television leaves no doubt that a ##

##campaign is under way to smear a man whose huge following ##

##makes him Mr Gorbachev's only real rival. ##

aa0aa00aa0a000000aaaaa0a 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 15 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################## ##

##############

## 8th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891004 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Coup attempt highlights corruption in Panama </hl> ##

0a000000a0a000000aa0a000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> By ISABEL HILTON, Latin America Editor </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> HAD GENERAL Manuel Noriega been overthrown by rebel ##

##troops, it would have meant the end of a two-year political ##

##crisis that has wrecked Panama's economy and brought political##

## embarrassment and frustration to the United States. ##

aaa0000aaaa00000aaaaaaaa a0

## 4 ##<p> It began in 1987 when civil disorder erupted in ##

##Panama after the general's second-in-command publicly accused ##

##him of drug-tra�cking, electoral fraud and the murder of an ##

##opposition politician. ##

a0aa000aa0a000000a00aa0a a0

## 5 ##The US government, which had supported General Noriega ##

## in his ascent to power, openly backed the opposition. ##

aaa000a0a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 6 ##A two-year stand-o� between the two governments ##

##followed. ##

0a000000a0a000000a0aa00a 0a

## 7 ##US o�cials said the general would fall quickly, but he ##

## has proved a resilient and cunning opponent. ##

aaa0000aaaa00000aa00a0aa 0a

## 8 ## He has played on Panamanian nationalism to exploit ##

##resentment at US interference in Panamanian a�airs and met ##

##charge with counter-charge. ##

a0a000aaa0a000000aa0aa0a 0a

## 9 ##<p> In February last year, the then president, Eric ##

##Arturo Delvalle, backed by the United States, tried to �re ##

##General Noriega as chief of the Panamanian Defence Force, but ##

##was himself swiftly replaced by another Noriega puppet. ##

a00a000aa0a000000aa0aaaa 0a

## 10 ##The US continued to recognise Mr Delvalle and imposed ##

##economic sanctions on Panama. ##

aa000000a0a000000aa0a000 0a

## 11 ##In March 1988, a group of junior o�cers attempted a ##

##coup. ##

a00a0000a0a000000aa0aa00 a0

## 12 ##It failed, and the general purged the armed forces and ##

##created a power structure that strengthened his supporters' ##

##hold on the military. ##

aa0a000aa0a000000a0aaa0a a0

## 13 ##<p> As US o�cials produced evidence of his involvement##

## in drug tra�cking and appealed for support from other Latin##

## American countries in their campaign to oust him, their case ##

##was weakened by evidence that the US had been an important ##

##supporter in the general's rise to power and that the CIA had ##

##known about his tra�cking for years. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a00aaaa 0a

## 14 ##Worse were the revelations that the CIA tolerated his ##

##activities and had continued to pay him dollars 200,000 ##

##( 125,000) a year for at least 10 years. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a00aa0a a0

## 15 ##<p> At the same time, General Noriega had been irting ##

##with the Soviet Union and, according to US intelligence ##

##sources, continues to receive arms from Moscow. ##

aaa00000a0a000000aa0aa0a 0a

## 16 ##In spite of the sharp recession induced by US economic ##

##sanctions, General Noriega has played a skilful game of ##
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##counter-propaganda. ##

a0a00000a0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 17 ##He accused the US of attempting to destabilise him in ##

##order to revoke the Panama Canal treaty _ signed by the former##

## US president, Jimmy Carter, and the then strongman of Panama,##

## General Omar Torrijos _ under which control of the canal ##

##passes to Panama in the year 2000. ##

a0aa000aa0a000000aaaaaaa 0a

## 18 ##<p> Attempts at negotiation between the US and General ##

##Noriega, formally indicted on drug tra�cking charges in the ##

##US in February 1988, failed. ##

0a00000aa0a000000aa0aa00 0a

## 19 ##Presidential elections were held last May and the ##

##opposition candidate, Guillermo Endara, is believed to have ##

##won by a large majority, but the elections were annulled by ##

##the general amid renewed protests. ##

aaaaa00aa0a000000a0aaa0a 0a

## 20 ##<p> President Bush ordered 2,000 US troops to Panama in ##

##May, to reinforce the 10,000 troops based in the Canal Zone. ##

aa0a0000a0a0a0000a0aa0a0 0a

## 21 ##Although the option of US military intervention has ##

##often been canvassed, it has always o�cially been ##

##discounted. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a00aa0a 0a

## 22 ##The last hope of a mediated solution fell when the ##

##Organisation of American States failed to reach a ##

##constitutional solution before the formal expiry of the ##

##presidential term in September. ##

0a00000aa0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 23 ##On 1 September, the general rea�rmed his de�ance of ##

##US pressure by naming another of his collaborators, Francisco ##

##Rodriguez, as president. ##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0aaa0a a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################### ##

##############

## 9th TEXT ##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891002 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Millions at risk in loan swap challenge </hl> ##

a0000000a0a000000a00a000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> By CHRISTIAN WOLMAR </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> A High Court case starting today pits local ##

##authorities and the City's �nancial institutions against ##

##each other. ##

aaa00000a0a000000aa0000a a0

## 4 ##Millions of pounds are at stake and one side is certain ##

##to receive a bloody nose. ##

0a00a000a0a000000a00aa00 a0

## 5 ##<p> The legality of money market dealings by Hammersmith ##

## and Fulham Council in west London, which once amounted to ##

##exposure of 5bn is being challenged by its auditor, ##

## Anthony Hazell, a partner in Deloitte Haskins and Sells, ##

## with the support of the Audit Commission, the local ##

## authority �nancial watchdog. ##

aaa00a0aa0a000000a0aaa0a a0

## 6 ##<p> The council embarked on a series of complex and ##

##sophisticated manoeuvres, including interest rate swaps, swap ##

##options, and cash options which initially proved pro�table _ ##

##earning 13m _ but which would now result in massive ##

## losses. ##

aaa0000aaaa00000aa0aaa0a a0

## 7 ##<p> Essentially, these manoeuvres are a way of managing ##

##debt to take advantage of interest rate changes, but the ##

##council went way beyond debt management into pure �nancial ##

##speculation. ##

aaa0000aa0000a000aaaaa0a 0a

## 8 ##<p> There are 77 other local authorities playing the ##

##markets in a similar, though less extensive, way, and a ##

##similar number of �nancial institutions are involved. ##

aaa00000a00000000000aa0a 0a

## 9 ##All these transactions could be declared ultra vires, ##

##beyond the legal powers of local authorities and therefore ##

##invalid, if Hammersmith loses. ##

0a000000aaa00000aa00aaaa a0

## 10 ##<p> The judges could complicate matters by ordering that##

## the outcome of the deals be reversed, necessitating a ##

##mind-numbing series of calculations by the City. ##

aaa0000aaaa0a000aaa0aa00 0a

## 11 ##<p> But, if Hammersmith wins and the deals are declared ##

##legal, the council will have to pay the losses on the ##

##transactions. ##
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aa00000aaa000000aaaaa0a0 0a

## 12 ##These have mounted because in February Nicholas Ridley, ##

## then Secretary of State for the Environment, stopped any new ##

##deals and Hammersmith's portfolio was largely weighted to the ##

##expectation that interest rates would be low, preventing the ##

##council from improving its position in the market. ##

aaaa000aaaa00000aaaaaaaa a0

## 13 ##The council had wound down its holdings from 5bn to ##

## 2bn but its advisers had backed the wrong horse by ##

##predicting low interest rates. ##

aaa0000aa00000000aa0aa0a 0a

## 14 ##<p> In an a�davit to be presented to the hearing, the ##

##auditor calculated that Hammersmith could lose 74m at ##

##current levels of interest rate and 186m if rates rose by ##

## 1 per cent. ##

aa000000aaa00000aaa0aa00 a0

## 15 ##Given that this sum represents more than half the ##

##council's average annual spending, the poll tax payers would ##

##be faced with a nightmare. ##

0a000000aaa00000aa0aaa0a 0a

## 16 ##The council's fund established after Mr Ridley blocked ##

##the deals to pay back any losses is currently less than ##

## 20m. ##

aa00000aa00000000a00a000 0a

## 17 ##<p> Fortunately for Hammersmith and its citizens, legal ##

## advisers for all parties concerned have been unequivocal, all##

## suggesting a defeat for the council, which would mean ##

##Hammersmith would not have to pay the losses on the ##

##transactions. ##

aaa00000aaa00000aa0a0aaa 0a

## 18 ##<p> The deals stretch back to 1983 when the council was ##

##run by a Conservative-Liberal coalition. ##

aa000000a00000000000a000 0a

## 19 ##For several years the market playing was limited but ##

##early in 1988, �nance o�cers began taking options out on a ##

##massive scheme. ##

aaa0000aa00000000aa0aa00 0a

## 20 ##<p> The council's Labour leadership, who have been in ##

##control since 1986, have argued that they had no control over ##

## the transactions as the day to day running of the �nance ##

##department is in the hands of expert �nancial sta�. ##

aaa0000aa00000000a00aaaa 0a

## 21 ##<p> Publicly the banks have suggested that there could ##

##be dire consequences for the City should the deals be ruled ##

##illegal. ##

aaa00000aaa00a00aa000a00 0a

## 22 ##They feel that as innocent parties they are being ##

## cheated. ##

0aa0a00aa0a000000a00000a 0a

## 23 ##<p> However, insiders reckon that the councils will get ##

##away with it if Hammersmith loses. ##

0a00a000aaa00000aa0000aa 0a

## 24 ## While the banks may then try to sue the council or even##

## individual o�cers the risk is very widely spread and no ##

##�nancial institution will be put in danger. ##

aa000000aaa00000aaaa00a0 a0

## ##

##<sect> Home News Page 4 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################### ##

##############

## 10th TEXT##

##############

## ##

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891002 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Clarke's strategy set at secret talks </hl> ##

0a000000a0000000000a0000 a0

## 2 ##<bl> By COLIN BROWN, Political Correspondent </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> HEALTH MINISTERS met secretly at Chevening last week##

## to agree a strategy for winning the propaganda battle over ##

##the Government's NHS changes. ##

a0aa0000a0a000000a0aa0a0 a0

## 4 ## The �rst step will come next week when Kenneth Clarke, ##

##Secretary of State for Health, uses the Conservative Party ##

##conference at Blackpool to rea�rm his commitment to changing##

## the NHS and set out a justi�cation for the forthcoming ##

##legislation. ##

a0aa0000aa000000a0aaaaaa a0

## 5 ##<p> Mr Clarke is also keen to avoid further conict with##

## GPs. ##

aa0000a0a0a000000a0aa00a 0a

## 6 ##Although he will take urgent steps to impose a new ##

##contract, which they have rejected, he has told the doctors' ##

##and dentists' pay review body that he is prepared to tackle ##
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##any problems arising in the �rst year. ##

aaa000aaaa000000aaaaaaaa 0a

## 7 ##<p> One source said: `He gave an undertaking to the DDRB ##

##in his submission last week that we will monitor very closely ##

##the e�ects of the contract in the �rst year. ##

a00a00a0aa000000a0a00a0a 0a

## 8 ##If there are any problems in performance-related pay, we ##

##can iron these out. ##

aa000000a000000aaa00000a 0a

## 9 ##We are not saying it is �xed in concrete. ##

0aa00000a0000000000000aa 0a

## 10 ##We are saying it is the best we can do and we must judge##

## how it is operating." ##

aaa00000a00a0a0aa00aaa0a 0a

## 11 ## <p> Mr Clarke's undertaking will be seen as a promise ##

##to provide more money, if it becomes necessary, in an e�ort ##

## to assuage the doctors' concerns about the contract. ##

aa00a000aa000000a0aa0a0a 0a

## 12 ##<p> New pay recommendations are due in the new year and,##

## although Mr Clarke has told the review body that there must ##

##be pay restraint, ministers appear likely to press for the ##

##award to be met. ##

aaa00000a0a00a00aa0aaa0a 0a

## 13 ##<p> The meeting at Chevening, the Kent home taken from ##

##Sir Geo�rey Howe and handed to his successor as Foreign ##

##Secretary, John Major, was also a stock-taking exercise. ##

aa000000a00000000000aa0a a0

## 14 ##<p> It took place after the BMA leadership agreed to ##

##call o� its damaging campaign against cash restraint on GPs' ##

##drug budgets, a move regarded by Mr Clarke as a `breakthrough"##

## in his e�orts to win wider support. ##

aa0aa000a0a000000aaaaa0a a0

## 15 ##<p> The Government is hoping the BMA's acceptance of ##

##assurances that patients will not be denied drugs for cash ##

##reasons will also end allegations that doctors will not take ##

##the elderly and chronically sick on lists because they are ##

##too expensive to treat. ##

aaa00000aaa00000aa0aaaaa 0a

## 16 ##<p> Ministers say they have deliberately avoided ##

##`sounding triumphal" about the BMA's backdown to avoid ##

##rekindling the controversy. ##

a0a0000aa0a000000a0aa0aa a0

## 17 ##They are keenly aware the BMA leadership could come ##

##under attack from its rank and �le. ##

0a000000aaa0000aaa00000a a0

## 18 ##<p> The BMA decision came with perfect timing for Mr ##

##Clarke, who was facing serious Conservative unrest at ##

##Blackpool about the presentation of health policies. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 19 ##<p> He will lay an order in the Commons in a fortnight, ##

## immediately after the summer recess, to impose a new contract##

## on GPs. ##

aa000000aaa0a000aaaa0a00 a0

## 20 ##He aims to have it debated and passed by next month. ##

aa00000aa00000000aaa000a a0

## 21 ##<p> Ministerial sources con�rmed the contract will be ##

##the `same in every particular" as the deal reached with the ##

##BMA leadership which was rejected in a ballot by doctors. ##

aa0aa00aaaa00000aaa0aa00 0a

## 22 ##<p> Ministers say Mr Clarke's decision not to drop the ##

##concessions on targets for performance-related pay, given in ##

##talks with the BMA, and return to the tougher limits for ##

##higher pay underlines his determination to seek peace. ##

aa000000a000000000aaaa0a a0

## 23 ##<p> However, it also reects government recognition ##

## that health has become one of its most vulnerable policy ##

## areas. ##

0aa00000a00000000000a00a a0

## ##

##<sect> Home News Page 3 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ####################################

##############

## 11th TEXT##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891014 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Touch of glasnost as East Germany frees ##

## protesters </hl> ##

a0000000a000000000000000 0a

## 2 ## <bl> From PATRICIA CLOUGH in Bonn </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> EAST GERMANY'S leaders yesterday released most of ##

## the demonstrators arrested last Saturday, and let a whi� of ##

##glasnost into the state-controlled press as part of their new ##

## conciliatory approach. ##
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aa0a0000a0a000000aa00aaa a0

## 4 ##In Bonn meanwhile, the government announced that East ##

## Germany had agreed to let 600 of its refugees in Bonn's ##

##embassy in Warsaw go to the West. ##

aaa000a0aa0000a00000000a a0

## 5 ##East Germany had agreed to give them papers allowing ##

##them to go to the country of their choice, and they were ##

##expected to leave Poland `in the very near future". ##

0aa000a0aa0000a000000a0a 0a

## 6 ##<p> People could hardly believe their eyes when they ##

##opened their newspapers yesterday morning: ##

aa0aaa00aa000000a000000a 0a

## 7 ## alongside the ritual party propaganda there was genuine ##

## criticism and complaints. ##

0a000000a0a000000a00a000 0a

## 8 ##The Communist youth paper, Junge Welt, printed a ##

## complaint by show-business personalities that colleagues had ##

## been arrested, harassed or forbidden to appear for defying ##

## orders not to read out an appeal for reforms during their ##

## performances. ##

a0a0000aa0a0a0000a0aaaaa 0a

## 9 ## <p> A writer in the Berliner Zeitung said the ##

## authorities' failure to respond to complaints had created a ##

## feeling of insecurity. ##

a0a00000a0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 10 ## Even the o�cial television news broadcast comments ##

## by a building worker that people need `a little" more ##

## freedom and the shops should have `a little" more in them. ##

aaa00000a0000a0000000a0a 0a

## 11 ## <p> This sudden glasnost, unthinkable a week ago, was ##

## evidently the result of the Politburo statement on Wednesday ##

## calling for discussion of the country's problems and for ##

## media that were `close to life". ##

aaaaa0a0a0a000000a0a0a00 a0

## 12 ## However, party guidelines circulating in East Berlin ##

## forbade any attacks on the socialist state or the leading ##

## role of the Communist Party. ##

aaa00000a0a000000a000000 0a

## 13 ## They also made it clear that the party fears that New ##

## Forum and other opposition groups could turn into mass ##

## movements. ##

aa00000aaa000000aa0000aa 0a

## 14 ## <p> New Forum tried to take the Politburo up on its ##

## o�er to talk, and again demanded legal status so that it ##

## would not constantly be accused of subversion. ##

aa00000aaaa000000aaaaa0a 0a

## 15 ## Erich Honecker, the party leader, spoke about the ##

## country's problems for the �rst time in an address to party ##

## leaders, but simply echoed the Politburo statement. ##

aa0a000aa0a000000a000a00 a0

## 16 ## He atly rejected talks with the opposition, saying: ##

## `We don't need suggestions for the improvement of socialism ##

##that are really intended to cause its demise." ##

aaa0000aa0a000000a0a0a0a 0a

## 17 ##<p> It is not known how many of the people arrested in ##

## last Saturday's protests on the night of East Germany's 40th ##

## anniversary have been freed. ##

aaa00000a0aa00000a00aa00 0a

## 18 ## About 150 are estimated to be still in jail. ##

0a000a00a000000000000000 0a

## 19 ## The announcement yesterday said 11 people, mostly ##

## with criminal records, were being held on charges of arson, ##

## looting and violence. ##

aaaa000aa0a000000a00aa00 0a

## 20 ##<p> Wolfgang Vogel, the lawyer who negotiated deals for ##

## East Germans who took refuge in West German missions in the ##

## East bloc, had earlier appealed to the government to free ##

##the demonstrators and hundreds of people jailed for trying ##

## to escape through Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. ##

aaa000a0a0a000000aaaaaaa a0

## 21 ## It was indefensible to keep the latter in jail while ##

## thousands of others who had succeeded in escaping had been ##

## allowed out to the West, he said. ##

aaa00000a0a000a00aa000aa 0a

## 22 ## <p> PRAGUE _ Czechoslovakia has deported 400 East ##

## Germans who entered the country illegally over the past week ##

## to try to reach the West, Reuter reports. ##

a0a0000aa0a000000aa00aaa 0a

## 23 ## <p> The o�cial Svobodnoe Slovo newspaper said 50 more##

## East Germans were taking refuge in the West German embassy ##

## in Prague. ##

aaa00000a00000000000aa00 0a

## 24 ## `Their departure will be subject to bilateral ##

## negotiations between the GDR and West Germany," it said. ##

aa000000aa000000a0000000 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 13 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ############################### ##

##############

## 12th TEXT##
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##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891018 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> No new sanctions against Pretoria on conference ##

## agenda </hl> ##

00000000a0a000000a000000 a0

## 2 ## <bl> From JOHN BULLOCH in Kuala Lumpur </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ## <p> ON THE EVE of the Commonwealth Conference, ministers##

## from the majority of member countries agreed not to press ##

##for new sanctions against South Africa, thus avoiding a 48-1 ##

## vote against Britain. ##

0a0a00a0aa000000000a0aa0 a0

## 4 ## <p> The o�cial British view was that the Commonwealth ##

## as a whole had realised that change was taking place in South##

## Africa and did not want to do anything to make the new ##

##administration in Pretoria dig in its heels. ##

aaa00000a0000000000aaa0a a0

## 5 ## But behind the smiles and handshakes, the �rst deal of ##

## the conference had been done: ##

a0a0000aa00000000a000000 a0

## 6 ## banks around the world would be expected to apply ##

## pressure. ##

0aa00000a0a00000aa0a0000 0a

## 7 ## <p> President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia said he would ##

## not ask for new sanctions but he did want to see �nancial ##

## pressure applied so that the momentum of change was ##

## maintained. ##

aa00000aaaa00000aaaaa0aa 0a

## 8 ## British o�cials said they would not and could not ##

## tell banks what to do; ##

a0000000aa00000aa0a0000a 0a

## 9 ## but market forces would apply, they said, which meant ##

## that banks would want to see previous debt paid o� before ##

## granting new credit. ##

aaa0000aaa0000a0aaa00a0a 0a

## 10 ##<p> The Rev Allan Boesak, who is in Kuala Lumpur to ##

## lobby for continued action against apartheid, said there was ##

## no question of allowing any honeymoon to President FW de ##

## Klerk. ##

aaaa0000a0a000000a0aaa00 0a

## 11 ## `He is a man who responds to pressure," Mr Boesak ##

## said. ##

aa000000a0a000000a000000 0a

## 12 ## `He had not even thought of the possibility of a black ##

## government: ##

0aa00000a0000000a0000000 0a

## 13 ## now he thinks about it but does not yet do anything. ##

0a00a00aa00000000a000a00 0a

## 14 ## We must go on concentrating his mind." ##

a0a00000a0000a000000000a 0a

## 15 ## <p> Commonwealth ministers believe that South Africa ##

## will not be the central issue at this meeting as it has been ##

## in past years. ##

0aa0a000aa000000a0a0aa0a a0

## 16 ## They see discussion of environmental a�airs as more ##

## important and potentially as divisive. ##

0a00a000a000000a0000000a 0a

## 17 ## The Malaysian Prime Minister, Mahathir Mohamad, said ##

##yesterday that developing countries should not have to bear ##

## the brunt of e�orts to `green" production and an expert's ##

##report to be considered by the conference has suggested aid ##

## from the developed North to the emergent South. ##

aaaa0000a0000a0000a0aa0a 0a

## 18 ## <p> Rajiv Gandhi, the Indian Prime Minister, has ##

## already suggested a special fund to which all would ##

## contribute according to their means to ensure the most ##

## environment-friendly forms of production from Third World ##

## states. ##

a0a00000aa000000a0aaaa0a 0a

## 19 ## O�cials from Britain, Australia, Canada and other ##

## developed countries heaved a sigh of relief last night when ##

## they heard that Mr Gandhi would not after all be in Kuala ##

## Lumpur. ##

aa0a0000aa000000a0000a0a 0a

## 20 ## <p> `We don't need any new institutions," a British ##

## o�cial said. ##

aa000000a00000000000000a 0a

## 21 ## `We need to share the burden but not to create a new ##

## bureaucracy". ##

aa00000aa0a00a000a0a000a 0a

## 22 ## <p> With drugs and terrorism also high on the agenda, ##

## the Kuala Lumpur meeting appeared last night to have the ##

## makings of an unusually harmonious conference. ##

0aaa0000a0a000000a000a00 0a

## 23 ## Even when the two candidates for the post of ##

## Secretary-General, Malcolm Fraser of Australia and Emeku ##
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## Anyaoku of Nigeria, came face to face, sweetness still ##

## prevailed, hiding the fact that both were determined to go ##

## all the way in their bids for the job and that the 49 member ##

## countries were almost equally divided on the choice. ##

aaa00aaaa00000000a00aa0a 0a

## 24 ##<p> There will probably have to be a secret ballot to ##

## �nd the successor to Sonny Ramphal _ a fair reection of ##

## change in the Commonwealth from a club of friends to an ##

## association of disparate and often quarrelling individuals, ##

## bound only by a common language, shared history and an ##

## increasingly tenuous belief in the rule of law. ##

aaa0a000aaa00000aaaaaa00 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 13 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ###################################

##############

## 13th TEXT##

##############

## ##

## ##

##<dt> 891007 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Angola cease�re `ready to sign" </hl> ##

0a000000a000000000000000 0a

## 2 ##<bl> From PETER PRINGLE in Washington </bl> ##

00000000a000000000000000 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 3 ##<p> SOME GENTLE arm-twisting from President Bush appeared##

## yesterday to have persuaded the Angolan rebel leader, Jonas ##

##Savimbi, to accept a resumption of a cease�re in the Angolan ##

##civil war, and to re-open the peace process with the ##

##Soviet-backed government in Luanda. ##

aaaaa0a0a0a000000aa0aa0a a0

## 4 ##<p> Zaire's President, Mobutu Sese Seko, said a cease�re##

## accord between the Angolan government and Mr Savimbi was ##

##ready to be signed. ##

aa000000a000000000a0aa00 a0

## 5 ##`The cease�re text is ready," Mr Mobutu told a news ##

##conference. ##

aa0a0000a0a000000a000000 0a

## 6 ##`It remains just to sign it. ##

0a000000a00000000000000a 0a

## 7 ##When I return to my country I will start a discussion ##

##between the two parties." ##

a0000000aa000000a0a0000a 0a

## 8 ##<p> Mr Mobutu said on Thursday he believed he could ##

##produce an agreement this month, after Mr Savimbi had had a ##

##week of talks with US o�cials, including 30 minutes with ##

##President Bush, and agreed to accept Mr Mobutu as mediator ##

##between his Unita guerrilla organisation and the Luanda ##

##government. ##

aaaaa0a0aaa00000aa000aaa a0

## 9 ##<p> In two sessions, one with Mr Mobutu on Wednesday, and##

## another with Mr Savimbi on Thursday, Mr Bush apparently ##

##persuaded both leaders to drop earlier disagreements and ##

##resume the negotiations to end Angola's 14-year civil war. ##

a00a0000a0a000000a0aaa0a a0

## 10 ##In making his diplomatic push, Mr Bush agreed to ##

##continue US support for Unita, which has been receiving a ##

##covert aid programme of between dollars 40-dollars 50m ##

##( 25- 30m) a year. ##

aaa000a0aa00000000aaaa0a a0

## 11 ##He also apparently succeeded in persuading Mr Mobutu to ##

##resume delivery of these military supplies to Unita through ##

##Zaire. ##

aaa00000a000000000a0000a 0a

## 12 ##Mr Mobutu had cut the supply route after a dispute with ##

##Mr Savimbi. ##

a0a00000a0a000000a0a00a0 0a

## 13 ##The Angolan guerrillas refused to attend an 18 September##

## meeting in Zaire to discuss the peace process, which started ##

## with a cease�re last June. ##

aa0a000aa0a000000aa00a00 0a

## 14 ##But that cease�re fell apart after Mr Savimbi learned ##

##that Mr Mobutu and seven other African leaders felt the Unita ##

## leader should go into `temporary and voluntary" exile and ##

##integrate his Unita movement into Angola's single party ##

##Marxist-Leninist system. ##

aa00a00aa0a00a000a0a0aaa a0

## 15 ##<p> Unita has been proposing a cease�re followed by an ##

##interim coalition government and winner-take-all free ##

##elections. ##

a0a000a0a000000000aa0000 a0

## 16 ##The US supports Mr Savimbi's position. ##

a00000a0a000000000000000 0a

## 17 ##A White House statement noted the United States' ##

##'longstanding support for a cease�re and face-to-face ##

##negotiations, and, ultimately free and fair elections'. ##
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0a0000a0a0000000000aaa0a 0a

## 18 ## <p> Mr Savimbi says he has no intention of going into ##

##exile, or of integrating his forces. ##

aaa00000a0a000000aa0000a a0

## 19 ##`Why are we going to surrender? What is this reason?" he##

## asked. ##

aaa0000aa00a00000a000000 0a

## 20 ##`When we are strong why should we say we are going into ##

##exile, running away? ##

aaa00000a0aa0a000a000a0a 0a

## 21 ##I am leaving behind my people who have fought a 14-year ##

## resistance; ##

a0a00000a0a000000a00a00a 0a

## 22 ##that would not be accepted. ##

0a000000aa000000a00a000a 0a

## 23 ##That would not be reasonable." ##

0a000000aa000000a000000a 0a

## 24 ##<p> Mr Savimbi said yesterday that he would meet Mr ##

##Mobutu `very soon", but set no speci�c date. ##

a00a00aaaa000000aaa00a00 a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 14 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ########################################

C.2.3 Pragmatic Encoding by K. Y.

#################

### 1st TEXT ####

#################

## ##

## ##

## 1 ## Linguistic Dimensions of Text Summarization (title) ##

0a0a0000a00000000000a000 a0

## ##

## Livia Polanyi ##

## ##

## Rice University, Houston TX and Institute for Research ##

## on Learning, Palo Alto, CA ##

## ##

## ##

## December 9, 1993 ##

## ##

## 2 ## Text summarization: a complex problem (subtitle) ##

0a000000a00000000a0000a0 a0

## ##

## ##

## 3 ## Coming up with a general solution to the problem of text##

## summarization was identi�ed in the early 1970's as one of ##

##the core tasks of computational linguistics and AI. ##

00a0a00000000a0a0a0a0000 a0

## 4 ##Twenty years later relatively little progress has been ##

##made on developing robust, domain independent approaches to ##

##extracting the key ideas from a text and assembling them into ##

##a compact, coherent account of the source. ##

aaaa0a000000000a000a00a0 0a

## 5 ##Summarization remains an extremely di�cult and ##

##apparently intractable problem. ##

0a0a0a0000a000000a00a00a 0a

## 6 ## In my view, this is because discourse which takes ##

##information from other modules of the grammar as input, and ##

##returns as output information needed to build representations ##

##of the meaning of the discourse, emerges from highly complex ##

##and ill-understood interactions among sentential prosodic, ##

##syntactic and semantic knowledge, knowledge of discourse ##

##structuring conventions, and world knowledge. ##

a0a0a000a0000000a0a000a0 0a

## 7 ##Despite the primitive state of our understanding of ##

##discourse, I believe that there is a great deal to be gained ##

##for summarization from understanding the linguistic structure ##

##of the texts to be summarized. ##

0a0aa000a0000000a00aa00a a0

## 8 ##In this brief essay I would like to discuss from a ##

##linguistic perspective, the properties of the discourses which##

## human beings regularly produce and decode. ##

a0a000a00a00000000a000a0 0a

## ##

## ##

## 9 ## 2 Discourse Context (subtitle) ##

0a000000a00000000000a000 0a

## ##

## ##

## 10 ##Texts are complex semantic objects. ##

0a0aa000a000000a0000a000 0a

## 11 ## Much as we might like to consider the texts which we ##

##might care to summarize as "cohesive", "coherent", "monologic"##

## and structured, it is unfortunately true that an important ##
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##property of naturally occurring discourse - even military ##

##casualty reports or simple weather reports - is that ##

##successive semiotic gestures (1) need not convey information ##

## or reaction relative to the same abstract semantic model. ##

aaaaa000a0000000a0000aaa 0a

## 12 ##For example, a page of a newspaper may tell a number of ##

##independent "stories" (or parts of stories) each modelling a ##

##separate object world. ##

a0a0a000a0000000a0000aa0 0a

## 13 ##Even within "one" overall story, a number of separate ##

##"worlds" may be invoked: one telling about what generically ##

##occurs in a given situation, another telling a story about ##

##some event which happened in the past which may be relevant to##

## the "news" being told, while still others may tell that ##

##"news" - some event of a previous day, perhaps - from the ##

##viewpoints of a number of individual characters. ##

a0a00000a0000000a00000a0 0a

## 14 ##Therefore, in processing successive linguistic ##

##utterances, we must build up representations of each abstract ##

## semantic/pragmatic world while computing the relationships ##

##which obtain among those worlds. ##

a0a0a00000000a0000a000a0 a0

## 15 ##Our experience in discourse modelling suggest that at ##

##least the following contexts are crucially necessary in ##

##utterance interpretation: ##

## ##

## Interactions which situate Real Speakers in Real locations ##

## in a Real time in the "real world" (2). (3) ##

## ##

## Speech Events which situate participants in roles in a ##

## socially constructed world of activities, tasks and actions##

## with their attendant de�nition of objects, times and space##

## and the rights, intentions and obligations of persons. ##

## ##

## Modal Contexts which represent the attitude (real or ##

## assumed) of the speaker (real or assumed) towards the ##

## content of the utterance as reected in clausal mood, ##

## polarity, empathy, and point of view. ##

## ##

## Genres which set up discourse worlds with times, locations,##

## objects and concerns local to the linguistic entity. ##

a0a0a00000000a000000a000 0a

## 16 ## When one examines a stretch of discourse with an eye to##

## which contexts each utterance is relevant, it turns out that ##

##while there is no guarantee that propositions with similar ##

##utterances will cluster in typical formations, in practice, ##

##such clustering is the norm. ##

a0a00000a0a00000aa0000a0 a0

## 17 ##So, for example, while newspapers stories may be broken ##

##up with the beginning of a story on one page and its ##

##continuation on a subsequent page, the propositions making up ##

##the story will be arranged in a conventional way: ##

aaaa0000a0000000a0000aaa 0a

## 18 ##information giving a general overview of the story will ##

##come �rst (4), and then a narrative line will be developed ##

##giving events in order perhaps through the device of giving ##

## information in reported speech. ##

0a0a00a0a0000000a0a000aa 0a

## 19 ## Which information from which context must �gure in the##

## summary? ##

a0a00000000a0a00000aa000 0a

## 20 ##The entire mainline narrative? ##

0a0a0a00000a0000000a0000 0a

## 21 ##Some of the events of the mainline? ##

0a0a0a00000a0000000a000a 0a

## 22 ## (Parts of) the mainline narrative plus "important" ##

##aspects of the ashed segment? ##

a0a00000a00a000000a000a0 0a

## 23 ##Remarks on the relevance of the events as reported in ##

##quotations or free indirect speech? ##

a0a00a00000a0000000000a0 0a

## 24 ##How would one decide? ##

0a0a0a00000a0a00a000a000 0a

## 25 ##Are there general procedures for making such a decision ##

##or must they be made on an ad hoc, case by case basis? ##

aaaa0000000a0a00000000a0 0a

## 26 ##Similarly, interactions are structured in a ##

##characteristic manner (5) as are the Speech Events which they ##

##contextualize. ##

a0a00000a000000000a000a0 0a

## ##

## ##

## ##

## 27 ## 3 Discourse Units (subtitle) ##

0a0a0000a00000000000a000 a0

## ##

## ##

## 28 ##Discourse does not usually consist of an unstructured ##

##collection of unrelated utterances. ##

0a0aa000a0000a00a000a000 a0

## 29 ##Rather, discourse is characterized by arrangements of ##

##information patterned into conventional structures, which ##
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##means that we may characterize discourse in terms of ##

##discourse units which can be described by rules of ##

## well-formedness. ##

aaaaa000a0000a00000000a0 a0

## 30 ##In our work in discourse modelling we have identi�ed ##

##two basic units of discourse formation: ##

a0a00000a00000aa00a0a000 0a

## 31 ##the basic discourse construction units are the discourse##

## operator (6) and the discourse constituent unit (dcu). ##

0a0a0000a00000000000a00a a0

## 32 ## Discourse is constructed through recursively embedding ##

##and sequencing dcus to one another. ##

a0a00000a000000000a000a0 a0

## 33 ## Elementary dcus are contextually indexed ##

## representations of information encoded in minimal proposition##

## carrying linguistic structures. (7). ##

a0a00000a0000000000000a0 0a

## 34 ## Elementary dcus participate in and constitute more ##

##complex types of dcus described by their own rules of ##

##syntactic and semantic or pragmatic wellformedness. ##

a0a00000a000000a00000aaa 0a

## 35 ##These units include: ##

## ##

## Sentences formed according to the rules of sentential ##

## syntax ##

## ##

## Lists such as narratives and other ordered and unordered ##

## sequences ##

## ##

## Elaborations including explanations, multiclausal ##

## descriptions of mentioned items, direct discourse and ##

## similar semantically related phenomena ##

## ##

## Logical structures such as IF/THEN, x BUT y units ##

## ##

## Rhetorical structures such as thesis/support structures (8)##

## ##

## Binary structures such as Interruptions, Repairs and ##

## Adjacency Pairs (greetings, apologies/acceptances) ##

## ##

## Genre units such as stories and arguments which include ##

## expected information in an expected order ##

## ##

## Speech Events such as casual chat, funerals. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa a0

## ##

## ##

## ##

## 36 ## 4 Discourse processing (subtitle) ##

a0a00000a000000000a0a000 0a

## ##

## ##

## ##

## 37 ##Sentential syntax, semantics and prosody guide the ##

##segmentation of text into "naked" dcus. ##

a0a00000a0000000000aa00a a0

## 38 ## World knowledge and linguistic knowledge about ##

## discourse activities and their structures as well as speci�c##

## knowledge about the state of the discourse enables language ##

##users to assign appropriate context indices to these "naked" ##

##propositional structures to form elementary indexed dcus. ##

a0a0a000a000000a0000a00a 0a

## 39 ## Relations among these dcus as they are deployed ##

##sequentially in language discourse construction can be ##

##modelled at a purely linguistic level - not as a psychological##

## or cognitive process - ##

aaaaa000a000000a00a000aa 0a

## 40 ## human discourse processing can be modelled using ##

##Context Free rules which build dcus from dcus and capture ##

##discourse hierarchical structure modelled as a stack by ##

## Reichman and Grosz and Sidner, as an Open Right Tree by ##

##Polanyi and Scha, and as a Tree with an Open Right Edge (the ##

##"Right Frontier") by Webber. ##

a0a00000a0000000000000aa a0

## 41 ## All of these frameworks share the assumption that ##

##discourse hierarchical structure �gures prominently in the ##

## interpretation of pronominal, locative and temporal anaphora ##

##and it is not unreasonable to expect that these researchers ##

##would agree that any scheme to automatically summarize ##

##discourse must have access to segmentation and parsing devices##

## which would allow for the representation of hierarchical ##

##structure. ##

aaaaa000a0000a00000000aa 0a

## ##

## ##

## ##

## ##

## 42 ## 5 Discourse Interpretation (subtitle) ##

a0a00000a000000000a00000 0a

## ##

## ##

## 43 ##In order to provide a formal mechanism for incremental ##
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##interpretation of a series of propositions belonging to a ##

##given (set of) contexts, we propose that each discourse ##

## processing machine must be equipped with an interpretative ##

##component to consist of a set of model theoretic dynamic ##

##discourse unit representations enriched with inference ##

##capabilities and a formal mechanism to describe accessibility ##

##relations obtaining among them. ##

a0a000a0a000000a000a0aaa a0

## 44 ##This machine would output a set of representations ##

## corresponding to the "meaning of the text" in the sense of ##

##the states of a�airs asserted in relation to each ##

##Interactional, Speech Act, Genre and modal context of the ##

## source text. ##

aaaaa000a000000a000000aa a0

## 45 ## These representations, in turn, function as input for ##

##the summarization process - since only a portion of the ##

##information in each would be included in the target summary. ##

a0a00000a000000a000000aa a0

## 46 ##Exactly which information should be included and which ##

##left aside is to be determined by weighted interactions ##

##computed among the intentions of the speaker (as shown by the ##

##rhetorical marking of the source as discussed in Polanyi ##

##1989), the interests of the recipient (deriving from a model ##

##of the user), and the structuring of the text. ##

a0a00000a000000000a00aaa a0

## ##

## ##

## ##

## 47 ## 6 Text summarization: Beyond the State of the Art? ##

## (subtitle) ##

a0a00a00000a000a000aa00a 0a

## ##

## ##

## 48 ## A formal linguistic theory such as the one we have ##

## sketched is AI-Incomplete. ##

aaaaa000a00000000000a00a a0

## 49 ##An automatic summarization engine which could accept an ##

##input text and output a summary of the source text would need ##

##access to the information necessary to construct an adequate ##

##semantic representation. ##

aaaaa000a000000aa00000aa a0

## 50 ## This would necessarily require a complex model of world##

##knowledge. ##

0a0aa000a0000a00a00aa00a a0

## 51 ## It is my considered opinion that modelling the world ##

##knowledge component of human cognitive functioning in anything##

## other than a toy domain lies far beyond our current ##

##capabilities. ##

a0a0a00000a0000a0000a00a a0

## ##

## ##

## ###################### ##

################

### 2nd TEXT ###

################

## ##

##<dt> 891004 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ##<hl> Law Report: English proceedings over ancient ##

## art work stayed: ##

0a0a00000a000a000000a000 a0

## 2 ## Cleveland Museum of Art v Capricorn Art International ##

## SA and another -Queen's Bench Division (Commercial Court) ##

## (Mr Justice Hirst), 2 October 1989 </hl> ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa a0

## 3 ## <bl> By YING HUI TAN, Barrister </bl> ##

a0a000a0a00000a000000aa0 a0

## ##

## ##

## 4 ## <p> An overseas company dealing in works of art which ##

## used premises in London for viewing and storing works of art ##

## and controlled access to a secure vault at the premises had ##

## an established place of business in Great Britain on the ##

## premises, although other works of art not belonging to the ##

## company were also on the premises and no outward sign of the ##

## company, such as a nameplate, was displayed on the premises. ##

0a0a0000a000000000a000aa a0

## 5 ## The company had therefore been properly served with ##

## English proceedings by an American museum in Ohio, but since ##

## the Ohio court was the more appropriate forum for the trial ##

## of disputes between the parties, the English action would be ##

## stayed. ##

aaaaa000a000aa0000000aaa a0

## 6 ## <p> Mr Justice Hirst ordered a stay of English ##

## proceedings brought against the �rst defendant. ##

a0a00000a000a000000000a0 0a

## 7 ## <p> The �rst defendant, Capricorn, a company registered##

## in Panama, was the owner of a valuable reliquary which was an##

## important piece of ancient Pakistan art of the Gandhara ##

## period, dating from the �rst century AD. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa a0
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## 8 ## <p> The reliquary was a �ne specimen of that type of ##

## art and of very good quality and in �ne condition. ##

0a0aa000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 9 ## Part of the reliquary consisted of a gold inscription ##

## plaque which referred to the fourteenth year of a particular ##

## Gadhara king, enabling the experts to date it precisely. ##

aaaaa000aa0000aa00000aaa 0a

## 10 ## The reliquary was held by Capricorn in a secure vault ##

## at an address in St John's Wood, north London, which belonged##

## to an associate company of Capricorn. ##

aaaa0000a00000000000a00a a0

## 11 ## The house was occupied as the London residence of an ##

## art dealer. ##

aaaa0000a00000a000a00aa0 0a

## 12 ## Capricorn, giving that address, had placed insurance ##

## policies at Lloyd's up to 1.1m for a wide variety of ##

## categories of objects of art. ##

a0a000a0a000000000000aa0 0a

## 13 ## <p> Capricorn agreed to loan the reliquary for display ##

## at an exhibition in Ohio, USA. ##

a0a000a0a00000a000a00aaa 0a

## 14 ## In September 1985, the second defendant collected the ##

## reliquary and packed it for shipment to the plainti�, ##

## Cleveland Museum of Art. ##

a0a00000a000000000a00aaa a0

## 15 ## After it was unpacked the plaque was found to be ##

## missing. ##

aaaaa000a00000000a000aa0 a0

## 16 ## <p> In 1987, Capricorn commenced proceedings in Ohio ##

## against the museum and the second defendant for negligence ##

## in handling the reliquary, claiming dollars 400,000, ##

## representing the dimunition of value of the reliquary minus ##

## the plaque. ##

a0a00000a0000a0000a00aaa a0

## 17 ## The proceedings had gone through interlocutory stages ##

## for two years. ##

aaaa0000a00000000000a00a 0a

## 18 ## The second defendant had noti�ed the Ohio court it ##

## would decline to submit to the jurisdiction. ##

a0a0a0000aa00000a0a0a000 a0

## 19 ## <p> In 1989, the museum began English proceedings ##

## against Capricorn, with the object of forcing Capricorn to ##

## abandon its claim in Ohio. ##

a0a000a0a0000000000aa00a a0

## 20 ## The museum claimed that Capricorn or the second ##

## defendant, as Capricorn's agent, was responsible for the ##

## loss of the plaque. ##

aaaaa000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 21 ## The writ was served at the London address on the basis ##

##that it constituted a place of business established by ##

## Capricorn as an overseas company in Great Britain, rendering ##

## such service valid under section 695 of the Companies Act ##

## 1985, ##

a0a0a00000000000000a0aaa a0

## 22 ## Capricorn had not registered the name and address of ##

## a person authorised to accept service. ##

a0a00000a000a0aa00a00aaa a0

## 23 ## <p> Capricorn applied for the service of the writ to be##

## set aside on the ground that the London address did not ##

## consitute a place of business in Great Britain or that if ##

## service was good, Capricorn sought a stay on the ground of ##

## lis alibi pendens in Ohio. ##

a0a0a0a000000000a0a00aaa a0

## 24 ## <p> Simon Tuckey, QC, and Sarah Harman (Elborne ##

## Mitchell) for Capricorn; ##

0a0a0000a000000000a00aaa 0a

## 25 ## Nicholas Stewart, QC, and David Halpern (Reynolds ##

## Porter Chamberlain) for the museum. ##

0a0a0000a000000000a00aaa 0a

## 26 ## <p> MR JUSTICE HIRST said that the criteria in ##

## determining whether an overseas company had established a ##

## place of business in Great Britain were summarised in ##

## Palmers' Company Law, 24th edn (1987) page 1658. ##

a0a0a00000000000000a00a0 0a

## 27 ## Further, a visible sign or physical indication was not ##

## essential, though its absence was a factor to be taken into ##

## account: ##

aaaaa0000000000000000aaa 0a

## 28 ## Re Oriel (1986) 1 WLR 180. ##

00000000a000000000000aa0 0a

## 29 ## <p> Evaluating the evidence, it demonstrated ##

## substantial storage by Capricorn of works of art on the ##

## premises in London. ##

a0a00000a000000a000000a0 0a

## 30 ## The second defendant had made a large number of ##

## deliveries to and collections from the premises on ##

## Capricorn's account. ##

a0a00000a000000a00000aa0 a0

## 31 ## It was clear that the premises were used for viewing ##

## works of art stored there by Capricorn and that it controlled##

## access to the vault. ##

aaaaa000a000000a000a0aaa 0a
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## 32 ## The address on the insurance policy was also consistent##

## with the premises being Capricorn's established business ##

## premises. ##

0a0a0000a000000a000a0aa0 0a

## 33 ## <p> Storage and viewing were very important aspects of ##

## an art dealer's business. ##

aaaaa0000000000a0000a000 0a

## 34 ## The museum had demonstrated a su�ciently substantial ##

## scale of those two activities to make good its case that ##

## Capricorn had an established place of business on the ##

## premises. ##

a0a0a0a00000000a000a00aa a0

## 35 ## <p> The fact that other works of art not belonging to ##

## Capricorn were also on the premises did not a�ect that ##

## conclusion: ##

aaaaa000a000000a00000aa0 a0

## 36 ## nor did the absence of any outward sign of Capricorn ##

## on the premises have any signi�cance, since it would be ##

## uncharacteristic for art dealers in objects of such high ##

## quality to place conspicuous nameplates on their premises. ##

aaaa00000000000aa0000aaa a0

## 37 ## <p> It followed that the service of the writ was good ##

## service. ##

aaaaa000a000000a0000a00a 0a

## 38 ## <p> Turning to the stay of proceedings, the principles ##

## which applied were enshrined in The Abidin Daver (1984) AC ##

## 398 and The Spiliada (1987) AC 460. ##

a0a00000a000000000000aa0 0a

## 39 ## There were a numbers of factors which pointed strongly ##

## in favour of Ohio as the more appropriate forum for the trial##

## of the disputes. ##

aaaaa000a000000a000000a0 a0

## 40 ## <p> The case had been under way in Ohio for more than ##

## two years and was now ready for trial. ##

0a0aa000a000000a00000aaa a0

## 41 ## Capricorn had already expended dollars 75,000 in legal ##

## costs in those proceedings. ##

a0a000a0a000000000a000a0 0a

## 42 ## The law of Ohio was the proper law of the loan ##

## agreement. ##

0a0aa000a000000a000a00aa a0

## 43 ## Ohio was the more convenient forum for the witnesses. ##

0a0aa000a000000a000a00a0 a0

## 44 ## Capricorn's choice of venue in Ohio was in all respect ##

## appropriate. ##

0a0aa000a000000a0000a000 a0

## 45 ## <p> While it would have been preferable if the second ##

## defendant participated in the trial in Ohio, and that was a ##

## consideration to be taken into account on forum conveniens, ##

## that factor was insu�cient to outweigh the other factors. ##

aaaaa000a000000aa0a00aaa 0a

## 46 ## <p> Further, pursuit of the English action would result##

## in substantial additional expense, inconvenience and delay of##

## the kind described in The Abidin Daver. ##

a0a0a000a0a0000aa00000aa a0

## 47 ## Following the approach ordained in The Spiliada, the ##

## Ohio court was another available forum, having competent ##

## jurisdiction, which was the more appropriate forum for the ##

## trial of the action. ##

0a0aa000aa00000a000a0aa0 a0

## 48 ## Capricorn's application for a stay of the English ##

## action would be granted. ##

a0a0a000a000000aa00aa000 a0

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 12 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ####################################

#################

### 3rd TEXT ####

#################

## ##

##<dt> 891003 </dt> ##

## ##

## 1 ## <hl> Hong Kong Special Report: The snakes are in good ##

## form, despite the wind: ##

0a0a0000a00000000000a000 a0

## 2 ## The feet are made for wokking, Robert Cottrell concludes##

## as he adds the extremities of chickens to his range of ##

## culinary delights, along with the mysteries of tea, rice and ##

## appropriate poetry </hl> ##

aaaaa000a0000000000a0aa0 a0

## 3 ## <bl> By ROBERT COTTRELL </bl> ##

a0a000a0a000000000000aaa 0a

## ##

##<st> ##

## ##

## 4 ## <p> A MILESTONE in food-fetishism: my �rst chicken's ##

## foot, eaten at Zen, Hong Kong, on 13 September. ##

aaaa00a0a00000000000a000 a0

## 5 ## Boneless. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aa0 0a
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## 6 ## Chicken's feet used to give the lie to my bravura ##

## claim to Eat Anything, so long as it was recently dead. ##

a0a00000a000000a000aa000 a0

## 7 ## I would go out of my way to crunch on crisp, mustardy ##

## jelly�sh; ##

0a0aa0a000000000a00a00a0 0a

## 8 ## an oily, tissuey-textured sea-slug, slipped into a ##

## congee of boiled rice, was my idea of a hearty breakfast; ##

0a0aa000a000000000000aa0 0a

## 9 ## and the pig, from the brains to the balls (of the feet) ##

## seemed like a gourmet's theme-park. ##

0a0a0000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 10 ## So why not chicken feet? ##

0a0a0a00000a0000a000a000 0a

## 11 ## <p> Mainly because they looked like chicken's feet. ##

0a0aa000a0000000a0000aaa a0

## 12 ## Toes, tiny ankles, skin, heels, as per when still ##

## attached to the chicken. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa 0a

## 13 ## Also, because as served in 99 out of 100 Chinese ##

## restaurants, they would arrive sticky with grease and boiled ##

## to a hue of nauseously vivid waxy-yellow. ##

aaaaa000a0000000a00a0aaa 0a

## 14 ## Nor could you just shut your eyes and throw them down ##

## the hatch; ##

a0a00000a000000aa00aa00a a0

## 15 ## because the whole pleasure of a chicken's foot would ##

## come from sucking and nibbling it slowly, seeking out the ##

## tasty skin and the fragments of esh like the last moments ##

## of a particularly luscious spare rib. ##

aaaaa000a000000aa0000aaa a0

## 16 ## You have to like them as feet. ##

a0a0a0a000000000000aa00a a0

## 17 ## <p> Zen, a newly-opened o�shoot of the British ##

## restaurant group, is in the basement of a just-�nished ##

## o�ce and shop development called Paci�c Place. ##

0a0a0000a000000000000aaa a0

## 18 ## Its translucent glass, bare concrete ceilings, exposed ##

## pipework and Rennie Mackintosh-ish chairs are miles away from##

## the gilt-and-gingerbread kitsch of the Hong Kong restaurant ##

## mainstream. ##

0a000000a000000000000aa0 0a

## 19 ## <p> The menu reads more conventionally, but the food ##

## has been thought through with unusual care: ##

aa00a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 20 ## witness the unexpected sweetness in the crab and sesame##

## tart; the vinegary bite to a plate of matted e-fu noodles; ##

## and, of course, that small plate of perfection, within the ##

## narrowly-de�ned limits of its raw material, the chicken's ##

## foot. ##

0a000000a000000aa0000aaa a0

## 21 ## <p> The Zen foot is not yellow, but white. ##

0a00aa00a000000000000aa0 0a

## 22 ## The skin not waxy, but translucent; ##

0a00aa00a000000000000aa0 0a

## 23 ## the texture not oily, but clean and dry. ##

0a00aa00a000000000000aa0 0a

## 24 ## It still looks like a foot, but a very nice foot ##

## really. ##

0a00a000a000000000000aaa a0

## 25 ## A�ecting nonchalance, I pluck it up, and begin ##

## nuzzling; ##

a0a000a000000000000000a0 0a

## 26 ## and, yes, it is a fairly rewarding sort of thing to ##

## eat. ##

aaa0a0a0a000000a000000a0 a0

## 27 ## Not much avour, but a �brous-to-spongy chewiness ##

## which sets it apart from the average savoury snack. ##

0a00a000a000000a000000aa a0

## 28 ## Now for the sheep's eyes. ##

a00000a0a0000a0000a0a000 0a

## 29 ## <p> DRINK TEA with Chinese food. ##

a0a00000a00000000000a000 a0

## 30 ## It aids digestion, prevents obesity, soothes the spirit##

## and quickens the mind _ or so its addicts would have you ##

## believe. ##

a0a0a000a000000a000a0aaa a0

## 31 ## <p> You can try to impress the waiter as a serious ##

## customer by specifying the type of tea you want, rather than ##

## just the brew in general. ##

a0a000a00000000a000a00a0 0a

## 32 ## The default blend in Hong Kong restaurants is usually ##

## the Yunnan tea called bo-lei in Cantonese dialect, and pu-erh##

## in Mandarin. ##

aaaaa000a0000000a0000aaa a0

## 33 ## Dark, hard and faintly bitter, it is said to have the ##

## side-e�ect of lowering blood-pressure, unlike most other ##

## things in Hong Kong. ##

aaa0a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 34 ## The restaurant teapot is usually free, and bottomless. ##

0a00a000a0000000a0000aa0 a0

## 35 ## When you have reached the lees, leave the pot on the ##
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## table with the lid overturned or tilted to one side. ##

aaaa0000a0000000000000a0 0a

## 36 ## This will cue the waiter to re�ll it. ##

a0a0a000aa00000a000a0aaa a0

## 37 ## <p> Etiquette requires more or less continuous ##

## competition among diners to keep one another's tea-cups ##

## topped up. ##

a0a0a000a0000a00000aa000 a0

## 38 ## You will often see recipients tapping the table with ##

## the three middle �ngers of one hand while their cup is being##

## �lled. ##

a0a00000a0000000a0000aa0 0a

## 39 ## The gesture conveys gratitude for the kindness, and ##

## allegedly commemorates an emperor who, curious to taste the ##

## life of his common people, stayed incognito at an inn with ##

## two companions. ##

a0a00000a000000a000a00a0 0a

## 40 ## When the emperor took his turn at dinner pouring the ##

## tea, an unimaginable reversal of protocol, his awestruck ##

## fellow-travellers tapped the table to signify the kow-tows of##

## abasement which they would ordinarily have been performing ##

## before him. ##

aaaa00a0a0000a00a0000aaa 0a

## 41 ## <p> Chinese philosophers, gourmets and poets have ##

## produced over the centuries an extensive literature devoted ##

## to tea and its presumed e�ects upon the body and soul. ##

a0a00000a000000aa000a000 a0

## 42 ## For a short and poignant reection, consider this ##

## fragment from Lo Tong, an eighth century poet, translated by ##

## T C Lai in his book At the Chinese Table: ##

a0a000a0a000000000000aaa a0

## 43 ## The �rst bowl _ how soothing to the throat] ##

aaa0a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 44 ## The second bowl _ all feeling of loneliness vanishes; ##

a0a00000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 45 ## The third bowl _ I start searching my soul to �nd �ve##

## thousand volumes of ancient tomes; ##

a0a0a0a0a000000a00a00aa0 0a

## 46 ## The fourth bowl _ a slight perspiration which washes ##

## away all unhappy things; ##

a0a0a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 47 ## The �fth bowl _ my bones and muscles all cleansed; ##

a0a0a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 48 ## The sixth bowl _ I establish communication with the ##

## immortal spirit; ##

a0a0a0a0a000000a00a00aa0 0a

## 49 ## The seventh bowl _ this must not be taken, ##

a0a0aa00a0a000a0a0000aa0 0a

## 50 ## Already a cool ethereal breeze Emanates from underneath##

## my arms. ##

a0a00000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 51 ## <p> HALF THE pleasure of a southern Chinese meal ought ##

## to be the rice; ##

0a00a000a0000000a000a000 a0

## 52 ## its humble utility need not obscure its noble worth. ##

aaa00a00a000000a0000a000 a0

## 53 ## Traditionally, the fan, the cooked rice, is the ##

## essential element of the Chinese meal prepared south of the ##

## Yangtze River; ##

0a00a000a000000a00000aaa 0a

## 54 ## north of the Yangtze, breads and noodles take its ##

## place. ##

0a000000a000000a00000aaa 0a

## 55 ## The function of the cai, or choy _ whatever else might ##

## be eaten with the staple _ is to supply a little variety and ##

## additional nourishment. ##

aaa00000a000000aa00a0aa0 a0

## 56 ## <p> The �nest rice in all China used to be grown in ##

## �elds around the village of Shatin, in Hong Kong's New ##

## Territories. ##

a0a00000a000000aa0000aa0 0a

## 57 ## So distinctive were its qualities that the entire crop ##

## was bought by the Imperial Court. ##

a0a00000a0000a0000000aa0 0a

## 58 ## Nowadays, the Shatin rice �elds have long vanished ##

## beneath a new town of skyscrapers and motorways, with a ##

## racecourse at one side and a university at the other. ##

aaaa0000a0000000a0000aa0 0a

## 59 ## <p> Chinese rice served in the course of a meal is ##

## always white, and usually prepared by steaming. ##

aaa0a000a0000000a0000aa0 a0

## 60 ## Ideally, it will be long-grained, rich in taste and ##

## slightly sticky. ##

0a00a000a000000aa0000aa0 0a

## 61 ## The grains will be chewy, much as pasta should be al ##

## dente; ##

aaa0a0000000000aa0000aaa 0a

## 62 ## it will be without lumps; ##

0a00a000a000000aa0000aaa 0a

## 63 ## and it will be fragrant. ##

0a00a000a000000a00000aaa 0a

## 64 ## It can be eaten without inhibition, the bowl raised to ##
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## the lips and the chopsticks used to rake the grains into the ##

## mouth. ##

a0a0a000a00000a0a0000aaa a0

## 65 ## <p> About the only serious mistake you can make with ##

## rice is to stick your chopsticks upright in the bowl: ##

aaaa0a0aa0a0000aa000a000 a0

## 66 ## to do so mimics the Buddhist ritual for o�erings to ##

## the dead, and will quickly reduce your table to an awkward ##

## silence. ##

aaaaa000a0a0000a00000aa0 a0

## 67 ## <p> The autumn winds have risen, ##

a0a00000a00000000000a000 0a

## 68 ## The snakes are in good form, ##

0a0aa000a000000a000000a0 0a

## 69 ## It's time to nourish yourself. ##

aaaaa0000000000a00a0a000 0a

## 70 ## <p> (Restaurant advertisement, translated by T C Lai) ##

a0a000a0a000000000000aa0 0a

## 71 ## THE FRENCH gastronomic journal, Gault-Millau, caused ##

## major ructions this summer by applying its critical eye to ##

## the grandest of Hong Kong's hotel restaurants. ##

aaaa0a00a00000000aa0a000 a0

## 72 ## It found, high prices; a frequent want of authenticity ##

## in purportedly French cuisine; and it concluded that the ##

## least snooty of the bunch, the Restaurant de France at the ##

## Regal Meridien, Tsimshatsui, was also the best. ##

aaaaa0a0a000000aaa000aaa a0

## 73 ## It liked the fact that the chef there, Jean-Yves Gueho,##

## was actually French _ as opposed to Swiss, German or Chinese;##

## and that the long dining room, decorated with glass cupolas, ##

## achieved an ecclesiastical dignity. ##

aaa0a000a000000a00000aa0 0a

## 74 ## The inspectors awarded Mr Gueho 17-18 marks out of ##

## possible 20, a ranking which would put him among the very ##

## best chefs of France. ##

aaaaa000a000000aa0000aaa a0

## 75 ## Of his dishes, they recommended lobster with coriander,##

## loup de mer, and pigeon with foie gras and tru�es. ##

a0a0a0a00000000000000aa0 0a

## 76 ## <p> They were less enthusiastic about two places which ##

## would consider themselves several cuts above the Meridien. ##

0a0a0a00aa00000a00000aa0 a0

## 77 ## The Pierrot restaurant at the Mandarin, they said, ##

## achieved some `great successes," but also some `real ##

## disasters". ##

a0a0aa0aa000000a0a0a00a0 0a

## 78 ## The Plume at the Regent Hotel was noted both for its ##

##`unbeatable view" and for its prix impitoyables. ##

a0a0a000a000000aa0000aa0 0a

## ##

##<sect> Foreign News Page 34 </sect> </st> ##

## ##

## ###################################



Appendix D

The PlaNet ANN Learning

Environment

PlaNet [140] is a public domain software written by Yoshiro Miyata, who also holds

the copyright (1987-1990).

D.1 The Back-Propagation Algorithm

## n.3layer: generic definition of a 3 layer back-prop network.

## define Nin, Nhid, and Nout as desired.

define ErrMsg \n\tread\swith\s'network\

sNin=<no-of-input>\

sNhid=<no-of-hidden>\

sNout=<no-of-output>\

sn.3layer'\n

IFNDEF Nin; printf ErrMsg; exit; ENDIF

IFNDEF Nhid; printf ErrMsg; exit; ENDIF

IFNDEF Nout; printf ErrMsg; exit; ENDIF

## DEFINITIONS OF LAYERS

layer Input Nin

layer Hidden Nhid

layer Output Nout

616
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## DEFINITIONS OF INPUT/TARGET BUFFERS

target Nout

input Nin

## DEFINITIONS OF CONNECTIONS

connect InputHidden Input to Hidden

connect HiddenOutput Hidden to Output

## PROCEDURE FOR ACTIVATING NETWORK FORWARD

procedure activate

input Input

forward InputHidden

activation Hidden

forward HiddenOutput

activation Output

target Output

end

## PROCEDURE FOR TRAINING NETWORK

procedure learn

call activate

backward HiddenOutput

delta Hidden

learn InputHidden

learn HiddenOutput

learnbias Output

learnbias Hidden

end
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D.2 Learning Parameters

For the majority of the experiments described in Chapter 7, the following parameter

values were employed in PlaNet.

eta (learning rate) = 0.1

alpha (momentum) = 0.3

max (maximum activation) = 1

min (minimum activation) = 0

netmax (maximum net input) = Nin

weight (initial weight variance) = 0.5

careoff (how much to care if output is off) = 1

bound (bound for bound() function) = 1

bound0 (upper bound for bound0() function) = 1

randomize (random presentation) = off

epoch (current epoch number) = 10000 (variable)

print (freq of printing) = 1

precision (precision for printing) = 4

save (freq of saving weights) = 200

errorsave (freq of saving error) = 200

saveappend (append to end when saving) = on

command (freq of exec'ing command list) = 1

errlimit (error to terminate cycle) = 0.001

floatpattern (floating number patterns) = off

debug (step through procedure actions) = off

quiet (be quiet in source/clist) = on

confirm (confirm each command in source) = off

normalize (normalize display values) = on

threshold (threshold for display value) = 0

graph (freq of graphing) = 1

mark (freq of marking graph) = 200

display (freq of displaying state) = 1

plot (freq of xy-plotting) = 0

matrix (#of columns of response matrix) = 0

squareshape (display with squares (not bars)) = on

dunit (display unit value) = 1

transpose (transpose weight matrix display) = off

graphlog (graph in log scale) = off

label (print label below each display) = on

number (print numbers for display) = on

erase (erase window before display) = on

The speci�c values for the learning rate (eta) and the momentum (alpha) were

chosen after experimentation with alternative values. It has been claimed [112] that
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a high learning rate (e.g. 0.2) helps avoid convergence to poor local minima and gen-

erally speeds up the whole process of gradient descent (cf. Section 6.1.3.1). It has

also been suggested [69] that both parameters need to be updated on-line, during pat-

tern presentation (`stochastic update') [112]. More speci�cally, a gradual decrease in

the corresponding high initial values has been found to be necessary during the �nal

learning cycles [op.cit.]. Relevant experiments, however, conducted in preparation

to those reported in Chapter 7, showed that both techniques tend to cause an in-

creased perturbation in the progression of the mean-square-error for the current data

and task. Ultimately convergence was impossible and training more time-consuming

(cf. Table D.1). For instance, ann memorisation performance after stochastic updat-

ing did not exceed 48% success, in one case; this is in contrast to the 65% acquired

for the same task, when a �xed learning rate of 0.2 and a constant 0.9 value for the

momentum were used. Although various formulae have been proposed for the sys-

tematic application of the stochastic updating technique (e.g. [112]), both stochastic

and `batch' updating

1

were abandoned for subsequent experiments.

Initially, a higher eta value was used (0.2), alongside a much greater alpha (0.9).

Nevertheless, both values tended to hinder convergence, irrespective of the number of

cycles or weight initialisations. Thus, they were subsequently replaced by the current

values; 01

2

and 03, respectively.

D.3 Training and Testing using a 100-Sentence Cor-

pus

In the initial - exploratory - experiments (with 5, 6, and 10 input features), a corpus of

100 real-world sentences was used (Appendix C). In these cases, the training regime

was as follows:

68 sentences from the corpus were providing the training patterns each time.

Training involved the iterative presentation of the corresponding input and output

patterns for a maximum of 40,000 cycles

3

. Subsequently, the ann was tested on 32

unseen patterns, provided by the remaining sentences in the corpus

4

. The results

collected were acquired from 4 simulations. Di�erent partitions of the 100-sentence

corpus were used for the establishment of diverse training and test sets. The simula-

tions always involved disparate initialisation weights

5

, which is a necessary procedure

in order to obtain the best results possible [112]. Although the size of the input layer

depended on the number of input features employed (5, 6, or 10), the number of

hidden units was always 30 (Section D.4.0.1); and there were always two units in the

output layer, for importance and unimportance, respectively.

1

alternatively called `true gradient descent' [112];

2

My gratitude goes to Ronan Reilly at the University College Dublin, Ireland, for recommending

the use of this lower value for the eta parameter.

3

even if convergence had not been attained by that time (cf. [112]);

4

The training and the test patterns were presented as separate �les.

5

i.e. using di�erent random seeds;
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STOCHASTIC UPDATING

command set weight 0.5 max 1 min 0 eta 0.2 alpha 0.9

command network net/n.24.30.2 -D -I -s270994602

command pattern pat/p.BIGTWO -D

step=100 Error=0.112631

command set alpha 0.7

step=180 Error=0.094910

command set alpha 0.5

step=180 Error=0.094910

step=200 Error=0.090348

step=240 Error=0.089761

command set alpha 0.9

step=240 Error=0.089761

step=260 Error=0.111378

command set eta 0.1

step=300 Error=0.111659

command set eta 0.05

step=340 Error=0.100449

command set eta 0.2

step=360 Error=0.091002

command set alpha 0.6

step=400 Error=0.110482

command set alpha 0.4

step=420 Error=0.091059

command set alpha 0.3

step=440 Error=0.087633

command set eta 0.5

step=490 Error=0.086399

step=500 Error=0.093054

command set eta 0.6

step=540 Error=0.093124

command set eta 0.7

step=590 Error=0.094785

step=600 Error=0.096536

command set eta 0.8

step=640 Error=0.097033

command set eta 0.9

step=690 Error=0.100065

step=700 Error=0.101947

command set eta 1

step=740 Error=0.102781

step=800 Error=0.104163

command set alpha 0.9

step=840 Error=0.102720

step=900 Error=0.147149

command set alpha 0.8

step=940 Error=0.139255

step=1000 Error=0.108067

command set alpha 0.6

step=1040 Error=0.117286

step=1100 Error=0.114906

command set alpha 0.4

step=1140 Error=0.119024

step=1200 Error=0.114172

Table D.1: An Example of the Beginning of a Training Session with Stochastic Up-

dating of the Learning Rate (ETA) and the Momentum (ALPHA) Values
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D.4 Training and Testing using a 1,100-Sentence

Corpus

Certain of the experiments with the 12 `cross-level' and the 12 `irrelevant linguistic'

input features reported in Section 7.2.1.2 (p. 295 �.) involved a �xed number of

training cycles. This was in order to facilitate the comparison among the di�erent

simulations (cf. [69]). Thus, the experiments shown in Fig. 7.2 (p. 299) involved 600

pattern presentations. In this case, training stopped after that time irrespective of

whether convergence had been attained. Moreover, this experimental series used the

default PlaNet values for both the learning rate (`eta') and the momentum (`alpha'),

namely 0.2 and 0.9, respectively. Thus, the memorisation ability of the ann with the

12 cross-level features was 71.5%, on average. The corresponding performance with

the irrelevant linguistic features was even lower, 61.5%. Both results, however, may

also be attributed to the fact that the 1,100 sentence corpus contains a limited number

of regularities; the general level of contradiction is 22%. In other words, insu�cient

training was not the only negative factor.

The experiments which involved the use of 780 patterns for training and 320

novel patterns for testing (Sections 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.2) were all run for up to 40,000

cycles. The results were acquired after 4 simulations, all of which employed disparate

initialisation weights (cf. Section D.3), as well as di�erent subsets of the corpus. A

�xed learning rate and momentum were used, i.e. 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. This is in

contrast to the default PlaNet values that had been employed previously.

D.4.0.1 Hidden Layer Size

A number of experiments were carried out with the 12 cross-level features as input,

where the size of the hidden layer was variable each time. Di�erent sizes were imple-

mented on a ann which was taught 500 patterns for 20,000 cycles. (The number of

training cycles was identical for all simulations in order to facilitate the comparison

among them [69].) The 500 patterns corresponded to di�erent sentences in the 1,100

corpus in each simulation. The ann was subsequently tested on the whole corpus.

Fig. D.1 shows that 20 hidden units induce as good a performance as 150 units,

namely 69.8% (cf. [112]). The corresponding success rates for the irrelevant features

are constantly lower than those for the cross-level features.

Consequently, for 12 input units, 20 hidden units should be su�cient, and prefer-

able than larger sizes. This is because large hidden layers involve an increased number

of weights in the ann which, in turn, calls for more training data [13]. In order to

establish a constant parameter in comparing otherwise di�erent experimental set-ups

(cf. [69]), the size of the hidden layer was established at 30, instead of 20, units in

order to accommodate the use of between 5 (Section 7.2.1.1) and 24 input features

(Section 7.2.2).
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Figure D.1: The E�ect of Hidden Layer Size on ANN Performance

D.5 Training and Testing using a 1,880-Sentence

Corpus

In order to facilitate comparisons with the experiments on the smaller, 1,100 sentence,

corpus and with di�erent types of input features, the same conditions and parameters

were applied on the whole as those reported in Section D.4. The ann had a single

hidden layer consisting of 30 units. The output layer had just two units, for impor-

tance and unimportance, respectively. The input layer had between 12 and 24 units

depending on the number of features represented therein.

For most of these experiments, 780 patterns were employed for training and 320

novel patterns for testing. Training involved the presentation of di�erent subsets of

the corpus for up to 40,000 cycles, depending on the rate of convergence. It was

ensured that disparate initialisation weights were used for each of the 4 simulations.
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A �xed learning rate and momentum were used, i.e. 0.1 and 0.3, respectively, as

before.
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Experimental Results

E.1 Cross-Level Features vs Irrelevant Features

624
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No. TRAINING No. TEST SUCCESS RATE

PATTERNS PATTERNS CROSS-LEVEL IRRELEVANT

FEATURES FEATURES

50 1050 51.1% 48.0%

100 1000 52.3% 50.2%

150 950 55.4% 48.7%

180 920 53.1% 48.8%

200 900 52.7% 52.1%

250 850 58.4% 51.6%

300 800 56.5% 50.2%

350 750 58.4% 55.0%

400 700 56.8% 53.2%

420 680 56.6% 52.3%

450 650 59.3% 56.1%

470 630 58.1% 54.6%

500 600 56.8% 54.6%

540 560 58.6% 54.5%

580 520 56.9% 55.8%

600 500 53.4% 54.2%

640 460 55.2% 53.5%

680 420 56.9% 45.0%

700 400 58.2% 50.7%

750 350 54.5% 48.8%

800 300 59.3% 51.7%

850 250 51.2% 54.0%

Table E.1: The E�ect of Training Data Size on Generalisation Performance (12 Input

Features)
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E.2 Testing on New Text Types

The following values show the degree of importance and unimportance assigned by

the ann to each sentence of the three texts in Section C.2.3. In that section, the

corresponding judgement of the human encoder can be found and contrasted to the

ann decisions.

Text No. 1:

source testTEXT

Reading patterns from pat/p.ky1.IN .. 51 patterns. size: 24 input, 0 target

print to file outK1.

Output

0.316

0.684

Pattern # 0 Error = 0.141873

Output

0.221

0.779

Pattern # 1 Error = 0.163932

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 2 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 3 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 4 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 5 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 6 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 7 Error = 0.246644
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Output

0.606

0.394

Pattern # 8 Error = 0.130667

Output

0.865

0.135

Pattern # 9 Error = 0.191696

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 10 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 11 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 12 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 13 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 14 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 15 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 16 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.980

0.020

Pattern # 17 Error = 0.240285

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 18 Error = 0.246644

Output
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0.007

0.993

Pattern # 19 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 20 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 21 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 22 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 23 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 24 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 25 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.316

0.684

Pattern # 26 Error = 0.141873

Output

0.931

0.069

Pattern # 27 Error = 0.217982

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 28 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 29 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.922
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0.078

Pattern # 30 Error = 0.214143

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 31 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.989

0.011

Pattern # 32 Error = 0.244435

Output

0.704

0.296

Pattern # 33 Error = 0.145758

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 34 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 35 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.940

0.060

Pattern # 36 Error = 0.221942

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 37 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.869

0.131

Pattern # 38 Error = 0.193015

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 39 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 40 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.009

0.991
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Pattern # 41 Error = 0.245336

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 42 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.963

0.037

Pattern # 43 Error = 0.232206

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 44 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 45 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 46 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 47 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.616

0.384

Pattern # 48 Error = 0.131712

Output

0.609

0.391

Pattern # 49 Error = 0.130887

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 50 Error = 0.246644

52-skye% [NEURON] >>

Text No. 2 :

source testTEXT

Reading patterns from pat/p.ky2.IN .. 48 patterns. size: 24 input, 0 target

print to file outK2.
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Output

0.059

0.941

Pattern # 0 Error = 0.222238

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 1 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 2 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.986

0.014

Pattern # 3 Error = 0.242904

Output

0.991

0.009

Pattern # 4 Error = 0.245686

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 5 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 6 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 7 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.436

0.564

Pattern # 8 Error = 0.127043

Output

0.025

0.975

Pattern # 9 Error = 0.237928

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 10 Error = 0.246644

Output
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0.993

0.007

Pattern # 11 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 12 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 13 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 14 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 15 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.025

0.975

Pattern # 16 Error = 0.237928

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 17 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 18 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.873

0.127

Pattern # 19 Error = 0.194675

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 20 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 21 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993
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0.007

Pattern # 22 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 23 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 24 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 25 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.020

0.980

Pattern # 26 Error = 0.240202

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 27 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.989

0.011

Pattern # 28 Error = 0.244497

Output

0.291

0.709

Pattern # 29 Error = 0.146767

Output

0.984

0.016

Pattern # 30 Error = 0.242136

Output

0.959

0.041

Pattern # 31 Error = 0.230489

Output

0.981

0.019

Pattern # 32 Error = 0.240519

Output

0.993

0.007
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Pattern # 33 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 34 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.037

0.963

Pattern # 35 Error = 0.232068

Output

0.990

0.010

Pattern # 36 Error = 0.244999

Output

0.753

0.247

Pattern # 37 Error = 0.156997

Output

0.934

0.066

Pattern # 38 Error = 0.219084

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 39 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 40 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 41 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 42 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.865

0.135

Pattern # 43 Error = 0.191696

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 44 Error = 0.246644
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Output

0.749

0.251

Pattern # 45 Error = 0.156039

Output

0.502

0.498

Pattern # 46 Error = 0.125003

Output

0.467

0.533

Pattern # 47 Error = 0.125536

58-skye% [NEURON] >>

Text No. 3 :

source testTEXT

Reading patterns from pat/p.ky3.IN .. 78 patterns.

size: 24 input, 0 target

print to file outTT_K3_a.

Output

0.036

0.964

Pattern # 0 Error = 0.232579

Output

0.631

0.369

Pattern # 1 Error = 0.133594

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 2 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 3 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 4 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 5 Error = 0.246644
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Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 6 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.987

0.013

Pattern # 7 Error = 0.243455

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 8 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 9 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 10 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 11 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 12 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 13 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.896

0.104

Pattern # 14 Error = 0.203528

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 15 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 16 Error = 0.246644

Output
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0.007

0.993

Pattern # 17 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 18 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 19 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 20 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 21 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 22 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 23 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 24 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.474

0.526

Pattern # 25 Error = 0.125341

Output

0.984

0.016

Pattern # 26 Error = 0.242223

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 27 Error = 0.246523

Output

0.007
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0.993

Pattern # 28 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.156

0.844

Pattern # 29 Error = 0.184099

Output

0.988

0.012

Pattern # 30 Error = 0.244179

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 31 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 32 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 33 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 34 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 35 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.992

0.008

Pattern # 36 Error = 0.246034

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 37 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.145

0.855

Pattern # 38 Error = 0.187904

Output

0.007

0.993
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Pattern # 39 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 40 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 41 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 42 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 43 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 44 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 45 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 46 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 47 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 48 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 49 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.867

0.133

Pattern # 50 Error = 0.192332
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Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 51 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 52 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.943

0.057

Pattern # 53 Error = 0.223317

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 54 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 55 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.079

0.921

Pattern # 56 Error = 0.213532

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 57 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 58 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 59 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 60 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 61 Error = 0.246644

Output
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0.007

0.993

Pattern # 62 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 63 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 64 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.974

0.026

Pattern # 65 Error = 0.237314

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 66 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 67 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.043

0.957

Pattern # 68 Error = 0.229431

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 69 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.007

0.993

Pattern # 70 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 71 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 72 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.896
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0.104

Pattern # 73 Error = 0.203528

Output

0.993

0.007

Pattern # 74 Error = 0.246644

Output

0.063

0.937

Pattern # 75 Error = 0.220399

Output

0.862

0.138

Pattern # 76 Error = 0.190378

Output

0.026

0.974

Pattern # 77 Error = 0.237218

29-skye% [NEURON] >>
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Example Draft Summaries

The following draft summaries were constructed by concatenating the sentences

that the content selection ann chose as more important in the corresponding texts.

Thresholding can be applied on the output activation values, so that only the sen-

tences that the ann was con�dent about are taken into consideration.

An example of what the `summary' of Text No. 3 in Section C.2.1 would look like

without the imposition of a con�dence criterion is the following:

##################

### 3rd TEXT #####

##################

## 1 ## Comedians, not crime, preoccupy New York (Headline)

## 3 ## THE 24 HOURS preceding President George Bush's stop

in New York last night on behalf of Rudolph Giuliani, the

Republican candidate for mayor, were among the bloodiest the

city has seen. ## 4 ## For Mr Giuliani, however, for whom

crime is a main campaign theme, the night in which 11 people

were killed did little to boost his chances of winning next

month's election. ## 8 ## Yesterday's newspaper columns on the

election were devoted to Mr Dinkins' promises to defend Jewish

interests in the same way that Mayor Ed Koch did for the past 12

years. ## 11 ## The coverage given to Mr Allen's remarks must

have been particularly galling to Mr Giuliani's backers in the

Republican party who have been unable to make crime an issue

in the race. ## 12 ## Last year Mr Bush came from 17 points behind

at the polls when a skilful advertising campaign persuaded voters

that Michael Dukakis, the Liberal governor of Massachusetts, was

soft on crime. ## 13 ## More people than ever are leaving New

643
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York before they get killed, raped or mugged. ## 15 ## Still,

the Giuliani campaign theme of `crime, crack and corruption" is

apparently failing to ignite voter interest. ## 16 ## Mr Bush

described Mr Giuliani as `America's greatest crime fighter", and

the evidence of the anarchy on the streets was on the television

news for all to see. ## 17 ## On Wednesday night a 52-year-old

Baptist minister was shot dead by robbers in the vestibule of his

Bedford Stuyvesant church. ## 18 ## Six blocks away a 52-year-old

doorman who tried to protect himself with an ice pick was killed

by a teenager with an automatic handgun. ## 19 ## In Times Square

an off-duty law enforcement officer felt a knife against his

throat as he went to catch a train home at 11.15pm. ## 20 ## The

mugger, who probably thought he was accosting a tourist, said

`don't move". ## 21 ## The agent pulled out a gun and shot him dead.

## 22 ## Mr Giuliani has been unable to focus voters' attention

on the fact that Mr Dinkins once went several years without paying

his taxes, or that he is a product of a corrupt Democratic machine.

## 23 ## Mr Dinkins has stayed in the headlines by pandering to

Jewish sensibilities, and by removing from his campaign a volunteer

who once read an antisemitic poem on the radio and praised it.

This is a very detailed `summary', where most of the original content has been

reproduced; 7 out of the 23 sentences of the input text were rejected as unimportant.

There was only 47.8% agreement, however, with the human encoder as regards the

importance of individual sentences in the text. Below are the exact output activation

values of the ann with respect to this text. The �rst value (e.g. 0.972) relates to

Importance, whereas the second (0.028) to Unimportance. A threshold of 0.5 trans-

lates these continuous values into binary ones (a and 0, in this case). Finally, next to

the number of the sentence which reects its position in the text (e.g. No.1), is the

result of a comparison with the target output; i.e. the human judgement regarding

the corresponding sentence. A Match indicates agreement between human encoder

and ann; a Mismatch identi�es a disagreement.

0.972

0.028

a0

No.1: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.2: Match

0.993

0.007

a0
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No.3: Match

0.685

0.315

0a

No.4: Mismatch

0.043

0.957

0a

No.5: Match

0.023

0.977

0a

No.6: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.7: Match

0.678

0.322

0a

No.8: Mismatch

0.007

0.993

0a

No.9: Match

0.007

0.993

a0

No.10: Mismatch

0.962

0.038

0a

No.11: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

a0

No.12: Match

0.972

0.028

a0

No.13: Match

0.030

0.970

a0

No.14: Mismatch
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0.993

0.007

0a

No.15: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

0a

No.16: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

0a

No.17: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

0a

No.18: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

0a

No.19: Mismatch

0.908

0.092

0a

No.20: Mismatch

0.824

0.176

0a

No.21: Mismatch

0.725

0.275

a0

No.22: Match

0.993

0.007

a0

No.23: Match

23 sentences checked, 11 matches [47.8% success]

A thresholding criterion can be applied, however, so that only ann output which

exhibits a di�erence of 993 points between importance and unimportance unit acti-

vation is considered. as opposed to 007. Output which does not ful�l this condition

is simply counted as a decision for Unimportance. Thus, the same text can now take

the following summarised form:
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##################

### 3rd TEXT #####

##################

## 3 ## THE 24 HOURS preceding President George Bush's stop

in New York last night on behalf of Rudolph Giuliani, the

Republican candidate for mayor, were among the bloodiest the

city has seen. ## 12 ## Last year Mr Bush came from 17 points

behind at the polls when a skilful advertising campaign persuaded

voters that Michael Dukakis, the Liberal governor of Massachusetts,

was soft on crime. ## 15 ## Still, the Giuliani campaign theme of

`crime, crack and corruption' is apparently failing to ignite voter

interest. ## 16 ## Mr Bush described Mr Giuliani as `America's

greatest crime fighter', and the evidence of the anarchy on the

streets was on the television news for all to see. ## 17 ## On

Wednesday night a 52-year-old Baptist minister was shot dead by

robbers in the vestibule of his Bedford Stuyvesant church.

## 18 ## Six blocks away a 52-year-old doorman who tried to

protect himself with an ice pick was killed by a teenager with

an automatic handgun. ## 19 ## In Times Square an off-duty law

enforcement officer felt a knife against his throat as he went

to catch a train home at 11.15pm. ## 23 ## Mr Dinkins has stayed

in the headlines by pandering to Jewish sensibilities, and by

removing from his campaign a volunteer who once read an antisemitic

poem on the radio and praised it.

This time, 15 sentences have been excluded from the draft summary out of the

total of 23. Although the degree of agreement with the human encoder has remained

the same (47.8%), the draft summary has a more acceptable form now.

There were also many cases where the ann generalised successfully to new texts,

so that the imposition of such thresholding on its output was rendered redundant.

For example, Text No. 7 in Section C.2.2 (82.6% success rate):

##############

## 7th TEXT ##

##############

## 1 ## Moscow editors feel the old-fashioned grip of the state

(Headline)

## 3 ## INTENSE party pressure for the dismissal of a prominent

liberal editor and a new campaign to discredit the radical
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politician Boris Yeltsin _ both apparently with the backing of

President Gorbachev _ have raised fears among reformers of a

conservative swing by the Soviet leadership. ## 5 ## On Monday

evening, he was summoned to the Central Committee to be told in

so many words by Vadim Medvedev, the Politburo member in charge

of ideology, that he should leave his post. ## 6 ## The move

follows a harsh talk delivered last week by Mr Gorbachev to a

group of senior Soviet editors, in which he gave several a

dressing down. ## 12 ## Some journalists are talking of a

protest strike. ## 13 ## `The press is quite simply now facing

bans on what it can write about, we're going back to the

situation of years ago,' one complained yesterday. ## 16 ## The

motion, which could prefigure a head-on clash between the party

and a steadily more assertive parliament, attacks the Central

Committee ideology department for its `unacceptable attempts'

to cow a newspaper. ## 22 ## Backing for Mr Yeltsin is not

universal. ## 23 ## But the fact that the parliamentary

exchanges were broadcast on prime time television leaves no

doubt that a campaign is under way to smear a man whose huge

following makes him Mr Gorbachev's only real rival.

14 out of the 23 sentences were judged as unimportant by the ann. The exact ann

output for this text, along with the corresponding human judgement (agree/disagree),

was as follows:

0.758

0.242

a0

No.1: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.2: Match

0.993

0.007

a0

No.3: Match

0.345

0.655

0a

No.4: Match

0.993

0.007

0a
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No.5: Mismatch

0.777

0.223

a0

No.6: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.7: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.8: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.9: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.10: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.11: Match

0.993

0.007

0a

No.12: Mismatch

0.922

0.078

a0

No.13: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.14: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.15: Match

0.871

0.129

a0

No.16: Match
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0.007

0.993

0a

No.17: Match

0.010

0.990

0a

No.18: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.19: Match

0.007

0.993

0a

No.20: Match

0.102

0.898

0a

No.21: Match

0.982

0.018

0a

No.22: Mismatch

0.993

0.007

0a

No.23: Mismatch

23 sentences checked, 19 matches [82.6% success]



Appendix G

Term De�nitions

In the course of the thesis, a number of terms are extensively employed, oftentimes

with an idiosyncratic de�nition. These are listed below. The terms that appear in

Bold Font in the de�nitions are themselves de�ned in separate entries.

Analysis = A generic term for Processing, usually of text. Analysis involves

Linguistic processing and precedes any form of Interpretation. See, however,

Discourse Analysis for a special de�nition of the word.

Arti�cial Neural Network (ann) = or Connectionist or Parallel Distributed

Processing system; "Information processing takes place through weighted con-

nections among a large number of simple processing elements called units, which

send excitatory and inhibitory signals to each other" [205] (p. 442).

`Blackboard'=A processing environment which consists of multiplemodules which

are specialised in some task, and a data structure which serves to co-ordinate the

operation of these modules and to restrict the amount and type of computation

taking place in these modules.

Clause = The basic form of Sentence which expresses a single Proposition. A

clause can be `primary' or `secondary'. In the former case, it can stand on its

own in a text, syntactically-speaking, as an independent sentence. This is in

contrast to secondary clauses, which depend on and modify primary clauses.

Communicating Agents = See Discourse Participants.

Connectionism= The approach to information processing which advocates the use

of Arti�cial Neural Networks as more appropriate models for the simulation

or understanding of the human cognitive functions. Opposite: Symbolism.

Content Selection = The stage in the Text Summarisation process where cen-

tral Sentences, Propositions, or concepts, in the source text are identi�ed

for subsequent inclusion or consideration in the target summary.
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Discourse = An utterance of any form, irrespective of whether it is spoken or

written; grammatical or ungrammatical; direct or reported; isolated or part of

a larger piece of linguistic usage. The term is often used here to denote full,

self-contained texts (e.g. "discourse development"). Occasionally (esp. in an ad-

jectival position), the term coincides with `communication situation'; e.g. "Dis-

course participants".

Discourse Analysis = The �eld of inquiry and research that has similar preoc-

cupations with Pragmatics. This term should be contrasted to the generic

de�nition of Analysis, used in isolation.

Discourse Participants orCommunicating Agents= the addressor of a message

and its addressee. Contact between them can be direct, for example, between

a speaker and a hearer; or indirect, as in the case of a writer and a reader. In

the latter context, the addressee is only prospective, rather than real.

Extralinguistic= what goes beyond the Linguistic. The term is used interchange-

ably with the term Pragmatic here.

Holistic = (cf. Parallel Distributed Processing) which involves the simultane-

ous consideration of many di�erent levels of Analysis; especially the Linguis-

tic and the Extralinguistic.

Hybrid = The concurrent implementation of Connectionist and Symbolic tech-

niques in a system.

Information Extraction = An approach to Natural Language Processing

and Text Summarisation, which involves an `a priori' speci�cation of what

is central in a text, and its subsequent recognition by means of a super�cial

Analysis of the constituent Sentences of that text.

Intermediary (usu. Feature) = what pertains to the semantic and rhetorical aspects

of the text.

Interpretation = A deeper form of Analysis, that involvesExtralinguistic Pro-

cessing.

Linguistic = what pertains to the Phonological/Phonetic, Morphological, Syntac-

tic, and literal Semantic levels of language.

Natural Language Processing (nlp) = nlp involves the Analysis of texts and,

optionally, the Interpretation of the corresponding Discourse from a compu-

tational standpoint. This analysis or interpretation is performed by a computer,

on the basis of rules formulated by human researchers; or data otherwise learnt.

Natural Language Understanding (nlu) = The use of sophisticated methods

of deep text Analysis and Interpretation that take into consideration Ex-

tralinguistic aspects of the text.
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Non-commissive = which has been inuenced, but does not abide by, a speci�c

theory or approach.

Objecti�cation = See Rei�cation.

Parallel Distributed Processing (pdp) = Or Connectionism; The informa-

tion processing paradigm which advocates the use of multiple interconnected

units which operate concurrently. Data is processed across many of these units,

through their connections, thus rendering its representation `distributed'. pdp

is usually implemented in the form of Arti�cial Neural Networks.

Pragmatic (usu. Feature) = what pertains to the �eld of Pragmatics and Dis-

course Analysis. Synonym: `High-level'.

Pragmatics = the �eld of inquiry and research that is preoccupied with the in-

ferencing, acquisition, and processing of knowledge about: the development

of Discourse; the discourse situation; its Participants; and common-sense

knowledge about these and the world, in general. This term is used inter-

changeably with the term Extralinguistic.

Processing = treatment of texts or other type of data, which results in their trans-

lation into other other kinds of data or an alternative representation.

Proposition = The `meaning' conveyed by a Clause. A proposition is expressed

in terms of predicate-argument structures, which relate verbs to nouns.

Rei�cation or Objecti�cation= The process whereby an abstract entity becomes

more concrete and objective, or easier to de�ne and identify. In this thesis, the

term usually denotes the translation of a Pragmatic Feature into lower-level,

Intermediary and Surface, features.

Sentence = A piece of text consisting of, at least, one main Clause. It is usually

terminated by a full-stop a question mark or an exclamationmark. Occasionally,

however, a colon or semi-colon may also be used to indicate its end.

Shell = A generic processing environment which is readily portable to speci�c ap-

plications, for which additional, specialised, components may or may not be

developed, as the `shell' can also operate in the absence of any such customisa-

tion.

Surface (usu. Feature) = Related to traits of the text that are identi�able on its

surface; e.g. words or syntactic patterns.

Symbolic = The traditional, sequential and rule-based, approach to information

and Natural Language Processing. Opposite: Connectionism.

Text Summarisation = The automatic processing of texts with a view to gen-

erate their summaries. The following tasks are involved: text Analysis and

Interpretation; Content Selection; and text generation.
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Writer = In the majority of instances in the thesis, this term is taken to mean

either the writer of a text or the speaker of an utterance, whichever is more

applicable. As this research is not limited to a single text type, both monologues

and dialogues, whether spoken or written, are of equal interest.
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